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With the publication of this volume, the first
noperspectives in Bilingual Education Researc three-year vycre of the EthA total of six forums were held during the past Project comes to a close.
the exposition and analysis of current thinkin hree years. all devoted to
search. The forums resulted in the publication ofin bilingual education recusing on one of three topics in bilingual education:three volumes. each fotheory, technology, or
public policy. These volumes have been well received
by the bilingual education community-. as evidenced by the significant
uses to which the books
have been put: as textbooks, teacher training materials.
research aids, and
as background information for policy makers, to
Given the successful completion of the project. Jame but a few examples.
summarize in this introduction the basic conceptsit may be worthwhile to
that were implemented
through_the,project. Following this general discussion,
a few remarks will
be made concerning bilingual education technology.
The implem:ntation of the Ethnoperspectives
Project reflected a very
definite viewpoint as to what have been, and
the field of bilingual education during the late continue to be. key issues in
seventies and early eighties.
The basic features of that viewpoint can be summarized
in two propositions.
First. it is proposed that there is a describable
knowledge that constitutes the field of bilingual structure to the body of
education. Secondly, it is
proposed that thire is a specifiable process through
which knowledge in
bilingual education can be expanded. modified,
and refined.
Looking at the first proposition, the structure of knowledge
in bilingual
education can be partitioned into three areas They
and public policy. These three major dislions. are theory. technology,
wt.en properly expanded
and elaborated, provide a comprehensive organizational
scheme for most
of the knowledge that is commonly assumed to be
part of the bilingual
education field. An outline of the three major
areas, together with essential
subcategories, follows:

Proposed Categories of Knowledge

in Bilingual Education

I. Theory

...

It. Knowledge J phenomena related to
language and
communication
B. Knowledge of phenomena

related to culture and society
r Knowledge of phenomena
related to cognition and brain
functioning

D. Knowledge of phenomena related to pedagogy
as implemented
for bilingual students
II. Technology
A. Knowledge of phenomena related to models
in bilingual
education
.

ix
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Bilingual Ediation Technology
B. Knowledge of phenomena related to instructional materials
C. Knowledge of phenomena related to specific techniques or
methods

D. Knowledge of phenomena related to technical instruments
E. Knowledge ofphenomena relate to measurement
,
F. Knowledge of phenomena related to evaluation

III. Public Policy
A. Knowledge of phenomena related to federal bilingual education legislation and implementing regulations
B. Knowledge of phenomena related to actions of the courts
C. Knowledge of phenomena related to state bilingual education
legislation and implementing regulations
D. Knowledge of phenomena related to the bilingual education
policies of local school districts
E. Knowledge of phenomena related to the influence of the mass
media on bilingual education issue.,
F. Knowledge of phenomena related to bilingual ethnocommunities
Obviously the outline is not totally inclusive of all possible knowledge in
the field of bilingual education. But the key features are clearly, discernable.
Similarly, all of the categories are not mutually exclusive. Some overlap is
inevitable, but there is enough distinctiveness in each category to clearly
demarcate one area from another.
The usefulness of the knowledge categories just described, and implemented through the Ethnoperspectives Project. stems from their utility in
devising a research agenda that exhibits some measure of orderliness and
comprehensiveness. For instance. each year of tfie three-year project was
devoedlb topics in one of the three main areas. As a result, the researchers
brought together each year exhibited a considerable amount of cohesion
and the resulting publication reflected the state of knowledge in its respective area.
The knowledge categones proposed also can serve a heuristic function.

They can do so in at least two ways. First, researchers and practitioners
will have available a mechanism for identifying gaps in knowledge. They
also will be able to assess the relative level of knowledge for ignorpeet in
each area. In this sense. the categories proposed can assist in assigning
priorities for further knowledge development.
Secondly the categories of knowledge can be useful to highlight the interactions between theory, technology, and public policy. In the past. the
lack of such categories has tended to confuse decision making in the field
of bilingual education. On some occasions for example. decision makers
have not been sufficiently aware of the difference between choosing a particular technical alternative as a matter of oublic policy and the use of
technical data to justify a particular value choice that reflects public policy.
To some extent. the transition vs maintenance dichotomy is an example of
this confusion. Similarly. there has been an astonishing lack of clarity as to
the impact of theory on bilingual education policy formulation and vice
versa. Theoretical notions such as "language dominance, have been enshrined in some legislative actions even though these concepts may in fact
be only theoretical. Coming from the other direction, it should be clear that
federally mandated research in bilingual education is not equally attentive
to all important categories of the field In pai titular. such research has
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tended to emphasize technology and not to emphasize
theory and a number
of significant aspects of pUblic policy.
Turning now to the second proposition, it is asserted that there
is a spec:
ifiable process through

.

which knowledge in bilingual education can be
generated The proposed process entails the concepts of
documentation.
accumulation. criticalnoss, and paradigm.,
Documentation refers to the idea that if kno !edge in
bilingual education
is to he preserved it must be recorded
Any medium may be used to record
knowledge, but emphasis should be placed
on media that maximize-durability, accessibility. and transportfability The
purpose of documentation is
to avoid the "reinventing of the wheel" syndrome.
The idea of documentation applies equally to practitioners and to researchers
Too much knowledge is being. lost in the field becau,e it has not
been recorded, and useful-knowledge is not hying widely
disseminated because it basically resides in
a few heads.
The notion cf documentation
implies several distinct but interrelated activities- First. someone has to take the time to record
Thit, is
a critical step because knowledge that is not recordedknowledge
will soon be lost.
Secondly4. records must be organized and preserved
conveniently as possible This-activity implies the for others to access as
concept of a depository.
i e . a place for holding current
knowledge in bilingual education. Such de'positones should range from the resource
and organizations to regional and national rooms of local school district.,
depositories and cleahnghouses.
Depositories are important because they are required
in order to imple!Tient the idea of knowledge accumulation in bilingual
T-gis idea.
i* essential because knowledge is most powerful when education
it is allowed to build
on itself to generate ever
increasing levels of sophistication.
and pieces of kilowledge cannot lead to rapid knowledge Scattered bits
refinement Such knowledge is more akin to gold nuggets expansion and
than to a gold
mine. The idea of accumulation.
therefore, implies the gathering, sifting,
storing, and sharing of knowledge It also implies the
cumulative effect that
can he achieved by applying
intergenerational efforts to knowledge prodbcnon. Most importantly. the idea implies that6everyone
must contribute to
knowledge production in bilingual 'education.
Knowledge that is well documented and accumulated
sources can then he refined through critical thought and fr)m a diversity of
investigation The
most powerful knowledge in bilingual education will surely
he that knowledge that has been refined by critical intellects. Hence.
knowledge production in bilingual education should he guided by an ethic of
criticism: Clearly
it is immuNnt to distinguish between critam and
crituones.
While We may
he intolerant of int/cones. we also need to
encourage
the
trim
ov who ask
the lough questions and who perhaps disquiet
us with their skepticism.
Moreoever. it is necessary to develop a style of criticism
that is tolerant of
diversity without thereby fostering self-indulienre. Criticism
is a central
element in the production of knowledge in bilingual
education because it
functions as a corrective factor
permitting us to slough off knowledge that
no longer informs tIr that misinforms
A corpus of knowledge that is well documented
and that has survived
intensive criticism can then lead to further knowledge
generation that is
paradigm driven Paradigms are fundamentally the distilled
organized adherents who generate knowledge within theirperspectives of
systematized

I
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framework. What is significant about this process is that competing paradigms arise within any given field. And it is this competition that both
increases the rate of knowledge production and the efficacy of tke critical
process noted above. The clash of competing paradigms can shape knowledge much as the old blacksmith shaped functional implements by banging
iron between the force of the hammer and the resistance of the anvil. Simla,
shaping and contouring of knowledge in bilingual education is essential if
the field is to contribute significantly to he improvement of pedagogy.
Moreover. paradigms need not be re. icte to narrow disciplinary concerns. In a field such as bilingual e,du tiort 't might well he argued that
paradigms should be multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary. After all, the
essence of a paradigm is to invoke a framewor'. within which phenomena
maximize comcan be studied and organized Such a framework should
prehensiveness as well as depth.

These then are the two general propositions that formed the organizational basis for the Ethnoperspectives Project. Some of the ideas described
above were implemented better than others, but the overall philosophy was
evident throughout the project. If this strategy for knowledge production
proves to be useful in other contexts. then perhaps the Ethnoperspectives
Project has contributed something of real significance to the field of bilingual
education
Shifting now-to the theme of this bookbilingual-education technology
it may he useful to point out that in the ongoing public debate about bilingual
of bilingual edueducatio- , it is often the Case- that a fundamental aspect
simply
Bilingual
education
is. to a signification is overlooked. To state it
cant degree. a technical solution to a technical pi ohlem The nature of the
problem itself can be expressed succinctly. In general. students whose native language is not English seem to achieve less in English monolingual
schools than students whose native language is English. While there may
be much disagreement as to the nature of the causes that result Ln this
differential achievement, there can be a little doubt as to the existence of
the differential and little argument as to the need to minimize or even eliminate it
One important strategy aimed at removing the achievement differential
involves the instruction of bilingtal student; by bilingual personnel who use
bilingual education techniques and materials This strategy is based on an
intuitive understanding of the need to match a student's means of cornmuincation and cultural background with those of the teacher and, more
generally, the school, Unfortunately. when this pedagogical strategy first
began to gain currency among educators te 1967) and members of ethnocommunities. there was no off-the-shelf technology that could be applied
.that the
to the bilingual classroom It i, therefore important to understand
desire to implement bilingual education in the late sixties was not accompanied by a comprehensive body of knowledge that could he used to achieve
the desired goal
,.
Such a situation, of course is not unique to bilingtral education When
President John F. Kennedy committed the nation to land a man on the moon
within a decade. there was no off-the-shelf technology extant that could
accomplish such a feat. What Kennedy expounded was nothing more than
a national goal and a strategy for returning the U.S to a position of promof
inence in space exploration. During the ensuing ten year effort. Nikons

ii

Introdut turn
dollars were poured into research. development. and experimentation
While
there was some concern about cost overruns. timelines. etc
. few people
questioned the goal itself or the desirability?' to regain international
nence in space In short, the goal was not negotiable, but engineerspromicould
come and go depending upon their success in solving technical problems.
In retrospect. one can see that early qilvocates of bilingual education
were
forced to borrow, adapt., invent. andlreven tv import bilingual
education
technology (since no billions were poured into this enterprise). The
case is particularly instructive because it teaches a valuable lessonimport
about
the hazards of transferring technology
across international borders. Early
advocates of bilingual education imported. from (rinada what has been
called
the immersion model In its home turf, this treatment
was invented essentially as an intervention strategy to effect changes in ethnic
group relations.
The strategy involved subjecting English monolingual students
to a totally
French language curriculum. hence the name immersion. The
assumption
was that such students would be able to achieve just as well In an all-French
curriculum as in an all-English curriculum Wallace Lambert.
a principal
exponent of this model, demonstrated to the satisfaction of many critics

iiucluAing the parents of the children who participateu voluntarily
in the
program). that the students in the immersion program did indeed achieve

- as well or even better than matched counterparts in an all-English curriculum.
But w hat is essential oro note here is that student achievement.

while
positive. was essentially A side` effect (arid one that had to be assessed
carefully) in a strategy that was intended to have an impact primarily
on
'ethnic relations. Thus, it is fair to say that the.so-called
immersion model
was not really a model of bilingual education, in a technical
sense, but
model for promoting change in intergroup relations. In short, the
intended
outcome of this model must be measured in terms of its impact on ethmc
group relations, while its.side effects must he measured in terms of student
achievement in ordinary academic subjects
When this model was imported into the United States, however.
its intended use was ptimarily to upgrade the achievement levels of non-Englishspeaking students. It should thus be clear thet in th...
process of transplantation, the side effects of the immersion model were converted to the
primary effects, while the original primary effects were not critically assessed.
Moreover. the early implementations of the immersion model
in the U S
assumed that non-English-speaking children should be immersed
in an aliEnglish curriculum. This treatment proved to he a woeful faildre,
a fact that
caused much confusion among advocates and critics alike of bilingual
education Nevertheless. the model was subsequently modified so that limitedEnglish-speaking students were immersed in their home language
This
treatment has proven to he remarkably successful in increasing student
achievement in both English and the native language, as well as in the
content areas Die lesson that was learned
is quite simple Students from
low status groups w ho ire speakers of a nonprestige language
should he
immersed in their native language. This is' in marked contrast
to the Canadian experience w here students from privileged homes who
spoke a pies-

tige language at home were immersed.in a second. locally dominant language
Essentially. this is the only techrmal change that the immersion mode)
has

sustained in its transfer from Canada to the U S.
Given this situation. it is clear that the importation of Canadian bilingual

I'
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education technology proved successful in improving student achievement
among certain minority language students. Unfortunately, the model produces such results only as a side effect of its intended primary outcome.
which IS to impact on ethnic group relations. The fact that U S. educators
have focused their attention on the side effects of the original model does
not mean that the model no longer produces the primary outcomes. It most
certainly does In the U S . these outcomes have to do with engendering
greater awareness within ethnic groups, motivating members of ethnic groups
to express the need for greater soci, I equity, and a myriad of other phenomena that are important to ethnocommunines in the Li S t nhappily,
these outcomes, or what might he properly called side effects in the U S
context. are not always seen positively by the majority population in the
S Hence. while Lambert was able to show in Canada that the immersion
model produced neutral or positive side effects .n terms of school achievement. those who used the model in the U S found out that the side effects
of the transplanted model tin this else impact on ethnic relations since the
main outcomes and the side Oleos of the original model were reversed in
the transplantation process/. were generally not seen positively by the maiont y population
hu, moral of this story is that merely technical solu'ions to a social or
educational issue are not always adequate the fact of the matter is that
to lay then.. exists an off-the helf technology (modified immersion model)
that Lan he implemented in many situations where bilingual education is
indiLated Unfortunately. that technology also pacts on ethnic group relations .nd v 'Ile members of ethnic communities may generally v Itnk these
side effects positively (hut this is not always the case, since some members
of ethnic LommunMes argue that this technology also has negative side
effects for the ethnoLommunny visa v is assimilation, group identity, etc ),
many members of the maionty population would prefer not to change the
status quo of ethnic group relations That. of Louse, is a problem of a
different order and one that may well iequire solutions that are not merely
technical in character
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IN SEARCH OF A PARADIGM FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION'

Adalberto Aguirre, Jr.
University of California.
Rr.erside

1

In his analysis of the structure of scientific revolutions, Kuhn (19621
us 's
the term paradigm to serve as a mode for organizing the coherence of
a
scientific body of knowledge. Specifically, the term refers to ". .
. accepted
examples of actual scientific practiceexamples which include law, theory,
application, and instrumentation togetherprovide models from which spring
particular coherent traditions of scientific research" (1962:10). In the accumulation of scientific knowledge, new paradigms emerge because old
paradigms are unable to explain emerging puzzles or anomalies. The production of new scientific knowledge then becomes a cumulative process
paradigms replace each other within a continuous body of universal law.
An interesting feature of the concept "paradigm" is that its use is in close
proximity to the phrase "scientific community Implicit within Kuhn's
analysis of the structure of scientific revolutions is the proposition that
a
paradigm wins over another because its advocates succeed in being
more
persuasive, and not necessarily because it is better (Rohner & Marx, 1979).
According to Kuhn (197i460), "If the term 'paradigm' is to be successfully
explicated, scientific communities must first be recognized as having an
independent existence
As a result, not only are there competing paradigms. but also competing scientific communities. Thus, the success of a
paradigm depends on the level of coherency and organization within its
supporting community.
For our purpose in this essay, the term paradigm r, used in a general
sense as a significant ordering principle or sthre4uFutrvi4ea that provides
consistency and coherence in a body of knowledge. The ),pecific body of
knowledge we will he addressing is that which has acquired the label of
"bilingual education One of the initial assumptions in the introduction of
bilingual education to the public schools was that its presence held the
potential for a scientific revolution. However, the lack of a paradigm for
bilingual education limited its chances of supporting this assumption. That
is. as we will attempt to demonstrate. bilingual education wi,s not a paradigmatic response to a central body of ideas characterized by a distinct
identity. or a specific community sharing and promoting that identity.
Bilingualism in Edui anon

the introduction of bilingual education into the American public school

env ironmcnt was seen initialty as a major challenge to prevailing educational

Topynght ( 1981 Adalberto Aguirre. Jr
1
1
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Its challenge rested primarily in its conceptualization as an educational technology necessary for growth hi the public school That this
growth" was primarily directed at langu ige minority children quickly
practice

aroused the public to question its educational mission (Edwards. 19801 Its
presence atter a turbulent decade of state, local. and federal support is not

a tesiamerf t its ability to withstand resistence, hut to the institutional
logic persadiag puhlic educationpersonal growth is neither a characteristic of nor a motisafmg facto- flu educational systems The extent of resistence drawn by bilingual education has caused many of ,ervers to identify

it symhohcally with tfie Titanic
Despite the tact that it is still not clear that education is a major determining factor in a person s future career and social class (Blau & Duncan.
1967 "I hurow. 197? Bowles & (,into.. 1975L bilingual education was deis a mechanism for the provision of euual educasigned makilly to s,
tional opportun is in one public schools to language minority children
(Sugarman & Wide .s. 1974 I ()stet. 1976. Roos. 1978 Perhaps the most
significant feature in bilingual education was as the assumption that by enhancing the language minority add', educational opportunity. a comparable
level of aficration would occur in the child's quality of life However. the
consersatise appioach towards change that the public school adopted. and
its dedication to the tatamalization of teaching as an activity. quickly resulted in the misuse of bilingual education for the enhancement of a language minority child s degree of social inequality A renew of the Fegal
status of bilingual educataw. for instance. summarizes the issue as
the possible insidious use of bilingual education to isolate, rather than to
equalize mmormes for segiegation purposes. or its use simply to separate
minoimes for instrw initial purposes. may militate ,gains' the general acceptance of bilingual education as a meaningful statutory right of equal
educational opportunity under title VI" (Plastmo. 1979 41s)
Adding to the confusion iegarding the educational mission of bilingual
education was the general fast that bilingual education was the result of
legislative hatgain ag It ("UPC about without general agreement regarding
a definition of bilingualism. and it was assumed that the federal Bilingual
I ducatton 1ct established an earnest interest in bilingualism (Roeming.
1971i Iroike iI978 li depicts the situation as -When the Bilingua. Eduundertaken largely
cation Ad i I itle I i ; was launcfsed in 1968. it was
N.

there was solidity no research base upon
(and)
.1, an act of faith
which to build and sers ice the needs of this great educational experiment
From its inception then. blimp: if education was not so much a response to
a need. but :mho an attempt to strip_tare a need that would serve to legitimate its presence that it was also done as an act of faith within a highly
bureaucratized ens uonment sever!), limited its chances of survising in an
environment centered around put posise. rational action
to facilitate its immersion into a delicate sociopolitical arena. the "great
educational experiment was presented as the creation of a social under

sensitise to cuftural phiralism. and a reflection of its national interest in
bilingualism I he asseinon that h.lingual education was a reflection of the
national interest moused immediate concern in the general public domain.
and mobilized the pubic school to limit its program logic Bilingual edu-

cation was then rapidly transformed to represent a single. uniform
phenomenon
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Since cultural pluralism v. as a principal basis for promoting
bilingual
education. its scope of application %A% also quiLidy reduced to language
minority children (Fong. 1978) the adsocaLy role that language
min9rity
groups assumed regarding bilingual education. for example.
v.as a principal
means by v. hich these groups intereacted ith the social order. but
not stcesersa Asa result. it rapidly became apparent that ss tide it might not he
in
the national interest to employ

bilingual education as a means for enhancing
the educational grim th of language minority children. it v.as in the national
interest to use bilingual education as a monitor of their educational
go% th.
I he limited applicability of bilingual education.
in own. caused bilingual
education rationales to he Yiev.ed as somessnat ethnocentric. The
necessary
Lontext v.as thus created for bilingual education opponents to
argue that
biingual edticationouas only justified in terms of group autonomy. and
not
in the natural order of human rights for indly gduals to equal
educational
opportunity As a sot:Lib/mg element

in the public schools. bilingual edu
cation came to be portraycd as a mechanism for building protectise
ethnic
encloses in the schools As a result. critics of bilingual education
:sere
quick
to locate the bureaucrdtic support necessary for the
creation of these enJaws 1
I hernstrom, 1981) 12i

the stalling of the Disision of Bilingual
Lducation by ethnic militants follymed an administr..tise tiadition.
GoYernmeat piograms aimed at the particular group are often run by tmlitant
members of that group
\t this point v.e can make the follossing obsersations from the
preceding
discussion As a legislatiYe creation. bilingual education yy
as a response to
a rapidly expanding soLial ens ironment in v. hick the educational inequality
of language minority children v.as anyreasing In risibility As such.
bilingual
edity.ation v.as not a paradigmatic
response to a central body of ideas and
a coherent tradition of scientific research. I hough at the time of its
emergence it drev.' support from a Yariety of academic disciplines interested
in
the study of bilingualism, it v.as not sufficient to es olye into
a specific
audience that would pros ide bilingual education v. ith an independent
existenLe I-or mstanye. the attempt
to present t:iese disciplines as being committed to bilingual education because
their interest in bilingualism had
the immediate result of dravang the cnticism that bilingual
education research lacked an autonomous
methodology

SeLondly, the concern v.i.h the promotion of bilingual education
as a
%chide for equal educational opportunity in the public school
mental in causing bilingual eduLation iationales to be translated v.as instruterms
of group autonomy the most immediate result as that bilingualInto
education
Has oyersimplified to represent a single and uniform nhenomenon. clearly
alLatifiabie and distinct from other forms of education I Le v.is. 1977)
Its
immersion into a system of mass public instruction in yy hich fess 'lido 'dual
L haraLtei PL.. v.ere taken Into acyount.
numerou, structural ohstatics in its mission to serse the mai% created
uhial LharaLteristies of language
minority Lhildren I he manifest implication of
this dilemma for esery day
life v.as that Iv, potheses retarding the function of bilinguat education
pro(hayed fsso Lompeung Lamps Members of one L.,mp by pothesiie
that
bilingual education is necessary for the weal
pluralism v.hile those in the other hypothesi/eact ommodation of cultural
that bilingual education is
suffiyient for the segmentation of effinofinguishy groups vothin
a superorlinaic framcv.ork nt ethmy salves

1"
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as a legislatise braincnild. bilingual education was an institutional
response to another institution's needs. The increased sisibility of the language minority child's educational inequality was reduced by incorporating
it into an institutional context. Its institutional incorporation assured that
it would Kt reflecuse of an institution's attempt to deal with an unstable
social reality. As a result. bilingual education was directed at the social fact
that language minority children were not part of the school's soc:al reality
because they were not full corporate members of the institution. lhus, the
presentation of bilingual education as an institutional response to indisidual
needs ould only function satisfactonly it it neither reflected change nor
personal growth In the end. bilingual education was destined to he func-

tional in the reproduction of in instoutioral social reality. and not for personal grow th

thdone !rist
In their encounters with the real woLld. Indus 'duals carry in their head a
model of society that allows them to make sense of these encounters. This
model facilitates making wnse by influencing what the individual looks for
and what is to he done with the observations For instance, this process of

encounter with the real world is summarized by Boulding 119141.94) asit still remains true that at any moment* each human indisidual is
surrounded by a real world of which the structures in his brain are a part.
and which is affected by these structures in processes that are themselves
part of the real world
In a sense then. inth%iduals hold a general conception for social phenomena they most often come in contact withsome mental picture of how
these phenomena come together and work In the construction of life experiences for the indisidual. this general conception for social phenomena
permits the generatilm of interpretations regarding "ncss-. or frequently
encountered phenomena In this manner. the individuals construction of
social reality retains a level of coherency For our purposes in the following
discussion, the tern model- refers to the general image of the main outline
for some major phenomenon. including ideas about the nature of the units
insured and the pattern of their relations
As the preceding discussion has already pointee out. bilingual education
was primarily designed to deal with the increasing level of educational inequality experienced by the language minority child in the public schools.
As a general social fact. the increasing level of inequality took the shape of
a major social phenomenon because of its constraining effect on escryday
life In other words, the presence of inequality made sense. However. the
failure of bilingual education to he a paradigmatic response to a body of
ideas presented it from assuming a 'general image" that would seriously
question the assumptions in an educational system rooted upon uncipi.,!
relationships Instead. the search for a general image- took the pragmatic
route of developing competing definitions These definitions were not developed as an attempt to see which one most closely reflected the general
outline of the phenomenon. instead they became a search for substance It
may he that. given the makeshift development of bilingual education. it was
expected that the definition for the phenomenon with which most people
would identity. would become the shared general image of the phenomenon

1L
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fhe general expectation that a search for
a definition of bilingual educak
!ton w ould produce some
statement regarding its general nature quickly ran

into difficulty. I of example. employing

a limited view of the nhenomenon.

Sax dle & Troike 11971.11 defined bilingual education
as ". . . an educational

program in which two languages are mediums of instruction
In contrast.
the 1' S Office of Education produced w hat it regarded
as a Wahle definition of bilingual education (Andersson & Boxer. 1970.49
"Bilingual education is instruction in two languages and the use of those
two
languages
as mediums of instruction for any part of or all of the school
curriculum
These are probably the most often cited definitions.
or examples. of bilingual education. and they typify w hat is included in almost
all other definitions of bilingual educx.ont he use of two languages in and for
However, the lack of specdicitx in the definitions regarding theinstruction.
interactive
processes of hi' iguahsm in education. resutted in the development
of a
continuum for bilingual education progruns-

1. programs where all classroom instruction
is in the second fangauge
with the exception of a component in mother-tongue skills.
2 programs in which both languages are used in
an equal manner for
instruction
programs in which class oom instruction is in the mother
tongue and
the target language is taught as a sidnect
An interesting background variable at this stage
in the presentation of
bilingual education as a continuum was the ensuing debate
between adxoates for a%sandarum and those advocating for idurahon As
a result, the
preceding continuum took on an ideological form by
acquiring the labels of
transfer. (2) enrichment. and IZi maintenance Had there
greater
cohesion among bilingual education proponents at the time. thisbeen
ideological
debate would have served an instrumental purpose in legitimating
its presence Instead, this debate became instrumental in depicting
a state of confusion within bilingual education fhat is. the debate demystified
the nature
of bilingual education
While the search for definition did permit the development of
nnitges for
Ningual education. it was still far from the actual need
of making sense of
bilingual education On a global dimension, the transition from
definition to
program development predicated that sanation between programs would
primarily he found in the arrangement and combination of
components. In
practice, differences between bilingual education programs were
to he found

in the arrangement of element, comprising the program s educational
technology
I he most serious in .lication in the transition from definition
to program
development was that program grow th came to he interpreted
as
with the goal being to oversee the total number of units thrown additive.
together
because they conformed to a common definition
13), comparison. program
growth is not cumulative in that each unit. as a series
of increments. prepares the v,.11, for the next (uxen an institutional environment
and its on
demand on constituent units the latter is much more likely
to
alter
patterns.
whereas the former is functional in pattern maintenance
it is almost as if
programs were expected to define themselves and the phenomenon
they
were designed to address
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lei lin
In regard to the continuum for bilingual education programs discussed in
the preceding pages. one 1. a n list the following educational technology variables in the application of bilingual education teaching methods (Paulston.
1980 7-14. Ramirez. 1980. Cummins. 1980. Matute-Bianchi. 1980. Paz. 19801.

lavaave For example. Title VII programs
1. The seiliam fin:
t..,tch initial reading simultaneously in either the two languages or in
the mother tongue first. whereas the Canadian early immersion programs typically reserse the process and teach initial reading in the
second language
2. Tune allotted for each language. both in sequencing and within

the curriculum Title VII programs. for example, do not delay more
than one year in introduLing reading in the second language (if not
taught simultaneously
Z. The retain(' ein,,:aim on the mother tongue In curriculum design
this is accomplished by including a bicultural dimension to supplement
the bilingual goals
Variation in this %ariable oc4 hew ner Mina ih ond a ompeteni
curs in that the teacher may he a member of the same ethnic group as
the children. the same teacher may use both languages in instruction.
or the two languages may he represented by a certified teacher on the
one hand and by a teacher's aide on the other
Fhe haneunce fit the mrroandis: i °minimal and ,ts impact on the
5
bilingual program in the school is a %ariable that is poorly dealt with
It is readily assumed that the stalling of bilingual programs with paraprofessionals from the local community will pro% ide the necessary continuity between home and the school

While many more educational technology sariables can he found to distinguish hem een bilingual education programs. the preceding ones are those
most frequently encountered in the literature on bilingual education, and

those asserted to he most influential in determining bilingual education
results

I hese sariables. Ime%er. are rarely operationalizd within a coherent
framework As a result. tae% do not pros ide for an empirically-based feature
analysis of bilingual education models Studies of bilingual education pro-

gram effectoxness. for example. are not of potential benefit to program
deselopment becati,e the lack of consisteno; in their presentation of educational technology %ariables presents the interpretation of results within
the scope limitations of %slim is being studied Ira a frequently cited resiew
of the issues in bilingual education program effecti%eness. Zappert & Cruz
1977) list the following as limitations in the structured comparison of bilingual education programs

No control for student s socioeconomic background
I
2 No measure of the student s initial language dominance
No speofkation of teat.her qualifications, and teaching materials

After their length' re, irw. /appert & Cruz (1977 19i conclude that
the research demonstrates that bilingual education and bilingualism improses. or does not in.pedc oral language deelopment, reading and %%Ming
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abilities. mathematics and social studies impra
sement. cogninse functioning. and self image In addition,
there is empuical es ulei:ce that bilingual
education programs improse school attendance
A careful look at the sariables mentioned abase.
and other, listed h}
Zappert & Cruz 11977). reseals that the} are backgro.;id
ch iracteristics of
teachers and or students. rasher than structui al features
of bilingual programs. This make ,erne what one is searching los
is an approximation
of ss hat bilingual education
programs consist of. ant not how their functioning capability is affected hr technology saridt,!es What
is possible to
conclude from studies that review bilingual education characteristics
is that
they fall short of making
meaningfid contributions to the held because their
findings cannot he employed to separate bilingual education
programs that
do work from those that do not work As a remitt the
preceding conclusion
reached by Zappert & Cruz is an actual reflection of the
state of the art lor
bilingual educationall programs. whether eflectise
ceptable because they are bilingual to some degree. or ineffectise. are acThe main reason for undertaking comparative studies
is for the discover}
of general lay s. or principles. Following Kuhn
s notion of paradigm. comparatise studies are necessary for the explication of
will spring a coherent body of ideas The formulation a model from which
of these ideas within
a coherent framework will also he helpful in predicting
program success.
or in diagnosing program weaknesses
(iisen the deselopment of general
pink:10es from a main hods of ideas. together with
a detailed knowledge
of the importance of relesant sariables and their
behas tor. greater reason
for confidence in making decisions is pros ided As
we haw seen. the lack
of concept and data comparability in bilingual
education programs limits
structured comparison. and presents the generation of general
principles
irnernl Ohs, ri arsons

f-or all.pr ictical purposes. the attention msested
in the initial search for
a definition of bilingual education was both a snare and
a delusion A snare
in the sense that definitions took the fioim of rules for
players needed order The delusion was created becausea game in which the
in order to function
properly. bilingual education must he set off from general
education. The
irons is that the initial basis for deseloping bilingual education
ment the language minority child s chances of succeeding was to augin a hod} of
general education The aim was certainly not to isolate
the
phenomenon.
htlingualism. and studs its deselopment independent of
a general hod} of
education As a result. inequality
was enhanced, and not altered
'The transition from definition to program deselopment
was neither based
on a consistent hods of data nor on a hods of general principles
The lack
of specificity in the elements constituting bilingual education
was responsible for not deseloping confidence for making decisions
th.a would outline
the parameters of a general model for bilingual
educatio.t I or example. one
result was the deselopment of
a continuum for bilingual education programs
that was based on a comparison of bilingual
relatonshipsthose that exist
between the indisidual and the sss. m of education.
and those that exist
between groups and the
system of education Coasequently. any program with some hint of bilingualism
was incorporated into the general body
of bilingual educat.on
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Secondly. in this u an.at:on. educational technology variables became a
principal means for evaluating bilingual programs. However. the kick of
consistency in the presentation of these variables. the failure it. ,recount for

their interactions within a conceptual framework. did not permit for the
analysis of program possibilities. For example. the focus is on the study of
a large number of bilingual education programs because it is assumed that
they are derivatives of an ideal ty pe blueprint. rather than on an examination
of how educational technology variables cluster into different programs.
The latter. given the relative level of indeterminacy between variables. has
the greatest potential for explicating parameters that are reflective of a gen
eral model or necess try as guides for model building
butt rpretoth ms

Rko issues have been emphasised in this essay as fundamental for the
development of a paradigm for bilingual education First of all. it is necesh the nature
sary .to develop a model and a methodology limited in sco
of the phenomenon addressed I he initial .:ependence of hrfligual education
on contributions from academic disciplines doing research in bilingualism
forced it to adopt the assumptions of those disciplines and to work according
to the models they had developed_ That is. the emphasis was to see what
could he borrowed from w hat was already around in the hope that it would
tar bilingual education Consequently. a set of beliefs unique
make
to bilingual education did not develop
Secondly, the failure to develop a unique set of beliefs prevented the
development of a consensus regarding an acceptable frame of reference and
a terminology for its expression. As a result. crises in bilingti d education
centered around the lack of consistency in research findings. and its failure
to cluster educational technology variables around what made sense and
what did not in an attempt to facilitate decision making The primary obstacle against decision making in bilingual education then became the assertion that as' long as they addressed a minimal level of bilingualism then
they were providing a service to the general body of education. At this
point, the ser.ice to children becomes secondary For example. because
bilingual education was a response by one institution to the needs of another. its utility was evaluated in terms of its contribution to. and reflective
of. the institutional environment. rather than how it interacted with the
constituent units of the environment.
In addition. the failure to develop a model for bilingual education was not
supportive of a holistic approach to bilingual education. Instead. the notion
that was developed and supported was that bilingual education was the
aggregation of things similar in nature This emphasis on similarity was
largely a result of the initial attempt to hortow from other academic disciplines what was assumed would make sense for bilingual education. A latent
consequence of this was that similarity became differentiated by academic
discipline. and concern was placed on the specialization of knowledge from
each academic discipline As a result. the constituent elements for bilingual
education differentiated between and among themselves. and reinforced this
by assuming specialized functions I hus. bilingual education was not con-

ceptualized as a system of education. but rather as a type of education
definable only in terms of the function its components assumed
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The conceptualization of bilingual education
as a sysfem of education
would have forced it to initially abandon the notion
that its development
was dependent on the sum of its parts. The notion
maintenance of a stable institutional social reality. Bywas functional for the
as a system
-of education, bilingual education would Save become contrast,
highly competitive in
an institutional environment directed at experiencing
change and finding

a
net purpose for it. Change was, of course, the essence of the
reality bilingual
education was designed to address. For example,
bilingual education decided to establish its point of departure from general
education by emphasizing differences. rather than
these differences by placing them in
a system of education capablepursue
of competing within a highly institutional,
and increasingly bureaucratic,
environment. In a ciassic study of the Renaissance as an educational
achievement. Durkheiin 119691 argues that, in
order for people to feel the need to change their
educational system, they
must become conscious of ideas and needs that have
emerged for which the
old system of education is no longer adequate. Following
Durkheim's observation, it was never really clear what bilingual
education was addressing,
which ideas it was addressing' that the old
was not, or whether it
was responding to specific needs. As such, system
bilingual education neither reflected nor manipulated change.

Aiminiar
We have attempted to suggest in this essay what
may have been initial
points in the rise of bilingual education that prevented
the development of
a paradigm. The failure of bilingual education to
arise as a paradigmatic
response to a unique set of beliefs
prevented the development of a modal
that would generate hypotheses relevant
to its survival within a bureaucratic
environment. Thus, a framework with rules for describing
relationships
between bilingual education variables was not developed,
and as a result,
validation for programs became unmanageable and

ad hoc.
Given its dependence
on surrounding academic disciplines, perhaps the
most serious limitation in bilingual education was

its failure to develop its
own unique character. In the wcrld of everyday
existence.
ciplines function as institutional actors who increase their academic disown chances of
survival by the level of attraction they draw from other
institutional actors,
and their ability toemploy this attraction to create
a dependent relationship
in which thqp are the superordinate party. A prerequisite
then in a search
for a paradigm is that bilingual education must
ground
itself
in what it is
and commit itself to it. In simple terms, it must
gain
control
of
itself. and
direct its own action Regarding the larger institutional
it must compete, bilingual education and its supporters context within which
offered by Machiavelli in The Thuonrses. "He Who must heed the advice
establishes a dictatorship and does not kill Brutus. or he who founds
republic and does not kill
the sons of Brutus, will only reign for a short
time
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A BILINGUAL INSTRUCTION MODEL:

/

THE NEW CONCURRENT APPROACH

Rodolfo Jacobson
University of Texas at San Antonio

INTRODUCTION
The professional literature IAndersson and Boyer. 1970, Cordasco. 1970:
Gaarder, 1975; U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. 1975) has sporadically
made reference to a bilingual approach in which the teacher switches from
one to the other language as she teaches the bilingual child. This approach.
known as the (omurrent approat h. is described in rather vague terms (Andersson and Boyer. 1970.100). and no research on the effectiveness of the
approach has ever been conducted It is therefore no surprise that most
bilingual specialists and teachers hold reservations in regard to the usefulness of the approach. The random, switching practices, often withinbthe
same sentence. were felt to lead to confusion as the child is developing his
second language skills. However, the term. I one wren/ approach. was used
in several Title VII basic program proposals in order to identify the instructional method to be used in the program. This led. at,least in one instance.
to a thorough investigation of what this approach. or a modified version
thereof, might accomplish.
tt is the objective of the present paper to describe the author's work done
with federal support in a South Texas school district, the United Inder endent School District of Laredo. Texaswork that has allowed the investigator to define the approach and to describe its methodology. When funding
was no longer available, the work was continued at the University of Texas
at San Antonio and its results have been presented at conferences here and
abroad After five years of research, the model' has now been sufficiently
refined to permit us to specify and to describe the components of this 'wit
concurrent approach.

1
0

p-1

WORKING WITH AK TO 3 BILINGUAL PROGRAM IN LAREL
The United Independent School District. Laredo. Texas was funded in
1974 to implement a Title VII Bilingual Education Program from grades K
to 3. To complement the results of the formal evaluation design. the district
unlited the services of external consultants-evaluators. In its proposal requesting federal funding for a K-3 bilingual program. the district stated the
following:
The United District's bilingual program will be externally evaluated on
a pre and post basis by external consultants. 1 hey will evaluate the
14
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project in early fall and late spri..t- by observing. inquii ing. and
analyzing the total scope of the program. The extent of their evaluation
will focus on lbsertaing the program in operation. interviewing
students, conducting conterences with the Title VII staff.
Id providing
feedback on ways of improving the program's deficiencies. They
will
aubrnit to the Project perector and administration a written critique
on

kJ

their observations and recommendations. (1977.118)
The author served in the capacity of external evaluator from 1975
1979. when the funding was discontinued The general objective until
of the
project was to implement an action research project whereby different
bilingual instruction models would be tested. At the same
time the project
was defined as a quasi-longitudinal study "to determine the effects
of the
concurrent approach treatment, that is. the teaching of content through the
concurrent use of English and Spanish. on the achievement of these students
The school district hypothesized that:
Those students who are taught all subject areas bilingually through tkl
concurrent approach will achieve significantly higher in Reading. Language. and Math than a comparison group of students who are taught
through the traditional English school curriculum.
The mention of the concurrent approach here was
intriguing and in his
capacity as a consutt int-evaluator. the author set out to investigate
the
knowledge that educators had with respect to tne nature of
language instruction Neither in the school district nor elsewhere.concurrent
including
the professional literature. was there any clear notion in this regard.
In its
absence. he started to pose questions as to what the district wanted
to see
accomplished and how they might proceed to define such an approach
or.
at least, to ideintify some of its outstanding features. Queries of this
nature
led ultimately to the formulation of an approach in which
two languages are
being u,ed concurreii.ly as media of instruction

1 HE OLD AND THE NEW VERSIONIS)

OF IHE ''fINCURREN r APPROACH
The idea of using the bilingual's

two langtotes as media of instruction is
not a new one It draws an two basic facts.
Switching back and forth
between the two _languages of a canimunity is common practice
among

bilinguals. and the teacher who employs such a strategy merely
does what
she is familiar with when she interacts informally in her
community.
The
switching also serves the purpose of assisting the bilingual child
in comprehending the subject matter of the class. The topic taught in English
clear to. say. the Spanish-speaking child. as the teacher expfams thebecomes
subject
also in lm.; stronger language. Equally familiar to
everyone is the oppoSition
by teacher, and education specialists to this kind of language
in
the classroom Bruce Gaarder 11978 371 argues in this respectalternation
that
A disastrous compromise is passable rapid switching by
the teacher
from one language to the other I have seen this done
continuously in
protects in South Texas The conclusion there was that the miraculous
language learnink, of whicii young children are Linable was not taking
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place. for the pupils had but to wait a tow seconds to receive the same
message in their on tongue
A somewhat weakened objection is found in Ar.dersson and Boyer
(1970:100) who simply emphasize the reservation hid by many in this reprovided
gard Although no,actual description of concurrent teaching is
anywherit,,ffiree features seem to he present in all the earlier forms of the
concurrent :Ipproach (1) the randomness of the alternation. (2) the syntactic
nature of the switches and (3) the use of translation As for the first, there
seems to be my clear pattern why the teacher would switch to the child s
native language other than to ensure that the child understand the lesson
The randomness of the switch prevents any control of when and where in
the teacher's discourse the switch will occur. so she may begin a sentence
in erIglish and complete it in Spanish or vice-versa or she may switch at
sentence boundaries Intrase :ntial codeswitching may be particularly
risky for the child who is still in the language developmental stage
Finally. the concurrent translation approach as used by some bilingual
teachers in Californ: (Christina Bratt-Paulston, 1980 personal conversation) establishes for the children a pattern whereby they can avoid all second
language learning by only following the teacher's explanations in their first
language and disregard the :aching in the second language altogether. This
consecutive interpretation strategy is frequently used at conferences or in
courtrooms where there is no intent ioi the speaker of one language to
learn the other, but this does rot lend itself as a strategy of instruction in
the public school In conclusion. the res-; yawns held in regard lo the old
version(s) of the concurrent approach seem to he well taken
The principle of concurrent teaching, on the other hand, is valid as it
reflects the Khosyncracy of the bilingual who. at all times, utilizes both
languages of his repertoire. However. to make it. work as a teaching strategy
requires that one re-examine how the two languages can complement one
another and what strategy is sociolinguistic:illy. phychologically and education:Mx sound to justify their presence in the instructional process.
The new concurrent approachAienceforth the NCA method, resulted
from the author's dewy to bring together the child's two languages lig a way
that would further the latter's language development and. at the same time.
lead to satisfattory school performance To accomplish this objective. he
had to address several issues
I

2

1

the extent to which the native language must he developed in order to
succeed in learning a second language.
the extent to which the home language should he used in school to
'develop a positive attitude toward it.
the extent to which first language maintenance in the pnmary grades

would not interfere with the transition to English in post-primary
education,
4. the extent to which the use of both languages would lead to an understanding of the bilingual functioning of some sectors of our society.
the extent to which,Jschool subtexts could he learned through two
5
language media

these issues are all addressed in the following seLtions that represent the
theoretiLal bases of the NCA method
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The child ii a bilingual

program brings to his school name
in one language and different degrees of knowledge in a secondproficiency
language.
The child*, sernacular. usually Spanish, is a regional variety of the
language
that he has learned in his home and his neighborhood for
many years. As
any normal child, he has learned this variety well and can communicate
in
it comfortably. He is also aware of the fact that there is another
language
in his community. English. He notices that this latter lane iage
is spoken by
most people in his school and he may wonuar. from his first school
day on.
how important it

is for him to learn to speak it well

just like the people
around him It is his teacher's role to help
him acquire a healthy outlook
at the presence of these two languages in his life.

In the NCA method it is crucial that the teacher
stress, more through
action than through words. the equal prestige of the two languages
as well
is the functional distribution of each. The child thus acquire%
a feeling for
the appropriateness of either code and learns to function accordingly
may even acquire a feeling for the appropriateness of switching from He
one
variety to the other under certain circumstances The notion of
equal prestige of the two languages is furthermore the basis for his willingness
to
continue using Spanish while he is acquiring English. As ior Spanish.
he
realizes that variations occur in it and that his teacher
says many things
differently and wants him to say them at school just like she
says them.
Thus, not only the acquisition of English begins in early schooling
but also
the awareness for the ..mportance of a nonsernacular
variety of Spanish.
Lon imei qe and the Si hind cum( uhim

The importance of distinguishing between first language and second
language instruction is a familiar notion This distinLtion come,
especially significant place in a program where I., and L_ to occupy an
simultaneously. Whereas in name language instruction t'he are developed
seeks
to strengthen and to expand a system that is in its rudimentaryteacher
form already
there. in seLond language
instruction she creates. except for the language
universal features. a new system '1 he advances in the
methodology of second language acquisclon !use not always been accompanied
in first language learning methodology It is this latter learning by adsances
holds particular importance for the implemetation of the NCAprocess that
method
The development of name language skills is Justifiable
on two groundsa psyLholinguistic and an affective one As 11.4 Cummins (1979. 1980)
has

shown, a language learner must reach the threshold level
in his first language
to succeed in acquirmt, a second language
It is our contention here that
this does not necessarily have

to he a Lonseetime process but that the
threshold level can also he reached in the first language
as the second language i- .icing acquired as long as sufficient time is pros ided to develop
the
name language systematiLally I he balanced dual language
use not only
provides this time but also helps us pursue simultaneously the affective
goal. that of establishing the equality of prestige of the
languares In
allowing equal time for Spanish and English. the teacher two
tells
either language may sense as an effectise sommumation toolthe child that
This notion
is further strengthened by the tae t that the teacher herself - crws
all a model
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of bilingual behavior when she utilizes both languages. not only as a class-room technique. but also as a general strategy of verbal interaction
Language development in either language is a continous process in the
bilingual program Even though times are set aside for the teacher to teach
language arts. the language development does not stop there I here is also
a covert development while the teacher teaches content The NCA method
contributes Most effectively to this type of language development because
the teacher has become more sensitive to the child's actual language needs

The leacher and her Clans A sot in! Aanalion

let us briefly examine toe roles of the teacher and her class in a sociolinguistic perspective In this context. the class shall he considered a social
situation in which 11,, 'eacher and her students partake as co-participants
The role relationship between teacher and children is clearly defined and

p

any violation of the agreed-upon roles would bring aboutin Fishman's
(1972 44-501 termsan incongruent situation The teacher. however. is not
merely a participant in the situation but also an analyst thereof. The outcome of her analysis will tell her what to do next She will identify certain
signals or cues, some of which are linguistic in nature. and others educational or social, and these promote actions that are triggered in her classroom by such cues. In other words. the teacher is not teaching a lesson
removed from the social realities of her group but she adjusts her teaching
to these realities at e.:ry instance This is particularly true for a class taught
through the NCA method because the teacher responds there to a set of
cues that trigger the language alternation. Every language switch must however achieve a pedagogically sound objective. In other words. it is not
switching for switching's sake but rather switching for a clearly definable
purpose The children. in turn. view their teacher's language switch as a
hint to follow. that is. an instruction for them to do the same By learning
tWe rules of the tame. they develop 'an awareness for and experience in the
interactional norms that characterize the verbal behavior of any bilingual
person
The ('File''! 1.e% %I'M

Language switching occurs in the NCA method only in the teaching of
content The owl language development components of a bilingual progrant arc monolingual activities English-as-a-second-language lessons are
taught in English only and Spanish-language lessons. in Spanish only School
subjects other than language arts utilize concurrent teaching techniques in
which the teacher shifts smoothly from one language to the other as the
lesson is carried on This alternation enables.the teacher jointly to develop
the bilingual child's two languages without jeopardizing his school progress
I hus. concepts are formed or reinforced in both languages. the lexicon is

expanded and many other meaningful activities go on in both languages
simultaneously In other words, the conceptual reinforcement is accom-

panied by vocabulary-budding techniques as words are necessary to show
that a given concept is understood Concept formation and lexical reinforcement or expansion are therefore tt,o powerful cues to which the teacher
responds by switching to the other language However as she switches, she
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avoids translating her earlier discourse in L, but instead reinforces the con-

cept by elaVorating on it in L2. The continuity of a lesson must not be

interrupted under any circumstances. As a matter of fact. the resourceful
bilingual teacher is switching so smoothly from one to the other language
that an average listener would barely realize that the medium of communication has changed. This smoothness of the switching eve.nt is therefore
crucial for the continuity of the lesson and it may take some special training
on the part of the teacher to develop this particular expertise.
The teacher's language switch is intended as a hint for the child to follow
her example (see above). If he is reluctant to do so the teacher-student role
relationship would insert and the child would instead induce the teacher'to
return to .he language used before. Again. special training is necessary to
guide the child in his language choice. On the other hand. the teacher's
reluctance to accept the child's code should never lend itself to the interpretation by the hild that his answer was wrong. e.g :
T Quien
America'
S,. Christopher Columbus

T- ,Quien" Maria')
S2: C

tobal Colon

T. Muy bien. Maria
S,: That's what I 6
lhis could be handled-better in the following way.
T
descnhrio America')
S,: Christopher Columbus.

T That is correct Cristobal C'don descubrio America
S, Y vino en un barco grande
T. Si. vino en el Santumaria.
Most important. however, is the purposefulness of the switch A language
switch must come as a response to a cue and in implementing it. the teacher
must he aware of the pedagogical objective that she pursues Table I lists

the cues to which the teacher reacts when she initiates the switch. Her
expectation is that the children will follow her language choice decision If
FABLE. I
System of Cues
1

(Iri<<ruum A:naives
a Coneptual reinforcement
h Review
c Capturing of attention
d Praise Reprimand

2 ( urnehhon

Liiiicnave net dopment
a Variable language dominance
h Lexical enrichment
t, translatability

4 Interpersonal Relationships

a. Language appropriateness

h Topic
c Text

a Intimacy Formality
h Courtesy
Free Choice
d. Fatigue
e Self-awarenes,,
f Rapport
c
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they do not, she must he resourceful einugh to bring about the switch at
a later time.
Although the cues. (mug)/ !oilman), and feta rd emu hmenr. hat,e been
mentioned above and a more detailed treatment of the cue-response technique follows in the section on professional training. one further example
may he in order here. bpi( . a cue pertaining to the cum( Winn. stresses the
appropriateness of a given language in the teaching of a specific topic. As
the teacher discusses two distinct events of American history. the discovery
of America and the arrival of the Pilgrims. she realizes that one is a typically
Hispanic experience. whereas the other is a typically Anglo-Amencan one.

When she switches from one topic to the next. she may also switch the
coies. hence. Spanish may appeal to her as more appropriate when talking
about the former and English. when talking about the latter. The following
transcription of a recordeu lesson taught at Clark Elementar. School. Laredo United I 5.1) . illustrates the point
I
S

r
S

I
S
I
S

i

Who began Thanksgiving'
Christopher Columbus_
,t. mpecemos con ( rirmropher ("hauteur', Cri% wild) Colon descubrio clue'
Unerica
V luego' Who came to AmeriLa on a big ship'
I he Mayflower
V4, ill) came on the Mavflo...er '

( hritopher Columbus
No. he came on another one Who came on the Mayflower '

S
I

I he who'

S

The Pilgrims
The Pilgrim% came on the dayflower

I

(Grade 10

lo summarize. the change in topic may trigger a change in code if there
is. say. a cultural itistilication to associate one language with the first topic
and the other language with the second Rest onses to other cues can be
instilled in similar fashion making it possible to conduct the content classes
like math, science. social studies and others in both languages concurrently
allowing to each .approximately 60 percent of the class time.

S I All- DIA ELOPMEN I
I he implementation of an approach like the NCA method that capitalizes
on the conscious manipulation of the teacher s language resources requires
of the teacher the ability to detach herself from the teaching task and selfmonitor her performance In other words. as she teaches. she must make

a number of deLasions as to the cue that she wishes to respond to. the
language that she wishes to use in response to that cue. the reaction to her
language switch that slit_ Aishes the child to manifest. the strategy to use
if the child has failed to follow her hint to switch. and so forth. The deliberate use of faculties that normally are Intuitive requires professional training that differs somewhat from conventional teacher education methods
Lourses or in-serviLe workshops It is therefore the purpose of this section

1'
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to describe the staff development required for the NCA method on the basis
of five basic components. tan the language attitudinal training. tb) the selfconsciousness of language behavior training. (c) the cue-response training.
Id) the lesson planning training and (c) the lesson implementation training.

The Language Attitudinal Training
Let us assume that the teachers selected to implement the NCA method
are proficient in both the majority language and the home language of then
students. The attitude of these teachers toward both languages should be
one of equal prestige. although they should recognize that the two languages
are distrilited functionally in different ways and that there is regional and
social varil.tion in the speech of their students. This is especially important
in 'relation to the minorlay language. Teachers should view the students
achievement of English language proficiency as a most important goal but
always in conjunction with the development of the children's native language
by encouraging us use and building upon the resources the children already
have. As for the children's verbal behavior. the objective should be balanced
dual language use. To promote this atmosphere of bilinguality. teachers
should model bilingual behavior, not only in the classroom. but at all times
(see above). As children imitate their teachers' behavior in so many ways.
bilingual behavior can be emulated effectively in this way. too.
Not every teacher may he ready to function in a totally bilingual atmosphere. but the professional training she is undergoing will help her promote
a psychological climate that is appropriate for the children to develop both
languages ,imultaneously. Through the acceptance of the home language.
the teacher will achieve the motivation necessary for the acquisition of English. Proficiency in both languages will ultimately lead to the acceptance of
English alone as a medium of instruction during the post-primary years. By
the same token. he. or his family for him. can identify means in the broader
community in order to use and expand further the first language skills developed during his early schooling.
Sell-11)11%111111%11('%%

of
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The teacher must now seek to become self-conscious about her verbal
behavior. so that she can know exactly when and why she should switd h
from one to the other language. This self-observation is referred to as si //monitoring: and becomes an important. part of the teacher's trainine. Its
objectives are. first of all. to keep an accurate record of the time spent in
either language. Teachers often deceive themselves in this respeci. since a
' eacher stays longer in the language in which she feels more secure. By
recording her own lesson, playing the recording back and measuring the
time spent in each language the teacher identifies the exact time ratio of
either language in order to increase or decrease its use accordingly.
It is not only the overall time that should require her attention but also
the time spent in each switching event. Too little time in one language
almost becomes an instance of intrasentential codeswitching. a strategy
that one wants to avoid here furthermore. the brevity of the switching
event fails to reseal the grammatical structure of the language and lacks
therefore in didactic value Excessive time in one language. on the other
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hand. indicates that the teacher has disregarded the cues and has nut addressed herself to the actual educational or linguistic or social needs of her
students. Again. audiotaping and replaying also sere here the purpose of
self - monitoring, so that the teacher may develop an intuition for the optimum length of a switching event The third objective of self - monitoring i%
to provide the rationalization for the switch. The teacher must know each
time that a switch occurs why a language alternation is appropriate here
and what specific objective is tchiexed by conducting the class rt English
and not in Spanish or vice versa This aspect of the training s closely
related to cue-response training (see below). since the rationalization is

based on the identification of the situational cue and the corresponding
response to it.
For the purpose of clarification the following example may be appropriate:

A child has frequently shown difficulties in rendering in L, what he has
heard in L, Ole pertinent cue is trantlatainhil and the teacher. in respons ! to that cue. asks the ch:Id to reinterpret her words to a Spantshdominant student
fomorrow. we will see that the seed has grown. Now when we
I

add water to a seed. what happens to it'
't cracks
r Right it -lacks And what comes out of the seed'

S
S

Ihe %tem

I

leery good , Por quo:- no le dices a Juan lo quo scabs de

..

deem': '
S ('land° le et.hamos agua a la %mina. el!t se re% lenta y sale el
talk)

( //, -rt sin illi irt11111:
Before the teacher can rationalize each language switch. she must familiarize herself with the system of %tie% a% listed dhow (see "[able li Sixteen
cues are distributed there unevenly over four socioeducational areas. One
n:.
such area, t las %room sir-afro's consists of the cues ( om ept
ret lett. attenntm (apturme and praise or rrprimand. When any one of these
cues .s identified. the teacher switches from the language in which she is
teaching to the bilingual's Whet language. The smoothness of the transition

as she swat lies languages mu t not interfere with the continuity of the
lesson and the reasoning that she may offer to lustily the switch could he
as follow%
1

the need for i OM pt di tilcpun to in

1

,, hence. the %w itch from 1., to

1

2
3

4

the use )t I , for the retlest as the lesson had previously been taught
in L, hence. the switch from 1 to 1,,
the sw itt.h to I. in tapturme the attention of those A ho were distracted. hence. the switch from L, to L,
the need for immediate praise (or reprimand). the switch to 1., serves
here the purpose of separating the teacher s assessment of the child's
performance from the remainder of the lesson, hent.e. the switch from
, to 1,,
1
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Simi.ar justifications apply for the cues of the other areas. 1 urru ulum
bineuglee del elopmenl anti naerpersono/ re/anons Rationalizations for the

switch in response to the remainder of the cues may take the following
forms

t

I. the use -31 e L. reflects the criterion of lam utter approprialenes% as L,

was found not to he the proper code to use: hence, the switch from

I., to L,.

2. the use of L, to demonstrate the closer association of that code to
the lopit under consideration: hence. the switch from
to L,.
3. the choice of L. to discuss the content of the ten written -in L,
4

5

assigned for reading. hence. the switch from L,

the need to provide more practice in L, to a child not proficient

enough in that code. this is a matter of tastable lamattate dominant
hence. the switch from L, to L2.
the use of L, to ensure
al earn harem. since, without a proper
vocabulary. the subject matter cannot lie fully comprehended. hence.

the switch from L. to L,.
6 the choice of L, to render a concept that has been explained in L, in
order to promote tratisionihihit : hence. the switch from L, to L,.
the need to use an ,minute register as a personal matter is being
ic-1
approached. hence. the switch from L, to L,.
9. as a (ourtest to the non-dominant L.2 speaker. a switch to L, is required. hence. the switch from L, to L,.
10 as the child shows Mame, the teacher seeks to approach
him in the
code he is most comfortable in. hence. the switch from L; to L,

II the need to develop greater self-autireacts. the teacher uses the lan-

guage that the shad tries consistently to avoid. hence, the switch

from F. to L,.

12
13

the use of the most informal register of L, to establish rapport with
a child needing personal attention. hence. the switch from L, to L,.
none of the ahoy! but a switch still occurs because of the teacher's
free t hint e

fo gain gradual control over language alternation in the sense suggested
above. the teacher undergoes a step-by-step training that beings with the
observation of the NCA method and ends with the implementationmore
exactly. the reimplementationof her own lesson.

A Obwrt anon the teacher observes the NCA method in action by view
ing videotaped demonstration lessons of auchotaped recordings of
such lessons.

13

hatistriptioto the teacher ti anscribes those portions of NCA lessons
where switching occurs by following this sequence the sentence before the switch :he sentence showing that a switch has occurred
the sentence after the switch.

C (',(fing the teacher analyzes the switches in the Par.scriptions by

suggesting the cues that were instrumental in triggering the switch.
Following the number-letter convention in Table 1. the teacher identifies a response to a cue as la (concept formation). 2h (topic). 3c
(translatability ). and so forth
I) Phisinini: the teacher plots her lesson in advance by writing out the
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anticipated teacher-student verbal interactions (see below)
F. impfementanarr the teacher actually teaches the proposed lesson but

makes certain adjustments in light of the children's actual performances. This lesson demonqration is videotaped for training purposes.

F. Mt-ha/rummy the teacher views her taped lesson and critique% it in
light of all the relevant variaMes. such as. time. cues. ow n responses.
children's responses. leadership in switching. smoothness of switches.
lesson continuity. etc.
G. Re-imp/ran wawa. the teacher teaches the same lesson a second time
and tries to correct any shortcomings that she observed before. The

taping is now critiqued tr, peers and or trainer
Lesson Piamune Trapune

After the lesson content is %elected and the same is found appropriate for
the grade level for which it is intended. the teacher writes out the lesson in
only one language The monehngual lesson plan shall contain the actual
words that she intends to use as well as the answers that she hope% to
receive from her student% As she reexamines the lesson plan. she earmarks
parts of the lesson for language alternation on the basis of the cues that are
likely to emerge. Finally she rewrite% the lesson plan as a tripartite plan.
that is. she places the English portion of the proposed lesson at the extreme
left and the Spanish portion at the extreme right. The middle column serves
the purpose of rationalizing the switch..or simply listing the cue-response
number- letter sequence. Table 2 is part of a sample of a lesson plan that the
teacher follows di she implements the planned lesson

irainint!
This portion of the training is by now self-explanatory The teacher implements her lesson plan but adjusts it to the children's performance as
needed After the self-observation and self-critiquing of her videotaped lesson. mentioned above. the teacher identifies her successful and unsuccessful
strategies w itn special emphas.% on the techniques meani to bring about the
language switch. She addresses therefore the following questions:
I

Was it necessary to label the language in order to accomplish the

switching'
Which indirect procedures were successful in producing the switch'
I What v. -.v the general pattern of verbal interaction between teacher
2

and students as well as between student% only:

Her answers to these questions may still indicate that additional clarification% are ni order Problem areas of this nature are important to address so
that the teacher feels comfortable in he use of the NCA method.
Prabien/ Area

fhe teacher who seeks to implement any new instructional method is
first overcome by the number of distinct features that she must incorporate
in her lesson How can she possibly remember them all "" After some wavering. they fall into place and the method becomes second nature to her.
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TABLE 2

.

T: Do y,o- remember what
we have been learning
about air?
Robert, what have we

:earned about air and
weight?
. . that air has weight.

S,:

T; Very good, Isela, what
have we learned about
-air and space?
S2:

T ;,Se acuerdan del ex-

. .

. that aif takes up

space.

Review

perimento que hicimos
el otro dia.son,e1 vaso
y la toallita de papel?

T: Vety good.

T: Lorenzo. me puedes
decir lo que hicimos.?
Pusimos una toallita en
un vaso y no se mojo el
papel.

T: Muy bien. Lorenzo.

Conceptual
Reenforcement

T: Who can tell me now
why the paper iidn't
get wet?
S,:

T Muy'bien. Laura. TO si

.

.

because the air in

a-the rup didn't let the
Praise

pusiste atenciem. El pa-

water-in.

pel no se mojd porque
el awe ocupa espacio o

lugar en el saso y no
permite que entre el
agua

Text

T Now. I want you to turn
to page 18 a one and
an eightHere you will
see another experiment.

The NCA method is h-rdly different from other methods in this sense. The
language attitudinal perspective, the awareness of situational cues, the language 'switch response, the self-monitoring.they all become natural and
thus easy 'to handle. And yet, some questions may still linger on and the
following inventory of problem areas, each one followed by a brief comment. .Jggests- that the creative bilingual teacher carries in her own mind
the answers to these questions. The method teacher can do little more than
alert the teacher to the issues that must be resolved according to the circumstances of each individual situation.
Appropriateness of use. The NCA method is appropriate whenever content receives primary attention over form. The internal structure of the
lesson content may vary however depending on the individual school subject
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to he taught No systematic studies have been made so far to:characterire
the switching strategies that lend themselves to. say. sociabstudies but not
to math ,Since drscrete tasks are more common in math than they are in
social studies, it appears tfiat the sequence of switching event~ in the former
tends to he more mechanical than in she latter. In other words. the teacher
may wish to alternate languages as she blnlls different math problems, whereas

,it) mural studies. she is more conscious of-topical of conceptual develop/ ments and their implication for language switches
,$)) it, lung and translation The switching from one to the other language
is a pervasive strategy throughout the method.'whereas translation is not.
Hoy.' ever the latter does maw. Rl fesponse to the cue translatabilits (see
above) Theonajor difference between the two notions is seen in the treatment of the mettsalte conveyed, Irks% itching. two different messages occur.
each one in a different language. in translations. the samemessage is rendered first in one language then in the other

Switching

f Does the circle have corners '

S No

Translation
T Does.the circle have corners'

, Tiene esquinas el circuit) '
No.
Does the square have corners'

T Where do we find corners'
S

-r , Tiene esqumas el wadi/tido'
S

cuadrido Ilene cuatro esquinas

I

...

Tiene esquirias el cuadrado''

lime la( for It seems-to be particularly difficultIbr the teacher dominant
in one language to assess accurately the time that she actually stays in her
weaker language She tends to use it less.anu yet believes that she has used

it as often as the stronger language. Clocking herself as she teaches is
obviously not feasible but by recording her lesson, she can easily keep track

of the time factor. She eventually acquires a more accurate notion of her
language use and.can discontinue the time verification process The timing
of language use. however. differy somewhat from_self-monitoring. This latter
self-assessment attempts to ensure that each language segment. her own as

well as the child's. is long enough to display the structurfrand lexical
cohesiveness of the language used. Unless this cohesiveness is achieved.
proficiency in the language cannot he demonstrated.
(hiss tall. Class observations tend to show that teachers talk in excess
and children ti, not talk sufficiently Teachers seem to use the class setting
as a means to display their teaching ability. whereas the setting should serve
to demonstrate the children's ability to learn. This is even more true when
proficiency, in too languages must he acquired. Assessing the extent of
children's talk adds therefore another perspective to the monitoring process.
If the result is unsatisfactory in this respect. the teacher must give some
special thought to decrease her role as talker and increase the children's
role as active participant,,
lem lung effort Despite the monitoring duties descill..7,1 above the teacher
must teach ard,the chile ren must learn the subject of instruction The effort
on the teacher `s part eems overwhelming when the NCA method is used

but only if she is not completely familiar with her subject The more slie
masters the subieet. the more time she has to monitor herself and her

children s perfor,nce
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Language ;abelmg. The child's willingness to switch languages is
the
result of internalization of sociolinguistic rules but not of
specific instructions by the teachdr. Labels like English or Spanish are better avoided,
so
that the child may acquire the feeling when a given language
Note the difference between the following two techniques-' is appropriate.
a.

T. E' Rio Grande separa los Estados Unidos de Mexico.
Now
let's do the rest of the class

in English. Where is the Mississippi?
St In the United States.
T. Have you .ever seen that river?
S. Yes. when I was in New Orleans.,
or
I' El Rio Grande
separa los Estaaos Unidos de Mexico. The,
Mississippi River is another important river
Do you know where that river is
S. In the United States.
T Have you ever seen that river''
S. Yes, when I was in New Orleans

In the first dialog, the child switches to English because
teacher tells
him so. In the second. he simply notes that We teacher'sthe
medium of

instruction has suddenly changed, so he folloAs her lead. He may'not the
consciously understand the notion of language appropriateness

as opposed to "Mississippi.") but he knows that the rule ("Rio Grande"
is to answer to
the language in which

one is addressed.
Smooth transition. The absence of a transitional expression,
in speaking
as well as in writing, is a hurdle to comprehension. By the same
token, its
presence facilitates, for the listener or the reader, following the line of
thought In a bilingual setting, it
also bridges the gap between the two
langages. Note.

T We can count by five's as we look at the clock
Five, ten.
fifteen, twenty, twenty-five. thirty. thirty-five. fort). forty-five,

fifty. fifty -five, sixty.
(repeat counting by fives)
T Ahora, vamps a contar para atras de cinco en cinco
con el numero secenta.

empezando

9's: Sesenta, cincuerticinco.
cincuenta, cuarenticinco. cuarenta.
tro4nticinco. trcinta, veinticinco, veinte, quince. diez. cinco.
T e continuation of the counting task as well as the transitional
word ahora
c ntr'bute here to the smoothness of the transition. so that the children
t even realize that a language switch
has occurred.
Feeling secure in language use. It is quite easy to deternme

s curdy that a bilingual experiences what

may

a degree of
he speaks either language. The

f cling of security is not the result of his language
proficiency alone but

so ,a function of his attitude toward that language. The prestige in which
e. not the society as a whole, holds the language in question is reflected
the way he speaks it. Hence. the prestige factor becomes the
key for the
leacher in order to communicate
effectively in the child's home language.
The prestige. on the other hand, grows in proportion with its use. independently as well as comparatively speaking Thus, the weaktr
language must
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become equally strong in order to compete successfully with the alternate
language.

The mottolttigttal teat her An interesting experiment conducted in one of
the NCA workshops for the I aredo United Independent School District
has shown the fe.4sibility of this method through a team-teaching effort.
The bilingual and the monolingual teacher. the latter having only receptive
Spantsh4anguage skills, can function together as a single entity suchtthat
the Spanish-language portion of the class is taught by the bilingual anifthe

4,

English portion by the monolingual teacher. EPA p:rissive knowledge of the
Spanish language allows the monolingual teacherto know what transpires
in the class and when it is appropriate for her to continue in English. The
advantages are affiNtite as well,p language developmental. The close and
and a minority person is most
effective relations-hip between as
meaningful for the child for his bicultural development On the other hand.,

the exposure to the English spoken by a monoliugual allows the child to
draw his own conchfsions about language variation. monolingual as opposed
to bilingual behavior, societal structure and many other related issues.
0% er-ottplententatton. The use of NCA method during the language development component of the program is the result of excessive enthusiasm
about the approach and may lead to confusion concerning the grammatical
structures or the lexica of the two languages Here, the method is overimplemented and caution must be taken to separate the ringuages more
rigorously. On the other hand. if, within the FSL or the Spanish language
arts component. activities are pfrformed or discussions are conducted that
go beyond the actual language development. some switching may be approprime. The author has observed an excellent English language class in which
the teacher developed concurrently the writing of hook reports in English
and Spanish This activity fell into the time hracket,of the ESL class but
was obviously an application of language arts to a specific purpose.
tlatertals Die materials for classes where the NCA method is imp!emented hate not been, in the past. any..different from other bilingual mate ials and it has always been the teacher's responsibility to modify theni
a cording to her needs More research on the NCA method seems to be
necessary to determine whether special materials should he developed Texts
printed in two languages, in the fashion of the bilingual novels printed in
Spain and else(there. might he an alternative. Then. childrei and teachers
might extract from there whichever language they feel is most appropriate
for a specific learning-teaching task.
tint/net/ant e-trattsttion .. The ample ientation.of the NCA method during
the primary years of the child's education does not conflict with the tran-

sitional policy of the public school system. Obvrously, the child cannot
continue participating in li bilingual program when bilingual education is.no
longer available The child..accordingly. has oecome proficient in the EngI sh language. that is. he has been -"mainstreamed.' by grade 4 or 5 or
whichever the grade level of termination of bilinguld instruction may he
The-end of bilingual instruction in the public school system is more a political than tin educational decision. If on the other hand, the child desires
to maintain her vernacular in outside-the-classroom situations, this is a
personal decision that does not affect public schooling 'The mainjenance
orientation during the primary years has borne the fruit of bilingunlismj,i%
a side produLt that makes the child more secure about his indiqual role
in American society
O
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Lotioudina/ eia/uantin The effectiveness of the NCA method must be
demonstrated t' -ough a multi-year implementation of the approach and a
carefully designed evLluatIon of this method in light of the obtained results.
If children become proficient in the English language during their primary
years of public education, as this is here predicted, and have developed into
well-adjusted youngsters who can function successfully in an only-English
classroom, then the approa has been successful. The retention of (heir
vernacular and the development of a nonvernacular version tnereof is an
additional asset for them that in no way shortchanges the main objective of
publicly funded bilingual education. that of the acquisition of English language proficienc3 by limited English language proficiency (LEP) children
belonging to our ethnic minority populations.

CONCLUSION
It has been the objective of the present paper to provide a detailed description of the NCA method with special emphasis on methodological issues and the teacher .ining persr :ve The broader use of the method
holds a great promise for a more rAfective preparation of the trilingual child.
since it incorporates sound Jingoistic. psychological and educational prin-

ciples thz: -wil: allow the child to adjust to the broader situation of his
adolescent life, that of the functional distribution of his two languages as
he achieves academically in his school. The favorable reaction from bilingual teachers in this region seems to point to the viability of concurrent
teaching as long as it is a highly structured and carefully controlled method.
More research however must be conducted, especially in the area of ma-

terial development in order to assist the teacher ^^ore effectively in the
implementation of the method
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TOWARDS THE PRACTICE OF CULTURALLY RELEVANT TEACHING*

Armando Lujan Trujillo
University of Northern Colorado

Jill M. Zachman
University of Northern Colorado

This paper is a bold effort to apply a number of anthropological concer
towards improving the teacher-learner process within the context of bilingual/multicultural classrooms. The basic thrust of the approach is an attempt to utilize culture process as the primary means of analyzing cultural

aynamics between the teacher and learner. It is hoped that the approach

I

and strategies developed here will be a useful way to account for the change
and conflict that arise when there is interaction between people of diffenng
life styles.
Our aim is to recognize and understand how cultural knowledge changes
from the interactions between teacher and learner, and to attimpt to utilize
these dynamics as the basis for devising ethnographic strategies that teachers can use to construct more suitable learning environments for all learners.
The central concept to the approach is culture as process. This concept
is defined as that knowledge which people (especially students) use in their
everyday life situations. This definition rests on the anthropological assumption that all human knowledge is cultural.
Our intent, then. is to formulate strategies that will facilitate the uncovering of those cultural cognitive mappings that are formed during the process of individual-social development. These cultural cognitive mappings
should allow us to gain an insight into the cognitive makeup of the individual
learner. Cognition, according to Cole and Scribner (1974), is "those pro-

cesses by which humankind acquires, transforms, and uses information
about the world." Using this broad definition of cognition as our guide. we
hope to identify those conceptual patterns within the learner's cognitive
framework that will be of importance in teacher-learner interaction. The
conceptual framework for this proc;ss should provide easy access into the
learner's personal family and social history: the learner's historical context
can then be used as a network of categories fcir assessing the cognitive
process. Our goal is to obtain information that will be useful to the teacher
in building a more suitable learning context. This learning context, in turn.
should facilitate the learner's cognitive process of learning how to learn.
We have opted to use the concept of cognitive map as a metaphoric
expression of how to view and explain the cultural knowledge that the
learner and teacher bring into the encounter setting:he classroom. The
concept of cognitive map. along with the concepts of culture system. cog*Copynght © 1981 Armando Lujan Trujillo, Jill M Zachman
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naive learning style, equivalence, transaction, agenda. and cultural scene.
form the thrust of our theoretical framework. The definitions of these concepts are as follows:
Cognitive MapRepregents the cultural categories or domains that compnse a person's cognitive framework. This framework serves to classify the
shared sociocultural knowledge of the individual.
Culture Spit mRefers to a group of persons (actors) who come together
and interact according to defined rules, roles, and outcomes. This implies
a body of shared knowledge alai allows the system to function.
Cognitive Learning StyleThe primary mode through which individuals
learn, classify, and interpret information. Learning styles have a direct relationship to socialization/enculturation practices.

EquivalenceThe property of human interaction that allows for suc-

cessful outcomes when two persons interact. It can also be said that cognitive categories or their particular attnbutes have an equivalent meaning or
value.

Transac tionThe process by which cognitive maps 'may change in an
encounter or series of encoiv-ers: three aspects are involved in the transaction process: (1) the forms of communication, (2) the kind of cognitive
change. and (3) the direction of that change (Gearing, 1976).
AgendaThat particular aspect of a person's cognitive map that enables
an individual to make existential decisions in an encounter situation. Gear-

ing (1976) refers to this aspect as the "dimension of personal
operationalization."

Culture SceneThought of as a region or area of an individual's larger
cumplex cognitive map: it is the knowledge that actors employ in a social
situation and is thus subject to observation (Spradley & McCurdy. 1972).
The organizational plan of this paper falls into three major areas- (1)
theoretical construct. (2) teacher-learner model, and (3) application of theory. The first section will discuss in greater detail the concepts and theory
that make up the culturally relevant teaching approach. The second section
will focus on the formulation of an implementable teacher- learner model
based on the theory .9 the first section. The third section will discuss the
application of the theory and the teacher-learner model within an actual
bilingual classroom setting.

THEORETICAL CONSTRUCT
t allure S. steno

Our first approach is to expand our basic understanding of the process
of cultural transmission as it relates to the teacher-learner interaction As
our starting point, we will consider the school and the classroom setting as
a culture system. The larger community, outside the school setting, is also
composed of different culture systems. B y definition. then. a culture system
refers to a group of human beings that come together and interact according
to defined rules, roles. and outcomes
George Spindler (1974) sees the culture system operating as long as acceptable behaviors produce predictable and desirable results. and unacceptable behaviors produce predictable and undesirable results. This
predictability in behavior is possible because the culture system is built on

13
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and relies upon instrumental linkages. These instrumental linkages consist
of relationships between the activities and goals of the culture system and
.ire systematized and interrelated The culture belief systems. such as an
educational institution and its processes. help to support the credibility of
these linkages. According to Spindler (1974). the culture system functions
on the transmission of these linkages: that the instrumental linkages are.
how they work. why some function for individuals in certain relationships
and not others, and why everyone can not make the same instrumental
choices.

Through the cultural transmission of these linkages. the individual gains
cognitive structure that is a kind of working model of the cultural system
(Spindler. -974) ' Spindler further maintains that this cognitive map (that
the individual obtains by being a member of a cultural system) permits the
individual to maintain control of his her life space as !eng as the established
instrumental relation .hips in the system continue to function.
Our fundamental premise is that learning. and that which is learned.
cannot be understood apart from its sociocultural context. All learning.
therefore. encompasses the sociocultural context of the learner, and embraces the processes of _howling. enculturation. and socialization. Our the!ssed to the process of education as it occurs in
oretical framework is ,
the schooling situation. ilowiner it takes into account the learning that has
taken place and continues to occur in the ongoing processes of enculturation
and sot:tali/awn. Our framework attempts to account for the learning that
the learner brings with him her to the school setting and how this learning.
conceptually referred to as the learners cognitive map. influences the learning that is to take place during the teacher-learner interaction.
Know ledge about a culture system is transmitted to the younger members
of that system through the processes of enculturation and socialization. We
point out that the schooling process is also, an integral part of that
want
enculturation socialization process It follows, then. that all knowledge is
by definition cultural. 'ro, the simple virtue of having originated within a
culture system Our t..or.,..an here. however. Is with how knowledge gets
transrtata..a during the kat:her-learner interaction Therefore. we must stress
the following understandingthat the transmission of knowledge is an ongoing pimess and that the knowledge the learner brings to the scliool. in
the conceptual framework of a cognitive map. will affect the teacher-learner
int raction
Me believe ..: the schools in the United States. to a large extent. have

igno,cd the copitiv framework the learner brings to the teacher-learner
Lowlier The common notion that exemplifies this conception is expressed
in ea- folk belief !hot each individual learner, when he' she enters school.
is enio trlung on a lifelong career of learning fhe cognitive framework that
has developed for the individual learner through interaction with members
of his her cultural system since the time of birth to the time that formal
schocl.ng is initiated. is. to a large extent. ignored Very little recognized
account is placed on identifying those patterns of learning that have been
formed through interaction with other humans outside of schooling Cognition is somehow see as ex.sting outside of human interaction We will
start with the premix that Cole and h liner (1974) espoused when con1whi!el it is fanciful to concptiral relating culture anu cognition. '.
ceive o. roan existing outside of social life, we can not imagine any intellectual

function that does not have ,t so ocultural character
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IMITATIVE READING WITH BILINGUAL STUDENTS
Peter L. Pelosi,
University of Delaware

One of the greatest challenges
facing educators -today is the need to provide more effective reading instruction for the bilingual learner.
From an
educational standpoint. there has been little progress in the
theoretically and pedagogically sound programs for teachingdevelopment of
basic reading
and language skills to a bilingual population.
The most fundamental approach for teaching bilinguals
the mainstream teaching methods and naterials. making has been to change
teaching and learning proceed at a slower pacethe "louder and slower" method
tion. Coupled with the tendency to slow the pace of instr of instructei,dency to fragment instruction into isolated linguistic units action is the
of the reading
processphonemic/graphemic correspondences. syntactic and
semantic
features, morphological characteristic etc.
This atomized approach to reading instruction tend-i
to become counterproductive for the beginning bilingual reader. What is necessary
is a format
that will allow students to read stories, to deal with words
in
context.
and
to participate in con. rsational activities.
In short. a great deal of effort is spent on adapting conventional
methods
of teaching reading to second language learners. Adaptation
that students are aware of the conventions of paint or that has assumed
they can learn
these conventions independently. Consequently. second language
learners
are rarel given the opportunity to put the "pieces" of the
reading process
hack togethe:.
In the development of any teaching approach there
are a variety of educational factors to he considered, one o which is the characteristics
of the
populatkm. Whzn designing a aching method for use with
a bilingual populatis n. the maior JOCUS is to increase both language
facility and reading
ability. dieretore. the entire approach is designed to
provide the student
with the opportunity to read, use, and listen to
a standard or school language. Anoth.:r major consideration is to treat the population, from
a theoretical view only. as remedial By assuming that the
bilingual stu4ent be
treated i.% remedial. the attempt to simultaneously pull together
accomplishment success, and productivity becomes

a built-in prerequisite. With

a
comprchensise focus Integrating the development of basic
reading and language ability. student achiesement is more easily monitored
through standard measures

Before describing the technique itsell some discussion of the
bilingual
student is mandatory A %uprising discovery for many
new teachers in hi77
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In order to make identification of the mapped categories of this aspect
possible. Gearing has suggested classification of activities into larger domains. such as work and May, that will pros ide the learner and teacher with
a more complete sense of setting.
A second important aspect in the teacher-learning encounter is a "mapped
sense of the nature of the world . . human and nonhuman" (Gearing.
)976). This realm includes those categories into which things may be classified, as well as perceptions of logic (i.e.. the interconnectedness of things).
The importance in identifying this "mapped sense of the world" for both
teacher and learner is in discovering which maps or portions of maps may
be said to be equivalent or nonequisalent. In turn, this will facilitate the
.

monitonng of the direction and degrees of change resuhing from transactions.

A third aspect related to the cognitive map content. which is part of the
teacher-learner encounter, includes those mappings of "the ways men generally are sorted into categories of social identity and how such categories

are connected in role relationships. of differential power and the like
(Gearing. 1976). This notion will enable us to devise a procedure for better
understanding the social structure of the learner's community and the implications this has for classroom interactions.
1 he final aspect that plays a part in the teacher-learner encounter is what
Gearing (1976) calls "implied agenda. an expectation as to how the encounter promises or threatens to unfold." This mapped sense of agenda is
closely related to the other three aspects of the individual's cognitive map.
Geanng (1976) iefers to it as the 'dimension of personal operationalization:

What do I want"' How important is that to me' Whet are hi' options? My
options'" The other three realms directly influence the implied agent:). In
order to obtain a useful perception of the learner's cognitive map. the teacher
'oust consider all four aspects and the.r interplay in formulating the content,
of the cognitive map.
Ethnography and the research tool of participant obsersation are central
concepts to the technique of discovering pertinent information on a learner's
cognitive map. To help us discover this pertinent information we have adapted

a technique used by Paulo Freire in his work with literacy programs. The
technique makes use of simple line drawings to ehcit verbal responses from
learners.' A number of specific questions are used along with the line drawings in order to get specific information in regard to the aspect of agenda
and world slew. the information obtained through the use of this technique
will be discussed in more detail in the "Application of Theory section.
Suffice it to say that the notion of equivalence is a useful notion and can
become a useful concept in the teacher-learner encounter especially when
considered within the context of cognitive learning styles and cognitive
maps. Once identified. the cognitive map of the teacher and that of the
learner must he compared for equivalence (continuities) and nonequivalence
(discontinuities) Our assumption is that if the cognitive map of the teacher

and that of the learner is equivalent, the learning encounter will hale a
greater tendency to he successful than if there were discontinuities and
ncnequisalent.e

I i amine Stiles
Cognitise learning stOe is defined as that mode of functioning through
which an individual perceises and organi/es information %dons has iden-
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tdied two factors that influence and differentiate perceptual cognitive styles:
1I sociocultural factors, and (2) environmental factors. The
sociocultural
factors are directly related to socialization-enculturation practices (Cohen.
19761. These involve such practices as the opportunit!' given the child to
achieve separation or independence. particularly in family situations. and
the way in which adults treat the child's behavior (Cohen. 1976). Cohen

(1976) points out that there is differentiation in perception related to socialization. for example. when the child is permitted to form hisrher own
standards of behavior and is held accountable for his her actions, the result
is differentiation.
We have attempted to get information on these sociocultural factors through
the use of a home %ml checklist and a teacher checklist.' A comparison of
home culture system practices and classroom culture system practices is a
useful method to identify influences that sociocultural factors have on the
child's learning and perceptual behavior. The other factor that differentiates
perceptual cognitive style is environmental. We have found that environmental factors are very complex phenomena and very difficult to differentiate, especially in an urban setting. Cohen (1976). in discussing these factors.
points out that it is "the degree to which the environment is variegated and
contains a lot of . . . 'structure' as contrasted with one that is homogeneous
and gives very few structural cues" that will yield pertinent information.
For classroom use, we have found that "word search" and "embedded
figure" activities yield much more useful information for the teacher.'
Research has shown that differences in the learning styles used by the
teachers and those used by the learner can materially effect the transmission

of information. Children have preferred cognitive style encounters. Its
applicability to the teacher-learner encounter rests in the teacher's need to
transact a body of knowledge to each individual learner. This concept goes

hand in hand with the concept of equivalence that we have previousl"

discussed

.

Through transaction. the four realms of a person's cognitive map may
change Gearing (1976) calls attention to at least three aspect, that are
involved in or will influence the transaction process. ( I ) the forms of communication. (2) the kind of cognitive change. and (3) the direction of that
change

Considering the first aspect. we know that the classroom is a recognized
formal setting where transaction is conscious and structured. The teacher
has goals and objectives of what needs to he transacted. The learner. too.
may have expectations of what is to happen during the encounter In the
bilingual classroom. the communication aspect may further he compounded
by use or non-use of language symbols that may or may not he a part of the
cognitive map of the learner or the teacher may he linguistically or culturally
different fhe transactions between teacher and learner operate as either
verbal or nonverbal interchanges and need to he monitored to assure successful outcomes
In the second situation. Gearing (1976) has isolated the kinds of changes
that occur ( I ) total boundary system change. (2) creation of new boundaries
where none existed before. and (3) change through elaboration and combinations The rate of change in these areas goes from least frequent for
number one to most frequent for number three Change also occurs in the
arca of logic. i c . there are changes in perceived possibilities of connection
among parts
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Thirdly. the change that occurs is made in a particular direction. 1.1 application to the teacher-learner encounter. two types of :hanges have been
noted: i 1 i the maps become similar. or (2) the maps diverge (Gearing. 1976.
In the schooling situation. the expected outcome is for the cognitive maps
to become similar with respect to a body of knowledge. However. for ,arymg reasons. the cognitive maps of teacher and learner may diverge and
result in nonequivalence
In the bilingual and culturally different classroom where efforts may be
made to meet the needs of the culturally different. LaBelle (1976 has emphasized that the classroom organization and structure may be a reflection
of the dominant culture This condition results in the lack of cultural continuity for student.. Instead. the schools promote cultural change and force
learners to cope with conflict of value orientations. which usually results in
the alienation of the students
t' Whirr .41( (Ile

fhe culture scene concept provides us with the ethnographic means for
discovering particular knowledge that individuals use in social situations
A social situation. at minimum. is comprised of places. people. and activities The culture scene very closely parallels the social situation but differ
in definition Culture scene. as defined by Spradley and McCurdy 11976).
is the knowledge that individuals or actors use in a social situation. When
we consider that our goal is to discover the knowledge people have learned
and use to organize their everyday life. the concept of culture scene takes
on greater significance. Furthermore. a culture scene may be conceptually
thought of as representing A region or area of an individual's larger complex
cognitive map (Spradley & McCurdy. 1976). This conceptualization lends
itself to schematically visualizing a learner's cognitive map its consisting of
a number of culture scenes that vary in size and involve different persons.
that is traced directly to the child's home and community socializing experiences. What this means to the classroom teacher is that there are certain

clues to learning styles that can he perceived in the way children (a) communicate and relate to others. (h) are motivated for achieving. and (c) perceive and think (Ramirez. Castaneda. & Herold. 1978). Therefore, this van;
able needs to he taken into account in the design of any learning encounter.
There are several easy assessment took for identifying learning styles of
both teacher and learner. and a variety of.formal assessments that may be
used for the identification of the teacher's learning style. Games such as
word searches and embedded figures can provide insight into learners'
learning styles those that we have used and referred to in the training
manual are only a sample of those available for general use (sec note 4).
Identification by the teacher of his her learning style is as important as
.assessment of the learning style most comfortable for the learner
In summary. it can he said that
I

2
1

4

Different persons use different styles in learning
Learning styles can he identified for both the teacher and the school
child
Differences in style create harriers to teacher-learner communication.
feac-hing strategies can he do ised to take advantage of differences in
sty le
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Transit( lion

The notion of transaction is taken from Gearing. We will try to give it
greater usability in terms of a working concept within the teacher-learner
mourner. Transaction has been defined by Gearing 11976) as a process by
which cognitive maps may change in an encounter or series of interactions.
the places or locations where these interactions take place. and the objects
used in the interactions.
Culture. scenes for learners in a school situation would be numerous.
Teachers could observe learners interacting with each other in the classroom. the school grounds before, during, and after school hours. and in the
community-home environment Selective choice will have to guide the
teacher in her his observations and interactions and should, by necessity.
relate to the transacted domain.
The teacher can develop the necessary skills to observe. descnbc. and
identify significant aspects of a learner's cognitive map by learning and
utilizing the ethnographic tool of participant observation. Ethnographically.
cultural categories comprising a learner's cognitive map can be identified
and the cultural knowledge that is organized within th ise categories can be
used to maximally benefit the teacher-learner encounter.

In the tollovving section. the theory and concepts we have be -.:n discussing
will be developed into an implementable model. The model har. been developed with the help of Dr Barbara Mickey. professor of anthropology and
education at they University of Northern Colorado.

lea( her-Learner Model
The basic thrust of the model is to provide a procedure by which teachers.
when trained, would possess the necessary skills to. 11) narrow the distance
between the cognitive maps in the teacher and learner, and 12 design the
encounter so that the learner would find reception both possible (relatable
to his her cognitive map) and acceptable (relatable to his'her agenda). To
accomplish this. the teacher must be able to!

Define

A The agenda and the content of the transaction.
H the portions of the teacher's cognitive map that are relevant to the
success of the transaction
C the portions of the learner's cognitive map that are relevant to the
t ransac lion

2. Devise procedures to establish conceptual linkages between "B" and

C with reference to "A"

Figure I expresses the problem graphically. The objective of the transaction is to reduce the angle of Figure I with reference to "A ". The procedural model should provide the means to accomplish this in as simple and
economical a manner
possible. fur teachers in the classroom do not have
time for long contemplation of the problem and for theonzing. The classroom is a dynamic place and transaction must move forward efficiently.

The first step in the procedure is to discover the extent of the distance
between the background of the teacher and that of the learner in so far as
the content. motive, and coding of the cognitive maps of each are related
to the domain of the intended transaction. It is possible that the equivalence

between the two cognitive maps will he maximized (Figure 2). in which
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FIGURE I

teacher\ map

_B

C

A
agenda &

learner's map

content

case linkages for the transaction are already in place. On the other hand.
there may be minimal or no linkages (Figure 3). in which case the teacher
must find ways to establish linkages. if the transaction is to succeed and

learning is to take place. In between these two extremes there are. of
course. various degrees of linkages. The teacher must identify the amount
and points of lir.lcage to facilitate a successful transaction.

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

The following procedural model identifies the essential elements and steps
to follow in establishing suitable linkages. There are two major steps in the
process- ( I) Identifying the extent arid quality of the equivalence between
teacher and learner cognitive map.. To accomplish this the teacher needs
to develop internalized habits of directed ethnographic perception and patterning. (2) Designing the encounter to maximize the success of the desired
transaction. The total situation must be considered and the design closely
related to the findings in Step I.
Model and Prot ed are

The model presented here provides an outline of the elements and activities necessary to accomplish the objective stated in the introduction to this
section. It derives from a systematic analysis of the process of transmission
as presented by Gearing and his colleagues (1976).
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Step I. identifying the c \ tent and quality of the equivalence. provn'es the
background for the transaction. It tells the teacher where he she is with
regard to the domain (subject to be transacted). and where the learner is
with regard to the same material. This activity requires four substeps-

I. Identify and define the domain.
Define ethnographically the content in the learner's cognitive map that
is relevant to the domain
3 Define ethnographically the content in the teacher's
cognitive map taut
is relevant to the domain
4 Dehne the learning and cognitive styles of the learner
2

The model is diagrammatically shown in Figure 4 To proceed with Substep
I I. the following questions need to be addressed
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11,

I

11

tk hat is to be transiuted

falai alum 7ei

teacher will need to establish the

intended outcomes of the transaction These may include content. attitudes.
feelings. intentions. behavioral modifications. The intended outcomes should
he stated as explicitly and concretely as possible so that specific linkages
with the cognitive maps of learner and teacher can he identified.
12 Vv/wt we the boundaries of the transmission.' Clearly everything
1

about a domain will not he important to the transaction. What is the intended focus What can he safely ignored'
11 What spe/ rfu (ma fins are int oiled in the intended transit( (um')
Suhstep 1 2 irvolvt:s the ethnographic identification of specific fforraation. attitudes. pelseptions. beliefs, habits. and behaviors in the learner's
cognitive map There are a number of activities by which the knowledge
and understanding can he ch;eved Some are general activities that. like
the identification of lean mg and cognitive styles can he identified early in
the school year. Others ire specific to the domain of trartsactior and need
to he gathered in direct preparation for the transaction. In either case.
~election must occur so tiat the'details can he systematically related to the
design of th: encounter
Using participant observation techniques IBruyn. 1976). and the nonparticipant observer grounded theory approach Smith & Pohland. 1976). the
teacher can begin early in the year to visit the community and family of the
learner In this way the teacher ran develop in-depth knowledge anti dnderstanding of the cultural pattern. behaviors. be,liefs. values. and perceptions
that form the cognitive map of the specific learner. Train ag in participant
observation techniques will he needed in order for the teacher to use this
1

method effectively
Early testing of the learner will also help provide insight into the content

of the learner's map Attitude inventwes are especially useful for this.
Several ongoing activities will keep the teacher attuned to the cognitive
and affective growth of the learner.
1.21 Participant oh' ervation and analysis should he used as continued
interaction with the learner takes place
122 Observation of learner behavior in relationship to peers and adults
wdi give additional insights.
123 Library research related to specific ethnic, economic level. or other
groupings relevant to the learner provide insight4, to the cognitive map of
group members.

124 Testing for specilic knowledge related to the domain of the transact on can he used in preparation for the encounter. A useful technique is
the the of line drawings.` By using this technique the teacher can elicit
pertinent infora:ition. including values and emotional responses from the
learner.

Suhstep 1 3 inccides procedures to identify and profile the cognitive map
of the teacher as it relates to the domain of the encounter. The teacher must
use obiective technique\to become conscious of that portion of his/her map
that is relevant to the encounter so that it can he checked for discontinuities
(nonequivalence) against the information in the map of the learner.
In Substep 14. the learning and cognitive styles of the learner are identified This information is necessary so that information can be channeled
through pathways already available to the learner for receiving information
effectively Information about learning and cognitive styles shouldobe a part
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of the general knowledge about the learner made available to the teacher
early in the assignment period At the beginning of the year tests to identify
style should be given. There are a variety of tests available The tests used
with our learner population have been the "word search" and "embedded
figure" activities already discussed (note 4) The information derived from
use of these instruments need not be gathered for each transaction problem.
Rather it should be done early in the learner's educational career and should
be readily available to the teacher.

Destenit; the Lnt owner
The design of the encounter requires an active ride on the partiof the
It is at this point that the informition on equivalence and nonequivalence will have to be utilized for desigiing a maximal encounter. That
information should Come from the philosophies of knowledge. human nature. and culture that the teacher has, as well as the ethnographic information on the history, language. and culture of the learner obtained_ in
Step I Figure 4. Step 2 illustrates this procedure.
Step 2 of the procedural model involves three substeps:
Substep 2_ I requires the identification of the specific points of discontinuity or roilequwalence of the domain to the learner's cognitive map. It is
this area that the teacher willl have to be concerned with the most. The
knowledge to be transmitted (domain) needs to be recast into a form that
will facilitate learning on the part of the learner. The recasting process needs
to be linked to the ethnographic context of the learner. This linking of the
domain to the personal-social context of the learner assures relevance to
the learning task.
. ,
Substep 2.2 requires that the points of equivalence. i.e.. the continuities
between the domain and the relative portions of the learner's cognitive map
he identified We !whew that this area already contains the linkages that
teacher.

i

t

-,

V

will maximize the learning transaction and thus facilitate the desired

outcomes ,.
Substep 27l. How can the teacher redesign the encounter so that maximal

learning can take place' There are several factors the teacher will have to
utilize in 'order to accomplish this
1. Agenda
2. General world view, (values. attitudes. traditions. etc
A. Roles and role expectations
,
4. Setting
i I inguistl,c symbols
6. Sex of the learner
7 family style and Riles of kin
fi 1 conomic-social factors

)

a.

the first four factors arc the main components of the learner's cognitive
map and are points that can he used to influence the success of the transaction The remaining factors are interrelated to the first four, but they

4

warrant specific consideration in the recasting of the domain to the encounter.
We must emphasize that the recasting of information for transaction must
always keep in mind the personal-family and social-historical context of the
learner's cognitive framework. Even when the Warw.'s cognitive map shows

:.t
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points of discontinuity with the domain and the teacher's cognitive map. the
teacher must faeilitate and coordinate the interaLtion with the learner.
hi the following.section we willioiscuss and summarize the steps to follow
in facilitating and coordinating the interactions with the learner, who through
assessment has been found to be in nonequivalence with the domain objective. The points of discontinuity (nonequivalence) have been traced to the
learner's and teacher's learning style and to specific cultural knowledge
content revealed in thei.korrItctive cognitive maps The teacher in this situation must utilize different teaching strategies and hisfher own experience
to assure a successful transaction

APPLICATION OF THEORY
The, theoretical base of this paper has been presentee in full in the two
previous sections An equally detailed presentation of the application of that
theory in the foi m of classroom activities and teacher training stra gees is
not possible within the framework of this publication. A complet record
of classroom procedures. training strategies. and field test results i however, available in the manual Anthropological Strategies fOr Ablaut rul
7eac her-Learner Transco ruins' .

Table I is a brief outline that demonstrates the manner in which the theory
was applied. It includes the following: areas in which assessment k needed.
outcomes that
the instruments or skills to be utilized in the assessment.
may be expected from the assessment. Schematically revesented it would
encompass all areas of the modej-"Ntep I certifying the extent and quality

of equivalence between the teacher's and learner's cognitive maps. and
Step 2 designing the encounter so that the desired outcome can be obtained
Step I in the procedural model provides for comparisons between teacher

and learner on several levels teacher and learner cognitive map. teacher
and learner -etitrivtive style. The table outlines the skills and instruments
utilized to identify cognitive maps and cognitive style. as well as outcomes
to be expected. The purpose of such comparison is that the teacher may
identify area of equivalence. nonequivalence. or partial equivalence betweer herihimself and the learners The emphasis in this stage is on collectin of general background information about the learner.
Su p 2 of the model includes a comparison between the teacher. learner.
and the lesson to be taught. The significance of Step 2 lies in the identification of areas of continuity and discerlitinuity. between what is to be learned.
and the background of the learner as identified by the skills and instruments

outlined in Step I of Table I. This comparison in Step 2 identifies learners'
backgrounds that are continuous with the lesson and. therefore. in-need of
minor assistance, and those whose backgrounds are discontinuous and.
therefore, in greater need of assistance The movement from discontinuity
to continuity is accomplished by "bridging In bridging. the teacher utilizes experiences from the child's own background in relation to the lesson
to be taught in order to close the gap between the learner's background and
the lesson objective
To obtain manual, contact Armando Trujillo & Jill -Lachman. co Dr Barbara Mickey.
Department of Anthropology. University of Northern Colorado. Greeley. Colorado
80611. (101) 1c1 -2101
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TABLE I

SW 1
4reas to be
Assessed

a. cognitive map
(general) of
teacher/learner

b. learning style for
teacher/learner

InstrarnentsISlalls Utilized Ewe( ted Out«nnes
line drawings (general

world view)
culture scene transactions
participant observation
embedded figure

words garch
participa6t observation

c culture systems
for home/school
(analyzed
according to
roles, rules.

outcomes
allowing
predictabil.ty

STI " 2
a cognitive map
(specific. domain
lesson 1 for

tea:her learner

home culture system
checklist
school culture system
checklist
participant observption

maps may be
(become): equivalent.
nonequivalent. cr
partially equivalent
styles: relational.
analytical., or
combination
styles may beequivalent.
nonequivalent, or
partially equivalent
equivalent home and
school systeras/c hild
functioning well:
cognitive control
equivalent home and
school systeqns/child
not functioning well:
loss of -ognitive
control
nonequivalent home
and school systems/
child functioning well:
bicultural
nonequivalent home
and school sysems'
child not functioning
well- loss of cognitive
control

content line drawings
continuity
(related to lesson)
(equivalence) with
'general world view line
lesson to he taught
drawings (portions relate.. needs little "bridging"
to lesson)
or assistar..:e
participant obse.vation
discontinuity
(nonequivalence) with
lessor to be taught:
needs great assistance

through "bridging"
flehnitions of Arms and Instruments /Shills
General World View Lau. Pratt mss A series of five specific "culture scene"

lira drawings related to the learner's daily
experience and designed to
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obtain verbal responses regarding the naming and solving of common
prob.cms

( tinfoil Line Droll mizsA series of nineteen man-made and natural map
featur.: symbols designed to measure learner's knowledge of lesson "Maps
give other data about the world
Culture .Siene The knowledge learners need in school-classroom social
situations when mtera :ing,with the teacher
Porn( want Obseriatum An ethnographic technique used in discovering
narticular cultural know ledge about a learner's cognitive map rega-ding
school situations
Nord Sean li Lmbedde,l im,ure Pu turesWords or p :tures are hidden within
-omplex field or background Learners are given tirty seconds to find
-d circle the hidden words or pictures. Cognitive styles may be deter, ned initially by the child's technique for finding these words or pictures.
Wm,' .5( hool Culture Sr stem Chet /hit A series of questions and possible
re,p uses to he completed in a checklist fashion. Questions are related to
rules. roles. and outcomes for both systems. as well as the degree of
predictability about those systems possible for the child

[he following is an example of the application of the theory to a social
studies lesson. The lesson objective stated that people locate or construct
m,.n-made features in places that serve a purpose. That purpose is the 'atisfaction of needs and wants of man The key concept in the lesson was
functional relationships.
Information from Step I of the model. as outlined in Table I. provided
general background information about the learners. Information from Step 2
indicated the degree of continuity or discontinuity between that background
and the lesson objectisefunctional relationships
The following brief example demonstrates how information from a learner's
background was used to bridge thegap when the learner's cognitive map
was discontinuous with the lesson objective. We will u e the information
we obtained when working with a group of third grade bilingual learners.
Ricardo will represent this group of learners.
The learning style necessary to successfully complete a lesson can he
dictated by the structure of the lesson and by the materials us-:d By virtue
of this. learners can he forced to switch to a weaker nonpreferred style.
thus setting the stage for difficulty 0, !allure from the onset In this lesson.
the material la large floor map) and suggested lesson format were best suited
to learners whose cognitive style was analytical Ricardo's style. as assessed
by instruments and procedures outlined in Table I. was a relational cognitive style As such. Ricardo may have viewed the map in a global fashion.
possibly overlooking the smaller and more de- -.,led part-to-part relationships
necessary to understanding the intended lesson objective functional relationships Ricardo also may have been forced by les.m set and materials
to switch to his nonpreferred. weaker cognitive style. setting the potential
for difficulty, frustration, and possibly failure Identification of cognitive
of the teacher. which led to simple
style provided an awareness on the p
and minor adjustments in the introduction of the materials and lesson Mod ification Lonsisted of directing Ricardo., attention to those potentiaily difficult areas. ,- ith verbally and through gestures Such slight modification in
the course of ti,e regular introduction helped avert difficulties dictated by
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the materials and format geared to a different cognitive style.
General information about Ricardo with respect to cognitive map and
learning style was already available prior to the lesson through procedures
and instruments outline in Step I of Table I. Further information specific
to the doniain or lesson was available through utilization of procedures and
instruments outlined in Step 2.
Content tine drawings, specific to the lesson (see Step 2) indicated that
Ricardo was not continuous with the objective of the lesson to be taught.
However, further information about Ricardo's background. as revealed
through general world view line drawings (see Step I), indicated that por-

tions of Ricardo's cognitive map were in fact highly continous with the
lesson objective. Ricardo could not understand or demonstrate- knowledge
about functional relationships (lesson objective) in the abstract context demanded by the lesson format and materials. However. a practical under-

%Lading of functional relationships was demonstrated consistently through
his responses to the general world v'ew line drawings that depicted scenes
that were directly linked to his experience set. All that was necessary wa
to bridge the gap from discontinuity to continuity by drawing upon those
concrete experiences, and relating them to the abstract oncepts of the
lesson objective. During the course of the lesson Ricardo failed twice in
the activity as set forth in the lesson format. It was only when Ricardo's
background experiences, derived from all sources outlined in Tablz I. were
utilized that he was able to sue. ssfully complete the activity.
For several years there have seen bilingual multicultural teacher training
programs that have expounded on the utilization of the learner's background
or culture as an aid to instruction The question facing many teachers,
however, has been how to identify. as well as utilize, that background or
culture in the classroom. The theoretical model and classroom teacher
training strategies presented in this paper are an attempt to provide an
organized and anthropologically sound methodology that can assist teachers
in accomplishing this goal In addition the methodology goes one step further by changing the utilization of "culture" from a supplementary aid
activity to the primary vehicle of instruction, thus becoming a dynamic
process that evolves from the ante ,ions occuring daily in the classroom.
In this manner, the concept of c acre becomes a working concept to he
utilized in the learning*process for improvement of the teacher-learner interaction and its outcomes

'NOTES
I

In this paper our conception of cognitive map is analogous to Spindler's
concept of cognitive model.

2

Alchtiler and Smith discuss and outline the rationale for the use of
line drawings in their document, Holt 10 ,%feasure Freire s .Stater of
( onsueidcwao 7Iw C Code %humid 1 hey stress that the visuals
have to he related to an individual's life experiences. i.e , specific to
the cultural environment of the people the researcher is working with
In our research, we worked with a mixed ethnic group (Mexican
American. Anglo, Asian) living in an urban-rural setting The line
drawings have been experimentally developed in collaboration with
Francis W Denning, Jr , professor of anthropology at the University

J

I
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Northern Colorado Mr. Denning has drawn the initial set of line
drawings. Information on their application is available in the teachertraining manual. Anthropologh al Strategic% for Multi( ultural Teat herLearner Tranuu luaus, Trujillo. Zachman, Mickey. May 1981.
;. Checklists are available in the teacher-training manual. Anthropo/ogu al .St ueituo for Multn uln,ral Tew her- timer Transw norm. The
use of these checklists allows for compansi..., of the home and school
culture systems in regard to roles. rules. and outcomes. This comtanson allowed us to determine the predictability and functionality

of the systems and the extent to which the learner used this
information

4 These two instruments have been used in the initial identification of
the cognitive learning style of the learner. The materials are readily
available in classrooms and the teacher can use them as a part of

5

daily classroom learning activities. Samples of these instruments and
their utilization are available in the teacher-training manual. Anthro;
Strateve% for ,Clain ultural Teat her-Learner Transactions.
In the tcacher-training manual. Anthropologu al Strategies for Mul-

tu ultural Tea her-Learner Tranuu tons, we have made use of two
types of line drawings. One type of line drawing we useJ is the general world view-agenda line drawings discussed in Note 2 above. The

second is referred to as a content line drawing. The content line
drawings have been used to determine the learner's Knowledge. specific to the lesson to he transacted. A copy of the lesson is available
in the teacher-training manual: the lesson objectives are the following:
A Man-made features can he shown on a map
"Almost all man-made features are located in a particular place
P.
to serve a purpose. and that purpose is to supply the needs and
%taut% of man.'"

C. Children will recognize the attitude implied in Objective B as
only one among differing viewpointsall of which are valid
and cultKally rooted perspectives
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PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN FOR FUNCTIONAL
BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Jo-Ann Sainz
Fordham University

Any chosen design for instructional programs must reflect open communication among the parties involved: the goals and objectives need to be
clearly delineated and understood by all. In the case of bilingual education.
there has been a tendency towards tunnel-like vision both internally and
externally giving rise to general misconceptions. hostility from the wider
community, and misinterpreted Balkanization of the multiplicity of ethnic
groups. Erringly, the wider community views minorities as clinging to bilingual education as a means to foster volatile. antagonistic. narrow ethnic
groups. hostile to the broad aspirations of American culture.
Recently. the Nen York Times. printed an article that commented on growing numbers of Hispanic people. For the first time. Hispanics will outnumber blacks and their numbers are growing so fat that by 1984 there will be

twice as many Hispanics in many larger urban cities (Nett Jerk Times.
19801.

1

Yet Otheguy and Otto 11981) note that bilingual programs have brought
about a welcome change in the attitudes of many educational institutions
toward the home language and culturefrom oppositivn or indifference to
celebration and affirmation. Bilingual education in the United States is
founded largely on the premise that linguistic and cultural differences as
such. and particularly a lack of proficiency in English. are a primary reason
for the low academic achievement of students who are from a limited-English background. Bilingual education programs have been implemented to
teach those students in the language they understand better and with adequate cultural instructional materials However. there is a lack of adequately
trained special education support personnel. sensitive to linguistic as well
as cultural differences and able to speak the dominant language of the students they are serving tEdiu (min Digest. 1980).

For the first time in many cases in the U S. school has been opened
to minority language group parents. allowing them not only more opportunity to communicate with school personnel. but also to participate
more actively in their children's education by acting as resources in the
in. tructional processes. materials development. as decision makers in
program planning and as teachers' assistants in the instructional process. Moreover. bilingual education has provided socially prestigious
lobs in education to people of the community because they speak a
minority language As opportunities for professional training and positions in educational desasion-making multiply more language minority
49
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people will have access to the middle classa factor which has the
potential to increase national solidarity (Center for Applied Linguistics.
p. 45. I9781.

While the above does enumerate certain benefits to minority groups. these
are both limited and limiting. limited in that minority-language populations
should view education only as a small part of the whole economic picture:
limiting in that this view does not prepare the bilingual community to func-

tion in the wider community. in the job market. Although positions are
needed to fill educational slots. the greater number of minorities will be
untrained for positions requiring mastery of the English idiom. Minorities
must be encouraged to enter fields such as law. engineering. politics. and
medicine as well Even positions such as secretary require a good mastery
of the English language. Certainly the knowledge of a second language will
enhance a candidate's qualifications At present. minonty representation is
minimal. partially because of the lack of exposure to possibilities in these
fields. To view bilingual education in terms of ethnicity results M grave
dangers. in the view that the aim of the program 1, to Balkanize different
ethnic groups (Epstein. 19781.
The following represents a view of one Hispanic. uninformed of the principles and goals of bilingual education. arising perhaps from misconceptions portrayed through the media. or perhaps failure of programs to attain
positive visibility If can he very damaging. for a member of the minority to
come out and voice criticism for bilingual education due tO misperceived
advocacy of Balkanization

Merroir of a Bilingual Childhood
those middle-class ethnics who scorn assimilt:ion seem to me filled
tvith decadent self-pity. obsessed by the burden (if public life. Dangerously. they romanticize public separatenes' and trivialize the dilemma
of those who are truly socially disadvantaged (Ricardo Rodnguez. p 34).

Hoe is the case of a Chicano who never benefitted from a bilingual
program and. because he was "successful"' now assumes that the same
would he true for all Hispanic Americans. Hidden in his argument is the
fact that he was a product of the middle class. reared in an Anglo community. he notes that "they were the only Spanish-speaking family on the
street
He. therefore. had to master different cultural linguistic norms in
order to survive It is unfortunate that articles such as this appear. His
views are contrary to today's reality, where a large number of minority
populations live in ghettoes. where the minority language and culture arc
fostered. wading to separation from the wider community into which internalization of norms are necessary for survival and prosperity
A functional design will collapse if any one clement in the system collapses I he exclusion of any one element. learner. school. media. government. of iesources makes an organic or functional model incomplete and
thereby dysfinctional
I have chosen a functional versus dysfunctional dichotomy to stress that;

2

I he program will have deleterious effects where agents. and teachers.
both monolingual and or bilingual. are uninformed as to the specific
guidelines outlined in their particular project
( hildren sense conflict between monolingual bilingual sectors. or in-
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ternal conflict due to programmatic, methodological issues.
Articulation leads to greater "functioning." whereas the reverse leads
to dysfunction.

The functioning of the vLrious subsystems is an essential process designed

to promote the success of the organizational structure. "Functional- as

defined by Hanson (1979) is.

the quality of the state of collaboration that exists among departments
that are required to achieve unity of effort by the demands of the environment (p. 168).
The achievement of this state in bilingual higher education is necessary
to provide quality education at all levels of the system. Hanson adds that
"The term not only refers to interdepartmental relationships but also
to the
process used to establish those relationships." Presently, as discussed later
in this report, recommendatiop are being proposed to deal with the lack
of management i.i bilingual postsecondary education.
In an educational organization with a turbulent environment, it is also
important for the various dimensions of "differentiation- to exist in order
for the organization to meet the needs of a changing environment.
"Differentiation." as defined by Lawrence and Lorsch (1979). is "the
difference in cognitive and emotional orientation among managers in different functional departments.- According to this theory the subunits of an
organization have different rules and methods of operation, varying degrees
of concern for people. and different schedules and goals.
Dysfunction can occur at any level: where parents are intimidated by
teachers, where the teacher refuses to confer with the administrator, where
the administrator has little knowledge of the program. where the university
is not effectively utilized, or where advice is rejected through lack of con-.
sultation at the local. state or federal levels. Each element is a vital link
Ili
an integrated whole, or in what might be called a "functional design."
Collapse frequently occurs as the result of ignorance of accessible channels of support. as the result of perceiving one element as an unimportant
link in the system. or where parents. teachers, principals. and
community.
whether local. or at large. have little notion of the "gestalt" of a sense of
"integratedness ": namely the questions of identification: where am I, where
do I fit. where am 1 going, and what is my
role. Although the program's
director may have proper knowledge and attend the necessary seminars and'
training programs. problems arise when tom knowledge is kept secret,
causing first of all misconceptions, then alienation and hostility, and finally
re-

jection. In true integration of conflicting viewpoints, the best aspects of
both parties' points of view are incorporated Into the resolution. Both
par-

ties benefit in a true integrated approach.
because neither party has to give
up anything it does not want to (Follett. 1940)

( osts of Bihnow/ him (awn
Proponents of bilingual education argue that costs, other than starting
posts. are minimal because a bilingual program that is an integral part of
the educational services would in theory require no additional teachers
or
facilities and that start-up costs, which arc more expensive. would lie pnmanly in materials acquisition. Such arguments are frequently rejected by

6J
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people dealing with the problems associated with bringing a bilingual program into a school system, since most of these are "added on" as a separate
program to the regular educational services rather than being integrated into
them (Teitelbaum and Hiller. 1978). The Cardenas study (1979) determined
that there were five major concentrations of expenditures for bilingual programs: staff. materials. library resources, equipment and testing. In this
particular study. costs vaned as to year of program implementation and
grade level. with the high costs being concentrated in loner grade levels in
the first year of implementation and the loner costs being concentrated in
the fourth year of program implementation in the upper elementary grades.

Little or no information is available on thecosts of different types of
bilingual programs. e.g.. transitional versus maintenance. alternate-day language use terse), gradual introduction of English. Chinese bilingual programs versus Spanish. etc . Thle VII funded programs versus state funded
programs. the cost effectiveness for different types of programs or on relative costs of bilingual education in various states.
State funding varies for bilingual programs. in states where only a few
cities have LES NES populations. no particular state funding is available
(Cardenas. 1979). Funding has been based tin political feasibility, and on
available and realistic analysis of program costs If there is a large gap
between state appropnations and additional costs of a bilingual program.
districts must look for outside sources of funding. Federal programs. varying widely in their regulatiorrs. are perhaps the most looked-to sources, in

,:trtieular Title VII ESEA. to provide funds that might be utilized to implement a bilingual program.
W'ashington-s commitment to capacity building indicates that federal sup-

port is not committed to indefinite funding for LEA's (local educational
agencies) or SEA", 1state educational agencies). It is clear that state and
local di.ancts will need to institutionalize bilingual programs. To meet this
inevitable reality. LEA's must seek philosophical support from sources
external to the bilingual program by proving that bilingual programs are of
high calibre Society must be made aware of the options that bilingual programs provide for the integration of all groups.
A striking weakness in bilingual education has been in the area of evaluation Perez and Troike ( 1979) cited the following needs I h research to
determine the most relevant and important variables to he measured (which
could require entirely new approaches to measuring). (2) evaluation procedures that provide meaningful feedback to the teacher and program planner. 11, trained evaluators. (4) agreement on standard types of data to be
collected (5) input of parents and other community members in the planning an(' application of an csaluation design. language assessment of students. and curriculum materials development. (6) the development of positive
public attitudes towards bilingualism. rather than viewing bilingualism is
elitist. making it more socially attractive. thus reinforcing the motivation for
learning. other languages in bilingual education.
to emphasize hilingual competence in federal hiring, colleges and universities should he encouraged to pros ide inecruives for the graduates of
bilingual programs who .achieve a lesel of competence Gaels realized by
Language majors in four years of undergraduate study In general. comps.
terse in an area will be sought to the extent that it is socially valued and
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regarded. If the present reward structure in our society. with its underlying
xenophobic character can he changed, then what is different will no longer
he a source of threat or alienation but rather advanced bilingual
competence.
which can become the mark of an educated person as it has been in many
other countries. Then it will prove to he an economically valuable asset as
well
As mentioned above, other areas needing further research and development are evaluation and program implementation. These are often hampered
and limited by a scarcity of adequate assessment and by gaps in research.
Thus. appropriate instruments must be developed to provide the
most lccurate evaluation of the progress of children in bilingual and bicultural programs To ensure the greatest possible precision in implementing programs.
research is needed in such areas as first and second language acquisition.
the relationship between language and thought. and the learning styles
of

rhildren from different cultural backgrounds (U.S. Commisn on Civil
Rights. 19751.

Otheguy and Otto pose a moot question: can we be content with static
3mdintenitacc. one which does not further language development') The authors contrast static maintenance witn developmental maintenance
in which
language skills are develi ;led "with as much diligence as they are developed
in English.' -1 hey challenge the reader as to whether static maintenance of
anything is a v 'able enterprise. Again. bilingual programs will succeed only
by going beyond bilingual sectors and wooing the wider community.
( rim
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Questions cannot arise as to thence.] for support systems for the bilingual
bilingual program. since compliance requirements are
specified in detail in all rules and regulations emanating from both the state

child enrolled in

and federal levels. as well as the professional teacher training literature.
However. this paper suggests
.,.isss the child is helped to become a
part of the milieu in which het must live. he will develop frustrations and
feelings of inferiority Moreover. it is insufficient to
equip the child with a
sense of 'being proud of being part of a tiecific ethnic group.- More important is the ability to cope with and succeed in the broader society in
which the child will he required to perform. Teachers. then, first bilingual.
and then monolingual. must provide the linkage so that the child
may effectively function and compete 'n the American society. At the center is the
child to whom educators are primarily responsible Outside support systems
must also he consulted These include local hoards of education. resource
centers. educational improvement centers, and social civic in-gam/awns
( Mier educationei specialists may he called upon to help alleviate and solve
the pressing problems of the bilingual child Experts such as sociolinguists.
r%,Lholingtliq%. transactionists. cogrutivists. and nutritionists are invaluable sources of aid Not only must the program consider
child. school.
Anglo-administrators. di'trict superintendents. political entities. congress.
men. And most of all the Anglo public: in general. but also accessible facilities that include museums. the ater !lin:Ines. and commercial enterprises
I suggest. Own. ihat in the initial planning stages. the
programs outline
strategies for 11) engaging monolingual sectors. 121 interacting closely with
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monolingual sectors: (3) following a prescribed process similar to the
"thorough and:efficient" mandate in the state of New Jersey that attempts
to engage the entire comunity. irrespective of race, language or origin, in
making educational activities responsible and viable.
The following are strategies for assisting monolingual sectors to accept
the minonty culture:
I. Become informed about the student's culture and reflect it in some
way in the classroom.
2. Focus on the strengths of the bilingual child.
3. Prepare the child to work with monolingual groups:
4. Consult possible support services: Boards of Education (local/state!'
federal): International Rescue Committee. Puerto Rican Congress,
Aspira, Consulates.
5. Non-verbal communication is Vture specific. Norms for the Anglo-American differ significant!, from other cultures
6. Prepare the child to work independently by guiding. not leading,
the child to a new level or learning.
7. As the teacher has a specific teaching style. so too, the child has
a preferred learning style.
8 Use neighborhood resources, and mice the classroom a living
resource.

9. Take the children on a walk around the school and neighborhood.
10 Be sensitive to the child's feeling of alientation that may result in
tu withdrawal. Identify this oehavior early.
11. Discuss any concerns with school administrators. who will serve
as an asset, not a threat. Seek support and cooperation.
12. Identify local, state, and federal commercial and cultural sources
of information.
13. Invite parents to visit and observe a class
14. Remembei that limited - language proficiency is not an indicator of
inferiority
15. Use parent, as a resource.
16 Seek an intermediary who can function a, ttarislatorinterpreter for
17

you
Bc positive when meeting with parents. Learn key expressions in
the parent's language.

18. The child is the client and as client, he, she should be our center
of concern
19

If you are fortunate enough to kr:: a bilingual program in your

school, meet with the school bilingual coordinator and seek advice.

20 The linguistic community in which the child lives affects his attitudes towards learning a new language.

21 The domain of language behavior (home vs school. teacher vs.
peer. formal vs. informal) affects the language development of the
child
22 Adapt assignments to tit the needs of bilingual students
21 Do not rely on media for objective information.
24
15

Understand the dynamics of bilingual education instead of viewing
programs at a distance
Fhe monolingual teacher represents the link between the bilingual
class setting and the mainstream society
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Monolingual teachers need to understand the dynamics of bilingual education and not just view these programs at a distance without a knowledge
orthe goals and principles of bilingual education, since this only results
in
misconceptions and hostilities, and at worst, encourages a view of bilingual
. education as a possible threat to their own positions in the system.
Monolingual teachers can be instrumental in bridging tile gap with bilingual children who are no longer in bilingual programs by enlisting the
sup-

port of both parents and teachers. Bilingual teachers are the link for the
minority child about to enter the large' society and are the vehicle for
preparing the child to function in that society. Providing a knowledge of
alternative cognitive styles, the teacher can prepare the child to function in
a new learning style, thus helping the child to become integrated, not
assimilated, into American society.
4
The monolingual teacher can invite representatives from the community
to speak about their achievements and the benefits of knowing and mastering a second language. Our pluralistic society demands this of us, particularly- from the teacher who will unconsciously communicate values and
attitudes. Teachers must foster universalism. not provincialism. Instead of
proclaiming "I am proud to be Dominican. (or whatever other ethnic
group) the affirmationushouid he "I am proud of commanding two lan-

guages. two cultures, and having a greater understanding of peoples outside
of the United States
Teachers need to see how bilingual education-is functioning in their particular setting since the variables, are suc,b--that one simply cannot make
broad generalizations and freely apply them to all situations. The bilingual
program should be made instrumental in developing appreciation for the
cultural heritage of both the bilingual child and other children in American
society further ensunng that the monolingual sector will also experience
this enrichment process as a contribution to Amencan society

twit tuna! Oesisms
Alternative plans need to ho-introduced to teachers. both bilingual and

monolingual, subject representati,,es. and administrator. Elements external

to the program are equally as important if not more important because it
is the acceptance of bilingual education from the wider community (monolingual sector) that eventually will determine whether programs will become
institutionalized rather than contingent upon federal funding
James Banks (1977) offers a model for a total school environment that
reflects ethnic pluralisni (see Figure I)
I hough a good modei. it is insufficient to the needs of a functional
programmatic design for bilingual education. The model is too general For
example. it does not identify the elements of the "hidden curriculum. It
starts and ends with the formal school setting. It Is not child-centered,
nor
does it provide a definite strategy for interacting with the wider community.
I he desigh shown in Figure II. proposed by the federal government, is
also insufficient for the needs of a particular community-interest bilingual
program
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A shortcoming of school programs h is been failure o plan for children
existing from bilingual programs. To date. substantive follow-up information
on children previously enrolled in bilingual programs is still lacking. Though
longitudinal studies have become a pnorOy. the data is not yet readily ac-
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Lessible Programs need to prose to the general public that a decrease
in
attrition an he Lorrelated to the students participation
in a bilingual program At the same time evidence must show that students were setter
prepared to interact in American society For instance. how many students
went to Jail versus how many students became successful career people'
flow many students finished a high school education versus how
many
dropped out'
hildren need to he guided from a state of dependency to a state of
independence Charles A ('c-ran (1977) describes
a counseling-learning
approach a w hole person model. that would serve )sell bilingual educators
Applied to bilingual edusalion. it suggests that educators must provide
suplionise settings to allow the student to 'depend upon the teal "r. but the
teacher must encourage the student to make attempts to speak the second
language Not only should the encouragements he to speak the second
language. they should also he to interact in that language The Lhent student
needs to he urged to steps denoting grcatm- confidenLe. independence. and
proportionate Insi,ht into the relationship of phrases, grammar. and ideas
rhe teacher takes children from stages of total reliance to a stage
m which
independerr e and free communisation are 4_stablished
leachers need to break the student teacher dependency or else face the
ref. of the children feeling lost and madequ 04. once they lease a Mingual
setting Without having broken the dependent
"le, the child will experience conflict towards both cultures: whereas. u e (tient can effectively
function in I., and 1,, both cognitively as well as afi"..stively, then he will
be competing on an equal footing rn American society
while in the bilingual program. the student feels pr :ected by intensely
sharing a feeling of belonging. of need

If the main motivation for learning is the need of the knower (teacher)
and the learner (student) to develop. and if one of the main threats to
learning is non-belonging, then an essential first condition of learning
is that a sew's of belonging emerge for both in that very separation
(Cutran p 248, 1977)
igure 111 snows that each hilingual program needs to "map out a model
identihing the available resources in proximity to the projest. and
at the
same time have either an oserlas or second model that considers the part
(speLific protects to the whole 1aate and federal level) For example. School
No I would differ from School No 2
since the surrounding facilities. budget Lonsuaints. 1 ind I might differ Media
access. likewise. would he
graphically specific. depending upon locale In such a model, the child
remains central Asallahle to the proleLt are
wsourses specific and general
to that program

1.,1,1.MLVIS INCH DED
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I he child must gain from the program the facility of functioning in different en% oonments pailkularlv tie main. tietIM environment. U S soucts so that he
compete on ail equal footing with his peers laitially..hc
bilingual child comes into an environment that is total) supportive. the
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hilingoat program His rights and purpose are to sec alternative, that will
.prepare him to function in a new 1 r mng environment. the wider cornmiinty He then becomes integrated into the environment, not assimilated.
not losing his identity As an integrated entity, he will function at his highest
capacity of productivity. equipped with two cultures and two Ilnguages. a
success goal. instead of a deterrent goal that otherwise would attempt to
eliminate the native language and culture, and woulu result in inner and
outer conflict Psychotherapists remind us that blotting out a part of the
inckidual. that is the memory of his origins, results in psychological trauma
Robbins 1978i

leo( lir
At times. educators not directly inoked in bilingual education are peripherally aware of the issues. and this unfortunately results in misconceptions 1, he media it' no-all! focuses on negative issues. its major -oneern is
to generate sales_ and often. to seek sensationalism. The monolingual teacher
must reahre that s he aged not he proficient in the language of the child
Minimally. the monolingual teacner can be of assistance to the bilingual
child by enlisting the support of resource centers and other available re-
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sources. posticularly the bilingual teacher. who can he the
greatest advocate. while interacting with monolingual tcache-s. To do this. bilingual
personnel must he informed and willing to gain
.pport. both intellectual

and emotional. S he should he informed in terms of the
projected friar.% ,end should have access to the proposal.program's past and
The teacher should be equipped with working techniques
that encompass
psycnological pnnciples A teacher should he an expert in the technology

of learning. but as is true of other technologists.
s he must continually
appraise tecnniques in terms of new discoveries in research. It
is literally
trae that many of today 's principles
may he outmoded or changed

in a few
years It is thus imperative that
teachers maintain an open-mindedness that
allows ryievi of their teaching
methods as new discoYer.es are made.

Pi !rent%

Parents are called upon to

sign proposals since they
dren By actively participating. a stipulation identified represent UP chil1980 rules and regulations for Title VII. parents shouldas a priority in the
he helped to formulate the instructional goals of the program They
need to be encouraged

to attend and participate in meetings when called upon
author had the opportunity o' seeing how the above to do so The present
was accomplished in
a tat t hi I slum) community in Sao Paulo.
Brasil. Parents were
tification cards with their pictures and were required to attend given idenmeetings at
least four times per year. Attendance was systematical!
taken. This was
a municipal public sAvid and not a private setting The method
was effective with an
percent success rate of parent participation.
%

token participation by Anglo administrators results in dysfunctional
grams because the administrato. works in a vacuum He may perhaps prosign
the proposal. and receive funds but he may not he
ensuring an integrative
environment for the program By such ineffectual leadership. therefore.
he
tor-felts his right to being the administrator. The
program should not remain
an unknown or simply a means to mainstreaming
since the
program is not :o mainstream but to integrate both groups. purpose of the
I he administrator of a bilingual program must grapple with
several unique
managerial problems First. Athol gh most bilingual
are run under
the aegis of an existing school system department.programs
functionally they tend
to become separate entities Second.
mist educational programs involve
series of Instructional activities that may or may not he supported by a
additional services. e g . counseling Many of these educational
functions are
ordinarily handled M. non-institutaal departments
Sign

/wt.% a,t Pr,,I.,rom%

Demystification would help in eliminating the clement of thre-t
to teachers. administrators and directors of programs Remarks about having
put
on a show for outside evaluators do not help but rather hinder
the wellbeing of the program Proper identification of areas to he
result in more effective. efficient prop.' Is and evaluations Soevaluated will
many times.
the purpose of the eYaluaturn. and areas to he evaluated. are unknown
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( ion lawns
Bilingual sectors need to seek modes of enhancing articulation and conflict resolution with the wider community. esen et the risk of initial rejection
and hostility due to lack of information. or misinformation pertaining to the
underlying principles and goals of bilingual programs. No longer can bilingual programs afford to stork in isolation. they need to work rn cooperatise
endeasors with the wider communities so that when funding runs out. the
programs will not he phased out. since the children and their needs will not
simply disappear.
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THE SHORT CIRCUIT MODEL OF READING

Nancy M. Lueers
Mid-Continent Regional Educational Laboratory (McRel)

The reading process has been examined by a number of theorists (Goodman. 1976: Gough 1972: Holmes. 1976: LaBerge and Samuels. 1976: Mackworth. 1971: Mathewson. 1976: Ruddell, 1976, Rumelhart, 1977). These

theorists each describe the reading process from a slightly different perspective and in so doing, tend to ignore important aspects of the reading
process that others have described. In this paper. I would like to introduce
and discuss sin different factors that I believe all reading theorists consider
to be important to the reading process, relate these factors to the problems
a bilingual child might have as s/he meets the printed page. and discuss the
interrelationship between factors as it affects the bilingual child. The Short
Circuit Model. which is presented at the end of this paper. is an attempt to
consolidate these six different factors into one model of reading capable of
explaining the diverse reading processing that occurs both between and
within individuals of any linguistic group.
Sir Shari (7n oiling Reading Factors
The name -short circuit" has been given to this.model because, in many
ways. it adequately describes what happens bioelectrically in the brain.
When any information is lacking or is different from that which the reading
task requires with regard to any of the six short circuiting factors, a -blackout- occurs that makes the individual aware s /he has met something new
to his/her cognitive system. The severity of the short circuit will depend on
two things: the importance of the information to a particular reading task
and the importance a particular individual gives to the information s/he is
lacking. This therefore meals that all of the factors will not necessarily have
the same short circuiting potential: the effect of each of the factors on the
reading prixesa will depend greatly upon the individual and his specific
interaction with the printed page. The six short circuiting factors include
the following:linguistic factors, sociocultural factors, attitudinal and motivational factors, neurological factors, perceptual factors. and cognitive
factors.

bnguista Fadarc
How important is the knowledge of a language to the reading process?
What is -knowledge of a language"? Is it the knowledge of words, or the
knowledge of syntax. or the knowledge of logic between ideas. or the
knowledge of semantics? Does it include knowledge of a specific dialect or
62
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can the knowledge of a specific dialect interfere with the reading
w hen it does not coincide with a specific authoi 's syntactic "style''''process
In the
case of a second language reader or bilingual child, does that individual
have any language skills that will help him her meet the printed
page or is
s he "starting from scratch "'
In this discussion. linguistic factors will include the linguistic
done by the child from the ability to discriminate between letters processing
e d words.
to the ability to correspond sounds with
these letters and words, to the
ability to understand the words and syntax used in the passage. to the
ability to understand the meaning of the whole. All are important
linguistic
factors. Because the acquisition of the ability to discriminate and attach
meaning to letters on the printed page is similar across children, I would
like to discuss the.effect of learning to read an unfamiliar language
on the
bilingual child
Because reading involves the use of a language to convey thoughts

across
time. to read and comprehend well demands that an individual have
an
extensive store of linguistic labels for different aspects of his environment
and also understand how those labels can be placed
relation to one
another If the word used on the printed page does not in
correspond to the
label a reader has for the specific thing being discussed,
or orie has no
knowledge of or linguistic label for that which is being discussed, then

reading process will he short circuited. The application of this possible

the
short

circuiting factor to the bilingual child, who perhaps has other linguistic

labels for his environment than those used en the printed
page, is obvious.
If the words being used on the printed page cannot be attached
:o something
that has meaning for the child. then these words will
remain incomprehensible for that child. if the child has mastered the phonic
relationships between sound and symbol. mouthing of words may occur when the child is
asked to read aloud. but no comprehension will take ;lace during
this "reading process because the child can attach no 'leaning to the sounds.
Syntax is another possible short circuiting factor. Many studies have been
done examing the child's understanding of different syntactical
of their Haute language iH D. Brown. 1970. Slobin. 1966a.h: structures
1971. liormouth. Carr. Manning & Pearson. 1970). and all have Thorndike.
that children from preschool to at least fourth grade have discovered
difficulty in
weighting semantic elements as signaled-by different
syntactical arrangements Children in their acquisition and understanding of language
seem to
first develop an understandmg of the very basic clause
structures
used
by
a language ti e S-V S-V-O. S-V-C. etc.) and
only later develop an awareness of and understanding of the more difficult sentence patterns (Miller.
1979 Brown. 1971. Slobin. 196h.i.b McNeill. 1970)
I or example consider the following
I sample 1

i he child is running She is in the wot,ds I he hear is
'.!r lie is hungry the girl is scared She
wants

chasing

sample 2

to get to her grandmother s house
I he scared child is running through the woods away from

the hungry hear. hoping to arnYe soon at her grand-

mother s house

In the lust example the syntactic relationship between words
is made explicit each suhect .and its accompanying Yoh are presented together In

the
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second example. there is a great deal of information that is not stated explicitly by the author. Since the child is running away from the bear. it is
presumed that the reader already knows that the bear is chasing her Also
notice the subtle way that the reader is supposed to discover that the scared
child is. in fact, a girl -hoping to arrixe soon at her Grandmother's house.Also important in the second example is the fact that whereas in the first
example the positioning of subject and xerb together meant that they were
related to one another. this is not necessarily true in the second exampir..
Is the bear hoping to arrixe at the Grandmother", house. or is the child"
With the increasing difficulty in syntactic complexity comes an increasingly
difficult presentation of meaning with which a child. especially a bilingual
child who has had limited exposure to a language. will hale difficulty
Syntax also seems to be used as a semantic -chunking- mechanism. In
the fiist example. the reader is presented with six different -hits- of "ormation. each hit being equal in importance to the one that precede, it. In
the second example. the reader is presented with one main hit of information. the child is running.'' and all other information is made subordinate
to it Obxiously the second example leads to a method through w Inch humans can cognitixely conserve computing energy because there is only one
main idea to remember. but it also presumes that the reader can efficiently
and effectixely extract that meaning from the syntactical means of presenting it II-children whose name language is English haxe difficulty extracting
this information. why should it not also affect the reading process of children from homes where the language and or syntax used does not correspond to that used by the author in the text'
As has been demonstrated above. lifiguistic factor. can haixe a great deal
effect on what is understood by the bilingual child, howexer. language.
although it is the most (+c m, s short circuiting factor when beginning to
undeistand the reading process of the bilingual child. is only the first factor
to consider
S,

tilturtil l di Pits

Sociocultural factors. when applied to the leading process. include the
presuppositions that both the author and the child have learned from their
sociocultural group and bring with them to the printed page regarding traditions. religious and political institutions. religion, man"s relationship to
man. and csen man s relationship to the uniserse and a supernatural being
All children. as well as all adults, from all sociocultura! groups come to the
reading situation with such presuppositions that hose been acquired from
Interaction with farml!, and friends Streiff 119781. who is interested in the
effect of sociocultural presuppositions in the ieading process. has conducted
a research study that suggests the importance or these factors on reading.
particularly for the bilingual child or the socioculturally -different child
tter completing her study of the reading done by different groups of .AlasStreit! i I978) makes the following statement
kan
I he studies which inxestigated reading materials which were generated

h% Lfuldien might indicate that more than dialect differences are at
woik in slowing the reading progress of children who are socially and
Imgiusticallx different from children of the mainstream of American
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life. Such materials would reflect not only phonological. syntactic, and
semantic similarities to child oral language. but would also incorporate
a child's slew of the world. if rendered accurately by those who recorded the stories. (p. 47-48)

Other studies done with older subjects also suggest the
existence of sociocultural factors that can distort the meaning intended by the
author when
read by an individual with different sociocultural presuppositions
than that
of 'fie author Gatbonton and Tucker (1971) examined the
pi.,cecci:ig of
American literature by second language learners of English
an found that
a second language reader seems to
process information from the printed
page through a cultural filter that can affect the understanding
or appreciation of the literature being read. Another study done by Steffen4en. JoagDev. and Anderson (1979) examined the cultural filtering
that appears W
occur as a reader reads a story with cultural presuppositions that
are unfamiliar to him. They studied the responses of Indians and Americans
to
the reading of an American-based and an Indian-based cultural
event and
found that subjects reed their native culture-oriented passage
more rapidly
and recalled a larger amount of information from it: in
contrast,
responding to the foreign passage produced more culturally-basedsubjects
distortions of the meaning intended. It
appears then. that the greater the lack of
congruence of sociocultural assumptions
between the author and the reader.
the greater will be ti.c lack of congruence between the message intended
by the author and the message received by the reader. Sociocultural
factors
are one of tht. most important factors in short circuiting the meaning
obtained by a reader from the printed
page.

However. sociocultural factors can influence the reading
process in another way. Bernstein (1965)
suggests that sociocultural factors have a very
definite impact on the language the child develops. After studying
not bilingual children but children from different socioeconomic
groups in England.
he discovered that the language and syntax used between
the two different
groups varied greatly. His final conclusion was that "the form of social

relation ormore generally the social structure. generates distinct
linguistic forms or codes and these ( odes essentialls transtnii the culture and
so «It:strain hehasiour- (author's italics) (p. 149). Halliday ( I978) also
gests a similar relationship between language and one's sociocultural suggroup:
Language is the main channel through which the patterns of living
are

transmitted to him Ilk child'. through which he learns to act as a
member of a 'society' in and through the various social groups. the
family. the neighbourhood. and so onand to adopt it.. 'culture.' its

modes of thought and action. its beliefs and its values.
ip. 91
Therefore. sociocultural factors can influence the reading
processing done
by a bilingual child not only by affecting the meaning sihe
receives from a
passage. but also by affecting the language she is capable of understanding.
In the case of a bilingual child. the effect of the sociolinguistic
short circuiting may appear to he different from the effect of a "normal" child who
meets a topic on the printed page which is out of the realm of his experience
or whose language does not coincide with that used by the author of the

text. hut. in effect. the two "different- types of readers are only two different examples from a continuum of examples of the possible sociocultural
linguistic short circuiting which can occur in the reading process.
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Attitudinal and I/antimafia/ fat tors
Attitudinal and motivational factors al a play an important role in the
reading process Athey (1970 suggests that it is affective factors that propel
the working perceptual and cognitive system into action and sustain it through
the duration of the task. Mathewson (1976. in his description of the reading
process. describes w hat <ome of those affective factor are: for Mathewson.
the motivational factors include curiosity. achievement. activity, and. I would
like to add to his list, the need for literacy. In turn, the motivational factors
are influenced by the attitude the reader has towards what s he is reading.
attitudinal factors involve the interaction of prior values, attitudes and beliefs the reader has with the meaning derived from the input from the text.
if the Indic idual feels acceptance towards the processing that is occurring
as s he meets the printed page and thus feels motivated enough to continue
his interaction with the print. s he will continue: if not, the process is discontinued The task of reading is therefore greatly influenced by the moti-

vation one holds for that task of reading: and this motivation. in turn is
greatly influenced ht the attitude one holds about the reading materials and
reading itself.
Attitudinal and motivational factors are affected not only by each other
but also by both linguistic and sociocultural (actors. As discussed above.
sociocultural factors work as a sort of filter through which messages are
screened If a message is felt to he of importance to the sociocultural group.
then the message will probably also he of imporance to the child from that
socioculturdl group and will he given th, appropriate attention: if not. the
message will he minimally attended to or it will he lost. Sociocultural factors
must he considered to have a very strong influence on attitude and motivation.
l'he effect of sociocultural factors on language has been mentioned pre% foils!) however. the interaction between sociocultural factors and linguistic factors d1%.) affects motivational and attitudinal factors. If the reader can
not comprehend the language being ti,ed or if his linguistic interaction with
the world does not include an understanding of the topic being discussed.
then these will influence the attitude and motivation the reader feels towards
the task of reading
Attitudinal and motivational factors play an important role in determining
not only whether the reading process does occur. but also what information
the reader perceives and understands from what he reads Irr this respect.
the bilingual reader is no different from the normal" reader.

N. elirt,hprzu al I- ,u 1,,r-%

I here are two important issues that need to he emphasized in this discussion of the effect of neurological factors on the reading process First.
as will he discussed under perceptual factors. neurological -mis-wiringcan affect the reading process simply by affecting what is perceived by the
eye as it looks at print. if the neurons arc functioning improperly, this will
greatly interfere with the visual processing involved in the reading process
Secondly. the brain. or neuronal network. is the medium through which d!
information from the env ironm-nt is processed, the information either learned
or carried genetically by it will influence and color what is cognitively perceived and processed through it Both the pre-wired and learned cultural
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and cognitive factors that are part of the neuronal network influence
number of aspects of the reading process:

a

I. The} will influence the message that is received from print by the

reader by forcing the reader to attend to those hits of information that
he understAnds and holds an interest in learning
2. They will affect the attitude and motivi. on a reader will have towards
the content of a specific message.

1. And the} will also affect the expectations a person holds about what
he will meet on the printed page. As will be discussed later, expectations play a major role in determining what we perceive or understand.

However it is important to remember about this inherited and learned information that is attached to the neurological network that this information
includes both /aneittiee and alinwittstic erperiem is The bilingual child may
Lome to the reading situation without the appropriate language. but sthe
does not come without a variety of alinguistic experiences that can be used
to help him her acquire the language. This is one of the most important
things to remember when choosing appropriate reading materials for the
bilingual child.
These neurological factors are also closely related to the other reading
factors Language is that whi.:h is learned by the neuronal network to socially transmit ideas and perceptions contained in the neuronal network.
1 he ideas and perceptions contained in the neuronal network will be to a
great extent determined by or influenced by one's sociocultural group. And
the combination of language. ideas and perceptions and inherited cognitive
information will interact to form one's attitude towards specific reading
materials and the motivation one feels in carrying out the specific task with
which s he is confronted Neurological factors play a particularly important
role in the reading process because they are the medium through which all

' nformation is processed.
ro apply the discussion of these factors specifically to bilingual children
is difficult fhe Information contained in the neuronal network is obviously
a factor related to specific individuals and how they perceive and understand
the world around them That perception and understanding may be relatPC,
to genetic information that is coded in the brain at birth, it may bs
to the informaoon one acquires through interacting with the envirolo....)it,
of it may even he related to the language
one uses to communicate that
experience the degree to which neurological factors affect the reading

process still remains a mystery. but I believe. It remains a mystery that
needs to be examined more closely
!thou! / at tors

13i liner and Minium il9ss) suggest that there are two different processes
than must he considered during the act of perception

In perceiving there are two analytically separable processes. the first
is a process of spatioiemptoral-qualitative organliation that makes possible such phenomena as figure-ground formation. the segiegation Of
contours. the perception of plane surfaces. etc I he second process is
usually called identification or recognition by which we are enabled to
see an object as something 1p 21)

7
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Therefore. perception involves both the act of perception and the understanding of that perception. In a discussion of reading, both the act and the
understand:Ng need to be addressed.
I would like to first discuss the efficient operation of the neuronal network

and its relationship to the act of perception. It is important to remember
that. in reading, there is an act of perceiving-letters-or print-in-some-form.
an act of attaching some initial meaning to that perception, and an act of
attaching other meanings to the. meaning that has been derived from that
perception. If a neuron is "mis-wired" neurologically so that something
_happens to interfere with the efficient processing of that visual information.

the reading process will be .physiologically short circuited, an obviously
important factor to consider when discussing :he reading process. This
physiological short circuiting is what probably occurs during the reading
process of a "learning disabled" child.
However, assume that. neurologically. the perceptual process is proceeding in an efficient manner. what then becomes import:nt to the perceptual
process? There are three aspects of perceptual processing that are important
to the reading process: we see what we expect to see: we see what we want
to see: and novelty. which is only determined by the reader himself and not

by the reading materials, will attract attention.
First. consider .the statement that we only see what we expect to see.
The perceptual process. especially that part of the process in which identification occurs. involves an expectancy held by the organism, a physiological preparation of the neurons. and, in conjunction with that physiological
preparation. a cognitive preparation that involves the selection of an appropriate category to use in response to the environmental stimuli (in reading.
the print. one linguage. and the text message). The expectations and preparations an individual makes before he actually perceives that environmental

stimuli probably determine. to a great extent. what is actually perceived
and understood by that individual.
Related to this aspect of perception that we see what we e.xpect to see is
the idea that we see what we iiatu to see. Yarbus (1967) experimented with

the eye movements of subjects as they examined a picture for different
types of information. With each new set of directions of what to look for
came a variance in the eye movements of the subject when examining the
picture . Undoubtedly the same occurs during the reading process. A reader's
expectations and what he wants to learn or understand of a reading passage
will greatly determine how much attention is paid to the graphic information
on the page and also determine what degree of comprehension the reader
has of any spefiific reading passage.
The final important aspect of perception is that novelty attracts attention.

As a reader meets ni,velty of any kind on the printed page. he will cognitively register that novelty in some form. With an increase in the amount
of novelty that must be assimilated by the reader will come an increase in
the amount of cognitive effort a reader must expend to read: both will undoubtedly result also in only a minimum of :nformation being obtained from
the printed page. The novelty of the perception must therefore be considered to be an important part of the perceptual processing that occurs during
the reading processi.

Perceptual factor are also closely interrelated to the other factors. Perception is determined to a great extent by the information contained in the
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neuronal network. If we see what we_ expect to see and want
to see, then
the information we already possess must be working to affect what
we learn
from the environment. Sociocultural factors also undoubtedly influence
perception in a similar way. If the sociocultural group has
a mea.. 9f influencing what one values, then perception will be controlled in this
way. And
the attitudinal and motivational factors are related to the perceptual
factors
in that we see what we want to see; if what we see does
not match what we
wanted to see, we have the choice of changing what we
want to see or of
not perceiving. The latter is the usual choice.
The importance of expectations and of novelty as short circuiting
factors
for the bilingual child needs to be emphasized. During the reading
process.
a child must have expectations about the code s/he is to read, the language
that the code is transmitting. and, to a certain extent, have
some_expectalions about the ideas that are being conveyed in the text
before the reading
process can proceed smoothly and easily. Athough developing expectations
about the code IS important to all children learning to read,
when a child
comes from a home where parents speak
a different language from that of
the language used at school, s/he must develop expectations about the
language and probably also develop expectations about the values and attitudes

that will be expressed by that language in booksas well
as develop expectations about the code. When considering the requirements that
novelty
places upon the individual, it becomes apparent how the novelty
of linguistic
factors. sociocultural factors and perceptual factors for the bilingual
child
can all affect the reading process so that the maintenance of the needed
attitude and motivation for him/her to deal with the task of reading is
made
difficult.
Expectations, desire, and novelty all play a large role in determining
what
will he perceived and understood by the bilingual child: and all
should be
considered in choosing the appropriate reading materials for him/her.

Cognitive tai ton
How is the information that is perceived organized? What role does human memory play in both setting up expectations and forming conceptualizations? Lindsay and Norman (1977) offer an explanation:
Expectations and conceptualizations must play a major role in the anal-

ysis. Our memory system maintains a record of past experiences. a
general knowledge about the organization and format of the event% we

experience, and knowledge about the structure of language. The information from memory must become combined with the information
from the sensory analysis. Just as the data-driven part of the analysis
must play an important role. so too must a one
driven analysis
become a part of the processing cycle. (p. 278)

In this statement Lindsay and Norman are suggesting the interactiot of two
different sources of knowledge that affect the processing of
new environmental information: knowleo gained from the sensory data available
in
the environment and knowledge gained from me information that is already
in existence in the individual's memory system. Both sources of knowledge.
the sensory and the cognitive, interact so as to form the meaning obtained
by the individual from the environmental stimulus, which is. in the
case of
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reading. the printed page Streiff (1978, whose work with Eskimo children
was reported in conjunction with the previous section on sociocultural factors. suggests that an underlying schemata or organization of long-term
memory might he affecting the processing of stories by children who are
outside the mainstream culture:
It V.ould appear that interpretation, or the way in which new information might be categorized in the long term memories of young Eskimo children, could he as important a potential source of apparent
reading errors as linguistic inadequiteff4p. 54)
In considering cognitive factors. there, are a number of important ideas
to consider. First. (Mere IS an interrelated network of concepts contained
in the human memo' y system (Lindsay & Norman. 1977). This network of
concepts is a result of the learning done as an individual interacts with his/
her environment Second. these interrelated conceptual and ability net-

works will have an impact on one another so that they will either work
together. which is the most efficient way for a cognitive process to be handled, or. in the case of a lack of information on any of the system'S parts.
they can work separately. Third. because there is an already existing web
of concepts;,vallable to the individual, s/he will first attempt to assimilate
any new information s he encounters using those categories and concepts
already available to him her. It is in this way that this existing web of
concepts present in the cognitive system may greatly determine the amount
and kind of information a reader receives from a passage. No matter what
the information is that exists on the printed page. he it the pnnt, the language. or the message itself. It must first be processed by the already existing memory store before it c:sn he assimilated by the individual. Information
that is easily assimilated by the existing cognitive structures will be easily
and efficiently incorporated: however, if the existing cognitive structures
,ire inadequate for the task or are in disagreement with what needs to be
assimilated. then the information will be distorted and then incorporated.
or it may he ignored altogether.
Therefore, it must he remembered that all information that an individual
receives from hfs, her environment is first processed by the portion of the
memory system %, he sees as being relevant to the task. One the information
is "screened" for its importance to the individual. only those aspects of the

information that have meaning and importance for him/her will be assimilated. When applied to reading. this means that the intelligibility of any
message for an individual will depend on lusher previous stores If knowledge of the print or written code, his/her knowledge of the language and
the topic being discussed. his'her understanding of sociocultural presuppositions involved in the message. his/her interest and attitude toward the
message. and the expedient operation of the neurological system. The short
circuiting of any subsystem decreases the efficiency of the reading process
and may interfere with the message being received from the printed page
for both the bilingual and the proficient reader
I lw Short (

nit tforlel

Recall that I have attempted to include linguistic factors, sociocultural
factors. attitudinal and motivational factors. neurological factors, percep-
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tual factor- and eognitivt factors into this model
tsee Figure I). The interaction of these factors

in the reading process does not allow for the separate
conceptual representation of each potential short circuit,ng
factor, so the

representation as it relates to the factors and their interattum will be
addressed.
FIGURE

THE SHORT CIRCUI I MOM 1.0E READING

First. consider the otential shirt circuiting by
linguistic factors The
linguistic factors involved in the reading process'are included
in the diagram
of the Short Circuit Model in the separate and yet continuous
boxes appended to the souocultural and semantic network Theserange of
boxes.
labeled with different divisions of linguistic units,
are separated from one
another because each has the potential ability to short circuit when
.:iforntion is lacking in any one of them. These boxes are continuous.
howevci.

bto
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oecausc. although one box can short circuit without ,-ausing a "black-out
in the other boxes. the increasing store of information in any one hoc is io
a great extent dependent upon the stores of information in the box which
precedes it. and because. although a language system can he divided structurally into those separate divisions, these divisions are at times aeitrary
It must he remembered that in the case of a bilingual child, although s he
may not have the ent el) appropriate stores of information regarding the
language he she is expected to read in. the linguistic stores of information
are not ( mph Die information ct..' lined in these stores regarding his her
native language can he used by the ;Add to help him her decode the message
in another language
The Sociocultural and Semantic Network to which language is appended
is the major part of the mormation processing rechanism involved in the
reading process Although this network is separate from the Ser. ry Information Storage Box and the Meaning Box. 1 consider the three to he
only three different aspects of the same system. the memory system These
three boxes involve four of the factors described previously- sociocultdral
factors. neurological factors. perceptual factors. lid cognitive factors. This
major par t of the information processing mechanism has been called "network so as to iignify that it is the network of neurons whose operation
both stimulates the process of responding to environmental stimuli and acts
as the medium through which the environmental stimuli are responded to.
In this way. perceptual factors and neurological factors are invt Ned in
ail model I his network has been de.aenat.d as a sociocultural and se-

mantic network to imply that the sociocultural factors and he cognitive
factors that form the ,emantic sysfem used by an individual e in many
ways determined h that neurological network and the perceptual interaction that network has with its environment
Sociocu:.aral factors have been included in this model attached to the
neuronal network for two reasons First. as discusse _ previously. I believe
part of these factors are inherited and already "pre-wired- into a child at
the time of birth as part of the neurological system, and. second, I believe
that iae interaction of the individual with the sociocultural factors in his
environment. including the language and ,s alti-is of his particular group. will
foster a specific type of learning h, that neuronal network Both aspects of
the socioculti -al factors are suggested as being involved in the neuronal
nets ork
Neurological factor aaw bee. :ncluded in this model as the network te
which .111 the other factors arc related As mentioned anove. it is the medium
ffinfrally a physical medium) through which all information is processed
and assimilated
Perceptual factors are related to the neurological factors because for perception to occur. the system of neurons must he operating effectively and
efficiently. and they arc related to cognitive factors because the storage of
information in the cognitive system will, to a great extent, determine what
information as perceived
Cognitive factors have been integrated into the model in the form of a
system of semantics The cognitive orramiation of the neuronal network
will determine the ,y stem of semantics dc.e' ped and used by the individual
to process environmental stimuli
All of these factors in turn will affect one's attitude and motivation...ow-
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ever. the attitudinal and motivational factors have been included in this
model in the form of a "plug." Without the appropnate attitude
and necessary motivation. the system will not be forced into its operating state. An
individual must bee.)ne "plugged-into" the pnnt setting for the reading
process even to occur.
Simply describing the interrelationship of the factors in the model does

not sufficiently describe the model itself. however. The other parts of the
model that have also been included to more accurately descnbe what is
occurring as an individual meets the printed page include the print setting
and the three memory systems: sensory information
storage. long term
memory and short term memory. The print setting (Neisser. 1976) or what
is --plugged-into" by the reader. has been included in this model
because
it is important to understand that a reader processes both print and
any
information surrounding that print which might aid in its interpretation.
The
print selling can include situational context. pictures that accompany print
in storybooks. the shape of a logo that accompanies print. or a particular
environment in which only a particular type of story is read. ' P context
aids au individual in creating expectations about-what is goii,e,
be read
and. therefore. plays an important role in th.c interpretation
of the print.
This part of the model is of particular importance when considering
the
bilingual child's first attempts to read. With a great deal of
context and
support from pictures. reading will not be nearly as difficult as when s /he
does not have that "print setting" to help him/her understand the
message.
Another ir.iortant aspect of this model is the inclusion of the three different memory systems discussed in the psychological literature: sensory
information storage (sometimes referred to as iconic memory), long term
memory (the sociocultural and semantic network in the model), and short
term memory ("meaning" in the model). The memory systems have been
included in this model to emphasize the importance of long term
memopy
in selecting and screening the environmental
information it meets and to
emphasize the importance of Jong term memory in determining what will
he avamilated from the information that has been selected and screened.
Note the order of the memory systems. The sensory information
storage
system where the Indial perception is recorded is placed first: long
term
memor, where he initial perception is examined for meaning and relevance
to the individual is placed second, and then short term memory. where
the
informan a that the individual decides is important to himitier
is practiced
and sent hack into long teo.i memory. is placed third The active role
that
the reader.with his her store , of information. plays in the reading
process
can not and should not he ignored in any reading model. The Short Circuit
Model attempts tit graphically represent w by this is so

//ii Short (iro nil
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Although the application of the short circuiting factors to the bilingual

reader has. in a sense. already been discussed. I would like
review some
of the most important short circuiting factors in an attempttoto
emphasize

how the Short Circuit Model can he applied specifically to the bilingual

reader
the short circuiting effects of language on the reading process of a bilin-

gual child are obvious Without a linguistic background in the language
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being used to convey a message. the child has very little chance of comprehending the message This does nut mean. however. that the bilingual
child has no chance of comprehending the message. It must always he
remembered that the bilingual child does have a language and does have life
experiences that will also help him her decode the message on the printed
pageeven if s he does not have a good command of the language used to
convey the message The strengths that the bilingual reader can bring to the
reading situation should, therefore. he used to help him her overcome %c.d.nesse,. instead of assuming that the h lingual child has no information that
will help him her in decoding the r:.essage on thc printed page.

I he bilingual child also may have difficulty with the sociocultural assumptions involved in esen the simplest of reading materials. Values are
conveyed in all levels of readinf materials The degree to which those s Ales
are in accordance with the values held by the child will determine not only
the child's comprehension but also the child's attitude and motivation to.
ward reading
Attitudinal and motivational factors oh% [misty affect all readers. however.

their importance to the reading process of a 'hihrigual child needs to he
emphasued Not only is the child faced with the task of reading. but also
s he is laced with the task of acquiring a language. possibly acquiring
knowledge about a different value system. acquiring different expectations
about his environment and what types of behaviors are expected of hem.
and s tic also may he expected to acquire a different cognitive cataloging
system in arranging ideas differently from what s he has already been taught
through-his her native language -I ne bilingual child has an incredible learning task facing him her. and therefore neetts a great deal of support so that
the needed attitudinal and motivational factors will to available.for thc child
to support that learning process
the short circuiting effect of neurological factors perceptual factors. art'

cognitive factors all have to deal with the information the child possesses
at birth and the information he she gains through his her own interaction
with toe environment lo apply these factors to the bilingual child without
takint. into consideration each and every child's unique understanding of
the world around him her would he a distortion of the truth. The degree to
which the experiences and languages of the author and the reader coincide
will probabl determine the degree to which the.message ur,derstood by the
reader will he congruent with the message intended by the author But how
often does that occur'
In understanding the reading process of a bilingual child. what the Short
( maid Alodcl attempts toiemphasiie is not the difference between the bilingual reader and the monolingual reader. but rather the similarities that
exist between them. the differences being only in terms of degree not
absolutes fhe tiding. tl child does lack a great deal of information w hen
faced with the task of reading in a language that i: foreign to him hor about
a topic that may also he foreign to him het However. a monolingual reader
meets the same ddliciolties when laced with syntax too difficult for him, her
to understand and a topic with which s he has no experience.
In beginning to understand the reading processing dom. by all readers.
we must begin to accept the fact that all children. both I-gimp:II and monolingual. come to all reading tasks with a ere it deal of informaison. and.
likewise, that both groups of children come to all reat mg tasks lacking a
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great deal of information The bilingual child will probably have
in areas where other children may not hate weaknesses: and weaknesses

ately help the bilingual child deal with his her weaknesses to arp-opnmay re uire
different instructional strategies and material, from those

used with moaolingual children. How incr. basically. the bilingual child
is only another child
who is attempting to master the magi,. code and its
meaning on the printed
pageno more. and oh% iouslt. no less.
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MUTATIVE READING WITH BILINGUAL STUDENTS

Peter L. Pelosi,
University of Delaware

One of the greatest challenges facing educators today
vide more effective reading instruction for the bilingualis the need to prolearner. From an
educational standpoint. there has been little progress in the
theoretically and pedagogically sound programs for teachingdevelopment of
basic reading
and language skills to a bilingual population.
The most fundamental approach for teaching bilinguals
the mainstream teaching methods and materials. making has been to change
ing proceed at a slower pacethe louder and slower" teaching and learnof instruction. Coupled with the tendency to slow the pace of method
instr action is the
tendency to fragment instruction into isolated linguistic units
of the reading
processphonemics graphem,c correspondences. syntactic and
semantic
features. morphological characteristic ,. etc.
This atomized approach to reading instruction tend:
productive for the beginning bilingual reader. What is to become counterthat will allow students to read stories. to deal with necessary is a format
words in context. and
to participate in con. rsational activities.
In short. a great deal of effort is spent on adapting
conventional method;
of teaching reading to second language learners.
Adaptation
has assumed
that students are aware of the conventions of print
or that they can learn
these conventions independently.
Consequently, second language
are rarel given the opportunity to put the "pieces" of the reading learners
process
' hack together.
In the development of any teaching approach there
cational tunas to he considered. one o which is the are a variety of eduof the
pi,pulation. When dev:2,ning a teaching method for usecharacteristics
with a bilingual populawn. the mau'r locus is to increase both language
facility and reading
ability. therefore. the entire approach is designed to provide
the student
with the opportunity to read. use._ and listen to
a standard or school language Anoth..:r major consideration is to treat the population. from
a theoretical view only. as remedial. By assuming that the
treated ..s remedial. the attempt to simultaneously pull bilingual student be
together accomplishment. success. and productivity becomes a built-in prerequisite.
With a
comprchensne focus integrating the development of basic
reading and language ability. student achievement is more easily monitored
thrcaigh standard mea,ures

!he lithnivial Mid( Itl
Before describing the technique itself some discussion of the
bilingual
student is mandatory A suposing discovery for many
nzw teachers in hi.
77
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lingual programs is the student's general lack of school language ability in
either language. Educational research.rs. for example Gumperz and Hernandez-Chavez i 1972). support what mOst teachers in bilingual program%
learn very quickly. Briefly stated. that knowledge supports the fact of a
bilingul's language deficit in two languages rather than one. as measured
in the school setting. The present day bilingual population. as viewed from
.t schoolman's point of view. for the most part has a problem not in one
language but two languages. which is reflected in the acquisition of both
reading and language skills as developed in the school curriculum One
might add that for bilinguals this school language deficit for !ack of a better

term. is apparent in rural and urban bilinguals as well as in migrant

populations.
In order to understand the rationale for using the Imitative Reading Technique I1R7 ) with bilingual students. it is useful to examine the character-

istics of bilingual students that are pertinent to reading. Because of the
controversy surrounding the issues of **cultural deprivation vs. cultural dif-

ference.- many charactenstics of bilinguals have been underreported. The
purpose of this descnpuon and clanfication is not to make assumptions
about the causes of the characteristics. but to profile the students' abilities
dnu disabilities in order to make appropriate educational recommendations.
This procedure is the core of diagnosis and remedial techniques.
The first ;sea of concern with a bilingua! population is that of general
verbal ability in standard English or school language. For example. a Winguars verbal ability is charaztenstically below the average range on standard measures of vocabulary achievenrient. A second characteristic is that
of listening ability in the areas of vocabulary and sentence comprehension.
which also is often below the average range. Furthermore. speaking ability
in school language is usually measured as less mattire than peer counterparts who are not classified as bilingual.
Finally. when the student is administered a language preference test. the
result is a ma-doable deficit in both languages or. to be more clear. "no
language preference." Similarly when the bilingual child is administered
measures of receptive and expressive verbal at sooty in standard or school
Spanish. davits 'ire found in vocabulary. spearing. and listening ability. A
list of characteristics for bilinguals was developed and then substantiated
through Outwit! observations These characteristics tend to be representative of the bilingual population eventually included in the imitative reading
protect
I

2
A

Non-English.speaking
-Limited verbal ability in

,chOol' English and in -school.' Spanish.

"Limited" listening ;.bitty in situations where -school- English is
spoken

4 Mixed language preference (preference dependent on social variables).
I muted- speaking ability (school language).
6
However. from studies of Labov. ct al I 1%8). it is not always clear whether

the language &hot is a reflection of the social structure of the school or
the social structure of the peer group. I.thov consistently found that dudents were much more expressive in peer group conversation sessions than
when .1 researcher or teacher was present.
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One further note is that characteristics two through five listed
above are
found to be concomitant with difficulties in learning to read.
These reading
difficulties are frequently reflected by achievement testing, the
most universal approach for evaluating bilingual p jams.
In addition, the bilingual student may exhibit any or all of the additional
characteristics similar to those of a disabled reader:
6. Inadequate word identification skills (in a passage).
7. Inadequate comprehension of written material.
8. Low achievement in reading-related subject areas.

In short. the typical bilingual student facing difficulties in
reading and
language is inhibited by specific language factors directly related
dicting success in school. These factors impede normal achievement to preschool reading and language programs and can result in educationalin most
problems needing remediation. Therefore, the development of
an
approach
teaching can be facilitated by an adherence to principles of remediation. for
It
is from the standpoint of remediation that a program for
teaching a bilingual
population has been developed.

Background for De eloping !minim e Reading
As mentioned earlier, the development of a viable approach for teaching
reading and language skills .to a bilingual population
seems to be most appropriate when based upon principles of remedial teaching.
Furthermore.
the focus on integrating a good model of both reading and language
practices
was an essential component. The imitative
reading
technique
combines
principles of mmediation and proides for a focused approach
to reading and
language development

Moo- than seventy years ago educators were superficially
discussing an
instructional technique that could capitalize on a student's ability
the teacher. In 1908. psychologist Edmund Burke Huey describedto mimic
a technique in which a student simultaneously reads along with
the
teacher.
It
was a simple one-step process and actually provided a student with
a good
teacher-model to follow. Mention and probably use of Huey's
appeared until R. G. Heckleman (1962. 1966, 1969) described method disnique that was essentially a system of unison reading by the a similar techstudent. Heckleman's technique, the "Neurological Impress instructor and
Method," made
the student point to each wor 4 air it was being read as
a necessary element
of a one-step process.
Other educators such as William C. Jordan (1967), Paul
Hollingsworth
(1970, 1978). and Carol Chomsky (1976) developed methods of
unison reading very similar t. Huey and Hecklcman.

The major difference in their
methods was that they outlined a two-step process in which the stude,
t
first follows along silently and simultaneously with a taped recording
of the
printed text Secondly. the student reads
along with the recording. The
precise amount of reading and listening was not reported by any of the
researchers. A compounding problem with each description of this
imitation
method was that although students were able to listen
to the selections as
they were being read the
teacher could never really he certain if the students
attempted to read independently. There was. in addition,
a very limited
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control for evaluation and a limited provision to provide any correctional
procedures for Inc student. Nevertheless, the potential for student accomplishment seemed to be available.
T he Mutant e Reading Tet hnique 11R7 ,

The imitative reading technique own draws from the simultaneous reading
fi' d developed by Huey (1908 and described by others I have previously
discussed. Built into the technique for a more comprehensive approach to
teaching reading and language skills to bilinguals is the opportunity for
increased titudent accomplishment. individual and group success, and productivity. IRT is a three-itep process to be used with both individuals and
small groups.
Before beginning IRT it is important that the teacher carefully select the
reading material to be used. The teacher will need to assure the students
that the material is appropriate for their age. interests. and grade level. but
most of all they will definitely be -able to read and learn from the material
successfully. At first. the teacher should selecpooks containing short passages for reading When students become aware that they can be successful
and productive in a reading and language situation. longer and more sophisticated materials can be used and continued from day-to-day. Fina:ly.
it is essential that both students and teacher have their own copy of the
book or reading material.
Gym: 1mi:tarty Re adurg lee hnique ( IRT,

Imitative reading should follow three 'fishnet steps First. the instructor
orally reads a sentence or phrase, pacing the reading and using intonation
The student follows alons silently while the teacher reads. If the teacher
is unsure of the student's ability to follow along. finger-pointing or a window-card can he used during this step. After using this technique. some
teachers found that such monitoring devices soon become unnecessary and
interfere with the teaching process itself.
In the second step. both the teacher and the student orally read the same
phrase or sentence with the teacher starting about one word ahead of the
student. Pacing and intonation by the teacher is very important at this point.
It is imperative that pai:ing continue at the same rate as in the first step of

the model. If the student should hesitate or fail to continue at any time
during step two. the teacher should continue to read orally keeping the
same pace until the entire phrases or sentence is completed. In many instances when the le: cher hears that a student is having difficulty with a
particular word or phrase. a repeat of this step may fie needed. If there is
still a problem. the teacher may return to step one.
In the final or third step of (RT. the student independently reads (orally)
the same: phrase or sentence used in steps one and two If the student is
unable to read aloud a word or pauses for more than the few seconds that
it would normally take to recognise and pronounce the word. step two
should he repealed If during step three the student continues to have difficulty with the word. the teacher should point to the word in the student's
hook and pronounce it for the student. The student is then asked to repeat

the word and instructed to begin step three. The process is continued until
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the student is able to 'cad in step three without aid. If the teacher
feels that
the student is not using language
and reading fluently in the final step, then
the entire process should be repeated using the same
sentence or phrase.
Although IRT appear; at first glance to be a laborious
due to its
built-in success factor, bilingual students respond quite process
well
use, however.. should be limited tp no more than ten minutes to it. Initial
per session:
otherwise, the PC' rt and concentration needed to attend
to this type of task
may break down rendering IRT a rather ineffective technique.
Teachers
using IRT have found that at the first sessions the students became
easily
frustrated. Therefore, one should be careful not to apportion
too
much
time
in the beginning stages of using this technique.
As students become more familiar with 1RT procedure
the initial reading
by the instructor in step one gradually increases. When
a transition is made
from phrases to sentences or from one sentence to two,
the
course. should be informed of any change in the procedure, student, of
especially in
such a manner that will enhance the individual's selfconfidence. As 1RT is
used, and the student becomes familiar with the method,
whole paragraphs
may be employed in the first step of the three-step
process with a great deal
of success.
IRT d% a teaching approach provides, a uniform and
procedure. When carried out as described. it allows structured three-step
for a bilingual student
to be successful and productive during reading and language
activities.

IRT nuipared to Conventional Bilingual tlethods
An experiment was conducted with bilingual students
to substantiate die
efficacy of IRT over, conventional
teaching methods used with bilingual students. Sixty Hispanic students enrolled in an urban bilingual
education
program in grades one.' three. and six

participated in the study. Twenty

bilingual students from each grade (one. three, six)
were randomly assigned
to either the experimental (IRT)
group or the control group. The 1RT group
received one to five hours per week of IRT instruction for
ten weeks. The
control group remained in their normal classroom, instructed
by typical or
conventional methods.
To assess any gains made by those bilingual students
all pretest and posttest scores were analyzed using instructed with IRT.
a t-test. A t-test was
initially run on both control and experimental groups
at each grade level
after each group had completed all pretest med. ures. Pooled
timates indicated no statistical significance (p = .05) for all variance espretests. suggesting that at the outset all groups v .re equal.. After instruction
was

completed a t-test was computed to analyze the near difference
scores (posttest minus pretest) as was originally planned.
An examination of the data reveals that the use of IRT in bilingual
significantly improved students' ability to.immediately recognize classes
and correctly read words (sight vocabulary reading or meaning vocabulary.
and
oral reading ability In the area of reading comprehension there
were
significant gains between groups, as measured by standardized
reading tests
(Gates-MacGinitie Levels A. H. C) in grades one and three.
In grade six
there were no significant differences (p
.05) for conventional and IRT
groups in reading comprehension
Although a measure of language fluency was not an original

part of the
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experiment, a pre-and posttest measure of the quality of language was determined. An adaptation If the Monroe Language Scales (Monroe. 1955)
was clinically used The evaluation of these scales do not easily lend'themselves to a statistical analysis because of the highly subjective nature %tirrounding the measure of the quality of oral language. It appears. however.
that IRT groups dramatically Increased in their ability to use standard English over the control group. The differences, as might be expected. were
more evident in the first grade and seemed to become Iess evident with
older students It should also be pointed out that IRT was much more
enthusiastically received by the younger students The major differences in
language usage for all grade levels are partially reflected by the students'

ability:
I. to use subject -verb agreement
2. to respond or initiate conversation in complete sentences
3. to express ideas clearly
4 toeuse a wider range of speaking vocabulary
5. to speak with more self-confidence

It appears that the use of imitative reading as part of a total bilingual
program produces a significant increase in the areas of sight and meaning
vocabulary. oral reading. and language fluency: The area of reading comprehension seems not to he affected by this technique in the intermediate
grades

a viable method for teaching
The data support the belief that IRT
bilingual students Although there is no empirical support as yet, there is
strong evidence that the use of IR f will positively enhance student achievement in Spanish
.Summon

"1 he imitative reading technique can he a rewarding and productive ap-

proach for use with bilingual readers Allowance for immediate student

response in a very close student-teacher interaction seems to provide an
opportunity for success and accomplishment other techniques lack. The
mere observation that IRT students were selecting more age appropriate
reading materials was a direct reflection of their growing confidence. The
bilingual students in the conventional group. for example. did not attempt
any reading that could be classified other than remedial.

In conclusion. as a remedial technique IRT offers built-in success
throughout the three-step process Bilingual students respond very well to
this approach. possibly because it allows for a consistent productivity in
reading and language further. IRT gives each student the opportunity to
self-select reading materials
finally. the IRT appears to create and develop an awareness of the linguistic features of printed text A lack of linguistic awareness of syntactic.
semantic and prosodic features of printed language is inherent in reading
disability (Fries. 190) furthermore. bilingual students who exhibit limited
school language_ proficiency as well as other chard:tensile% discussed earlier. would presumably' have little awareness of the linguistic features of
printed text ro the extent that the IRT develops linguistic awareness. it i'
.i potentially powerful technique for developing the reading proficiency of
hdingtial students

Imitative Reading %tali Bilingual .Students
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SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS AND READING MATERIALS
FOR THE INTERMEDIATE GRADES*

Juan Gonzalez
Texas Southern University

for the past eleven years. Title VII programs have been implemented in
a number of school districts throughout the United States and its territories.
The majority of these programs have been basic programs developed for
limited-English-proficiency students at the elementary grades.
Indispensable to the success of these programs has been the availability
and use of bilingual/bicultural materials that have been developed by the
school districts implementing the programs. by materia4 development cen-

ters funded through Title VII. and by commert.ial publjshing companies.
By and large. these matenals have beer found to be culturally'rtlevant and
linguistically appropnaje for students in the various elementary grade levels.

Some school districts with unique programs have undertaken the task of
developing bilingual materials on their own: that is. without the assistance
of federal monies.
A limited number',.of Title VII programs are implementing bilingual edu1

9(NI 4

o

cation-at tl.e interm4liate grades: the sixth. seventh, and eighth grade levels.
Very little material. Many. has been published to meet the unique linguistic
needs of Spanish-speaking children who have never been exposed to formal

instruction in language arts and reading. Linea abieria: tamunicaehin en
espanol. nivel 2 y nivel 3. developed by the author in collaboration with the
Bilingual Matenals Development Center in Fort Worth. Texas. and published by the Evaluation. Dissemination. and Assessment Center. Austin.
Texas were designed to meet these specific needs.
Linea alneria: comunicat On en espanol. nivel 2 is the second in a series
of three toms prepared for the teaching of Spanish language communication
and reading skills to native Spanish sp- .2ft.s3 in grades six through eight.
Each level consists of a teacher's mantha and a student text. which together
constitute a complete course of study.
Linea abieria, nivel 2 is designed for Spanish - speaking students who already demonstrate a certain level of oral proficiency in the language. Instead
of utilizing a second language approach. the matenals focus on language
arts content that will enable students to develop their vocabulary, grammar.
reading. and writing skills. The four basic skills of language learning
tening. speaking. reading. and writing) are not treated in isolated fashion
but are integrated within the content of the text. TI': units contain activities
that. unlike those commonly used in second language instruction. generate
'Copyright
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oral and written communication. There is constant emphasis on a wide
range of Spanish decoding skills to be mastered by the student rather than
a rote memorization of printed words.
Forniat of the Student Tett

The student's text contains twelve units with the following titles: "La
expedituin de Juan de °nate": "La mita inesperada .." El exito de Mar-

hin": Trabajamos juntas": "Li entrevista": "Aqui y alb": "La desa-

bedientia v el «istigo": "Culpable haste ser prouneuida nocente"; "St;
preenido": "El accidence ": "Jose Alfonso": and "Heroismo". Each unit
consists of four parts: Leetura (Reading Selection). Desarrollo de Vocabiilario (Word Study). Estructura (Syntax) and Composition (Composition,.
Each of these parts concentrates on a different area of language skills
development.
Lecture (Reading Selection). This section provides the student with high
interest reading selections at various levels f difficulty. The readings deal
with different topics and themes: history ( t_a expedition de Juan de Onate"): individual responsibility ("La tuna nesperada.): a spirit of collab-

oration and teamwork ("Trabajando Juntas"): job interview and career
awareness ("La entrevsta.*: continuing fnendships ("Aqui v anti"): the
reward of disobedience ("La desobediencia y el tastigo"): making biased
judgments about individuals ("Culpable hash: .ser prat:unclad° it:mew"):
the challenge of responsibility ("Se preenido"): moods and attitudes ("El
aceidente..):'manifestations of pnde in one's culture (**E1 exit() de Marielda"

and "Heroisnio"), and cultural identity ("Jose Alfonso"). The reading material has a controlled sentence structure that increases in difficulty and
complex4. The exercises and activities of this section should be so directed
as to allow the students to express their views and personal experiences
during the discussions of the reading selections. Since there is no formal
evaluation for ems section of the text. the ultimate goal is the development
of facility in oral communication and in the use of newly acquired vocabulary And idiomatic expressions.
DesGrrolla de Votabulariy (Word Study). This part of the text is designed
to build vocabulary and to stimulate reading and writing skills. The student

is introduced to the parts of speech. synonyms, and ways to form new
words. Specifically, the content of this section deals with prepositions. roots
and prefixes. synonyms. infinitives, vocabulary necessary to fill out a job
applicatioo, adverbs, suffixes, antonyms. vccabulary used in newspaper
want ads. compound words, dictionary skills, and loan words. The concept
is presented first: then, it is followed by an explanation and some examples-

are provided for reinforcement. For example. in the presentation of the
concept of prepositions. the teacner writes several prepositions on a chart
or poster board. She explains the meaning of the term "preposition", its
function. and then shows the class the list or roster of prepositions that she
has written on the chart. Sentences in which the same preposition is used
or several prepositions appear are then shown to the students as a form of
reinforcement. A variety of activities facilitate the presentation of the concept. Subsequet,t exercises furnish the students with opportunities to practice the use of the preposition in sentences.
Estruetura (Syntax). This section is devoted to sentence structure and

r
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verb tenses: imperfect. preterit. future. and conditional of regular and irregular verbs. It also deals with possessive adjectives and pronouns as well
as with the comparison of adjectives and adverbs. The section stresses the
practical application of traditional grammatical concepts. Every grammatical item is presented and illustrated with examples and then reinforced with
a number of exercises. The exercises provide numerous learning situations
that are relevant to the student. Each exercise is preceded by an example
to help clarify instructions for the student. The ultimate goal is to develop
skills in the students that will enable them to express their thoughts most
effectively and with the greatest clarity.
Conipmu itin (Composition). The last pare GI tilt. text is a section designed
to develop writing skills in the students. It concentrates on practical written
communication and includes a variety of exercises to encourage pupils to
use newly acquired vocabulary and writing techniques. The students are
encouraged to integrate vocabulary and grammatical concepts from previous instruction as much as possible. As in other sections of the text. this
part includes an evaluation that asks students to look at a picture or illustration and to write five simple sentences to describe it. A list of five infinitives is given and the student is asked to construct sentences using the
preterit tense to describe the illustration.
The text has numerous and interesting illustrations that are attractive and
eye-catching. 1here are also crossword puzzles. word search games. riddles. end of lesson or unit tests consisting of true-false statements. matching
sections. fill-In-the-blanks, and selection of the appropriate word to form
complete sentences. In an effort to provide comic relief. Parlanehin is presented at the end of each unit. Whether or not it is used as a basis for class
discussion is left to the discretion of the teacher.

Glossary. At the end of the text. the student will find a glossary that
contains an alphabetized list of words and expressions that appeared in the
reading selections. The word entry is given with a simple definition or synonym followed by a sentence Illustrating its usage. For example. the word
"ac tdenitco- is defined as -relintro a los estudios- . This is followed by an
example of how the word is used in a sentence: *Querut dist utir ern a (unto
academic n ".

A -Scope and Sequence- chart outlining the substance of each section

in each unit appears in Table I so as to familiarize the reader with the
content of the student text of Linea (therm. nn el 2.

format of the lea( her Manual
One teacher's edition is composed of twelve units. each of which contains
four sections. Each of these concentrates on a particular area of language
instruction. The areas are presented in the following sequence which parallels those of the student's text; Let tuna (Reading Selection): Desarrollo
de Vatahttlarto (Word Study). Ewa( tura (Syntax): and Compost( um (Composition). No specific amount of time has been suggested for the coverage
of each unit. Teachers might take two or three weeks to cover a particular
unit. This will depend on a number of factors: progress of the group. time
constraints imposed by the curriculum director. and the difficulty and complexity of the concepts to be taught. The units have been organized in such
a manner that the initial emphasis is placed im the development of listening
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TABLE I
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

SpanishLevel 11
LECTURA

DESARROLLO DE
VOCABULARIO

ESTRUCTURA

La espedicion de
Juan de Onate
(Personal account)

Prepositions

Preterite tense of regular
and irregular verbs

Simple sentences with the preterite
tense (includes changing present to
preterite)

La visita snesperada

Roots and prefixes

Imperfect of regular and
irregular verbs

Simple sentences with the imperfect

(Individual responsi-

bility)
3

4

COM POSIC1ON

tense

El alto de Marielda
(Cultural pride)

Synonyms

Possessive adjectives and
pronouns

Simple sentences with possessive
adjectives and pronouns

7ialtajando _button

Infinitives

Future tense of regular
and irregular verbs; or
used to express the future

Simple sentences with the future tense
and it used to express the future

(Teamwork)

tense
5

La entreosta

Vocabulary for job
questionnaires

Conditional tense of
regular and 'regular verbs

Aqui v ally
(Maintaining friendships)

Adverbs

Comparison of adjec"ves
and adverbs

La desoitedienc us v

Suffixes

Preteru_ and imperfect

(Career awareness)

6

el ;astir,

tenses

Compound sentences with the
conditional tense

r Comparative and contrastive elements
in sentence development

Using preterite andimperfect tenses in
simple and compound sentences

(Cause and effect)

4

9J
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TABLE I CoM.
UNIT

LECTURA

DESARROLLO DE
VOCABULARIO

COMPOSICION

ESTRUCTURA

-Antonyms

Direct and indirect object
pronouns

Compound sentences with dire-t and
indirect object pronouns

Si prevenido
(Responsibility)

Vocabulary for newspaper
want ads

Reflexive verbs and their
pronouns

Complex sentences with reflexive verbs

El accidente
(Changing attitudes)

Compound words

Present progressive;

11

Josi Alfonso
(Cultural identity)

Dictionary skills

Imperatives

Complex sentences, including
imperatives

12

Heroism°
(Cultural pndei

Loan words

Review of simple.
compound. and complex
sentences including all
grammar taught so far

Writing clear and concise sentences
(preparatory for writing paragraphs)

8

Culpable pasta ser

pronunciado
inocente
(Making biased
judgments)
9
10

regular and irregular verbs
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and speaking skills as the students are acquiring competence in reading and
writing skills. The sequence of the components and a brief explanation of
each is given below.
Concepts. The concepts express the central ideas in each unit. The units
contain four main concepts that correspond to the four areas of the activities
section.
Objectives. Each unit contains objectives that specify some observable or
measurable behavior that the student is expected to demonstrate at the end

of each section. For example. in unit three the Leeway, section states its
objective: "The student will contribute ideas in a group discussion describing how a person may use his or her talent to demonstrate cultural pride."
A different objective may be found in another section of the same unit. The
expressed objective is always appropriate to the particular section of the
text that fa uses on the development of a particular skill or set of skills. For
example. in Desarrollo de Vocabulario, one reads this objective: "Given a
word. the student will choose the correct synonym from a list of words."
Activities. This area embodies a variety of instructional activities that the
teacher might consider as s'se prepares her lesson plans. Students are expected to use their on paper to work out most exercises, except for word
puzzles. which appear after the tests at the end of the unit and are perforated
for easy duplication. Activities appearing as pull-out pages are numbered
sequentially throughout the text Al through A14. Instructions and answer
keys are in the activities section. The student text has been reduced in size

and is repeated in the teacher text together with the answer keys to the
student exercises.
Games. Most units include one or more games that may be used to reinforce grammatical concepts. Some of these games are: Agarrala y dila for
vocabulary development: Juntando los pares used to reinforce sentence

structure: Concordancia to be utilized in the reinforcement of writing skills
in composition.
Evaluation. This section includes a set of tests (Pruebas) that serve to
measure the student's mastery of the concepts taught. Copies of the tests
may be made for class distribution and they may be used as a pretest and/
or posttest. Students who score with an 80 percent accuracy or higher on
the pretest may proceed with the next lesson though a different proficiency
level may be determined by the teacher. Keys to the tests precede the perforated test pages at the end of the unit. Each test is identified by area of
study and Milt number.
Suggested Methods and Techniques of Instruction. In teaching the Spanish
speaker to develop his or her first language skills, the teacher should begin
with the level and degree of linguistic proficiency that the student already
demonstrates. Though this course of study does not teach the Spanish alphabet, the teacher may go ahead and begin by teaching the sounds of the
vowels and the consonants of the alphabet if the students are not familiar

with them. She should also devote some time to the explanation of the
forma/ion of diphthongs and syllables as well as accentuation.
1111, sensitive teacher will utilize the linguistic and cultural strengths that
the students bring to school. The variety of backgrounds of the students
will permit them to contribute interesting ideas and experiences io classroom discussions. Oral reports requiring students to present ideas on specific topics are strongly suggested. The students can develop their writing
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skills as well as display mastery of vocabulary and use of idiomatic expressions by writing compositions related to the reading selections of a particular unit or to their everyday expenences. Whatever the assignment. the
instruction should be conducted in Spanish at all times.
Developing the Activities. Each unit follows the same basic organizational

plan: Letura. Desarrollo de Votahularto. Estructura. and Composition.
Each section in the teacher's manual contains explicit teaching instructions.
examples of new concepts. boxed duplication of student text including exercises. and keys to all student exercises.
The activities contain a variety of learning expenences that range in difficulty from easy to complex. The teacher may adapt the activities of the
individual student accordng to his linguistic needs. reading ability. and level
of comprehension. In addition to the material provided in the manual. the
teacher should rely on her own creativity. resourcefulness. imagination.
experience. and foresight to enhance the learning experiences of the pupils.
General Methodology. The methodology used in this text discourages
grammar rule recitations or incessant drills of verb conjugations and sentence patterns. The most important learning tool is practice with the language in order to gain control of sounds and sentence structures that might
seem to be new to the student. Emphasis is placed on the acquisition of
language skills for active communication: therefore. oral practice for the
students who are native speakers of the language is encouraged. Basic sentences. short readings. narratives. and topics for discussion are provided
for this purpose. The intent is to make the language learning experience a
meaningful one capable of developing the student's competencies to the
highest level possible.
The teacher's manual also provides sugge ions for language assessment.
evaluating and determining students' language proficiency. grouping strategies. and activities that can be implemented in large or small groups of
students. The manual adequately complements the student's text in the
design and implementation of the concepts. objectives, and activities. which
have as their main goal the development of skills in speaking. reading and
wnting Spanish.
4.

Lltiell ahirta. (outrun( taunt en espatiol. Nit el 3
Continuing the development of Spanish language arts and reading skills
at the eighth grade level. No 4 3 assumes that the students have already
learned and mastered the concepts and completed the activities of Nivel I
and Nivel 2 This level consists of a teacher text and a student text.
Nivel 3. which comprises twelve units of three se,nons each. has been
prepared to meet the unique linguistic. cultural. and reading needs of the
Spanish- speaking eighth grader. This level provides the students with a number of learning experiences that focus on the development of the cognitive

and affective domains. as well as the .kills of listening. speaking. reading.

and writing. At this grade level. the last two areasreading and writing
receive major emphasis as is evident from the number and variety of challenging exercises that accompany each of the lessons and sections.
The materials prepared for use at this level follow the Scope and Sequence
Chart with the outlined skills for each of the sections that appears in Table
2. As in the case of Nu e! 2. the concepts and skills taught become inCreas-
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TABLE 2
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

SpanishLevel III
LECTURA

ESTRUCTURA

COMPOSICION

El derecho de regresar

Present perfect tense
Indicative

Wilting simple. compound. complex. and
Topic sentences

(Interpretation)

Pluperfect tense
Indicative

El crucijgo
(Recognizing
descnptive words)

Past and present participles as
adjectives

Supporting ideas

Las fahulas

(Introduction to fables)

Future perfect tense
Indicative

Sequencing

5

La fiera
(Fables)

Conditional perfect tense
Indicative

Descriptive paragraphs: controlled wnting

6

El retaudador
(Opinion as
distinguished from
fact)

Review of structure lessons 1.5

Descnptive paragraphs: actual wnting

7

El sushi
(Probability vs.
certainty)

Relative pronouns

Narrative paragraphs. controlled wnting

8

Lin din yokuncs
(Cause and effect)

Present tense
Subjunctive

wnting

El tiguila v la wrolente
(Understanding
behavior of characters)

Indirect commands and present
perfect subjunctive

I

(Culture shock)
2

4

i.Sueiso o fantasma'

compound-complex sentences

Expository paragraphs: controlled and actual
Composing and developing a topic:

controlled wnting: outlines

VI

s

TABLE 2Cont.
UNIT
10
-

11

LECTURA

ESTRUCTURA

COMPOSICION

E/ destino de Monica y
Gerardo (Drawing
conclusions)

Imperfect tense
Subjunctive

Composing and developing a topic:

Monica recuerda

Pluperfect tense
Subjunctise

Personal ktters

Review of structure lessons 7-11

Business letters
Addressing an envelope

(Thinking critically)
12

Gerardo recuerda
(Recalling factual
details)

actual writing
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ingly difficult and more complex. Skills taught in Nh'el 2 are reinforced in
Nivel 3. with varied exercises that are intellectually stimulating. The nature
and content of the reading selections, the level of me new vocabulary, and
the advanced gramr lar discussed in t'.e text combine to present to the native
speaker of Spanish an extremely
learning resource.
Format of the Student's Text

The student's text consists of twelve units. each of which is composed
of three parts or sections: Lei tiara (Reading). Estructura (Syntax), and

Composicain (CoMposition). Table 2 outlines the main topic or theme treated
under each of these sections. The Lectura comprises high interest short

stories that present a theme, some elements of grammar to be elaborated
later in the Estructura section, and a composition.
Lectura. The reading selections are based on aspects of thc culture of the
Spanish-speaking student and the thematic content is as follows: culture
shock ("El derecho de regresar"): fantasy vs. reality (** i,Suerio a fantasma?*); the teaching of a moral principle ("Las fabidas" and "La fieru"
religious faith and mystery ("El crucifilo"): fact vs. opinion("El recaudador"): probability vs. certainty ("El moo"); cause and effect ("Los dos
icanes"): understanding behasior of characters ("El opal y la serpiente");_ fate ("El th'cnno de Monka y Gerardo"): thinking critically
("Monica reiuerda). and recalling factual information.
Carefully selected illustrations are an integral part of each of the reading
selections. This is in evidence beginning with the first selection. "El derecho
de regresar", and concluding with the final story "Gerardo recuerda." Each

of the selections is followed by appropriate exercises. such as items with
underlined words that students are asked to define by circling one of the
four choices. and a senes of ten questions on the story to be answered with
complete written sentences.
Estructura (Syntax). This section deals with elements of grammar such
as the compound tenses (present. past. future, and conditional perfect).
present and past participles and their uses. relative pronouns, the subjunctive mood (present. imperfect, present perfect, and pluperfect). as well as
two review lessons covering chapters one through five and seven through

eleven.
An abundance of exercises appears &This component of the lesson. There

are numerous exercises of various types. Some are designed to reinforce
and test the student's knowledge of the compound tense learned; others
call for changing infinitives into present participles and past participles or
placing an accent on past participles that bear a written accent. A type of
exercise may call for students to write sentences with past participles or
using the appropriate tense forms in answering a set of questions. Another
exercise permits students to discuss their responses orally. Still a third type
of exercise may allow students to change the tense of a given verb as, for
example, substituting the present perfect for the preterite and vice versa.
ComposiciOn (Composition). This last section of a unit stresses the development of writing skills. It concentrates on practical written communication and includes a variety of exercises designed to encourage students
to improve their style through the use of newly. acquired sentence structures, vocabulary and idiomatic expressions. Pupils will be presented with
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opportunities to practice and master different types of sentences: simpie,
compound. complex, and compound complex. They will be encouraged to
integrate vocabulary and grammatical concepts from previous learning experiences as much as possible.

An example of the material covered in unit one in the Composition will
illustrate one of the approaches used in teaching the material to the students. Ill teacher discusses the four types of sentences as well as the
definition Jf principal clause and subordinate clause. The typeg of exercises
used call for the identification of the sentence in terms of simple. compound.
or complex, as well as changing tenses within the sentence. Students are
also asked to write sentences in the present perfect tense according to the
models given.With each of the sections of this particular unit, the authors have included

some games in order to add interest to an otherwise dull presentation of
grammar. Quite appropriately, Lectura contains the detective game. while
Estrin aura. with its game Quito y pun. enable, the students to review the
past participles of the verbs and the formation and use of the present perfect
tense. Composici.in and its game of Charada assist the students in reviewing
the different kinds of sentences.

Glossary. Of particular use to the student is the glossary containing an
alphabetized list of words used in the reading selections that might be new
or unfamiliar to him. The word entry is followed by a simple definition or

synonym with a sentence to illustrate the use of the word or idiomatic
expression. The glossary appears at the end of the text.

Format of the Tent hers Manual
The teacher's edition is composed of twelve units, each containing three
sections. Each section concentrates on the development of a particular area

of language instruction. The areas are presented in the following order:
Lectura (Reading Selection). Estructura (Syntax), and Composicuin
(Composition).
The units have been so arranged as to initially stress the development of
listening and speaking skills and gradually shift the emphasis to reading and

writing. It may take from two to three weeks to teach a particular unit,
depending on the progress of the group. time conttraints, and the complexity of the concepts taught. A brief explanation of the components that integrate the manual follows.
Corn epts. These present the key or pnncipal ideas of the unit. Each unit
--Ordains three main concepts that correspond to the three areas of emphasis
in the activities section.
Objet fives. Each unit includes objectives that specify some observable or
measurable behavior the student is expected to demonstrate at the end of
each section. The following examples of concepts and objectives are taken'

from Unit two, "(,Suerio o lantasma?. In the Lectura section of the unit.
the concept is interpretation of the reading selection and the objective is
stated thusly: "Given questions about a reading selection. the student will
be able to express an opinion about the events. In Estructuru, the concept
is the conjugation and use of the pluperfect indicative and the objective
reads: -Given an infinitive, the student will be able to give the pluperfect

Indicative form of the verb.- The concept for Composition is paragraph
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construction (introduction to the topic sentence), and the stated objective
i-: "Given a paragrapn, the student will be able to compose an appropriate
topic sentence."
Activities. This section embodies a varietApf instructional activities for
the teacher's consideration in the preparaion of the lesson plans. Students
are expected to use their own paper to prepareethe written exercises, except
for word puzzles, which appear after the tees at the end of the unit and are
perforated for easy duplication. Activities appearing as pullout pages in the
teacher text rather than as exercises in the student's book are numbered

sequentially Al through A20. "AcertUos" (Fill in the blanks), -crucigramax- (Crossword Puzzles) and other challenging exercises and assignments
form part of the collection of activities. Instructions and answer keys are

found in tne activities section. The student text has been reduced in size
and inserted in the tea-:her's manual together with answer keys to the student exercises.
Games. Ast units contain several games that may be utilized to reinforce
grammatical concepts. Of particular interest and challenge are the games

found in unit six. Both gamesConstruyendo rascacielos and El velodromoprovidc the students with intellectual exercises in which they are
asked.to recall the formation of verb tenses and to review the cortjugation
of verbs studied in units one throLgh five.
Evaluation. A set of tests designed to measure student mastery of the
concepts taught for each area is foulid in this section. Copies of the tests
may be made for class- distribution and the instruments may be used as
pretest and/or posttest. Though a different proficiency level may be designated by the teacher, students who score 80 percent or higher on the pretest
may proceed with the next lesson. Keys to the tests precede the perforated
test pages at the end of the unit. Each test is identified by unit number and
area of study.
As in Nivel 2. the authors of Nivel 3 suggest methods and techniques of
instruction, language assessment, and grouping strategies.. The teacher's
manual contains explicit teaching instructions, examples of new concepts
taught, boxed duplication of the sm-Iclit text. including exercises (reduced)
and keys to the students' exere.es.
As one compares the stitstance of Nivel 2 and Nivel 3, one notices a vast
difference in the con:,:nt of the section related to Estructura. This deals
with the more cor.,plex form- if sentence structure: compound tenses, the
four tenses of the subjunct e. and the variety of sentence structures. The
Lectura section incorp' .4tes brief reading selections, somewhat distinct
from those of Nivel ,n their incorporation of new and more complex sentence patterns.
variety and complexity of the different elements of
sentence struck
and the reconstruction of these into meaningful expressions of thedght contributes to the development of more advanced writing
and composition skills in the students. Both Nivel 2 and Nivel 3 possess
high qwlity in the number, diversification, and relevance of illustrations that
beautifully enrich the content of the texts. The alert, creative, and resourceful teacher of Spanish-speaking students in the intermediate grades will find
these publications extremely useful and appropnate for the development of
leitrning skills in reading and language arts in Spanish.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF CULTURALLY

RELEVANT SPANISH LITERACY MATERIALS

Leroy Ortiz
University of New Mexico
Luis_ Chiivez
Uni,ersity of New Mexico

A number of cntical needs have been identified by persons working in the
field of bilingual-bicultural education. The need for culturally appropriate
instructional materials to teach literacy in the non-English home language
and the lack of specialists to carry out this work has been apparent since
the inception of bilingual education programs in the late 1960s and early
1970s. Judging at least from the number of materials produced, the last ten
years have seen some progress, but the need continues to grow and much
work remains to be done.
Over the past few years studies in the area of non-English literacy materials production have shown a strong tendency for many of the SpanishEnglish bicultural programs to import materials from old,side the child's
personal. cultural and linguistic community, therefore rec,uiring extensive
modification and adaptation on the part of the classroom teachers. If the
assumption is correct that many of the literacy \ materials used in bilingual
programs are based upon experiences that are incompf.tible or far removed
from the history. culture. language, and traditions of Spanish-speaking children. there then exists a critical need to particularize materials from the
standpoint of the child and his local and regional community, at least for
the elementary school years.
The purpose of this paper is to discus,. a number of issues related to the
production of literacy materials for a particular population of Spanishspeaking childrenthe Chicano children of New Mexico. Many of the ideas
that will be discussed here grew out of an EPDA (Education Professions
Development Act) bilingual materials development institute held at ,the
University of New Mexico in the early 1970s ander the direction of the late
Dr. Dolores Gonzales. The institute was designed to train curriculum specialists in the development of bilingual instructional materials as well as to
produce literacy materials in the areas of reading, science and social studies,
specifically for Spanish-speaking New Mexico children. The Tierra de EnCanto reading series, which is designed to help New Mexico children acquire oracy and literacy skills in Spanish. is a direct product of this institute.
Although many of the ideas discussed in this paper had their genesis in the
institute, new information and more contemporary cbservations and reflections have also been added to more appropriately fit changing needs and

progress that has occurred in the general area of bilingual materials
production.
Specifically, the paper is divided into three parts: a brief historical survey
96
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of the way in which instructional materials available for use with Spanishspeaking children have contnbuted to cultural estrangement and alienation
from their own particular home and ommunity culture: a discussion of
sociolinguistic issues involved in the preparation of instructional materials
designed to move children into bi-oracy. hi- literacy. and therefore. biculturality. and finally a specific look at a particular instructional material. the
Tierra de Encanto reading series. and the way in which it was particularized
to meet the needs of Spanish - speaking New Mexico children. This paper
is offered in the hope the these ideas and the cxperiences gained in the
institute can be shared and enlarged upon by others who are involved in
creating their own models for the development of culturally relevant literacy
materials.

An Htstonal Revien
An historical survey in the early 1970s revealed almost a total absence of
instructional materials that dealt in any serious way with the lives and experience, of Chicano children. This pattern of neglect and omission extended to other minority groups as well. including Blac; s. American Indians
knd Asian Americans. and had the net effect of perpewating the non-entity
status of minority groups as "peoples" without histories. During this time.
it was evident that "Dick and Jane" materials with their emphasis on urban.
English. iniAle-class orientations and values were the predominant matenals available for instructional use. The survey uncovered a few textbooks
and materials, mostly in the form of children's story books. written in English. which did deal specifically with the lives and eorriences of Chicano
children. However. an examination of books such as I
Pesos fir Catalina
11962). and Rosa (1963) revealed that many of these books typically portrayed Mexican American children in romantic. negative or stereotypical
ways. Mexican American children were seen as passive, sombrero wearing.
often rural dweilers. beset by poverty, with little hope for a better tomorrow.
The survey occasionally uncovered a book or two written in Spanish but
frequently published for use in Spain. Mexico or Latin America. Typically.
these imported books contained middle-class value orientations in addition
to linguistic characteristics that were largely unknown to Spanish-speaking
children in New Mexico. An example of this was the Laidlaw reading series
Par El Mundo Del Client° y La Avenluru (1%1). which we' developed for
Puerto Rican children and because of a lack of any othi. .naterial. was
widely used in early bilingual programs in New Mexico. The New Mexico
Chicano child reading these books encountered suct: words as hiringa,

itralua, hula, and regalo in place of mor. familiar and known words

papalote. rancho. pelota and present e.
Othcr textbooks written in Spanish were found but many of these turned

out to he translations of English materials dealing with English cultural
referents such as the landing of the Pilgrims an Plymouth Rock. columbuc
discovery of America. and the life of George Washington. In a few bilinp,nal
programs the Walt Disney Golden balk series in out-of-New Mexico Spanish translations were supplements to many of the above mentioned texts.
For ob.. :ous reasons, bilingual teachers in New Mexico found it difficult to
utilize Spanish materials having a total English culture base with the Nev.
Mexico Chicano children.

I0j
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The survey of existing material, contain% some important lessons for
text000k and materials production %%niers. Perhaps the most important
learning that can he gained from such a study involves the understanding
that textbooks and other forms of matenals are vehicles for value transmission. As value carriers. textbook, have the power to transmit important
message,. either explicit or implicit. which influence a child's view of himself and his world.
In an interesting study of a rural village in midwestern United State,.
Johnson iI980) argued that textbooks and other forms of material culture
(including chart,. flags, bull-tin boards. calendars. maps and other visual
symbols) are not passive but powerful and active mechanisms for socialization and enculteration. In the culturally diverse community of Deerfield.
Johnson found that the material culture in classroom, was generally onented towards national, rather than local traditions. identities and particulansuc sociocultural onentations. Local traditions, holidays and celebrations
in Deerfield were ignored in favor of national events like Washington', birthday. Independence Day and St. Valentine's Day.
Johnson's study points to the need for instructional materials to have
local flavor and to be particularized to the need, of specific communities.
For too long. Spanish-speaking children have been exposed to cultural and
language models that are far removed from their own life and experience.
Local models of language and culture, including the myths. traditions. stones. legend, and experience, of New Mexico Chicano children are cntical
in the development of Spanish literacy matenals. These matenals. locally
developed with culturally important perspective, can serve as a starting
point for children', ultimate exploration, of new world, and more universal
realm, of meaning.
Sou whist:Instil .4 spe( is DI Laurin

The bilingual materials development institute. upon which this paper is
based. had as one of its pnncipal purpose, the development of instructional
material, that were designed to promote .Spiiiiish oracy and literacy skill,
in New Mexico Chicano children. The task of developing these literacy
material,, including language development. and reading and venting activities, brought out a number of psycholinguistic. sociolinguistic. cultural, and
linguistic issues that need to he recognized by individuals involved in the
preparation of instructional reading for other type) matenals in vernacular
or minority languages (1.- dialect, Although the psycholinguistic, cultural
and linguistic aspect, of the reading process are implicit in the description
section of the Tierra de Liu mita reading series in the last part of this paper.
it is the Sot ialinimisni aspe(1 that will he highlighted here.
The sociolinguistic and histoncal factors that have helped determine the
pattern, of lai=luage use in Spanish-speaking communities of New Mexico

illustrate some of the difficulties involved in promoting Spanish literacy
through t;....! use of vernacular materials. The Spanish language in New
Mexico has grown up in a climate of severe geographic isolation, far removed from direct contact with the rest of the Spanish-speaking world. The

peculiar condition, under which it developed has led many linguistic obseivers to classify New Mexico Spanish as a distinct dialect "representing
a more or less direct reflex of the speech of sixteenth century con-
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quistadores (Ornstein. 1972, p. 70). As a consequence, the bulk of linguistic research on New Mexico Spanish has concerned itself with its
allegedly static and archaic nature. Thus archaic linguistic forms such as
fruit' for troje II brought). mum ht for mut ho (many or much), and ansota
for avi (thus) :mu other similar dialectical peculanties have been investigated
extensively.

In additior. to its unique archaisms. a second aspect of New Mexico
Spanish that has provoked public controversy is the tendency of its speakers

to borrow and incorporate English word forms into their speaking repertoires. As early as 1911. Aurelio Espinosa. the most prominent scholar of
New Mexico Spanish. made numerous observations regarding the mixing
of English and Spanish forms (Espinosa. 1911). To illustrate. New Mexico
speakers will frequently and quite unconsciously convert the English word
truck into trot a. lunch into /oat he. sink .ato %Matte. as well as many others.
Since academic purists have always identified this language-mixture behavior as corruption and not as language accommodating itself to change. the

Spanish of the Southwest has frequently been pejoratively referred to as
Spanglish. Tex-Mex. pocho Spanish. or simply as nonstandard. Judgments
of New Mexico Spanish have been no less harsh.
For example. Eyring. a university professor. expressed his concern for
the lack of punt) in New Mexico Spanish in 1937.
A residue of frontier Spanish of the sixteenth. seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. slightly enriched by expressions filtering in from Mexico. has been officially allowed to vegetate and be preserved by oral
transmission for almost a hundred years . . . Spanish must be raised
to the professional and cultural level anu officially banned on the illit-

erate level if the interests of the Spanish-speaking people are to be
protected (p 24;
Kercheville. a University of New Mexico professor. was likewise concerned with restoring and modernizing New Mexico Spanish in 1938:
However. it is an observable fact that Spanish is rapidly. if not disappearing. certainly degenerating in New Mexico. It is being mixed
with English. and in some respects is becoming almost a dialect. . .
The process has not gone too far yet but that it can he stopped. and
the Spanish language saved for posterity as a great vital second language in New Mexico. But the work of reparation and insistence on
correct Spanish must he done now (p. 46).
fhe statements of Professors Kercheville and Eyring reveal some impor.

tant sociolinguistic distinctions that academics and lay people began to make
between the variety of Spanish that New Mexicans commonly spoke. and

the Spanish they were being asked to learn. The New Mexico variety of
Spanish was of course acquired pnmarily within the intimacy of the family
and community and was preserved largely through oral transmission. Commonly identified as Caw/limo. the superimposed vanety of Spanish was
perhaps hest learned through the formality of school instruction and was
transmitted and preserved via textbooks and an extensive written literature.
While popular usage of the people standardized New Mexico Spanish. the
prestigious Ai ademia was the official conservatory agency of Caste/htno.
In the minds of most people. the New Mexico dialect represented local
habit and custom. lust as ( astellano represented -great tradition" end high
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culture. Within the academic community, New Mexico Spanish was seen
as inadequate for handling high conceptual thought as well as having a
limited capacity for managing the new and scientific. To be sure. New
Mexico Spanish was useful in getting an individual a job with the local
political party: but on the other hand. Castellano Spanish could assist one
in securing an ambassadorship in Latin America. As these attitudes became
socially entrenches it was relatively common for both academicians and
lay people to evalua 1 Castellano as pure. unadulterated. and correct, while
New Mexico Spanish was perceived as an achroni'Aic. parochial. and in
need of purification and modernization.
Continually judged against a Castillian standard. New Mexico Spanish
suffered in status and prestige. The suberdinate status of New Mexico Spanish was further reinforced as public school educators urged speakers of the

local dialect to emulate a variety of Spanish that was both distinct and
different. Not surprisingly. public denigration ha' strongly influenced the
native Spanish-speaker's own self-awareness about the quality and even the

legitimacy of their local vernacular. Put in the position of evaluating their
local vernacular. Spanish-speaking Americans with traditional roots in New
Mexico are typically apologetic. defensive. and will frequently say some-

thing to the effect: "'pew nostrils isablamos Espanol mu ma!" (but we
speak Spanish very poorly).
The issue of the local dialect versus a standard variety is very much alive
today. particularly among bilingual educators who are being called to make
pedagogical decisions as to what variety of Spanish should be taught to
New Mexico children. Educators who defend the New Mexico dialect argue

that the child brings with him a legitimate and fully developed language
system that the school must accept and utilize educationally. Opponents of
dialect teaching argue that New Mexico Spanish lacks prestige and prevents
its speakers from interacting with the larger Spanish-speaking world. Judg-

ing from the highly polanzed debates of this issue at a recent bilingual
education conference. the question will not reach academic resolution easily.
To summarize briefly. the Spanish language has been maintained in New
Mexico for over 350 years. largely through geographic and cultural isolation.

For the most part. the Spanish language in New Mexico has existed primarily on a primordial. ethnicity and tradition-bound basis rather than on
an ideological or nationalistic one. Although invested with official and legal
status in 1912. the Spanish language in New Mexico has failed to achieve
widespread social recognition and equality.
In spite of its well-recognized oral tradition. there is some evidence which
suggests that an extensive Spanish literacy base was beginning to emerge
in the early twentieth century only to be curtailed abruptly by the rapid and
widespread introduction and institutionalization of English in the public
schools. This literacy base was primarily tied to functional uses of literaLy
such as letter wnting. official rec rrds. reading religious literature or Spanish
newspapers. However. as a result of the rapid intrusion of English, an extensive wntten literature in the form of belles lames. novels. dramas and
poetry was not allowed to flourish.
Although there is a rich and extensive standard literacy tradition in Spanish on a world-wide basis. the specific but narrow literacy tradition in New
Mexico has important implications for the development of Spani,11 literacy
and instructional materials designed to promote it. On one level. the idea
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of motivating and encouraging children in New Mexico to become literate
in Spanish in order to attain access to the -great traditions" represented by
standard world culture is exciting and appro7nate. On the other hand. instructional materials that rely exclusively on enticing children into Spanish
literacy by holding up a Spanish culture as a model and as a prime motivator.

run the risk of alienating individuals from their own cherished local and
particularistic values, language and traditions. For some New Mexico Span-

ish-speaking children. a standard literacy tradition that is remote in time
and space and that represents alien values and traditions. can be just as
irrelevant and meaningless as the standard. middle-class-Anglo culture frequently is. Undoubtedly then. the issue is a delicate one and must be handled sensitively by bilingual materials production specialists.
In a similar vein, the problem of convincing children, teachers. parents
and communities of the value and importance of Spanish literacy is a difficult one. It is difficult to argue the value of literacy, given the fact that
outside of a few public signs and with the exception of some private literacy
within specific families, there does not appear to be an objective, functional
need for Spanish literacy within many New Mexico communities. For bilingual teachers. the problem of helping children move into literacy when
there are few meaningful uses for Spanish literacy in the community is a

complex one.

It is clear then that in addition to the technical probkms involved in
materials development, larger social issues must be recognized by individuals working in this "relevant" materials area. These individuals must see

as a primary task the elevation of the status of the local dialectin this
case the Spanish dialectby accepting, promoting and creating new values
and new appreciation of this language as a legitimate vehicle for literacy.
the Tierra De Line unto Literals Materials

,...

The pnmary problem to be researched in order to construct a theoretical
framework or rationale for developing culturally relevant matenals was. of
course. the users of such materials. The study of the nature of
and
the nature of the reading process that eventually yielded such a rationale
was based mainly on findings from four broad areas: psychology, sociology,
culture and language. The topic of "children" in general yielded some universal abstractions that guided our thinking in constructing the materials.
However. the topic of "children" looked at the real target children that
oncerned usthe Chicano children of New Mexico living with other children in the state. The content, scope and sequence of the reading material
took its concrete form from the following fundamental assumptions about
children and language.
The children were seen first and foremost as human beings with a hierarchy of needs uch as those described by Maslow (1962) and Palomares
(1972)physical. physiological, safety. love, self-esteem, and cognitive needs.
These basic needs. the particular cultural interests and life aspirations and
values of the Chicano culture for simple survival and complex self-actualization, including an emphasis on the special need to act empathetically and
compassionately as well as intelligently are all depicted through the cultural
content in the stories. For example. in the story "Vamps a Tu Casa" the
reader learns about different natural animal shelters. but also about a boy
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who helps a baby bird find its nest because the bird still cannot fly well
(Gonzales. 1773).

The children were also seen as children and not as adults. The developmental theory of lean Piaget (Flavell. 1963; Piaget. 1953) guided our thinking
here. Play was emphasized throughout the stories because it was seen as

the major mechanism of ffotivation, intelligence, development and life in
general (Piaget, 1951). The stage of "children" represented for us a major
formative part of a long life span in which the most basic organic, mental.
emotional. physical or more generally. psychological structures and functions must be constructed for later use and elaboration in adult life. The
stage of "children" was in no way seen as an incomplete entity but at once
holistic and integral and at the same time in the process of continuous.
constant. and more or less stable transformation. The children were each
seen as a total entity or living system self-regulating the influences of its
internal and external environment in a manner somewhat qualitatively different from adults. It was learned early enough that children construct
reality (that is the precept. the concept, the affect, etc.) differently from
that constructed by the adult, and this was highly respected ane appreciated
(Piaget. 1929. 1930. 1941, 1946. 1954). The developmental process in all its

many realms (intellectual, moral, metaphorical, emotional, and physical)
was seen as a normal and healthy process. The stage of "children" meant
for us the early childhood and elementary school years (pre-operational and
concrete-operational stages). In a Piagetian (Piaget, 1952) sense they were
seen at this period of their lives as refining some of the already developed
cognitive abilities, as in the mickk or in transition stages for others, and as

developing some new ones. In short, consolidating some structures and
functions and beginning the next ones.
The children were seen as constructing sex rules boys and girls interested in their historical roots, but more so in their everyday lives, and in
their dreams of the immediate future. As boys and girls they had already
acquired. and would continue to acquire. the roles of male and female in
the Chicano culture. with new attempts at avoiding sexism. Both sexes read
about some universal, as well as particular boy and girl problems. that they
need to solve through the true-to-life or fantasy and role-playing situations
in the stories. In the story. "The Weeping Nun" the reader sees the conflict
of values in the nun who is dedicated to God on one hand and the feelings
of kwe she has come to acquire for the wounded and hungry soldier whom
the convent takes in and cares for. The children also see the consequence
of the choice the nun makes in the end (Gonzales. 1973).
Thirdly. the heart of the reading process (Zintz. 1970) and children de-

manded that we see the children as language users (Ilymes. 1972). The
hearing, speaking. writing and reading activities in the material capitalize
on a very familiar New Mexico Spanish dialect very rich in its power to do
all that other languages can do as instruments of symbolic thought, communication and expression. As language users, in general. they were viewed
as developing bilingual readers in particular. Recognizing that the reading
process is more than the sum total of what the teacher does, the children
also were expected to be highly capable of acquiring the many known and

unknown techniques of reading mostly by themselves if the materials at
least had high significance and relevance. Traditional and favorite methods
of teaching children decoding and comprehension skills were included if
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there was a logical case for them to be used and not because they had come
to be known as somehow intrinsically tried and true methods. Some were
left out entirely. However, since the children were seen as readers of English
and readers of Spanish. the material also offers some innovative reading
techniques to be used by the teacher to help the children make connections.
separations, and comparisons between the two languages. so that the pro-

cess o. thinking in this case remains synthes.zed and enriching for each
language and not as interfering and confusing the one with the other lShuy.
1973 ).

The content of the material assumes a group of biculturally adaptive read-

ers and therefore thinkers who have the capacity to synthesize the two
cultures in a healf .y and enjoyable manner. and who later can recognize the
bicultural context in a metacognitive and social sense for acting in the ap-

propriate manner in particular situations. The material aims as one of its
major 'pals to help the child's growing biculturalism. The reading material
also atten.p.s (in the teacher's guides) to help children integrate the reading
process with all other areas of development such as science. math. social
relations. and the fine arts. Space Ades not permit us here to write about
all the technical considerations in constructing an attractive format for the
printed materials so that the reader is invited to pick up the printed material
and read it.
The reading material follows a developmental sequence where one level
prepares the reader for the next level (Piaget. 1921 1974). There was developed a general readiness level that Included a sensorimotor-perceptual
activities section IFrostig. 19641. a: introduction to print readiness level.
and lastly a language experience approach (Van Allen. 1967) section. The
first book. Level I. presumes a knowledge base comprehensive enough for
the child to achieve almost total success with his first stories since none of
the vocabulary is new, only the different arrangement of it in the stories.
The rest of the levels were designed so that the child might experience

70 to 90 percent success with each new level. The teacher is given
many ideas to meet any of the new vocabulary in each story. Although the
vocabulary is sequenced and highly controlled in the first three levels, the
content of the stones remains faithful to Chicano children's interests with
the help of large and attractive illustrations. The next three levels (IV. V.
and VI) presumed a general sophistication in the reader that could now give
more emphasis to independent and creative reading activities. Stories with
very high interest and cognitive content such as myths. legends. fables,
analogy, mystery, romance, morality and problem-solving themes are emphasized at this developmental level.
The children should be able to recognize that New Mexico Spanish culture achieves its uniqueness from interactions and adaptations with both the
Indian and Anglo cultures of New Mexico. The children should find in the
stories content that reflects a bilingual-bicultural and often an overlapping
multi-cultural psychosocial context. The particular Chicano bicultural secular. religious, ritualistic, ceremonial and celebrative content dealt within
the stones include and overlap many times with some of the traditional and
modern views of both the Indian and Anglo culture represented in New
Mexico. In a sense New Mexico culture is depicted in the stories that belong
now to the three main cultures of this state. The theoretical framework for
the materials recognized the Chicano children of New Mexico as uniquely
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disc se but at the same time sharing similar experiences with his non-Chicano peers. The use of the New Mexico Spanish dialect in the reading
series could possibly meet the primary home language needs of about 30
percent of the Chicano children. Use of the New Mexico Spanish dialect
could also be a very relevant introduct'on of Spanish as a second language

for the other 70 percent of the New Mexico children (both English
dominant Chicanos and other non - Chicanos). In this sense the material has

'relevance for most of the children of New Mexico because much of the
linguistic and nonlinguistic information in the content of the stories is common to many of the children of New Mexico. such as pinon picking time.
and lighting luminaruis and fiirolitos. In this sense the reading series was
developed essentially for both: those children that are already in the process

of being Spanish-English bilinguals. and those who might like to become
so with their peers. For the non-Chicano-culture children the case might
be a matter of acquiring only the Spanish language labels fin concepts
already in their culture, which is as much as talking about language extension in general through synonymic elaborations. Or. in other cases, it would
be the introduction of both a new concept plus the label. But in many cases
the New Mexico Spaii.sh words and concept would already be in the lexicon
of the New Mexico Indian or Anglo dialect. such as the words mesa. chile.
fiesta. ristras. pest, and i aitipadre.
In developing a rationale for the development of culturally relevant New
Mexico Spanish literacy matenals. the participants of the institute committed themselse, first and foremost and as closely as they could to what
we thought and believed to be the fundamental culture and dialect of the
New Mexico Chicano children. We assumed that having found the reading
content more related to their "organic" thinking (Ashton-Warner. 1963.
Roach Van Allen. 1967) the process would automatically continue to other
types of material, provided either simultaneously or subsequently by the
teacher.

The institute's goal. it will he recalled, was twofold: to train personnel
in the development of the "bilingual .duration" concept in general, and to
train this same personrel in the development of concrete Spanish literacy
matenals that could be more relevant for the Chicano childrenespecially
those in a Span sh-Englisn bilingual classroom. The institute's investigations
of the most recent literature on children from a psychological, sociological,
cultural, and linguistic perspective formed a strong base for what many of
the participants already felt to he so intuitively. The success of such beliefs
and findings are.prtsently being tested as the reading series is tried with the

children of New Mexico. The general result, however, at the end of the
material, development institute was, in retrospect. a success for many of
the participants. for it had already been a time of intellectual reflection and
a creative process plus great satisfaction in perhaps finally contributing in
a very real way to the modern curnculum content for bilingual children.
('eau halm; Comments

The intent of his paper was to discuss a number of issues related to the
development of literacy materials for a specific Spanish-speaking group. the

Chicano children of Ncw Mexico. Emphasis was given to reaffirmit,g the
educational pnnciple that literacy matenals, and instructional materials in
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general. should be localized and particularised to the needs and characteristics of specific cultural and linguistic communities. Historically. Spanishspeaking children have been expected to benefit from literacy materials that
are based on models of language and culture that are far removed from their
own expenences am! background. Hopefully. the ideas in this paper will be
useful to others involved in developing culturally and linguistically appropriate literacy materials for other particular groups or communities.
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LANGUAGE THROUGH SCIENCE: AN INTEGRATIVE MODEL
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INTRODUCTION
In recent decades science education has shifted to,a process approach to
learning as opposed to the mastery of scientific principles through the memorization of facts. This current orientation in science education is due in
large measure to the influence of Montessori and Piaget whose thinking has
influenced pedagogy indirectly to incorporate the utilization of inquiry
through observation, experimentation and discovery of generalizations (Ag-

nello. l980). This inductive method of learning has also been popular in
second or foreign language education as illustrated by the use of various

types of drills in the audio-lingual method, developed over two decades ago.
Today more and more schools apply problem-solving at different levels
with concrete materials coming from the cultural environment of the students involved. Rather than providing the student with the generalization

or scientific principle and then illustrating it through an experiment, contemporary pedagogy presents the student with a problem and guides the
student in scientific procedures to arrive at a solution to this problem. As
a result, the student develops his cognitive operations and discovery procedures by coming rip with a generalization on his, own.
Bilingual Education, and Science

The rapidity with which bilingual education was in part mandated has
result& in a number of lacunae or gaps in its application vis-à-vis content
areas. especially math and science. A survey of classroom practices in
bilingual education projects in the El Paso/Las Cruces border area of the
Southwest revealed'aiat matching content materials to the special needs of
bilingual-bicultural education constitutes a dilemm(Ornstein and Penfield,
forthcoming). Apparently, this problem is'even more acute in science education where ethnic factors sometimes play a subtle and partially negative
role in classroom practices. Too much of science instruction in bilingual
education is still based on the memorization' of "facts" with only minimal O
attention to inquiry processes or the application of scientific principles in
any way relevant or useful to the Latino life style. The mainstream, middleclass science materials utilized often allude to remote examples that nonmainstream children can not relate to easily. In the upper grades. where
instruction takes place in English ,Ind textbooks are also in english, the less
107
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proficient student of English loses out on important scientific concepts nec-

essary for future courses. Since many Latino minority students fail tojeceive the sort of exposure to science at an early age that many And
middle-class chi!dren receive. their chances of advancement in science-related occupations at advanced levels are lessened.
Hernandez (1971) has noted the need for curricular changes for Mexican
American students: in particular. the use of materials dealing with the Indo-

41.

Hispanic cultural heritage as part of the curriculum. The curriculum no
doubt partially explains the low participation of Mexican Americans in sci-ence-onented fields of study in higher education. A national study conducted in 1972 reflected the fact that only 3.1 percent of those Mexican
Americans in higher education were in the fields of engineering, physical
science or bus;ness. while 85 percent were in liberal arts and sciences (Lopez. Madrid-Barela. and Macias. 1976). Slightly higher figures existed at
the University of Texas at El Paso in 1975 where 13.9 percent of the Spanishsurnamed students were enrolled in the College of Science and 7.7 percent
in the College of Engineering (Muhs. Popp. and Patterson. 1979).

At least two main factors are involved in bilingual-bicultural education
as far as science education is concerned. The first of these is the interplay
between language and concept formation. Since many children are exposed
to science in English at a level above their language competence. they never
understand the scientific concepts involved. They certainly do not acquire
the skills of inquiry or creative problem-solving that can effectively equip
them to function in a highly technological society such as the United States.
either at a practical or a technical level.
A second factor is that mainstream science materials often are based on
-rcmote- examples that minority children can not relate to easily. In the
upper grades. both the scientific concepts and the English language structures necessary to verbalize and understand the concepts become very cornplex. Thus. students in the upper-elementary grades who have a low level
of mastery of English. lose out on important scientific concepts and inquiry
processes that are fundamental for more advanced science work.
In line with both factors mentioned above. this paper suggests that an
inquiry approach to science instruction, with the proper hands-on activities.
could improve the bilingual-bit:L:4'1ral program by: (I) focusing more on
cognitive operations and problem solving: (2) improving language skill :11
both languages: and (3) providing better opportunities for bilinguals to participate in advanced science studies. Exactly how these three goals might
he achieved in bilingual education is suggested later in this paper by a problem-solving model for integrating science and language. To some extent.
this model could also he applied to other content areas such as social studies
or math However. these areas are beyond the scope of this paper.
Model% for Integrating Sient e and Language

We can distinguish at least three existing alternative curriculum models
for integrating science and language. Although these are basically hypothetical models. imagined for the sake of discussion and in order to contrast
with our own integrative model. we feel that each model exists to some
extent in some schools in the U.S. or/Canada. For the sake of discussion.
we will refer to these models as follows: the transfer model, the balanced
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bilingual model. and the ESL model. Our own model will be referred to as
the integrative model.

FIGURE I

THE TRANSFER MODEL
SCIENCE CLASS
Spanish-speaking
monolingual

ESL CLASS
-appropriate level
-non-content oriented

-advanced concepts

-instrucuon all in
Spanish

English-speaking
monolingual
bihnguals

SCIENCE CLASS
-advanced concepts

-instruction all in

4

English

The transfer model is entirely designed for non-English-speaking svadents

who enter fourth, fifth or sixth grades with only competence
Spanish
(Figure 1. The focus of this model is to provide fairly advanced science
concepts in Spanish until the students are able to function somewhat in

English when they can subsequently be transferred into English-speaking
science instruction classrooms. Thus, the transfer model is basically a temporary procedure to deal with non-English speakers or incipient bilinguals.
As the diagram illustrates, the ESL instruction in the transfer model is not
coordinated with any particular content area. such as. science or math
although the teacher may draw on these areas occasionally in teaching. The

transfer model may often attempt to maintain content continuity in the
curriculum by teaching the same concepts for each grade (4th. 5th. or 6th)
but in different languages for different populations of students. Thus, a
student is hypothetically easily moved from science instruction in Spanish

in fourth grade. to science instruction in English in fifth grade, once the
necessary languagevkills have been acquired in English. In short, the transfer model is really' temporary way of dealing with bilingualism and one
which seeks to integrate the non-English-speaking population into the ,mainstream English courses as soon as feasible.
The balanced bilingual model seeks to devote equal time to science in
both English and Spanish through separate classes. This model is nodoubt
fairly uncommon in practice in the United States. although it may be utilized

in Canada. The order in which these two classes occur is ultimately the
key, since the notion is that a Spanish-speaking dominant bilingual student
should first learn and understand the scientific concept in his dominant
latiguage and then later be introduced to the same material in English. This
model obviously s4.4Its to develop Eng liih language skills in science class
while not sacrificing the acquisition of the scientific concept first in the
dominant language (Figure 2).
The balanced bilingual model is designed for Spanish-speaking students
in all three upper grade levels (4th-6th) with primary faits on learning the
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FIGURE 2

THE BALANCED BILINGUAL MODEL
Spanish-speaking

SCIENCE CLASS
bilingual
-advanced concepts
--So -instruction all in
(transfers &
rhaps non-English
Spanish
speakers(

SCIENCE CLASS
-advanced concepts

-instruction all in

.

English

t
ESI, CLASS

ii

- non - content oriented

inquiry processes and concepts through Spanish, along with reinforcement
of the same processes or concepts and improyement of English competence

later in the day through science instruction in English. E$L classes are
designed as optional but required for less proficient English speakers and
perhaps transfers, if needed.

The third hypothetical model, the ESL model, is aimed at helping the
less proficient English speaker or non-English speaker to receive science

education in English, but only after proper preparation in ESL content

)

(Figure 3). The ESL model is currently applied in an experimental program

funded under Title VII at Roosevelt School, El Paso, Texas (Apodaca,
1981). This model requires a great deal of coordination between ESL teachers and science teachers, using a minimum of Spanish to explain the basic ,
concept and a maximum of English in the classroom. As Figure 3 reflects,
a typical daily schedule for each grade level (4th-6th) of Spanish-dominant
students includes a science-oriented ESL class followed by a science class
predominantly in English. The same routine is followed for social studies
and math.

FIGURE 3

THE ESL MODEL
°

ESL CLASS

Spanish-speaking
-content oriented
monolingual
(science)
4.1
1st

1____

SCIENCE CLASS
-advanced concepts
--110
-brief explanation in Spanish

-most instruction in Er lish
2nd

Through coordination between the ESL and science instructors, the ESL
model seeks to first give the students the English structures and vocabulary
necessary for the science class which follows. The science class is taught
briefly in Spanish and then, in more detail in English. The concepts introduced in science class in *he ESL model an the same concepts introduced

in English to monolingual/dominant-English speakers. In short, the ESL
model utilizes the notion of ESL in the content areas to prepare students
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for a science lesson conducted primarily in English. It is obvious that this
model would have some difficulty in encouraging inquiry development in
:7:littlish, since the focus
the model is functioning in English, for the most
part.
4

An httegraute Problem - Solving Model

In the hypothetical models discussed previously, we can note some similarities as well as some problems for an inquiry approach to teaching sci-

ence. First. none of the hypothetical models have included similar
components for the monolingual or proficient English speakers. There is no
suggestion for triating Spanish as a Second Language for English speakers
as there is for English as a Second Language (ESL; for Spanish-dominant
speakers. Secondly. the inquiry approach would be problematic in most
models since it is based on a great deal of verbalization on the part of the
child, often at a linguistically complex level. At least for the advanced scientific concepts. students who are ,ess proficient or perhaps non-English
speakers would not be able to function in English through a truly inquiryapproach as many of the models have suggested. However. they might possibly function at a less advanced or beginning science level through the use
of English. In fact. as we are suggesting in our integrative model, scientific
inquiry at less ;advanced stages can be used to teach a second language.
whether this be Spanish or English. while the dominant language can be
used to teach science at the more advanced inquiry stages or the stage
appropnate to the level of the child involved. Our model spells out specifically how langua,e skill in the dominant language and the second language
might be synchronized and mutually supportive with science instruction in
a way that is relevant to Latino culture.
In order to be adaptable to a variety of sociolingtiistic situations represented in bilingual educational programs throughout the United States, the
integrative model that we propose first tp.sulnes three hypothetical. categoncal points along a language proficiemy continuum:

i
Spanish-~pealing
monolingual

English-speaking
monolingual

bilingual

At one end of the continuum are the monolingual Spani.sh speakers; at
the other end are the monolingual English speakers: and in the middle are
the bilinguals who are either knowledgeable in both Spanish and English
or who need work in both formal Spanish and formal English. These are,
of course, simply imaginary distinctions since in real life a community,
especially El Paso. Texas, or a classroom, certainly may have children who
range from monolingual Spanish speakers to dominant Spanish speakers to
balanced bilinguals to dominant English speakers with some knowledge of
Spanishdo monolingual English speakers (Ornstein, Valdes- Fallis, Dubois,
1975). In reality, school systems. just as classrooms, often have the same
array. but for the sake of our model we are going to imagine three main
groups of students in grades 4-6: (1) the uominant Spanish speaker who
needs ESL; (2) the balanced bilingual who has fluency in certain domains
in English and Spanish. can read in both languages, but may have greater
vocabulary and structural language development in certain content areas
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for one language versus another; and 13) the dominant English speaker who
may or may 'lot know a little Spanish and is in a program of Spanish-as-aSecond Language 1SSL) or Spanish-as-a-Foreign Language. It will be assumed that bilinguals who may not be able to read in both languages. i.e..
who are not balanced, would be placed in the first group described.
The three categones mentioned above are typical of three separate classes.

or more realistically in some cases, of one linguistically heterogeneous
classroom. Our model could function within a classroom situation in which
the three groups would be dealt with separately or within an entire school
setting in which each group would constitute a different class and be handled separately. The latter is. of course, ideal.
Although the three categories of students distinguished theoretically above
may be quite different linguistically, we can assume that they are all homogeneous in their need for scientific concepts and that all need development in problem-solving and inquiry if they are to be adequately prepared
for a technologically oriented world. such as the United States. At the same
time. it might also be assumed that each group may have different levels of
preparation and background in scientific inquiry processes. Because of the
linguistic situation. it is often tie case that monolingual Spanish speakers
or dominant Spanish speakers lack the knowledge of technical scientific
terms in Spanish. Therefore, it might be necessary to emphasize these terms
in the science classes taught in the dominant language.
Figure 4 illustrates the sequencing to be followed with the three groups
mentioned previously so that a full integration of second language classes
and science classes can be achieved, given the linguistic nature of the students involved.
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The integrative model includes several unique aspects. First, the intesraton of bilinguals in both second language learning sett ngs is suggestec to
facilitate interpersonal communicative language acquisit on. Thus bilinguals
act as peer tutors to second language learners and at the same time receive
review in concepts as well as terms used in both Spanish and English for
these concepts. This is in keeping with research on language acquisition
among children, which reveals that actual communication as opposed to
formai language instruction is more beneficial for Lhildren below puberty

(grades 4-6).
The integrative model is basically utilizing the immersion language learning concept that focuses on actual language communication and use in content areas as opposed to language instruction in noncontent oriented areas.
The integration of two very different sets of students proposed by our model
provides a sort of immersion quality to the SSL and ESL language program
while at the same time facilitating the review of simple scientific concepts,

e.g,. color terms, terms for shapes, texture. size. temperature differences,
direction, movement, taste and length.
A second unique aspect of the integrative model is the use of scienceoriented materials to teach the second language. This notion is a fairly
uncommon one. although a few bilingual educators such as Frank Sutman.
Professor of Science Education and Director of MERIT Center at Temple
University. have proposed it. A more detailed monograph dealing with this
concept, to be published jointly by Frank Sutman and Virginia F. Allen.
entitled "Teaching English Language Through Science in Multicultural Set
tinge" is in process (see National Science Teachers Assoc'ation, April 1981).
Using science to teach ESL/SSL is a very sensible notion that offers
pedagogues an opportunity to kill two birds with one stone. In the first
place. as discussed previously. the learning strategies of the child are furthered through manipulation and internalization processes both in language

learning in natural situations and in cognitive operations as defined by Piaget
(1971), Santos (1980). and Montessori (1976). A scientific inquiry approach
to learning science offers this opportunity for both language learning and
inquiry growth. The use of hands-on materials that children can manipulate,
observe. and comment about provides the basis for sensory-motor learning
of language and science.
The third unique aspect of our proposed model, and one that vanes from
the practice of most bilingual programs. is the actual directions in which
the model proceeds. Some models seek only to help the Spanish dominant

or monolingual Spanish-speaking child and eventually function totally in
English. These models are essentially unidirectional and their focus is essentially on the non-English-speaking student. It is interesting to note that
our integrative model seeks to be truly bidirectional and bilingual in that we
are not only concerned with providing opportunities for ESL through science but also SSL through science. This is in keeping with El Paso Public
School policy where children receive one class per day in SSL of English
dominant) or ESL (if Spanish dominant) in grades 4-6.
In many models Spanish-dominant students are prepared in ESL essentially to join science classes instructed in English. and all to often this
means they join English dominant or monolingual English - speaking peers.
This situation can be problematic and psychologically damaging for the less-
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proficient English speaker who is always somewhat behind his peers because of language differences We can imagine this especially to be the case
with an inquiry approach to science, since this approach involves problem-

solving through verbalization. The ESL model. for example. involves prepanng students in ESL classes to understand the structures and terminology
they will encounter later in a science class taught mostly in English. The
integrative model is quite different in this respect. It attempts to ensure
acquisition of the scientific concepts through the dominant language. thus
avoiding the problem posed by other models in which language becomes a
harrier to scientific understanding.
In contrast to the ESL model, the integrative model first builds on linguistic structures through basic scientific concepts in the second language.
Complex scientific concepts are dealt with it the student's dominant language at the same time. Thus our model is directed at teaching a second
language. either English or Spanish. through fundamental knowledge of
sciencerather than through complicated concepts. Our goal is to teach
ESL SSL through science not to teach ESLfiir science. On the other hand.
science classes focusing on more advanced concepts and inquiry processes
are instructed in the dominant language to assure maximal acquisidegOby
each population of students involved. Since the inquiry approach requires
a vanety of different linguistic structures, such as the ability to ask questions. make statements, understand more complex directions, and make
generalizations, our model tries to ensure a competent grasp of linguistic
complexities before introducing advanced scientific concepts.
In addition. the integrative model is broader in scope than the hypothetical models discussed previously in that it attempts to deal with a variety of
different populations and communities through bidirectionality. In communities such as El Paso. where the sociolinguistic situation is extremely
complex and where the knowledge of both English and Spanish is useful.
if not necessary. to all populations. It is necessary to have a broad and
encompassing model that can be adapted to a wide vanety of different
linguistic and ethnic groups.
It might he noted that the integrative model could equally be applied to
other content areas: math, social studies. etc. We have chosen science for
this paper because we feel this content area. more than the others. offers
a unique opportunity for matching concrete matenals and visual aids with
language structures Second language instruction depends heavily upon direct use of pictures and other visual aids for teaching specific language
structures. Math and social studies involve concepts that are not as easily
related through pictures or visual aids that match specific linguistic structures. For example. the present perfect structure in Englishnot commonly used in Spanishmight easily he learned through active experiments
involving change. c g.. "How has the plant chanced "" "It has grim n one
Inch.

On the other hand, science tends to focus on specific linguistic structures

and vocabulary. This means that not all language skills can be covered
through science There are definitely limitations as the analysis of a variety
:if necessary structures and vocabulary items by the authors has revealed.
Still, science does offer a good opportunity to understand and learn how to
use these skills through concrete manipulation and verbalization.
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Hands-an Materials for an Integrative Model
The notion of using science to teach a second language through the appropriate hands-on materials is in line with practical and theoretical findings
of a variety of educational leaders whose impact continues to be felt in
numerous sectors of school practice. Ian Amos Cornelius. a sixteenth century Czech humanist lamented the abstractness of schooling in general and
advocated pictorial and other means in language instruction to counteract
this. James Asher 11966, 1969) and Elkins. Kalivoda. and Morain (1972) are
less well-known but both have proposed a multisensory approach to language learning, termed the Total Physical Response Method. Maria Montessori established networks of schools dedicated to active participation by
the child and manipulation of concrete, relevant objects simultaneously with
verbalization. Altof these great thinkers share in a dynamic view of learning
for the child, whether scientific concepts. mathematical concepts. or language are involved. Figure 5 illustrates this dynamic view of learning. This
view goes hand in hand with the inquiry processes to be acquired in the
science classroom.

FIGURE 5

DYNAMIC VIEW 01- LEARNING
.--

,----

___,,Makes h}pothesis ------..
tgue%st

/v.

Tests hypothesis

Observes

(trial & error with
concrete objects)

111

Interndlires
generalirdtion

Validdtes or
_rejects hypothesis

It is obvious that the hands-on materials necessary to stimulate the above
process of learning are crucial. Hands-on materials must not be viewed as
"cute" gimmicks or tricks to make learning more enjoyable. They are nec-

essary pnmes in a dynamic approach to learning. Each of the scholars
previously mentioned provides clues for the development of hands-on materials for a bilingual science classroom.
Montessori's notion that a child internalize concepts through the senses.
led to the development of materials that were adapted specifically to the
child's world as opposed to the adult world. The development of hands-on
materials for bilingual-bicultural science classes must also adapt to the ethnic/cultural background of students in order to facilitate maximum internalization of concepts. For example, to develop the inquiry process of
classification for Mexican-American children in the Southwest (and Anglo
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Children. too to some extent) the use of deciduous trees and or leaves might

be less relevant than desert fauna or cacti. The development of linguistic
terms. such as 'hot" or "spicy" would probably involve different examples
of food items for Mexican heritage students than for most Anglo heritage
students.

In this connection. it must be emphasized at this very juncture that too
many colleagues over-simplify the matter of terminology. assuming that appropriate Spanish equivalents are whatever may be found in any sta
school dictionary. I n.factibeir are-same-ainetern natkvit.-vrvaneties of Span-

----istr-as-welris regional dialects in each nation of the Hispanic world. including the United States. Puerto Rican. Cuban and Chicano Spanish reflect
sharp iifferences of lexical and phonological type with much less divergence
in grammar and syntax. A discussion of the sociolinguistic nature of U.S.

varieties of Spanish may be found in Ornstein 11981). In brief. bilingual
teachers must accommodate sociolinguistically to the respective national;
regional variety. be it Spanish or any other language. so that whether this
be done informally or otherwise. "dialect" items of word or phrase type
can be readily supplied. insuring that the younger learners. particularly. can
readily grasp meanings and avoal embarrassing confusion. Unfortunately.
bilingual teacher training still tends to deal with the linguistic component
in a cavalier fashion. emphasizing abstract linguistic principles rather than
basing such Components on the problems encounteied as a result of language variation in actual domains of living. of which the school is without
equivocation. one of the most crucial. One of the few glossaries of science

terminology was prepared by Ortiz and Davila 0979 as a course project
within the framework of the Bilingual Teacher Training Program at Texas
A. and I. University. Kingsville.
Piaget's notion 11976) of concrete and abstract operations suggests that
abstract operations must come by way of concrete operation of manipulated
objects that are most relevant culturally and geographically to the children
involved. This specifically relates to basic concepts that he suggested. such
as classification. serration. number. space. quantification. and measurement.
Piaget's notion that conservation is fundamental to understanding of any
other properties of number is crucial to the scientific concept of quantifying
observations. The child not only has to be able to measure using different
systems or tools of measurement but he also has to understand the concept
that the same quantity may have different orders. shapes. and sizes. Ex-

periments using concrete application of a physical change effected on a
quantity by the child. along with a change hack to the original state. would
help the child to internalize the fundamental concepts of conservation and
reversability A varlet) of hands-on materials can he developed using everyday objects. such as water in different size glasses. pennies in a row. or
candy in a row. to provide the child with an opportunity to manipulate and
verhallie simultaneously.
through many different types of experimentation. Asher. Elikins and
Associates 11966) discovered the importance of motor response in improving
listening skills in second-language learning. They found that both adults and

children had longer retention and quicker acquisition of words and structures in a foreign second language when they acted out commands given
by the instructor in that language. Thus. motor-oriented responses and perhaps movetrrnts in general can greatly increase listening skills in a second
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language (Cf. Ornstein. 1975 for a review of these and related innovations).
Apparently, the verbalization and actual motor movements together can
further second-language acquisition in science learning.

Analysis of Arailablr Hands-on Materials
re are a wide number of materials that are inquiry or process-oriented

for science teaching; however. there are ver/ few that are available for
bilingual educational models such as the one we have proposed. Even bilingual science materials available (Sciencias Rey by Luis Rey) are not written for Southwest-Spanish speakers. Thus even those materials that are
written for bilingual classrooms may not use vocabulary terms appropriate
to the populations involved. Consequently. it might be wiser for teachers
to use hands-on materials written in English for teacher-use and develop
equivalents in Spanish.
One set of materials which is process-oriented and organized into 105
modules for teaching science might best work for this adaptation, especially
since the materials are primarily for teachers. Science: A Process Approach
II (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1976) is a module
approach that gets progressively more complex and cumulative in scientific
understanding. Although only the first few K modules are translated into
Spanish. it would probably not take a great deal of effort to adapt further
modules to a Spanish-speaking classroom. A great deal of the method involved is guided by the teacher verbally.
An analysis of the above materials reveals that the following.basic scientific concepts are dealt with at various levels:

I. Observation
2. Spacetime relationships: shapes, directions. metions. speed
3. Classification: similatiqies,differences of objects & events
4. Numbers: ordering, counting, mathematical operations
5. Measurement: using instruments. selecting correct instruments
6. Data interpretation: inferring from diagrams. maps. graphs
7. Variable identification: observing changes. recording them. manipulating changes

8. Making hypotheses
9. Making operational definitions
An analysis of the linguistic structures and vocabulary needed for various
modules was carried out by the authors of this paper. This analysis revealed
that each module no doubt requires a great variety of structures and terms
despite the language involve.:
It becomes apparent from an analysis of the entire array of 105 modules
that the first set of modules (1-15). which are intended for K. provide excellent material for linguistic development in a second language along with
1. basic scientific concept. For example. Module I focuses Gil observational
skills, specifically the naming and identification of colors. Students are to

name and identify all prima; colors. This activity would require not only
the term, for primary colors, but also the linguistic structures for asking
about colors. commenting about objects with colors. and commenting generally about color. Figure 6 illustrates the structures necessa. y in Spanish
and English to do this.
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FIGURE 6
What col

c err es este?

t

It's green.

Es verde.

color (in agreement)

color
What color is the top?
It's

a red top.

;,De qui color es el trompo?

Es

color

un

,

art.

trompo me°
color (in agreement)

We can see by the examples of linguistic structures necessary that the
child learning English must learn two new linguistic concepts: (1) the adjective precedes the noun: and (2) a pronoun is obligatory in the statement.
The child learning Spanish must learn at least three linguistic concepts: (1)
a pronoun (subject) is optional: (2) adjectives follow the noun: and (3) articles and adjectives must agree sith the noun. except for special adjectives

like 'and" or "verde."
It is apparent that although Module I may have been designed for kindergarten monolinguals or even younger children. it can usefully serve for
beginning second-language students (4-6) as well as for introducing scien-

tific concepts. Our integrative model could easily utilize the very basic
modules to integrate science and second-language learning. What better
way of introducing qualitative concepts than through actual touching. seeing.
smelling. or other actions along with verbalization. Often certain terms and

their concepts cannot effectively be explained other than through actual
experience. Certain qualities in English illustrate this problem:

TASTEsweet/bitter/sour
DENSITYhard/soft
TE XTU REsmooth/rough
WEIGHTheavy/light (not for colors. speed or density)

COLORdark/light
I

Thus. the linguistic restrictions on labelling scientific concepts are defined
by the lafiguage involved. Much of the confusion from the second language
learner's viewpoint can be eliminated by using concrete and explicit objects
that define the distinctions of contrasting labels or structures.

In short. the beginning modules of the Science: A Process Approach I/
series require students to identify and name a variety of basic fundamental
concepts: numbers. colors. shapes. sizes. textures. temperature. direction/
space positions. serial orders, dimensions. measurements. sounds and sequences of events. All of these concepts require basic linguistic notions that
can be taught. along with the concepts. to second-language learners using
the proper hands-on materials that are culturally relevant and semantically
revealing. In fact. Modules 1-17 can be used to teach basic second-language
constructs to beginning 4-6 grade students. In regard to the more advanced
modules. they do offer some opportunity for language learning but they
become increasingly so complex that they are definitely not as easy to adapt
for du% purpose.
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CONCLUSION
This paper has offered a model for integrating science and language in
bilingual-bicultural education with the goals of increasing cognitive operations as well as language skills in both languages for a variety of different
populations. The integrative model suggests how the broad stages of inquiry
can be integrated with language. Finally. this paper suggests ways in which
hands-on materials need to be adapted to fit the needs of various ethnic
groups and linguistic groups of the proposed integrative model.
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MUSIC FOR THE NLRIGUAL CLASSROOM:
AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH

Sheryl Linda Santos
East Texas State University

INTRODUCTION

'

.

Promoting the incorporation of mimic into the bilingual curriculum develops as a result of experiencing, observing. and documenting the Positive
reactions of students and teachers to music in the classroom. As the guitar
is being tuned or the record player is warming up. an air of expectancy, of
unity, and of excitement envelops and enhances the classroom climate.
As songs are being introduced in a second language to speakers of another
language. it is not long before each student is involved in an authentic
cultural experience. In addition, students effortlessly and naturally develop
stiCh linguistic competencies as pronunciation, intonation. vocabulary. and
comprehension. For example. when a song is taught in Spanish to a lin
guistically-mixed student body. the native-Spanish-speakers displays delight
and pride in being able to assist the English -'only students with mastery of
the song's melody. pronunciation, and meaning. The English-speakers. on
the other hand. eagerly strive for perfection of their newly acquired skills
in Spanish. In addition to learning a second language and becoming familiar
with a new mode of cultural experession. the students begin to perogive the
positive values of bilingualism as well as td elevate the status of the nonAnglo culture.
Similarly. % song can be introduced to the same students in English thus
affording the Spanish-dominant pupils an opportunity to develop linguistic
competencies in their second language. to work closely with their Englishspeaking peers in a tutorial situation. and to develop a feeling for the Anglo
culture through personal involvement.

/

Muck and Ethnicity
Dr. Ricardo Trimillos (1975:32). ethnomusicologist at the University of
Hawaii. reflects' on the great potential of the interface between ethnomusicology and eduCation in the following statements:
One of ethnomusicology's primary purposes in education is to educate
the individual THROUGH music as well as TO music. For example.
learning an ancient HULA involves an understanding of music. dance.
language. geography. and social values. It presents a mode of thinking.
a style of moving. and a way of hearing . . . The study and presentation
of ethnic musics in the schools points up the existence of alternative
121
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and valid cultural expressions. which are of critical importance to the
Amencan of an ethnic minority background. A polycultural approach
to music can reinforce positively his identity as a "hyphenated American.- Negative marginality thus becomes positive biculturality: it allows him to experience and explore another part of his own hentage

without feeling that he is weakening or rejecting the American
orientation

Importantly too. culturally-relevant music (i.e.. traditional and folk music
representatise of a specific ethnic population) can be integrated into the
school curnculum in order to make the total educational program more
compatible with the cultures and languages of minonty children. As Cardenas and Cardenas (1977:1 ) indicate:

An instructional program developed for a white. Anglo Saxon. Englishspeaking. middle-class school population cannot be and is not adequate
for a non-white. non-Anglo Saxon. non-English-speaking. or non-middle-class population. To reverse the pattern of failure for non-typical
children. It is necessary that the instructional program and the charactenstics of the learner be compatible.

Others have also recognized the need for culturally-onented curriculum
materials that are useful and stimulating in both the cognitive and affective
domains. Responding to this awareness. Franklin and Nicholson (1978) in
their study of 157 randomly selected Black students reported statistically
significant differences in achievement according to: (1) the type of music
the students were exposed to (culturally-oriented or not). (2) the attitudes
of the teachers toward the cujurally- oriented music program. and (3) the
entry attitudes of the students themselves toward music representative of
their culture._They concluded that positive attitudes toward the home culture coupled with a culturally-based curriculum can inspire greater pupil
achievement.

In an excellent and informative publication B. Lee Cooper (1979). VicePresident for Academic Affairs of Newberry College. develops two innovative Instructional approaches utilizing popular music as a resource for
teaching contemporary Black history: (I) the use of biographies of popular
music artists. and (2) the analysis of social themes through song lyrics.
Cooper laments that although Black music always has been at the vanguard
of the community's feelings and consciousness. the lyrics of Blaci, artists
tunic rarely been introduced into the academic setting. He believes that
Black musical artists' contributions to the nch oral Afro-American tradition
cannot be overlooked any longer.
The power of music as an enculturator contributing to positive cultural
identity. self-esteem. and group cohesiveness is examined by Johnston (1976)

in research concerning the role of Eskimo and Indian music vis-a-vis Alaskan native social adjustment. Addressing educators with his well-developed
rationale. Johnston advocates for native music in the classroom at every
grade level. He believes that continued research into the social and psychological implications of native musical behavior can eventually help solw

intercultural and intercultural problems in a rapidly changing pluralistic
society.
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Mash and the School Csirra alum

The versatility of music as a vehicle for achieving educational success in
academic disciplines such as reading. foreign language. mathematics, and,
languages:iris has also been documented in the literature. (Ante Ilano and
biaper. 1979; Donlan. 1974: Lloyd. 1978: Crow. 1974; Jolly. 1975: Carderelli. 1979). In addition, interdisciplinary uses of music are oftenproposed
to enhance and unify the entire academic curriculum (Mulligan. 1975; Wilhams. 1977).
,
..
One important curricular area. reading. has been given considerable attention by educational practitioners and researchers. In her state of the ait
review'. Sullivan (1979) found three prevalent types of publications pertaining
to the teaching of reading throu'h music.: (1) tesumo als concerned with
motivation and the affective domain. (2) research o the relationship between readingsand musical abilities, and (3) research or. 'le effects of music
instruction on theacquikiticm o( reading skills. S"
I979:8) concludes
that despite inconclusive evidence and an ;' ......a. number of research
investigations documenting gains in the affect, _ domain to support the use
of music instruction for purposes 'of improving language reading attainment." . . . it would appear that if one likes the music /reading approach.
that is. using songs in teaching reading skills, it can be successfully utilized
as .part of the instructional program for reading."
In nr ing the many ways that music can benefit the cirriculum. music's
appeal and usefulness with special populations (e.g...mentally retarded. preschoolers. emotionally disturbed) shoulQ net be overlooked (Groves and
Groves. 1980: Simons. 1978; Andress. 100). In one interesting case study
,by Deuts:h and Paris (1978) for example. music is utilized as a reinforcer
to increase appropriate conversational speech. The subject of their research
was a moderately mentally retarded 14-yearold boy with severe emotional
problems. Rewarding'Glen with the opportunity to hear continuous music
as long as he demonstrated appropriate behavior and conversational dialogue proved to be a successful motivator. After eighteen sessions his use
of "conversation -like" sentences increased significantly. The researchers

suggest that music be considered an alternative primary reinforcer with
autistic and mentally-ill patients.

q

OhjertntA for Music in the Spanish-English Bilingual Classroom

In,synthesis. music has been incorporated into the curriculum for many
reastros including the following: (I ),to enhance learning in the content areas;
(2) to promote positive self-identities SInag minority populations; (3) to
stimulate mid reinforce appropriate behavior with special education pupils;
(4) to4oster positive intercultural attitudes among ethnically diverse pupils:
and (5) to deepen one's understanding add-appreciation of a particular cultural group', history, values, customs, and mores.
The abovedocumented uses of music have contributed to the emergence
and formulagion of the following set of objectives fur use within SpanishEnglish bilingual-bicultural programs:
r"
I. To enhance the self-concept of Spanish- Speaking students
2. To foster a cohesive group identitYand promote cultural pnde among
Hispanic students
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3. To foster positive intercultural attitudes among students of dierse
linguistic and ethic backgrounds
4. To provide enriching experiences in oral language development in both
Spanish and English
5. To strengthen the phonic. semantic and syntactic cueing systems in
both languages in order to promote literacy skills
6. To supplement and enrich content areas such as art and social studies.
Method° log) for Tea( lung a Song in a Foreign Language

Prior to incorporating music into the curriculum and hence being able to
reap the benefits of the above-stated'objectives, one should strive for'mastery of a comfortable method for introducing and teaching songs in a foreign
language. A teacher who is not proficient in the target language can rely on
a parent volunteer. consultant, student. or recording. Once the method

itself is internalized it can be pissed along to the one who will ultimately
be responsible for teaching the song.
The successful teaching of a song in a language not yet mastered by the
students greatly depends upon the teacher's technique and method as well
as his or her patience and awareness. Teachers' awareness of their students'
abilities. interests, and mastery leveR will enhance and facilitate the completion of the task. The time it takes to pass through the four phases of the

recommended methodology will vary according to the complexity of the
song. to the students' experiential backgrounds, to the time alloted daily to
this activity..and to the students' attention. spans. The following suggested
methodology can. of course. be adapted for compatibility between the
teacher's own style of teaching and the pupils' styles of learning.
1. Aforiton. Before introducing the song, orient the students by briefly
discussing the song's content, origin, central Aherne, historical relevance.
or any other information available to you. Follow your orientation by playing a recording or singing the song to the class. As the melody becomes
increasingly familiar encourage humming or singing along.
II. Partu pation. To encourage student involvement, begin by teaching

the most repetitive parts of the song such as the chorus or continually
repeated words or phrases. This phase familiarizes the student with the
verses and creates early sense of accomplishment.

III Ana/yin. Once the students are completely familiar with the tune
and with the chorus or other refrains. move on to teaching the correct
pronuhciation and meaning of each line in the song. It is important to translate in a meaningful way as opposed to a word by word literal translatiop.
The song analysis phase can be accomplished in the following manner
I. Decide in advance which are the key words in each tine. If the students
have a personal copy of the lyrics, have them underline the key words
and wnte the translation on the top of each one. Repeat the difficult
words several times for correct pronunciation.
2 Following the mastery of the key words, move on to longer phrases'.
This can he accomplished more easily using a technique called hack ward buildup.
3 As each line is mastered, sing the song through from the beginning for
practice and reinforcement until the stanza is complied. Teach sub-
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sequent stanzas following the satisfactory performance of each previous one.

IV. Perfarinaihe After completing all phases of the lesson. sing frequently. It is often fun to sing together as the day begins, while waiting in
line for the lunch hell to ring. or at day's end. On a given day small groups
of children may want to perform for the class, or perhaps an individual may
prefer to sing a solo. "4 he main points to rernember are: (1) singing is an
enjoyable class activity, and (2) the internalization of a song serves as a
catalyst for many related learning activities in other content areas.
As a repertoire of songs builds, your students might enjoy performing for
various audiences: these might include other classes at your school or at a
neighboring one. parents. nursing home residents. hospitalized children.,
community service club members and others.
Following is an example of the methodology applied to a popular Spanish
song. De (whims.
4t.

I. Matiaton. De (whims means "of colors." It is a Spanish folk song
to which a m 'Id of lyrics have been added over the years. De cabres has
become the theme song of the Cursillo movement, a Catholic experience of
rededication to the church which began in Spain in 1949. There are now
Cursillo centers all over the world. The history of this movement is available
in a publication 'entitled The Origins and Do.elapient of Cursillo by Ivan
Rohioff It can be purchased from the National Cursillo Center. Box 210226.
Dallas. Texas 75211.

The song as sung in Hispanic communities today praises Nature for its
living colors. rainbows. birds, and other delightful animals. Everything of
beauty in the world has color!
II. Participation. Encourage students to sing along each time the phrase
"de «dares': is sung. introduce the refrain "Y par esa las grander arnarec
de rmichnt rolorec 'me glisten a nu since this is repeated several times
throughout the song.
III. ,4nalysis.
I. After choosing th:: .,., vocabulary. intioduce these words and have
students make notati'ns on their papers as in the following example:
countrysides

springtime

De olores, de «dares se visual lac cakpos en la primat.era.
birds
from atar
De «dares. de «dares son las pajaritos que newm de fuera
rainbow

shine

D( adores. de inures es el arca iris que 'Tinos hit ir .

.

.

For nits particular song it might also be a good idea to point out the
cultural element of how Spanish-speakers and English-speakers differ
in their perceptions of animal sounds.
rooster
cockadwdledoo
6 onto el gala. i antis el gall° can el quiri. quiri. quiri. gum. qui.
hen
cluck. cluck

La gallina. la gallina can el «Ira. «Ira, «ira. «Ira. iii.
chickadees

peep. peep. peep

Los poll:40os. las palluelas Ian su pia, pia. pia. pia, pi . .
2 To teach the pronunciation of the longer phrases such as "se listen las
.

ti
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rumpus en la primavera- . begin with smaller partitions starting at the
end of the phrase. This backward buildup would be introduced thus:
"en l a ir-anavera- . . .l o s campus en l a primaera- . . . "se visten
.
los campus en !a primavera".
In the event of a particularly difficult phrase such as "los pajaritos tine
lene', de filer," you might repeat the difficult words several times prior
to attempting the entire phrase. The techniques of backward buildup and
frontward buildup can be used as an added reinforcement. "los pajaritos
.l o s pajaritos tine ienen" . . . .l o s
. . los pajaritos . . . los pajaritos . . .
pajaritos true vienen d e filer," . . . "de fuera" . . . -que vienen de' fuera. . "lot pajaritos true tient'', de fuera".

IV. Performance. After teaching the song in both English and Spanish.
there are several alternative ways to encourage a group sing-alo..g. One idea
is to divide the class in two and have each group simultaneously sing their

version in either Spanish or Engli n. Languages can be switched after the
first stanza so that the students singing in Spanish will then switch into
English and visa versa. Another Ati_n iota is to have the girls sing the first
stanza alone in Spanish or Englis followed by the boys singing the second
stanza in the other language. By alternating languages students are given
practice in both languages and are encouraged to develop fluency and control in eacli one.

INTERDISCIPLINARY LEARNING ACTIVITIES
The introduction of interdisciplinary learning activities should follow the
learning of the song in the student's second language so he or she will be
already familiar with the phonetics (pronunciation), syntax (grammatical
structures). and semantics Arneaning) .of the lyrics. Following are several

-sugg6tedactiviiiii designed to achieve varied objectives in the areas of oral
language development. reading. listening skills. grammar skills. social studies. art. and creative wnting. If the song is in the student's native language.

these activities will also be helpful since they are designed to promote
growth in oral language. new knowledge of grammatical relationships and
patterns. spelling. cultural information. and creativity in general.
Oral binguage Development At litihrs
After having taught the students specific vocabulary words. allow these
to he substituted into a sons where the syntax might still he preserved
although the meaning is somewhat altered. The following activity is adapted
from Jacovetti (1965)'
Cielito 1,indo
.Spanish oral language development

be la sierra morea
s,

inn padres s mis tins
7ornas v su hernuma
uas orejas grandes
una tuna bonito
mi amigo Miguel

u hum «mocido
ten bute t onocido

1 3 ),

.

. lielell hatall(10

.

. tient' hatall(10
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lindo. de contrabando.

Ay. ay. ay. ay, canto y no

. .

grites

to odes
rr rayas .

.

.

English oral language development:
Down from the

mountain top
zoo
market
school

my

dearest

darling
love
sweetheart

There come those

A.

.

.

.

. pretty dark eyes
tremendous ears
great big feet

. pair of pretty dark eyes
bushel
dozen

my dearest

stealthily coming toward
sneakily
rapidly

.

.

slowly
noisily

. me
us

you
him
her

Instruct students to search the lyrics for a particular elern-trit. These
might include such things as: words of emotion, taste, touch, sight. smell.
sounds; specific parts of speech: verbs in-a particular tense: synonyms or
antonyms. The use of dictionaries and glossaries should be encouraged to
develop the students' self-help and resource skills.
Ask specific questions requiring thought and oral expression:
I. Who is singing to whom?
2. What is the tone or mood of the song?
3. Why do you think this song was written?
4. What cultural elements are in it?
5. How does this song make you feel?
Reading Activities
These reading activities will be based on the song Feelings.
The close technique (deletion of a phoneme or word) can be employed
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to strengthen the phonic. syntactic. and semantic cueing systems in the
following ways:
Phonic s. Choose a particular phoneme or pair of phonemes and delete
each time these appear in a word. Have the students cdmplete each word.
Variations of this activity might include deleting only beginning. ending or
medial consonants. blends. or diagraphs according to the chronology of
your reading skills sequence.

Example. Delete the phonemes f and th

_eelings. no_ing more _an _eelings. trying to _orget my _eelings
of love.
SWIlat. Delete words following a key grammatical structure.

Example Can you find a home for these words'

-than- "to" -of.' "on--

forget my feelmy face .
.Sonwini s. Delete words in the lyrics that are crucial to the meaning of

feelings. trying
Feelings. nothing more
love. Teardrops. rolling down
ings

the song. Instruct students to replace those words with their own words
i provided that they make sense syntactically) in order to create a song with
a different meaning
trying to
nothing more than
Examplemy

of

rolling down on my
Sight word activities are excellent for helping young readers identify very
common words in a context they can understand. In the song feehngs there
are many-sight words that you can ask students to search out and circle in
context. These include: than. to. my. of. for. all. it. I. you, come, in. and.
girl. have. down
Similarly, sight words in Spanish can be identified in the Spanish version:
c wino. ill11. de. si. so. guy. atilil.
Purposeful oral reading can he encouraged as questions are asked that
will require students to locate specific answers in their texts and read these
aloud. For example. the teacher can ask a student to locate the line in the
song that tells v `.at the singer is trying to forget. Or perhaps the student
will be instructed to locate the information that states what the singer wishes
for with respect to his girl friend.
Reading comprehension can he encouraged by asking questions that are
inferential or evaluative as opposed to literal. For example. inferential questions requiring students to infer information about the ': haracters in the
song might include the following opening phrases . Why do you suppose

' Why is it probable or not that

'' What do you believe

aused
t' retain(' 41111111: i( in Ines

Have students create a story with characters centering around the mood
es oked by the song or around the song itself Um example. the song Mott :aol Mr Son evokes the trials of a migrant family struggling to
bed (
'v we as hest they can. while the popular romantic tune. Cuontli, (alum,
el Sol. evokes a scene of young lovers at the height of their relationship.
!Amis.( poetic phrases and have students explain these in their own words
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or by using another poetic simile. In Brown -Eyed Cluleren of the Sun there
are such phrases as:
Your face is lined and wrinkled and your age is fortyone.
Your back is Sent from picking like your dying time has come.
Your children's eves are smiling, their life has just begun . .

Have students hunt for pictures in magazines that seem to depict scenes

from the song. These can be used to iliu_trate an original story booklet
about the song.
Have students draw or paint their interpretations of a specific part in the
song that had meaning for them. Others can guess what line or part of the
song the artist depicted.
If you are studying the music of a particular nationality or ethnic group.
art activities can be included in order to create a bulletin board display or
attractive learning center. If you are studying Mexican songs. for example.

the students might be motivated to make original -pinatas- or -qt.' de
Dios."

Listening at tivities

Ask students to identify rhyming_wurds
students to identify beginning sounds of specified words fending
sounds or medial sounds as well).

Ask students to listen for intonation to determine when a question is
being asked. or when a statement or negative sentence is being said.
Have students complete phrases. predict outcomes, or substitute synonyms as a listening/speaking activity.
So( ad Studies At fit die

Social studies emcompasses many disciplines including: economics. history. geography. sociology. anthropology. psychology. and philosophy among
others. Within a specific discipline, conceptual areas will emerge that are

particularly relevant to cross-cultural understandings. Such topics might
include: immigration. slavery. poverty. assimilation, acculturation and others.
The following are suggestions for incorporating song into the social studies content area:

Set up a learning center related to the study of a particular region or
nation. Have the song or songs on tape for students to listen to. Include as
well any film stnps you are able to obtain. Relevant books. magazine articles. literature. enyclopedias. and teacher-made materials will all contribute
to a colorful and interesting learning center. In addition. the language arts
activities suggested earlier can be placed at this center.
Learning centers also provide an excellent opportunity for parental involvement. Involve parents as much as possible in the process of gathering
material{ for the center. They have a wealth of untapped knowledge and
resources that are authentic and valuable to your curriculum. Don't be shy
about asking parents to participate'
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The study of geography or map skills can be enhanced by a -trip around
the world" through music. Each time you introduce a country or continent.
crunch the experience with representative songs Many students' parents
have recordings from o er nations or would probably offer to tape songs
for the class on a cassette.
If you are studying Spanish-speaking nations, here are some representative song titles for which the musk is readily available from commercial
recording comrranic5, specializing in folk music:

MexicoLa Rambo. La Llorona. Las Mahanadi . C iehh, Linde,. La
Zandunga

Puerto RicoLa Borinquehti. uuenh, Burin, one,. En nu Viejo San Juan
CubaC wadi, .Sah de Cuba. Guaniontimera
Dominican RepublicQuist/art-a

PertiLa for Jr la Conela
ColombiaGuth/nu Millen se
Chile Yo tend,' 'mu, Ojos Negros. L1, Cabalh, Blanco
VenezuelaAlma Llonera
ArgentinaEl Humahutiquerio. Vadat,
BoliviaAft/ado Colorado
In addition to comparing music between nations. a study of the different
type% of music within the same nation would tv_very_ valuable. Thisis_aa
effective way to introduce the concept of cultural pluralism. For example.
in the United States. cultural pluralism can be introduced through the various musical genres such as: country and western music. soul music. pop.
classical. ethnic and others. Exploring diversity within a nation can help to
breakdown stereotyped images people often deVelop about a particular nationality when they believe the entire population to be homogeneous.
Thematic studies can be introduced through the use of song lyrics:

Economic deprivation: Brown-Eyed Children of the Sun: Corrido de la
Al item: Lament,' Bonneono.
Historical themes: Corral, de his Oprimidoi
Lament, Negro
Immigration: En nu Viejo San Juan
Brown-Eyed Children of the Sun
C uando Salt de Cuba

Crosscultural understandings: Pick a theme such as love. nationalism.
humor. poverty. death. or motherhood and study how it is handled
in the lyrics of songs from country to country.
fhe aLtivitics suggested are by no means all-inclusive. Thew purpose is
to stimulate the classroom bilingual teacher. however knowledgeable about
music. to exert initiative, develop creativity. expand his or her access to
curricular matenals. and make the bilingual-bicultural classroom a dynamic.
i teresting. and culturally-relevant expenence for all students.

SELECTED RESOURCES FOR SPANISH/ENGLISH
BILINGUAL CLASSROOMS
The following selections include song hooks. indexes for location purposes. recordings. unique curricular materials in the conteAt areas. class-
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room guides. and the names and address's of recording companies that
specialize in international folk music.

Lyric Guides and Reference Books
Cancionero Popular Americana. Pan American Union, Washington. D.C.
Chase. Gilbert. A Guide to the Music of Latin America. AMS Press: New
York. 1972. Library of Congress Call No. REF ML 120 S7 C47
This reference book contains annotated information concerning the music
of Latin America in addition to an ample bibliography of resources.
Duran, Gustavo (Transcriber) Fourteen Traditional Songs from Texas. Pan
American Union. Music Division, Washington. D.C.. 1942
Ehret. Walter. The International Books of Christmas Carols. Prentice-Hall:
Englewood Cliffs. New Jersey, 1%3.
Havlice. Patricia Pate. Popular Song Index. Scarecrow Press: Metuchen,
New Jersey. 1975. Library of Congress Call No. REF ML 128 S3 H4
National Anthems of the American Republics. Pan American Union. Washington. D.C.. 1949.
Paz. Elena. Favorite Spanish Folk Songs: Traditional Songs from Spain and
Latin America. Oak Publishing Co.. New York. 1965.
.
urritis- 1336: arc avmfable Ti iecolciings from Folkways Recording Co. 43 W. 61st Street. New York 10023. Telephone: (212) 586-7260.
Peterson C. S. and A. D. Fenton. Index to Children's Songs. H. W. Wilson
Co.: New York. 1979. Library of Congress Call No. REF ML 128 S3 P48.
This reference book contains a title. first line. and subject index of Spanish and Latin American songs plus information on where to obtain a gives.
song.

Prieto. Mariana. Play it in Spanish. Spanish Games and Foil. Songs for
Children. Day: Pennsylvania. 1973.

Robb. John Donald. Hispa.ti Folk Simms of New %lexica. University of
New Mexico Press: Albuquerque. :954.
Hispanic Falk Music of New Meru o and the Southwest. University of Oaklahoma Press: Norman. 1980.

Rockwell. Anne. El Toro Pinto and Other Songs in Spanish. MacMillan:
New Jersey. 1971.

Yurchenco. Henrietta. A Fiesta of Folk Songs from Spain and Latin America. Putnam: New Jersey. 1967.

Curricular Resources for Classroom Use
Badias. Bertha et al. Cantandn y Aprendiendo. Curriculum Adaptation Net-

work for Bilingual/Bicultural Education: Bronx. N.Y. and the Northeast
Regional Adaptation Center: also avai:able from DACBE. Austin. Tx.. yarch
1974. ED 108 499.
The illustrated teacher's songbook contains 18 songs and games to be
used with the SCDC (Spanish Curriculum Development Center) publications and other materials. The objectives are designed to develop children's

listening and comprehension skills. music appreciation. and rhythmic
expression.
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Canyon Records: 4143 North 16th Street. Phoenix, Arizona 85016.
Specializing in songs and music of North aid South American Indians
including native tribes of Mexico. Chile. Venezuela. Peru. and Brazil.
Folkways Records: 43 W. 61st Street. New York. New York 10023.
Specializing in international folk music for children and adults.
Forming an Estudiantina and SsuihoLs of Music Notation. Dissemination
and Assessment Center for Bilingual Education: 7703 North Lamar. Austin.
Texas 78752.
Bilingual teacher\ guide for music instruction at all levels. Includes words.

music. and instrumentation for beginning singing groups: music and notation: vocabulary: and costume sketches.
G. Ricordi and Company: Paseo de la Reforma 481 -A. Mexico 5. D.F.
Mexico.

Specializing in musical scores in Spanish.
Guardarrama. Eduardo. U,, Sarno Musical. National Dissemination and
Assessment Center for Bilingual Education: Fall River. Massachusetts. 1978;
ED 177 908
Spanish children's reader for grades 1-3 in a bilingual setting. Tells about
the cultural contributions of Indians. Spaniards. and Blacks to Puerto Rican
Music.

Jacovettr. Raymond. Tem hers Manual for Es_iwhar v Canna.. Holt. Rine&VC 'Ad' Winston:ice* TO :" 1965:
This manual provides teachers with the lyrics and scores of thirty popular
tunes in Spanish. Each song is followed by a series of suggested activities
to help students with language patterns and grammati.:al structures. Recordings are also available.
Joan Baez Sings De (Wows. DACBE: Austin. Texas.
This is a 30-minute cassette tape which also includes a number of poems
and vignettes written by DACBE staff. Attractive posters also available.
Neil A. Kjos Music Co.: 4382 Jutland Drive. San Diego. California 92117.
Specializing in recordings in Spanish.
Mills. Alvin and Josefa P. Mills (ditors and Arrangers) Christmas Songs:
Cam Jones de ,Vatulad. Available from ARRC EduCational Sales Co. Box
14525. Long Beach. California 90803.

Bilingual Christmas songs in Spanish and English to enrich the musical
experiences of beginning singers. Arranged from Spanish folklore material.
Cam cones Folltoru as Infantile% de Espitha.
Fourteen bilingual musical poems available on record or cassette.
Perkins. Carol. .Songs by Carol PerAins. Caper Records: 6100 Cherrylawn
Circle. Austin. Texas 78723.
A series of original lyrics and recordings designed to help young children
learn English or Spanish through music and kinesthetic movement.
Santos. Sheryl. Cam loner° Bihngue. East Texas State University. BiliRgual
Education Project. Commerce. Texas 75428.
Contains the lyrics of fifty popular I atm American songs as well as several popular bilingual songs from the United States. Available with a cassette
tape.
Something Educational. Box 1476 Mc Allen. Texas 78501.
This company carries the following musical curricular resources: Mate-
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nuiticas Musical: Mexican Ethnic Music Kit: Folkways Series of music from
Latin America; and Texas-Mexican Border Music.
Soy. Rosa. Bilingual Education Through Music.. Master's Thesis. Kean College. N.J. 1975. ED 141 473.
In addition to a very informative and thorough review of the literature.
this publication provides a series of language arts readiness activities utilizing the music and the lyrics of traditional Cuban writers such as Jost Marti.
Vela. Irma Saldivar. ;Bailes a Colores! Available from American Universal
Artforms Corporation. Box 4574. Austin. Texas 78765.
This is a simplified color-keyed system for use in teaching the steps of
five dances popular in the United States and Mexico. It comes with a record.
step chart, cassette. workbook. mini-manual. and map of origins.
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ACABA: AN ALTERNATIVE FOR UNDERACHIEVING CHICANO YOUTH

J. Alex Pulido
Santa Barbara Public Schools

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

1

Research on a national level, statewide, and in Santa Barbara, indicates
that school systems are generally not responsive to the educational needs
of Chicano students. Programs designed to 'ielp Chicano students have
ignored cultural differences (except for language), and traditionally, have
offered middle-class Anglo curricula, which have been adjusted for the Chicano in rather superficial ways. Concern for the Chicano pupil's education
must involve the development of other alternatives within the system, which
utilize home language and culture as the basic foundation for learning.
There is a tremendous need to develop a type of curriculum that will stimulate a student from within, and also include his culturea program that
can develop pride in the individual and in his heritage.
In a White House Conference on Youth Report (1971), the Education
Advisory Task Force Subcommittee challenged American educators to design new curriculum models, stating
The primary goal of education should be self-actualizing of all individuals served, not preparation of individuals to fit existing social slots
which are determined by economic consideration . . . the focus must
always be on the student as a person rather than on the content as a

,sub.

t.

tki report and others have long recognized that students should help

desi programs that are developed to meet their individual needs and cornpetandies. with emphasis on treating students as Individuals and recognizing

their academic, Cultural and personal assets.
Project ACABA uses confluent education as it
-oretical and functional
base and places a primary emphasis upon the inuividuality of the student,
including his culture and language. Confluent education as applied in Project

Acaba may nurture personal growth, thereby providing opportunities for
expression and realization of personal potential to relate to other human
beings, including those who come from different cultures. The erg ancement
oftcultural awareness is also a desired outcome for each student in the
program. Understanding oneself and gaining insight regarding other individuals expands our perception and hopefully will increase our acceptance
of others.
Briefly stated. Project Acaba will provide improved humanistic methodology for project students and teachers and may increase the self-actualizing
process of individuals (Brown et al , 1976; Brown. 1975; Weinstein and
Patini, 1970).
135
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CONFLUENT EDUCATION
It is the underlying assumption of the writer that a confluent approach to
teaching. which was implemented in Project ACABA. provides choices and
alternatives for the students. Such a confluent approach utilizes both the,
cognitive and affective areas of the educative process and places an emphasis on awareness of self and the immediate environment. Through the use
of techniques and processes designed under the confluent education um-

brella. students in Project ACABA are provided instruments to search
for their own identities. learn the skills necessary to rebuilt damaged self concepts. to allow them the freedom to make their own choices thereby
allown.g them to experience competence and improved self-worth.
Lynne 0. Cant lay (1975) states that there is no one technique or method
that is confluent teaching. What is often called confluent teaching is a teacher
who is and pr.attees hang confluent. The confritent teacher is aware of his/

her mind. body and feelings and is in charge of these aspects rather than
having and -one of these parts in control. His/he; understanding of him/
herself allows the individtad. further insight into others. It is this awareness
and taking responsibility for his/her actions that makes the person confluent.
According to George I. Brown (1975). it Involves combining thinking with
feelings so that both benefit. Thinking is sometimes called the cognitive
domain. Feelings and emotions fall into the affective domain. Confluent
education seeks to intcgrate these two domains so that they,emerge to the
extent that they both lose their boundaries and result in a more holistic or
"together- behavior on the part of the student. Instead of having emotions

clash or conflict with intellectual activity. wt. try to have both work in a
harmonious relationship for the ultimate welfare and productivity of the
learner.

Rewew of the literature that makes reference to humanistic education
provides a broader definition for confluent education (Yeornari. 1973). Humanistic psychology applied to education has created a rew field. Humanistic Education. The personalizing of educational experience takes two basic
forms for humanistic educators: educating for self-knowledge and education
based on student concerns and learning processes. Confluent education
embraces the field of humanistic education.
Gerald Weinstein and Mano Fantini (1970) diagram the cycle of experience that we go through and define the process that the author will adopt
confluent education. spec;fically the self-awareness
in the implementation
unit in Project ACABM.
Weinstein and Fantini say that on the basis of our unique expenence. we
draw a great many conclusions about who we are (self-concept) and how
we relate to other people. ideas. and things (our view of the world and how
it operates). We tend to seek out situations that reinforce and validate our
expenence. If we cannot choose the new encounter. we tend to abstract.
Interpret. ignore. and reject parts of the new situation in an effort to achieve

a consistency with what we already know. or more precisely. what we
already fed to he true. Figure I illustrates this cycle of experience.
The cycle is automatic and self-perpetuating. The challenge for educators

is to introduce new experience that can alter "how I feel about myself- if
that feeling is negative or reinforces failure and restncted behavior choices.

If "how I feel about myself- is neutral or positive. we must introdute
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/
FIGURE I
CYCLE OF EXRERIENCE.
a

was taught how to
feel .about myself by
experiences. 11.1114.

friends, society. etc..
do

I feel a certain

way abut myself
.

and

lead to comequences

I see the world
in terms of that
feeling and

that Ina 9 .reinforce

the way I feel about
myself and other'.

I respond to the world
that I see in ways that
experience that supports and reinforces this self-concept. Above all. we
must understand that "how I feel about thyself" is the filter through which
all experience must pass and that unless we devote our attention to improving and supporting positive self-concepts in our students, we are seyerely limiting our effectiveness as ediicators. Carl Rogers (1961) states.

As I have observed indivls who appear to have made important
strides toward psychologitrii health. I believe they may be thought of
as moving toward an implicit goalthat of becoming a fully functioning
person.

I

I find such a person to be sensitively open to all of his experience
sensitive to what is going on in his environment, sensitive to other
individuals with whom he is in relationship, and sensitive perhaps most
of all tp the feelings, reactions and emergent meanings which he discovers in himself. The fear of some aspects of his own experience
continues to, diminish, so that more and more of his life is available to
him.

Earl C. Kelley (1947), in his discussion of the healthy functioning self.
briefly describes how the individual sees himself. "This is indeed the critical
point, because it is what the person sees that is enabling or disabling. The

critical matter is not so much what you are, but what you think you are.
When we see ourselves as inadequate, we lose our 'can-ness.' There be-

caries less and less that we can do." Kelley says that negative self-concepts

can be improved. He further states that through contact with facilitating
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persons. individuals have been reopened and selves have been helped to
function well.
Arthur W. Combs (1960) states that an adequate person must have a rich
background and an arsenal of "psychological tools- at his disposal. available when he needs them. This availability seems to depend on two factors:
01 the individual's discovery o personal meaning and (2.) the satisfaction
of need:

Learning. if it is to be effective. must produce some changes in the
behavior of the learner. To accomplish this there must also be a sufficient discovery of personal meaning of these facts so that the individual
will act on his information when the appropriate time and place occur.

According to Lynne 0. Cantlay 11975). in 4 study of students in a ninth
grade remedial math class in which she used a confluent education approach.

Statistically. there were some significant findings indicating that a confluent approach did improve academic self-concept more than the traditional approach
There was a clear indication that many of the students in the experimental classroom definitely improved their own feelings of academic
self worth

Conceptions of self are not ,old. hard facts. They are deep personal
meanings. beliefs. values. attitudes. and feelings about one's self. Unfortunately. learning regarding self is excluded from the traditional curricula
of the schools :f. however. the nititlieaddife-veloriment of The 4elf are as
important as the preceding authonties and others imply. the ACABA model.
through the implementation of confluent education processes and strategies.
will serve as a catalyst for change and will be the'vehicle for bringihg about
a more humanistic educational system. one which truly meets the needs of
the individual student.
The Purpose Id the Studs

The purpose of this study was to design an educational program and to
evaluate the outcomes of that program within the regular junior high school
curriculum. The program was designed to meet better the needs of those
Chicano students whose behavior deviates from the norm. often violating
school standards. as exhibited by. ( I ) below average academic achievement.
(2) excessive absenteeism. (3) unacceptable overt behavior (lack of respect
for authonty. fighting. classroom disturbance. etc.). and (4) low self-concept.
Research Hypotheses and Questions

The research hypotheses in this study were:

HI Students involved in Project ACABA (experimental group) will indi
cate greater academic achievement gains thab students not in the program (control group) as evidenced by 1st and 2nd semester grades.

H2Students in Project ACABA will show improved attendance greater
than those students not in the prOgram. for two semesters.

H3Students rti Project ACABA /will show less incidence of disruptive
behavior than those studentS not in the project. as. determined by
citizenship grades for two semesters.
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H4Students in Project ACABA will show an improved self-concept, in
covergent and divergent subareas, greater than students not in the
project. as measured by the Sears Test of Self-concept.
In addition to these hypotheses the following questions were investi aced:

QI Is the birthplace variable_(Mexico or U.S.) a significant factor

tl

the

accomplishment of the stated hypotheses?
Q2Was the school dropout or transfer rate greater for project stud nts?
Q3Is a high self-concept a significant vanable in the attainment of academic grades?

Dew noon tdthe Study
Program ACABA was implemented at Santa Barbara 'unior High School.
in Santa Barbara, California. All social classes and ability levels are represented in the student body of approximately 1,135 students. The ethnic.
composition of the school reflects an ethnic population of 6 percent black,
38 percent Chicano. 52 r rcent white and 4 percent other students. The
school is located on the eastside of Santa Barbara or the Chicano part of

:,

town. In a recent desegregation study conducted in the district (1980). Santa
Barbara Junior High was rdentified'as in danger of becoming segregated.
Other data indicate that Santa Barbara Junior High School has the highest
suspension rate for misbehavior of students, the highest absentee late and
the lowest math and reading scores in the Santa Barbara
School District, which has fc .1 junior high schools. Santa Barbara ...mit,. High School
also draws students from the Montecito area, which is considered to be an
exclusive, high income. White. residential community. therefore both extremes are heavily represented.
The staff including teachers, counselors and al, inistrators were asked
to select students whom they believed would I
rim the program. Anproximately 140. high prionty or dropout prone 7 1- nd 8th grade slut' ..3
were initially identified as havingsthe necessary cr
is fot placement in the

program The following criteria was used ;dent ,, the students: (I) below

average academic achievement. (2) irregular attendance evidenced by excessive absence. tardiness and/or truancy. (3) deviant or negative behavior
(poor citizenship) and (44 negative or tow self-concept. In addition to meeting at least three.of the four variables the students also had to be of Mexican ,
descent. Students having severe emotional or mental handkaps or who were
identified as special education students were not included.
A totP! group of one hundred students was then chosen and using a table
of randon selection was divided into two groups of fifty. an experimental
group and a control g, of p. It is recognized that some of the selection criteria

correlate highly with one another. therefore the students in both groups
generally rank low on the vanous scales of achievement, attendance, discipline and self-concept. when compared to the total school population.

The ( UM( sir,
A general description of the curriculum that was developed, for students
participating in program ACA RA will he provided in this section. A more
specific description of the curriculum is being developed under a separate
title. A Confluent Approat h for Improving the Self-Corr ep' of Chicano Stu,.
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dents in Se( ondary .S( holds. for use by school systems working with similar
populations.

Program Goal
It was generally understood by the teacher and the program coordinator
that the goal of the program was to assist students to help themselves by
utilizing a program approach that is different from those programs traditionally implemented throughout the school system: a program that emphasizes knowing about "yourself." and what makes you act out positive and
negative behavior. a program that teaches you about your own culture. Its
problems and its people. a program that involves students in all discussions
and decisions regarding them. always in non-threatening ways, and that uses
community resources such as Chicano leaders and Chicano professionals
to serve as adult models.
Creative and innovative techniques and processes that help students "ol.en
up" were designed and implemented. Whenever possible. classroom activities were organized around real-life Atuations that students could relate to.
and that offered an opportunity to share some of their own personal experiences. Individual differences in the student's personal make up. such as
personal interests, motivation. language and aptitude. were accommodated.
Individual. small group. and large group assignments. written, oral. sometimes musical and various creative approaches. were developed in order to
provide a more interesting environment to encourage more student

participation.
A "confluent" approach was always the desired emphasis that sometimes
emerged consciously and hopefully,, unconsciously. Being aware of what we
as teachers and students were doing was,sometimes a struggle. always a
challenge. and often cognitive and affective processes naturally flowed together Students from the university who assisted as tutors and peer
counselors were not aware of their confluent make-up but they were selected because of confluent qualities they possessed. They were mostly
conscious of students' feelings and generally resporuIP1 with appropriate
behavior. stroking where needed and e.'`inguishing negative behavior a,here
necessary.

Method

Two groups of twenty-five students in the protect met daily for one class
'period for the total year. approximately forty weeks. A confluent approach
and zultural awareness unit were added to the foundation program that
included a unit on human behavior (self-awareness) and career education.

Genend Proram Owe ns es

to develop a positive %,:f.concept or an improved self-concept.
2 To improve the students' communication skills. verbal and non verbal.
t To improve the students' appreciation for his school and educatioi. in
general.

4. To acquire social survival skills so that he may participate more effectisely in school and in other social settings.
5 1'o acquire an appreciation for improved school attendance.
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Oho( tivec for the Cultural Altareness Unit
I. To acquire a historical and cultural knowledge of Chicanos.
2. To develop or improve pride in his own ethnic and/or cultural herit ge.
3. To learn "coping- behaviors or effective strategies for dealing with
issues of discrimination.
4. To improve their knowledge of Santa Barbara's Chicano community.
5. To gain an appreciation for and respect for diverse ethnic and cultural
groups and individuals.
Whenever possible. classroom learning activities were drawn from the
daily living needs of the students. especially as they related to personal
experiences in the school. home or community setting. Interpersonal experiences with adults. especially those in authonty roles. were often
expressed.

As much as possible. classroom activities were organized around broadbased experience units: for example. coping with feelings of anger. prejudice. violence. adult student relationships or "why do I act the way I do."
Individual differences in abilities. interests, motivation and aptitude were
therefore accommodated. Many strategies and techniques designed in the
university's confluent education program. such as role playing and other
creative approaches utilizing music. poetry. paints. slides, and crayons.
were often introduced in small and large groups. Group dynamics in the
classroom were given a lot of emphasis. The underlying premise for the
staff was always that ACABA students needed a basic change in their attitude and they needed to develop improved social skills and competencies.
There was an emphasis on getting the students to accept responsibility
for their on actions, and responsibility for helping themselves to learn.
Rather than leading and directing. the teacher solicited the student's cooperation in the learning task. The Man. which included tht teacher and

university students. worked with students individually within the group
setting.

There was a continuous fusion of affect and subject matter content. or
i.cgnition and affect. Concern and understanding was sought. rather than
a "feeling of being sorry for them." Often. time was taken to discuss problems that arose. sometimes between the students and the staff and sometimes between students and other students. Conflicts ott campus were
discussed in class. Students were provided adequate opportunity and encouraged to talk about their feelings, orally and in writing. regarding many
issues, on and off campus This type of interaction seemed to release any
negative feelings that the students may have been holding and created a
class environment where learning. both affective and cognitive. could take
place.

The unit on Cultural Alias-mess explored Chicano history and culture.
problems of discrimination and other social issues that concerned students.
This unit began with instruction about Mexican heritage starting with an-

cient Mexican civilizations and proceeding to modern Chicano history.

Speakers were brought in weekly to serve as rc.ource people and speak on
different topics. in addition to providing resources. they also served as
positive Chicano models who were leaders that. hopefully. the students
might want to emulate
With all classroom activities. students were encouraged to speak openly
regarding their concern% In this unit personal concerns regarding prejudice
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and discrimination were often voiced and discussed. There was a concentreed effort to develop pndc in one's on ethnic and cultural heritage and
at the same time to develop a healthy attitude. respect. and appreciation for
diverse cultural and racial groups
Result% of r.

.siud)

There appeared It; he more favorable results indicated in all of.the variables for the ACABA group. when compared to the control group: however.
one can only make inferences when analyzing the data. The data analysis
strongly favors the ACABA group in the area of self-concept (H4). Significant differences, below the .05 percent level, were indicated, including the
divergent and convergent sub-areas. The results in hypothesis HI (achievement). H2 (attendance). and H3 (behavior), were not in the predicted dr

rection: there were no significant differences indicated between the two
groups. However. the data do favor the ACABA group and inferences regarding the validity of the program can be made. It appears that participation in the ACABA Project can have some very favorable effects for
st udents.

Other questions addressed seem to indicate that those students involved
in the ACABA Project were more apt to stay in school than students not
in ACABA who are enrolled in the regular school program. There was little
evidence to determine whether the place of birth. born in the United States
or in Mexico. has a significant impact on the attainment of the designated
vanables. The small size of the sample made this assessment difficult.
An affirmative correlation between a positive self-concept and improved
academic achievement seems to surface when analyzing the data, however
the results were not statistically significant. therefore definite conclusions
cannot be made
_Summar%

The problematic Londition of Chicanos in the educational system has
been described in this paper Project ACABA was designed in order to
provide an acceptable alternative within th' present educational structure
that will help provide Chicano Audents with a vehicle and support system
so that they may improve their self-image and experience academic succoss
in school
the general thesis of ACABA was that Chicano youth in the experimental
group (provided with a confluent cultural awareness educational program)
would improve their academic achicv ment and attendance and lessen their
negative or disruptive behavior. the students in Project ACABA also would
improve their self-concept This study was undertaken to determine if indeed ACABA students would achieve more positive gains than those student% who participate in the regular educational program
Attainment of knowledge for self-awareness. for self-improvement. and
finally the development of an intelligent person who can think and feel
holistically will he the seed sown by Project ACABA. The author assumes
that those students who participated in,the program will he able to participate
more effectively in the design of their future by making more responsible
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and meaningful ci:oices. especially in the selection of their educational
pursuits.
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DATA BANKS REVISITED: THE USE OF INFORMATIONAL SYSTEMS
IN A MULTUIGUAL-MULTICULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

New York University

Antonio Skinks, Jr.
INTRODUCTION
This research paper will focus on the inquiry of bilingual children (Portuguese-English) and monolingual children (Portuguese) as they study a
community with which they are unfamiliar.'Although the original study was
completed in 1971. the use of technology with a bilingual population is still
almost non-existent. especially in the domain of research.
The setting for this inquiry was a data bank developed by Bruce Joyce
and adapted by this research to provide bilingual and monolingual children
with a great deal of information on a community in the United States. Data
banks were used for the study because they provided a structure for mapping the course of the children's cognitive behavior as they worked towards
problem solutions.

The first part of the study consisted of oserving the behavior of the
uman events using the data bargsof information
children as
mmunity. The KITIckhohri Inventory was used to identify value
on the
ions of the children. The second part of the study used an inventory
on
vexf from the Kluckhohn model for analyzing differences in the (mientations'in monolingual and bilingual populations.

The value orientation was found to be dependent upon the child's age
and his/her cultural background. The younger children were able to deal
with all three orientations and with the time-concept in a more concrete

0
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way. The most extreme was the Portuguese sample that believed in lineality
and subjugation to nature. as opposed to the American sample and its belief
in-collaterality and the ability to change nature. The differences in mapping
through the use of the data banks with a monolingual' and bilingual populawn did not show themselves in the behavior of children as they studied

the community. Neither the,questions of the children as they studied the
community. nor the themes they employed in descnbing it were suited to
language-cultural background or to the age of the children.
With the.use of data hanks. several models for research may be-explored

in bilingual and multi-cultural settings. Data Banks Revisited will attempt
to reconceptualize the use of technology in a way that future models may
be developed for the classroom.

RELATED THEMES
As retrieval systems arc being developed in the cduca, anal field. many
researchable que'.iions become, apparent. Joyce and Joyce state that chil144
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dren's social concepts seem to vary with age. socioeconomic variables and
family chairacteristics. In terms of learning and schooling, however. the
effects on instruction have yet to be identified. The research study by Joyce
and Joyce states that social science educators are challenged to learn more
about social conceptualization and how to increase the role of schooling in
improving children's social thought.
Nostrand calls for research in what he terms the "ground of cleaning"
in which perceptions such as "resentimientos" and -individualism- could
be better understood. A possible approach to evaluating value orientations
is through the Human Relations Area File.
Bruner identifies cultural differences as -structural amplifiers- of motor.
sensory and reflective capacities. In terms of education and ethnocentricity.
Taba takes the position that the school needs to couri-2ract the inevitable
parochialism of socialization in ethnocentricity: yet she also cites. with no
solution. that the process of acculturation is usually attended by stress that
may vary from a relatively mild ai%iety to a severe disintegration.
Studying ten cultures. Gillespie and Allport reported that American college students showed a greater tendency toward privatism and future orientation. DuBois states that four premises dominate America's cognitive
view of the universe. (1) the universe is mechanistically conceived. (2) man
is its master. (3) men are equal. and (4) men are perfectible.
Neto reports that industrialization in Portugal has changed the perception
of social class in relation to the hierarchical structures. Others generally
describe the traditional ethic of the "Latin- as a past-oriented subject
and
that his value orientation is usually subjugated to nature.
In the field of bilingual education. we are now attempting to understand
how the study of language may be a vehicle to analyze differences in various
cultures. Similes, for example. has approached cultural differences by attempting to use a phenomenological approach in different language settings.
Baecher has used cogmtive state analysis in :'mapping out- prescriptions
for bilingual students while Christian has implied that self-concept and bilingualism have direct implications for bilingual literacy. Even McCormack
has reviewed the area of independence-interdependence in bilingual linguistic memory and has revitalized the debate of memory and bilingualism.
The literature in the social sciences is vast and complex but basically one
theme cuts across most of the research. Media and technology have not
been used to acquire similarities and differences across cultural lines. This
research project attempted to use technology and existing models to explore
value orientations among different cultural groups. In short. differences do
exist among cultures but the educational field still has few, if' any. applicable
models in the social sciences to identify specific orientations of children for
further research.
In this construct the . societies do have different value orientations. the
domains that are identified as the major focus of this study are man's relation to nature and supernature. man's time focus and the modality of
man's relation to other men.' Within each orientation three basic directions
arc given. Table I illustrates the further subdivisions developed by Klockhohn and Strodheck.
In the man-nature orientation the main emphasis is on one's relationship
'It must he noted th4t the Lont.ept of 'man' here is used in the generic sense in

which it applies to both men and women
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TABLE I
THREE VALUE ORIENTATIONS AND
THE RANGE OF VARIATIONS
POSTULATED FOR'EACH*
Orientation

Postulated Range of Variations

Man
Nature

Nature

Harmony-withNature

Mastery-overNature

Time

Past

Present

Future

Lineafity

Collaterality

individualism

Relational

S-tjuption-to

to the forces of nature, how these forces can be controlled through one's
force or intellect, or through some power unknown to or uncontrolled by
the individual. One may interpret the environment as a sphere in which the
forces of nature may overpower, work with, or be controlled by human
hand. If a society believes that the forces of nature dominate one's life. such
as the Hispanic group cited by Kluckhohn, then we may say that culture

is oriented toward subjugation to nature; but if a cultural group believes
that the natural forces work with the human race, such as the Navaho
Indians in the United States or the Chinese or Japanese cultures, than we
may state that the orientation is with nature. If, however, a society traditionally believes that nature can be conquered, such as the American view
reported by Kluckhohn and others, then we may state that the society is
oriented toward the conquest of nature.
People live in a time structure in which the lifestyle is influenced by the
interpretation of time. This interpretation may affect the society as it reacts
to change. Kluckhohn illustrates this thesis by the English and Chinese
resistance to change with their rx st orientation to time: by the Hispanic
present orientation toward time and change: and the Anglo theme of future

orientation in which change is accepted with less resistance. It is in this
realm that society may measure goals, learn how to acquire them and find
how long it will take to accomplish them. All human problems involve time,
but how the time is valued forms different alternatives to problem solving.
Men and women are social beings and they structure their society according to who is going to lead and who is going to do the work. All societies
have a social structure that deals with human problems. Whatever structure
is given. it puts individuals in a position that is accorded some value. In the

individualistic variation, people are perceived as free beings making responsible decisions with the freedom of choice. Collaterality emphasizer,
groups working with others and accepting the choice of the whole. In this
case. leaders are accepted by all and yet the group still has the veto of
individual power. Kluckhohn cites the Mormons and the Navahos as examples of this orientation. Other societies are structured on a hierarchical
order with the emphasis on social class, important people and power. According to Kluckhohn. in this orientation. societies are apt to be static with
each "family** retaining power from one generation to another.
The use of this model for the study of ethnic groups became apparent.
It provided the power to investigate specific domains of cultural differences
*-

'It must be noted that the placement of each subdivision is purely accidental and
implies no rank ordering
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and similarities. With the use of the data hank. many possibilities were
foreseen.

The data banks developed by Joyce and Joyce contain 88 major and 629
sub-categories that were taken from the Index to the Human Relations File.
This information was available as written material and photographs. Hence.
the combination of the data bank
stem and the Kluckhohn model made
it a viable research project to co; are cultural differences and similarities.

Exclusions and Limitations of the Study
Anyone groping for some meaningful conceptual framework in cross-cultural research mint overcome social and economic variables that may subtly

change the direction of the findings. For example. when one talks about
values that are directed in a culture. factors such as social class, rural versus
urban orientations. and other complex variables must be taken into consid-

eration. Portugal. with basically an agricultural economy and with most of
its immigrants coming from the rural areas. presented some problems with
relationship to the Amencan and Portuguese-American groups. With one
group involved in an agricultural economy. that is. the Portuguese group.
and the other two groups belonging to an urbanized industrial setting in
Newark. New Jersey. it is assumed that cultural or value orientations are
complicated by other socioeconomic variables in the two types of environments. Because of the limitations of the sample size and the immigration
factors of the Portuguese coming to the United States. one must assume
that the findings of this study are related only to the rural Portuguese. To
somewhat overcome this limitation, all children from the American and
Portuguese-American groups were selected on the basis of their parents'
occupation in the unskilled or semi-skilled working class.
Although important for another study. reading levels and LW. scores were
not s.onsidered for this study. This decision was made because no scores
were available for the Podugdese group. Using a random selection process
for all three groups. the possibility of biasing a sample was virtually eliminated. It was also felt that the use of tape recorders for listening purposes
eliminated the problem of differences in reading. but not of I.W. variation.
These two factors, the use of a random selection and the use of tape re-zorders. seemed to be the best approach in equalizing all three groups.
The reader must not generalize the Kluckhohn findings for the Portuguese
population. Since this study was accomplished (19711, the Berkeley School.
basically Chicano scholars. has heavily criticized the Kluckhohn model.
For example. Romano talks about what he terms the "dominant scholars"
and research that.basically implies that Chicanos were "passive" in nature.
He continues to state that the Mexican-American community is not homogeneous. and hence findings such as fatalism to assimilation cannot be
generalized. Cuellar's review of the literature also illustrates the limitations
of th^ Kluckhohn model. He shows that if one is not careful in describing
the findings. we may interpret the data from a deficient or cultural depreciation model. In short. value orientations must not be analyzed from a
negative or positive value or from a reference to the dominant culture.
Concepts such as subjugation. individualism and future orientation must be
studied in ( ontert. Cultural values arc too complex to generalize. and to do
so would be a disservice to any particular culture.

I5
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Design and Procedures
The general design of this study focused on four general questions related
to ethnic differences as children deal with society. and four general questions related to theKluckhohn model. Differences were looked at with the
help of the following questions:

1. Do the children of the identified language groups cluster in certain
categories when given an unstructured task about a town in the data
bank system?

2. Are the clusters, if they exist, the same or different in each language
group?
3. Do the children of the identified language groups cluster in categories
when they talk about the town that they have investigated?
4. Does chronologica! age have any significance with respect to questions
one through three?

The following questions were aimed at the value orientation of the Iangunge groups:

I. Do children from different cultures perceive the man-nature orientation differently? That is. are the perceptions of nature and the natural
farces directly related to problem solving?
2. Do children of the identified groups perceive time differently?
3. Do children of the three language groups perceive the relational character of their environment differently?
4. Does chronological age within the three groups have any significance
in questions one through three?

The first task was to translate the entire data bank system into Portuguese. Two people were involved in this task. Both had attended college in
Portugal and were balanced bilinguals (Portuguese and English). Three
steps were utilized in the translation process:

6

I. The separate translation of the information system from English to
Portuguese by each individual.
2. The translation of the information from Portuguese back to English.
3. A discussion between both individuals on the areas of disagreement.

Three samples were utilized in this study. They were operationally defined as the American. Portuguese-American and the Portuguese. The major

criteria for the selection of the children was language use and language
competency.
The Amencan sample had to be selected among the children who spoke

only English at home. Children who spoke other languages at home were
not eligible for the study.
In the Portuguese-American sample the children were born in the United
States but the parents were born in Portugal. The children had to be bilingual (English and, Portuguese) and had to speak Portuguese at home.
In the Portuguese sample the children had to have been in the United
States no more than two years.
Within this framework all of the children were selected by using the table
of random digits developed by the Rand Corporation. All of the children
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had to be sons or daughters of a blue-collar worker. Three cells were formed
in terms of chronological age and language identification:

I. Cell One: 7 years and I monthto 9 years and 0 months.
2: Cell Two: 9 years and I month to 1I years and 0 months.
3. Cell three: II years and I month to 13 years and 0 months.

After the selection of each poop, each student was given a pretest on
Prestonport, Massachusetts. This test was administered by the use of a tape
recorder and each question was repeated twice. The test consisted of thirty
multiple choice questions randomly selected from all of the sub-categories
in the data bank system. For the Portuguese-American group it was stated

that two systems were available, one in the English and the other in the
Portuguese language.
After each child was pretested, it was stated that they were going to learn

about a town called Prestonport, Massachusetts. They were told that they
would learn about the town on their own, and they were free to ask any
question that they wished about the town. The "helper" would be present
to assist the student with the system by acquiring tapes, slides or helping
the individual with mechanical difficulties. Hence, the free inquiry task was
to give the child an unstructured situation sorthat he or she could direct his
or her interests in some specified area As the child asked questions, each
question or input was transferred into a rode number in the retrieval system.
The task was terminated after the child felt that he or she had no more
questions about the town. A ten-minute period was given to each student
to "think about" any more questions he or she had about the town. If no
further questions were asked, then the child would move on to the next
phase of the research project, the Kluckhohn Inventory.
The administrative procedure of the output stage was developed to give
maximum output for each child. The best approach seemed to develop a

"pretend" friend for the child. Accordingly, the following statement was
given to each child. "Now that you have learned about Prestonport, let's
say that you have to tell your friend about this tows. What would you tell
him about the town? You could say what you saw, what you liked and did
not like, what problems you saw, or anything else that you want to talk
about. Just remember that he does not know anything about the town."
After the completion of the phase, technically called the free inquiry task,
a model had to be developed to apply value orientations to the data bank
system. After careful explanation of several possible "Kluckhohn models"
the less complex procedures were selected. After each child went through
the data Yank system in a free inquiry, task, the child would then be asked

to solve "problems" about Prestonport, i.e.. the implementation of the
Kluckhohn Inventory. Although both research findings are comewhat unrelated, it is important to note that the use of technology helps the study
to explore cultural differences with the free inquiry task.
Reult% and Dim imam
Table 2 illustrates that both language and chronological age determined
the scores in the pretest. The American sample in all three cells scored
higher than that of the Portuguese-American and the Portuguese group. and
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the Portuguese - American all scored higher than the Portuguese. The mean
score also increased in each cell as the group increased in age.

TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON PRETEST
FOR THE THREE CELLS OF EACH CULTURAL SAMPLE
N equals 8 in each cell
Cell Number
1

2

3

American

M 10.25
S.D. 2.32
M 11.62
S.D. 2.13

M 15 25
S.D. 2.76

Portuguese-American

M

9.50

S.D. 2.00
M 11.50
-S.D. 1.00

M 12.75
S.D.

2.18

Portuguese

M

7.27

S.D. 2.05
M
S.D.

8.62
1.00

M 12.25
S.D.

2.86

Two conclusions were arrived at from the data:

L As the children were less "Americanized" the perceptions of an
American town decreased.
2. Age and language competency were critical factors in determining the
perceptions of an American town.

The findings. however. did not answer many questions. What type of
questions in the pretest did the Americans. Portuguese - Americans and Portuguese interpret correctly? Was there any direction in the type of questions
answered correctly or incorrectly? Did age have any direction in the type
of questions answered correctly or incorrectly? Would the system change
any perceptions of Prestonport. given in the posttest. in terms of the questions asked by the children?

Because of the length of the tables. they will not be shown but only
described in this paper. In three cases, the American sample differed from
the other two with respect to clustering of answers on the pretest. In three
cases the Portuguese sample differed from the other two: and in four cases
the Portuguese-American sample was different. But in twenty cases. an
"overwhelming majority. no differences between the three groups could be
ascertained.
.
Only three questions in the American and the Portuguese-American samples indicated some direction but with a closer analysis the iestions in the
pretest were not related.
If culture did not seem to be a determining variable. the age seemed to
have some influence on the scores. This assumption was validated by the
analysis of the spread of scores in each age group and question. Table 3
shows the spread of scores in each cell by chronological age. The lower the
score. the more the spread in each cell and, therefore. the less clustering
in each group. One may note that as the age increased more clustering took
place. which indicates that the interpretation of social and/or cultural sittkations is dependent on chronological age. More research is needed in this
area before any definite conclusions can be made.
The major focus in the free inquiry task in the data hank system was to
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analyze the topics that interested children when they were in an unstructured situation. The queition was whether any cultural direction was dominant in any of the language groups.

TABLE 3
SPREAD OF SCORES BY CHRONOLOGICAL AGE*
Question

Number

Cell Number
1

2

3

1

2

16

2

3

9
9

4

8

12
12
10

14
14

5

7

8

11

6

9

11

15

7
8

7

8

6

5

12
13

10
12

9

13

8

II
9

IS

10

II

15

7

10

12
13
14

17
12
13

5

8

7

17

IS
16

7

14
10

15
14

8

5

2

17
18
19

7

9

9

7
IS12

21
10
18
3
13

6

'17

11

14

6

20

10
7
5
5

21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

0

II

9

5

9

3

13

17
15

16

Ii

14
13

8
..

.7
5

Mean

S.D

7
8 43
3.33

6
9

6

7

13
4

966

11,93

3.33

4,64

'High score indicates high cluslenng.Lowtscore indicates large spread of choice.

Table 4 shows that the mean input of the Portuguese sample in all three

cells was lower than the other groups. The Portuguese-American andAmerican means were mixed. and chronological age did not seem to be a
factor for cells two and three. The mean score of cell three in the American
sample was higher than the mean score of cell three of the PortugueseAmerican cell but in cell one and two the reverse is true. Cell two and three
seemed to handle the system without any difficulty. with the exception of

A
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TABLE 4
COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF MAJOR TOPICS
SELECTED BY THE THREE SAMPLES
,N equals 8 in each cell
Cell Number
I

American
M

9.62

S.D. 4.59
2

3

Portuguese-American

'ift.'

#10.25

S.D".

M 13.50
S.D. 2.47

3.53

M 21.62

M 18.87
S.D. 8.60
M 13.25

S.D. 10.26

'S.D. 6.04

Portuguese

M
S.D.

9.25
2.25

M

9.62

S.D. 4.77
M 11.50
, S.D. 4.69

cell two of the Portuguese sample:but cell one shows that the mean input
was well below the other cells.
As in the pretest, the findings seem to indicate that the Portuguese sample
was either working in a different cultural direction or was at a disadvantage
in relation to the type of task employed. With a category analysis. Table 5
reveals that the difference between the Portuguese and the other two groups
was not in cultural direction but in the quantity of questions asked. Clusters
were dominant in all groups in the same categories and where one group
did not select a specific category, the selection of that category by the other
groups was also low in input. The structuring of cultural direction in the
three groups did not differ and the similarities were actually greater.

TABLE 5

QUESTIONS ASKED BY ALL GROUPS IN
EACH MAJOf 7ATEGORY IN THE FREE INQUIRY TASK
Category Name

American

Port.-American

Portuguese

10 Onentation

0

II Bibliography

0

0

0

12 Methodology

0

0

0

13 Geography

0

0

0

14 Human Biology

0

0

0

15 Behavior Processes and
Personality

0

0

0

16 Demography

7

6

3

17 History and Culture Change

0

I

0

18 Total Culture

0

0

0

19 Language

a

o

0

20 Communication

7

5

2

21 Records

0

0

0

22 Food Quest

2

10

7
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TABLE 5Cont.
Category Name

American

Port -Amencan

Portuguese

23 Animal Husbandry

6

8

5

24 Agnculture

7

22

4

25 Food Processing

5

1

3

10

12

1

27 Dnnks. Drugs and Indulgence

0

0

28 Leather. Textiles. and Fabrics

7

7

26 Food Consumption

29 Clothing

0
5

.

15

10

8

30 Adornment

0

0

0

31 Exploitative Activities

0

0

0

32 Processing of Basic Materials

0

1

4

33 Building and Construction

3

4

3

29

35

40

34 Structures

15 E.i. 1;,:ient and Maintenance
of b.. filings

i

5

0

34

17

33

37 Energy and Po.-er

I

4

3

38 Chemical Ini"..ltries

I

I

0

39 Capital Goods Industries

3

5

I

40 Machines

0

0

0

36 f,coiemer

41 Tools and Appliances

0

0

42 Property

3

3

5

43 Fxchange

6

3

2

44 Marketing

II

12

8

1

45 Finance

1

0

35

28

3

47 Business and lndustnal
Organization

0

0

0

48 Travel and Transportation

2

0

0

49 Lind Transport

11

1I

50 Water and Air Transport

20

36

0

0

3

14

25

11

53 Fine Arts

6

54 Entertainment

0

c-

55 Individuation and Mohlity

0
22

12

I

46 Labor

5I Living Standards and Routines
52 Recreation

56 Social Stratification

I

1 G6

8
31

3

1

I

0

0

I

9

Si
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TABLE 5Cont.
Category Name
_

American

Port -American

Portuguese

"7 Interpersonal Relations

2

0

0

./8 Marriage

5

0

0

4

0

0

60 Kinship

0

0

0

61 Kin Groups

0

0

0

1

0

0

59 Family

f

62 Community
63 Terntonal Organization

0

0

0

64 State

0

0

0

65 Government Activities

4

1

I

14

8

5

0

0

0

66 Political Beha,dor

67 Law

0

6

0

69 Justice

0

0

0

70 Armed Forces

0

0

0

71 Military Technology

0

0

0

72 War

0

0

0

73 Social Problems

0

0

0

74 Health and Welfare

5

4

3

75 Sickness

0

0

0

76 Death

5

3

77 Religious Beliefs

6

8

5

78 Religious Practices

3

0

0

79 Etelesiastical Organization

1

0

0

80 Numbers and Measures

0

0

0

81 Exact Knowledge

0

0

0

82 Ideas About Nature and Man

0

0

0

81 Sex

0

0

0

84 Reproduction

0

0

0

85 Infancy and Childhood

8

3

9

86 Socialization

0

0

0

10

20

11

0

0

0

158
42
16

339

243

16
42

45

8

2

2

.68 Offenses and Sanctions

87 Education

88 Adolescence. Adulthood
and Old Age
Totals

No of Categones Used
No.of Categones Not Used
No of Categories Selected Only
by One Cultural Group

1

13

/
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The logics' l inclusion would be that the input stage would be correlated
to thesoutp.
e of the research study in terms of topics that were men-

tioned by the children. This assumption was validated. Quantity. and not
cultural direction. is aitain the major factor among the three groups. The
Portuguese sskmple used fewer categories than th.. other two groups. and
the number oftegones selected by only one group was 3. 2. and 2 I American. Portuguese-American and Portuguese. respectively). Clusteriro was
predominant in the major categories related to the major categories in the
input stage. Table 6 shows the output means and titandard deviation., of
each group.

TABLE 6
COMPARISON OF CELLS ONE. TWO. AND THREE WITH
RESPECT TO INPUT AND OUTPUT VARIABLES ON
FREE INQUIRY TASK
N equals 8 in each cell
Cell Number
I

2

American

Portuguese American

Portuguese

SD Z XI

7.00

M 6.12

S D. 2.82

S.D. 9 99

M
SD

S.D

Ni

5.75

9.12
2.47

M 1 I 75
S.D
86

M

I 1. ",2

M 8.12

6.82

S.D 4.05

M 10.37
S D. 4.20

S.D 3.85

M

M 9.00

Although the Portugues: group did score less in mean scores in cells two
and three. there seems to be a relationship between the mean scores and
the retention of the material The Portuguese sample did better in the retention of the material in all of cell two and in cells one and three between
the Portuguese and the American groups. The data seems to imply that
there may be some relationship between the number of categories inquired
about in one session and the retention of the matenal. That is. the higher
the input for one session the lower the retention factor in the free inquiry
task. More research is needed in this area before any concrete conclusions
can be made.
It was assumed that the "common human, problems" or value orientations
would identify cultural directions among the groups. Table 7 defines the
direction each group took in talking about Prestonport.
Culture and chronological age seem to be variables that determine value

orientations in the "Kluckhohn Inventory.- All the younger children. cell
one. identified a direction toward a subjugation to nature. Typical responses

in the protocols for this orientation were. "because God made us." "I like
God iiecause He helps us when we are in trouble." and "because God
rules

The younger children seemed to view God as a very concrete entity.

while in contrast. some of the older children abstracted the question in
relation to their personal beliefs.
(he American sample showed more of a value onentation towart-control

over nature than any other group. which seemed to indicate a different
onentation in the problem solving task. Responses in this area were. "because man has his own mind and God doesn't." "I picked it because) think
if you want to he something like that. God just watches over you. Like. he
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doesn't tell (you) what do do. You do it all on your own.- and "I have to
do my on work." all of which substantially differed from the Portuguese
answers Although the total responses in the three groups identified a direction with nature. the subjugated-toward-nattwe increased from the American to the Portuguese-American as the "mixed" group in the man-nature
area.

The value of time seems to have no dominant direction for any group.
and the pnmary directions weir the present and the future. Chronological
age is. howeser. an important variable in the interpretation of time. That is.
time for the younger children was so concretized that it was impossible to
abstract the past or the future. Many of the young children did not select
the past or the future because of the fear of dying or not being born.

TABLE 7

VALUE ORIENTATIONS FOR KLUCKHOHN INVENTORY
BY CULTURE AND CHRONOLOGICAL AGE
N equals 8 in each cell
%nicr..in
( kIC(11.1114.n

: 01 I

( cll 2

NrItigucw %mcrb.art

( cll 1

( 01 I

( cll 2

( cll A

(her %Au%

2

10

I,

0

1

Vi ith %Jim,:

c

11

12

II

12

17

if,

I

4

Ii

9

01

11

fi

HI

$

4

01

10

Subittplcd

lo ',Iliac
Prownt
Past

I (Hurt:

IrnlniJual
( 011,107(.11

1 near

1
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The relaiiona! data directs all of the Portuguese sample in the area of
finality The type of responses seemed to he related to the order ir. hich

the leader kept the society and or the family together. In contrast, the
American and the Portuguese-American groups emphasized the theme of
working together or being your on boss. and of doing what one wants to
do.

The "common human problem" is then related to culture and chronological age. The differences. especially in the man-nature and the lineal
onentation. seem to increase with age. The Portuguese in the man-nature
onentation increased in subjugation-toward-nature as age increased and accoidingly. 'over- nature" orientation decreased as age increased. Although
the American find Portuguese-Amencan sample seemed to he quite consis-

tent for the orientations in all ages. the American sample d;d select more
over-nature and less subjugated-toward-nature than the Portuguese-American sample The Portuguese-American group again had the "mixed- value
between the Portuguese and Amcncan groups.
lime onentation does not have any direction for the three groups. Chronological age may he a sanable in this domain. especially for the younger
children. As cited, the younger children seemed to concretize time into
their on life in which the past and the future could not he abstracted into
some sort of salue oncntation
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TABLE 8

KLUCKHOHN INVENTORYFIRST AND SECOND
CHOICES COMBINED
N equals 8 in each cell
Portuguese-Amens.u;

American

( ell I

Orientation
Over Niaturc

2X

Nith

2r,

azure

Sublugated

Cell 2

(ell 1

Cell I
19

Portuguese

(ells Cell I

Cell 2
17

25

19

24

Cell 2

Cell 1

20

10

7

,i,

21t

,-

II

It

11

28

16

39

Present

11

r2

41

rx

it

25

3x

11

Past

26

21

21

r

19

19

19

11

26

25

:7

52

27

27

-12

26

31

39

to \ oure

Future

r

Indis idual

1-1

1;

ro

27

11

11

34

27

r

( :,natcr.11

r.

47

40

12

41

44

11

12

21

l mem

41

29

11

,c;

;t

44

53

52

r

Lincality is directed to both chronological age and culture. Table 8 illustrates that all of cell one had a direction toward lineality in the relational
domain. Cell two and thre: of the American and the Portuguese-American
samples shifted from line:Jity to collaterality whereas the Portuguese sample remained in the former area.
The posttest revealed that culture and chronological age are factors in
interpreting the scores. Its in the pretest. the American sample scores higher
than the Portuguese-Amencans. and the Portuguese-Americans scored higher
than the Portuguese group. In this area. as age decreased. the mean scores
decreased in all group,. Table 9 illustrates the mean scores and standard
deviations of the groups by culture and chronological age.

An item analysis of Ike posttest revealed the same results as did the
pretest with one exception. Although no cultural directions were identified
among the three groups. the American sample did have an advantage in the
content questions about the United States. The American group in the post-

TABLE 9
POSE -TEST FOR ALL GROUPS DIVIDED BY
CHRONOLOGICAL AGE AND CULTURE
N equals 8 in each cell
American

Ce11 Number

2

Portuguese-Amencan

M

9 75

SD

2 91

M
S.D

M

11 50
3 66

S.D
M

15 00
S D 1 77

Portuguese

9.00

M

1.50

S.D

S.D

M 11.37
306

S.D.

M 11 00
S.D. 2.56

M 11.62
S D. 2.19

/aj

8.87
3.72

M 9 62
1.90
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test did differ more than the other two groups. but the differences occurred
in content questions about Prestonport. Hence. experience and not culture
must be taken into consideration in the posttest. The Portuguese were less
familiar with American history. the Portuguese were not accustomed to the
interpretations of an American town.

Implications of the Study

In the process of the study. some questions were raised regarding the
make-up of the retrieval system. For example. most of the themes in both
the input and output tasks of the children fell into a very few categories
such as labor. structure. water and air transport. There were only thirtyone categories in all that were touched upon by the questions of the children.
although several hundred categories of information were available. In the

future construction of data b inks in relation to children's values. some
thought might be given to the narrowness and concreteness of their interests. Children should be encouraged to look at a wider range of subject
matter through the use of tasks intended to stretch their search patterns,
or the basic categories could be constructed so as to lead them into more
abstract areas of thought and cultural behavior. Possibly differences in value
orientation would appear if the children engaged in more extensive inquiry.
Another possibility for the construction of new retrieval systems is one
geared specifically to the value domain. For example. the results of the
Kluckhohn model indicated that the Portuguese sample had a lineal orientation. A system built in the relationship domain for these children could
present social class. family structure. political power, economic and social
mobility. and many other related areas in a slightly different light.
Changes within retrieval systems based on cultural differences have a
more promising future. Judging from the information received from the
"Kluckhohn Inventory." the children with different cultural backgrounds
do have a different approach to society. It is p...isible that the data bank
used was relatively alien to some of these children. Perhaps if the material
were presented in a way more sympathetic to lineality and man's subjugation to nature. these children might have learned better how to conceptualize their ideas. Since the possibilities for research in data banks on an
international scope looks promising. this might be one aspect of the problem
that could be scrutinized more carefully.
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NOW TO DESIGN A CAI COURSE FOR MEXICAN AMERICAN
MIGRANT STUDENTS

Sandra Maciell Franco
Tucson. Arizona

In preparing courseware. one must consider the background. needs. and
interests of the audience in order to provide adequate instructional material.
The audience considered in this paper is the Spanish-speaking migrant student. who is more commonly of Mexican descent and who possesses unique

cultural and linguistic qualities. Although there are many Mexicans who,
migrate to the United States to find work. this paper will deal only with the
Mexican American migrant.
The Mexican American migrant has long suffered the .ffects of his economic situation. educationally as well as socially. Following the crops. either
I

within the state or from state to state. has created a terrible dilemma not
only for the student trying to learn under these conditions but also for the
teacher who must continually try to pick up the educational pieces of these
children. Many dedicated teachers attempt to fill in the gaps as best they
can but many more allow these students to become lost in a cloud of educational discouragement.
The educational problems a Mexican American migrant pupil faces are
basically the same as any Mexican American or Chicano student. Because
of their low socioeconomic status the families of these Mexican American
adolescents are concerned primarily with the struggle for existence. Education is often not as important as the more immediate basic needs of the
family. and. as a result. emphasis is placed on work and not on educational
goals. Very little in the school curriculum seems to stimulate the intellectual
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growth of a people with different cultural goals and values. The Mexican
American student. who has difficulty adapting to the American cultural and
educational system. frequently feels that his teachers do not understand or ,
attempt to comprehend these adjustment problems. Careless remarks. actions. and misconceptions about the Mexican American culture by teachers
and administrator% alikc often create aggression. resentfulness. hostility. and
insecurity in Mexican American and migrant students. and eventually these

children drop out of school in despair.
Mexican American migrant children also display a unique cultural and
linguistic amalgamation. Jealously holding on to Mexican customs and traditions. the Mexican American migrant child has learned to live in a culturally different society. Many children have learned new American customs
and traditions while retaining their old ways. Often the migrant student feels
that he is being ostracized because of his racial background; but he has
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learned to cope by practicing the mores of his culture at home and conforming to American standards in the outside world.
Most Mexican American children speak Spanish and have an aural-oral
command of the language; but they have little, if any. literacy skills in either
their native language or the target language (English). There are. without
a doubt, degrees of proficiency in Spanish and English displayed by Mexican American migrants. The following clearly illustrates the ever-present
effect that the economic status of a culture has upon language and education
as a whole.
The degree of proficiency in Spanish or English varies among Mexican
American and other Latin Americans with relationship to recency of family

migration from their nativl countries, proximity to the U.S.-Mexican border. and the extent of cultural influences. The extent of native language
usage among family members also varies in respect to income level, occupation. and place of residence within the general community. More Spanish

is spoken among low-income Mexican families. It is also true that low
income Mexican American families are less able to afford homes in assimilated middle-class communities in the cities and suburban areas where
English is used with greater frequency by Mexican Americans (Valencia
1978: 4).

A very curious phenomenon that has occurred in thr language of many
Mexican Americans and migrants is the creation of a unique dialect, stand-

ardly called pix ho. This mixture of the Spanish and English languages
has produced a linguistic occurrence that has proven to be a stumbling block
for both educators and Mexican American students. Since the student has
not sufficiently learned either the Spanish or the English language, he must
struggle to learn the target language (English) without the help of his native
tongue (Spanish). Furthermore, a feeling of inferiority overcomes these stu-

dents when mistakes in English are made in the classroom, where Anglo
students already have a command of the language.
If we add the load of transiency and little chance for continuity in
coursework to the already overburdened Mexican American migrant student. one can clearly understand the reasons for the increased drop out
rate from schools and delinquency of these students. Much has been done.
however. and the fate of the migrant student seems at best to be ameliorating. Many states, like Michigan and Illinois. provide summer schools for
migrant children. up to age sixteen, to help them catch up on instruction
they have missed throughout the year. These programs also maintain an
open atmosphere for learning, such that the child is not intimidated to learn
and enjoy himself in a school setting. To help alleviate the problem of continuity in coursework, a computer-based program called the Migrant Student Record Transfer System was established in Texarkana. Arkansas. The
migrant student's progress is recorded by teachers wherever the student is
currently residing. Then it is sent to the center where it will be made available to any other teachers the student has in the future.
More recently. a third innovative program for migrant students has finally
attracted educators. Computer-assisted instruction for Mexican American migrant students may not only spark motivation and interest in these
students but may also offer an alternative in education. Characteristics of
the target population indicate a need for the content and pace of learning
to be controlled. A computer can offer not only this capability but can also
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present material in a unique manner. providing problem-solving challenges
and reinforcing subject matter. Since the student works by himself and has
pnmarily the computer to judge him. doubts about himself as an effective
learner may diminish.
In order to begin to design a course for the proposed target population.
we must first consider the student's communicative capabilities. Since we

cannot rely on the written word of either Spanish or English. a cassette
tape must accompany the computer lessons. Learning to read in English
then becomes of prime importance and thus necessitates a lesson, approxi-

mately an hour in length. to be composed of two parts: a reading and a
communicative strand or section. Studies in language by Thomas G. Sticht
(1972) and others have shown that if a student develops a listening fluency

first. the skills of reading. writing and speaking will be enhanced. If the
student could listen to the tape first and hear the English words he would
be reading and practicing on tne computer. this theory of learning. already
practiced with young children learning language. could prove successful.
All presentations on the computer should maintain the student's attention
and interest at all times. fins approach has been taken in accord with Bo-

goch (1968) who cites a "considerable body of evidence that supports
the conclusion that information is rarely. if ever. stored in the human nervous system without affective coding." Stevick (1976:10). Brier ly (1966).
and Chafe (1973) also believe that what is impoitant and emotionally charged
seems to be more rapidly embedded in the'bram than unimportant or emo-

tionally neutral matenal. Things familiar to the Mexican American migrant.
like "souped up- cars, pick-up trucks. and family members would interest
a child as well as a teenager. Picture& of these items could be transferred
to a computer screen and could be animated to help teach sight words.
dialogs. grammar rules and important cultural material. A cassette tape
would be made available so that the student could be able to associate the
wntten word seen on the screen with the spoken word on the cassette. This
cassette would also be used to give the student instructions on the operation
of the computer.
Exercises on visual discrimination of alphabet letters and words. such as
touching (many computers have the touch capability, so that the student is
able to touch the screen for his answer) or typing a letter or word that is
different or the same would be useful in the beginning phases of language
learning. Similar exercises using sight words and the spelling of words could
also he incorporateu in a design for Mexican American migrants. Furthermore. since .1 cassette tape is required for this type of an audience. Spanish
could very efficiently be used to make explanations and reinforce English
words and conversational dialogs.
The most beneficial contribution of computer programming to the instructional field has been the use of task analysis and specific objectives in course

design. Learning to write and use specific objectives should be of pnme
importance to all educators: those who write their own programs. those
who desire to lige programs successfully in their teaching careers. and those

who desire a method of defining objectives of a course more precisely.
Specific objectives will help eliminate confusion and failure for the educator
as well as the student. Once the author of a course design has studied his
audience carefully. specific objectives for that audience should be written.
these objectives should not only he clear and concise but they should also
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be realist-le and fit the grade level for which they are written. All objectives

of a course should also be capable of being measured. Many times an
educator would like to teach an attitude. an interest. or an appreciation
(e.g.. for literature) but does not specifically know how he will do It Although these are very hard to measure, they can, nonetheless. be written
so that the student is actively involved in exercises that will meet these
types of objectives. The behavioral goals that can be measured most easily

are those concerned with a skill. an understanding. or a knowledge of a
particular subject. When writing objectives. the author should be ready to
classify his objectives as belonging to one of the six categories here described.
Mary B Crank 119711 describes five basic steps in writing objectives. First

and of utmost importance in writing objectives is the point of view. Objectives should he written with the student in mind so the objectives are stated
from the learner's point of view. The categoryskill. understanding. knowledge. attitude, interest. appreciationshould be included next. Third. the
terminal behavior or the behavior expected of the learner should be stated.
The fourth item of an objective is the conditions under which the behavior
is to be performed. Conditions such as time limitations. use of references
and or testing site will help-the learner as well as the educator know exactly
how the objective will be met. Fifth, the objective should state the level of
proficiency the learner must attain These five steps are illustrated in this
example: The student is to develop knowledge of the vocabulary used in
Me Men hani III Venue so that he can wnte the definitions of fifty words
chosen from the play without the use of any ands. in sixty minutes with no
more than fifteen errors...This type of objective should be written if the
author of a course design is not writing for a computer lesson. A computer
designed course. however. necessitates a mare structured format with each
of the five steps described by Crank broken down into smaller and more
explicit units.
The CAI course design used here as an example has been prepared for
Mexican American migrant students in the very beginning levels of language
instruction Since there was a problem of literacy. a format was chosen in
which the student began with only the workbook and tape components of
the course (shown in modules 1-1 ,-f 1 .le 1) and then progressed to the
computer portion in module 4
c -,c are concerned with sound symbol
correspondence of a langt. , !Lnglish) the students possibly may have
heard in their surroundings but not learned. the skills of listening and Speaking sire practiced and reinforced first (modules I and 2) and then reading is
practiced in modules 1 and 4. In this way many of the theories of language
learning are employed
The objectives given Table I represent the first three steps offered by
Crsiik. Objectives are written from the student's point of view and illustrate
the categories of knowledge and understanding. The instructional goals have
been broken down into units called modules. These modules have a heading
describing the goals of the lesson (Module 1Greetings (Communication).
Modules are grouped together according to similarity of material and each
,

objeztive (numbered) starts from the least difficult to the more difficult
objective. The objectives are listed with the terminal behavior first in such
a way that they very quickly define the goal of the objective' 1101-Correlate
pictures with some greetings heard on the authotape. The numbers and
letters (11111A) that come directly beneath the objectives are the specific
exercises of the ohective.

1 75 ,
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TABLE I
OBJECTIVES FOR LESSON I ON GREETINGS. VOCABULARY
WORDS AND LETTER FORMS
Module 1Greetings (Communication)
1101

1102

Correlate pictures with _Wax greetipp beard_ori-t-ho-audiotape.
1101A Listen to greetings in Spanish and English.
!WI B Circle picture for greeting heard in English on the audiotape.
Recognize number of words in greetings.
1102A Listen to words of greeting singly and combined in normal
speech.
1102B

1103

Draw lines counting the number of words heard in i'greeting.
Orally produce greetings upon hearing a contextual cue in English.
I103A Listen to stress and intonation patterns of greetings.
1103B Repeat greetings after model on audiotape.
1103C Listen to conversational order of greetings.
1103D Orally produce a greeting upon hearing a Spanikh cue.
1103E Orally produce a greeting in English upon hearing another
English greeting as a cue.

Module 2Vocabulary Words (Communication)
1201 Correlate pictures with key vocabulary words hear& that begin with
letters A-F
1201A Listen to key vocabulary words and their translations while
looking at their representative pictures.,
1201 B Circle picture for the key vocabulary word heard.
1202
Discriminate between singular and plural form of key vocabulary
learned in 1201. according to spoken and pictorial clues
1202A Listen to singular and plural ending /z/ of vocabulary while
looking at their representative pictures.
1202B Circle picture for the plural word heard.
1202C Discriminate between singular and plural pictures for the
word heard.
1201

Orally produce the singular or plural form of the key vocabulary
learned in objectives 1201 and 1202 updn hearing a Spanish cue.
1203A Listen to the singular and plural forms of the key vocabulary
in Spanish and English.
120313 Write specified symbols to indicate singular or plural forms
heard on the audiotape.
1203C Repeat singular anti plural forms heard on the audiotape.
1203C Orally produce the singular or plural form of the vocabulary,
words upon hearing the Spanish translation.

Module 3Letter Forms (Reading)
1301

1102

Identify upper-case letters
13(11A Listen to letters A-F while looking at their upper-case written representations.
1101B Copy the upper-case letters A-F.
1101C Circle the letter heard from a choice of two letters.
Identify lower-case letters A-F.
1102 Listen to letters A-F while looking at their lower-case written representations.
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r 1302B Copy lower-case letters A-F.
1303

1302C Write the lower -case letter hea9c1 on the audiotape.
Match upper-case forms of letters with their lower -case forms.

1303A

1304

'1305

Copy upper and lower-case letter% A-F heard on the

.audiotai.
1303B Match upper-case letter A-F with lower-case forms.
Identify alphibbetical order of letters A-F.
1304A Reali- letters A-F in alphabetical order while they are heard
on the audiotape.
1304B Copy the betters A-F in alphabetical order.
1304C Circle a letter to complete three letters in a series.

Recogruie sight wordsHi, bed, car, touch.
1305A Match pictures with their wntten words.
1305B
1305C

Trace around sight words.
Circle the sight word heard on the audiotape.

Module 4-=Letter Forms (Reading) Computer with Audio
IntroductionDemonstrate familiarity with the computer.
I. Listen to an introduction to the computer in Spanish.
2. Touch symbols on screen upon being given a cue on the audiotape.
3. Type letters A-F on keyboard.
4 Follow directions indicated above given on the audiotape.
1401
Match upper-case letters with lower-case forms.
140IA Fodch corresponding upper-case letter in one column with
the lower-case letter in another Column.
14018
1402

1403

Touch the correct lower-case letter for upper-case form given.

Identify alphit?etical order of letters A-F.
1402A Touch letter heard on the audiotape needed to complete
three letters in a series.
,of
141128
Type letters A-F in alphabetical order.
Recognize sight wordsHi, bed, car. touch.
1403A Match vocabulary words with corresponding pictures.
14038 Touch the correct vocabulary word heard on the audiotape
for a picture given.
1403C Touch the written word for the word heard on the audiotape.

As one can see. the very basic skills of learning simple greetings. alphabet
letters. pluralization and sight words are used because they are required for
students Ili the beginning phases of language learning. Sight words were
selected according to the "experience approach." which Lillie Pope (1967)
'describes as necessary -to help the student build a stock of words that he
recognizes at sight. the vocatwlary must be coordinated around his interests. It cannot he emphasized too often that in order for the instruction to
he effective. the interest of the student must be captured and maintained

continuously (Pope 1%7:45).
In order to see more clearly the hierarchical order of learning. a task
analysis diagram must be constructed (See Figdres I and 2). Each objective
is listed according to its respective module and placed according to knowlrequired for the following'modules.. The lesson used here as an example is not linear. In other wols. the modules do not follow one another.
This diagram illustrates that Mt-Allies I and 2 are required for Module 3.
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FIGURE I
HIERARCHICAL TASK ANALYSIS FOR LESSON I ON
GREETINGS. VOCABULARY WORDS AND LETTER FORMS
TEXT WITH AUDIO
Module 1

1305 Recognize sight words Hi. bed,
(sir. tomb

L

1304 Identify alphabetical order of
letters A-F.

1303 Match upper case forms of letters i
with their lower case forms
1302 Identify lower case letters A-/-

I

I

1101 Identify upper case letters A-F
1

Module I

Module 2
1

II01 Orally produce greetings
upon hearing a contextual
clue

1203 Orally produce the singular
or plural form of the key
vocabulary words upon
hearing a Spanish cue

i

1

1102 Recognize numbers of words
in greetings

1202 Discriminate between singular and plural forms of key
vocabulary learned in 1201
according to spoken and
pictorial cues

1191 Correlate picture.. with
some greetings heard on
the audiotape

1201 Correlate pictures with key
vocabulary words heard that
begin v.ith letters A-E

1

Entrs Behavior Line

Aural-oral
command of

Minimal or sporadic exposure to

Spanish

English

Concept of aural v isual correlation

Concept of
plurality

The entry behavior line at the bottom of the diagram shows the knowledge
the student must know in order to work in this lesson.
Tables 2-4 show the Module Pathways of Modules 1-4. Eacia objective is
listed with its corresponding medium. time. and instructional mode. In this
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FIGURE 2

HIERARCHICAL TASK ANALYSIS FOR
LESSON I ON GREETINGS.
VOCABULARY WORDS AN6 LETTER FORMS
PLATO Wi AUDIO
Module 4

14'E

Recognize sight words

II, bed t dr. tonal
1402 Identify alphahetical
order of letters A-F.

I

1401 Match upper case letters with lower cam:
forms

Demonstrate famtliari4 with I
Introdu,non

PLATO
Ent

Ident6 upper and

I

lower case letters
A -I- in alph.thetmal
ordei

Behavior Line

FRecognize sight
words Ih. bed
( dr tout h

way the educato4 has. ..t fir glance. an account of the conditions under
which the objective
.ret.
The working times given are approximate. deter :led by the course designer. based on logic and expenence. The student in this particular program-has the time specified, or more time if necessary. for the workbook
portion of the 1.1sson. When calculating working times, the course or lesson

designer should allow from thirty to sixty seconds for each item of the
exercises given, the student's ability, and difficulty of the item should also
be considered. The time on the computer, however, is more structured. so
that approximately thirty sermAs are allowed for the student's response to
each item and additional link. added for the lesson presentation according
to the time the author needs to present the :naterial on the computer.
The instructional strategies are detailed cm-Jr.:nations for the author of the

workbook or computer lessons, so that I knows exactly what to write.
These instructional strategies are provides by the course designer so that
the educational concepts are taught specifically the way he planned them.
The medium. time and objective numbers are again provided, plus the description of the lesson in the c,stonal. A realistic, true-to-life application is
also given after each module. Modules I and 4. shown in Table 5, are given
here as representative examples.

rip
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TABLE 2
MODULE PATHWAY FOR MODULE I (GREETINGS) AND
MODU'.E 2 (VOCABULARY WORDS)

tfo

I

Objectise
Number

Ins'sualonal
1 me

1101

Medium
text V. Audio

3

fest V. Audio

0 05

001

Mode

Looking
Listening
Circling
Listening
Drawing (lines)
Listening
Speaking

0 11 minutes
Module 2

trblectise
Nurr')er

Medium

lime

1201

felt v. Audio

0 01

1202

lest V. Audio

0 03

1201

test V. Audio

0 04

Instructional
Mode i
Looking
Listening
Circling
Looking
Listening
Circling
Listening
Writing
Repeatint,
Speaking

10 minutes

TABI.E 3
MODULE PA I IIWAY FOR MODI
3 (I.etter Forms Reading)
ObieLt Ise

Instructional

**umber

Medium

time

Mode

101

lest V. Audio

0 03

i 102

lest V. %mho

001

1101

lest ss Allt110

0 0'.

Looking
Listening
Copying
Circling
Looking
Listening
Circling
Writing
I.00king
Listening
Copying
Circling

1104

lest ss Audio

0 01

1

1 105

Ics

%litho

0 Os

Reading
[Astern ig

Copying
Matching
I.00loi.g
I ostening

Matching
Copying

0 17 'ninnies
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TABLE 4
MODULE PATHWAY FOR MODULE 4 (Letter FormsReading)
Objective
Number

Introduction

Medium
Computer

-

Time
0 04

w Audio

1401

Computer

0 03

V1 Audio
1402

Computer

0 03

w Audio
;401

Computer

0 05

v. Audio

Instructional
Mode
Looking
Listening
Touching
Typing
Looking
Touching
Looking
Listening
Touching
LooloPg
Listening
Matching
Touching

0 15 minutes

TABLE 5
REPRESENTATIVE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES FOR
MODULES I AND 4
Greetings (Communication)
Module
Medium- Text w, Audio

Time' 0 I I

Objective i101: Correlate pictures with some greetings heard on the
audiotape

Tutorial Pictures in the workbook will depict the greetings Hi. Hello. Good
morning. Good afternoon, and Good evening, such that the shu4int can
make a distinction between them after looking at the representative pictures
and listening to their translations in Spanish on the audiotape. The student
will hear the greetings in English and Spanish: then he will hear descriptions
in-Spanish of the situations in which these greetings would be used. The
graphics should be explicit enough to prompt a greeting from the student.
Drill and Prat to e See enabling 'objectives 110IA and 1101 B.
Objective 1102: Recognife number of words in greetings.
Tutorial- The student will listen to the pronunciation of the words of the
greetings so that he is aware of the correct pronunciation of these words in
normal speech and can aural' discriminate between them
Drill and Practice. See cnab g objectives 1102A-1102B.
Objective 1103: Orally produce the greetings upon hearing a contextual cue
in English.
Intorial This objective will focus on the Dial production of the greetings
The student will hear the correct stress patterns of the greetings in a brief
encounter of two persons.
l Prat nt e See enabling objectives 1103A-1103E.
Application: The student will he asked to greet another student or a ,--acher
appropriately

Module 4 Letter Forms (Reading)
Medium Computer w Audio
Time 0-16

1Si
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Mir Inlill hurt ill (atwitter The student will hear an orientation to the computer in Spanish The -Audent will become familiarized with the computer
key board and screen by typing the letters A-1- on the keyboard and touching

letters or symbol, on the screen. The student wil follow simple direction,
given on the authotape that will practice the above exercise,
Drill and Prat [tic: See exercise, 1-4
Objective 1401- Match upper as letter, with lower case form,.
Thrortid- The computer screen should show the upper and lower case letter,
in order together. then scrambled. then alphabetized again. The upper and
lowe--case letters will flash. matching the two. then the letter, will he show n
in alphabetical order using both upper and lower-case forms. An upper or
lower-case letter will he gw..ri and the corresponding letter will flash from
a group .of letter, given in a column.
Drill (mil Prat tut': See enabling objective, 140IA and 140IB.
Objective 1402 Identify alphabetical order of letter, A -F.

!watt& Letters A-F will appear in the upper case form. Then the lowercase letter, will appear. These will appear scrambled. then the upper and
lower-case forms will match and again appear in alphabetical order.
,
Drill tad Pructit t'. See enabling objectives 1402A-1402B.
Objective 1402 Recognize sight wordsHi. bed. car. touch.
!wand The word, will appear on the screen and they will he said on the
audiotape. Thy word, will appear again. then the letters of the words will
erase and then reappear again.
Drill aria Pm( my: See enabling objectives 1403A-1103C

pplication. fhe student should he able to identify alphabet letter, and
sight words in various written sign,. hooks. etc.
Finally. the media ,election summary chart will prove useful for the course
designer In this summary. a condensed grouping of the module, will not

only reveal thermediam and objective number,. but it will also show the
testing time, an-1 totals. A pretest is required in order to determine the
correct lesson for the student and a posttest is necessary to evaluate the
learner', progress
Table 6 is also included as an example of pretest and posttest descriptions.
The title indicates the module,. testing mode. and time required for testing.

the objective, of the module or module, to he tested are listed. and
the description follow,. with Chili objective. number of items for each objective and number of items required for mastery and non-mastery. The
pool is the number of testing item, that need to he written in cm-der to have
enough material for the student to work with Enough item, are supplied
so that the student ha, a chance to go through the lessor and more testingitem in case he happen, to fail the first time through.
Designing and writing courseware for Mexican America.' migrant student, will indeed help the educational progress of these children Through
reward-1. our experient c .i, teachers. and a caring attitude. we can develop
courseware (it. w hiLh we Lan all he iiistitiably proud

1S'

TABLE 6
MEDIA SELECTION SUMMARY: LESSON 1Greetings. Vocabulary Words and Letter Forms
Modules and objectives

Text
Xudio

Computer
with Audio

Testing

w h Audio

Total Time in
Each Modtoe

z
z

0 05 (Pretest

Modules I and 2)
Module l Greetings
1101 Pictonal and Aural
Correspondence
1102 Aural Discrimination
of Words in Sentences
1103 Oral Production
Module 2- Vocabulary Words
1201 Pictonal and Aural
Correspondence
1202 Aural Discnmination
of Singular and Plural
1203 Oral Production

0 03

z
0 03
0 05

0 11 (Module 1)

0 01

0 01
0 04

005 (PoctTest
Modules I and 2)
0.04 Pretest
Modules 3 and 4

0 10 (Module 2)
0-10 (Total Testing
Modules I and 2)

Text with Audio)

'

Module 3 Letter Kinn%
1301 Upper-Case Letter . A-F
1302 Lower-Case Letters A-I1303 Upper and Lower-Case
Letters A-F
1304 Alphabelical Order of
Letters A-F
1305 Sight Words

0 01
0 01
0 03

0 01
0 CS

0 17 (Module 1)

5

TABLE 6Cont.
Text

Modules and objectives

Module 4: Computer
Introduction to Computer
1401 Upper and Lower-Case
Letters A-F
1402 Alphabetical Order of
Letters A-F
1403 Sight Words

with Audio

Tes ng
with Audio

Computer
with Audio

Total Time in
Each Module

0:04
0 03

,

0.03

0.15 (Module 4)

0 05
0 03 (Post Test

Modules 3 and 4

Computer with Audio)

1

it

0:07 Testing Time
(Modules 3 & 4)
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Joan E. Friedenberg
Florida International University

When one thinks of Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAl) in the public
schools, one usually imagines a group of gifted math students huddled
around a microcomputer. playing war games. While it is true that most
schools purchase computers to teach programming skills to the gifted. computers can be especially effective in educating minorities, and more specifically. linguistic minorities.
This paper focuses on four aspects of computer-assisted bilingual instruction. The first part is an introduction to computer literacy and awareness.
The second presents guidelines for establishing a computer-assisted bilin-

gual instruction site. The third part provides a description of some of the
computer-assisted bilingual projects in existence, and the fourth identifies
the needs for the future.
Introduction to Computer Literacy and Awareness
Compared with business and industry. computers have been underutilized
by the educational establishment. In a statement before the U.S. House of
Representatives Committee on Science and 'Technology (1979). Lewis M.
Branscomb. Vice President and Chief Scientist of IBM stated that the reasons for this underutilization include lack of access to funds for equipment.
a genet.; Ily held belief that values education is more important than vocal...
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tional and structured learning to which computers are more suited, the
reluctance of teachers to accept changes in the nature of their roles, and
consequently. the lack of market incentive to generate instructional materials. Although some or all of these allegations may be true, Branscomb
also agreed (personal communication) that much of the difficulty is due to
computer vend rs not **bridging the gap to reach the elementary and secondary public schools."' That is. vendors have perhaps not been sensitive
enough to the feelings of apprehension, intimidation, and anxiety that inexperienced users often feel towards computers. Branscomb suggests that

one step that could help to alleviate this problem would be for teacher
education institutions to familiarize teacher trainees with computer technology and its use in the classroom. and include some "hands -on" experience. This should include a knowledge of computer-related terminology.
uses for computers in the classroom, and the benefits of computers in
education.

II
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Common Computer-Related Terminology

Computer-related terms can fall into four categories: (1) system types.
I system components. (3) computer hardware, and (4) computer software.
..stem Types.
I. Time-sharing. Several computer terminals attached to one large processing unit.
2. Stand-alone. A terminal and processing unit "all-in-one- 'e.g.. home
computer).
System Components

I. Hardware. The physical equipment forming a computer system.
2. Softwarethe programs that enable computers to process data. These
programs can be written in a number of languages. such as COBOL.
BASIC. APL. TUTOR, and FORTRAN.
3. Courseware-the actual lesson the student sees.
Computer Hurdssare.

1. Input Device. The device that brings the data from the user to the
central processing unit (CPU). These devices include keyboards. card
readers. tape readers. and disk readers.
.
51 2. Output Device. The device that transfers the data from the central
processing unit back to the users. These inlude Cathode Ray Tubes
or CRTs ITV screens). printers. and voice synthesizers.
Computer Sofosarc.
I. Program. Set of commands or statement% devised to permit the com-

puter to carry out certain intructions.
2. Bug. A mistake in the program.
3. Debug. To search for and correct bugs.
4. Binary numbers. bits. -nd bytes. The basis of the coding system in a
computer. Compare it to the decimal system.
De( total (45(
100s

10$

1$

32..

16..

Binary (45)
Si 4$

2$

1$

0

4

5

I

0

I-

0

I

I

bits
It bits

I6K

I byte
16000 bytes

i RAM (Random Access Memory). The kind of memory you can cut a
program into or that you can MOM data in for later retrieval.
6. ROM (Read Only Memory). Memory that cannot be changed. Already
Nil of the central proci, ,,sing unit. ROM can only be read. A fourfunction Calculator contains only ROMthe circuitry that permits it
to add. subsiract. multiply. and divide.
e

1.-ses fur Computers in Bilingual Eilla atton

(here arc seven ways in which a computer may hi. !inbred in a bilingual
program.

I. Tuional Mode. In this mode. the computer acts as teacher and is

1Sa
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responsible for presenting instructional material. In a multicultural setting. content area material may be presented in any language.
.
2. Drill and Practice. This mode presents the students with exercises to

reinforce a certain skill. Although typically used to provide practice
in arithmetic. in a bilingual program. this mode could be employed to
practice ESL vocabulary. grammar. and pronunciation.
3. Simulation. In this mode, the computer simulates a real life situation.
In the classroom, this is most useful for the science class where actual
experimentation may be expensive or unsafe.

4 Dialogue. This mode provides the students with an opportunity to

5

engage in a -conversation- with the computer. The computer can ask
the students questions or the student can initiate the asking. Conversations can take place in any language and about any subject (provided
the computer is programmed to do so).
Instructional Gaming. In this mode students can play games against
the computer or against one another. Games can be created around

arithmetic. ESI.. or any other content area. Students can compete
against time or accuracy and problems can be posed in any language. 6 Testing. This mode can provide students with almost any sort of test.
from multiple choice to essay. In a bilingual program. a computer may
be used to translate a test that the rest of the class is taking or to
administer d dominance test in reading. Students may also write compositions on tho computer. which can be graded by the teacher.
7 M,,nagement Here. the computer assumes the tasks of diagnosing.
.is,igning. routing through a curriculum. progress evaluation, and record keeping This is particularly useful for those bilingual programs
that don't have enough students of a similar language background to
warrant a separate classroom. The students can be tested in their own
language on the computer and can keep up with their content courses
on the computer in their native language! . hilt: also attending classes
in English with the others

&rictus ol (

/ to Bilingual El lui anon

Mere are _numerous advantages to incorporating a CAI component into
a bilingual education program These advantages dffect students, teachers.
and researchers
One of the most noted benefits is the computer's ability to motivate students. Crandall (1976o examined the role of CAI in the education of ethnic
minontics and found that standardized lest scores soared when Mexican
American. Black Amencan and American Indian children used a computer
for drill and practice for only fifteen minutes d day He attributed this phenomenon to the concept of locus of control. Crandall states that children

'

coming from d heritage of poverty are etternallt controlled in that they
believe that what happens to them is the result of destiny. cl.ance. the power
of others or (mid These children would not then see relationship between
their efforts .ind their achievements and would, therefore, not see much use
in orienting themselves towar .1% success the computer provided these children with an opportunity to see the cause-effect relationship between trying

and achieving. because the interaction between the children and the tcr-

1s
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4

mina' was direct and because the computer provided the children with immediate feedback.
Another important- benefit of CAI for students is its individualizing capabilities. Students learning "on-line" can work at their own pace, at different levels, on different assignments, and in different languages. This is
especially beneficial to bilingual programs serving migrant students, who
typically enter a program with varying levels of content area knowledge.
reading ability. and proficiency in English.
Other benefits to students include providing them with private feedback
to their responses so that they are not embarrassed or humiliated by making
errors in front of others, and by providing them with impartial feedback, as
the computer has no value system of it own. Unlike a textbook, a computer
in the drill and practice mode can provide students with different sorts of
responses based on the degree of correctness or the nature of the whingness

of their answers
Computer benefits to teachers are also numerous. with the most obvious
being its efficient. accurate. and speedy ability to manage and record student progress. In addition.-t.omputers make maximum use of instructiotal
time, as the student is constantly interacting with the commiter. while in a
traditional classroom situation, the student is active only when called upon
by the teacher. Marty (1975) notes that this efficient use of instructional
time is especialfy advaAtageous to the second language teacher as the computer can take over the sometimes wearisome task of second language drill
and practice. leav Ili the teacher free to help the students develop free
expression.

Finally. Stolurow 419731 pointed out that CAI also has benefits to researchers. as it provides an excellent experimental setting for r_search in

learning because of its ability to collect detailed records of student
performance

GUIDELINES FOR ESTABLISHING AND MANAGING A
COMPUTER-ASSISTED BILINGUAL INSTRUCTION SITE
An important question posed by Stansfield (1973)

.vhether to use com-

puters to bring instruction to a point of scientiqc efficiency that borders
on brainwashing- or whether to use them for "the emancipation of the
students-% mind.- The obvious answer, and Stansfield agrees, is that in a
total learning environment. students should he exposed to rigid and structured learning activities as well as opportunities for more creative endeavirs The computer can be utilized to do both and teachers, curriculum
oevelopers. and administrators should he conscious of this when planning
a CAI site.

,455, sum; ,,,45 and Defirul Oh /re stet far a ( arnputer-Assii.ted
Bilingual Instriu non Any

I he proses, for identifying needs in a computer-assisted bilingual education project is essentially the same as the process employed in identifying

needs in am bilingual education program This would include consulting
with parents. politically influential individuals and groups, teachers. aca-
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demic specialists, professional experts. community agencies. "hard- demographic. educational, and scientific studies. and test scpres.
Areas of particular concern in a bilingual 'program include:
I. Language Needs
A.. First or dominant langu4ge
I listening comprehen,ion
2. oral production
3. reading comprehension
4. composition
B. English
I. listening comprehension
2. oral production
3

reading Ctli WI chrthion

4. composition
2. r Aitent Area Needs.

I,

A. Math-

40

B. Science

C Social Studies

D Fine'Arts
3

E. Physical Education
Affective Needs
A. Self-concept
B. Attitude towards first language

C. Attitude towards first culture
D. Attitude towards second language
E Attitude towards second culture
It would also be quite useful to include a description of the .sociopolitical
climate in which these needs lay. The most important point to remember.
however. is to fit the computer to the needs, not to fit the needs to the
,:,

computer.
Again, establishing objectives for a computer-assisted bilingual education

project will be like establishing objectives for any bilingual education program. with the inclusion of a few additional considerations: For example.
one might use'the following criteria for establishing objectives for a regular
bilingual program.
I. Do the objectives identify learning outcomes?

,

2. Are they consistent with the needs (language. content area, and itffect)9

3. Are they precise. achievable, beneficial. politically appropriate, and
measurable"'

When incorporating. CAI componcpt. the following .additional questions
should he considered.

I. Why is CAI being implemented''
2. In what domains is CAI to show an advantage (time. costs. student
performance. attitude and motivation. management. or research)? 1. Now will the computer he used to hest help the teacher and the students (testing. teaching. reviewing. drilling, remedial teaching. for math.

for ESL, etc.)'
4 Which students. (how many. and for what length of time) would most
benefit from CAI?

/
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5. Will the CAI project satisfy a single purpose (fulfilling the bilingual
program's specific commitments) or several purposes (fulfilling needs
for several programs, the entire school or district)?
6. Will the program's products (lessons, computer programs, curricula,
and handbooks) be disseminated!
_.

Acquiring Equipment

Obviously, the biggest obstacle to acquiring computer hardware is funding. Dennis (1978: 14) presents some creative remedies to this problem by
offering the following suggestions.
I

Rent a terminal and talk a nearby university into the use of their

computer.
2 Rent a terminal and talk a hank or other business into donating access
to their computer.
3. The School administration already uses computers for their work and
you talk them into sharing the resource with instruction.
4. A teacher agrees to write some administrative programs for the school
or district if they will get the computers for both uses.
5 talk a local business or benefactor into donating a small computer
system in exchange for doing some computing jobs for the donor.
6 Talk the administration into buying
a small computer in kit form. The
students do the assembly and save considerable money, in addition to
having a great learning experence.
7. Work in a "fairy land" school in which your administrator walks in
one day and "hands you" an instructional computer.

Friedenherg (1981) suggests that bilingual program staff propose sharing
computer equipment with other programs, such as gifted programs In addition she provides a list Of possible funding sources for purchasing or leas-.
mg computer equipment. These include local school funds, ESEA Title VII'
funds (if a CAI component was included in the proposai). state bilingual
funds. ESEA Title IV-B funds for library and audiovisual equipment. sharing with other programs (ESEA Title I. ESAA Title VII. or state/federallyfunded gifted programs). and contributions from the PTA.
After the funding arrangements have been determined, one or a few individuals should he in charge of "researching" computer equipment. The
following steps should be followedI

Read up. Different computers are capable of carrying out considerably
different tasks with different capacities. speeds. and prices. Secure
some consumer oriented literature about computers and try to get a
feel for which machines can suit your needs
2 Go 'to a computer qore in your area t nd look at the equipment. compare pnces. and talk to the sales people. Do not be afraid to ask
questions As little as you may feel you know about computers. the
vendors will know even less about bilingual education. Pick up litermilli': about each mlichine you look at
2
lake the information you have thus far gained and once again review
your nee s and objectives Speak with your colleagues and anyone
else whos input could he of help to you.
4 Return to t
computer store and speak more seriously with the yen-

.
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5

dors. Explain to them exactly how you intend to use the computers
and see what they recommend. Ask them for the names of other
schools in your area that have similar equipment. Visit those schools
and find out if they are satisfied (instructionally and mechanically).
When you are ready to make a purchase. review the following checklist to he certain you get only what you want and need
A ,i/enton Capac in
in line with your present needs'
expandable for your future needs''
B Input Equipment
via cassette (slow but relatively inexpensive)
via disk (faster but more expensive)

C Courestare
Are appropriate programs available"
Can I or a colleague program what we need with little difficulty'

Are ready-made (appropriate) programmed cassettesidisks
available at a reasonable cost''
I) Output Equtputent

video display (CRT)

Do I need these now'
((an I add these in the tuture9
hard copy (printer)
audio device (voice synthesiser
.Serf u e and Reliainht%

warranty'
Irvice available dose by'
Once you have the equipment. read all the accompanying literature
carefuljy Make sure that you and your colleagues understand how to
use thf equipment before you begin showing the studentsIt c/1111011:Itind Ih-t t hpititzt; ( oursenare

Unfortunately. due to the somewhat lackluster response given to CAI by
primary rid secondary schools. there has been insufficient commercial development of eomputenzed lessons. or courseware Those schools that have .
lesponded to CM enthusiastically have had to rely on whatever courseware

is commercially available. borrowing courseware from other districts.
adapting programs from commercially-:)vailable books. and developing their
ovs n 'tour sevv are from scratch.

Developing computer courseware from scratch has the benefit of providing students with programs specifically geared for their particular
nut has the disadvantage of requiring much time. cost. end planning
One well intentioned teacher. for example, took great care in selecting appropnate computer hardware and in writing several innovative arithmetic
gan.es for his primary school students. Each lesson began with a rather
th,,rough explanation of how to use a computer terminal. followed by an
arithmetic quit rhos. students were re- introduced to computer terming!
use 4 Ind re-qui/A:4f each time they began a new lesson In addition. his
lessons did not fit together into 4 well-planned curriculum or "package.I his ,Dearly illustrates the need for carefill curriculum planning befure lesson de, elopment negins.
Since courseware design is time consuming. costly. and requires expertise
in both educational materials development 4 tr I computer programining. the

19
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most efficient way in which to develop computerized lessons would be to
train teachers to develop the lessons and have high school students (volunteers from a computer club or hourly-paid) program them
Teachers should be aware of the following principles when designing computer courseware.
I. Like the planning of any lesson, computerized lessons should include
a measurable objective, entering prerequisites. and a means in which
to evaluate whether the objective has been attained.
2 Students should he able to control their
own path through a lesson.
This can be accomplished by providing a lesson inuex to w hich students have access at any time or by providing them with a series of
options after each lesson or section, such as:

What will you do)

.

A. continue to the next lesson
B go through this lesson once again
C return to the previous lesson
D. take the quiz on this lesson

f-nedenberg (1979 provides several suggestions for the development of
C AI courseware for children They are as follows
I
MAL sure the lesson content follows a logical sequ'ence
present easy before hard

regular before irregular
general before exception
--a before h. I before 2. first before second
make sure part 2 drill doesn't contain content from part "I
2

Make formats consistent The following format is suggested
1 ale and or example
- -short dnil (5 Items)
1 ule and or example

short dnll (5 items)
instructional F tme examining all rules presented in the lesson
If a lesson has one part for second graders and one part for fifth

graders. put a game at the end of each part so that the second graders
do not have to attempt fifth grade material to get to a game
I Make :re displays are attractive to the eye
make them balanced-looking

make them centered
make sure there is plenty of spacing
w here too much space eusts. make words of figures larger
4 Don t present too much writing at one time It discourages the user
from reading it Fry these
user presses a certain key after each sentence to bring on the next
sentence

-divide into logical groups and block in or frame each group

with. inside ar, illustration

-make instructions read like comics

1 9 ',;
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5. Avoid using weapons (guns. tanks, and bombs) excessively. Try rockets. spaceships. animals. and sports activities.

6. Give lots of reward for correct work. Try to avoid rewaids that are
too repetitious or corny.
7. While doing drills, students like to see how much they have accomplished and how much more they have to do.
use tool of measurement (thermometer. rising rocket, emptying
hourglass) as the student is doing a dnII.
in matching drills, cross out items as they are correctly answered.

during short drills, present items one at a time, but leave answered items on.
8 Try to make games competitive (e.g.. by speed or number correct).
Students may compete against each other or against the computer
9. Use graphics and animate as much as possible. Use various sizes and

types of writing. For children, usually the larger the writing, the
better.

10. Punctuate. spell, and capitalize as a textbook would. If a student
answers a drill correctly but forgets to punctuate. tell the user to
correct the punctuation. but do not reject the response.
II

Avoid sex biases in your lessons.

iloniteine. Superi ising and Lioluating
CAI projects must be carefully managed. supervised. and evaluated.
Francis (1977) identifies several issues that a ('Al site manager supery iser
would most likely have to address. They include:
To ,vhat extent will recreational uses be permitted?
I
2 Who will be given priority to use the computer(%) and for how long?
3 How can teachers and programmers be rewarded (non-monitanly) for
exemplary work?
4 Which teachers will be selected (asked ') to write lessons'
5 Is the computer-assisted bilingual education project achieving the objectives set out in the planning stages of the program?
The final issue can he best addressed by carrying out a program evaluation Although technically the evaluation would only be responsible for
determining whether or not the pre-established program objectives were
attained (allowing for any evaluation mtxlel that considers objectives). Francis (1977) points out that. "one simply «mot avoid a comparative evaluation:- That is. since the use of computers in educational programs (especially
bilingual programs) is still relatively rare, colleagues. parents. adrinnistrators. and funding sources will most likeiy wan, to know whether the effort
(and expense) was worthwhile. Thus, no matter how unstructured, an attempt must he made to compare "on -line- and "off -line learner
performance.

COMPUTER-ASSISTED BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
IN EXISTENCE
In the past. educational institutions implementing computer-assisted instruction have mainly existed at the universly level. Public schools have
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been a hit slower to catch on. with elementary schools being the slowest.
Those primary and secondary schools that have implemented CAL have
done so with the philosophy that computers are to be used mainly for the
exceptionally talented. to teach computer programming skills. A few public
schools have sentured to provide remedial help in math skills and a very
few have gone so far as to provide practice in a range of skills to students
in special education and bilingual education programs.
This section will describe four computer-assisted bilingual education programs at the primary school lesel

The .Soutibt est

The Dallas Independent School District (D:illas. Texas) has been using
Radio Shack TRS -80s. a voice synthesizer that speaks to each child by
name. and a printer so each student can get printed confirmation of herhis
progress. Their elementary curriculum is composed of a math component
and a Spanish English reading and language comprehension component.
The program is a transitional one in that the children learn on the
computer
in Spanish while they learn English in class. Once English has been mastered. the student continues the computerized instruction in English. The
program is intended to supplement the teacher's efforts. and most sessions
List onb. about ten minutes. Teachers hate reported great improvements i
the student's score because of the computers.

file illtiti est
The Danville Public School District (Danville. Illinois) began implementits computer-assisted 'bilingual education program with the PLATO sys-

,a. a sophisticitco r me-sharing computer system connected to the
"nisersity of Illinois by phone lines. Unlike home or micro-computers.

LATO offered creative and detailed graphics. animation. a touch panel for
those too young to type. and access to any of thousands of computerized
lessons deseloped by experts at the university.
With the assistance of a Title VII Basic Bilingual Grant. the Danville
p. gram was able to lease four computer terminals. which were placed in
the library of the elementary school that housed the bilingual program. The
students. all of whom where Mexican American. were referred to the
computer center on a remedial basis. With the permission of the University of
Illinois. staff from Danville's :bilingual program chose the most frequentlyused math lessons and translated them into Spanish. In addition. the staff
designed approximately fifty ESL and language arts lessons that were programmed by hourly-pail high school students. Because institutionalizing

the use (f PLAI 0 proved to be too costly. the Danville School District

recently purchased clesen microcomputers that were placed in individual
classrooms Courseware is being developea in math. science. English language arts. Spanish language arts, and ESL. Students are still referred to
the computer on a remedial basis. Future plans include developing course.
ware for the many Hmong children who have recently been- entenng their
schools
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The Niirrheuir
Staff at the Umveisity of Vermont's Center for Communication Disorders
are presently developing courseware for limited-English-proficiency exceptional children. Their programs have focused on language assessment utilizing an Apple II Plus 148k1 microcomputer interfaced with a Mountain
Computer Super Talker. Unlike many other speech synthesizers. this system
provide% speech synthesis capabilities that actually digitize a human voice.
rather than generating it. Thus. the voices of actual native speakers are
used, so the speech is natural sounding and assessment can be carried out
in any language providing one model with native competence is available.
In addition. a three-button panel was designed so that children would not
have to attempt typing. Most of their courseware is in French and Hmong.
Future plans (hopes?) include establishing bilingual CAI sites in New Hampshire for French-speaking children. in Maine for French. Cambodian. Lao-

tian. Thai. and Vietnamese-speaking children, in Massachus:tts for
Portuguese-speaking children. in Rhode island for Hmong children, and in
Connet ti,art for Spanish-speaking children.

Lima. Peru

The American School of Lim., has recently established a computer lab
to introduce programming skills to their students. Their iiardware includes
tl.ree Radio Shack TRS-80% and two Apple II computers.
In recent years. the enrollment at the American School included more
and more Peruvian and other non-American children. This has created a
need to provide classes in the teaching of English as a second language.
Modest attempts have recently begun to provide these students with ESI.
courseware. At this point, the computer-assisted ESL is being implemented
on a limited and experimental basis. All actual teaching occurs in the classroom and the computer is used mainly in the drill and practice mode. Students use the computer dunng their free time.

future
Wilson and Fox 11981 claim that. "within ten years, microcomputers
will become at least tame times as productive as they are now at half the
Despite this promising prediction. there are still critical needs limcost
iting the implementation of effective computer-assisted instruction programs. More than ten years ago. Luskin (1970) presented a list of the most
critical obstacles to the development of CAI They are.
1

2

availability of individuals with appropriate competent skills.
sufficient local funds for implementation.
sufficient funds for research and development.

4 attitude of faculty:
5. lack of sufficient incentives to stimula:e preparation of educational
softw a ro

6. poor do uinent:ition of educational software, and
7. existence of a communications gap between educators and representatives of industry.
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Unfortunately. the situation has not changed much since that time. Few
- .hoofs of education offer programs that train iridniduals in both courseware development and in programming Many school teachers still fear that
computers will either replace them or burden them Teacher education institutions rarely include computer literacy in their training programs. There

is still a great need to develop and disseminate courseware and to research
the academic and cost effectiveness of CAI.
In bilingual education. it would he particularly worthwhile to examine
not only the academic effectiveness of CAI. but also the effects it may have
on student motivation and self-concept. More and better communication is
needed among pnmary and secondary school CAI sites and between educators and hardware software vendors. And, as is always the case with
bilingual education. more funds arc needed fur research. materials development. and fir the acquisition of hardware.
Despite the many obstacles, bilingual educators must continue to explore
and implement innovative ways in which to educate and motivate limitedEnglish-proficiency children In these days of austerity. we must learn.to
communicate and share with others more than ever. Teachers should not
feel intimidated 11), the emergence of computers. but instead. should welcome them as an aid to both them and their students.
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PLENTY OF KINGUAL TEACHERS*
Beverly McConnell
Individualized Bilingual Instruction. Pullman. Washington

INTRODUCTION
Imagine reading a report on Planned Variation Head Start. Follow Through.

or the First Grade Reading Studies, and finding the only information reported about *.he types of instruction each program represented was the
information that all the classes were conducted in English. What conclusions

would, you draw from the different outcomes reported for the various
programs?

fills may seem absurd when talking about programs for the mains:ream
of U.S. children who are native speakers of English. Educators and the
general public find it easy to recognize that there are important differences
between educational programs serving the English-speaking majority. However, there seems to be a tendency to lump together all bilingual education
programs serving the non-English-speaking child It is often reported that
bilingual education "works" or "does not work' ased on a single dimension of the programs being used as the basis of th , claim: the fact that two
languages were used as the medium of instruction.

This forum on the "technology" of bilingual education seems like an
appropriate place to discuss the fact that there is undoubtedly as much
diversity among bilingual education programs as there is among classrooms

in which only English is used. By paying more attention to the details of
this diversity, it is hoped that this paper will help move the discussion past
the beachhead question of whether bilingual education "works-, to higher
ground where the relevant question is "What program elements will make
bilingual education work better?"
The Individualized Bilingual Instruction (IBI) program discussed in this

csi
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paper represents a bilingual education program that has been judged "successful". It has been nationally validated by the U.S. Department of Education and listed in their directory of Educational Programs That Work.'
As detailed later, the IBI program has demonstrated with several groups
of Spanish-speaking children served over the past ten years, that with three
or more years attendance in the bilingual program, children's test scores in
English can be brought up to a level nearly equal to their Spanish. At the
same time the bilingual program strengthens their primary language skills
so that they demonstrate significantly higher vocabulary and reading skills
in Spanish than a comparison group of comparable linguistic background.
And on the average, after three years of attendance. Spanish-dominant chil'Copynght (ij 1981 Beverly McConnell.
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dren in the IBI program have been able to score at or above national norms
in both arithmetic and English reading tests.
This paper will provide information on the "technology" of the IBI program: the type of curriculum selected and how and why the staff was selected and trained. as well as information on teaching methods and classroom
organization. This discussion will include instructional elements that relate

particularly to the bilingual bicultural needs of the children served, but it
will also include discussion of many more general Instructional techniques
that the IBI program adapted from other successful educational programs.
many of which are not bilingual.
As more case studies of successful. or for that matter unsuccessful, bilingual programs find their way into the literature. it may be possible to
identify common elements that will improve program effectiveness. The use
of dual languages for instruction will remain as the core requirement of
programs for non-English-speaking children, since bilingual education is
predicated on the axiom that children need to be able to understand the

language of instruction if they are to learn from it. However, when this
principle has been sufficiently accepted to allow us to direct our attention
to other program elements that produce effective learning, the technology
of bilingual education will take a gret leap forward

HISTORY OF THE IBI PROGRAM
Ten years ago the Office of Bilingual Education requested educational
agencies to develop a program model that would uniquely meet the needs
of the children of Spanish-speaking migrant farm workers. Migrant families
who moved between Texas and Washington State brought together educators from these two states. and a unique program proposal was developed

that goes by the name of IBI. or Individualized Bilingual Instruction. It
involved setting up parallel programs in both Washington and Texas. plus
a mobile component in which teachers moved with children leaving Texas
in the migrant stream and served them at temporary sites as they moved
north and hack to Texas again. This mobile component eventually served
children moving to Illinois. Oregon and Idaho as well as to Washington
State.

The central feature of the program model is that the primary teaching
staff employed are bilingual adults recruited from migrant families. This
was to facilitate the "mobile component." which was designed to see if
some greater continuity could be achieved in the schooling of children who
move several times a year by utilizing someone who moves with them in the

same family or group of families. to be their teacher for part of the day.
This bilingual adult teacher guides the children through a prepared bilingual
curriculum that supplements whatever educational program the local schools

offer. which it many casesparticularly in northern state,is not taught

by bilingual teachers. The program sites in Washington State and in Texas
that do not move also use the migrant adult teachers. as it was decided to
develop only one program model.
The 181 program is now in its tenth year of program operation and has
served. over the years. about 1.000 children. It has been both a demonstration and a research program As such. it has kept track of the children's
progress over a period of years. following a consistent data collection plan.
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IBI is thefore one of the few bilingual education programs in the U.S.
now producing longitudinal evidence of program effectiveness.

HOW THE IBI CURRICULUM AND TRAINING MODEL
EVOLVE')
In developing the IBI program model, its staff looked at other educational

programs that kJ used a paraprofessional level of staff to see if these
programs had been effective, and if their experience would suggest guidelines on the type of curriculum and training that would be needed for migrant adult teachers.
One such program is known as PSI. or personalized system of instruction.
which has spawned many similar efforts over the decade of educational
experimentation since it was first described to the public by Keller in his
now classic paper. "Goodbye. Teacher . . . . .( K e l l e r . 1968). The PSI pro-

gram was first implemented in Brazil. at the college level. As a visiting
professor from the United States. Keller was teaching in English. Although
the students knew some English. he found that they did not do well in a
large class situation conducted entirely in their second latuage. He therefore developed written course materials to replace the lectures. and he set
up a "personalized system of instruction (PSI)". This system involved hiring tutors who could speak Portuguese to meet with students individually
on a regular basis. These tutors guided the students through the course
materials, providing explanations and feedback on the lessons. and checking
the mastery of tests that were used to decide when the student showed
sufficient mastery of the materials to move on to the next unit.
In the past decade, thousands of teachers have offered courses rrowing
the PSI model, at the elementary. secondary and college level. In general.

most educators have not used it primarily as a means of overcoming a
language barrier. as had been the case in Brazil. They thought of it as a
mewls of increasing student mastery over what was being achieved through

large group instruction. At the elementary and secondary school level it
was seen as a form of mastery teaching as advocated by Benjamin Bloom
in his influential article. **Learning for Mastery" (Bloom. 1968).
Whatever the reasons for using the method. there were many research
studies indicating it was effective for improving student learning not only
at the time the class was being taken but in follow-up studies to measure
retention of learning at a later date (Kulik. Kulik and Cohen. 1979). It
seemed to have particular relevance for IBI and other bilingual programs
because it provided an instructional system that could utilize a readily available teaching resourceadults (or even older students) from the same ethnic and language group as the children to be served. And these teachers
could be effective even if they had a limited educational background.

KEY ELEMENTS IN THE IBI PROGRAM
Use of Paraprofessional Teachers

Staff developing the IBI program used many of the key elements of PSI
to design a program to meet the needs of Spanish-speaking monolingual and
bilingual children from age three to third grade. The primary feature adapted
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to the IBI program was. of course, the use of the paraprofessional teachers
to guide' children through a prepared curriculum, providing individual exr lanation and feedback, although usually within a small group setting. In
the IBI program. the use of bilingual paraprofessional teachers from the
same ethnic background as the children served the additional purpose of
lessening cultural shock as children entered a school environment. Through
their common language background these teachers could also provide enough
explanation to be sure the children understood what they were learning
even when lesson materials required use of the less familiar second language. English.
IBI hires,a core of professional teachers, each of whom supervises from
six to ten paraprofessional teachers who in turn work with from 60 to 100
or more children. The number of children seved depends somewhat on the
age: fewer preschool children can be served per staff member than school
age children.
In the IBI program the bilingual paraprofessional teachers are recruited
from the same families or group of families as the children served. They
are screened by a local committee made up of parents and the supervisory
staff at the local site, and are hired based on the recommendation of this
screening committee.
Priority in hiring is given to applicants who have completed high school
or have their GED (equivalent of a high school diploma based on testing).
However, about a third of the IBI teachers have less than a high school
education when first hired and obtain their GED later as a condition for
their continued employment. All are bilingual.
The training of paraprofessional teachers used in the IBI proimam is bases

on the promise that imitation is the fastest route to understanding. The
professional staff demonstrates the reaching skills, both by role playing and

by stepping in and taking over instruction of an individual child or small
group with the teacher watching. Each training unit concerns a particular
set of teaching skills. and after the explanation and demonstration, the
trainer. observes the teachers as they are teaching and records examples of
their use of each of the required teaching skills. They later go over these
observations with 'tit paraprofessional teacher. At least two observations

are done fir each training unit. And then a checklist is completed with

criteria as to how many of the teaching skills the teacher must be able to
"demonstrate consistently" in order to pass the training unit. Follow-up
observations are also done to check the key behaviors teachers are supposed to be using and to see if these are being maintained some months
after the initial training.
Lice of Structured. Sequential Curriculum

The second key element of the PSI model adopted by the IBI program
is the development or selection of structured. sequential curriculum materials for every subject area 'taught. These areas include oral Spanish and
English, reading in Spanish and in English. and math and handwriting.
Phonetically based. programmed reading materials are used in both Spanish and English: the oral language materials in Spanish and English are also
very carefully programmed with constant repetition and review so that children retain new vocabulary and structures through continued usage. In
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most cases the curnculum track extends from the prischool level to third
grade but is otherwise ungraded There are placement tests to help establish
where a student should begin in the lessons. Ina review paper such as this.
only the basic charactenstics of the curnculum can he described: specific
identification and description of the curriculum matenals used for each sub ject area are.available from other sources (McConnell. 19811
1.1%e al ilasten Learning Prim 'pie%

The third charactenstic of PSI used in the IBI piogram is that all lesson
materials are mastery onented There is a criterion of successful performance for every ',mall step in eac4urriculum track. This makes it clear to
even an inexperienced teacher when the child is ready to move on. and
whe . further review is needed. In most cases the curriculum materials
selected by IBI already had penodic tests or comprehension questions built

in. In some. however. mastery tests were devised by the IBI staff and
inserted into the curnculum.
Teachers record child progress in each curriculum area taught each day.
and a weekly summary is reviewed by the professional staff and subsequently mailed to- the program evaluation office. Problems in individual
progress are therefore called to the attention of the professional staff who
can assist the teacher If the child has not mastered whatever is involved
on first presentation. the professional can devise alternate materials to use
for remediation and review. The professional staff is therefore ultimately
responsible for child progress. but the immediate teaching role is by the
paraprofessional teachers
Inds idualceil In % t rui lion

A fourth key dement for PSI programs and for 1131 is that the materials
lend themselves to individualization so children can move through them at
their own pace In 1BI. once the child is able to work in practice sheets.
workbooks. and programmed reading materials. the program is completely
self-paced. A group of children are assigned to a paraprofessional teacher
and they will work side by side. usually at a large table. with the teacher
moving from one to the next providing individual assistance. checking work
and assigning new lessons. No two children in the group are likely to he
working at the same place in the materials. Frequently groups will represent
a cross-age grouping. The training given 1BI teachers includes the skill of
keeping a group of children on task doing independent work. while providing assistance to individual children.
It was more difficult for IBI to individualize the pre-reading and the oral
language curricula because the teaching of these subjeCts depends on oral
instruction and response. Time constraints made it impractical to provide
this oral instruction one-to-one so these subjects are taught to children in
a small group gathered around the teacher in a semi-chcle. To assure that

each individual child within the group is understanding the lessons. the
techniques of "direct instruction are used. This means that the teacher
provides a response signal and children learn to respond together at that
signal In this way the teacher can tell if each individual child is able to
provide the responsenot just the most vocal and outgoing. or the child
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most comfortable with the language of instruction for that lesson period.
The teacher also frequently asks individual children to respond rather than
the group in order to make sure that each child understands the lesson.
The teachers also use some other techniques to let children progress at
then- own pace in subject areas that must be group taught. If only part of
the group passes a mastery test in the readihg primer, for example. the
teacher will go on to new material for part of the lesson period, confining
questions.to check individual child mastery to the children ready to work

in this new section. The whole group is then taken back to review the
previous section. and during this review the individual questions are di-

.

rected to the children who are working at this level. Individualization is also
achieved by having a number of groups. and by regrouping children if some
are moving through the materials more quickly than others. The professional
staff is res/tonsible forhelp with regrouping.

/

['ovine Reintotrement
The fifth important element in both PSI and IBI teaching methods is the
reinforcement, of learning provided by the individual contact. The training
given IBI teachers shows them many techniques for pacing children's work
so there will be many contacts with each child during any one lesson period.
The IBI training also places emphasis on how to give encouragement. create
interest and incentive, praise effort and attention as well as accomplishment. etc. The very patient and encouraging relationship that exists between
IBI teachers and the children ix the program feature that visitors, especially
parents. comment'on most frequently.

V.

- .

PROGRAM ELEMENTS RELATING TO SPECIFIC ISSUES IN
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
Ethnic fry and Lan 4' lifil:e Use by .1q0"

'

.

As mentiOned before, all of the paraprofessional teachers in the IBI program represent the same ethnic group as the children served, and all
are
bilingual. There is an unusual degree of 'parental participation in the IBI
program: one aspect of this is that representatives of the parent group.
together with local administrators. actually select all teachers that are hired.
The local screening committee uses informal means to decide whether
applicants loow enough English and Spanish to teach in the program. For
example, the teacher applicants may be asked to respond to questions
or
to read in both languages. or they may be asked to translate something from
one language to the other. The type of Spanish and English used by teachers
reflects that used in the community.
A frequently raised issue in bilingual education is how important it is that
teachers he good speech models for the children. In this case the choice

was dictated by neces'ity: it would not have been possible to staff the

program with adults from the migrant population and at the same time obtain
teachers who would be able to be a speech model. in either
or

English, that was substantially better than. or at least different from, the
speech the children ordinarily hear. On the other hand. the IBI program
has not created what Gonzales (1977) refers to as a "third language" prob-
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lem for the children. By this Gonzales means that the attempt in some
. programs io provide "standard" Spanish or English confuses the children
and requires them to learn a "third language". which is a "prestige" form
of the local dialect.
The importance of having teachers who represent the came ethnic backgrounds as the children served by bilingual programs is another much discussed issue. Proponents.have argued for the benefits of rapport and the
motivation that is associated with role models of the same ethnic group
(Gudschinsky. 1971. Modiano, 1975). The other side of the issue has been
found in some research that noted that teachers from a minority ethnic
group had often changed social classes in the course of qualifying to teach.
and that the barrier set up by social class differences made some minority
teachers have relatively little rapport with the minority students they were
teaching (Paulston, 1977)
Since the IBI teachers were recruited from the came families as the children served by the program. they do nut represent a different social class.

In addition, they have all of the advantages that may stem from having a
common language and cultural background as the children In addition. as
migrants or ex- migrants, the IBI teachers have a sympathetic understanding
of the problems of acquinng an education when schooling must be disrupted
by frequent moves. and this may help them to be both patient and encouraging with the children they teach. as well as very intent that the children
succeed in overcoming the odds in acquinng an education.
Pattern al Lanviiage Usage
Another much discussed area within bilingual education concerns whether
the languages should be used "together ", i.e.. by the same teachers, sometime4 switching from one language to another within a teacl..ing penod: or
whether they should be kept "separate", either through having certain staff

who use only one language or the other, or by having time blocks within
the day when only one language is used.
One of the arguments in favor of separation of languages centers on the
prevention of confusion or mixture of languages. which may result in children not learning either language adequately. Another argument in favor of
separate time blocks for language use is that this system provides the incentive to learn both languages to the level of communicative competence.
It is presumed that the time block approach will enable the student to learn
the concepts they need academically in their primary language, but will also

force them to practice with the language in which they are less fluent at
other times in their daily schedule.
There are arguments on the other side of this issue as well (Mackey, 1972:
Jacobson, 1981). Some of these arguments are that if a child does not under-

stand something. the longer he or she has to wail for clanfication in the
other language, the less beneficial it will be. The child may have forgotten
the question by the time the answer is 'provided. This occurs when time
blocks are rigidly adhered to for language usage. Mackey argues that -,hen
children with different language backgrounds are found in the same group.
it is much easier to keep the whole group attentive and learning if the

teacher can switch languages when he or she senses children from the
"other language preference are tuning out. Other arguments are that it is
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costly tdisrovide a separate staff for each language. and that it reduces the
number
subjects th:: can be taught and increases boredom when essentially the same lessons are routinely repeated in the other language.
Because much of the teacher -child interaction in the IBI program is on
a one-to-one basis, the communicative pattern that seemed most workable
resembles that between parent and child in a bilingual home. Teachers
switch from one language to the other as necessary to try to achieve understanding and communication with a particular child. Working with a group
of children. the teacher may frequently change languages from
one child to
the next depending on each child's competency in 0:0 two langauges.
The exception to this is that teachers are trained to use mainly English
for instructions. modeling. asking comprehension questions and praise when
they are teaching English reading or oral English. and conversely use mainly
Spanish while teaching oral Spanish or Spanish reading. if they ask a question and get no response, they may rephrase the question into the other
language in order to find out if the child doesn't know the answer or just
didn't underst4nd what was being asked. Children frequently ask what certain words nee n. and teachers translate.

The IBI program is a very "language intensive" program in that the

individual co..tact requires that every child must respond repeatedly to
questions directed only to him or her. unlike a group teaching sr ..lation in which
the more vocal children may do all the talking. Because of the curriculum
content in both languages, the child must use both languages to some extent
in order to re: pond, and these must be communicative responses that go
beyond single words. Initially teachers may have to model responses in the
second language. which the child repeats, but they become more competent
in formulating their own responses with time.

The Language m Which Readmg Ins:rue:um as Started
Whether reading instruction should be started in the child's first or second
language is an issue that has been the basis of more theoretical discussion
and research than perhaps any other in bilingual education. The theoretical
arguments advanced are almost all in favor of the logic of starting reading
in the language most familiar to the child. The empirical evidence, however,
is very mixed as to which method is faster in advancing the reading skills
of the child, or which leads to greater comprehension particularly of the
second language (Engle, 1975).
Eventually the IBI progrum may provide some useful comp ise evidence on this issue, in that until 1980, all children started reading mstruction
in English, their second language. for reasons that will be explained later.
However, beginning in 1980. with the consent of the parents. most of the

new enrollees at one site were switched to initial reading instruction in

Spanish. The progress they make in both Spanish and English reading over

time will be compared to the accumulated test results for children with
whom the initial reading instruction has been in English. Nothing will have
changed except the order of initial reading instruction (i.e.. the same curriculum materials used. numberand competency of staffing, time devoted
to reading as a subject. and the same home background in terms of linguistic
competency of the children and family support.for language development
and reading ,kills). All of these are factors that have not been adecinately
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controlled in many of the previous comparative bilingual reading research
studies.

The historical reason why IBI started reading in English is that when
reading was added to the IBI curnculum, the project staff was unhappy
with available commercial curriculum matenals that might be used to provide beginning reading skills leading into the programmed Spanish reading
curriculum that had been selected. The project felt it needed to develop its
on primer for Spanish reading and it took time to develop and field test
these curriculum materials. In the meantime. the English reading curriculum was started since the curriculum matenals were readily available.
Once the IBI staff had the beginning Spanish reading curneilum developed, the proposal was made to the parents that the sequence of reading
instruction should he changed In general. the parents were not in favor of
this Their position seemed to he basically. "if something is working. why
change IC- Parents of Texas children who moved north to school in which
children had been learning to read only in English from the beginning of
first grade were pleased that their children. who had received the IBI preschool reading program in English. seemed to be able to keep up. They
were further reassured by the fact that when Spanish reading was introduced. the children had already learned basic reading skills and therefore
they were able to learn Spanish reading very quickly. In very little time
they acquired significantly better reading skills in Spanish than the comparison children who started reading in Spanish and English at the same
time In the Texas school system.
When the IBI program applied for funding as a demonstration project in
1980. this issue was again discussed with parents At that time the value of
comparing the reading approaches was discussed and most of the parents
agreed to trying the other approach. which would introduce Spanish reading first. as pail of the demonstration

HOW EFFECTIVE IS THE IBI PROGRAM?
the Shah Sample
Of the children served is the IBI program since 1971. 50 percent entered
the program as monolingual Spanish speakers. This high percentage of children who knew no English is due to such factors as having one site on the

-lows border with Mexico. and the relatively high number of recent immigrants-among migrant children even in Washington state. An additional 28
percent were dominant in :ipa rush but had some knowledge of English. For
the purpose of the longitudinal study of progra outcomes, only these
children. whose primary language was Spanish, hav%e been included in the
study sample. It was presumed that the effectiveness of the program with
these children from non-English-speaking homes would be of the greatest
interest since they ere presumably the group that is the greatest concern to
school districts implementing bilingual education programs. Of the children
in the sample. over 9K percent have one or both parents who are Mexican
in Mexican American.
I he project has used the Wide Range Achievement Test since 1974 as a
measure of arithmetic skills and English reading. so the longitudinal study

includes all tests of children age five to nine who were tested during the
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years 1974 throl.-4 1979 (1.020 tests). It also included the Spanish and
English vocabulary tests for these same children, covering the same time
period. The program did not have Spanish reading data for the same time
period. se the results reported in the paper are those taken from the 1980
program year evaluation
The .Study Desiwn

Because the IBI program serves migrant children who move in and out
of the area. attendance is quite Irregular. Only about 20 percent of the

childr..n in the total program are involved in the mobile component in which
the teachers follow the children to set up services in another state. This
results in a somewhat longer period of attendance each year for these chil-

dren. but even this is full of interruptions because of the time lapse in

moving the program and setting up at a new site. and the fact that families
move at different times. The average length of attendance of children at one
location within a calendar year is about five months.
Under these circumstances, the usual evaluation pattern of doing testing
all at one time in the fall or the sprang would have missed many children
and resulted in testing children whose period of attendance prior to the test

date had been vastly different. To overcome this difficulty, attendance is
kept individually for each child If the child attends the program for sixtyseven days and is then gone for nine months and comes back. the first day
back becomes day sixty-eight. Children are then individually post tested
after each interval of 100 days of actual attendance.
For purpose of analysis. the grouping of child tests based on years of
enrollment in the program would also have been very misleading because
of the uneven and shortened period of attendance within each school year.
Therefore. attendance groupings were made to correspond to the equivalent
of the normal public school 180-day school year. Thus. the children's tests
after 100 days of attendance are reported as -one-half year- since these
tests would be the closest to 90 days. which represents half a school year.
Other tests were assigned to the nearest school year equivalent of the attendance at the time of testing. It was possible to carry out the analysis for
one. two and three years. There were not enough children with the attendance equivalent of four school years or more to carry the analysis beyond
three years. so for this study the three year category means three or more
years attendance.
Standard scores were used so tests could be combined across age levels.
and analysis of variance was then earned out between groups representing

diffenng periods of attendance in the IBI program Spanish-leading IBI
children were compared to children of like grade level in a neighboring
school and a t-test was used to measure the significance of difference. When

significance is reported. It means significant beyond the .05 level of probability. Analysis of test data in greater detail than could he reported in this
paper is available from other sources (McConnell. 1980. 19811

ndtivs Ant/Ju.1u
lest scores from the math subtest of the Wide Range Achievement Test

are found in Figure

I

Without the bilingual individualired curriculum.
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MATH SCORES
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Spanish-speaking nugmat children across grade levels had an average standard score of eighty-four, which corresponds to the fourteenth percentile
by national norms. Children who had been in the IBI program for 100 days.
or about half a school year. had an average standard score of eighty-nine.

which corresponds to the twenty-third percentile. Even after this short
penod of attendance. the %upenority of the children in the 1BI program over
that of the "zero attendance** group is statistically significant. Many school
districts who have migrant children can serve than only four or five months.
This finding would indicate that even within this time period the individualized bilingual curriculum can produce significant academic gains.
After attending the IBI program for the equivalent of one school year. the
average standard %core in math had increased to ninty-six. which is at the
thirty-ninth percentile by national norms. After the equivalent of two school

yews in the IBI program. children had an average standard score of 102.
at the fifty-fifth percentile. or slightly above the median score achieved by
the English-speaking children with whom this test was normul. Children in
the IBI program for three or more years had an average standard score in
math of 108. which corresponds to the seventieth percentile. well above
national norms.
English Reading

Figure 2 depicts the test scores achieved in English reading as measured
by the Wide Range Achievement Test. How children would have done without the program is represented by the zero attendance group. which achieved

20:v
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a mean standard score of eighty. This corresponds to the ninth percentile
based on the national norms, which were developed with native Englishspeaking children.
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After one-half school year. the average standard score had risen to eighty-

fourstill more than a standard deviation below the national norms, but
significantly higher than the children who did not have the program. After
attendance equivalent to one school year. the mean standard score had risen
to eighty-six. corresponding to the eighteenth percentile by national norms.
After the equivalent of two school years the average score reached ninety-

iwo. which would be within the low "normal range". and which corresponds to the thirtieth percentile. After three or more years in the IBI
program the children had achieved a standard score of 100. exactly at the.
national norm of the fiftieth percentile. These findings indicate that it took
three years to bring these Spanish- speaking children, initially very low in
English reading skills, up to national norms. In math the same children
reached national norms after two years. and exceeded the norms by three
or more years in the individualized bilingual cu-riculum.
Spanish Reading

Figure 3 illustrates the findings relative to test scores in Spanish reading.
in this case compared to migrant children of comparable grade levels from
a neighboring school.
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SPANISH READING SCORES

ql1

RAW
SCORE
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IBI Group

SCALE
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First (;rade

Mean Raw Score 22 I

12 9

Second Grade
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14 9

19 9

47 4

f-16L RI- ; Mean ray, scores on Prueha de Lectura. Interamerican Series test
of Spanish reading. for comparison group and for children receming

tduali/ed Bilingual Instruction program

Since this fes! does not publish standard scores. the analysis reported in
Figure 3 uses raw scores and is separately reported for each grade level.
The analysis is not based on period of attendance in the program because
Spanish reading is not started until children have attended the program long
enough to have reached a certain level in the English reading curriculum.
Therefore there are not enough children tested at less than two years attendance for statistical analysis at the lower attendance categories. Many
IBI children are reading in English at the preschool level. however. so there
are children who have started Spanish reading as early as the first grade.
It is clear from the test scores reported that children in the IBI program.
who have learned to read first in English. have significantly better scores in
Spanish reading than children in the comparison group-tested at a neighbonng school where instruction is not individualized, and where both Spanish and English reading were started at the same time.
Spanish and English Vocabulary

Figure 4 reports the effect of different periods of attendance in the IBI
program on children's vocabulary scores in both Spanish and in English.
By showing the development in both languages in the same figure. it is
possible to see the relationship between the first and second language over
time.
This figure demonstrates that the bilingual program produces very rapid
gains in English vocabulary. By three years the children's test scores in
English are nearly as high as their test scores in Spanish. and their Spanish
has also improved during this time.

2 .1 ()
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SPANISH AND ENGLISH
VOCABULARY SCORES
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The gain in English is enough to be statistically significant even after
attendance of only half a year. and it continues to improve with each additional period of attendance. Vocabulary scores in Spanish also make a
small increase for each period of attendance in the program. Ir. Spanish the
-difference in scores does not become large enough to be statistically significant until two years of program attendance.
The fact that both English and Spanish scores increased is a significant
finding. MacNamara 09661 theorized that there was a "balance effect" for
children who become bilingual. which meant that as a child acquired a
second language there would be a lowered proficiency in the primary language. These findings do not support this theory.
Lambert 11975) proposed a theory as to why becoming bilingual seemed
to produce different effects under different circumstances. He used the
term "additive" bilingualism for circumstances in which the child's home
language is the national language. and is favorably developed by the home.

For this child. acquiring a second language would be "additive"would
take nothing away from the first language. would add the second language
with accompanying benefits on scholastic achievement and possibly greater
cognitive flexibility, and yet other advantages untapped by present research.
Children whose first language was a minority language. and whose home
circumstances did not foster good linguistic developirtent. were in what he

termed a situation of "subtractive" bilingualismlearning a second language might take away from the first languagz if the child made a language
shift. This might lead to lowered scholastic achievement and possibly cognitive deficits as well.
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This evidence is therefore important to this debate. It represents a longitudinal study of children from a minority language situation who are learning a second language. English. which is the national language. They come
from a home situation that is not associated with good linguistic development. This represents the situation of -subtractive- bilingualism in which
Lambert would have predicted negative effects academically and in terms
of language maintenance, if children were put into the traditional Englishonly classrooms Children in the bilingual program have made very large
gains in English: some have shifted to use of more English than Spanish.
but Spanish has been maintained and in fact significantly increased. It can
probably be said from these data that when Spanish is supported through
a bilingual program. the added skulls in English seem to have presented no

cost to the children in Spanish competence. L.nd certainly no academic
retardation.

DISCUSSION
There are still relatisely few studies of bilingual education that involve a
sufficiently large sample o!` children and enough years of program operation
to present a clear pattern of program effect.
However, the two studies that offer the closest parallel to the 181 program
would -be those of Rosier and Holm (1980) among the Navajo children in
the southwest United States. and by Modiano 1191:41 among Indian children
in the Chiapas Highlands of Mexico. 181 and these two programs all involve
students who represent an impovenshed. ethnic and linguistic minority. All
involve a fairly large sample and an examination of effects over a multiple

year period. In addition. each study includes quite a few details on the
nature of the curriculum and the background and training of staff. All reported favorable results from the bilingual approach in both language acquisition and in academic subject areas.

The most notable similarity among the three programs was in the recruitment of teachers from the local poi illation. Modiano reported that
when they looked for people who could be recruited to teach in the native
language, they could find few whose formal education had gone beyond the
sixth grade. Rosier and Holm described the native language teachers recruited from the Navajo reservation as "non- degreed" teacher. but indi-

cated that many were working toward degrees. Because of the lack of
educational background or pnor expenence. both of these programs. like
IBI. instituted an extensive training program for the teachers In all cases
the studies have stressed that these employees were teachers. not aides.
And all three studies have noted that there was a structured curriculum
developed for use in the program. The group of childrea served by all three
programs were reported as entenng the program pnmanly monolingual in
the minority language.
On some of the other issues of bilingual education the programs differ.
the Navajo program hires separate teachers for the two languages and has
a planned pattern of transference from greater reliance on the primary language in the lower grades. to greater use of English in upper grade levels.
The program in Mexico and the IBI program both have teachers that use
both languages. and the teachers switched freely from one to the other if.
whatever manner seemed necessary to achieve communication.
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Both the Navajo and the Mexican programs involved initial reading instruction in the primary language. As noted, the IBI program has taught
reading first in English followed by instruction in Spanish. the primary
language.

These similarities and differences all raise questions Aran the circum
stances and the program elements that may be most essential to the success

of albilingual program. However, one factor emerges with clarity: It is possible to recruit bilingual teachers from the same ethic and language population as the children served. None of this discussion is meant to imply that
there is not a great need for many more well-trained, professional bilingual
teachers. It does indicate, however, that the expansion of bilingual education
to the many children who need such programs does not necessarily need
to Le delayed until it can be fully staffed by professional personnel. Paraprofessionals. properly trained and supervised. and given appropriate cur-

riculum materials, can be very effectively used to implement bilingual
education, as demonstrated by the 1BI program. In this sense there are. as
stated in the title of this paper. "plenty of bilingual teachers."

NOTES
I. An annual report entitled "Educational Programs That Work" is published for the U.S. Office of Education by the Far West Laboratory
for Educational Research and Development. San Francisco. This includes a description of all programs that have submitted evidence
that the program significantly increases children's academic performance, and have had this evidence validated by the Joint Dissemination Review Panel of the Department of Education. The program
described in this paper was listed from 1973 through 1978 under the
title "Training Migrant Paraprofessionals." Since 1979 it has been

listed under its current title "Individualized Bilingual Instruction

(IBIC
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The notion tqt classroom teachers are incapable of doing important educational research is a bias inherent to research 'training programs in many
traditional research institutions. Many researchers believe that. save for a
few rare individuals, most teachers 15ck not only the necessary skills but
also the proper motivation to formulate and define a researchable question.

1

In this paper we will describe a set of assumptions, goals, and training
strategies used to implement a staff development program that tests the
notion that teachers of limited-English-speaking students can effectively
carry out research pertinent to them. This experiment is currently being
conducted as a one-year collaborative research project, funded by the National Institute of Education. between San Diego State University and the
Sweetwater Union High School District, a large school district in San Diego
county adjacent to the United States-Mexico border. The project includes
twenty teachers. sixteen student teachers assigned to them, two university
researchers, and two graduate assistants.

Most teacher training and staff development programs fail to take into
account the rich experiential background that teachers bring with them to
the training situation. This is particularly true of those programs designed
for teachers of bilingual and limiteu-Znglish-speaking students. Most programs focusing on the needs of ethnic minorities lack authenticity. They
have been based on an institutional structure that is antithetical to the jneeds.
adkirations and value systems of thepopulations to be served. An authentic

4
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e

process of eliciting information from those to be served rarely. if ever, has
occurred. In other words. basic structures. methods. and ways of doing
things haye been borrowed wholesale from the majority culture because
these ways -fit" into existing institutional frameworks. The "bilingual" or
"multicultural" components of the instruction are basically overlays onto
existing structures and have been expressed in the form of language usage
or the adoption of extrinsic cultural symbols (Cordasco 1975, Zamora, 1972).
The process of authenticating educational programs for ethnic minorities
implies many changes. the first of which we believe shoutd be to identify
problems truly reflective of the populations to be served. We began with the
assumption that teachers of bilingual or limited-English-speaking students
were themselves the best qualified to determine problems most relevant to
research in bilingual settings.

1
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We were beset by the problem of choosing a model of staff development
that would authentically allow teachers to formulate the relevant research
questions that should be asked and simultaneously to meet educational expectations of two institttions. the university and the secondary school: and
two constituencies. university professors and secondary school teachers.
Given these restrictions. a problem-solving approach to staff development
was chosen. which rests on a collaborative decision-making management
process. The assumptions underlying the implementation of the collaborative decision-making model are

I. panty in decision making for all participants.
respect for the unique perspective of each constituency.
3 equal assumption of responsibility among all participants
in the col2

laborative research and theory development process

The process of collaboration in this project has two simultaneous cycles.
The first occurs between the university and the school district as educational
institutions. The second is that between the university researchers and the
teachers in the field In what follows. we will first describe the nature of
the training model and its implementation Secondly. we will discuss the
attainment of collaboration and consensus based on existing institutional
frameworks.

THE TRAINING MODEL
Theoretit al 11.%%uiption%

The theoretical underpinnings of this project rest on the pivotal assumption that tea( hen knout(' he die agents of their at% n prole%sional growth.
The research-training model adopted includes three assumptions designed
to create an ambience that provides the emotional support necessary for
teachers to be proactive rather than reactive to their instructional situation
and problems.
I. Teachers can be encouraged to develop researchable questions by identifying their own strengths and weaknesses in collaboration with their
peers. This can be done through:
a. the systematic observation of other teachers teaching:

h. analysi4 of the data collected during the observation of other
teachers teaching:
c. discussion among teachers about the analysis of their findings:
d. application of their findings to solve instructional problems:

le modification of solutions through trial and retest of their
hypothesis

2. Involvement in the process of carrying out instructional research:
a. enables teachers to perceive the strengths and weaknesses of
other teachers during the instructional process:
h. allows the teacher to identify those teacher behaviors which consistently work well during the instructional process:
c

makes teachers capable of solving their own problems and acting
as agents of their own change:

d. makes teachers more capable of communicating solutions to
problems to their colleagues.
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3. University faculty and classroom teachers collaborate in seeking strategies to find solutions to teachers' problems.

The role of university faculty in this process has two focal points. The
first is to facilitate the establishment of collaborative. or
relationshipsfirst among the teachers as a group and secondly between the individual teachers and the student teachers assigned to them. Collaborative
or collegial relationships refers to a climate of cooperation and a style of
research-like behavior that the professors and teachers attempt to create
and perpetuate during the entire time that the research project is underway.
The establishment of collegial relationships involves building and maintaining trust. credibility, and reciprocity in relationships among teachers, teacher
educators, district evaluation teams. and others involved in the project.
The second pivotal role of university professors is to establish and oversee
a process of documentation. The purpose of documentation is to set up a
systematic method of collecting evidence, of authenticating facts, and verifying claims and opinions in order to support inferences drawn from

evidence.

Student teachers have been assigned to work with project teachers for
five reasons

I. We assumed that observation of relative novices in the field would
allow project teachers to identify basic instructional problems quickly
and easily.
2. Project teachers could gain needed practice in systematic observation
by first observing student teachers before going into the field to observe their peers.
3. Master teachers would be put into a process of examining their own
personalities, teaching styles. and beliefs, relating to instruction, as
they attempt the very difficult task of trying to help student teachers
solve instructional problems in bilingual classrooms.
4

Student teachers. once underway. would allow the master teacher

some release time to reflect on his/her research problem and to learn
skills to find solutions to these problems.
5. University professors. working closely with both master teachers and
student teachers. would be able to collect ethnographic data about the
needs of INingual teachers in the field relevant to preservice bilingual
teacher training.
Training Strategy and its Implementation

The ovefrall discovery model of learning rests on a twelve step process

outlinedlit Figure I.

Notice that the processes of collaboration and documentation continue
throughout the total life of the project. The steps within the model depict
a systematic approach to the discovery of solutions to the problems or
questions identified for stdy. This figure represents an idealized heuristic
for research that also guides the training process of the teachers. The first
three steps (entry. statement of hypotheses and selection of emphasis. ethnomethodology and observation training), were initially covered during a
tlury-two hour workshop held the week before school began in August
'I980. This workshop was conducted on site at the district offices.

9
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FIGURE I
A CONSENSUS COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH MODEL
FOR ADAPTATION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS.
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for instruction

10

Mutual
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The initial training of the teacher/researchers used the clinical\supervision method developed by Boyan and Copeland (1978). It was \chosen
because:

I. the communicative style inherent in this training is compatible with
the three basic assumptions of collaboration:
2. it is practically relevant to teachers in their new roles as teacher trainers:
3. it incorporates strategies and skills necessary for undertaking educational research.

This training method focuses on developing effective interpersonal relationships, clear communication, problem definition, systematic classroom
observation and analysis as well as objective feedback on the student
teacher's teaching performance. The idea was to enable participants to
develop many of the same skills needed later to carry out an actual research
project through a process of transfer.
The strategy involved is comprised of four sequential steps and their
concurrent skills (see Figure 2).
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FIGURE 2

CLINICAL SUPERVISION TRAINING MODEL
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Within these four steps teachers practice skills directly related to experimental or quasi-experimental educational research.
Step I

I. Practice in defining the instructional problem of the student
teacher in behaviorally observable terms. This process is the
same as that known in iesez -11 as "operationalizing variables" and defining the problem through generating testpble
hypothesis..
2. Setting a base rate or criterion. This is the pr ess of suggesting desirable behaviors or solutions to solve the problem
outlined in nuniber One above and aiming for a level of change

. of these behaviors if criterion is not reached;
3. Selection or construction of an observation instrument. This
is the process of finding or constructing checklists. or other
instruments for the purpose of objectively mirroring specific
behaviors in the classroom related to the instructional problem defined in number one above. Thfs process in educational research is more general and includes such instruments
as achievement tests. survey questionnaires. attitudinal questionnaires. etc.

Step II. The process of observation itself is one that requires practice.
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Teachers had the opportunity to observe classroom interaction
on film and to observe the same situation using similar instruments. Problems of interrater reliability were discovered through
this prr ass.
Step III: Analysis consists of practice in analyzing data collected by observation and interpreting it for purposes of maintaining or identifying classroom behaviors that should be changed. This is the
process in educational research of statistically analyzing numerical data and relating it to the original hypothesis tested.
Step IV: Post observation conference gave project teachers practice in
relating the results of observation analysis and interpretation to
the student teacher. with the objective of determining strategies
for improvement of student teacher interaction. This step is an
analog of the researcher writing and publishing the results of
his/her research in professional journals and the inclusion of
further research needed on a problem.
Building Collaborative Relationships

During the initial phases of the project when the twenty teachers were
undergoing the clinical supervision training. the consensus model was explained to them in detail. The major purposes of the clinical supervision
training were:

I. to give the teachers practice in working with another person in the
ihiprovement of the instructional process. They worked with each other
in preparation for working with a student teacher.
2. the building of trust and communication skills among the teachers as
a group and with the professors.

3. to give the teachers practice in the selection and description of researchable questions.

4. praticing construction of classroom observation instruments and collection of data.
Working Toward Consensus

,

As part of the colldorative research model for staff development, the
team of two professors and twenty secondary school teachers attempted to
come to an overall consensus regarding the topics to be researched. This
was done through biweekly group discussions about research questions interesting to the teachers. The teachers requested that copies of the proposed
model be placed at each of the six school sites so that they could better
familiarize themselves with the overall project plan. They also wished to get
clues about pertinent questions that should be asked.
The university professors visited each school vi.e at least once per week

to supervise student teachers; do simultaneou. observations of student
teachers together with the master teachers: coach master teachers in the
.observation process: practice reaching interrater reliability during classroom observations: and to discuss master teachers' research topics. At
schools with more than one project teacher, an attempt was made to meet
with all of them in a. small group.
These activities in the schools have not been perceived as disruptive in-
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asmuch as the professors were normally expected to be at the schools in
their usual role as supervisors of student teachers. Project activities were
thus unobtrusively integrated into the normal flow or school activities.
Charm teristics of Project Teachers Selected

The process of participant selection. when working across institutions,
is usually very time-consuming. For some programs this process has taken
up to six months. particularly when start-up dates of the funding agency do
not coincide with school district and university academic calendar years.
Because this project was originally scheduled to be funded in July 1980. it
was important to begin the process of teacher selection in April 1980 before

teachers left for summer vacation. This is particularly true since initial
training was to begin in August before classes began. From April through
June 1980. university professors met with principals, assistant principals
and counselors at each site to explain the project and to gain their acceptance of the project for their teachers. Follow-up meetings were held with
interested teachers. The teacher role and responsibilities in the project were
thoroughly explained and outlined in writing. This process yielded a list of
seventeen teachers in four schools who were willing to make a commitment
to the project. The essential criteria for acceptance into the project were
three fold:

I. the teacher had to be willing to make a year-long commitment to the
project:
2. the teacher had to express interest in doing research:
3. the teacher had to be working with limited-English-speaking students.

Because there was a delay in notification of funding, district personnel
and university professors made the decision August 4, 1980 to begin the
project orr district and university funds. Of the seventeen teachers originally
committed to the project. six were still available for training in August. Of
the eleven who could not continue. four had a change in status e.g.. transferred to other school. promoted to counselor, or took a leave of absence.
five felt the project too strenuous given other commitments, and two withdrew because of a non..upportive principal.
During the first part of August, additional intensive recruitment of teachers was undertaken. All teachers recorded as being present at any of the
onentation meetings were contacted. Seven of them who had not been ready

to make a commitment in June agreed to participate. An additional three
teachers transferred into the collaborative research project from an onsite
masters program. Four more came from schools or assignments not originally targeted for the project. These teachers were allowed to participate
because they had had experience doing research: they were bilingtial and
were working with bilingual or limited-English-speaking students.
Through this process, twenty teachers from six schools were selected.
Table I shows the subject areas. bilingual certification and years of expenence for each of the project teachers.
Of the twenty teachers who were selected to participate in the program.
six already had master's degrees and four of these were already at the top
of the salary scale. At least two of the teachers in the project hold Phi Beta
Kappa keys and two are former Fulbright scholars.
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TABLE I
SUBJECT AREA, StLINGUAL CERTIFICATION, AND
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE FOR PARTICIPATING TEACHERS
Subject
Area

Number of
Participants

Bilingual
Certification

ESL
Math
Social Studies

4
4
7

6

Business
Spanish
Science
Tagalog

I

0

Total

4

2

1

1

2

0

2

2

2

1

0

1

2

2

I

0

I

20

Years of Experience
4-9
10 or more

1-3

1

I

4
0
0

0

1

1

0
0

1

0

15

5

7

$

Of the twenty participating teachers. fifteen hold bilingual certification.
five have one to three years of teaching experience, seven have four to nine
years of experience, and eight have ten or more years of teaching experi-

ence. Seven subject areas are represented in the group. Two of the five
teachers with one to three years of experience work as substitute teachers
for the school district. Three of the teachers are secopd-year teachers. Half
of the teachers with ten or more years of experience had in previous years
supervised student teachers. The other four in this category had never had
or requested a student teacher. Two of the regular classroom teachers in the
project could not be assigned student teachers because we were unable to
match student teachers with master teachers for one of the math teachers
and for the Tagalog teacher.
In summary, the process of selection produced a cadre of twenty teachers
across six school sites. In no case does the number of teachers at any site

compose a "critical mass. Teachers vary greatly in years of teaching experience and in experience with research and innovative programs.

ATTAINMENT OF COLLABORATION
The notion ,tf collaboration among teachers working toward objectives in
the educations enterpnse is net a new one. Team teaching is an example
of a type of co .boration advocated in several bilingual models of instruction. In this pr.% ect two types of collaboration were being advocated simultaneously. Ti first was between master teacher and student teacher in
which the master eacher was to act as a facilitator and emotional support
for problem solvir on the part of the student teacher rather than as a cntic
or evaluator. The s cond process of collaboration was among the teachers
themselves IP their 'ttempts to solve problems through consensus decision
making and doing re earch on identified problems. Our descriptive research
in these areas rests un the following questions:
I. To what extent did teachers implement the clinical supervision model?
2 What were the reasons for success or failure in implementing the clinical supervision model?
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3. To what extent did the clinical supervision model act as. jt base for
transfer of skills to the research questions identified?
Insights about the nature of the answers to these questions are based on
our weekly observations of the relationships that developed between master
teacher and student teacher during the entire first semester. records of the
interaction between master teacher and student teacher during the post
observation conferences. and ethnographic interviews of both student teacher
and master teacher separately during the course of the semester.
During the first four weeks of implementation we noticed that no master
teachers had begun to implement the first step of the process. On analysis
of our data at that point we hypothesized that the student teachers. on initial
entry into teaching, were not ready to cooperate in Step I of the procedure!
The clinical training model has as its underlying assumption the notion that

the teacher in training will freely discuss his/her problems in instruction
with the master teacher or supervisor. University professors. acting as supervisors of student teachers. observed that:

I. Three student teachers were having problems with such things as pacing of the class. classroom control and adequate lesson planning. but
that the student teachers in question did not themselves realize the
problems. though the master teachers did.

2. Even when student teachers did realize they had a problem. they

tended to discuss it with other teachers in the school. rather than with
the master teacher or university supervisor.
3. All master teachers were reluctant to begin observations until student
teachers had come to them with a problem.

Thus. implementation of procedures learned in the clinical observation
training were not being utilized.
The university professors initiated action by beginning observations using
an anecdotal methou even though no problem had been expressed by the
student teacher. Then both the university supervisor and the master teacher
would attend the post-observation conference. In this process. university
professors were acting as models for master teachers by demonstrating roles
for interacting with student teachers using the objective data gathered from
the observation process. After the first three weeks of this process the
professors. by observing student teachers teach and by observing the relationship between master teachers and student teachers. redesigned the
supervisiol model to include some important preliminary steps. Observations were made using me anecdotal method of recording classroom interaction. In this method, the observer records as much of the student-teacher
interaction as possible. The time at which things are happening is recorded
resulting in a sequential descriptive record of the teachers interaction with
the class. It is important that no evaluations be made using this method:
judgmental language is avoided. The goal is to mirror the student-teacher
interaction and record this on paper. Much of the focus of these observations was on student behavior.
The flow chart displayed in Figure 3 was developed to assist teachers in
clarifying the procedures in the revised clinical supervision model. Effective
length of time for each observation appears to he about twenty minutes for
most classrooms.
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Readiness 4" traihers to implement (finical supervision

When the revised model for clinical supervision was presented toward
the end of September 1980, several things had happened. First, two secondyear teachers had experienced difficulties adjusting to the new role of master teacher. In the first case. difficulties adjusting to a role had been aggravated by a nonsupportive principal. In the second case. the master teacher

was not able to isolate herself from a tendency to make judgments about
her student teacher's performance. this being contrary to the model. This
teacher was not able to simply record the facts objectively and allow the
student teaches- to make the judgments. Instead, this teacher identified for
the student teacher all problems she felt the student teacher was having
and offered many solutions for the problems she had identified, rather than
eliciting the problems from the student teacher. For these two second-year
teachers. it was necessary to reassign the student teacher to another more
experienced teacher. Second. one of the more experienced teachers had
dropped out of the project because of time commitments to a new project.
Implementation of the process shown in Figure 3 succeeded in getting all
project teachers started in the observation process. However. the actual
hammering out of mutually agreed upon instructional problems between
master teacher and student teacher and the production of observation instruments by the master teachers was singularly unimpressive. Of the sixteen teachers in the project only three ever made it to the collection of data
through instrumentation. In attempting to discover the possible reasons for
the less than adequate implementation of the model we have formed the
following hypotheses:
I. The Ruyan and Copeland Model is theoretically and practically inadequate to promote collaborative relationships among teachers.
2. Even if this model is revised and adopted "mistakes" in the "match"
between master teacher and student teacher will result in less than a
collaborative relationship.
Theorem al and Practical huldequal of Boy an and Copeland Model
From the analysis and reanalysis of the observational and interview data
we have gathered ic-ii-vis the characteristics of the model. we have tentatively hypothesized that the Boyan and Copeland Model is inadequate because it is an incomplete attempt to simultaneously :oribine assumptions
and communication techniques based on ethnographic methodologies with
research based on psycho and sociometric techniques. We tentativtly hold
that this incomplete eclecticism may cause confusion among the teachers
trying to implement the entire strategy.
Secondly. we hypothesize that the strategy becomes unworkable because
student teachers expect to be evaluated given the university requirements
of teacher training. Unless they learn. through training. their part of the
communication "script." the collaborative process cannot really begin
Thirdly. we suspect that collaboration between master teacher/student
teacher. given any strategy. will occur only when there is a "match" between the two. We did not consider this problem in our original documentation plan for the program so we cannot say what the crucial elements of
the "match" might he. Tentatively. we think it may have something to do
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FIGURE 3
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with the participants' attitudes or perceptions about what good schooling
should he. what the proper role of the teacher should be vi -a-th the students. and v. hat constitutes standards of excellence for student evaluation.
In spite of these difficulties. teacher evaluation of the clinical training
process averaged between 4.7-4.9 on a three-factor instrument (scale I-51.
All teachers with past experience as master teachers reported they wished
they had received such training prior to their first experience with a student
teachtr. All participants said they would recommend the training to their
colleagues as preparation for beco, ning a master teacher.

Though most teachers did not iipt to the point of designing instruments
for student teacher feedback. they all succeeded in giving feedback through
the anecdotal method. Fourteen of the sixteen master teachers were very
receptive to the feedback given them in this manner. Only one of the teachers was reluctant to receive a student teacher for the following semester.

Did the clinical supervision training transfer to the doing of research?
Did it aid the establishment of collaboration among the teacher researchers?
Insights into these questions will be integrated within our discussion of the
attainment of consensus among the group.

ATTAINMENT OF CONSENSUS
By the middle of November 1980. we realized that given the time restrictions of the project. it was not possible to attain a full consensus framework
for the conduct of a single major research problem concerning the nature
of bilingual'multicultural instruction in the district. Instead. individual
teachers or small groups of them would produce a series of mini-studies
relating to limited-English-speaking students.
Insights as to why overall consensus was not achieved may be related to
the following facts:

I. Thirteen of the twenty teachers had a very difficult time selecting a
researchable question. One of the restrictions most often cited was
lack of enough time to reflect adequately on the problem.
2 there was a tendency on the part of three teachers to lean on the
examples of research questions illustrated in the proposal itself.
Three of the teachers who identified separate research questions attempted. to no avail. to interest some of the other project teachers in
their research. Then. all subsequently recruited teachers from outside
the project as partners in their research.
4 Four teachers have shown some reluctance to collaborate. One major
difficulty to collaboration was differences among teachers in subject
area and knowledge background.
Another major difficulty was communication on a regular basis across
school sites. Collaborative research teams have only developed among
project teachers v.orking in the same schoel.

All of these things tended to work against the development of a total group
consensus framework for carrying out research. Instead. teachers selected
research topics in groups of three. dyads. or as individuals.
the following descriptions show the nature of the problems researched
at each school site. At one high school. three teachers in the subject areas
math. government. and social studies identified their research question within
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the first two months of the project. This team was formulated early because
all three teachers had strong feelings that "their school" was characterized

as a "remedial school" and that many students in the school were erroneously labeled as **remedial.** In addition, one of the teachers showed
strong leadership.skills. They collected empirical data reflecting the attitudes of teachers, administrators and students about their **school climate."
This team was able to meet regularly during third period.
At another school, three teachers in the subject areas math. Spanish. and

social studies had a difficult time in formulating a researchable question.
They were able to agree on the general nature of their research problem
within the first month of the project, but had difficulty coming to an agreement about how the research could be done. Their research question contamed three parts: ( I) a description of student motivation. (2) a description
of teacher attitudes. and (3) a description of parental attitudes as they relate
to student success and exit from the bilingual program. They chose a combination of the ethnographic interview and psychometric techniques as the
methodology for their study.
At a third .chool with four teachers, each participant v orked on a separate research topic. One teacher had her project clearly defined upon en:ry
into the project and had already done some work in the Development of a
language test for the placement of limited-English-speaking students: an-

other is the only business teacher in the project and is interested in how
teacher leadership style affects learning: the third teacher initially found it
difficult to collaborate with others in the project but another of the more
experienced teachers at another school finally was able to interest her in
working together on some aspects of individualization. However. they
worked on separate research projects. A fourth teacher at this school dropped

out of the project shortly after completing the first phase because of time
constraints.
Five teachers at another site have met regularly throughout the implementation phase of the project. One teacher w ;is looking at Adlenan theory and
how it affects school achievement for Mexican American students: however. he dropped out of the project due to family illness. The others worked
on separate projects. These projects dealt with family background influences on individualization, the selection process of Mexican American stu-

dents for college prep math and science course, and the proc

s of

at.culturation among recently-arrived Filipino students. All teachers at this
site chose an ethnographic methodology.
In the two schools that have only one project participant, the teachers
worked on individual projects. One of them recruited another teacher to
help her study I e relationship between different modes of instruction for
bilingual students and achievement. The other experimented with differential genres of % nting as a means to enhance motivation and achievement
of junior high school students in social studies.
Only one teacher selected a research problem directly related to student
teacher int.:no:non. even though the clinical supervision and the development of the master teacher student teacher relationship strongly emphasized this. Instead:the rest of the teachers selected problems relating directly
to institutional organization within the school andor home backgrmane vanables of the students that teachers feel prevent students from achieving
academically.
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Lastly. two teachers conducted action research through a program they
developed to train parents to observe bilingual classrooms.
The questions teachers chose to ask regarding bilingual multicultural education in their schools bear only slight resemblance to those posited in the
project proposal. These bilingual teachers were more concerned with the
nature of the family and its influence on the success of current educational
practices (e.g., individualization). the attitudes of teachers toward the cthnic

student, the practice of student selection and placement te:g.. for ESL
classes and college prep math science) than in the interaction between.students and teacher within individual classrooms. For most of these questions. ethnographic rather than
or experimental paradigms
were chosen. Under these conditions the question of transfer of "research"
skills from the clinical supervision training is irrelevant because such skills
are for the most part irrelevant to the types of questions the teachers were
asking.
Only four of the teachers really refused to collaborate. Three (Nen recruited collaborators when none could be found within the project group.
Total collaboration proved to be unfeasible because of situations beyond the
participants' control, such as wide dispersion of teachers across schools.
the heterogeneity of the participants in subject matter interests. teaching
experience and past experience doing research.
.
Perhaps the most important outcome of this research project is the documentation of the questions that bilingual teachers themselves deem important areas for research. Of equal importance will be the implications for
bilingual preservice teacher trailing coming out of the difficulties. and successes documented for the master teacher' student teacher relationship.
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As the test maker begins the process of designing a test. the first concern
to be reconciled relates to the content to be tested. The tester must examine
the subject thoroughly to determine the topics and tasks which it encompasses. In the field of language proficiency these topics and tasks all deal
with the nature of language and language usage. Throughout this century
the linguist has described language in terms of three components or topics:
phonology, syntax. and lexicon. The tasks of language usage are organized
around two genres: the skills used to communicate or receive information.
such as listening, speaking, reading, or writing, and the settings or sociolinguistic domains in which the language is used. Together. these constitu-

ents form a tripartite theorya set of constructs that is used in the design
of a language proficiency test. We will describe each constituent in greater
detail.
The linguistic components of language. or levels, as Lado (1961) referred
to them. are phonology, syntax. and lexicon.' Phonology encompasses all
the sounds of the language: that is. the basic phonemes or sound segments,
and their variations which are called allophones. It also encompasses the
suprasegmental phonemes of stress, pitch. and intonation.
Syntax is that part of language which conveys the relationship that exists
-between words in a sentence. It is often called the backbone of the language. It can be illustrated in the following examples.
I. The teacher considered Johnny poor.
2. Johnny considered the teacher poor.
3. The teacher considered poor Johnny.
4. Poor Johnny considered the teacher.
5._ The poor teacher considered Johnny.
Although each sentence consists of the same five words. its meaning differs
because the syntax or word order differs. Thus. syntax is used to express
simple and sometimes complex relationships between environmental phenomena that are labeled with words. Morphology. words or parts of words
that express grammatical meaning is also considered part of the syntactic
component of language. Morphology includes free morphemes. such as the
past tense marker did. and bound morphemes. such as the plural ending s

'Copynght 1_ 1981 Charles Stansfield
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in the word cats Obviously, free morphemes can stand alone as a single
word in an utterance, whereas bound morphemes only have meaning when
attached to a word. Languages differ considerably in the extent to which
theydepend on morphology or word order to express relatiodships between
words. For example. English depends more heavily on word order while
Spanish and other languages derived from Latin depend more heaVily on
morphology. Thus, the relationship between nouns and modifiers in the
Spanish sentence "Los (Itches y las casts .son anunillas y negros." is clear.
while ambiguity in the English sentence "The cars and houses are yellow
and black." can only be-clarified through the appropriate use of syntax.
i.e., "The cars are black and the houses are yellow."
The lexicon of a language is simply the words or vocabui, , that is used
to label environmental phenomena. Since the number of ords that exist
in a language is verb large. a distinction between active anu 'essive vocabulary is sometimes made in testing. The words in a langlino
have both
denotative and connotative meanings. and fill both I,
...Id/or grainmatical functions. For instance in the sentence "The
Toke to the girl," the
word bobs is Nigh the subject and a label used to refer to a young male
human being. Words often carry semantic constraints that are determined
by the culture or the environment. Thus, in the previous sentence, the verb
u, speak is only used to refer to the form of communication used by humans.

These constraints can play a role in test design in that they vary across
languages t nus. if a limited-English speaker used the word .speak to refer

to the barking of a dog, this would probabl' be considered as indicating a
deficiency in the lexicon.
The second constitutent of the tripartite theory is communicative sk'As.
This means the-four fundamental skills by which communication is realized:
listening, speaking. reading. and wnting. Just as within the language level
constituents described above, it is expressly understood that proficiency in
one of these skills does not entail proficiency in the other. Indeed, it is
possible for one to be able to have well- developed listening skills only,
listening and speaking skills Only. reading skills only. reading and writing
slulls only, listening and reading skills only. listening. speaking and reading
skills only. or just about any other combination of these. For the purposes
of testing the language proficiency of bilingual children. the skills that are
generally of concern are those of listening and speaking. since- the acquisition of reading and writing skills is not yet complete in either language.
'Nonetheless. these graphic skills might also be included in the language
proficiency assessment from the third grade on.
The addition of communicative skills to the content of a language prpficiency test complicates the matter considerably. It means that the linguistic
components described earlier must now be measured via four different communicative skills if the test is to fully, sample topics and tasks. Thus. for
phonology. it will be necessary to test phonology in listening. speaking.

reading. and writing. For listening. this might be done via minimal pair
sound discriminition tasks where the subject indicates whether two words
are the same or different. i.e.. fit vs. feet. For the speaking skill. it might
involve the repetition of such a pair. in a manner in which the difference is
distinguishable: For the skill of reading, the phonology component may he
tested through the recognition of correct sound-letter correspondences. For
Instance, the student upon hearing the word "house" may choose the cor-
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reedy spelled word among three similar versions given (hose, house, whose).

For phonology within writing, we may ask the student to write the word.
Similar item formats can be devised for the syntax and lexicon by communicative skill. At this point we see that the analysis of language and
language usage has created the possibility of twelve separate subtests: three
linguistic components within each of four communicative skills.

The third constituent of the tripartite theory is sociolinguistic domain.
Domain is a sociolinguistic construct that refers to the regularities in language and language function found in similar social situations. The concept
of,domain is also related to the concept of diglossia (Ferguy.id. 1959). which
refers to the situation wherein a speech community uses two languages to
communicate. Theoretically, each language is reserved for specific situations.
Domains may vary from one bilingual society to another. Thus, in one
society it may be possible to identify a religion domain, while in another
'society it may be possible to identify a government domain. Strictly speaking, the existence of a domain must be proven by extensive participant
observation of speakers in numerous social settings. The data collected is
then subjected to statistical analysis to determine if there are significant
differences in the propensity to use a specific language in a specific setting.
After gathering data for over a year on the language choice of bilingual
Puerto Ricans in New York. Greenfield (1968) was able to identify-five
domains from the innumerable situations he observed. These were family,
friendship, religion, education, and employment.
Sociolinguists find it useful to distinguish between two varieties of language. These have traditionally been called High (H) and Low (L). although
recently the valueless terms A and B,have been used. The high variety may
include the domains of school, church. professional work sphere and government, while the low variety may include family. neighborhood. and lower
work sphere. The high variety has often been associated with a status stressing factor, whereas the low variety is often associated with an intimacy
factor. Greenfield found that in speaking to other bilinguals. Spanish is used
in the family and friendship domains, while English is used and associated
with religion, work, and education.
Sociolinguists also have related language choice for a specific domain to
language proficiency in that domain. Edelman. et al. (1968) found that for
Puerto Rican children the most disparate domains on a word-naming task
were family and school. Family produced the most Spanish responses and
school produced the most English responses. In another study involving
adult Puerto Ricans, Fishman and Cooper (1971) asked their subjects to
name as many different words as they could in one minute that refer to the.
domains mentioned above. Thus. subjects were asked to name articles found
in the home, objects found in their neighborhood, objects found in a church,

in a school, and jobs and professions. After naming them in English. the
subjects were asked to respond in Spanish. While the total number of re-

sponses given in both languages was equal, indicating that the subjects were
balanced bilinguals, significant differences were found in the English and
Spanish scores across domains. Again, Spanish scores were highest for
home and English scores were highest for education. As they later pointed
out (1978). "The word-naming task revealed impottant proficiency differences which would have been completely hidden if a global undifferentiated
measure had been used." Thus, sociolinguistics has added a third. constit-
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uent to language proficiency measures, that of sociolinguistic domain. Inherent in the construct of sociolinguistic domain is the belief that a child's
language proficiency will vary according to social context. Thus. a valid
assessment of language proficiency must include language tasks in different
social domains, and ideally. subscores for each domain. Since the domains

of government. religion, and employment are not particularly relevant to
the settings in which preschool and elementary school children use their
language skills. test authors limit their consideration of domains to hoine.
neighborhood. and school In reality, the existence .,f only home and school
domains have been validated for children through research.
This model of language proficiency is depicted in Figure I. As can be
seen, the figure portrays a thirty-six cell matrix. Each cell in the matrix
represents a distinct measurement domain. For example. `we could test
listerurg comprehension of each linguistic component (phonology. syntax.
and lexicon) in the home setting. Likewise each component can also be
tested for usage in the other communicative skills of speaking. reading and
writing. We have already stated that it is assumed that each celrrepresents
relatively independent language skills. Therefore, ideally each cell should
h

Ic..ted separately and an appropnate subscore obtained.

FIGUR I
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While id, .c. the magnitude of such an approach to testing ignon the
fundamental consideration of practicality. Therefore. in reality we mus, take
into account that no test will he as thorough as the idealized model presented here. Nonetheless. the matrix is useful in judging the validity of an
instrument. Thus, as a general rule. the more cells we find included in a
test, the greater its validity
Concurrent with the additmn of sociolinguistic domains to language-testing models during the 1970s. theones of linguistic analysis moved in a new

direction. For the first time. linguists began looking at the functions of
language as a vehicle of communication. This study of language functions
became known as "pragmatics." The philosopher Morris (1938) was the
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h :st. in recent times. to discuss pragmatics. He described it as those aspects
of language that involve both the user and the context of use. He portrayed
it as another level of language like phonology, syntax and leLicon. We will
use it as such in this paper. as a fourth level of language.
The motivation for the study of pragmatic among contemporary linguists

comes from a book entitled Hun to Do Things with Words, by British philosopher, J. L. Austin (1962). Austin observes that sentences perform various kinds of functions. These functions are often expressed by gerunds.
Some examples of the functions of language are: describing. asking, informing. warning, apologizing, ordering, stating, relating, begging, convincing.
reprimanding, etc. These functions are considered classifications of social
behavior that is acted out through the use of words. The speaker expects
that the verbal behavior will have an effect on the listener, who will correctly
interpret it and act accordingly. For example, the expression "I'm so, ry"
is a type of verbal behavior that is intended as both an apology ana as a
request for forgiveness. The request for forgiveness is implied from the
statement, even though it is not part of its literal meaning. The roles of
implied meaning and inference are central to an understanding of pragmatics.

Sometimes language functions are expressed in direct fashion. An example is the imperative. "Nut on your shoes." At other times, the same
function is expressed indirectly, through a statement such as "I wish you'd
put on your shoes." Depending on the context and the relationship between
the speaker and the listener. the particular "speech act," as it has been
called (Searle. 1969. can be very indirect. In order to effect the desired
listener behavior. one might even say. "Haven't you forgotten something?"
or "The pavement is hot." In the case of such indirect speech acts, the
meaning of the statement cannot be derived by analyzing the sentence
alone. The sentence can only be understood in reference to its context.
This requires that the listener interpret the implied meaning or function of
the utterance. This relationship of context to utterance is also central to the
notion of pragmatics.
Test authors have been influenced by the concept of pragmatics in different ways. Some tests merely try to establish a context to the desired
speech through a visual image of some kind. Others actually focus on language functions such as asking. describing. naming. ordering, etc. In the

loose sense of the word. any test that established a context which the

examinee must take into account when speaking, can be considered a prag-

matic test. In the strict sense of the word, only those that systematically

examine the student's ability to perform speech acts such as those described

above, are pragmatic tests. Thus. it would be possible to develop a test
based on language functions for separate sociolinguistic domains and for
the different communicative skills. Although such tests have not yet appeared. there have been some efforts in this direction. One curricular ad-

vantage they offer is that they could be interpreted diagnostically, in addition
to providing a proficiency level.

The addition of pragmatics as another level or component of language

makes the task of the language-proficiency tester even larger. It is depicted
in Figure 11, which portrays a four-by-four-by-three cell matrix, for a total
of forty-eight cells. all of which would need to be adequately sampled on
a comprehensive proficiency test. Since this task is impractical. test authors
must make choices as to which cells will he included and which cells will
he left out.
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Another ob::rvation regarding pragmatics should be made. Some test
authors view pragmatics as a competing. nonlinguistic approach to testing.
Thus, tests such as the Spanish /English Language Placement Screening
(SELPS) (1976). consider pragmatics only, without making an analysis of
other linguistic levels. Finally, thus far in theory and practice. pragmatics
has been applied principally to speaking. and not to the other communicative skills.
Test Formats

Having briefly outlined the different language issues to be considered in
the construction of a proficiency test, let us turn our attention to test formats. One of the first distinctions deals with the issue of "discrete point"
versus **integrative" tests. The discrete point test fits nicely into the matrices exhibited thus far. It assumes that all of the tasks and topics involved
in language learning can be enumerated in a list. Thus, we can make lists
of phonemes. word endings, syntactic patterns, vocabulary, sociolinguistic
domains, and language functions, and test each item on the list separately
as illustrated by some of the examples presented at the beginning of this
paper. Individual learning problems can be individually tested. Thus: a discrete point test is diagnostic in nature. It is possible to ascertain if the child
has acquired each unit of the languagebe it a particular phoneme. morpheme. vocabulary item:i etc. Discrete point testing has its origin in native
language interference (Lado. 1961) although the items are not necessarily
based on contrastive analysis.
Integrative test formats take the opposite approach. A good integrative

item combines numerous units of language into a single task. and thus
claims greater validity. Performance on an integrative item is more closely
tied to contextual restraints. as in the well-known cloze test (Darnell, 1970:
Oiler and Conrad. 1972). Here. a paragraph is mutilated by systematically
deleting every Nth word, usually every seventh word. The examinee has to
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fill in the blanks with the correct word or an acceptable substitute. An
example that has been used elsewhere (Stansfield. 19801 is "Once
a time there were
little pigs." In order
to correctly answer this item the student must understand the total sen-

tence. i.e.. all the units of language in it. The item also involves both reading
and writing, or if used as an oral doze. both listening and speaking.
Contrast this integrative item with the tinithin sound discrimination task.
a discrete point item appearing on the Language Assessment Scales (LAS).
It is readily seen that :he integrative item involves a. great many units of
language. not merely one. This is both an advantage arid a disadvantage.
The advantage lies in validity. in the fact that in red conversation successful

performance involves the use of numerous units of language in a single
utterance. As Oiler (1976) has stated. "Not even a test of 100 discrete point
Items is a valid measure of real language use." On the other hand. the
discrete point test is especially useful to the teacher in that one can identify
each unit of language that has not been learned. While the integrative test
may be a better indicator of language learning. the source of errors cannot
normally be identified. Examples of other integrative oral test formats are
story telling. story retelling. extended answers to questions. and describing
objects. pictures. etc. They are also referred to as "global" tests. Some of
the language proficiency tests currently administered to bilingual children
employ discrete point items exclusively. Others employ only integrative
items. while still others such as the LAS employ a combination of both.
Another controversy surrounding the subject of test formats relates to
the issue of natural versus unnatural language. Natural language involves
the- use of structured and nonstructured communication tasks (Burt and
Dulay. 19781. Unnatural language involves the use of various types of linguistic manipulation tasks. Nonstructured communication involves a conversation between the student and the examiner. as is required on the Basic
Inventory of Natural Language (BINL) (Herbert. 1974). Structured communication involves student responses to specific questions asked by an
examiner in a pragmatic context. An example of such questions are those
that occur on the Bilingual Syntax Measure (BSM) (Burt. Dulay. and Hernandez-Chavez. 1975). Cur .lnt bias runs heavily in favor of natural unstructured cohimunication. since this is the type of communication the child
participates in daily. There are certain disadvantages to nonstructured natural communication tasks. however. A great deal of speech must be elicited
in order for a sufficient range of language structures to be obtained. Also.
it is not possible to make judgments as to the child's command of any
structures not obtained. since the situation discussed may not have called
for them. Student performance (grade) on such tasks is often dependent on
personality. since some students are mach more willing to talk than others
(Cazden. 1972) In the preschool any elementary school this seems especially true of little girls. thus introducing a potential sex bias into the outcome.
Structured communication tasks seem to solve most of these problems.
Otie can diagnose the child's ability to use the condisienal or conditional
perfect by posing a question the answer to which will require such tenses.
Thus. on the Manna,' Syntax Measure, we find questions like "What would
have happc d if the dug hadn't eaten the food?" The
most .:ommon response is "Inc king would have eaten it." Through the careful development
of appropriate pictorial situations it is actually possible to construct a di-
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agnostic profile of the child's internalization of numerous structures, and
to use the profile as a checklist. A disadvantage of structured communication is that with this format it is not readily possible to ask questions that
will elicit all structures. For instance, how would one elicit a question. a
very common structt.re in conversation?
Another concern surrounding structured communication is that it produces an inflated indication of the child's proficiency. There may be a discrepancy between the child's correct usage of a language form on a structured

task. and his,'her usage of that same form in nonstructured speech. This
relates to the overriding issue of validity. and explains why nonstructured
communication tasks are generally preferred. fire question of the generalizability of performance on structured communication tasks to performance
in nonstructured communication is in desperate need of research. Nonstructured communication tasks generally require a larger corpus of language and a more complex scoring system. Proficiency testing might be
simplified considerably if there were research data indicating a strong correlation between the two types of test. Unfortunately, such research has
not been conducted to date.
Previously we mentioned that some test formats employ unnatural language. Such formats involve either mimicry or manipulation. Mimicry is
used on the LAS. the MAT-SEA-CAL. the Del Rio Language Screening
Test. the Northstetteni Syntax Screening Te At. and numerous others. It is
often used to see if the child can pronounce certain sounds. In the form of
sentence repetition, mimicry is considered to be an indicator of syntax
acquisition (Natalicio. 1979. Linguistic manipulation tasks are often based
on a foreign language teaching technique known as pattern practice. Thus
a student may be given a sentence in the present and told to change it to
the past. Since children normally do not know grammatical terms. on tests
that employ linguistic manipulation tasks the examiner usually initiates the
response for the student as in the following examples from the Spanich!
Anteri«in Oral Proficieni v Test (Politzer and Ramirez. 1975):
Today its cold. Yesterday
He studies in the library. They
Ihu e Jim hot. Ater

El ettudia en la hiblioteia. tllot
It has been widely questioned whether linguistic manipulation tasks are
valid measures of language proficiency (Sanchez. 1916: Burt and Dulay.
19781. Indeed. Politzer and Ramirez (1975) found that they do not work

with many students. It appears that performance is related to a kind of
"rnetalinguistic awareness" that can be defined as the conscious knowledge
of the forms of a language. Some students seem to possess this awareness.
while others do not in spite of their proficiency in the language. Thus. there
is good reason to believe that linguistic manipulation tasks are less desirable

measures of proficiency than structured communication tasks. Still. they
appear on many instruments that are sold commercially today.
A hypothesis that is relevant to the debate over natural communication
versus linguistic manipulation tasks is that recently put forth by Cummins
(198(1). Cummins distinguishes between cognitive/academic language proficiency (('ALP) and basic interpersonal communicative skills (BIOS). CAI.P
is defined as those aspects of language proficiency that are closely related
to the acquisition of literacy skills in I.1 and L2. While the aspects are not
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defined. there at least an implication that it refers to such things as a
greater vocabulary and the internalization of more complex linguistic structures. BICS. which includes oral fluency and sociolinguistic competence.
may exist independently of CALP. According to Cummins. CALP is more

likely to be assessed by linguist _ manipulation tasks than by means of
natural communication tasks. Since the purpose of language proficiency
testing is to assign children to classes taught in the language in which they
are most capable of learning. it is essential that these measures assess
CALP. "Thus. if natural communication tasks do not assess CALP. then
relevance to the educational performance of bilingual children can be questioned" (1980:177).

While Cummins' observations point out the limitations of natural communication tasks. one should not dismiss these too readily since the child's
LI CALP is often laregly undeveloped. Thus. instead of tapping an undeveloped or underdeveloped dimension of language proficiency. it seems appropnate to assess the dimensions the young child should possess in one or

more languages. Although the correlation between BICS and school
achievement may not be high. BICS does usually exist independently of

age. in at least one language. Since the same cannot be Said of CALP. BICS
should he the basis of proficiency assessment in the bilingual child. With
older learners. i.e. aeolescents and adults. the tapping of CALP may prove

to be a better indicator of the language in which they can 'most readily
learn.
Dominance cti. MOIR t from Pr ?futon%

In this article we define dominance as "a comparison of proficiency in
two or more languages." While we recognize that subscores may and should
exist by sociolinguistic domain. and by communicative skill. we link dominance to real language proficiency. While this definition is in line with the
majority of scholars who have addressed the subject (Burt and Dulay. 1978:
Brown and Zirkel. 1980: Macnamara. 1967: Dieterich. et al.. 1979). a survey

of currently published tests indicates that not everyone views dominance
in this way. At times it is obvious that the test author has made no formal
or informal effort to define either dominance or proficiency. Some authors
view dominance as being totally separate from proficiency. Silverman. et
al. (1976. p. 17) state that "Language dominance refers to the primary language in which a child interacts in a home." If dominance is established in
this way. there is no need to test for it: a mere questionnaire to be completed
by the parents will do. Crane (1976) defines dominance as the language in
which the pupil thinks. the internal language that plays a crucial role in the
learning process. She feels that a student may have a substantial command
of one language and still function internally in another. Thus. she is not
concerned with the systematic assessment of language proficiency.
Psycholinguists and sociolinguists. who have traditionally been interested
in language attitudes and Usage. have devised "quick and dirty" indirect
measures to determine dominance. These have often been mere self-report
measures of proficiency or usage. In other studies they have involved experimental language tasks. Lambert (1959) has presented bilinguals with
long nonsense words such as DANSONODENT. The respondent identifies
as many words d% possible. in each language. which can he extracted from
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the nonsense word within a fixed time limit. The language producing the
greater number of responses is considered dominant.
In another test Lambert has the bilingual read a series of cognate words.
such as general. regular. etc.. and makes note of the language in which
each word is pronounced. The language receiving the greater number of
pronunciations is considered dominant. In the United States. Keller (1974)
has developed tests for Spanish- English bilinguals based on Lamben's,approach. As McNamara points out.

Many of these tests are ingenious. but their validity as measures of
bilingualism remains in doubt. So far. researchers have been content
if they found that the data they obtained with such tests correlated with
language background questionnaires or estimates of years of experience

in the two languages. It remains to be seen how well they correlate
with direct measures of language skills.

As bilingual educators become more sophisticated. they develop an increasing awareness that indirect measures should not replace the direct
assessment of language skills. Still. such instruments are marketed and
used. Research on their validity is desperately needed.
Some Representative Instruments.

In the final section of this article we shall give a brief overview of several
instruments that have been developed to test language proficiency and dominance. The instruments have been selected to illustrate how the previously

mentioned theories have been applied. The selection presented here includes some of the better and some of the more deficient instruments.
although no attempt is made to evaluate them due to limitations of space.
For critical analyses of individual instruments, the reader is referred to the
numerous reviews and articles that have appeared in the Modern Language

Journal, and in the Proceedings of the four International Conferences on
Frontiers in Language Dominance and Prokiency Testing held annually at
the University of Southern Illinois sinci. 1977.
The Bilingual Syntax Measure (Burt. Du lay. and Hernandez-Chavez. 1975).

The BSM uses structured communication to elicit responses to twenty-five
questions based on a series of seven full-color cartoon-like drawings The
drawings are considered culture-free, and thus do not take into account
specific sociolinguistic domains. The test is based on general pragmatic
theory. and thus the child's responses require that inferences be made based
on information available in the picture. (Why is he so fat? Why do you think
theyare smiling? What's the mama bird going to do with the worm? Why
de es he live here? What would have happened if the dog hadn't eaten the
fe x1?) The responses do not involve the naming of objets in a picture. or
the descnption of obvious events. Rather they require a discernment about
what is happening that is typical of normal conversation. In his book on
pragmatic language testing. Oiler (1979) praises the B.SM for consistently
establishing a pragmatic context and observes that the cartoon drawings are
naturally motivating to school children.
Responses to the B.SM are scored globally. and thus are counted as either
correct or incorrect in the use of syntax. While the exclusive emphasis on
syntax means that phonology' and lexicon are ignored. syntax is nonetheless
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the most important linguistic componer Research on the Foreign Service
Institute Oral Proficiency Interview indicates that syntax accounts for more
of the variance than any other linguistic or communicative scoring criteria
used (Wilds. 1975). Thus. in deciding which of the cells to test among the
thirty-six depicted in Figure I. the authors have chosen the one (spoken
syntax) that correlates most highly with the results that would be obtained
via a more comprehensive assessment. The result is a useful short test that
can be administered in five to eight minutes.

Basic Inventory of Natural Language (Herbert,. 1974). The chief characteristic of the BINL is that it produces nonstructured natural communication
for analysis. It is designed to be used as a show-and-tell activity by elementary school children. Several students are joined in a small group and
each is asked to choose and describe one of forty full-color pictures of
different situations. The other children are encouraged to add to the description. The test design is intended to create natural talk between children.
The entire activity is recorded inconspicuously on a cassette recorder. After

each child has a chance to produce at least ten sentences, the examiner
transcribes these on to a score sheet. The question-answer syndrome typical
of most tests does not take place. and since no adult is present, the child
does .not even know she/he is being tested. The scoring of each student's

obtained language sample is based on an analysis of the student's oral
fluency (total number of words and average sentence length) and level of
sentential complexity (total number of clauses. phrases. and modifiers divided by the number of sentences). Thus, we can see that the test assesses

vocabulary and syntax, but not phonology. Since the pictures represent
different sociolinguistic domains. any of these may be assessed, but they
are not examined systematically. It is also apparent that the scoring system
(counting phrases, clauses, average sentence length. etc.) makes use of integrative measures. No penalty is assigned for errors in discrete points of
grammar. Thus. nonstandard dialect (She be sick.) is fully acceptable. This
is a distinct advantage since other measures generally do require a judgement as to the acceptability of d child's speech. Similarly, the instrument

gives full credit for ellipsis in nai"ral discourse. If. in answer to another
child's question "Where are the toys?". a child responds On the table".
the child is given credit for the more complex sentence "The toys are on
the table." The BINL is one of few tests to give such favorable treatment
to the natural phenomenon of ellipsis.

Language Assessment Scales (de Avila and Duncan. 1975). This is probably
the most widely used instrument in the United States. A survey conducted
in Colorado by one of my students showed that it is used by 80 percent of
the districts having a bilingual program (Jones. 1980). The LAS is divided
into five sections. which include both discrete point and integrative measures. Part 1 is a thirty item minimal pair sound discrimination task. The
student hears two words, such as yes-Jess. and tells whether they are the
same or different. Part II involves naming the words associated with twenty
pictures. Part Ill involves phoneme production. The student repeats either
a single word or a sentence while the examiner rates the pronunciation of
a particular sound as either correct or incorrect. (The rivers are moving.)
There are thirty-six items in this section. Part IV consists of ten sentence
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comprehension items. The students listen to a sentence and then identify
which of three pictures the sentence is associated with. The pictures are
constructed so as to represent discrete points of syntax and lexicon. Thus.
for the sentence "The man is pushed by the woman". orri of the distractors
represents a man pushing a woman. In order to answer the question correctly. the student has to understand the passive construction. Part V con-r
sists of a story retelling task. The student hears a short taped story about
several friendly monsters and then retells the story in his own words. This
is an integrative measure. It is rated globally on a scale of one to five on
the basis of vocabulary andsyntactic maturity. Thus, we see that the LAS
is a mixture of different approaches to testing. It employs both discrete
point and integrative formats. and utilizes natural and unnatural language.
It tests phonology. syntax. and lexicon. but like most tests of language
proficiency and dominance for children. it assesses only the listening and
speaking skills.
James Lionotage Dottimittne reit (James. 1974). The Jatne.s is a short test
consisting of forty Item% designed for kindergarten and first grade Hispanic
children. There are 'wenty comprehension items in which the child points

to one of six line drawings that refer to the vocabulary items in the oral
stimulus. e.g. Donde estia la rasa? The production section. also containing
twenty items, requires that the student state orally the vocabulary depicted
in additional drawings. e.g.. ,.(2ste es e.sti, ! (perm). Thus we see that the
James measures lexicon exclusively. The vocabulary items appearing on
the James come mostly from the home domain. Three items in particular.

-hose.- "stove." and "tie.- are scored separately in order to determine
the home language of bilinguals The relationship of these items to home
language use was validated by the author. Yet all of the items on the test
represent high frequency vocabulary, and are composed almost entirely of
nouns. For children with limited proficiency. tests of the lexicon. such as
the AMU'S. often err on the side of overstating language proficiency. This
is because the first stage in language acquisition consists of a survival level
in which the learner expresses needs with single-word sentences. Thus. a
learner may develop a functional vocabulary for survival communication
without having acquired any syntax. On the Jainev. such a learner's score
could misclassify him as a balanced bilingual.
Tests of simple voLabulaly are usually restricted to nouns. which can be
depicted visually. While they sometimes include adjectives and adverbs.
they often overlook function words such as conjunctions. articles, prepositions. and pronouns These are the words that show grammatical relationships Some other tests that measure vocabulary exclusively or almost
exclusively arc the Ars Amigos Verbal Languake .Scales (Critchlow. 1974).
the ( wit/iram e Langligive Thiminani e Test (1975). the Test .1;,r Attilthirs
imprehen shin

lir Lan1:11a VI' (Carroty. 1973). and the tv,

Prirlii tm t Britten 1WootIcin:k. 19$0).

Pik in

L binVialte

the lack of items to measure the cognitive academic language proficiency

ilescrihed by Cummins. Is painfully apparent on .the James. Thus. It I%
probably of link use in determining the language in which a child should
first he taught literacy. On thc other hand. the Dos Amivos and thc Coinparatni I anosave 1),,Insimme lest do progress into thc realm of CAI.P
with the inclusion of academic vocabulary items such as "difficult." "Lastly.-

lengthen." "maximum." and "multiply."
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Crane Oral Dominance Test (Crane. 1976). The Crane is designed as a test
of dominance, not proficiency. The examiner reads aloud a set of four pairwords, with each word repeated twice. The child repeats as many worls

as can be remembered. If the child recalls all four words. the examiner
reads aloud eight pairs of words. There are eight sets isixty-foin words)
like the one below on the test:
window, window
mister, mister
vaso, vaso
sucio. sucio

cara. cara
jugar. jugar
grossing. growing
paper. paper

A tally is placed next to each word that is repeated and the number of
words remembered in each language is calculated and compared. If the
difference is three or less. the child is classified as a balanced bilingual.
The author of the test believes that it indicates the language in which the
child retains information best. 4everal years ago I showed the test to the
director of bilingual education for the Boulder Valley Pcblie Schools. He
administered it to some twenty first-graders at Lincoln Elementary. a local
bilingual school. Although only a minority of the students came from Spanish-speaking homes, and about half were Anglo-Americans. all of the students obtained the rating of "balanced bilingual." Their real proficiency in
Spanish was limited to a few memorized phrases and songs. and a hundred
or so words that had been drilled through the use of Peabody cards. These
children had been in a FLES-like bilingual program for two years. and were

able to recognize and mimic the wardrin Ipanich-asweltas-thrwords-in
English (Garcia. 1976). Thus, the validity of this measure is questionable.
Spatiish/Englich Language Placement Screening (1976). The SELPS is based

on a functional approach to the description of language proficiency. The
five functions assessed are answering questions. naming objects. following
direCtions. describing objects, and describing pictures. The examiner asks
questions to the child and writes down the response for later analysis. In
the naming objects section. the examiner places a box on the table and tells

the child to open it and take out the toys. He then asks what each of six
items of home vocabulary (laza. cuchara, plat°. peine. espejo. and reki)
are called. After they have been identified, the studep is told to place one
bask imm the box and to give two of them to the examiner (following directions), In the describing objects section. the examiner points to the taw.
pinto. and cut hara and asks i,(241; puedec hater con estos? The same
process Is repeated in reference to petite and espejo. In the last part of the
test Spanish version) the student is shown two pictures and asked zQue
coo pasando en eye dihujo? The pictures for the Spanish version represent

a birthday party with children breaking a pinata. and a mother drying a
child who has just come out of the bathtub. On the English version the
p;ctures represent children doing thing.s at a playground and a clownIselling

balloons at a circus. Thus. this test focuses on the two domains of home
and neighborhood. The playground setting represents a common approach
to assessing the neighborhood domain when testing children.
The sco mg system used on the SELPS is unique. Instead of grading
responses for linguistic correctness. only the issues of quantity and language
choice are considered. First the determination is made as to which language
the child used in responding to each version. The categories are (a) mostly
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Spanish response. (b) mostly blended !Spanish and English) responses. (c)
mostly English responses. (d) few or no responses. The student is given
two ratings for language choice, one for each version of the test. Then the
quantity of responses is compared. The choices are ( I) more responses to
the Spanish version. (2) approximately equal responses to both versions.
13) more responses to the English version. The combination of two letters
and one number is then looked ...p on a categorization chart that classifies
the child's proficiency and dominance as either Spanish monolingual. pre-

dominantly Spanish. bilingual. predominantly English. or English
monolingual.

It is apparent that SELPS focuses on language functions and sociolinguistic domains. It also takes into account another important characteristic

of bilingualismlanguage alternation in the form of code-switching and
code-mixing. Each is viewed as a natural occurrence and is taken into
account only to the pitent that it effects language choice. Thus. there is no
penalty for using an English word in a Spanish utterance on the Spanish
version. If the student's responses mix both languages continually. he is
rated as bilingual. However. if substantially more words are spoken in English than in Spanish. then he could be placed in the predominantly English
category.

( "one hi thin
We have seen that there are linguistic. sociolinguistic and behavioristic
theories to support different approaches to the assessment of !anguagetpro
ficiencv. Each discipline-based theory has been transferred into an appropriate technology for developing item formats. While any of these theories
alone can serve as a point of departure for test development. a combination
of the three will produce a test that is stronger in content and design. Future
efforts to assess language proficiency should strive to develop more comprehensive instruments. Also. bilingual educators must realize that the technology exists to assess proficiency and dominance. However. the assessme

task is complex. Local districts must reserve sufficient time and mone
execute it in a professional manner.

o

NOTE
tZirkel 11974) and Silverman (1976) refer .to semantics as a linguistic
component separate from lexicon. It appears that both w C7e influenced by
MacNamara (l9671 who listed the linguistic components of language as being
phonology, syntax, semantics, and lexicon. We are aware of no linguistic
theory which includes semantics and lexicon as separate and necessary
components of a grammar. Generally. in the field of linguistics semantics
refers to the meanings and contextual constraints placed on words. and
lexicon refers to the words that are available for use. While the inclusion
of either semantics or lexicon within a grammar can be defended. the inclusion of both is incorrect. In this article we have used the more traditional
term t Lado. 1961) which is lexicon.
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2.1

LANGUAGE DOMINANCE TESTING, IN THE UNITED STATES:
REVIEW OF TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES SINCE THE 1940s

RosaQuezada
University of Connecticut

INTRODUCTION
During the past twenty years much attention has focused on issues related
to equal educational opportunity. One area that has received particular attention has been bilingual education. In the United States. bilingual/bicul-

trual education is used increasingly in the teaching of children whose
dominant language is other than English. As the next decade approaches.
the number of such children (specifically Spanish-surnamed) will continue

to grow. making this minority, group the largest within our country. It is
becoming increasingly important, then, to determine the theoretical basis
for bilingual/bicultural pr .grams. In addition, there is a major need to reach
agreement on which approaches meet the unique needs of this particular
group of children.
In both the federal and state mandates for bilingual education. reference
is made to language dominance or language proficiency. These terms com-

prise the basis for judgments regarding eligibility of students to receive
bilingual education. However, severe problems have emerged in developing
definitions, methods, and instruments to measure a child's language domi-

nance. Generally. children who are screened for eligibility for such programs receive two levels of testing.; The first is a language dominance test
that will measure a child's dominant or primary language. This is usually
a gross measure to help a teacher make curricular decisions regarding the

student. If he or she speaks only Spanish the child will be placed in a
bilingual program. If the child is found to be English-dominant and knows
absolutely no Spanish. then logically he would be a candidate for the main-,
stream classroom. His or her Spanish surname has not instantly provided
hiin with Spanish-language skills. But what of the child who appears to be
bilingual? A student who speaks two languages. although not equally well.
can be a puzzle that the teacher must solve.
The second level of testing initiated at the same time as the above, or
following, is language proficiency. This type of language testing will answer
some of the basic questions left qnresolved by language dominance testing
and will help the bilingual teacher in the assessment of each student's specific language needs in both languages. It is base, line data.from which a
child's individual language program may be developed. Does the child control syntax and vocabulary in body languages? Does he possess a strong
linguistic base in Spanish. with minimal knowledge of English? Does the
249
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child have poorly developed language skills in either or both languages? All
of these qUestions may be at least p..ially answered t:irough the use of
proficiency tests
The problem that has amen across the nation revolveuround approaches

to testing both language domigance and language proficiencyjhe courts
and many educators apparently believe that bilingualism mayi be clearly
defined, a child is either English-speaking. Spanish-speaking. r bilingual.
The failure in this rationale Ices in the fact that bilingualism is a ultifaceted
phenomenon The question of larguage dominance becomes a c ical factor
in the process.
This paper will explore the specific issue of language dominance testing
in detail. A history of language testing in the United States will be .011o.ved
by methods presently utilized for the determination of language dominance,
problems encountered in language dominance testing. and some specific
research that has been carried out related to this important issue.

HISTORY OF LANGUAGE TESTING
Emphasis on language learning. specifically foreign language learning.
emerged in the early forties with the U.S. Armed Forces (f..lverman, et al..
1976). Members of the military were increasingly aware of the value of
knowing and speaking another language through exposure to foreign cul-

tuv:s Junng World War II. As a result, twenty-seven different language
courses were being conducted at fifty-five colleges and universities by 1943.
By 1948 the Defense Department had designed language proficif icy tests
in thirty-one language for military personnel assignments irolvei-raan, et
al . 1976). Since then. other government agencies have
tests to
evaluate the language proficiency of their employees for job placement and
promotion purposes.
The development. design. and in some instances. ti Mlization of many
language tests today. grew out of these earlier milito and government
language tests (Silverman, et al., 1976). These include
gn language tests
developed by the Educational Testing Service and tho
-,ed in English-asa-second language and bilingual education pp,(trams
The Bilingual Education Act of 1974 stateu mat:

a national assessment must be ..inducted of the educational needs
of chi'dren who speak primarily a language other than English and of
the extent to which such needs are being met from Federal. State. and
local efforts, including. not later than July I. 1976 a census of the
ntimber of children in the States and a plan to he carried out in five
years for ,tending bilingual education programs to all such preschool
and elementary school children. .
With the advent of such a national educational policy regarding the language
assessment of linguistically different students in the United States and the
directive to agencies such as the National Institute of Education to provide
supportive research in the area, these directives may help to determin- the
special needs of bilingual students in the United States.
Most hiiguists today generally agree on the following definition of language

Language is a highly complex system of conventional oral symbols by
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means of which members of.a community interaL, for the purpose of
commpnication (Silverman. 1976).
More specifically. language is a system of three highly structured components: (I) phonology (sound). (2) grammar (form and structure), and (3)
semantics (meaning).
However, while it appears that linguists agree. at least somewhat, about

the term "language." little agreement exists on other complex concepts of
bilingual education. such as language dominance atid,language proficiency.
Silverman quotes U.S. statutes as defining language dominance "as the
pnmary language in which a child intLracts most often in the home." Zirkel
11976) views language doininance in terms of the comparison of skills in
two or more languages. while Jones (1975) refers to language proficiency
as the degree to which, an individual demonstrates his or her linguistic com-

petence in a language. regardless of how that language may have been
acquired.

Mackey (1972) discusses three ways in which bilingualism can be described. The first way can be labeled "category." that is by proficiency and/

or function. Such terms as "full bilingualism." "partial bilingualism." and
"passive bilingualism" describe proficiency. while home bilingualism, street
bilingualism, and school bilingualism are descriptors utilized in the function
categories. However. categories may be difficult if not impossible to limit.
and in fact many of them may overlap.
bilingualism has also been describe.) through utilization of dichotomies.
for example. "compound vs. complex bilingualism." "individual vs. na-

tional bilingualism." "balanced vs. unbalanced bilingualism." "simultaneous vs. sequential bilingualism.' and so on. A similar diffictilty to that
attributed to the schema stated above has 'men applied to the description
of bilingualism through dichotomies. Here, such categories are rarely mu-

tually exchsive and again they may overlap.
The third classification of definitions of bilingualism has been through the
-use of scales. Mackey descnbes these as '%jominance configurations, profiles of bilingual background, and bilingual stmantic differentials." He further describes the problems with such measures as the fact that such scales
presuppose standard units of measure which do not exist. and valid pro edures for their delimitations...
Silverman. Noa. and Russel: ( I976) described tue difficulties in attempting
to d^iermine what language. and which linguistic structures will be evaluated .n a nonnative speaker of English. They suggest that a child's "comn.anicative competence? he assessed informally by the classroom teacher
as a gross screening procedure Next steps would include decisions as to
what linguistic structures would he measured in the test selected. including
vocabulary. ph-nology, grammar. or semantics. In addition. the authors
suggest that any test must take into account both social context factors and
the communicatkui skill area to he examined by the test (listening, speaking.

reading. wnting1 A &dee dimensional matrix of factors that the authrs
suggest must he consul: red is represented in Figure I.
Tests of language dominance can he categorized into those that measure
producti% language and those that measure receptive language. Receptive
language skills include listening and reading. which are passive activities.
while productive langvage skills include speaking and writing which are
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FIGURE I
LANGUAGE ASSESSEMENT DOMAINS

P _we in nature. These tests can be divided into direct measures and indirect
neasures of language. Direct measures are those in which a child is directly

involved in speech production or reception. The indirect method classifies
on the basis of second-hind information: for example. a parent interview
where a child's language is not the primary source of language dominance
determination.
Various attempts have been initiated to determine the best way to measure
each of the domains mentioned above. At this writing no single best way to
do this has been discovered. One indirect technique that has been developed

is that of the home interview. This type of assessment may include an
interview with a child and/or his or her parents. Although this may provide
sociolinguistic information. it has its drawbacks. The rapport that the interviewer establishes with the parents may affect the accuracy of the information obtained in the interview. More importantly, the child may never be
questioned directly. making an actual assessment of his or her 'abilities
doubtful.
.
The three remaining direct techniques are story telling. question-answer
methods and language repetition and completion. Story telling is a popular
technique with elementary level students. and has been effective at that
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grade lecel A child is presented with a stimulus such as a hook. a picture.
or a painting and is asked to tell the examiner a story related to what he
sees The examiner then assesses the language elicited from the child. HoweYer. this teamique has several disadvantages. The material may be linguistically or culturally biased and this would affect the quality of the responses
obt.:ined from the students Second. it is difficult to delimit the types of
responses to a p.
Altar language domain. finally. if the child completely
omits on.: or .not. .r language category. it is almost impossible to assess
whether he trilled it because of his inability to function in that particular
language category or because it sues not pertinent to the story he told.
1 he question-answer method is self-explanatory A child is asked a question and he must answer appropnately. However. in order to cover all the
aspects of language in each domain. an mordinant number of items would
he rewired Phonological. morphological. syntactical and semantic stimuli
in the form of questions would hate to he presented and listening, speaking.
reading and writing skills measured in order for this method to work.
Language repetition and completion measure pronunciation, intonation
and articb;ation. and grammar Once again the techniques are self-explanatory. In the first method. the student simply repeats what the examiner has
said while in the latter method a stodent completes a sentence or phrase.
Sikerman suggests that these approaches have drawbacks as well. A.child's
ability to repeat does not necessarily mean that the child can use or adapt
these patterns in everyday speech Also. listening and speaking are closely
related. It may be difficult to assess whether a child has mispronounced a
wort; because he could not hear the sound (It may not he incorporated into
his sound system) or if he really could not pronounce the item.
The need for tests of language dominance is obvious. Social. legal. and
political pressures to equallie educational opportunities for lint:uistically
different students hate increased Along with these pressures. problems
here arisen in the selection. use and abuse of language dominance instruments The Lim decision in particular resulted in the establishment of centers throughout the United States that serve as checks on areas where large
numbers of linguistically different children attend school. Through these
centers. an attempt is made to ensure that a survey of language dominance
is completed within the school districts these children attend. In addition.
the Office of 0%11 Rights has found that several scNool districts are in
noncompliance of guidelines set forth for the elimination of educational
inequities. Hy not comply ing with these guidelines school systems face litigation ttr esen loss of federal fun+,
In many cases. the language dominance tests ;ire given in school districts
solely as a basis for qualification for federal funding or in an attempt to
satisfy compliance orders. These tests ,ire seir!cted on the basis of availability rather than on appropriateness A recent abundance of 'equip, instruments that purport to measure language dominance has facilitated such
actions In other cases. the wrong instruments have been used for language
assessment I or example. tests that measure cogniti%e skills may he used
as instruments lo measure language domtnance The use of these I Q tests
as substitutions for instruments that assess language dominance is simply
unacceptable
I %en when appropriate instruments ,ire selected. problems arise A major
problem was reported Iv. the Cemmittee for the 1:.%aluation of Language
Assessment Instruments ( texas I ducatton Agency. 19771
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The committee was :ry concerned that tests (were) being developed
with inadequate attentiJn to appropriate test standards. For example.
some tests are standardized on a small number of children. report no
suitable reliability or validity data. and fail to identify the language
charactenstics of children on whom the test was normed. It is unfortunate to report that. if our committee were evaluating these . . . tests
based on standards commonly accepted in our profession (e.g.. Stan dards for Educational and Psychological Test,). all tests would be judged
inadequate by these standards and therefore the committee would be
unable to recommend the unqualified use of any of the measures.

Another problem with existing tests is that not all facets of language
dominance are measured. Due to time constraints in tit: testing process. a
limited amount of language- is actually 'tested. Some tests may measure
syntax. while others measure vocabulary. but none have been developed
that measure the whole gamut of language domains.
A final area of concern deals with the possibility of measuring language
dominance in the first place Silverman. Nea. and Russell (1976) have expressed the view that
Language dominance is a relatively new concept in linguistics and education. In fact. it may not be unreasonable to sas that language dom-

inance is a legal and political rather than a lingt.'stic. educational or
psychological construct.
It seems that the concept originated as the result of the Lau r. Nuluits court
decision and the subsequent remedies that were developed to insure proper
identification of students of limited English proficiency. Due to the relative
newness of the concept. little conclusive research has been conducted in
this area. The following section will review significant studies dealing with
assessment of language dominance.
Elizabeth Carroty (1972) utilized a test of auditory comprehension to measure Englishcomprehension. Using a revised version of the Auditory Test
for Language Comprehension. which permits the assessment Of oral language comprehension of English and Spanish without requiring language
expression. she indirectly assessed the language skills of sixty children. The
test was administered in English and Spanish. and required the subjects to
indicate their response by pointing to the picture that corresponded to the
examiner's utterance. Results indicated that monolingual children obtained
significantly higher mean score. in English than the bilingual children. SpeLific linguistic areas in which the scores of monolingual children were sig-

nificantly higher than those of bilingual children were nouns. pronouns.
plurality of nouns. and :ioun phrases with two adjective modifiers.
Miller (1976) reported on the comparative language tests in English and
French given to pupils of the Bilingual S;:honl. Buia. Republic of Cameroon
to measure the extent of biling: alism among three different intake groups.
those of 1966. 1969. and 1972. The use of entirely objective multiple choice
items was to measure fairly and mathematically the language gap between
English-speaking and Freni+. 'peaking pupils in both English and French.
this indirect measure included sections dealing with listening comprehension. knowledge of structures and vocabulary and finally. reading comprehension The results of Notch tests produced evidence that the system of
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language teaching in the school had been a qualified success. However, the
authors did report that modifications in the tests are certainly needed, especially insofar as the oral test is concerned.

In March. 1955 Lambert rekorted on a method of measuring.linguistic
dominance and related the measure to cultural and personality characteristics. The subjects (native French students and native undergraduate and
graduate English-speaking French majors) were given simple directions such
as "push the key painted blue," in two languages, and the speed of their
response was analyzed with reference to the different levels of the subject's
linguistic ability.
The experimenter controlled a key that simultaneously activated a reaction-time clock and a Ranschburg exposure apparatus. The directions told
the subject to push a certain one of his eight keys, the activation of any one
of which would stop the clock. The theory that Lambert espoused was that

if one were a perfect bilingualequally facile in both languagesthere
should be no difference between the speeds of response to which one reacted to directions,given by the experimentor in the two languages.
The results of the experiment demonstrated that the groups differed reliably in speed of response to directions given in both languages and in the
direction predicted from their language experiences. Lambert concluded
that this method permitted statistical analysis and scoring of language dominance or language balance. Further, he found that language dominance was
related to cultural and personality characteristics. Finally, he suggested that
further research should be directed toward the personality variables involved in bilingualism.

In their study of indicators of language dominance, Green and Zirkel
(1974) hypothesized that the use of parallel tests of ability in two languages
offered the practical possibility of simultaneously serving the functions of
individual diagnosis and program evaluation and also had the advantage of
being administered on a group basis over short periods of testing. The pur-

pose of their study was to investigate the differences in performance of
Spanish-speaking children on alternate forms of the oral vocabulary subtest
of the Inter-American Test of General Abilities in Spanish and English that

may be attributed to the factors of practice effect, language level, and
chance errors of measurement.
The subjects were 148 Spanish-speaking first-grade pupils in a large Con-

necticut city. These students were divided randomly into two groups of
seventy-four pupils each. The instrument was administered to one group
first in Spanish and then, after a brief respite. in its alternate form in English.
The other group received the same forms but in reverse order. The same
bilingual examiner administered the test to each group in both languages to

attain further uniformity of the testing conditions.
The results of the study revealed consistently higher mean scores for the
Spanish form over the English form and smaller, less consistent gains that
favored the second over the first session. The authors concluded that if a
child is equally proficient in both languages. the chances are 2:1 that the
difference in his two scores will be less than 3.0 points. However, the authors recommend that use of parallel tests of ability in two languages is an
indicator rather than the measure of language dominance. Their results
indicated that the use of such an instrument offers at least a possible starting
point for pupil rlacement and progress in program development. In conclu-
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von they point out that the complexity of human behavior across a dual
language matrix and the limitations of brief group testing preclude anything

more than a cautious preliminary judgment as to any individual pupil's
language dominance

In a follow-up -study. Zirkel and Green 11974) examined the validity of
picture-type parallel tests of aural ability as a measure of aural language
dominance. They explored boa.' the relationship of the test with various
critetion measures as well as its relationship to the subject's length of residenZe- in the continental United Stales. The Inter-American Tests were
used once again in this study. The results were then compared with concurrent data on the bilingual dominance of each pupil collected via a mod-

ification of the Hoffman Bilingual Background Schedule (BBS) and a
language-dominance rating scale developed by the principal author to be
administered to the pupils' parents and teachers.
The subjects were sixty-two Spanish-speaking first grade pupils in a large
Connecticut city. The oral vocabulary section of the Inter-American Test
was administered to the subjects in groups of fifteen to twenty each dunng
May of 1971. Independent of this testing. the pupils' regular teachers. who
were bilingual. were asked to evaluate the pupils according to the dominance rating scale. During the same month, the parents of the subjects were
administered both the revised BBS and the rating scale as part of a comprehensive interview survey. A team of local bilingual educators conducted
the interviews. While parents were given the choice of being interviewed
in Spanish or in English. most of them chose to be interviewed in Spanish.
The results of the experiment reflected a general agreement between the
oral vocabulary difference scores and the criterioemeasures. However. the
specific disparities among the instruments seemed to be localized in the
determination of the **transitional" category intermediate between the categories of Spanish and English dominance. Zikel and Green reiterated their
suggestion that parallel testing of aural ability is a promising. practicable
technique for the assessment of language dominance of Spanish-speaking
students.
While the above investigations dealt mainly with receptive measures of
predicting language dominance. significant research has been conducted
that reviews the use of productive measures for determining language dominance. In his 1971 investigation. Upshur attempted to evaluate oral profi:ciency through objective evaluation. He proposed that: i I i testing provides
a continuous flow of information regarding the students' success in their
attempts to speak English and (21 that tests are tracks for control of instruction and fur evaluation of proficiency reports.

He suggested that proficiency could he measured by determining a
speaker's knowledge of linguistically defined elements and processes that
are useful for communication and that proficiency is a measure of communication ability regardless of this knowledge Upshur believed that cumulative records of instructional success provided the best measure of
proficiency as defined in the first v iew However. he proposed that ability
is hest measured situationally In conclusion. Upshur suggested that oral
tests are appropriate and necessary in order to evaluate the proficiency of
pupils
In a variation of the standard word association technique. Capco and
kicker (1971i investigated the relative language skills of first-grade children
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enrolled in a bilingual education project in the Laboratory School of the
Philippine Normal College in Manila. The method involved an adaptation
of the bilingual word-association technique in
first fifty words
fronulw Dent Rosanoff stimulus list in English and the corresponding Tagalog7ranslation to assess language skills. The results of this individual oral
interview method demonstrated that the subjects generally performed better

in their native language than in their second language. The authors con:
chided that-although such indirect measures for language testing may prove

to be useful short-term screening devices. researchers must continue to
develop improved instruments to detect language skills of bilingual pupils.
In a study by Maurice and Roy. carried out in 1974-75 at Ecole SacreCoeur. Hunt's Terminable-Unit IT
was proposed as a meaningful yardstick for measuring bilingualism. The T-Unit was defined by Maurice and
Roy as "a single independent predication together with any subordinate
clauses that may be grammatically related to it. It may be a simple or a
complex sentence. When a coordinating conjunction occurs between independent clauses. it is considered as the first element of the second T-Unit.The study provided a report of the application of the T-Unit as a meas.. ment of bilingualism within a population of students at the grade two.
four and six levels. Less than 10 percent of the population was of French
background. while the majority were monolingual English. The students in
grade six had never received more than 60 percent of their instruction in
French. The students in grades two and four received 80 percent of their
instruction in French. The procedure for getting speech samples was to
show a short film and to subsequently ask the students to retell the story
first in French and then in English. A high correlation was observed between
the degree of maturity found in both languages as measured by the T-Unit.

Although the author. hypothesized that the individual who has reached a
certain level of thought in one language will easily transfer that ability to
languages he is acquiring. Further. the authc rs suggest that the concept of
the T-Unit affords a measurement of linguistic maturity that bypasses the
mechanics of language such as pronunciation. spelling. etc.. and that the
T-Unit deserves consideration as a measurement of developing linguistic
ability. Specifically. they considered that the T-Unit length seemed to be a
better indicator of maturity as the number of T-Units produced tends to
decrease as the simicnt develops the ability to produce more complex TUnits. Finally. they concluded that Hunt's T-Unit saved to demonstrate an
unsuspeed balance of bilinguality in the subjects studied. and that this
measure is promising as a measure of parallel linguistic development.
Cooper 0969) hypothesized that the traditional measures of degree of
bilingualism typically yielded a single difference score. computed by subtracting a score obtained in one language from a score obtained in another.
Consequently. he felt that the use of the resulting difference scores to express degree of bilingualism must be insufficiently revealing of relative proficiency. inasmuch as bilingual speakers might use each language under
socially differentiated circumstances. In a study presented in the Modern
Language Journal. Copper and Green 11969) adapted two techniques. word
naming and word association. for use with Puerto Rican bilinguals living in
New York. The techniques yielded Spanish and English scores corresponding to five hypothesized societal domains. These were family. neighborhood.

religion. education and work. These techniques for the measurement of
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degree of bilingualism were distinguished from the traditional approaches
in being differentiated with respect to such societal domains or contexts.
Hence, these techniques were designed to yield a set of scores to reveal
those differences in bilingual proficiency that might be associated with differential societal usage of two languages.
Performance on the word naming and word association tasks were studied in relation to six criterion variables: t ,ber of years on the mainland.
occupation. accentedness. English repert ,re range. listening comprehension in both English and Spanish.
The results of his study demonstrated a significant correlation between
the criteria, and the ability of the word - naming subtest to distinguish varying
patterns and levels of performance of demographic subgroups. These results
suggested that word naming may represent a promising technique for the
contextualized description of degree of bilingualism. The continuous word
association subtests, on the other hand. were not successful inasmuch as
thej- neither predicted the cnterion variable% nor distinguish among demographic subgroups that one would expect to be different with respect to
degree of bilingualism.
Cooper concluded that the use of such contextualizcd measures might be
useful not only in descnbing the relative proficiency of bil.nguals as realized
in varying contexts but also in describing the direction of gei.-ntional shifts
of these abilities where the tasks are administered to subgroups differing in
age or in the opportunity to learn both languages.
In a paper presented at the AERA 1977 Annual Meeting. Silverman and
Russell studied the relationship among three measures of bilingualism and
their relationship to achievement test scores. The major purpose of their
study was to empirically examine the rationale for using multiple measures
of language dominance. Specifically, the relationship between three oftenused measures of relative language proficiency or language dominance were
investigated. The population for this study was comprised of 1799 students
grades K-I2 from three school districts within the same geographic area in
Washington State. All students were judged to he possibly Spanish-English
bilingual on the basis of their surnames or other information available at the

district !eve:. Students identified .as being potentially bilingual by school
district officials were administered the Language Facility Test (LET) by
trained bilingual administrators. Concurrently and independently, the Home
Bilingual Usage Estimate (HBUE) and Teacher Judgill,-nt Questionnaire
(11Q) were administered to parents and teachers respectively. Three measures of language usage were employed to determine language dominance

of the students. while two standardized achievement tests were used to
determine tho achievement level of these students
the results of the study indicate that the three measures did not have a
high degree of interrelationship and that based or this set of data. one
measure would not serve as d substitute for the others. Each looked at the
student's language from a somewhat different per-suet:nye However. the
fact that the results from each measure purported to indicate the "language
dominance of students implied that the resu'ts from the measures should
converge In their study. Silverman and Russell found that three possible
explanations may account for their findings. First. the study pelf may have
been limited given the small sizes and some Lick of control in the admin-

istration and scoring of the instruments Second. the instruments them-
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selves may have been faulty. And the third explanation for these findings
may have resided in the construct "language dominance- itself. The authors
suggested that language dominance is a relatively new concept in linguistics
and education and that it may not be unreasonable to say that "language
dominance- is a legal and political rather than a linguistic, educational or
psychological Cbirtstruct.
In a study completed in 1980. Quezada determined the extent and manner
through which language dominance could be predicted by language domi-

nance tests'. Since it was neither realistic nor economical to assume that
trained bilingual experts would be available or that school systems would
be able to provide such services for the determination of language .dominance, the use of a standardized test was identified as an efficient, practical
alternative. It was assumed that the test that etablished the highest correlation with the expert opinions could be utilized or compared with existing
norms to make a placement procedure in bilingual programs more accurate.
Three categories of language dominance instruments were utilized in this

study: tests administered to subjects as a group, tests administered
to the subjects individually: and sociolinguistic questionnaires. As an example of a group administered test of language dominance, the vocabulary
section of the Inter-American Test of General Abilities was administered to
the subjects. This test consists of vocabulary words or expressions dictated
by the test administrator. The child then marks the appropriate corresponding object in a row of pictures. The test was administered first in Spanish.
then in English.-Test questions were equivalent in level of difficulty in the
two languages. This test measures the students' ability to comprehend a
spoken word in either Spanish or English and then locate the corresponding
picture on the test sheet.
The second test category attempted to classify students' language dominance through individual assessment in each of the languages to be tested.
The Crane Test presents a series of words to the student. which he or she
must repeat. Auditory memory rather than actual oral language comprehension is the basis for making dominance decisions in this test.
The third type of assessment was made through the use of sociolinguistic
questionnaires. In these instruments. information gleaned from the student
regarding language use outside the school is the basis for determining his
or her language dominance. Both the Pupil Questionnaire for Language
Dominance and the optional questionnaire section of the Crane Oral Domlance test were used as examples of sociolinguistic questionnaires.
The 123 participating students were randomly selected from lists of Spanish-surnamed students enrolled in three school districts in the State of Connecticut. Upon securing parental permission for inclusion in the study. each
of the students included in the sample was interviewed. The purpose of this
interview was to secure samples of students' language to be rated by the
three bilingual judges. The conversations were taped and three judges made
determinations regarding subjects' language dominance based on these speech
samples.

The conversations were recorded and the interviewer and two additional
judges with expertise in bilingual education made assessments of each par;
ticipant's language dominance. The criteria for selection of the three participating judges included a minimum of three years experience in biliritual
classrooms. a master's degree in bilingual education or related area and
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coursework or training in the field of language assessment. The criteria for
judges regarding the subjects' language dominance were based on the students' overall ability to express them-selves clearly in English and in Spanish.
This assessment was based on the student's use of grammar. vocabulary.
syntax, fluency, and oral language comprehension.
Since no absolutely accurate method of determining language dominance
has been established thus far. it was believed that the use of bilingual judges
would provide a basis on which validity of subjecti language. as assessed
by instruments, could be compared. The use of combined opinions from

two judges on language dominance demonstrated a high percentage of
agreement. However, the criterion for the actual language dominance of
subjects' language dominance was agreement by all three judges. It was
against this measure that each Instrument was then compared and analysis
of agreements and relationships were completed.
In addition, all participating students were administered the three instruments identified above. The tests were administered by trained testers who
were bilingual in Spanish and English. Tests were administered within one
month after the interview had been taped. This was done in an attempt to
control for the effects of Increased language skills through specific language
classes provided in the participating schools. It was a method to determine

that students' language skills would be relatively similar at the time the
independent variables were assessed.

This investigation studied four questions related to the problem of assessing students' language dominance. Each research question is stated
below and findings specific to each are provided. Table I describes the
comparisons between judges' opinions and the instruments for assessing
language dominance

TABLE I

1

COMPARISON OF TOTAL JUDGES' COMBINED
OPINIONS AND TOTAL INSTRUMENTS F9R
ASSESSING LANGUAGE DOMINANCE
Percent of
Agreement

N

Inter- American
lest
Crane
Crane Questionnaire
Language Dominance
Questionnaire

71
71

64
61

16';
22';
c4';
i
66';

Lambda
26
26

Cramer's V
.39

Significance

4K

43
.57

no
no
no

4K

Si

no

he total numbers used for this ana4.1... %ere dependent on Judges' agreement of
language dominance as well as agreement %nil categories as determined by the se-

'cooed instrument

Research Question Number One
Whit is the relationship between group - administered tests of language
dominance and bilingual Judges' opinions')
Data ana4sis demonstrated that little relationship (16 percent agreement)
existed bettvecn the Inter-American "Test of General Abilities (Oral Vocab-

ino .... .

4
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ulary subtest), a group-administered test of language dominance, and the
opinions of bilingual, judges regarding students' language dominance. These
re alts were not significant.
Research Question Number Two:

What is the relationship between individually-administered tests of language domi,pnce and bilingual judges' opinions?

'0

A review of the data found that little relationship (22 percent agreement)
exis:ed between the opinions of bilingual judges and the Crane Oral Dominance Test. These results were not significant. However, while little agree-

ment existed with bilingual judges, this instrument did reflect a slightly

higher relationship with the judges than did the Inter-American Test of General Abilities.
Research Question Number Three:
What is the relationship between language surveys utilized to determine
language dominance andbengual judges' op.nions?

Two sociolinguistic questionnaires were includid in this section. The first.
the Pupil Questionnaire for Language Dominance Survey. proved to have
the highest correlation (66 percent agreement) with bilingual judges' opinions. althot dh these results were not found to be statistically significant.
The second questionnaire. the optional portion of the Crane Oral Dominance Test also demonstrated a substantially higher relationship (54 percent
agreement) to judges' opinions when compared to other instruments included in the study. However. these results were not statistically significant.
Research Question Number Four:

What is the relative efficacy of group and-individual language dominance tests. and language dominance survey forms in predicting Ian-

guale dominance as classified by bilingual judges?

Each of the instruments included in this study were compared to determine the relationship different combinations of instruments had on the ability to predict language dominance from one another. The results of these
combination!) are discussed below. Table 2 provides information regarding
inter -test comparisons.
The Inter-American Test of General Abilities (Oral Vocabulary subtest)
was compared to the Crane Oral Dominance Test to determine the ability
of one test to predict language dominance as determined by the second A.
This combination proved to have a 46 percent rate of agreement (+ 5).
However. the findings were not statistically significant. and it did demon..stnite the lowest strength of association.
The Inter-Amencan Test of General Abilities (Oral Vocabulary subtest)
was compared to both the Crane Questionnaire and the Pupil Questionnaire
for Language Dominance Survey. Both of these sociolinguistic questionnaires had little predictive association with the Inter-American Test of General Abilities (Oral Vocabulary subtest) at 23 percent and 26 percent agreement respectively
$ When comparing the Crane Oral Dominance Test with the Crane Questionnaire and Pupil Questionnaire for Language Dominance Survey. little

b

1

r
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rate of agreement (27 percent and 21 percent agreement respectively) was
evidenced. Once again, no predictive association was found. These results
were not statistically significant.
Finally, when the Crane Questionnaire and the Pupil Questionnaire for
Language Dominance Survey were compared they demonstrated the highest

percent of agreement of all comparisons of instruments included in the
study (55 percent agreement). Further, their predictive association (+.36)
as well as their strength of association ( +.59) correlations were still relatively low and no statistic it significance was found.

TABLE 2
INTER-TEST COMPARISONS
Instruments
Compared

Percent of
Agreement

Lambda

Test

46';

00

Inter - American
Test and Crane
Questionnaire

13f;

Test and Pupil
Questionnaire
for Language
Dominance Surser,
Crane Oral
Dominance rest
and Crane
Questionnaire

Cramer's V

Significance

Inter-American
Test and Crane
Oral Dominance

-

15

20

0

20

06

2N:

0

« 21

1)5

27';

IN)

29

no

Dominance Test
and Pupil
Questionnaire
for Language
Dominance Survey

71';

IN)

- 26

no

Crane Questionnaire and Pupil
Questionnaire
for I anguage
Dominance Sumo,

cc';

16

Inter - American

Cram Oral

no

Administrators of bilingual programs may find it important to incorporate
the following findings into their policy for the placement of bilingual students:
I

fhc findings indicate that the group tests of language dominance included in this study reveal as much information as individual tests of
language dominance Since many programs of bilingual education arc
funded externally and are required to submit Lingual; dominance test
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data. what are the implications of the results of this study'' Since no
test measures all factors related to language dominance and since no
one factor is more indicative of dominance than another at this point.
then perhaps it is more reasonable to identify the most efficient and
economic instrument for use. in public school systems. In this case
then, a paper and pencil test that can be machine-scored and administered to a group, apparently will provide as much information as an
individually-administered test that a trained tester must administer.
analyze and storei
2. The results of this investigation demonstrated that sociolinguistic questionnaires generally substantiated opinions of bilingual judges regarding students' language dominance. Since these questionnaires are
generally concise. It may be feasible to administer them to each child
along with a group-administered test of language dominance in order
to obtain a more precise picture of a child's language dominance. This
additional information would then present a distinct perspective on the
3

student's language use.
Perhaps an alternative method of assessing a student's language dominance is simply for trained bilingual judges to talk to the child. It may

well he in a school district's best interest to utilize trained bilingual
raters to assess the language dominance of its students. This alternative has several benefits It may be economically sound in the long run

for a school distnct to provide funds to train their teachers who will
then he able to provide these services for the school system over a
period of years at minimal costs. By having direct contact with students. raters may he able to incorporate sociolinguistic information
that could not he gleaned from simple paper and pencil tests

CONCLUSIONS
Re.olts of the study indicated that little correlation exists between these
tests and the judgments of bilingual interviewers. Further, the results suggest that there is little relationship betvleen the tests themselves. While it
is evident that more research in dominance testing is crucial, clearly the
inconsistency in the results of current measures of language dominance
necessitates that conclusions based on such measures may well be unreliable. With increasing populations of non-native English-speakers in the public schools. it is essential that valid and reliable measures of determining
linguistic facility be developed.
While the alternatives presented above are difficult to generalize to all
instruments used in the United States, they do present a viable option to
current practices If federal and state funding continues to be contingent
Upon such testing. it would certainly be a more efficient course to follow.
The overwhelming issue however, is the misconception under which state
and federal agencies are requiring language dominance tests Perhaps the

most 0;1m( way to proceed in clarification of this issue would he to
demonstrate at federal and state levels the inadequacies of existing measures. Proponants of bilingual education must expose the myth of language
dominance testing and recommend reexamination of this cnteria as a requirement for funding.
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SEPARATE BUT EQUAL:
A GOOD DEAL FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION
Dennis R. P:^eston
SUNY-College at Fredortra--

For generally political reasons (have -:rson% made enough progress to
allow ;or continued program funding'') or administrative reakons (has this
person been put in the right classroom?). testing is one of the most often
discussed issues in bilingual education. Although apparently basic issues
have been discussed under such headings as validity. reliability, global
versus discrete point method, dialect sensitivity, and (sociocultural fairness.
it is not at all clear that tests have as yet been adjusted to the principle
concerns of bilingual education
few educators would disagree with the following general testing goals:
I

Who are SLEPs?

2. How LEP are they')
It is, in the United States, a legal requirement to carry out a testing program
to identity SLEPs. for they have been shown not to have equal opportunity

due to the dominance of English in educational, professional. and many
social settings Therefoie. SLEPs must he identified. and schools must
show that they are turning them into SEPs (Students of English Proficiency)
and providing equal education opportunity during the SEP-making process.
usually involving the use of another language in the so-called content areas.
The key notion attacked here is that of equal. for most tests and instructional programs have implicity or explicitly treated equal as came, a notion
modeled, perhaps. on earlier civil rights notio s that 7separate but equal"
is an unacceptable educational solution.

The linguistic goal (norm) set for testing nd instruction of SLEPs is
always that of a mom& igual. native speaker f English (hereafter MNSE).
At fitst glance. this strategy would seem to be irreproachable. SLEPs do
If)
es1

not have equal opportunity due to lack of ability in English. MNSEs. so
long as they have no psychological or physiological impairment and no
significantly distinguished social dialect. do nnt suffer from this inequality
Of opportunity. Therefore, if SLEPs were the same as MNSEs. the problem
would be solved. if,this is the case. we may 14e MNSE norms to identify
SLEPs, and we may use these same norms in\ devising instructional programs (since. they represent the desired end - product).
I think this reasoning is. at best not properly implemented and. at worst.
exactly the opposite of the conclusion that should have been drawn con'Sou lents of Limited-English-Proficiency
265
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cerning the appropriateness of MNSE models for SLEP identification and
programming.
The failure to implement monolingual norms accurately in testing and
instruction in bib, a programs comes. at least in part, from three sources;

I. Misunderstanding of research findings in linguistics or false assumpni s about the nature of language itself
2. Lac of appropnate linguistic research
3. Failure to consider relevant research

The first source of error is especially important to the determination of
MNSE norms. though it is the most abstract of all the considerations. That
there are MNSEs is a given. We can identify children and adults who have
never been exposed. except in the most trivial ways, to a language other
than English and whose English meets community expectations for elaborateness. appropriateness, and so on. However, when we try to capture the
specific set of linguistic Nos that characterize such persons. we are up
against a problem that has always been a peculiarly nagging one for linguists. How can you do linguistics if you can't confirm the date Our prob-

lem here is to characterize the linguistic repertoire of the MNSE.

appropriately adjusted for age, social class. sex and any number of relevant
social factors. (I will not follow up on this problem of "social adjustment."
Sociocultural ly fair tests have been trie point of much discussion, and I 4;11

,..

assumewith no really good reason for doing sothat they actually exist.)
Our inability to confirm the data that make up this repertoire comes, in one
way. from our inability i look inside the heads of MNSEs. Why would we
want to take such a surgical approach"' Isn't it enough to observe the language production of MNSEs and construct generalizations on the baiis of
such observations"' Unfortunately, we have no principled way of editing
MNSE performance. How de we know which MNSE data is to be used in
constructing generalizations and which is to be ignored"'
Almost all linguists agree that at some level of linguistic work a certain
amount of editing must he done That is. sentences that contain false starts.
interruptions. slips of the tongue. hesitation. stuttering, and so on must he
weeded out or have certain sections weeded oLt of them) in order to formulate a grammar. This editorial process reflects tile now famous distinction
between linguistic «imperen«, and linguistic pet It ',rutty ethe difference
between a speaker's tacit. internal knowledge o: his or her language and
actual language production The latter. of course. may be full of the messy
s.uff listed above. Some modern linguists have resolved this dilemma by
positing an ideal native speaker-hearer (hereafter I NSH ). one whose performance abi al s reveals competence (though. of course. it can never reveal
it exhaustively).
It should he obvious that the MNSE is the language teaching and learning
equivalent of the INSH. Empirical data do no (and cannot. by definition)
exist fur either
In fact. INSH% solve the problem of sociocultural differentiation at the
same time they solve the problem of performance messiness. A community
of INSHs is one of linguistic Jones. their linguistic make-ups differ in no
way All their utterances are fully grammatical and complete. and even their
opinions of one another's performances are uniformly good That such persons do not exist (collectively or individually) makes nonsense of the idea
4
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that a M\SE or INSH may hi. more than a rough. primitive notion. perhaps
necessary to some stage of theoretical formulation. but ludicrously empty
in the sense of an entity that pros ides data that will confirm or disci nfirm
linguistic norms of any sort. whether those norms are the ones used for the
basis of grammars or modei, of language learning.
One school of linguists. then. seems to have provided. however unintentionally. bilingual education (perhaps all language education) with a serious
misunderstanding of the nature of linguistic data: a peculiar notion that it
may he found pure. plastic- wrapped in some unimpeachable. absolutely
correct. native-speaker form
It we come to see that native speakers are not reducible to monolithic
norms. we have won the first battle in moving towards a more realistic and
appropriate use of linguistic findings in normmg native speaker behavior for
language learners Lnfortimately. many appropriate aspects of native speaker
behav tor have not been established except in a wide variety of domains and
linguistic contexts What it is that the successful native speaker does as he
goes around being successful with his linguistic skill is of the greatest importance in developing tests and instructional programs based on native
speaker norms 1 he lingiusrs contribution consists not so much in determining the exact grammatical composition of those linguistic forms tt.at
achieve success as in describing appropriate language strategies in a variety
of interactions Unfortunately. which strategies arc appropriate to people
at certain ages and in certain arias and so on. and which linguistic forms
support these strategies is just beginning to he studied.
1 hir second problem area for evaluation and instructionthe lack of appropriate researchis especially noticeable. then. in the study of linguistic
forms in the context of conversation. We have information only about such
basic situational strategies as title-selection. leave-taking and greeting, telephone answering. corrections, the uses of such small functional items as
OK within limited environments. and a number of other unsystematically
selected strategies and domains In short. we are only beginning to learn
a little about the ethnography of speaking English. A great deal of such
research will he important to learners of English if a native speaker model
is chosen. but so little of it has been done that it cannot provide a broadlybased foundation for bilingual program testing ; id instruction at this time.
I he third source of difficulty may he seen in recent work in linguistics
that has had little or no influence on testing and instructional program.'.
even though it hears directly on the notion that larger linguistic units than
sentences are of theoretical prominence in providing accounts of human
language I et me illustrate how failure to consider such findings could make
nonsense out of a test item or evaluation process. fallowing the general
instructions tor procedures consistent with them) of the most prominent
evaluation devices currentiv in use in bilingual programs. Suppose a test
evaluates .t child's response to some such question as 'Where does John
live ' I ers assume that the question is a natural one, that overconcern with
testing is not present. that natural language usage has an optimum chance
of being observed and that local language norms are being used in the
evaluation process We are faced with the difficulty of scoring the following
responses

at California
hi In ( ablorma

9"...,4

'or
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c) John lives in California
d) It's John who lives in California
e) Its California where John lives
0 It's California that John lives in
g) John. he live in California
First, a) and b) are likely to be valued less than c) (explicitly stated in the
BINL Mash Int entory of Natural Language II due to failure to use language

that is -complete and explicit" (Herbert: 7). I avoid being overcritical of
this. since I have claimed that we have not done enough work in the ethnography of speech of native speakers to determine the relative ranges of
appropriateness of a). b). and c). all apparently acceptable answers. In tests
adjusted for dialectal and sociolectal variation g) would score as well as a).

b). and c) (and on tests that count morphemes or number of words per
sentence. it would do better). However. d). e). and f1 would do as well as
or better than a). b). and c) when. in fact. d) is not a possible answer to the

question. While it is true that c) through g) all contain exactly the same
information units. they do not contain the same -highlighting'. of information Remember the question "Where does John live"- Its information
content is as follows!. There is someone named John
2. He lives somewhere
3. Where he lives in unknown
The information focus of a response to this question must highlight 3 above
(the unknown). Therefore. the choice of d). which uses an it construction

to focus on the item that immediately follows it. is inappropriate since it
focuses on John. information already provided in the question. a). b). c)
and g) use stress to focus on Cglifi,rma and e) and use the it construction
to achieve the same result. (Notice that the focus may be on John if the
respondent disagrees with one or more of the presuppositions behind the
information given in the quest.on. Such a response as "I don't know anybody named John" focuses 3 n John. but only by denying a certain assumption of the questionnan.ely that the questioner had reason to believe
t'at the person spoken to knew John land knew unambiguously which John
he knew more than one! and as likely to know where he lived.)
The distribution of these focus devices is being studied. especially by
those who have felt that so-called paraphrases ("optional transformations-)
have no explanatory value in linguistics. The notion that different forms
carry different meanings is not a trivial one for language teaching and learn-

ing. and such notions may he useful not wily in sophisticating the MNSE
model for bilingual testing and instruction but also in providing testing strategies at much more advanced levels of proficiency.

Of course there are any number of other recent emphases in general
linguistics that ought to be used or considered in the development of the
MNSE norm. and an unavoidable lag always exists between theory and
practice. Other research areas that may have high potential include the
follow ing
I

'toles of conversation. Speakers seem to agree to obey certain conversational laws when talking to one another. and these are not universally distributed among languages. One such principle. for example.

Ju
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says that speakers agree to pros ide as much information as necessary

in a contersation Jack Richards reports the following telephone conversation that shows how such al principle may he broken.
A Hello. is Mr. Simatapung there please'
H

Yes.

A Oh .

.

may I speak to him please'

B. \ es

A Oh

are you Mr. Simatapung"
B. Yes. this is Mr Simatapung. (Richards: 418
In short. the telephone answerer. as soon as he knew the call was for

2

him. was. at least in English. under an obligation to let the caller know
that he had reached his goal. Not to do this breaks one or more of the
--Maxims (or Principles) of Cooperative Behavior- for conxersations
((.rice 1967r Just how such maxims are learned (and when) may he
of considerable interest to testers and teachers.
Speech acts In tact. Richards points out that the breaking of the
onxersalion rule exemplified above is due to the answerer's inability
to some up with the proper -speech act- interpretation of the caller's

first sentence Notice that the question -Is Mr. Simatapung there'
has the structure of a yes-no question. and the ordinary interpretation
of such .1 question is something such as -/ nth t.mi if Mr. Simatapung

is there or not

I he / nth Ion interpretation (not overtly present)
results from our needing to figure out what sort of sentence we have
heard HON are we to understand that a sentence is a request. a threat.
a promise. a command. or some other kind of act when. in fact. most
sentences do not begin with such speech act identifiers as / order %my
I 1,11 ;oil I radon it of tau I . indrriond ti', I pr once you

and so on"'

Of course. the context of situation. the grammatical form. and the
most likely interpretation prox.de good dues. Yes-no questions (form)
that are act' of athine (speech act) may be referred to as direct speech
acts. showing a close or usual form-act correlation In our example.
however the caller has used the yes-no question final to make a request In I nglish we often avoid direct requests (I want to speak to
Mr Simataiming since they seem peremptory or rude Yes-no structures (or modalsI would like to speak to Mr Simatapung) help soften
such requests. In this case the Mel/ V' at the end of the yes-no question
was. in fact. a formal clue that a speech act other than an athinv was
involved I. Mess ',haw is directly related to the request for information I
would you please tell me .
). it is unusual in simple ashows.

\ilk!: how odd /deuce is -n the following yes-no question. which I

1

miend to he an (Alone. not a requeo.
A Did you bring your swimming trunks please'
14
%Jo, ' Do you want to borrow them'
In this ease. H has interpreted the ',frost' as a signal that A is perform!? .: some sort of regilett (Inc subtle thing Mr. Simatapung missed in
tne telephone callt. and if A simple meant to enquire. he or she has
employed the wrong strategy That MNSEs have subtle rules that relate linguistic form to speech acts is obvious: how they may he used
in testing (and instruction) is unknown.
Language variation Some modern linguists. despairing of the fiction

of .in INSH. hive tried to construct fiwy or mushy rules. rules that
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more accurately reflect the more-or-less status of many linguistic items.
Native speakers do not have uniform judgments about a large number

of linguistic phenomena. It we can show that such things are qualitatively graded rather than invariantly identified. we should be able to
account for a great deal of native speaker variation by identifying items

as more-and-more (or less-and-less one of these or thosemore or
less "nouny" or "verby- for example. Such characterizations would
be powerful explanatory devices for much apparent variation in native
speaker judgment and pe-formance. and would help. in part. overcome
the absurdity of not being able to characterize such linguistic models
as native and fluent speakers of a language.
Since almost all earlier versions of a grammar demand that we say exactly

what it is we have in mind in a given sentence, such reactions by fluent
native speakers (presumed MNSEs) as "maybe" and "I don't really know"
are most annoying (one might even say annoyingly human). The invention
of the INSH is partly based on just such reactions: that is. it is not only
messy performance data that makes suspect what people really do as a basis
for linguistic theory. it is also the variation in reflective. carefully considered
responses to questions about the acceptability of linguistic forms.

Earlier it was concluded that even maximally similar people had -different grammars- or "ideolects." Some transformational grammanans even
took to the habit of prefacing any remark about the status of a form with
the words "in my dialect- to show how he or she was not at all interested
in the trivi..I facts of actual language use. (An historical note: Persons during

the heyday of the transformationalist penod who were interested in language variation, use. and distribution were often referred to as "cocktail
party linguists.")
Rather than attributing different competence% to speakers. aren't we safer

assuming that cerin operations are more "ordinary." more generally acceptable to native. fluent speakers if they observe certain principles. and
that the further they stray from those principles. the funnier (or less ordinary) they seem.' Consider the following rules:
Modifiers introduced %vith It bile which contain a verb group of the
shape auxiliary be -. verb - ing may delete their subjects and the
auxiliary he if the identical noun may he found in the clause that they
modify
For example

stayed at my house -- modified clause
identical
noun
while Kicorgel was recuperating
verb group containing auxiliary he :114/, ) and verb 4 in (re/ up/Tan/so

Applying the above rule we go:
George stayed at my house while recuperating (Of course. we do not
have to use this rule. "George stayed at my house while he was recuper-

ating- is an acceptable alternative.) If there is no identical noun in the
modified clause. the rule will not work.
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stayed at my house -- modified clause

identical
noun

while
was recuperating
verb group containing auxiliary be (hat-) and verb + ing (recuperating)

If 1 do put these two sentences together with the result "Geoi,,e stayed at
my house while recuperating" then it is clear that 1 no longer mean that
Man. did the recuperating. That the subject of the is hile- clause must have
an identical noun in the modified clause seems clear. Isn't this like most
invariant linguistic rules? Can we reasonably ask if it makes any difference
if the identical noun is in one place or another in the modified sentence?
Does it make any difference if the modified clause is passive or active? If
the identical noun is subject or object of the modified clause? Consider the
following:
1. The postman was bitten by the dog while delivering the mail.
2. The dog bit the postman while guarding the house.
3. The postman was bitten by the dog while guarding the house.
4. The dog bit the postman while delivering the mail.
In (1) the subject of the is hile.clause has been deleted since it is th. same
as the subject of the passive clause it modifies: in (2) it is deleted on#Ientity
with the subject of an active clause: in (3) on identity with the prepositional
object ("agent ") of a passive sentence: in (4) on identity with the, object of
an active sentence. (None of these are "trick" sentences: 1 always mean
or the dog to be guarding the house and the postman to be delivering the
mail, never vice-versa.)
Research with fluent. native speakers shows that these/sentences get

"progressively worse." thoagh they all satisfy the conditions of the rule
given above. What are we to do? Is the rule no good? 'the rule. in fact.
captures a good generalization about English. for some( speakers (the research does not tell us on what occasions) will tolerate/all four. some only
the first thiee, and nearly all the first two. It is cleaff. then. that the while

subject li.nd auxiliary he) deletion rule is sensitive to the position (and
position in sentence type) of the identical noun in the modified clause. The
rule prefers to work when the identical noun is i3O subject position (I) and
(2) rather than in object ,31 and (4): and it also prefers to work in passives
(1) and (3) rather than in actives (2) and (4). The hierarchy of preference
looks like this:

Best: passive. *subject
Good: -passive. *subject
Fair * passive. subject
Bad:

passive.

subject

I.egum. and Thompson)
Any number of categories and Operations in language may be sensitive to
such "preference scales" rather than to absolutist categorization. The native
speaker's representation of some facts as neither "right- nor "wrong" will
surely have important ramifications for a native speaker model in testing.
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Although there are numerous other area% from linguistic research that
might be selected to show that the NINSE model is not effectively employed.
I have tried to show that misunderstandings. research gaps. and the failure
to consider recent research. all contribute to an unsophisticated use of native speaker proficiency. If language testing and instruction in bilingual ed-

ucation continue to use the model of the native speaker. there is some
chance that newer trends in linguistics will provide a more realistic model
than the mysterious INSH.
Let's look briefly at some dili,:tilths in testing that may he traced to the
three areas just discussed.

First. how can an ideal versus real data base influence tests? In most
cases the problem is simply ignored. though the LAS (Lam:oat:1' .4% u.% onent
.Si airst seems to consider the problem and come up with a handy. practical
device:

file i.A.S may be administered by any teacher or other school personnel
w ho are qualified to work with students and who %pea 11w languave
14 ihr Iry as their full lanimave In fact. monolinguals tend to be better
testers

(DcAvila and Duncan: 31

In short. one %INSE is taken to he an INSH for-the purpose of test production Scoring is a little more complex. but. in general. reveals the same
lack of sophistication as the above resolution:
.

.

the examiner sunph lemphasis mine I marks the items that are

failed .
1Ik Avila and Duncan: 81 Die scoring of Part V of the LAS
must he done by a native speaker of the language the test was administered in. (De Avila and Duncan: 81

Raters should strive to obtain a level of interjudge reliability such that
on ten ratings two independent or different raters would disagree no
more than one score level. not more than one in ten ratings.
ilk Avila and Duncan: 91
What .i neat resolution of the I NSH problem for evaluation' It may he done

demo Lratically tor through training). so that a majority of speakers will
determine the linguistic competence for a bilingual measure. Although this
test. like so many others. claims to be sensitive to sociolinguistic variation.
it is clearly not at all sensitive to the basic issue of the status of linguistic
items. It resolves the problem by making one producer an arbitrary MNSF
and .i statistically simil.0 group of MNSEs (clones') evaluators. That is. or
Lours_. a serious trivialization of a continuing problem in general. theoretmai linguistics
Second. how has the failure of linguists and others to produce comprehensive studies of language interaction in real situations influenced tests?
In general. many lest authors have tried to indicate that their instruments
take place within a natural setting. The HA II (Mimi:nal _Swam Ileautre).
for example. is said to approximate .i real Lonversation with a student
about Lartoon-like pictures- (Hurt. Dula) and Hernandez Chavez: 3). but
.i real conversation i .1 pretheoreth:al notion in linguistics and language
study How to approximate one is an e%en greater mystery More seriously.
the NW ilia,t, Imenion ,01 \antral tam:um:es makes the most interesting
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(and leas: productive) use of the notion "real conversation." In that instrument a great deal of attention is paid to making sure that the setting in which
the language sample is taken is "natural." And. in fact. some rather sophisticated techniques from sociolinguistics are discussed to assure that this
is the case. Oddly enough. after all this care. the features of the sample that
are used to determine proficiency are such completely traditional ones as
word count. sentence length. and use 4 modifiers and so on (Herbert: 7).
The relationship of such items to so-called natural settings is. first of all.
not known. and. more importantly, likely to vary considerably over a variety
of such natural settings. So little research exists on language use that the
decision to use such items in testing is hasty and misguided.
A preliminary study by Mucha (1975). which replicates Kellogg Hunt's
famous study of T-Unit,, in developmental writing strategies (1965) for spoken English. shows that just such quantitative measures as those used in
the BAT do not show significant distirctions across grade levels, though
it did show significance at the level of educated adults. In a more recent
study (Watson). it has been shown that just su..;. quantitative factors as
those selected for the BINL show more variation across genre types than
across grade levels in written English For example. such quantitative measures show more sensitivity to task type (per onai narrative versus exposition versus argumentation and so on) than to grade level. However. such
studies have been most common ;t1 determining the written proficiency
(often referred to as "syntactic malunly-) of native speakers. Some more
recent studies .4 the relationship between syntax and discourse. perhaps
powerfully productive notions. have not been explored at all in bilingual
evaluation, even though they have been recently applied to language acquisition settings (Larsen-Freeman).
Third. what research exists that has not been considered in the construction of tests? I am most impressed by the failure to consider recent research
on the determination of sentence elements by discourse Information. Consider the following instructions for scoring from the BINL:
For example. the child who says "on the table" in response to another
child's question "Where are the toys?" has the phrase "The toys are
.

. .- within his competence. He did not say "The toys are on the

table" because it was unnecessary to do so; therefore. we must assume
that he was able to say the complete sentence but i how not to do so.
For this reason. credit is given for a complete sentence. In assessing
fluency (word count)..however. we will only count those words that are
actually produced. therety placing value on complete and explicit lan-

guage (Herbert 7).

1 will only hint that such complete and explicit sentences are not at all
appropnate to the natural settings the BIM. is so careful to collect in. The
competence-performance distinction is apparently dealt with here in a very
sophisticated way, but the final statements show us that the author really
values language that is closer to so-called full structures. Most serious, of
course. is the author's justification for only counting words that are actually
there. "thereby placing value on complete and explicit language.- Consider
the following two conversations that I have reconstructed from the BIN(.:
I

A Where are the toys?
B On the table
0...

40 I it )
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2. -A: Where are the toys?
B: The toys are on the table.
In (1). speaker B has not "chosen" to leave out the subject and verb simply
because that same information is provided in the question. or because he

feels the situation is somehow "less formal." He or she has, in fact, followed a pre 'ictable discourse- syntax rule that requires such deletion for
normal discourse. I challenge fluent speakers of English to provide a reading

of B's response in (2) without having it provide special information, something quite different from the response given in (1). I can get some of the
following from the "complete" answer.

I. The TOYS are on the table (but l' n getting ready to tell you about
the different location of ..ome other things that are usually with the
toys and that I may reasonably expect you to believe are with them on

the table. when. in fact, they are not and I don't want to trick you).
2. The toys ARE on the table (and it is so obvious that I am a little

annoyed with you for asking).
3. THE toys are on the table (but they may not be the ones you meant).

It is, in fact. only the "normal" read'ng "The toys are on the table." with
strongest but not super-strong stress on table, that I cannot use to answl'
this question since it seems to ignore the shared information the questioner
and answerer have. I do know, however, that many teachers say such sentences. with uninterpretable stress and intonation patterns, and that many
language learners are expected to say them. In some cases, the reason is
given that deletion is easier to learn than addition and that full forms should
be learned first, short forms later.
Some work in general linguistics asserts, quite simply, that differences in
form add up to differences in meaning. There is enough precision and agreement in such studies to allow them to be considem! or current bilingual
testing devices.

You may have forgotten by now my claim that the decision to use a
MNSE model for bilingual testing and instruction was a bad one. Certainly
the laiguistic adventure we have just taken %, ,,c not wasted, for much of
that sophistication will be necessary no -Nam r ,...,at model we finally decide
to employ, but it remains to be si..
i.,11 rkaise speaker norms (even when
adequately characterized) are not ac orate or effective models for bilingual
testing and instruction.
The proof for this notion will be drawn from three general areas: neurolinguistics. general linguistics, and sociolinguistics. The arguments here
are relatively straightforward: if it can be shown that successful bilinguals
store, process. and use language(s) in ways that significantly differ from
monolinguals. then the selection of MNSE norms for evaluation and programming is in error.
At first glance. the assumption that the brain of a bilingual differs from
that of the monolingual should be so obvious as to require no proof at all.
After all, a bilingual brain stores two languages. a monolingual one only
one Unfortunately, that obvious fact may be a trivial one: that is. if the two
(or more) languages of the bilingual are stored in exactly the same way one
is by the monolingual, then a monolingual model of a language will provide
a multilingual one when multiplied by the number of languages involved.
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Partial competence in a second language may be described. ,in this model.
as a percentage of realirdtion of the monolingual model.
Contrary to this model, considerable neurolinguistic evidence suggests
that a bilingual is not a double monolingual. The best of this evidence comes
from fairly recent studies of localization of brain functions, in particular the
discovery that a number of-language-functions-seem to specialize in one
hemisphere of the brain (usually the left) at a certain period in one's linguistic developmenta process usually referred tq,as lateralization. If, of
course. a second language is stored in a different way or if the storage of
more than one language "creates" a different brain. then numerous tasks.
linguistic as well as nonlinguistic. may be different for bilinguals and monolinguals. If that is the case, the monolingual's behavior is an inappropriate
norm for the multilingual.
Though proof of this point is not definite and a number of experiments
have been criticized for details, the weight of evidence seems to fall in the
d.rection of difference rather than similarity. A number of these general
findings are simply listed here:
I.

Bilinguals appear to have greater auditory language skills than
monolinguals

(Albert and Obler: 204)
2. Bilingual phonological production seems more articulated than pho-

nological reception: that is. category separation is greater in pronunciation than in perception

(Albert and Obler: 204-5).,

3. Bilinguals mature earlier than monolinguals with regard to
lateralization
(Albert and Obler: 238-42)
4. Bilinguals show greater bilateralization (locating of language functions
in both hemispheres) than monolinguals
(Albert and Obler: 226)

Of course. a number of studies show that other skill, storage and processing
areas of bilinguals are not significantly different from those of monolinguals.
Since. however. evidence from at least some areas and some experimental
work suggests that the neurolinguistic picture of the bilingual differs from

that of the monolingual. the burden of proof for testing and instruction
would seem to fall on those who claim that such differences are trivial or
that they do not exist.
Within general. theoretical linguistics there is some evidence that competence-performance. particularly as it has to do with judgments of grammaticality. is distinguishaUin bilinguals and monolinguals. Fluent bilinguals

'

have been shown to story different grammars, at least in terms of grammaticality judgments. by Preston (1975). Fluent Polish speakers of English

and native sPeakrs were asked to evaluate over five hundred sentences
from Quirk. et al.. A Grammar of Contemporary English (1972) that were
markdd as "questionably grammatical." The bilinguals found a significantly
larger :percentage of the sentences unacceptable.
Finally. there is the greatest evidence that bilinguals are not the same as
monolifiguals from the point of view of sociolinguistics. At first glance this
would seem to be as obvious as the difference between bilingual and monolingual brains. However, some critics might object that, viewed from one
side or the other. the bilingual might be simply a member of society who
possesses a clever "trick,- a separate set of relationships that are irrelevant
to monolinguals on either side. This is absurd for two reasons. First, other
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bilingo..ls exist, and they must have some attitudes towards a speaker that
do not regard him or her as a person with a second. mysterious life. Second.
internally. a successful bilingual does not feel himself to be two completely
different persons. even though he may have "two worlds- and "two visions." His or her identity is. nev,..-theless. uniform. The alternative to this
would he the pathological (and extremely ravel case orniultiple personality.
I am. however. inure interested in particulars than in these general characterizations. and I am not interested in troubling this discussion with the
difficulties. of compound versus toordutteneAs. labels that I take to over
much neuro-. psycho-. socio-. and general linguistic territory.
Preston (1976) has shown that native speakers of English seem to prefer
non-native speakers who do not come too close to the individual native
speakers variety. In a test with Polish learners of English who had learned
British and American varieties. the native speakers of British English preferred ton affective scales) the Polish learners who had acquired American
English. and the native speakers of American English preferred ton the
same rating scale) Polish learners of British English. A control group who
had learned what was called "Mid-Atlantic English" was. in fact. preferred
by both groups of native-speaker raters. Some liknciple of "sociolinguistic
thievery- similar to the woe that explains strong mictions to non-native use
of slang and obscenity may explain this.
.
How does this native speaker preference for non-native norms in learners
influence the bilingual as he or she tries to increase proficiency? I am indebted to Professdr T. Plaister of the University of Hawaii at Manua for
bringing the following composition by a Japanese student of English to my
attention
I Just don't know what to do right now. I might have been n nom since
I began to learn English. I always tried to he better and wanted to be
a good speaker. But it was ;irony. abt(dureqv nroni !' When I got to
California. I started imitating Americans and picked up the words that
I heard. So. my English became just like Americans. I couldn't help
it I must have beet? funny to them. because I am a Japaneseand have
my own culture and background. I think I almost lost the must impor-

tant thing I should not have I got California English includifirinto'lateen. pronunciation. the way they act. which are nut mine. I have to
have nu .tin Lnithsh. he myself when I speak English. Why was it
hard for me to make friends in California"' Why was I unhappy? Be-

. cause I faked' I pretended to he like an American Just like an awful
actress Others must have noticed that. But nobody told me the truth
Everybody said I talked like an American but something Was wrong
with me I shouldn't have been that way. I tried too, hard to imerove
English- -nut in the 'ring way\ At that time. I, thought it was the best
%..iy and the only way to learn how to speak English. I watched TV.
_listened to the radio. read the newspaper as hard as I could. 1 didn't
think how others think about that. I believed that I would I;e able to
think in English and talk naturally. I think I made it. But in the wrong
wiry I don't have to he like Americans. The most important thing is to
be mystat and communicate with people. Adon't have to be good It
doesn't matter how others don't like me and think I am not good. It
doesn't matter if I mike a mistake not only in English but also in life
itself. If I pretend to be like an American. nobody %HI like me and talk
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to me. If we just imitate others' way of speaking, I can never talk and
communicate with people. Because it is not me, the words coming out
of the mouth are not my own words. They are the words that I imitated
and stole from Americans. If I really want to speak good English. I
have to speak my own English, which might not be worse than the

English that I got in California. But that's the real English for me.
Don't try to be good too hard. If I am too eager, my English will

become worse and worse. I am at the top of the peak It might take
long to speak in my way. But I'll try
I'm writing for myself not just for the journal. Because I talked to
the local girls in my dormitory very seriously. They said they talked
about me so badly because whenever I spoke English. it sounded funny.
phony. not natural. . . . whatever, to them. I listened to them and took

their words with the open mind. I didn't get mad, embarassed. But
they made me to think about myself. They told me to be mvself before
I say something in English What do I think? What do I like? What do
I hate? Whatever it is. it's 0.K' Because that's what I am. I have to

be honest to myself before to others. If I am myself when I speak
English. maybe my exaggerated (that's what others have felt) tone will
be taken away. That's what I am thinking after I heard their honest
words about me.

I should not have written this. But I'd like to express this strong
feeling directly and also I'd like you to know what would happen to a
student who has learned and imitated American English It is very hard
for us to learn how to speak English not just because we are shy and
polite, but also because we are not taught how to communicate with
other people especially foreigner-,. I realize how closely language is
related to culture, backgrounds. and communication Itself. Language
is needed because we want to know other people. So we have to be
Curious about people. including myself. (HELP)
This learner confirms the Polish findings and helps establish the notion
that bilinguals are aware of the negative feelings certain attempts to behave
like monolinguals arouse We humans seem to be most comfortable with
those situations and individuals that allow the greatest predictability or

stereotyping. but I hesitate attaching only negative values to that word. I
would argue that 'inguage learners are sensitive to this reed and isolate
certain small areas of monolingual performance that they will avoid or certain areas of their own performance that will signal their bilingual status
(phonology is probably a favonk due to its extremely limited interference
with the communication process,.
,
Perhaps the Polish raters of grammaticality cited above were more critical
of questionable sentences partly because such entences belong almost ex
elusively to the native-speaker domain of language use--the kind of grammatical risk area a native speaker would take. which the bilingual might
choose to avoid. After all. the fluent bilingual has other strategies to deal
with the semantic and communication strategies covered by such questionable forms.
Lest this sensitivity on the part of the bilingual to the possible devaluation
by the monolingual native speaker seem to he a kind of submissiveness. 1,:t
me he quick to point out that such avoidance of some native speaker forms
or strategies and the continuation of some other or dual) language forms
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and strategies. has poative values to the bilingual. If the strategy of the
learneris not to bet mie a native speaker. is it not likely that he or she will
either avoid learning or carry over certain features. however sub:le and
however unconsciously, that suggest to the learner as well as to listeners
that his or her identity
riot to he confused with the monolingual'? If this
is the ',octal task. what better model for it than the total language competence of the successful bilingual.
How have failures to select a bilingual norm influenced tests? In the case
of neuiolinguistic differentiation. it as noted that one of the advantages of
bilingualism was greater auditory linguistic facility (compared to the visual
facility of the monolingual). Neatly all major tests base their primary language elicitation task on pictures. just the area of monolingual strength that
would not be appropriate to a bilingual if such a difference is profound.
In addition. those tests that pay attention to phonological systems at all
contain measures of responses to minimal pairs (e.g.. LAS). yet work in
neurolinguistic storage of phonological systems shows that bilinguals have

greater systi..-1 separation at the level of production than at the level of
reception.

For,general linguistic theory (or grammatical deszriptions) some even
stronge- claims may be made concerning the use of bilingual norms. I have
already quoted the major tests' statements of preference for native speaker
evaluation of test performances. If. however. the grammatical status of a
language in a successful bilingual is different from 11411 of a monolingual,
why should a monolingual evaluator be chosen? Let's go back to an earhei
illustration;

A Where are the toys'
El- The toys are on the table.
I claimed that only unusua: readings of the answer that carried significantly
Jifferent meanings could he employed with this "full form." ..ind I suggested
that giving greater valve to such utterances on the basis of "completeness'"
or "explicitness was a direct
itradiction of recent work in discoursecontrolled rules in syntax ' :s nportant to remember. rowever. that at
that time I was criticizing th, `1
C.. model. Is it possible that this -esponse.
and many other grammmatical forms and convzrsationt. ategies close to
native speaker forms but not exactly like them. I.- t. in tact. correct (even
preferred) forms for fluent bilinguals? We do not know since we have chosen

MNSI norms Worse. we cannot know because we have done so little
research on the language proficiency of fluent bilinguals
Finally. how have tests failed by not considering the sociolinguistic status
of the successful bilingual? The tests fail. of course. tr./ not recognizing that
bilingual, are bilinguals. that they occupy a different position in society.
that their behavior to others and s Ts' (both monolinguals and bilinguals)

behavior to them differs Not to assume this is iq make a mockery of all
previous sociolinguistic research. We adjust our linwstic behavior to others

for the most subtle of reason,harely perceptible shifts in tone. attitude.
differences in sex. age. region. relocation of domain. change in topic and
purpose Of course we will x'ary our language use and our regard for language when we distinguish that the others in conversations are monolinguals
or bilinguals

Our tests generally overcome this difficulty since they are tests appro-
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pnate to monolingual. not bilingual education. If the norms tiff testing and
instruction arc set "Om the performance of those who control only tne
language. however accurately. then we must assume that that monolingual
norm is the goal for the students. Those proponents of bilingual education
who hnJ such great value in plural.sm. multilingualism. and relativistic attitudes employ. in fact. unashamedly assimilationistic models for testing and
Instruction
the Japanese student quoted above discovered that she had unconsciously sksised a monolingualizing program for herself, hut, of cour.e,
vu, 2 si.- (new she would return to her own country one day, she gained
some rather powerful insights into the process of becoming bilingualthe
preservAtion of self. the creation of a bilingual voice. the recognition of the
absurdity of dual monolingualism. I am sure she is a successful speaker of
a variety of English that will do hi more good than the California English
that caused her so much trouble.
I hope that bilingual programs in America will have the foresight to begin
a similar plan for evaluation and instruction. Such a plan is not .an automatic
product ( I ma,ntenance It is a plan that calls for the most sophikticated
linguistic anal: s of the cognitive and linguistic differences between bilinguals and monolinguals and for the most realistic and practical applications
of thole tindings to the testing and teaching of future bilinguals
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THE RELATION OF TOPIC/SITUATION SENSITIVITY TO THE
STUDY OF LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY'

Benji Wald
National Center for Bilingual Research
4

This paper reports en a study comparing language proficiency as ci aventiornilly measured by instruments currently used in mar./ school districts throughout the United States. with language abilities of individuals
with Spanish language background.-At the outset. it will be useful to dis-

t

tinguish language profrieni s from language abilities. for reasons discussed
in more detail below. With regard to oral language. which will be our only
concern in this paper. language profit ieni y will be defined strictly as the
results of a quantitative measure (e.g.. language proficiency test) applied to
a speech sample (e.g.. the speech sample elicited by thanes°.
On the other hand. language abilities will be defined as what a speaker
c if! actually do with the language he/she knows. An ac;ount of the language
al-limes on a speaker will distinguish what the speaker knows from what he
doeinct know. the latter being the basis for deciding what the speaker needs
to learn in order to achieve normally in school. Thus. a language proficiency
test converts some aspects of a speaker's total language ability into a measured languave profu lent c.
The order of presentation will begin with ally language proficiency and
language abilities are being studied. both within the particular project discussed below and elsewhere within the context of American bilingual ed-

ucation. This section will deal with the general theoretical and practical
issues involved in language proficiency assessment, and then with the particu!ar aspects of language :bailie% emphasized in the reported project. The
second part of the paper will then deal successively with some of the results

of the project thus far obtained. In effect. this section contains a status
report on the language abilities of the children under study with respect to
03

in

r.
cs,

0

some of the more striking and. in some cases. unexpected features of li nguag.: behavior exhibited by the children. The particular discussion involves
protect- derived notions of peer seleitwn. harguage firctereit«,. language
doorman( e. and the relation of some specific language abilities to language
proficiency testing

the research reported herein was supported by the National Center for Bilingual
Research through funds from NIF (NIF-R-79-0011, I he opinions expressed do not
necessdnly reflect the positum or policy of NIE and no official endorsement should
he inferred
Copyright i 19X1 Bend V. ild
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Language proficiency assessment. henceforth LPA. is a crucial part of
the developing technology of bilingual ducation. Its most widespread use
across Amery an school systems is to ssify students of non-English family backerounds for determining eligibility and or need for bilingual educational programs. On the basis of specific LPA instruments. students are

classified as fluent or hinny& The most widely used tests make further
distinctions for both categories. but this distinction is the crucial one.'
Currently there is much debate over the relationship of LPA to -school
achievement. although it is generally agreed that lack of proficiency in English is at least partially responsible for the lack of academic achievement
and an eventual high dropout rate among speakers from non-English hackgrounds. especially Hispanics. The controversy centers around two major
questions:

I. What kinds of language proficiency are related to what kinds of academic achievement'
2 What is th_ relative role of language proficiency among other Lctors
le g.. social or individual psychological). which promote or impede
academic achievement'
Both of these questions arc large and general. They cannot be discussed

in detail here. However. it must be appreciated that the ultizaate goal of,
research addressed to LPA in the context of bilingual education is to answer
these questions. and implement a policy based on those answers.
To begin with. the question arises: What is the iortienr of language proficiency' There is no agreed upon answer to this question. The scope of
language proficiency is not well defined. As a point of departure. we consider the most commonly used instruments: LAS (Language Assessment

Sacs, BSM (Bilingual Syntax Measure). BINI. (Basic Inventory of Natural Language.' All of these instruments are commercially produced and
distributed. and have been the subject of comparative study (esp. Gillmorc
& Dickerson. 1979. tilibarri. Spencer & Rivas. i9X0). They all have content
res, led to Lore linguistic components The core linguistic components
.ire

PHONOLOGY- the pronunciation .inc. perception of linguistic
sounds

MORPHOLOGN the processes of word formation. siarticularly for
nglish. the most frequently used infle.nonal suffixes
SYN 1-AX the processes of sentence formation. the organization of
words into sertences and intermediate units. i e.. clauses and phrases.

I.1 XICON socahalary. the inventory of sound sequences and
meanings paired into morphemes and words. especially nouns and

soils
I arch of the. instrilments is rcstr:ded to ant or several of these compo
nents. and devises a %Loring system that leads to assignment of the speakers
to .1 Lategory above or below a cut -off point of limited and proficient speakers (sir 411 practical purposes these instruments score by comparing the

speaker s output with the equivalent standard (written) English linguistic
features ' 1 particularly interesting feature of all of these instruments is
that they also hasc Spanish versions fhils. they also claim lo measure
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dominance for English-Spanish bilinguals. Finally, the situational context
in which these tests are administered has not been subjected to careful
study. but to some extent it can be estimated through the instructions given
in the manuals, our informal observations of test administration, and the
simulation study in the project reported below.
One of the salient features of the administration context is that only the
tester and an individual speaker are iriolved in verbal exchange. No help
from others is allow d for the benefit of the speaker (which contrasts with
some of the situations of verbal interaction reported below). This conversational pattern in the test situation of the LPA context is commonly reported for general classroom interaction between teacher and pupil. I will
label this interaction pattern the tr t.vi le (cf. Shuy. 1979; Duran. 1981:
Sinclair & Coulthard. 1975):

A: questione g . What's this?
B: responsee.g.. A boy playing a guitar.
A: evaluatione.g.. OK. good. that's rightetc.
The test cycle (see Figure II may be the outline of a more elaborate exchange. for example. where A forestalls an evaluation and ,)rompts instead.
in order to obtain a further response. probably most often a substitute for

or elaboration on the first response. e.g.. "What else?" (elaboration). "I
can't hear you what' huh'''. Isitstitute). The evaluation is not an explicitly
required instruction in the manuals. but we found them commonly used to
mark the end of one such episode and preceding another. The answer in
the test cycle is what each test is designed to elicit and evaluate.
A

B

AQuestion I---.LAnswer
recycle

i

FrTakiiiii 4-----------FIGURE 1

1-LOW SCHEMA OF THE TEST CYCLE
In addition. the I AS adds another voice (in some sense, an ether partic-

ipant to the situation) in the form of :a taped voice. This. like other test
props. such as pictures. normally intervene between a question and answer
in the test cycle ar.d not between either of the other two sequences.

We have considered this feature of the LPA administration context in
some detail to draw attention to the fact that there is a specific situational
context in which speech is elicited for evaluation. We will be concerned to
a large extent with the effect of situational context on language. How does
language elicited by the test cycle compare with language elicited or pioduced under different conditions"'
Current Cron lim of 1.11A immnent%

The particular LPA instruments discussed above. and others like :hem.
have been %oho.- to a vanety of criticisms. Several studies have shown tnat
the various LPA instruments are not comparable. That is. they assign different pioportions of the same population. and often the sar : ind duals.
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to different levels of proficiency (cf Gillmore & Dickerson. Vlibarri. et al..
up r rt . Wald: 1980).

One of the most effective criticisms of the predictive value of LPA tests
for school achieverneY is based on the limitations of observation imposed
by the content of the instruments. The basic force of arguments involving
the notion of communicative competence is t,iat academic achievement requires language-mediated knowledge and skills that are different from those
tested. Studies of communicative competenc,. generally focus on interpersonal features of classroom situations. They tend to emphasize cultural
differences in interpersonal communication, and the situational sensitivity
of appropriateness conditions. e g.. that talking out loud in class is appropriate on some occasions (when you're called on by the teacher). but not
on other occasions (when somebody else is called on or when that decision
has not been made yeti.
4
Thus. Shut' (1979) points out that it is not appropriate to use the test
cycle for questions like What's your name'!' . where all known cultures
would normally expect all except the most helpless members of their own
societies to know their own names. As Labov (1970) has pointed out. the
test cycle is initiated as a specific act, a request for display of knots ledge.
The tester is expected to know the answer to her own question by members
of the test culture. hopefully including the addressee.'

The thrust of much wt,rk orginating in the concept of communicative
competence. first propozd by Gumperz and Hymes. is that there are uncoi,scioos rules for interactional behavior, both linguistic and nonlinguistic.
Through these rules. situations are changed or maintained. Gumperz has
suggested that these rules are negotiated by the interactants. In a classroom
conte4t. a desired situation might be simply task-focused. quiet students.
lo the extent that negotiations fail. dysfunction or disruption of the desired
situation may occur. Implicit in the application of the concept of negotiation
it- classroom situations is that knowledge of the rules used for similar purposes by each side need to he mutually known or established in order for
negotiations to proceed as desired (cf. Cook-Gumperz & Gumperz. 1980).

Shut' & Sutton (19801 distinguish two general areas of communicative
competence linguistic and sociolinguistic. The linguistic area deals with
core linguistic features discussed above. Canale & Swain (1980) restrict
sun r, frogurstu compelensc to interpersonal skills involving appropriateness
conditions. and distinguish it from drs«rursi, competence. which applies to
the ability to nroduce coherent texts. i.e.. coherent multi-sentence units
like recipes. telephone income . They also put strategic competence on the
same level. strategic competence being the ability to compensate for communization breakdowns Loused by difficulties in other competences. or the
(pparently opposite) special abilities that enhance communicative effectiveness Figt:re 2 below displays these two implicit taxonomies.
( urrenth. little is known about the relationship of these components of
Lommuracative competence to each other. or their relative weights as prediciors of school achievement Generally. core linguistic features of standard I- ruttish have been cmphasiied as instrumental in acquiring literacy in
English In a more general way. Cummins (1981) has argued that only a
limivd numner of linguistic and or sociolinguistic skills are related to academ. achievemc '. phonology is considered irrelevant (hut see discussion

in V. aid. 1981 A major example of a relevant skill given in Cummins'
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.

biscourse Strategic

.tc.

FIGURE 2

TWO BASIC TAXONOMIES OF COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE
paper is /ma/ parity of bilinguals with monolingual age-mates. assumed
to be a prerequisite for grade level reading
Non-core linguistic skills have generally been proposed as aiding or
impeding the stability of the situations in which learning takes place. particularly in the -lassroom. and contributing to the role of mutual expectations in studen.-teacher perception and interaction. which encourages or
discourages academic achievement (see Troike. 1981 discussion of Cummins' work. and Wald. 1981 discussion of Troike's paper). Since little has
been done in relating core linguistic to other sociolinguistic abilities in educational contexts. the question remains open concerning their relative roles

in the academic achievement of bilinguals This is an especially serious
problem for socially subordinate groups in the U.S.. particularly for lower
SES groups of mmonty status.
Given this state of affairs. the shortcomings of the various IPA instruments become apparent

I. They arc limited to core linguistic features.
2 They establish a context in which very little can he learned about the
relationship of core linguistic features to language use in functional
contexts

Additionally. there .ire a vast number of studies demonstrating that in nonschool context language is sensitive to social context (Wald. 1980 and
1981). This applies both to quality (variety of linguistic devices used) and
quantity (amount of speech,

rin, situathill bpi( Stud'.

The focus of interest in the rest of this paper is on how language proficiency masures currently used to classify speakers relate to those speakers' language abilities. The study concerns three levels of organization
simultaneously: core linguistic. discourse. and conversation.
Cure linguistic applies to linguistic organization at the sentence level or
below. It is equivalent to Shuy & Staton's linguistic competence or Canale
& Swain's grammatical competence.
ours: applies to coherent multi-sentence units embedded in conversation. It is equivalent to Canale & Swain's discourse comp,,ence. Examples arc narratives. place directions. house/apartment descr .ions. recipes.
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reports of past and present routines. speculations, and exnressions of opinion and belief. These units will be referred to as dis, ourse units (DU% for
short) and will very much figure in the ensuing discussion.
Conte awn is actual verbal exchange, organized into acts with motives
and con ,quences. The test cycle described above is an example. This level

of organization includes Cana le & Swain's sociolinguistic and strategic
competence.

Figure 3. below taxonomizes the aspects of language abilities of interest
in the reported study. and can be compared to the taxonomies of communicative competence in Figure 2.
Language Abilities

Core Linguistic

Discourse

(cf. S&S Linguistic
C&S Grammatical)

Conversat, 'nal

(cf. C&S Sociolinguistic
and Strategic)
FIGURE 3

TAXONOMY OF LANGUAGE ABILITIES UNDER STUDY
The study discussed below was specifically designed to avoid the limitations of the [.PA instruments in situation and topu. The longest phase of
the study design uses the sociolinguistic interview format for maximizing
a speaker's linguistic output in a short amount of time. 4nd is used-exten,ively in community studies outside of the school context (cf. Labov. 1980.
Sankoff. 1979). Unlike all conventional language proficiency testing. choice
of topic is left up to the speakers. the only contraints being that we obtain
the types of extended speech (discourse unitsiDUs) that we are interested
in (see below). The assumption underlying this procedure is that the speech
output of speaker4,4% maximized when they are free to accept. reject and
volunteer topics of their own choice.
In sociolinguistic fieldwork it has been demonstrated that the inclusion
of peers also enhances a speakers performance. In addition, it gives us
information about peer patterns of verbal interaction that match more closely
the language of everyday life than interaction with a stranger or other outsider alone (cf. Lithos:. 19721.

The following diagram shows in schematic form the relationship among the
factors that mitigate direct oh.ervation of language abilities:
1-1(il_RE 4
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According to this scheme, language abilities cannot be directly observed

but must be inferred from the linguistic output. The linguistic output, or

speech sample, data, is shaped first by situation, a large variable in which
the relationship of the participants to each other is of prime importance,
and then by the topic-oriented discourse unit, a variable within any panicular situation affei- .tcl by such factors as whether the particular topic of the
discourse originates with the speaker or another participant (previous speaker,
such as the interviewer or another peer). and the extent to which the speaker
controls the information presented in the discourse unit, i.e., has knowledge

of it, to a greater ar less extent than other participants. For example, in the
case of many narratives of personal experience, the speaker has greater.
often even exclusive, knowledge of the events being reported and cannot
be easily contradicted by other participants. In such a case the speaker is
the authority on the content of what he i' saying, even if his command of
the language used is not as great as that of other participants. Speech behavicr under these conditions is of particular interest since it is relatively
easy to separate out limitations imposed by lack of knowledge of the language being used.
The .Stud. of Language Abilities of Late Preadolescent Bilinguals

The study reported below is intended to help fill two kinds of gaps in our
current knowledge of the relation of language proficiency to acquisitional
and educational prncesses, as well as age group and context-sensitive use
of language.

The age group selected in the study consists of fifth and sixth graders
between the ages of ten and thirteen (less than thirteen in all cases). This
group is older and more advanced than the K-3 groups that have been the
attention of the bulk of :search in bilingual education. However, this group
is of critical importance to an educational process that conv.rts young people from incipient students to either high school gra;:uates or secondary
school drop-outs. This age group stands at the gate of critical physkological,
social and academic changes.
For this age group, we know very little about the sociolinguistic abilities
we may expect to be developed at this point. Although there is Much evidence to suggest that core linguistic abilities are highly refined before adolescence, little is known about abilities in organizing discourse units, or
the rules of conversation used among peers or between peers and other age
groups, particularly adults.
The relation of core linguistic abilities to discourse'abilities has relevance
to language c omprehension . and to reading comprehension at the level of
making inferences from a multi-sentence written text. The relation of core
linguistic abilities to conversational abilities reflects ability to participate in
social exNanges using language. This has relevance to student-teacher interm ton, . and whether or not the student can recognize and manipulat. the
academic knowledge imparted by the teacher and tested by various educational concerns from the distnct to the state and national level.
The specific grot.p studied here includes a number of specific variations
widespread in Hispanic communities across the U.S. For most students.
the Spanish language is a feature of the immediate family background. Beyond that there is variation in (I) whether the student entered an English-
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%peaking school at K or laterin most cases. this corresponds to age of
arrival in the U S.. of which the fundamental dichotomy is first generation
(immigrant. especially after the age of five, the year of K) and non-first
veneration fin the sample. usually second generation of Spanish-speaking
parentage. entering a U.S school at K. and (; how the student has been
officially labeled by the school on the basis of a test of language proficiency
in English and Spanish (where tested.
Most of the student% in the sample are from bilingual classrooms with
bilingual teachers. Our major concern is to sample and describe the language abilities of these students in both languages. Below, the nature of the
reseaNh and particular findings are reported.
flu Et /et t of Situation on LinEnume Chuji c and Abilities

In introducing the various situations in which we observed peer verbal
interaction. with each other or with interviewer,. the issue of language
choice is pervasive. Language choice is directly relevant to many issues in
bilingualism. including the decision-making needs of biljngual education.
the issue of language dominance which language is stronger. if this may
Pedraza et al.. 1980 and the investigation of
he legitimately asked
abilities in each language. .
In our study. one of the objective% was to obtain comparable dikourse
units in both language% from each target speaker. The interviewer was a
twenty-six-year-old Mexican American (third generation). with equal facil-

ity in the vernacular Spanish and English spoken in East Los Angeles.
Although some studies of younger bilinguals. particularly Puerto Rican% in

New York City. indicate that children ollow the leader- with regarc to
language choice when they have ability in both. either immediately or after
a few utterance% by their addresser persisting in the same language (Zentella: 1978. we found that this was rarely the case among the speakers we
interviewed. either at Site I. a community and school in the southern part
of Los Angeles County with approximately equal numbers of Hispanics and
non-Hispanics (mostly white native English speakers): or 4 Site 2 (a prest Los Angedominantly Mexican American school and community in

les In many casts the absence of this -follow the le,der- behavior did
d language. or even dominance as
not imply lack of ability in the d
measured by the !TA instrument i sated on the childs ,chool record.
In pursuing this problem. we fir,t co cider certain aspects of the study
design
Speakt r telet turn helm% tor

!he on-ginal study design called for filling judgment sample of !United
and fluent English speakers according to the classification system used at

each school. At Site WI% was LAS. at Site 2 BINL.
Each target was reqhired to select two peers based on friendship to bring
to the initial interview. which the teacher had presented as a study of the
views of life and language by the students They were told that the interview
was not a test and would not he graded fhe interviews took place in a van
which came to he called :*the trailer
In selecting the sample. we did not aim at a random sample. but rather
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allowed peers selected as initial targets to help fill the cells with their selection of two friends. Thus, the sample represents a collabortitive effort
between researchers and the students. In effect, then. we must study the
composition of the peer groups.
A, total of twelve groups, five at Site I and seven at Site 2. fulfill the
requirements of free picking of two peers. Thus the sample consists of
thirty-six speakers. twelve picked ny the researcher: according to English
level and generationand twenty-four picked by these twelve. The following tables show that neither fluency classification nor generation (first or
non-first. In all except two cases second) is an accurate predictor of selection.

TABLE I
Picker's choice of two peers by English level.

Pulled. Pu her

both L

English
both F

I.

I

4

F

2

21

Level

L 4- Ft

i
I

TABLE 2
Picker's choice of two peers by generational status. t

Pu her

first ,,
non-f

Pu lied.
only
first
2
I

Generation

.

only
non-first

Both

3

3

I

2

IL - labelled limited proficient. F = labelled fluent proficient,according to
LPA test criteria)

Language °mite in the Initial Interi1t w
For the groups considered above. choice of language was left up to the
peers themselves in the first phase of the study. The first interview, which
lasted an hour an the average, began with a section specifically designed to
obtain extended speech in the form of DUs (discourse units) by each speaker.

Speakers were free to initiate or reject topics. and were especially free to
interact verbally with each other without the Interviewer intervening, as
lung as the desired DUs were obtained.
fhe first guest on asked was whether the proceedings should be conducted in Spanish. English or both. The resultant answer was invariably
both. The interviewer was instructed to use both Spanish and English in
any way that he chose. but not to explicitly request the use of one language
or the other at any point. The goal was to obtain at least three DUs in each
language. if possible. but above all to keep conversation going. The requirements for a DU are a minimum of three consecutive clauses (with inflected
verbs) by the same speaker on a single topic."
This first phase of the -study will be called DU (Discourse Interview-I).
It is considered a single- situation from the moment that the interviewer and
the thiee peers entered the trailer to the moment that the interviewer left.
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,U nder the Londitions set forth for DI-I. it proved unusual to be able to elicit
bus in both languages for most speakers. Speakers generally showed an
-ovprwhelming preference for one language. For purposes of DI-1. we de-

fined lansmove in-del-e as the language chosen by each speaker foi
least 75 percent of all DU, produced by the speaker. as long as at least four
DU, were produced altogether
Table 3 below shows that there Is no obvious relationship between tested
Spanish dominance and Spanish preference.
When eve try to interpret this behavior, we are :Mmediately confronted
with the problem of situation. Language preference. as it has been defined

in DI-1. is the feature of a single situation. which remains content for
setting. particijyants and the situational objectives determining the inter-

TABLE 3*
Comparison of speaker language preference in DI-I to tested dominance at
each site
Preference
S

Preference
S

E

tested
dom

E

E

.1

S

3

Site I (LAS)
E

English. S

(-Site

I

Spanish.

Site 2 (BINE.)

means same criteria! fluency in both languages)

insuffiLient speech data from two speakers. Site 2. insufficient

speech data from two speakers and four speakers not tested because Home
Language Survey showed Engli.h only Most speakers had not been tested
for proficiency in Spanish a, any time )

*4.

The trend is for speakers to prefer English regardless of tested dominance The following tables show that tested level of English tends to agree
with Spanish preference only for the lowest English proficiency levels.
"I ABLE 4

Comparison of speaker language preference in DI-I to level of English at
each site (Cut-off point for ( muted Proficient underlined)
Preference

(

i
1

1

.

1

1

1

4

Preference,
E

S

i

1

I

1

1

S

neither

1

I

I

1

6

2

4

4

1

4

Site

I

Site 2 (BINI.)

(1 AS)

the best predictor of Lnglish preferenic is age of anival (AOA) and
( .S schoolts inthLated on fable 5 below

implied yeal. in .1

!

S

I
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TABLE 5
Comparison of speaker language preference in DI-I to AOA (Age of Arrival). combined sites.

AOA' ,

Preference
E
S

0-5
6-7

20

I

2

8.-

O.

4
4

*(One no preference. two each site insufficient data)

viewers behavior. In ihe following section we will examine what changes
occur in language choice when. the situation is Lhanged.
Language Choke in the Peer Conference
The second phase of the study is called the, Peer Conference (PC). In this
situation the interviewer left the peer group alone with a task for about ten
minutes. The task involved conferring on the creation of a story from a
wordless comic book-like instrument of twenty-eight panels (the BSM-2
instrument). The peers were instructed to create a story in both Spanish
and English and that the conference would be.recorded.
In this phase. we recognize two basic situations both involving only he
peers. on-topic and off -topic. The topic is the story in the process of creation. All alterances directly describing or narrating the pictures are ontopic . All other utterances. ranging from questions an commands to each
other about) the topic. to totally disruptive behavior, were counted as Off'
If p
pit . I II '
Langui e choice in both PC situations was uctermined by the following
criteria.
occurrence of any phrase of two or more words not uttered
as a re ition 01 someone else's speech in the other language in either
context, qualified the entire context as use of both languages. Otherwise
only one language wa, recognized, in all cases either Spanish or English.
We consider off -topic exchanges to be of particular interest, since this
context most closely resembles situations of peer interaction outside of the
classroom in terms of the control the peers have over their own and each
other's behavior. Independent evidence of this comes from the home language survey (HLS) information, filled out by one of each speaker's caretaker usually tb: mother. We categorized the responses of the F1LS into
three e egones. N -,-- no Spanish mentioned (English in 3 cases. Cantonese
in one). SE - both Spanish and English mentioned. S == only Spanish

.ir

I.

I

mentioned.

Although finer resolution of the off -topic conversation into specific acts
is possible. c g. into joking. whispering. capping. talkint into the microphone. arguing. correcting. directing. etc.. the HLS shows a much clearer
correspondence to off-topic than to on-topic language choice."
Both off and on-topic. HLS other than S speakers never used Spanish
only Although three of the four HLS N speakers were Mexican American.
the consergenc'; o. evidence from all sessions and the HLS suggests that
they are monolingual English speakers. for all practical purposes.

2S;i
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TABLE 6
Comparison of speaker language choice off and on topic in the per conference. by report of the Home Language Survey (three speakers from DI-1
absent, all at site 2)

HLS
N

HLS

SE

SE S

N

S

Ini-topit
only E

(41-tople

only E

4

7

7

both
only S

0
0

3

7

both

0

5

only S

3

0
0

1

5

5

7

3

4

( HLS = Home Language Surrey in pupil's cumulative record. N = No
Spanish reported. SE = both Spanish and English reported.)
The HLS SE speakers never spoke only Spanish off-topic. They show a
general tendency toward only English speech. The HLS S speakers also
shoW a tendency toward English. but there are a number that use Spanish
as well, and some That use Spanish only. The HLS SE of S speakers show
a more diffuse pattern of on-topic speech to the extent that they deviat6
from the equested target of using both languages in the task. Further discussion of this behavior is deferred for the moment in favor of comparing
language choice in the PC with the language preference exhibited in DI-1.
In comparing language choice in the PC with the language preference
found in DI-1. we excluded the HLS N speakers, since they invariably used
English in all situations. The results show the clearest pattern of agreement
between language preference and off-topic speech (see Table 7).

TABLE 7
Preference
I-

S

Preference

neither

E

S

neither

(m-1, li(

011.-tirpa

-only E
bo.h
only S

14

0

0

only E

3

3

3

5

I

both

4

0
0

0

3

0

only S

8
4

1

1

In comparing PC off-topic language choice with language preference. we
Abnote that there is a shift in both preference groups toward some use of the

other I iguage for some speakers, but no shifts entirely to the other language. In contrast. PC on-topic language choice shows some speakers shifting from preference and off-topic speech to only use of the other language.
The following generalizations are suggested by the,data.
Language preference in DI-I basically reflects the language used among
the peers in a variety of situations. For those for which both S and E were
indicated on the HLS. these situations also extend to the home. For those

for which only S is indicated on the HLS, the situations may be more
restncted or may have chant -(1 since the FILS was filled out or the HI S
itself may have been inaccurate when filled out.
The bias toward English in PC off -topic speech only five out of the thirtysix use Spanish exclusively) may be a sign of accommodation to English
dominant speakers. but it remains to further social analysis of the peer

.
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group to determine to what extent this represents habitual behavior. Comparison of PC off-topic speech with DI-1 shows that DI-1 polarizes language
preference for most speakers. To what extent this is a feature of the situa tion-. especially the partuapation of the interviewer. as distinct from a re-

flection of a more general imbalance in the ability to produce extended
discourses in both languages. remains to mare precise sociolinguistic analysis of the type discussed in the next section. Finally. the reversal of language choice displayed by some speakers in PC on-topic reflects perception
of the story construction as a school-like task. It seems that these speakers
assume that a reversal of ordinary language behavior is desired. In simple
terms. this suggests that these speakers conslaered PC on-topic to be aimed
at the "harder" language.
The .Set ond DI Session

Since DI-I revealed a pattern of language ?reference that prevented fulfillment of our .nir.rnal objective of three DUs per language from all speakers (who were capable of M. upon review of each group's performance of
DI-I. a second session uaxheld in which the objective was to enrich the
DU data for each speaker. 'nd complete the objectives of DI-I.
As a consequence. DI-2 represents a different situation from DI-1. Usuilly. in DI-2 there were some points in each interview at which the interviewer would overtly request a change in language. as :rt.

Subj.:... I get you know two eggs n put you know lard you know on
there

Inter
Sabi
Inter
Sub'

which kind''
on the pan.

en cyanid. a ter
curie, est iota olla. outwit es le pons;, mantel a. fantail
'mullet a .

Explicit directives for language choice. such as that represented above
are absent in D1-1. Never in D1-2 did the interviewer intervene into a discourse more than once to overtly request a change of language. It had to
he clear to the speakers that the DU was more highly valued that the language it was given in On the other hand, once such a request was made by
the interviewer he maintained the language requested for his own speech
regardiess of which language the peer used. This behavior was distinct from
the Icss obvious pattern of language alternation used by the interviewer in
DI-I
The DUs obtained in DI-2 for the nonpreferred language. aid in understanding the reasons for the preferred language pattern in DI-I. and particularly. the extent to which language abilities are involved.
In the following section. we will consider in finer detail the speech behavior of the group that showed both language preference and exclusive use
of Spanish in P(' off-topic
taricrictive Rehm ior of a Spanish.Preferent e Group in 1)1-2.

fable S shows the essential social data for the three speakers involved.
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TABLE 8

Social and Proficiency Test Characteristics of One Group at Site I.
Student Age
AOA
LOR
E-LAS
S-LAS
HLS
CB i 1 f

6

5

2

5

S

PQ 12f

6

6

2

S

RM I I f

7

4

I

5
5

S

All these girls are classmates in a bilingual fifth grade class at Site I. and
have been to each other's houses. They consider each other good friends.

Using the same criteria as in D1-1, the contrast between the two D1
sessions is displayed in Table 9)2
TABLE 9

.

Comparisun of language choice in DU behavior in D1-1 and 01-2 for group
of three Spanish dominant speakers.
DI-1

S

D1-2

Mixed

E

S

Mixcd
4

I

7

0

0

I

E

Student
CB
PQ
RM

7

i

0

II

-,

0

0
0

7

I

0

I

On the whole. the movement from D1-1 to D1-2 is away from use of
Spanish alone toward mixed DUs. rather than exclusively English ones. In

inspecting these DUs. we are concerned with the motives for the codeswitching behavior that give rise to the mixed DUs.
The whole issue I code switching is beset with controversy and misunderstanding . FirF.. different scholars have used the term with quite different meanings (cf. Baker. 1980: Wald. I980a). Then, scholars have proposed
a variety of motives for code switching. e.g.. ethnic identification (Gumperz
do Hernandez-Chavez. 1969) mitigation and aggravation of speech acts
(Valdez. 1980). topic or domain (Ervin-Tripp. 1970; Fishman. 1967). Finally.
and most importantly for our purposes. different scholars have drawn different conclusions about the relationship of code switching to ability in both
languages. One particularly important proposal has distinguished different
degrees of complexity in code switching, especially intersentential and in
trasentential switching. Thus. Poplack (1978) proposes that intrasentential
switching is governed by the syntactic rules of both languages. such that it
is a sign of knowledge of the syntax of both languages. and thus an indication of relatively high ability in both languages. Others have proposed
that intrasentential code switching can be a sign of diminished ability in at
least one of the languages (Seva-Corvalan. 1980).
the languages (Silva-Corvalan. 1980).
In all cases, there is no reason to assume that all code switching is a sign
of one type of proficiency. limited or fluent, since the observations of these

scholars are not controlled for population or situation. That is. they are
talking about different sites and different situations.

In DI-2 we know the motive for the interviewer's speech behavior in
favoring one language. to try to elicit that language from the speakers. and

29,
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we can use contextual cues of various kinds to develop understanding of the
motives of the speakers in switching languages as they do.

I put some oil on the frying pan n thenand then uhm is orno .se dice

polvopoltito e.se?
In this case the request for help is preceded by several hesitation niariers.

Closest is the filler uho.(not identifiable for language). and before that a
stammer (an immediate repetition of a word or senes of words lacking a
syntactic relationship between successive recurrences as in reduplication:
very er good). Finally. uhm marks a cut-of/of the clause introduced by
and then. The criterion used for recognizing cm-offs is that the clause immediately following a cut-off is not a grammatical continuation of the last
clause of the preceding language. Thus. and then is not grammatically continued by the request for help.
In the passage above. the request for help is not counted as a clause of

the DU itself. As with the on-task of the PC. on-topic DU clauses are
confined to speech.within the act of giving information on the topic. in this
case a. recipe. The request for help is a different act. one which gives a turn
at speaking to another speaker. even though the DU is not finished (cf.
Wald. 1978).

After a sequence of turns involving the interviewer and CB. as well a,,
PQ. PQ continues the GU:
Inter: Oh. they're like breadcrumbs.
PQ: ay le pongo de eso (laughs) and then- and then I put the stuck- the
chicken . . For purposes of analysis of the DU. PQ's first clause is not considered
a switch. since it is not immediately preceded by a clause of the DU. Her
switching behavior when following another speaker does not concern us
here.

There is no cut-off of P's first Spanish clause, since the clause is complete. Her laugh is not included among the hesitation markers. which are
restncted to fillers, stammers and cut-offs. Thus, the shift to English is
smooth (no hesitation marker intervening).
The following example shows a cut-off within a DU sequence.
.

.

. n then I went to the uh -a velarlo .

.

. (PQ)

In this case PQ edits out the last noun phrase (NP). the X. and replaces

it with a Spanish infinitival phrase: prep (a) # verb + infinitive maier +
ohm( t marker. The English clause is not continued by the Spanish phrase.
since the determiner the preceding the switch has a Spanish equivalent, and

in neither language could a prepositional phrase follow a determiner directly. at least not in any known version of either language by the conven-

tions of any known community. If the determiner had not been uttered.
e.g . . . . n then I went to a velarlo
the switch would still be marked
by hesitation. a stammer across languages. through the repetition of the
preposition to. However. either of the following two switches would have
been counted as a smooth switch.
a.
h

.

.

.

.

. n then I went a relarlo
. n then I went to velar)
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The following passage shows several smooth shifts within a DU:
. . . he was thethe little one n IIP reiliiin ( /Wilt? n stuff Consentido.

He was thethe best of all in the family . . .
This passage contains four shifts without hesitation marking. None of
these shifts, however, imply great syntactic knowledge of both languages.

according to Poplack (1978). They are restricted to switches at clause
boundaries. for a tag. or for a single word. Poplack reports that the speakers
of a Puerto Rican community in New York City display this kind of switching regardless of bilingual ability (by self-report), but that more intimate
switching. e.g.. of the type hypothetically represented in a or b is a sign of
greater ability in both languages (by comet 'bon with self-report). In a the
switch is in the verb phrase between the serb and its complement. a prepositional uhrase. In b the switch is in the prepositional phra .e itself, between

the preposition and its objectan infinitival phrase. In analyzing the DUs
of the present group. we will see that switching ability shows a directional
bias in terms ofivhethe it is smooth or marked by hesitation.
Both CB's and PQ's recipes were relatively short and contained a request
for help in Spanish. seeking an English equivalent for a Spanish nout. CB
and PQ both made only smooth switches from Spanish to English (two for
CB and one for PQ). This does not indicate any difficulty in Spanish as a

motivation for the switch to English. It is more likely that the switch is
motivated by the general understanding in DI-2 for this group. that English

is to be used when possible. No switches from English to Spanish were
smooth, nor from Spanish to English hesitant. CB and PQ both hesitated
once in English before switching to Spanish.
Cut-uffs-were rare and confined-to English. CB used no Spanish clauses
at all. and :iad one English cut-off to five English clauses. 1-Q used one
complete Spanish clause. and cut off one English clause to eight complete
Englith clauses Table 10 displays the data for recipes.
TABLE 10

Data on the recipe DUs by CB and PQ in DI-2 (S and E refer to the
language switched from.)
CB

request for help
hesitant switch
smooth switch
cut-offs before
switch
total complete
clauses in DU

S

E

I

0

0

0

0

0

I

0

L
S

PQ
E

I

ll

I

1

8

DIORVing of special attention is the pattern of switching highlighted in
Table 10. The data on these short recipe DUs suggest the outline of a pattern
distinguishing the languages of hesitant and smooth switches Hesitant
switches are associated with switching from English to Spanish. as if the
speaker had trouble in English and therefore switched to Spanish. Smooth

2'4 '
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switches are.assuciated with the opposite direction. from Spanish to English. as if the speaker did not switch from Spanish to English until she was
able to do so smoothly.
Admittedly. the data presented in Table 10 are sparse.. However. the suggested pattern foreshadow% the pattern found in the much richer extended
mixed narratives by the same speakers. Table 8 displays one such narrative
by each speaker. The request% for help. which, whether in Spanish or English. always requested the English equivalent of a Spanish word or phrase.
indicates the intent of the speaker% to use English
TNBLE 11
Data on ridmitne DU% 11 CB and PQ in DI-2.

('B

PQ

S

request for help
hesitant switch
smooth switch
cut-off before
switch
total complete
clauses in DU

0

?-

i

4

F
4

6

C)

S

E.

1

Ig

12

1

8

3

15

9

71

77

67

First. note that both speaker% show more hesitation before switching from
English to Spanish than in the reverse direction. This pattern is foreshadowed in the limited data of Table 10. We w ,:all this pattern, the pattern
of Spumy!, dominance. Thus, both IOUs exh. .a Spanish dominance.
For each speaker we established another measure of the percentage of
complete English clatises to attempted English clauses. Attempted English clauses are the number of complete English clause% plus the number of
English cut-offs before a switch to Spanish "Table
Table 12 shows that CB shows
greater maintenance of English than PQ.

TABLE 12
Nrcentige of completed to attempted English clauses in the narrative DU%
of DI-2 of CB and PA
CB

PQ

90r%

82r?

89

82

ri of completed
clauses in English
N. attempted
clauses

Another measure shows hesitations to attempted clauses. Hesitations are
not restrict4d to cut-offs. but include fillers and stammers. They also occur
before switches that continue a clathe begun in the of r language. Such
clauses are not counted :is a complete clause in either li gunge.
. . he went to the uhm iegaro. How do ,you say tha !
wen- uhm to the hospital. 1PQ 12f 2/5)
.

A comparison of CB and PQ on this behavior is shown in Table 11.

2°
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TABLE 13

Percentage of hesitations to attempted clauses in English in the narrative
DUs of D1-2 for CB and PQ.
CB

ei of hesitation
m English
N: attempted

PQ
23rd

clauses

79

82

Both of the measures of Tables 12 and 13 seem equivalent.
Measures comparing the number of completed Spank!. and English clauses

are relevant to language ability, only if we can establish the intent of the
speakers to remain in English at all tunes. We cannot do this with certainty.
because of the presence of RM. whom CB and PQ consider more limited
in English than themselves as shown below. Still, we can note that CB is
attending to the use of English more than PQ. All of her Spanish cut-offs
follow only one, or even a fraction of a Spanish word:
. . I don't know. Erato -n then he- es que he- he- corm se dice? hebebia much(' beer. . . .
.

The first switch to Spanish. en tot nt es; . is cut in mid-word.
CB also used longer average English sequences than PQ. Here we define
an English chain as a sequence of two or more complete English clauses
in a row CR's DU had eight English chains and one Spanish chain. PQ's
DU had fourteen English chains and fifteen Spanish ones. Table 14 shows
the average chain lengths for CB and PQ in both Spanish and English.

TABLE 14
Average chain lengths in Spanish and English of narrative DUs of DI-2 for
CB and PQ.
CB
PQ
averav chain length
E
8.5 (N=8)
3.9 (N=14)
S
2.0 (N =1)
4.3 (N=15)
Finally. CB shows some smooth intrasentenial shifts, whereas PQ shows
smooth switches only between clauses and phrases. e.g.. in the following
example CB switches for more than one wort inside a complex noun phrase:
. . .

ella es In nuts consentula que nosotros los nuis big ones..

The third member of the group. RM. produced only one DU in English.
It was short. She never switched or overtly requested help, but was still
helped so much by the other two that her DU has some appearance of a
group effort.

RM: By m- my mom said that when- when I was little would- 1- I wasI want to (u:1PQ:

only wash the dishes
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RM: only wash the dishes. and then my mom said when you grow bigger

you not gorf to Iti: I uhm waCB:

to like

to like_to wash

td---

to like

6 wash

to-

PQ:

1.

RM: the Fishes
CRPQ:

"----

kiisti

Our impression is that CB and PQ judge her nxt to be competent enough
in English to speak without support.
To recapitulate the important points of this section: RM shows that use
of English alone does not necessarily demonstrate a high level of ability in
English. In some cases. it may reflect a great amount of effort not evident
in speakers who will shift languages rather Alan interrupt their *Tame..
when a difficulty in English arises. This appears to be the case of RM's
DU. CB and PQ show that mixed utterances alone neither support nor
refute a high level of bilingual ability. However, the tendency for hesitations
and cut-offs to precede a switch from English to Spanish rather than in the
reverse direction from Spanish to English. indicates some difficulty in maintaining English over a large number of clauses. This characteristic is associated with a Spanish dominance pattern. The Spanish dominance pattern
exhibits a tendency fora speaker to show more cases of hesitation in English
before a switch to Spanish than the reverse, and. conversely. 'store cases
of smooth switches from Spanish to English (the target language) than the
reverse.

It is also suggested that RM's behavior and her peers' reactions to it
it dicate that the dominance pattern of the mixed DIIs displays a higher
competence in the weaker language than the slower. more painstaking maintenance of English over a DU consisting of a short number of clauses. Thus.
it may be stated that without further qualifications the maintenance of English does not i.; itself indicate a higher level of fluency in the second language
than code switching with or without hesitations immediately preceding strike
points.

The L.PA Into-viol

In this final se; lion I will discuss the relevance of some of PQ's specific
English patterns to the adequacy of LPA instruments. especially the LAS
and BSM.
The final phase of the study of each individual was a test-like situation
that simulated some of the usual conditions of LPA administration. In this
situation. each student was given a section of the BSM-I in Spanish and
English. and the story retelling task (called -pragmatic" by the test makers)
from the LAS in both languages. This provided for speech in a situation
similar to that which would be used for assessing language proficiency according to the conventional instruments. We can compare this with the
speech obtained in other situations.
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For BSM-1 we selected three pictures. which present a coherent ministory and the associated questions since this was the longest coherent section of that test. All speakers readily understood the relationship between
the panels. A female bilingual interviewer. Mexican-born but not of recognizably Mexican appearance. previously unknown to the speakers. admin
istered the LPA fragments to each individual speaker alone. All proceedings
were recorded. The order of tests followed was invariably (Spanish) BSM.

LAS. This session will he referred to as LPAI (LPA interview).
Although all the HLS Spanish and SpanishlEnglish speakers at Site I
had taken LAS-j in the previous six months. none could remember the
taped story before it was player: for them again, except for PQ, who remembered the Spanish version quite well. The other speakers at Site I
sometimes thought the interviewer meant a story that either one of their
peers- or the previous interviewer had told_in one of the earlier sessions.
since they knew that LPAI was somehow related to the previous sessions
(same trailer. recorder and microphones).
PQ shows an English pattern of verb negation that is different from either
the classroom variety (standard) or vernacular used by English speakers in
the community. including the peers who showed preference for English in
DI-1 and PC off-topic speech Like these other speakers she uses don't.
doesn't and didn't as verb negators. This distinction lies in her use of doesn't
as a past tense negator. as well as and more commonly than didn't. Table 14

shows the distribution of the three forms of verb negation in present and
past contexts. Note that both don't and didn't are distnhuted according to
tense in the English in a first language way. but doesn't tends to be used at
the expanse of didn't for the past. I 4
TABLE 14
Distribution of verb negators according to tense in PQs narrative.

don't

dOetil 't

4
0

8

didn't
0
-,

Although doesn't is more common for the past than didn't in PQ's English
speech. she shows some awareness that didn't is the past form used by
other English speakers. Thus. she shows some self-correction. always in
the standard direction.
. they (were) working like that. and then uhm and they doesn't
they didn't know
.

.

It is evident from the self-corrections that the past verb negator is not
stable. anti thus we suspect that PQ is in the process of changing her system.

or. as it Is put in the developmental psycholinguistic literature. still in the
process of acquiring English as a second language.

In a study of the acquisition of the English negation pattern by native
Spanish speakers. Carden et al. (1975) found that all the speakers went
through a series of predictable stages in order of acquitition
I

no V Aux: The Spanish (or interlanguage) structure is used, and no
distinction is made between negation before Verb) and Aux(iliary).
C g.. no talk no is

9

4

....
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don't V, Aus. The "do" form of verb negation is acquired in invariant
form but V and Aux are still not distinguished. e g.. don't talk. don't

3. don't V 'Aux n't distinguished in the standard way, e.g.. don't ta/A.
isn't.
4 Tensed and personal forms of don't are used in the standard way. e.g.,
see don', talk. she doesn't talk. dies didn't talk.
o

According to this scheme PQ is in between stages three and four in verb
negation.

In point of fact, the order of stages three and four implies that herbal
inflections, including irregular past tenses, associated with stage four, follow
the acquisition of the
between negation of verbs and auxiliaries.
When we consider verbal inflections that are acquired in between stages
three and stages four, we find thqt some are more developed toward a standard' norm than others Table 15 indicates that the development of the negative is closer to the level of the third person singular verb agreement maker
(3S) than to the level of irregular past tense in positive contexts.

TABLE 15
Comparison of Pqs behavior for three English construction . on DI-2. (number native-like/total number possible).
3S

Positive Irregular Past
Negation

6/12

(50e?)

26/34

(76e'i)

10/18

(56e)

This indicates that PQ's "problem" with the negative past is different from
her treatment of positive irregular pasts. Since 3S is less developed toward
the standard than the positive irregular past, it is likely that Ihe doesn't
recognize the 3S ending in doesn't.
At this point we will consider how this feature would be treated by the
LAS and BSM LPA instruments. and how the data elicited by these instruments compares with PQ's language behavior in DI-2.
The BSM and LAS ciffer in both their elicitation and measuring systems.
The BSM seeks specific syntactic constructions, mostly matters of morphology. especially inflectional suffixes, It tries to elicit these structures or
recognize their absence by haring speakers answer questions about pictures. Of the twenty-four questions probing syntactic knowledge on BSM-1,
the last three alone deal with a sequence of three pictures. All the other
questions deal with an isolated picture. There are actually five questions
addressed to the content of the story reflected in the three pictures. but

only three are scored. In looking at the speech behavior/kited for PQ
using the BSM in the LPAI. all five questions were considered in order to
enrich the data made accessible by the BSM. The story retelling of the
LASI. which is scored as half of the entire LPA test, is the only section
of the LAS that elicits ct therent speech for scoring.
The sconng system used by the BSM and LAS are quite different. The
BSM uses an explicit scoring system that distinguishes three classes of
words. The first class consists of all single morpheme words and words
composed of a root morpheme and an inflection. The presence of each of
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these words counts as one point. The absenceof an inflection counts as
minus one-half point. The second class of words consists of all irregular
forms in which the combining of two underlying morphemes results in an
unanalyzable surface word. e.g.. eat + Past = ate. foot + plural = feet.
etc. The standard use of these forms counts as two poiqts. The nonstandard.

and expectedly noncommunity. use of these forms

ounts as minus one

point. The third categorysof words consists only of the possessive pronouns.

their. and .vH1 not concern us any further. As this scoring system
affects the feature we are interested in for PQ. the following points are
assigned:
.

Absent

Present
3S

05

1- 1

'I

Irregular Past
Negative

0.5

1- 1

The BSM calculates a Syntactic Acquisition Index (SAI) by adding all

idet

o

words spbken according to the point system and dividing the resultant sum
by the sum of all words if they had been used in the standard way. For our
purposes we will modify the SAI by reducing. the index only to the struc-

tures of intdrest. According to the technical' manual. the negative is no
longer a problem for PQ. since she uses some form of do + n't for verb
negation and only for vOrb negation. The problem is whether do. does and
did are used according to the standard norm.
For the communities under consideration. as in most lower SES communities. don't and doesn't are bOth used,in third person_ singular subject
negative contexts. but only for the present tense. The form didn't is invariably used for the past. Following the BSM instructions not to penalize for
nonstandard (meaning community) forms. this difference is ignored. However. the use of doesn't for didn't counts as a failure to use the strong past.
(a minus one pc-iint rather than minus one-half point for negative).
In comparing the speech behavior of DI-2. the LAS story retelling and
the BSM segment. we used the modified BSM SAI on each of the three
samples. Table 16 shows the amount'of data obtained by each method. The
BSM yieldt extremely limited data. The LAS data is also limited but contains more tokens of the features of interest It is also note-worthy that the

limited data of the LAS agrees. in frequency of marking of the irregular
past tense. very closely with the more extensive sample from DI-2.

TABLE 16
Comparison of PQ's behavior for three constructions in three contexts.
DI-2
3S

Irregular Past
Negative

6/12
26/34

150%1

10/18

(56%)

(76% )

LAS

BSM

5/7, (717)

1/2

1/1

.

Ill,

.

'I

Table 17 shoWs that when the modified SAI is applied to the LAS and
BSM samples. the LAS still agrees closely with DI-2 for relevant features.
On the other hand. the BSM diverges radically from both in a negative
direction.
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TABLE 17
Modified BSM "Syntactic, Acquisition Index" for PQ's speech behavior in
three contexts.
LAS

DI-2

BSM

Modified
S/%I

55/101

.54

8/18

1/2 /5 .10

.57

Adopting the actual BSM SAI would consider all words in the utterances.
This would change 'the raw scores and the SAL but not their relative ordering. In addition, using the whole BSM would not substantially increase
the number of possible occurences of each feature of interest or put them
in a context of extended discourse. The BSM uses the test cycle pattern of
conversation allowing short answers to individual pictures.
While the index rewards PQ for using the strong past appropriately, it
does not distinguish the particular use with the negative auxiliary didn't
f,okrn other uses. However, we have seen that PQ is more advanced in the
use of irregular pasts in general then of the negative past. The BSM presents

few opportunities for the irregular past altogether. and intersperses them
with other items,

While the LAS story retelling shows a similar index to DI-2, using a
measure similar to the one ,ufed on the BSM. the actual measure used.
according to the LAS technical manual, is inexplicit (De Avila & Duncan.
1971). In PQ's case, assignment to level three or level four on the story
retelling is unclear, although this is the critical cutoff point between limited
and proficient .speakers for the test as a whole. According co the manual.
grammaticii "errors" (nonstandard features) are more frequent at level
three. -but :ray till be present "occasionally" at 'level four. There is no
weight, given io any 6articular deviation from the stndad English norm,
nor consideration of how many cases distinguish "ocasional" from "repetitive" "errors (cf. De Avila ,..nd Duncan, pp: 18 -20). The procedure is
subjective and subject to bi.tses against particular features.
For PQ, both the LAS and BSM have little value as a diagnostic tool in
measuring language proficiency but for different reasons. BSM elicits too
little data to establish concurrent validity with more extended speech sample. and is not representative of what the speaker can do in English. On the
other hand, It has the virtue of explicit scoring methods that are lacking for
the LAS. Short of developing a new, more accurate LPA instrument, It is
suggested that the LAS strengthen its.scoring procedures and that the BSM
strengthen its elicitation procedures.

NOTES
I. LAS and BSM-1 use a five-point scale. LAS has two proficient categories. BSM one. BINL uses a four point scale with two levels of
proficiency above and below the cutoff point.
2. All three LPA instruments are currently Ned for assessing language
proficiency in the state of California, and have been provisionally
-approved by the State Department of Education in Sacramento.
3. LAS also includes a heavily weighed 'story- retelling section that is
inexplicit in its quantification system. Intended as a general measure
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of production and comprehension. it claims justification in interscorer
reliability. De Avila (p c 1. one of the onginators of the instrument.
told me that he consulted with several linguists on the initial desia.
but could get no agreement on precise linguistic elements (features.
constructions) to be chosen for a quantitative score.
4. The BSM cautions the user not to penalize for "nonstandard" (meaning vernacular or community accepted) corrdructions. but does not
give the user adequate information on what these are (cf. criticism in
Wald. 1980).

5. The question "What's Jour name" is apploptiately identified as a
request for informati . It can be inappropriate tf,the requester has
no right to ask. e.
first question to a stranger, or should already
know. An inappro ate answer to the question of the test cycle might
be "Sorry. I don' know. I'm a stranger here myself." implying that
the questioner ac ally didn't know the answer to her own question.
6 For Shay & Stat these are all subcategories of sociolinguistic competence. I assum that there are no theoretical implications under-

_

'ying these vanan taxonomic schemes fol subcidegonzing everything
a speakei kno
about his language.

7 This is th

plication of arguing that AOA and LOR interact in

detepaleting rate of acquisition of L2 Lexicon. such that older AOAs

hai n faster when LOR is held constant. and that this should be
%/aided as an important factor in determining exit cntena from a bilingual program intended to transition a speaker to an all-Englishspeaking classroom.
8. The requirements given in the text are Mii,,r,""Al. Further conditions
that are fulfilled by discourse units requirc ,scussion beyond the
scope of this paper
9 Mixed DUs. defined as DUs with more than a single clause in Spanish. excluding quotations. which tend to preserve the origins' language. were rare in DI-1. They were never numerous enough for any
speaker to obscure the preference pattern.
It) One of the distractions for many speakers. when left alone. was that
the trailer had two rooms connected by an interior door. which was
closed. Some speakers. who had not already asked the interviewer
what was in the other room. would speculate about the room during
the PC. an some actually entered it. There wa. nothing inside it
except a few dead bees. In retrospect this settinb .as an asset for
our purposes. since we were interested in obtaming as much off -topic
speech as possible.
11
Three of the speakers involved it DI-1 were absent from the PCs.
Five who were present never spoke on topic. This can be taken as an
implicit refusal or nonacceptance of the topic.
12 The number of DUs are not comparable across the two DI session,.
since DI-1 was about twice as long as DI-2 for this group
13 It is worth noting that English cut-offs for both speakers always consisted of two or more words. while all three of CB's Spanish ,:ut-offs
were one word or less. See further discussion in the text
14 We excluded / dodf know as an unanalyzed chunk. a,. is common
practice in language acquisition studies (cf Cazdcn e! al.. 1975)
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U1 DIAGNOSING THE LEARNING STYLES OF BILINGUAL STUDENTS
AND PRESCRIBING APPROPRIATE INSTRUCTION

John N. Spiridakis
St. John's University
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INTRODUCTION
It is common knowledge to educators that students exhibit.certain cognitive and affective behaviors that are affected by the educational environment (Grasha. 1972: Kagan. 1965; Witkin et al. 1977). Teachers in bilingual
education programs Instruct students who. in general. demonstrate linguis-

tic and cultural patterns that may be unique in the context of the host
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society or educational institution. In the main, these teachers are specially
trained to teach in two languages and two cultural milieux. In addition.
bilingual teachers are expected to acknowledge the learning styles of their
students when structuring the curriculum and choosing the methods and
matenals of instruction.
The consideration of learning styles of bilingual children by classroom
teachers is actually an extension of understanding the student's cultural and
linguistic background. Several researchers have found that learning style
emerges from one's linguistic-cultural upbringing (Goodman. 1970; Ramirez
and Castaneda. 1974). Culture and learning style, to some degree. are interrelated. It appears that children raised in the same cultural environment
may exhibit certain similar ways of relating and adjusting to their environment (Lambert et al, 1979). For example. bilingual educators know that a
mismatch of the language of instruction and the dominant language of the
student can lead to failure or frustration in learning, as well as diminished
self-concept (Saville and Troike. 1971; Andersson and Boyer. 1970). The
incorporation of a student's familiar culture. that is. the ethnic culture that
the student can relate to and find meaning in most readily, is important to
the efficacy of the teaching-learning process (Saville-Troike, 1978). Hence.
language and culture are both crucial links to enhancing learning events in
the bilingual education classroom.
Just as it is an axiom of bilingual education that a student learns best in
his or her mother tongue (Saville and Troike. 1971). some educators believe
that students also learn best when taught in a manner that complements
their learning style (Hill. 1971; Dunn and Dunn. 1975. Cohen. 1971).
The bilingual classroom teacher, however, does not have the time to research. investigate or administer time-consuming instruments that are too
complex to analyze and are so abstract that they have a tenuous value for
clasyroom application. In the following section, concepts of learning styles
thatImay he of help to bilingual teacher are discussed. The teacher will
307
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find that these definitions of learning style encompass aspects that range
from precise to vague. and that some aspects overlap. It should be kept in
mind that learning styles are still hypothetical constructs that have been
defined differently by various researchers and are still in an embryonic
stage. It is the individual teacher's responsibility to draw upon those definitions or aspects that seem meaningful and workable in understanding the
nature of the bilingual learner \ individual need . and responding to them in
the classroom. Special attention (hen. is given to those learning style models
which the bilingual classroom teacher may be able to put to practical use.

DEFINING AND IDENTIFYING LEARNING STYLES IN THE
CLASSROOM
The importance of identifying learning styles for prescriptive educational
purposes has been set :mill by educators and psychologists alike. Kogan
(1971) notes that "New pedagogical procedures should acknowledge the
interaction, between the dispositions of the learner and the material. and
tailor presentations to the preferred strategy of the child."
In order to try to match learning events with preferred learning modes.
however. it is necessary to have a starting point to identify learning styles.
Although the precise nature of learning styles has not yet been articulated.
there are several models and techniques to identify lea, ning styles that
appear to be especially suited for use by the bilingual classroom teacher
/ earruna; .Sh le as ( ,ovntirt r .Stile. Field-Depentlem e huhpendem e

One construct of learning style that has caught the imagination of many
investigator. is that of field independence dependence. the cognitive style
identified fifteen years ago by Witkin 11%7). This cognitive styleziodel is
based on observations and tests of an individual's manner of perceiving and
organizing stimuli Briefly, the field independent cognitive style is charactenstic of students who are analytical and show a marked ability to discnminate details from wholes. These individuals are usually "task- onented."
and prefer working on tasks independently. Field-dependent students. on
the other hand. have the capacity to view things from a global perspective.
Another way of explaining the field-dependent's manner of perception is
the tendency or ability to "see the forest from the trees. For field-dependent individuals or "global" thinkers. as referred to by Cohen (1969). the
total context. situation or stimulus is more meaningful than its parts.
According to research conducted by Ten Houten 0971). each hemisphere
of the brain is responsible for certain functions that arc analogous to each
of Vv'ulon's cognitive styles Specifically. the left cerebral hemisphere or
left-brain controls analytical functions characteristic of the field-independent style. while the right cerebral hemisphere or right brain controls global
processing characteristic of the field-dependent style. Another parallel to
the cognitive style, of field independence dependence is the left-brain's
processing of I crhal processes including reading. speaking and writing and
the right-brain's mode of visual processing.
Ramirez and Castarieda (1974) have shed light on Witkin's research. Clarifying the point that both cognitive styles are valid. acceptable learning
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styles for the classroom. they reiterate the fact that traditional classrooms
tend to favor the left-brair, or field-independent cognitive style. as defined
by Cohen 11969) and Rennel 11976). In their view. Ramirez and Castaneda
11974). recognize the need to try to remove the stigma associated with being
field-sensitive and to emphasize. instead. the positive qualities of this mode
of gathering information apd relating to the environment. The authors point
out. accurately I believe, that each cognitive style is actually more deft at
different tasks. Thus, the pejorative connotation of field-dependence that is
found in so much literature on the subject is misguided and misleading to
the reader.
Ramirez and Castaileda 11974) define cognitive style as "modes of organizing. classifying, and assimilating information about the environment that

are unique to each cultural group." They emphasize the cultural basis of
cognitive style. Four significant vanables they feel are related to the fieldindependent/field sensitive constructs are the following: (1) child-rearing or
socialization practices: (2) community characteristics; 13) the student's
dominant languages. and (4) the extent of family ties (especially the motherchild bond)- The connection between culture and learning style is clearly
delineated. Research conducted by Ramirez and Price-Williams (1974), and
Ramirez and Castaiieda (1974) has shown that Mexican American children.
by and large. exhibit certain field-sensitive characteristics that are not usually rewarded or reinforced in traditional monolingual. monocultural class-

room environments. Traditional educational environments also stress
competition and independent types of learning activities placing Mexican
Amencan children who prefer cooperative, warm environments with grouponented. personalistic activities at a uisadvantage. The specific diagnostic'
prescriptive technique developed to incorporate this cognitive style definition for bilingual children is elaborated upon in the next section.

Learning Aisle as Mai ithonal Cognitive Aisle (ECS)
Another approach to understanding the nature of the student's perception
01 the teaching-learning process is one developed by Hill (1972) termed
"educational cognitive style." Hill identifies twenty-nine factors that can
he observed or assessed to determine the learner's cognitive style and defines "educawnal cognitive style" in order to differentiate it from the purely
osycholowcal -C4411*41114:4-S-thdi-eVM4-.14 the research-hterature. In short. ed-

ucational cognitive style is a model for identifying the manner in which a
student processes information provided by the environment. Each individual tends to perceive the world and to seek meaning in different way,. Hill's
definition is quite expansive: however. only the three major categories in his

definition are described here. in an effort to avoid the complicated terminology associated with the ECS model.
fhe first category of Hill's model. "symbols and their meanings." focuses
upon the way a student gathers meaning from sensory input of symbols.
including spoken words. wntten words. spoken numerical symbols and
written numerical symbols. In brief. the "symbolic" orientations of (he
student are observed These include a consideration of a wide array of
aspects including the student's sensory preferences (auditory. visual. tactile. kinesthetic). psychomotor skills, empathic skills. level of appreciation.
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esthetic sensibility: sense of personal space. ability to communicate nonverbally: ability to value. These and other aspects included in this category
are observable .by the classroom teacher.

The second major category of educational -cognitive style is "cultural
determinants." This category subsumes three related ones: "family." "associates." and "individuality." The category is especially relevant for bilingual harners of diverse cultural backgrounds. The influence of child-rearing
and socialization practices. ethnic tenacity. mother-child-bond, and other
cultural values could be reflected here. Culturally determined behavior patterns are identified such as a preference for working alone or with peers:
a need
approval of family. teacher or peers: a respect for authority
figures. and sex-stereotyping of roles.
The third major category of Hill's model is "modalities of inference." As
:ne term suggests. this category probes the ways in which students reason.
This is achieved by noting the presence or absence of different forms of
reasoning: related skills are investigated. such as deductive reasoning. inductive reasoning. sense of logic. decision-making skills any problem-solving strategies.

The diagnostic-prescriptive approach associated with these three major
categories of Hill's educational cognitive style are discussed in the next
section.

Learning Sle

Learning Sle

Rita Dunn and Kenneth Dunn 11975. 1978: 19791 have developed a model

of learning style that is quite lucid. Acknowledging that students respond
more favorably to certain teaching styles that accommodate their learning
styles. the Dunns conducted research to. ascertain which components of
learning style seem to affect a student's classroom performance. Their research initially turned up eighteen elements that. alone or in certain clusters. seem to shape learning potential.
The eighteen learning style elements they discovered are housed under
four components. The first component is made up of "environmental" elements. These include the elements of sound. light, temperature. and design.
There is a body of research that indicates the influence of these environ-

mental stimuli on the learning event. A second component is termed
emotional.- Included within this category are the elements of motivetion,
persistence. responsibility. and a -need frstructuir. These stimuli seemlu
affect a student's responsiveness to the educational environment. The third
component involves 'sociological" elements. Working alone, with peers.
with an adult. or some combination are the elements on which this component focuses The fourth component. "physical" elements, includes critical perceptual strengths I auditory. visual, tactile. kinesthetic), intake (food).
time of day. and need for mobility. A fifth category was recently added to
the Dunns's model- "psychological" elements. These include the following
psychological preferences: global - analytic. field-dependence. cooperative/
competitive and reflective, impulsive. It may be that the sociological and
psychological components in particular will yield key insights into bilingual
children's preferred ways of learning.

The usefulness of the Dunn's learning style model for diagnostic/pre
scripture purposes is also elaborated in the following section.
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DIAGNOSTIC/PRESCRIPTIVE LEARNING STYLES
INSTRUMENTS SUITABLE FOR THE BILINGUAL
CLASSROOM TEACHER
Although there exists a wide array of primarily psychological instruments
that purport to measure some form or ispect of learning style. the following
discussion is limited to those instruments that appear especially appropriate
foruse by the bilingual classroom teacher. The appropriateness of the instruments is based on four basic attributes: ( I) facility in administration or
use by the teacher 12) ease of scoring and interpreting (3) value as a prescriptive tool (4) comprehensiveness.
Educational Cognitive Style (ECU discussed in the previous section. can
help the teacher to gather and analyze individual student characteristics
that are related to academic, social, cultural and linguistic factors. According to Hill. educational cognitive style should help teachers to understand
the various ways in which the student seeks meaning. An Educational Cog-

nitive Style Map or profile can be generated through an analysis of the
elements of Hill's cognitive style model delineated earlier. The applicability
of the ECS mapping procedure to the bilingual education classroom has
been investigated and articulated by Beecher (1973: 1975: 1976). Bilingual
teachers can avail themselves of various observation or interview techniques
to determine which elements of cognitive style are present in youngsters.
An interest inventory, or empirical map can also yield data that can then be

set forth on an ECS map or profile. which would reflect the students'
strengths or weaknesses for certain orientations. Strengths are defined by
Hill as thos2 modes of behavior exhibited more than fifty percent of the
time: those modes used less than twenty-five percent of the time are considered a -weakness" or a negligible area. The Cognitive Style Inventory
is a self-report instrument that can be used with elementary to adult levels.
It takes approximately fifty minutes to administer.
The ECS map or profile gives the teacher. information that Lan be used
in designing complementary educational environments. The results of the
mapping can be translated into a Personalized Education Program (PEP).
For example. if a studer t shows strengths or preferences in gaining meaning
from peers. sm11 group activities may be more productive for the student.
If the student prefers deriving meaning from spoken symbols, then learning
situations that involve listening or oral work may be called for. Tape recordings. rather than print matter. may be more conducive to retention of
learning or afidftbry te-arneTs-71f a student has a Strong visual pre-WE-rice.
then visuals should be used in teaching the weaker modalities or new instructional content. The ECS mapping procedure can also incorporate both
languages used in the classroom, as Baecher 11976) has illustrated.
The ECS mapping techniques appear well suited for bilingual educators
who want to design highly personalized learning sequences. The major limitations of these techniques. especially empirical mapping. are their fairly
complex terminology and method of analysis. which require special training
of the teacher. However, once the techniques for application are mastered.

the only other time involved is in prescribing curriculum, materials and
instructional methods to accommodate the diagnosed learning style features. The ECS can be used effectively to help strengthen weaker areas of
cognitive skill or even to develop a "bicognitive" individual, that is. a person
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able to use dichotomous flexible as of relating to the environment. processing information. and approaching tasks.
Many elementary. secondary and post-secondary education institutions
have utilized the ECS map with success as a teaching. prescriptive and
guidance tool. As noted earlier. the ECSthas be:n used successfully in
determining the individual learning styles of bilingual elementary school
students For a detailed description of the methodology sec Baecher in this
volume.
The Le arnms; Si lc !mentor% i/..Sh

The LSI is a comprehensive diagnostic tool that assesses the conditions
under which students prefer to learn. Although it has not been standarized
for bilingual populations. the Learning Style Inventory :L.1). created by
the Dunns (1975). holds great promise for bilingual teachers The LSI can
be administered without difficulty to students. It has been validated for use
in grades three to twelve A class summary sheet that enables teachers to
group students according to shared learning styles can also he obtained.
This self-report inventory takes approximately thirty minutes to complete.
The inventory consists of BM Items with rank-ordered choices Afterwards.
the instrument can he hand scored. or machine scored at little cost. Consistency scores fur each item can also he obtained.
The LSI monitors critical facets of learning style. including sensory mo-

dality preferences (auditory. visual. tactile. kinesthetic), analytic global
preferences. and sociological preferences such as independent learning versus peer-oriented learning. This instrument incorporates physical and en-

vironmental elements of learning not tapped by other mirrors of learning
behavior. Table 1 provides an illustration of the elements (psychological
elements not included,. In the bilingual classroom that requires highly personalized instruction for each child. the LSI can yield comprehensive. descriptive information with a minimum of time-consumption.
"I ABLE 1

I.E.ARNING STYLE INVENTORY ELEMENTS
I ni romm, rites! Stimith
Sound
I fight

temperature
Design

Some people require total silence. others can tolerate minor noise.
others arc impervious to noise.
Some students are light sensitive and can tolerate subdued lighting. mhers require extremely hnght lighting. most seem to be relatisely unaffected by lighting levels

While some students concentrate best in a warm environment.
other. work best in a cool environment
Lonna' surroundings idesk.,chain promote concentration for some
while informal sittings are desired by others For some. deign is
of no significance or its influence varies with the type of motivation
fell toward the task

1. 1110111.11ill S10111111

Motivation

Motivated students need to he told exactly what all expectations
arc for successful conclusion of learning tasks Unmotivated mu-
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dents need to have a reason for what they are doing. They need
to be shown how what they are studying is important and/or relevant to their lives.
Persistence
Persistent students work at a task until it is completed. If a problem do/clops. they will seek help in resolving the problem. Other
students are notes persistent. Their attention span is limited and
when they experience difficulties in completing tasks. they lose
interest and become involved in something less frustrating.
Responsibility Responsible students follow through on a given task. complete it
to the best of their ability. and often do so without direct or frequent supervision. These students need to know teachers' expectations and have the resources necessary to complete the learning
tasks. Other students lack this factor and if not prescribed into
environments complementary to their learning style tend not to
complete assigned work.
Structure
Structure involves the establishment of specific rules for working
on and completing an assignment. It implies that certain things
should be completed in a specific way Within a definite time span.
Structure limits the number of optionsaiat are available to a student and requires an imposed mode of either learning, responding.
or demonstrating achievement.
Sorudo

al Stimuli
Some students prefer to learn with their peers instead of with an
authonty figure.
Self
Some students prefer to learn alone.
Pair
Some students prefer to learn with another person.
Adult
Some students learn best when in an adult controlled sociological
Peers

Team
Varied

setting.
Some students learn hest when working with a team.

A var:ety of sociological patterns works well in some students'
learning patterns.

Pkcii al Sumuh
Perceptual

Auditory
Visual

Individual learning styles are definitely affected by sensory appeals described individually below:
Students who learn best through the sense of hearing can differentiate among sounds and can reproduce symbols. letters, or words
by hearing them.
Students who learn through this sense can associate shapes and

words and conjure up the image of a form by seeing it in their
Tactual

Kinesthetic,.
Combination

Intake

Time

Mobility

mind's eye. .
Students who learn through this sense cannot begin 10 associate
word formations and meanings without involving a sense of touch.
Students who learn through this sense need to have real-life experiences in order to learn to recognize words and their meanings.
Whole body activities are essential.
Students who require a combination of sensory appeals should be
taught through multisensory resources.

Many learners need to eat. drink, smoke, or nibble in order to
concentrate.
Different people perform well 1t different times of the day.
Some students need a great deal of mobility in the learning environment and need to vary their posture and location often.

The Dunns also have developed a Learning Style Profile that can be filled
out based on teacher observations of the student's learning style charae-
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(ensiles. Comments can be noted on .the profile after the LSI has been
administered and scored. The LSI data can ne transferred easily to the
Learning Style Profile prior to prescriptive activities.
The LSI provides the teacher with accessible data that can be interpreted
. and translated into specific learning activities. The Dunns (1978) have elabi...4ted highly specific individualized instructional methods and materials to

match different combinations of learning style elements identified. Their
entirely prescriptive approach is based on the notion that a teacher should
draw upon the students' preferred style of learning in teaching or strengthening the less emphatic modes or skills. A wide assortment of approaches
including contract activity packages. multi-sensory instruction packages
and programmed learning sequences are explained in a step-by-step manner.
Also included in their prescriptions are the creation of special learning centers. media corners. and reading areas. Other instructional techniques recommended include brainstorming. and the circle game. among others.

,Teachers can use the Learning Style Inventory to gather data, or they
can simply use the Learning-Style Profile as a checklist to obtain descriptions of learning behaviors based on repeated observations of the students.
Students who demonstrate motivation. persistence. responsibility and the
need to work alone. for example. may find the contrite( activity package to
their liking. Students who are authority or adult oriented as well as audt(only inclined may respond best to a lecture-type of teaching style. Kinesthetic leaners may respond best to games or lessons that incorporate
movement activities.
fhe Dunns (1978). with Cavanaugh 11979). have developed charts that
illustrate matching learning styles and learning environments (see Table 2).
These illustrations can be helpful in providing the teacher with alternative
approaches to different learning styles. The Dunns (1978) provide detailed.

TABLE 2
ME rHoDs- FACTOR COORDINATION SHEET
C OMPATIBLE LEARNING .STILE FACTOR.S
(TV PRIORITY ORIThlit

Slt.11101)S

CON rR.AC

I

I Y PACKAGES

2

PROGRAMMED LEARNING

3

Need for structure
Visual tactual and lune,thetic appeals stimuli
Need to work alone
Tactual/kinesthetic appeals

INSTRUCTIONAL
PAC-RAC/ES

2 Need for structure
Highly motivational itsource. thus sociological
stimuli may not mater
3 Need to work alone or teacheronented

TASK CARDS AND

I

LEARNING ( IRCLFS

2

LECTURE.

I

2
3

Tactual andior kine.thelic appeals
Visual appeals
Auditory appeals.
Teachermolivalion.ladulD
Self-motivation

4 Nccd for structure Hendent.y)
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systematic instructions for developing appropriate educational strategies and
physical environments. including learning centers, media corners. and reading areas in implementing small group techniques such as brainstorming
and preparing contact activity packages. task cards. multisensory instructional packages or programmed learning sequences.

reld-Aenslte fiehl-htdepetulent Behavior Observantm Rating Forms

The Field-Sensitive, Field Independent Behavior Observation Instruments were developed and used to diagrise the Mexican American child's
preferred cognitive style illio:rez and Castarieda. 1974: 167-170). These
clearly structured instruments are used as observation checklists for rating
cognitive styles-in the general educational environment and during specific
learning activities. such as a math or reading lesson. Both rating forms are
quite easy to use. to %core and to interpret. The categories of behavior
investigated include: relationship to peers. personal relationship to teacher:
instructional relationship, to teacher. and charactenstics of curriculum that
facilitate learning The teacher has eleven articulated behaviors to rate over
a frequency scale of I to 5: not true: seldom true. sometimes true, often
true. almost always true.
When the child has been sufficiently observed to obtain wt.a*. appears to
he a stable rating. the preferred learning mode can be ascertained. At this
point. basic approaches to teaching and curriculum are recommended by
Ramirez and Castarieda 11974) to cultivate a bicognitive learning style 1171).

Again. the preferred learning style is viewed as a potential bridge to internalization of the other style.
For example. results may indicate that certain students cannot manage
competitive situations well. These same students. however. are highly responsive to how the teacher a^.d classmates feel about them. For such
students. encouragement b'i the teacher. as well as evidence of the teacher's
pride in their accomplishment. may smooth the way for success and comfort
in managing competitive activities.

The curriculum charactenstics category of the rating scales afford the
bilingual teacher an idea as to whether or not the teaching strategies. curriculum. and concepts are oriented toward field-independent or field -sensitive youngsters In teaching the field-sensitive child, for example. Ramirez
and Castarieda 119741 rest mmend teaching field-independent concepts and
curriculum through a field-sensitive teaching style. There is no doubt that
the field-independent nature of the traditional curriculum needs to be modified to service bilingual students
The salient contribution of the Ramirez and Castaiieda model. besides its
clarity. is its culturally-based diagnostic-prescriptive aspects. especially
geared for field-sensitive bilingual, bicultural children Their "learning-styleobservation forms offer a viable alternative for classroom teachers unskilled
in the use of psychological tests. which in any case are more apropos for
use by educational researchers or psychologists. Tables 3' and 4 illustrate
the Child Observation Rating Forms developed by Ramirez and Castarieda
(1974)

CONCLUSION
I he tools and resources reviewed in this paper may prove to he of special

help to the bilingual classroom teacher who has a sincere interest in de-
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TABLE 3
CHILD RATING FORM
FIELD SENSITIVE OBSERVABLE BEHAVIORS
Instructions: Evaluate the child for each behavior itsted below by placing
a check in the appropriate column.
Child's Name

Grade

School

iDatc

Observer's Name

Situation (e.g.. "Math lesson"): for general or overall rating. writ* "Global"
FREQUENCY

FIELD SENSITIVE
OBSERVABLE BEHAVIORS

'.
RELATIONSHIP TO PEERS
I. Likes to work with others to achieve a
common goal
2

Likes to assist others

,

3. Is sensitive to feelings and opinions of
others

PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP
TO TEACHER
I. Openly expressei positive feelings for
teacher

.

2. Asks questions abput teacher's tastes and
personal experiences: seeks to become like
teacher

INSTRUCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP
TO TEACHER
-N.,
I. Seeks guidance and demonstration from
teacher

2. Seeks rewards which strengthen
relationship with teacher

3. Is highIN motivated when working
individually with teacher

CHARACTERISTICS OF CURRICULUM
WHICH FACILITATE LEARNING
I. Perform !Nice objectives and global aspects

of curriculum ..re carefully explained
2. CQpcepts are presented in humanized or
story format

3. Concepts are related to personal interests
and experiences of children
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TABLE 4

CHILD RATING FORM
FIELD INDEPENDENT OBSERVABLE BEHAVIORS
Instructions: Evaluate the child for each behavior listed below by placing
a check in the appropriate column.
Child' Name

Grade

School

Date

Observer's Name
Situation

g . "Math lesson"). for general or overall rating. write "Global"
FREQUENCY

FIELD INDEPENDENT
OBSERVABLE BEHAVIORS

/

RELATIONSHIP TO PEERS
I Prefers to work independently

c

2. Likes to compete and gain individual recognition
3. Task oriented: is inattentive to social
environment when working

PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP
TO TEACHER
I. Rarely seeks physical contact with teacher
2

Formal: interactions with teacher are
restncted to tasks at hand

INSTRUCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP
TO TEACHER
I. Likes to try new tasks without teacher's
help
2

.

Impatient to begin tasks: likes to finish first

3 Seeks nonsocial rewards

CHARACTERISTICS OF CURRI^ULUM
WHICH FACILITATE LEARNING
I

Details of concepts are emphasized. parts
have meaning of their own

2 Deals with math and science concepts
3. Based on discovery approach

t,
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s,gning classroom instruction that is. impart. based on the individual learn-

ing styles of students. The Cognitive Style Map and the Learning Style
Inventory offer the pot .ntial of tapping a multitude of behavioral. environmental. sociological a, psychological aspects that affect the learning style
of bilingual as well as monolingual studenjs. These instruments have demonstrated effectiveness as diagnostic and prescriptive classroom tools either
with monolingual or bilingual populations. The Field-Sensitive/Indepem!ent

Child Observation Rating Forms can be used to check the learning style
characteristics diagnosed by the aforementioned instruments.
Instructional design and curriculum development based on learning style
identification relies on a starting point of clearly defined learning style elements. The Cognitive Style Map and the Learning Style Inventory both
offer such a clearly demarcated universe of learning style attributes. The
Field-Independent/Field-Sensitive Child Observating Rating Forms also
constitute tools that teachers can use repeatedly to determine the existing
prefRrred field-sensitive/field-independent cognitive style of both student
and cumculum.
The conditions under which bilingual children learn most effectively have
not yet been identified fully. Bilingual teachers concerned with individualizing their student's instruction on the basis of individual learning styles as
cultural and pedagogical needs. should be able to look
well as
forward to the practical results of efforts made to diagnose preferred modes
of learning.
While there are mar y other instruments and techniques that can be used
to mirror the learning behavior of students. those that have been discussed

appear to lend themselves especially well to practical application in the
bilingual edu:dtion classroom. With a minimum of training or study. bilinTbal teachers. already burdened with extra duties. may be able to administer. score and apply the results of the CSM or the. LSI in the classroom.
Granted. the CSM is more difficult and undoubtedly requires special training of the teacher for mastery of its terminology and analysis. However. its
comprehensiveness and appropnatene.,, for diagnosing the cultural parameters of the learning behavior of bilingual or minonty-youth seam to make
the extra effort worthwhile. As to the Field - Sensitive /independent Child
Observation Rating Forms, they can oe used expeditiously to support the

learning style strengths and weaknesses identified by the CSM and LSI
instruments or by themselves.
When using instruments for diagnosing learning styl. . the pitfall of viewing the findings as "fixed- should be avoided. By the same token the nature
of self-report assessment. especially with middle-school students, alway,
leaves room for doubt. In addition. presCriptions should not be used to
reinforce only existing modes of behavior. Finally. although the instruments
discussed seem to convey a certain preciseness in their definition and anal-

ysis of learning style. it should be remembered that learning style is still
largely a hypothetical construct developed by researchers.
In conclusion. teachers considenng learning styles should be aware of
the culturally-determined values and child-rearing practices that help shape
learning style. concepts of proper behavior roles. perceptions of authority
figures, adults. peers and school m ger-ral. What are the cultural and linguistic concepts already familiar to the child? What conditions of learning
are familiar? Which techniques of division. of handwriting have been learned
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in the "old" country or at home? The answers to such cultural background
questions are crucial.
The teache: s quest to identify the subtle and not so subtle ways in which
students perceive reality requires a grasp of the culturally unique intellectual skills and cognitive strategies the student already possesses. Hopefully
those attributes of student learning style that seem pervasive and persistent
can be modified or involved in developing in bilingual students a flexible
learning style for confronting varying and novel situations.
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MATCHING THE COGNITIVE STYLES OF BILINGUAL SIUDEHTS

Richard E. Hatcher
Fordham University

Bilingual instruction, or the use of two languages in the classroom. continues to receive increased attention among academic scholars. professionals in education. policymakers, and the press (AIR Report. 1978; Blanco.
1977: Cervantes. 1980; ei.mmins. 1979; Education Division, HEW. 1979;
Time Magazine, 1980). Fundamental and applied research efforts are cur-

rently being directed toward satisfying various congressional mandates.
among them being "improvement in the effectiveness of services for students" (Education Division, HEW. 1979. p. 8). Moreover, with the recent
publication and demise of the proposed Lou rules (Dept. of Education,
1980). practitioners and policy makers seek the most appropriate form and
procedures to instruct limited-English-proficient students. Cultural anthropology. education, ethnic studies, linguistics. psychology. and sociolinguistics, to name some of the disciplines and fitlds of knowledge vigorously
studying the phenomena of bilingualism and bilingual education, have contributed to an accumulating body of literature.
Despite the available information and recent scrutiny, a vast array of
nonorganized knowledge exists in the emerging field identified as "bilingual
multicultural education." Not all of this knowledge is necessarily relevant
for the specific purpose of examining the nature and classroom use of curriculum materials and bilingual pupil involvement in learning.
Certain authorities in bilingual education. psychology. and linguistics have
provided general guidelines to assess the compatibility between instruction
and bilingual learners. Saville-Troike (1976), for instance. has stressed that
teachers (1) respect ;indent cultural differences. (2) vary teaching tech-

1

niques in a variety of learning contexts, (3) give pupils occasions to be proud
of their native language and culture. and (4) consider the whole student in
setting educational tasks.

In advocating "culturally democratic educational environments. Rarni-

0
0
1

rez and Castaneda (1974, p. 104) suggest that materials and classroom prac-

tices be congruent with the "child's language, culture. values, modes of
communication. motivation. relating to others, and preferred learning style."
Thcy recommend that a possible match might be based upon "field-sensitive" constructs and accompanying behaviors.

eg
.-4

0
e

.

-

I

A more recent attempt to conceptualize the congruence between the
learning style of the bilingual student and the educational task is the "interaction model of bilingual education" proposed by Cummins (19791. This
model' includes such dimersions as "child input" variables of cognitiveacademic linguistic proficiency (CALP) and motivation to learn and maintain a language: selected background variables of length of residence and
321
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age on arrival (Cummins. 19801: educational treatment variables: and Ai Id
process features. Through this interaction fr.unework Cummins believes that
bilingual programs won't hase mixed results and will accommodate to the
diversity that exists within their student populations.
Another important resource for bilingual teachers and curriculum specialists pertaining to the availability of bilingual curriculum materials and
the "materials-learners match'. is the report of the Educational Products

!nformation Institute (EPIE. 1976). Although the EPIE document represents an exhaustive content analysis of more than 1.200 instructional ma
terials. thereby facilitating the practitioner\ search for suitable materials.
a definite weakness is obvious. It does not set firth precise methods of
techuques for determining the compatibility or "match- between bilingual
pupil characteristics and the iirobable mode of understanding assumed by
the curriculum materials or educationa! task under consideration. The implications in the following statement taken from the EPIE report succinctly
capture this shortcoming.
Ii is up to the educator to pros ide man-minion on learners. information
which defines the classroom setting and thereby determines the kind of
materials to search for (p. silo

A similar conclusion can he reached concerning the general and broad
directions offered by researchers and authorities addressing bilingual and
monolingual education (Glaser 1(477)
How. then. does the educator-rractitioner identify the salient characteristics and needs of bilingual students' What are the important features of

the educational ensironment to he included' What information will "detins- the classroom settmg'' Based on this information. how can a "match"
he determined between a bilingual student's learning style and the requirements or demands of the educational task"' How can the bilingual educator
systematically select. adapt. and utilize appropriate curriculum materials
that will enhance the bilingual pupil's. chances of success in mastering tarions educational tasks'
In response to these practical questions the purpose of this article is:
I

to descnbe briefly a conceptual framework identified as "educational
cognitive style'. whereby the characteristics of bilingual learners and
the metes of understanding of an educational task can he modeled
and therefore matched.

2. to Illustrate a technique formulated by the late Dr Joseph E Hill

1

(1971h) for determining the degree of match between the educational
cognitive styles of bilingual students and the mode of understanding
of a famous work of Hispanic children s literature
Based upon the results of the degree of match. to dense some useful
iind practical strategies that the practitioner and curriculum specialist
might employ in augmenting the educational cognitive style of the bilingual leaner and or the educational environment in which bilingual
instruction is conducted.

As employed in this article. fiig:mil alug alum means the use of two
languages as mediums of instruction at some point in a student's educational

career BrIotal pupil refers to any indisidual who will benefit from some
:orm t.it systematic and cohers.nt bilingual instruction
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the current classifications of "English-supenor. "comparably limited.-

and "primary- language superior." as specified in the Lau guidelines (Dept.
of Education. 1980. pps. 52056-520571. %lode means the sort of stimulus
presented to the student. e.g.. printed or spoken words, pictures. sounds-.
the medtum is the %chick that carries the stimulus mode. e.g.. books. tapes.

film (Rountree. 19741. Van huic means the "task of relating student eapabilities. acquired knowledge. and skills." or hislier cognitive style. to

particular classroom actisities (Glaser. 1977. p. 771.
A major assumption of this paper reflects the position of Salomon and
Clark (1977). Cronhach and Sno% (1977). and Salomon (1979) respectively:
different media features can facilitate learning to the extent that they "actisate. elicit. or arouse in specific learners those mental strategies and pro-

cesses that are relevant to the requirements of the task" (Salomon and
Clark. 1977. p. 104) Additionally. Cornbleth (1979. p. 2). in her summary
of the research on the compatibilit; between curriculum materials and student learning. tolerates a similar position taken in this article concerning
the significance of other characteristics of curriculum materials besides con-

teni to he covered. She cites the "use of specialized materials" (Brophy
and Esertson. 19791. the "motivational qualities of materials" (Cooky and
Leintiardt. 1978). the "difficulty levels of materials" (Fisher and others.
1978) and the Annehurst Curriculum Classfication Ssstem (Frymier. 19771.
as recent evidence of the importance of curriculum materials on classroom
practice. This assumption and accompanying studies challenge the educatoi
to differentiate these potential media attributes and exploit them for their
interactise and instructional effectmencss. The suggested technique being
proposed for determining the match between the student's style and eduLuminal task is densed from an -educational cognitive style" perspectisc.

Willa' frit Melt (irk ,q l durutrnrurl Clichati Shle
Educational cognitise style" is a construct that refers to hos% an mdisndual sean.hes for meaning. It is an intlisidual's disposition or tendency to
use .crtain modes of understanding to dense meaning from personal experiences and ensironment whether sum:lured or informally approached.
him:Aroma cognitise style includes its own set of terms, concepts. principles, and procedures that pertain to the educational sciences IBM. 1968:
tlaecher. 1976a1 In this manner it can be viewed as a "model." i.e.. a
general conceptual scheme that identifies the complex variables that should
he attended to when considering variables that might he included in exploratory studies of particular phenomena. Ibis particular use of "model"

is distinguished from "formal structural" models and "statistical" ones.
respectively (Cooley and 1-einhardt. 1978. p. 5). Furthermore. as a conccp
tual framework. educational cognitive style is different tram other theoretii.al approaches such as "psychological cognitise style" (Lisa. 1977: Witkin
et al . 1977. Witkm. 1978i
Joseph E Hill (1981) the originator of this conceptual scheme. maintained that the educational sciences proside a "conceptual and scientific
language for the applied held of education." thereby making possible the
arta illation of phenomena and problems related to education. which is
%levied as a process of searching for meaning (Hill. 1968. t 971a. 1975) As
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formulated by Hill and his associates. there are seven educational sciences
comprising acommon language or the applied field of education:

I. Symbols and their meanings.
2. Cultural determinants of the meanings of symbols.
3. Modalities of inference.
4. Educational memory.
5. Cognitive styles of individuals. (This -science- includes the first four
"sciences. ")
6. Student. teaching. administrative. and counseling styles.
7. Systemic analysis decision making.
These seven sciences are continually being investigated and employed in
bringing precision to the resolution of educational problems including those
of special concern to bilingual instruction and attributes of media (Beecher.
1973. 1976a. 1976b. 1977: Crookes. 1977: De Nike. 1973: De Nike and Strother.

1976: Gray. 1976: Hauser. 1975: Molina. 1976: Strother. 1973).
As defined by Hill (1981). the educational science of cognitive style is a
Cartesian product. G. comprised of four sets. S. E. H. and Y: G=SxExHxY.
where S indicates the set of elements defining symbols and their meanings.
E represents the set of cultural determinants of the meaning of symbols. H
denotes the set of elements comprising modalities of inference and Y refers

to the 'et of elements belonging to educational memory.' Because of the
speculative nature of the fourth set. Y. "Educational Memory." it will not
be described in this article. For a more exhaustive study of the educational
sciences. including the latter science. the reader may want to consult the
bibliography compiled by Berry. et al. (1975). Hill (1975: 1981). Nunney.
11975) and other materials notes in the reference list.

A brief description of the Cartesian product. G =SxEx H. or the first
three educational sciences. will enable the reader to become familiar with
the attendant language of educational cognitive style. Appendix A. "Dimensions of the Cognitive Style Map." provides a more complete guide to
the various elements under consideration in this conceptual framework.
Symbols and their meanings. Set S. is concerned with symbols. Two
types of symbols. theoretical (e.g.. words and numbers) and qualitative
(e.g.. sensory. programmatic. and codes). are created and used by individuals to acquire knowledge and derive meaning from their environment and
personal experiences. Theoretical symbols differ from their qualitative symbols in that the theoretical symbols present to the awareness of the individual something different from that which the symbols are: the word -cat"
and the number "3" are examples of theoretical symbols. Qualitative symbols are those symbols tha present and then represent to the awareness of
the individual that which the symbols are. Examples of meanings conveyed
by qualitative symbols are feelings. commitments. and values. lnspectior
'A Cartesian product is a particular type of space or set of eleniems whose elements
may be combined into profiles defined over that space The "x" sign does not denote
any algebraic or numerical operations. it indicates that the elements from the four
sets. S. E. H. Y. must be combined to determine the exact reference points of each
four-element profile in space. A cartesian product. then. is a display' of elements.

which. when combined. comprises an individual's various cognitivi style profiles
(Adapted from Walser. 1971).
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of Appendix A shows twenty -four elements belonging to .Set S. symbols
and their meanings.
The cultural determinants of the meanings of symbols, Set E. identifies
who influences an individual's interpretation of the information obtained
from Set S. Essentially. three genetic role sets define the social context
within which educational activity takes place. They are: ( I) associates (A).
interpreting tymbolic information predominantly as one's associates or peers
do: (2) family (F). the influence of members or surrogates of family on the
meanings of symbols: and 1 II individuality (I). interpreting symbolic information predominantly from one's own perspective independently arrived
at. Set E. then. has organizational implications such as small peer group
interactions, large or small groups of teacher or teacher assistant directed
instructional activities, self-instructional types of learning events. programmed learning, and independent study. Appendix A lists three elements
belonging to Set E.
Modalities of Inference. Set H. focuses one's attention on the methods
of reasoning patterns an individual uses in making decisions or reaching
conclusions about the information that has been gathered throukh Sets S
and E respectively. Five elements comprise this set: (I) magnitude (M).
inductive reasoning process that uses norms. rules, definitions. ant.. categories to draw conclusions: (2) difference (D). meaning one-to-one contrastive or comparative reasoning: (3) relationship (R). referring to a method of
thinking that synthesizes :1 raultiude of relationships between two or more
characteristics: (4) appraisal (1). inductive reasoning process that employs
all three of the previous approaches giving equal weight to each (i.e.. magnitude, differences. relationships): and 15) circle (K). deductive reasoning
logical proof that yields a necessary conclusion derived from given in,rmation or premises. Reference to Appendix A shows five elements belonging to Set H. .
The educational cognitive style of an individual, then, encompasses numerous elements (forming profiles across the four sets of S. E. H. Y) that
manifest the individual's unique search for meaning and the manner in
which an educational task is approached. Figure I portrays the forty-one
elements of educational cognitive style presently under consideration in the
educational sciences.
These three areas of exploration. Symbols and their Meanings. Cultural
Determinants, and Modalities of Inference. constitute the educational cognitive style of bilingual students for the purpose of this article. These three

sets. forming a Cartesian product. can direct the practitioner in what to
look for in bilingual pupils. materials. and other classroom resources. The
direction can be either intensive and/or extensive. Taker together. these
three "sciences'. help to answer the question. "How does the bilingual
pupil come to know"- and indicate the variety of profiles such students

utilize in their efforts to be successful at educational tasks. Ascertaining the
educational cognitive style of an individual results from one's involvement
in the process called -cognitive mapping."

( ovum/. Miippinv
this process entails finding out if a certain clement is present in a bilingual
pupil's cognitive style Cognitive mapping involves persons. knowledgeable

.
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FIGURE 1
Educational cognitive style map. (Adapted from Radike. 1973. p. 151
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in the educational sciences franfework. making classifications of educational
cognitive style elements of one set into two (or more) -logical- categories
included in a second set on a **makes sense" or "does not make sense"
basis (Hill. 1970).
Iwo types of cognitive mapping have been identified: man._ magical and
empirical mapping. Mathematical mapping or the application of only the
theoretical symbols of mathematics or abstract logic to accomplish a decision. means literally translating test data into a written map or cognitive
style prude. However. cognitive mapping involves much more than the
literal. mechanical interpretation of a mechanical map. It includes the use
of infonm tion about a student derived by the knowledgeable teacher through
observation and conversation. Empirical mapping. then. involves the human
judgments of **educational scientists" who combine test and observational

dal:: in determining ore's cognitive style. This distinction is crucial to the
cognitive mapping process because:

Although mathematical mapping results in a useful profile of a student.
empirical mapping allows the educator or counselor to alter the cognitive style map to reflect a student's preference or attitudes in a particular context. Considerations of the context within which a map is
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interpreted leg. the particular educational task and setting) is crucial
to valid use of the map (The American College Testing Program. 1978.
P. 7).

Cognitive mapping. therefore. consists of discovering ways to observe. listen to. and elicit cognitive style elements. The use of standardized tests.
paper and pencil devices. criterion referenced instruments tall illustrations
of mathematical mapping). various observational techniques, and interviews
are some methods that can be employed in the process of cognitive mapping.

Mapping occurs only after the practitioner has tried to find out if an

element is present in the bilingual student's style. has determined whether
the element has a "major.- "minor.- or "negligible" rank. and has recorded the element on a form. To illustrate certain aspects of cognitive
mapping. suppose that a practitioner is involved in mapping a student's
cognitive style. Tlie teacher includes in each set of information. Set E. H.
S. comprising the student's style elements that the teacher knows to be
present. having observed defined behaviors exhibiting these elements by
the pupil. The following map-profile is thus recorded:
Symbolic
3

g=

IT (VE.

Modalities of

Cultural
determinants

orientations
2

T' (ALAI! !

I

X

X

{ PI

Q (CEM,) )

inferem e

{R }

Without defining at this point what these symbols mean. the following
steps in recording such a profile are important (Radike. 1973. pp. 16-18).
The first sel"Symbolic Orientations
contains "theoreticals" IT's) in
the top row. and "qualitatives- IQ's) under each T. thereby forming two
columns in the first set. The subscripts, e and s. mean that these cements
were probed by English and Spanish instruments. respectively. The numerals above the "theoreticals" refer to the grade level of educational development in that specific element. e.g.. T'21AL),. means second grade English

listening ability. These levels are expressed in terms of composite grade
levels involving measured abilities in vocabulary. language usage. and reading and listening comprehension in home Spanish and English (Baecher.
1973. pp. 64-73). The "qualitative" elements were probed through paper
and pencil instruments and/or observalion and conversation.
In the second and third sets. elements are placed in a column.

1 Fi ' 1

X

IR! I

In the examples shown above. the prime mark el next to certain elements

denotes a "minor" orientation for an element of a given set. A "major"
orientation in an element is written in capital letters only. e.g.. T (VL,
while a -minor- orientation in an element has a prime mark el after the
notation. e.g.. TIAL).
According to Hill (1971). the cognitive style elements belonging to each
set must he interpreted in terms of binomial combinations. For example,
the two theoretical symbolsT (AL). T (V L) are always in binofnial corn-
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bmations with one of the sensory. programmatic or cultural cqdes iquAlitame symbols). e.g.. Q tCEM. Mated differently-. there is no sich reality
as a pure theoretical symbol or experience: all theoretical symbols mint
have a degree of reciprocity with a qualitative experience. A convenient
explanation of this would he that a T (ALL. someone who acquires meaning
predominantly from spoken Spanish words. would be combined with a Q
(Al element. or the ability to gain meaning from sounds. In thic'case. the
speaker's words as well as intonations and rhythm of voice would give
meaning to what was being said. These binomial combinations. furthermore. can be expressed as manifesting magnitude and direction (Wasser.
1971. p 31),
Educational cognitive style elements can be observed and determined as
exhibiting varying degrees of strength. These can be ranked on a 1-9 point
scale as shown in Figare 2 (Nunney. 1975. p. 20). Employing data denved
from yanous observational techniques. rating scales. interviews and standardized instruments. a teacher can ascertain the strength of a cognitive style
element under consideration by using this nine-point scale and the following
pnnciples: (Baecher. 1973. pp. 77-79: Hill. 1970.
Prun iple I. If the bilingual student whose style is being mapped demonstrate% an element to the extent that the teacher is willing to place that
student in the 50-99th percentilf range. i.e.. in the top half of the population
exhibiting such an element. then a miljar orientation in the element under
consideration could he assigned to that pupil.
Prim iple II. If the degree of presence of the element is of such a nature
that the teacher could only place it in the 26-49th percentile range of the
population. a minor onenti...on is assigned.
.

FIGURE 2
Percentile ranges for major. minor. and negligible orientations
( From Nunney. 1975.
0-2s
I

1

2

. Negligible
P1111411014' III

s0-99

26-49
1

I 4
Minor

i

1

6

1

7

Major

1

ll

1

9
1

If the teacher is willing to place the pupil in the 0-25th

percentile range of the distnbution. then the student will receive a ne,ehjahie

orientation in this element. It must be noted that a negligible orientation
does mit mean nonexistent. but rather that the element lacks significant
strength in the style of the bilingual student.
Cognitive mapping. therefore. entails the use of a common language and

concepts. a set of principles and rules. and a variety of instruments and
techniques. the most important being the knowledge. sensitivity and originality or the teacher. Radtke 11973. p. 421 asserts that "anyone who has
critically observed children in a classroom. examined their work. listened
'These principles arc a modthcatton of Flanagan's suggestion 1 19191 that the lower
27 percent of .tfrcqucm.y distribution. and its upper 27 percent. form the "low" and
the "high groups. respectively. of an array I Fidl. 1970)
,,
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to their remarks, and pondered on the interactions of students has much of
the professionai training necessary to map students."
The dynamic features of educational cognitive style can be portrayed by
a visual representation (Figure 3) showing the interrelationships among the
four educational sciences and the hivation of an individual's cognitive
style map profile. In Figure 3a. each sector of the circle refers to a particular
educational science, i.e.. Symbols and their Meanings, Cultural Determinants. Modalities of 'Inference. and Educational Memory. The circular lines
within each sector refer to the degree of orientation or presence of each
cognitive style element, i.e.. major, minor. or negligible orientation. Figure 3b represents the Cartesian product of one individual's cognitive style
map profile, g= s x e x h x y. i.e., a Cartesian product composed of subsets of elements from sets S. E. H. and Y of G (considered the universal
set).

FIGURE 3

Interrelationships among four educational sciences (G -- S x E x H x Y)
and derivation of cognitive style map profile of a particular individual

(g=sxexhxy)

a. Educational Cognitive Style

b Individual Cognitive Style Map
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Te(hnullie For Mali lung Cognitive Styles and Modes of Understanding

In the application of the educational cognitive style framework, the bilingual practitioner and educational researcher are encoidaged to participate
personally in the process of observation, assessment, interpretation, and
mapping (Hill.-1973b). The technique suggested here enables one to determine the degree of match between the "style" of an individual and the
"mode" required by the educational task. Knowledge of the bilingual's
educational cognitive style and the mode of understanding assumed by bilingual education can prove to be most beneficial in the practitioner's efforts
to diagnose, prescnbe, motivate, and instruct bilingual students.
The "matching" technique suggested here is illustrated in terms of a stepby-step procedure or set of decision rules, for determining the degree of

c
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match between the "style" of a bilingual student with the mode of understanding required by a given "task."
Suppose a teacher wants to increase the.readIng achievement and appre-

ciation of lice ethnic heritage of bilingual learners through the medium of
children's literature. Ada and Del Pilar (1976. pp. 65-66) have summarized
its important function in bilingual education:
a la literatura infantil se une tin amplisimo acervo de tradiciones males. en todas silk formas, que
kirk' ampliar el vocabulario del nitio.
le brind9ran nuevos patronPetXnguisticos, le presentaran nuestros valores. le entregaran su tradicion.
children's 1iterattlre brings together an abundant source of oral traditions in all forms, allowing tSe child's vocabulary ) expand, offering
him new linguistic models, introducing our value to him, and deliv(, thor s translation)
ering him to his trading.

Children's literature, therefore, includes the r
. elements that define
bilingual education, thereby providing an
client vehicle.for instructing
in a bilingual mode. The story that was selected for analysis of its mode of
understanding is the English version of Santiago by Pura Belpre (19691.
While other content analyses of this story are possible. the one used in this
article is for illustrative purposes only.
.
Briefly, the story describes a Puerto Rican boy named Santiago and his
dn.., to convince his classmate Erilie about the existence of his pet. Selina. Selina is a beautiful hen that Santiago had to leave behind in Puerto
Rico when his family moved to New York. Throligh different episodes.
Santiago did finally convince Ernie and gained a new friend at the same
time.
The step-by-step procedure for determining the degree of "match'I is as
.
follows:
(For a more detailed analysis. see Hill. 1973b)

Step /. Determine Which "style" or'"mode" will be used as the referent
in the "matching" process. This decision is not an arbitrary one.
In this example, it was reasoned that the contents and mode of
understanding of the story. Santiago, should be selected as the
0
referent because of its wide appeal. high interest level, and spec-

.
ialized usefulness.
.Step 2. Essentially the system of matching suggested here is one of as-

signing a value of 3. 2. I. or 0 to each element in the "style" of
the individual being matched with the reference "style." The referent style is scored by assigning the value of 3. only, to each
.of its elements. except shat of L. the "appraisal modality of inference." which, when it occurs in the "referent." or in the "style"
being matched with the referent. should be assigned the value 9.
To illustrate this step, suppose the "mode of understanding," or

the referent "style" of the English version of the story is determined to be:
'A wore is defined to he a value assigned to an act or quality. Assigning
value; to the elements of "style," then. is an act of scoring that style.
(Hill. 1973h. p. 21

.
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Application of Fry Readability

This attribute is viewed as
essential tosecure maximum
understanding and
appreciation of content of
story since it focuses on
youngsters. their behaviors.
values. and attitudes.

70-79

Task of reading requires a firm
commitment on part of student
to read story in its entirety.

70-79

Behavior setting of classroom
instruction normally requires
student given the task of
reading a story to perform
such an activity by oneself;
however. vanations are evident
within these lettings.
especially wheh small peer
groups or teacher directed
activity is employed.

a set of values. a
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interpretation as
an influence on
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printed version.
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Seale (1976) estimates English
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reading comprehension,
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Potentially Cognitive Stn le

. Demean To Be Mau hed
A'--one's peer group

Percentile
Range
Justifii ation for Scare
40-49

See statement for I.

30-39

See statement for I.

60-69

Content analysis of story at
sentence level resulted in fre-

or a%sociatz% ex-

ercise a major
influence on
meanings of
symbols

F influence of
teacher or
teacher ..ssistant
as surrogate
family member.

M /magnitude) a
form of categorical reasoning
that utilizes
norms or
categorical

*

quent use 087 of this type of
modality of inference Appendix B gives results for one page
from story.

classification as the basis for
accepting or rejecting an
advalced hypothesis.

Didifferencel

10-19

Content analysis of story revealed fc...' co,itrasts being employed throughout the story at
the sentence level.

50-59

Content analysis of story at the
sentence level resulted in frequent number of lengthy sentences exhibiting a relationship
modality (467 ).

a tendency to
reason in terms
of one -to -ore
contrast% or

compariso..
selected ch
tensile% or
measurements.

RIrelationship
the ability to
synthesize a
number of dimensions or incidents into a
unified meaning.
or through analysis of a situation to discover
its component
parts.

...

The nine elements selected as constituting the "mode of understanding'
required by the story. .S'anuago. are shown with the percentile ranges that

indicate the major or minor orientation of each element. respectively. A
1
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brief justification for scoring each element at a certain percentile range
accompanies the description of each potentially compatible cognitive style
element. These scores represent estimates at best. and are not to be
interpreted as precise. exact value. It should be noted that each of the
respective levels of educational development. 5 for T(AL),*d for T(VL),..
alai* with reading level-5.1. is assigned a value of "3" as well as each of
the other elements in the "referent style."
.
Step 3. Assign a value of 3. 7,4.1, or 0 to each "element" of the "style"
map of an individual's cognitive style map profile. Hill (1973b)
suggests spec& criteria for determining the number of points for
each element. These rules of assignment are:
I. Assign a value of "3" to Level of Educational Development.
i.e.. the values above 'PAL), and (T(VL)e. re pectively.
provided it is: tat one level below (b)rthe same. or (c) higher
than its counterpart level" in the referent style.
II. Apply Rule I to Reading Level.

III. If the Level of Edtcatioal Development to be scored is:
(a) two levels below, or (b) three levels below its counterpart level in the referent style, then assign a value of "2"
to this element.
IV. If Rule I does not apply to Reading Level, then apply Rule

III to it.
V Assign a value of "1" to Level of Educational Development

if it is: (a) four levels below, or (b) five levels below its
counterpart in the referent style.
VI. If Rule I and Rule III do not apply to Reading Level, then
apply Rule V.
VII. If the Levi,/ uJ Educational Development to be scored is
more than five levels below its counterpart in the referent
style. then assign a value of "0" to it.
VIII. If the Reading Level to be scored is more than five levels
below its counterpart in the referent style, then assign a

value of "0" to it.
IX With the exception of the elements of: Level of Education
Development. Reading Level, and the Appraisal (L) Modality of Inference. if the element to be scored shows the
uinir pen r Wilt range as its counterpart element in the referent style. then assign a value of "3" to it. If the condition
covered by this rule holds for the "Appraisal (L)" element
to be scored, then assign a value of "9" to it.

X If the orientation of the element. i.e.. a "major." or a
"minor.** but not a "negligible." to be scored is the Millie
as its counterpart element in the referent style. but its percentile range is not the same as its counterpart element.
then assign a value of "2" to it. If this condition holds for

the "Appraisal (L) element to be scored, then assign a
value of "6" to it.

XI If tht, orientation of the element. i.e., a "major.- or a
minor.** but not a "negligible." to be scored is difft,ren!
from its counterpart element in the referent style. then as-

sign a value of "I" to it. Since minor and negligible ori-
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entations in the "Appraisal ILI- element are not shown in
the cognitive style map. thit rule does not pertain to it.
Moreover, if an element has a negligible orientation, it is
not shown in the map and therefore this rule would not
apply to it as well.
XII. Except for the "Appraisal (1- element, if the element to
be stored does not have a counterpart element in the referent style. then assign a value of "0" to it. In the case of
the "Appraisal (11" element, if its counterpart "L." does
not occur in the referent style, but a "double-eigen" involving the other "modalities" does occur, then assign a

value of "6" to it. If the counterpart "L" does not occur
in the referent style, but a "single-eigen" condition exists,
then assign a value of "3" to it.
To illustrate how these point values are assigned, those elements found
in the map profile being matched to the referent map, the following example is offered. This student of Puerto Rican background was designated as student number 31 and initially "mapped" during April, 1973 as
part of t!...2 author's exploratory study (Baecher, 1973, p. 1881.

Cognitive Style Map Profile of Bilingual Student No. 19
Months in Pontiac,

Ethnic

Present Grade: 4

Age- 124

Sex: I-

Origin PR MI

Cultural

St Inholi

and

Their

Aloilahtiei

neterminanti

01

.Llearunizi
4

3

TIM.),

.

3

...

..2

ITIVL),

r,
I,

I

%

QICEML. .1

1

.

56

Inlereni e
1

3

}K

g

of

bilingual
individual

WET), ..1
**RDLV. 1 tnglishi 3.3

.

.3

Cognitive Sit le Percentile
Element
Range fultification for Sc ore

TIAL),.

26-30

Adaoted English comprehension test
resulted in this score at the 3rd grade level.

Ti VL),.

20-29

Vocabulary and language usage subtests of
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills resulted in this
range at the 3rd grade level.

'A "double-men -. means two cognitive style elements with similar
magnitude and direction.
**Estimated grade-equivalent score derived from reading subtest of lowtTests of Basic Skills. This score is included in the cognitive style map
profile because it continues to be used by teachers and publishers.
However, caution must be exercised in its interpretation: in particular.
whether it was derived from actual data. interpolation, or extrapolation.
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This score was derived through a self-report
inventory that yielded information
pertaining to selected cognitive style
elements of individual B. Pnnciples of

"major," "minor" designations were
followed.

WET),

26-30

1,

50-59

See Statement For Q(CEM)

F,

40-49

See Statement For Q(CEM)

D,

50-59

See Statement For QICEM)

See Statement For QICEM)

Since the level of Educational Development for the T(VL), element in
the referent style is (5). while in B's map the level for T(VL), element is
(3). Rule Ill applies and the value of "2" is assigned to that level. Similarly. Rule I applies in assigning the value of "3" to the level of T(AL).
in B's map since it is one level lower than the referent element T(AL),.
Since Reading Level 3 is defined by levels, from 2.5 through 3.49. respectively. the level 3.3 shown in
map is defined to be at level 3 In
this context. the student's reading level is lower than the reading level in
the "referent" style (5.1): therefore. Rule 11 (which applies Rule I to
Reading Level) is applicable. and a value of "3" is assigned to the Reading
Level of 3.3.
Since the element theoretical visual linguistic is a minor orientation in

B's map. TIVIV Rule XI applies. ar nd a value of "I" is assigned to that
element in B's map. In the same way. since 'Mil, in B's map is a minor
orientation. while in the referent the T(AL), element is a major. Rule XI
applies and "1- i ; assigned to that element in B's map.
Following the same ruks with regard to the other cognitive style elements. Table I shows the element. the rule, and the corresponding value
assigned to that element in B's map profile.

TABLE I
Assigned Values to Selected Cognitive Style Elements and Corresponding
Rules in Matching Techniques for B's Map.
Element

Rule

Value

WEN!),

XI
XI.

I,

I

X

2

F.

IX

1

I).

XII

0

WET).

I

.Step 4. Once the elements in the map being matched with the referent are

scored. the total number of points associated with each of the
following sets of elements. in both the refrent tale and in the
'nap being min Ited to it. must be ascertained: (a) Levels of Educational Development and Reading Level. lb) the combinations
of elements in the set of Symbols and their Meanings. (c) the
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combination in the set of Cultural Determinants. and (d) the com-

bination in the set of Modalities of Inference. Tr) illustrate this
procedure for
(a) Levels of Educational Development and Readini, Level in the
referent style. the total points would be:

T(AL1,45)-3: TO/L),(5)-3: and RDLVLI5.11 -3. 3+3+3=9
points. While in B's map. the total number of points associated

with these levels would be: T(AL),(4)-3: T(VL)1131-2: and
RDLVW.31-3: or 3 +2 +3 =8 points.
(b) Since all the elements in the set Symbols and their Meanings

are binomial combinations of the form: (TQ). or (TQ.). or
(QT'). or (T' Q'1. where the symbol el refers to a minor orientation. the points for the theoretical symbol (T) involved in the
combination are added to those for the qualitative symbol (Q) in
that "binomial," unless the value assigned to either the theoretical
or the qualitative is -0.- The values of the binomial combinations
are then totalled for each element, and these values, then, are
added together to find the total number of points associated with
the set Symbols and their Meanings. For example. in the referent
style. for the T(ALL. element, each of the two binomial combi-

nations: (T(Al)eQ(CEM),.). (T(AL)rQICET4) equal: 3+3=6
points. Since there are two of these combinations and each one
yields 6 points, the total for T(AL),. becomes. 2x6 points = 12
points. In a similar manner. the T(VL),, element yields 12 points.
Therefore. the total number of points for the set Symbols and

their Meanings, in the referent style. is: 8 points. (TIAL),.

Q4CEM).). (TIAL),--QICET)r). (TIVL),QICET)r).
(TIVL),(DCEM),). and (T'VLI,.QICET)..).

(c) The total number of points yielded by the (I) element in the
set Cultural Determinants of the referent style is: 1=3 points,

(IF') = 3+3=6 points, (1Al = 3+3=6 points. or 3+6+6=15
poin:s. The total -number of points yielded by the eigen value
array in the Cultural Determinants set of the student's map is:
1=2 points. (I- F') = 2+3=5 points. or 2+5=7 points.
(d) In the third set. Modalities of Inferenc:, the total number of
points yielded by the (M) element and the (R) element, in the
Ow
referent style. Is: M=3 points. R=3 points. or 3 +3 =6 points. The
(D) element in B's map yields: D=0 points.
Step 5 With the total number of points determined for: (a) the "Levels,"
(b) "Symbols and their Meanings," (c) "Cultural Determinants,"
and (d) the "Modalities." for the referent style, and for individual
.B's map. the percent of "agreement." or the "match" between
each set can be derived. The values of these percent indices are
calculated by dividing the total number of points associated with
a given set in the bilingual student's map by the total number of
points associated with the counterpart of that set found in the
referent style. These calculations illustrate this step:
(a) ''Lcs cis** Percent of Agreement =
Total Points for "Levels" in Bilingual Map
Total Points for "Levels" in Referent
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lb) Symbols" Percent of Agreement =
Total Points for "Symbols" in Bilingual Map
Total Points fr--Symbols" in Referent

8

.333

24

(c) "Determinants"Percent of Agreement

=-

Total Points for "Determinants" Set Bilingual Map
Total Ppints for "Determinants" in Referent

(d) "ModalitiesPercent of Agreement

7
15

- .46

=-

Total Points for "Modalities" Set in Bilingual Map
Total Points for -Modalities" Set in Referent .

0
6

-0

Step 6. To determine the general percent of agreement, or degree of

match. between the referent style. of the medium Santiago, and
individual B's style in this example, the average or mean of the
percents of agreement found in Step 5 is calculated:

Degree of Match =

.888 + .333 + .466 + Q
4

=

1.687

4

- .421

Not- the one quarter "weighting" given to each set of information
in the total "match."
.
Step 7. Applying Principle I. II or Ill associated with the process of
cognitive mapping (pp.15-16). determine the "orientation." i.e..
a "major.- "minor." or a "negligible." of the degree of match.
For this example, with the value of the match being: .421. Principle II would be applied and the "match" would be classified
as: "a minor." It should be pointed out that i42.1 percent match
indicates one of low degree and any assignments similar to the
one analyzed in this paper and based upon this degree of match
will require frequent monitonng and a strategy of augmentation
conducive to success.

These seven steps. then, constitute the technique of matching between
the educational cognitive style of individual bilingual students and the mode
of understanding assumed in bilingual education.
To prevent this paper from becoming too lengthy and exceeding its major
purpose. a brief comment must be made about the bilingual proficiency of
this same student in his native language. Spanish. and the degree of match
between the Spanish mode of Santiago and the bilingual's cognitive style.
Within this context, application of these same seven steps of matching
yielded the following match (See Appendix C for both maps): =
Degree of Match

1.0L .166 + .466 + 1.11
4

-

2.742
4

- .1363

Application of Principle I of the process of cognitive mapping would classify
this as a "major- match between the Spanish version of Santiago and the
student's cognitive style map profile. thereby demonstrating a "stronger"
match in the case of this student with bilingual instruction that employs the
,Audent's native language. Nevertheless, caution and more empirical research are necessary to verify this conclusion.
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Following these procedures and steps, bilingual practitioners and educational researchers involved in the study and advancement of bilingual
instruction can begin to match the educational cognitive styles of bilingual
learners and the salient features of the bilingual classroom with the modes
of understanding required by various educational tasks. Although the illustration of this "matching" technique dealt with one bilingual individual's
cognitive style and a famous work of Hispanic children's literature, other
"matching" opportunities might include: teacher's cognitive style and bilingual pupil's cognitive style: modes of understanding required by education
tasks such as mathematics. language arts. mastery learning. measurement,
assessment, etc.. and the individual's cognitive style: administrative style
of an individual and the role expectancy of the administrative position he/
she holds; and a variety of other matches involving teaching style and "collective" cognitive styles.
Moreover, since the educational cognitive style framework integrates the
relative language proficiency of an individual in listening and reading com-

prehension in English and the individual's native language, respectively.
together with other critical aspects that relate to cultural and reasoning
patterns, e.g.. sensitivity to the feelings of others and reasoning by means
of contrasts, the technique of matching promises greater accuracy to practitioners and program designers responsible for developing varied bilingual
programs for heterogei.eously linguistic students.
Support for this assertion can be found in the recent recommendation of
Burt and Du lay (1980. p. 20) who make "an appeal for greater variety in
designing bilingual programs. less legal rigidity in mandating home language
instruction, better matching of program features to student characteristics.
the inclusion of parental input. and serious consideration of implementation

factors when planning programs." Finally, empirical investigations conducted by Bartman (1974), Brodt k (1974), Crookes (1977), DeNike and
Strother (1976). Hodges (1977), Molina (1976). and Perry (1975) have confirmed the feasibility and advantages associated with this technique and its
educational cognitive style framework. Insofar as this suggested technique
of matching as Formulated by Hid has been shown to be applicable within
the context of bilingual education, a number of useful implications can be
drawn for the design and adaptation of bilingual

lmplu

Edu«itional Cognitive Style Mau ping

Two related consequences of the educational cognitive style framework
and the suggested matching technique can be denved. One addresses the

general forms of matching that might be investigated in designing more
effective bilingual programs. The second implementation pertains to the
process of "augmentation," i.e.. increasing the quantity and quality of one's
individual educational cognitive style, whereby cognitive style elements are
viewed as alterable.
Speculating on possible strategies for matching within the context of aptitude treatment interactions (ATI). Cronbach and Snow (1977, pp. 169-171)
outline three forms of matching: (1) "capitalization of strengths," (2) "com-

pensation... and (3) "remediation." Briefly, a capitalization of strengths
strategy capitalizes on what the learner is already capable of doing, builds
on the individual's strengths and assets. and tailors instruction to the learner's
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general aptitudes. For example. students with high ability in deriving meaning from visual materials such as pictures. graphs. charts. etc. will perform
better when instruction purposefully uses these materials. A compensation
form of match refers to the kind of approach that does for the learner what
he can't do for himself. e.g.. a poor reader can listen to material if it is put
on tape. the assumption being that the mode of presentation will compensate
for the learner's deficiency in reading.
In contrast, remediation means overcoming some deficiency in learning
and training, which leads to mastery of necessary specific objectives, instead of bypassing through a compensatory strategy. For instance, the learning of a poor reader is improved by training in a set of sequential reading
skills. These three forms of matching, then, on an individual or collective
basis. can provide some reference points in the promotion of learning.
With the understanding that one's educational cognitive style istexpressed

as a Cartesian product (g = s x e x h) forming a dynamic profile(s) over
three spaces related to symbols and their meanings, cultural influences, and

modalities of inference, respectively, one can combine the three forms of
matching with the percent degree of match illustrated in the previous section. A degree of match, for example, falling in the range of 70(70-99%,
designated as a high "major" match, might indicate the usefulness of an
intervention mode that capitalized on an individual's strengths and preferences. A low "major" match (50%-69% range) might call for a combina-

tion of compensation and capitalization of strengths approaches. A
compensation form might be fully exploited in the case of a "minor" match
(26% -497c range). Finally, a combined remediation and capitalization of
strengths model could he explored in the event of a "negligible" match
( I% 25% range). The exact combinations of forms and degrees of match
must await further research, but, at least a beginning towards this goal has
been formulated.
Discussion of the most appropriate form(s) of matching and the percent
of congruence between a "referent" style and one's educational cognitive
style raises the issue of fide process of instruction in the case of "negligible"

and minor" matches. What is the next step in the case of a 20 percent
negligible match between a referent style and individual cognitive style?
What can be done with a 42 percent or "minor" match calculated for the
bilingual student and the form of bilingual instruction requiring the reading
of Hispanic literature? Useful questions of this sort, implying practical and
creative intervention strategies, introduce the process of "augmentation" of
cognitive styles. Augmentation assumes that cognitive style elements can
be modified: they are not unchangeable and static features such as age and
socioeconomic status. To engage in the process of augmenting one's cognitive style is to ascertain and construct the best match in the intersection
of studen.-teacher-task by coordinating the diverse and unique resources
that are available in the individual's search for meaning.
-

Consider the cognitive style profile of individual B:

g
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where this individual is equally proficient in listening. T(AL). and. reading.
TIVLI, in both English and Spanish. respectively: can stick with an assignment and identify with the feelings of others in a moderate manner. QICETI
and (MEW: work independently. I. and contrast information. D.
In comparison. the conditions of the educational task associated with the
reading of the book. Santiago. are:

TWA
g

-MAL), _,.QICENI)

T`tVl.),

()WET)

M

I

x

A'

x

F.

where symbols in listening and reading in English and Spanish are at the
fifth grade level of educational development: a
degree of sticking with
the assignments and sensitivity to others is expected: independent work
involving categorical and relationship patterns of reasoning is called for.
Analysis and calculation of the degree of match resulted in a 42 percent
match. there. y necessitating some sort of intervention strategy on the part
of the individuals responsible for enhancing this individual's chances of
success in educational tasks. Among the numerous and possible ways in
which the match can be augmented or increased, these are suggested:

I. Work in tasks that require categorical
and relationship (RI thinkmg e.g.. programmed materials, short reading selectio's. workbook
exercises. These activities will have as their aim the addition of these
cpgnitive style elements to individual B's map.
2. Have the student work on vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in English so as to increase his capabilities in acquiring meaning from printed materials.
3. The minor elements of qualitative code empathetic. Q'(CEM). and
qualitative code ethic. Q'ICET). can be augmented through discussions
of the importance and usefulness of reading and the content of the
story. Sociodramas might also be beneficial.
4. Another approach might entail adapting the organization of the story
in these ways:

a) Focus upon the differences between Santiago and Ernie. especially the ways in which Santiago tried to persuade Ernie about
his pet. Selina.
I)) Divide the story into short segments or natural episodes. employing less difficult vocabulary and questioning that attaches
meaning to the contrasts within the story.

These. then, are only a few of the ways in which the match between the
individual's cognitive style map profile and mode of understanding required
by the educational task can be augmented. Researchers. curriculum specialists and practitioners can generate many more intervention strategies.
This paper has identified a dynamic conceptual framework, educational
cognitive style. whose common language and principles were employed in
a suggested technique for matching the educational cognitive styles of bilingual students and modes of understanding required by bilingual education. The procedures and steps of this matching technique were illustrated.
and the implications of this process were briefly described.
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APPENDIX A

DIMENSIONS OF THE COGNITIVE STYLE MAP

.
I. Symbols and Their Meanings
a

Two types of symbols. theoretical and qualitative, are created and used by
individuals to acquire knowledge and derive meaning from their environments and personal experiences. Theoretical symbols present to the awareness of the individual something different from that which the symbols are.
Words and numbers are examples of theoretical symbols; Qualitative symbols present and then represent to the individual that which the symbol is.
Feelings, commitments, and values are examples of thg meanings conveyed
by qualitative symbols. Theoretical syMbols include:

MI)Theoretical Visual Linguisticsability to find meaning in written
words

TALI Theoretical Auditory Linguisticsability to acquire meaning
through hearing spoken words

T(VQ) Theoretical Visual Quantitativeability to acquire meaning in terms
of numerical symbols. relationships. and measurements that are written

TIAQ)Theoretical Auditory Quantitative -ability to acquire meaning in
terms of numerical symbols, relationships. and measurements that are spoken

The four qualitative symbols associated with sensory stimuli are:

Q(A)Qualitative Auditoryability to perceive meaning through the sense
of hearing

/

Q(01Qualitative Olfactoryability to perceive meaning through the sense
of smell -

Q(T) Qualitative Tactileability to perceive meaning through the sense
of touch. temperature. and pain

Q(V)Qualitative Visualability to perceive meaning through sight
The qualitative symbols that are programmatic in nature are:

Q(PF)Qualitative Proprioceptive (Fine) ability to synthesize a number
of symbolic mediations into a performance demanding monitoring of t complex task involving small, or fine. musculature (e.g.. playing a musical instrument, typewriting)

Q1PG1Qualitative Proprioceptive (Gross) ability to synthesize a number
of symbolic mediations into a performance demanding monitoring of a complex task involving a large. or gross. musculature (e.g.. throwing a baseball.
skiing)
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Q(P10)Qualitative Proprioceptive Kinematics (Fine)ability to synthesize a number of symbolic mediations into a performance demanding the
use of fine musculature while monitoring a complex physical activity involving motion

Q(PKG)Qualitative, Proprioceptive Kinematics (Gross) ability to synthesize a number of symbolic mediations into a performance demanding the
use of gross musculature while monitoring a complex physical activity involving Motion

Q(PTF)Qualitative Proprioceptive Temporal (Fine)ability to synthesize
a number of symbolic mediations into a performance demanding the use of
fine musculature while monitoring a complex physical activity involving
-timing

a

QtPTG)4.-Qualitative Proprioceptive TeMporal (Gross)ability to synthesize a number of symbolic mediations into a performance demanding the
. use of gross musculature while monitoring a complex physical activity in-volving timing

The remaining are defined as:
Q(CEM)Qualitative Code Empatheticsensitivity to the feelings of others
Q(CES)LQualitative Code Estheticability to snjoy the beauty of an object or an idea

Q(CET) Qualitative Code Ethiccommitment to a set of values. a group
of principles. ot!.gations and/or duties
Q(CH) Qualitative Code Histrionicability to exhibit a deliberate behavior, or play a role to produce some particular effect on other persons

Q(CK)Qualitative Code Kinesicsability to understand, and to communicate by. nonlinguistic functions such as facial expfessions and motions
of the body (e.g.. smiles and gestures)

Q(CKH)Qualitative Code Kinestheticability to perform motor skills,
or effect mw-ular coordination according to a recommended, or acceptable. form (e.g.. bowling according to form. or golfing)

Q(CP)Qualitative Code Proxemicsability to judge the physical and social distance that the miler person would perinit, between oneself and that
other person
Q(CS)Qualitative Code Synnoeticspersonal knowledge of oneself
Q(CT)- 1-Qualitative Code Transactionalability to maintain a positive communicative interaction which significantly influences the goals of the persons
involved in that interaction ( g salesmanship)

Q(CTM)Qualitative Code temporal ability to respond to or behave according to time expectations imposed on an activity by members in the roleset associated with that activity

II. Cultural Determinants
There are three cultural determinants of the meaning of symbols:
IIndividualityuses one's own interpretation as an influence on meanings of symbols

6.,
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AAssociatessymbolic meanings are influenced by one'c peer group
FFamilyinfluence of members of the family, or a few close personal
friends, on the meanings of symbols

HI. Modalities of Inference
The third set of cognitive style data includes elements that Indicate he
individual's modality of inference. i.e.. the form of inference used.
MMagnitudea form of categorical reasoning that utilize norms or categorical classifications as the basis for accepting or rejecting an advanced
hypothesis

DDifferencea tendency to reason in terms of one-to-one contrasts Or
comparisens of selected characteristics of measurements

RRelationship the ability to synthesize a number of dimensions or incidents into a unified meaning. or through analysis of a situation to discover
its component parts

LAppraisalthe modality of inference emoloyed by an individual who
uses all three of the modalities noted above (M. D. and R). giving equal
weight to each in the reasoning proeesst

APPENDIX B

'ENGLISH VERSION OF SANTIAGITotal number of sentences in story: 275
la) 133 sentences categorized as Magnitude modality of inference (48%)
(b 127 sentences categorized as Relationship i lality of inference (46%)
(c.) 17 sentences categorized as Difference trio I. ,ty of inference (6%)

"That s enough. Ernie.'" said Miss Tay lor.(M)
"Santiago. you are sure you saw this hen'''
"Yes. Miss Tay lor.-(M)
"Good (M) Then we can settle this matter.(M) We will go and look at this
hen

-(R)

"Now. nowl- asked the chiidreri.(M)
Now we go back to work.(M) On our way to the river, we will stop by
the parking lot -(R)
Work resumed.(M) Lucille and Maria went back to their finger painting.(P Hector and Ernie began fixing the cardboard moat for their castle.(R)
Shirley and (lance started sorting the seashells that were to be pasted on
a sewing box (R) Sar tiago and Joseph began to cut table mats.(R)
Miss Taylor gathered the raffia work and set it on a table close to her
desk IR) She smiled to herself as she thought that for once the children
were a" ..orloag diligently.(R) That Santiago. she thought. he seems to be
in two places at -Ince.(R) He lives in New York.(M) but his miiid(D) is full
i his adventures uith that pet hen back in Puerto Rico. Many times he has
told the children aboLt her.(R) And all believe him. that is. all except Ernie.(D)

You have to khow Fri.ie.(M)
Taken from Santiago by Pilra Belpre. N.Y.: Frederick Warne and Co.. Inc..
1969 (page 12)

3 *1 j
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(SPANISH VERSION OF SAN,TIAc0)
Total number of sentences in story: 276
(a) 147 sentences categorized as Magnitude modality of inference (537)
(b) 117 sentences categorized as Relationship modality of inference (427)
(c) 12 sentences categorized as Difference modality of inference (5e%)
"Basta ya. Erni." dijo la senorita Taylor.(M)
"Santiago, zestiis seguro que siste esta gallinaT*(12)
"Si. senorita Taylor...(M)
"Bueno.IMs Entonces podemos resolver este asunto.N1 Iremos a yer
esta gallina.*(M)
"(,Ahora, ahora9** preguntaron los ninos.IM)
"Ahora volvemos a trabajar.(M) En el camino hacia el rio. nos detendremos en el sitio de estacionamiento.11111,
El trabajo prosigui6.(M) Lucila y Maria volvieron a sus pinturas digitales.1121 Hector y Erni empezaron a arreglar los cartons para el foso de
su castillo.(121 Shirley y Clansa empezaron a escoger los caracoles que iban
a pegar en el costurero.(R) Santiago y Jose empezaron a cortar esteras de
,

mesa.(10

La senorita Taylor recogi6 e! trabaio de rafia y lo puso sobre la mesa
junto a su escntorio.(10 Sonri6 psra si mientras pensaba que por primera
vez todos los nitios estaban trabajando diligentementeAR ) Ese Santiago,
penso. parece estar en dos lugares al mismo tiempo.(121 Vive en Nueva
York.(M) Pero su mente esta Ilena de las aventuras con esa gallina favorita

en Puerto Rico.(D) Muchas veces le ha contado, a los nitios acerca de
ella.110 Y todos le creen.(M) eso es. todos. excepto(131 Erni. A Erni hay
que demostrarle para que crea.(M)
Taken from Santut0 by Pura Belpre. N.Y.: Frederick Warne and Co.. Inc..
1969. (page 121

/""
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APPENDIX C
Results of Matching Spanish version of Santiago (referent style) with bilingual student's style.
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THE ,HISTRUCRON AND YAUDATION OF LISTENING AND
READING COMPONENTS OF THE ENGLISH AS A SECOND
LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT BATTERY

Maria Lombardo
Boston University

In the area of bilingual education, a major concern is that of assessing
the English-language proficiency of secondary bilingual students once they

are identified as having limited-English proficiency under Title VII or according to the Lau categories (Office of Civil Rights: Task Force Findings,
1975) wit. zh categorize students as:

I. Monolingual speakers of a language other than English (speaks the
language other than English exclusively).
2. Predominantly speaks a language other than English (speaks mostly
the language other than English, but speaks some English).
3. Bilingual (speaks both a language other than English and English with
1

equal ease).

4. Predominantly speaks English (speaks mostly English, but some language other than English).
5. Monolingual speaker of English (speaks English exclusively). (Office
of Civil Rights: Task Force Findings, 1975, p. 2).

Diagnosis of language proficiency, essential in grouping secondary limited-English-speaking students for instruction in bilingual programs has been
problematic for four reasons: (1) inconsistera identification of specific language proficiency skills for functioning in a unilingual and/or bilingual class-

room (Cummins, 1979); (2) nonspecification of proven reliable and valid

normand/or criterionreferenced tests that measure linguistic compeP-1

s.°

tencies of secondary bilingual students in the native language (1., ) and second language (E 1 (Silverman, Noa, Russell, 1977); (3) limited availability

of criteria for grouping bilingual stuctnts for ESL and reading instruction:
and (4) lack of evidence as to interrelationships between listening, speaking,
reading and writing as these areas relate to secondary bilingual students.
To address these pedagogical concerns, the jntent of the research reported
here was to construct and validate an effective, reliable criterion-referenced
instrument, the English-as-a-Second-Language Assessment Battery (ESLAB). for assessing the receptive (listening and reading) and the expressive
(speaking and writing) language areas of students learning English-as-a-Second-Langone (ESL) in bilingual education programs. Validation of the ESLAB was divided into the review of the receptive and expressive language
areas based on the facts that individuals acquire competence before per349
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formance and saw the receptive area precedes the expressive area in the
acquisition of language (Horowitz and Berkowitz. 1967: Chastain. 1976:
Marshall and Glock. 1978).
This study focused on the construction and examination of the receptive
area, which included the Aural Comprehension Test, the Structural Competency Test, and the Informal Reading Inventory. It established the reliability and validity of these test components and assessed their value as
potential instruments for grouping bilingual students in ESL and reading
classes2.Additionally. results from the Oral Screening Test, the Oral Competency Test, the Dictation Exercise, and the Writing Sample were analyzed
to note interrelationships between the receptive and expressive language
areas.

NEED FOR LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT OF
BILINGUAL STUDENTS
The current concern for language proficiency assessment of bilinguals
has evolved from various interrelated issues: (1) the fact that non-English
speakers have been haphazardly placed into pi ograms for'the mentally retarded based on instrumentation that has not been normed for this population. (2) resulting low achievement for these individuals placed in sink-orswim situations through submersion into total English programs. and (3)
compliance by educators witb.bilingual legislation emphasizing English language proficiency as a primary variable in bilingual programs.
The first issue has been substantiated by a longitudinal study (Mercer.
1971). which found that in one school 32 percent of the 81 percent Anglos:
45 percent of the 11 percent Mexican Americans: and 21 percent of the 8
percent Blacks were placed in classes for the mentally retarded based on
results from standardized measures. The reason for this not uncommon
situation is the inherent danger of cultural and linguistic bias in utilizing
instrumentation that was not normed with the group making use of such
tests (Condon. 1975: Morishima. Mizokawa. 1977).
The misuse of testing instruments and the placement of limited-English
speakers leads to the second issue of concern. that of continual low achievement and high drop-out rates (Samora. 1968: Sanchez. 1971). High drop-out
rates have been reported for Mexican Americans. Puerto Ricans (U.S. Civil
Rights Documents. 1971-1976). and Native Americans (Social Indicators for
Minorities and Women. 1978). Negative achievement rates also have been
noted for other linguistic minority groups (Coleman, 1966: Task Force on
Children Out of School. 1970: Lau vs. Nichols. 1974: National Assessment
of Educational Pr..igress. 1977). More recently the 1977 National Assessment
has reported that the educational achievement of linguistic minority students is "constantly below the achievement of the total national age pop-

ulation (p. 5.

In acknowledgement of these perplexing statistics, the government passed
the Bilingual Education Act of 1968. The mandate of bilingual legislation is
that instruction has Is 1.,!.. in the minority students' native language (1..1)
(Office of Education: "Bilingual Education: An Unmet Need". 1976) and
that students' language needs in I, and English (1,21 must be met to prepare
these students for participation in English curriculums (Lau vs. Nichols.
1974: Office of Civil Rignts: Task Force Findings. 1975). The Educational

a
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Amendments of 1978 stressed that students to be serviced in bilingual ed-

A

ucation programs are those . . . who have difficulty speaking, reading.
writing or understanding the English language .. ." (p. 70). Compliance
with legidation on the part of educators leads to the third issue, the identificatio 1 of language proficiency instruments designed for bilingual students. The problem is that although numerous formal and informal tests
exist (Gutierrez and Rosenbach. 1975). they are seldom comprehensive or
organically interrelated in design.
Theorem al Framettork

Based on the crucial need for a uniform procedure in the assessment of
English-language-proficiency skill% of limited-English speakers. the English-

as-a-Second-Language Assessment Battery (ESLAB) was developed.

,

Cohen's model (1975) (Figure 1) was used as the theoretical base because
it: (1) described the receptive (listening and reading) and the expressive
(speaking and writing) language areas: (2) indicated the components comprising the language areas that require mastery of phonemes and graphemes.
familiarity with vocabulary (lexicon). internalization of grammatical structures or rules of language usage (syntax), attaching meaning to referents
( setnantics). and applying sequences of linguistic components to the broader
context of experien:e (pragmatics) (Oiler and Kyle. 1978): (3) depicted the
language domains or contexts within which language can be described: (3)
indicated the language variety or the tyre of language (Fishman. 19/2) that
is used in diverse geographical locations or within the same speech community or communities: and (5) highlighted art t,f these elements as critical
in L, and L... development.
Although Cohen (1975) presented one model of language. interrelationships of the four language areas (listening. %peaking, reading. and writing)
have been viewed and studied in various ways. Loban (1963). Ruddell (1965).
Taylor (1969). Bradley (1970). Smith (1971). Ingram (1974). Goodman (1976).
Ruddell (1976). Carlene and Hoffman (1976) have noted that oral language
(listening and speaking) precedes written language (reading and writing). In
addition, the receptive language areas (listening and reading) were found to
he parallel to the expressive language areas (speaking and writing) (Chastam. 1976. and Horowitz and Berkowitz. 1967).
For the purpose of this study, listening and reading were examined in
greatest detail. Many researchers (Devine. 1968: Carroll. 1970: Wilkinson
and Stratta. 1970. Wilkinson. 1971: Murray. 1972: Massaro, 1977) are in
accord that listening and reading correlate with each other. Yet experts.
Goodman. (1976): Wilkinson and Stratta. (1970): Murray. (1972): Schallert.
Kleiman and Rubin. (1977): and Stoltz and Portnoy. (1978). have indicated
that. although related. listening and reading require different kills.

With the estahllhment of a theoretical framework. the most important
considerations in assessing language are the areas to be assessed and the
methods for assessing them The notion of what is to be assessed can be
addressed 11y reviewing the controversial areas of: language competence vs.
performance. language proficiency vs. communicafive competence: and language dominance vs language proficiency

Chomsky (1965) differentiated between an individual's internalized
know leuce of v ()capillary. the rules (grammar) for Joining words together

.
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FIGURE 1

LANGUAGE AREAS. ADAPTED FROM COHEN (1975).
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that constituted competence and an individual's observable language output

of his/her performance or production (McNeill. 1966; Wilkinson. 1971).

Although in many instances testers examine competency through individual
language performance. it should be noted that performance does not always
reflect competence.

In the ESLAB, competency was tested before performance. Listening
and reading (receptive language area) as indicators of competency preceded
speaking and writing (expressive language area) as indicators of performance.
Communicative competence (Oiler and Conrad. 1971) can be measured
through the observahgn of an individual's actual use of oral language in a
functional situation. Language proficiency is the evaluation of a person's
degree of oracy (listening, speaking) and literacy (reading and writing) skills
(MacNamara. 1969; Jones and Spolsky. 1975).
A distinction between language dominance and proficiency is that dominance (Dickson. 1975. Zirkel. 1976) refers to an individual's oral commu-

nicative competence (Office of Civil Rights: Task Force Findings. 1975)
while language proficiency takes all the language skills into consideration.
For the ESLAB, proficiency was the primary concern.

3
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The issue of how language is to be assessed can be explained through
existing philosophies (discrete point and integrative) and the possible instruments (norm and criterion-referenced) to be considered in language
assessment. Traditionally, the discrete point approach, which assessed an
individual's ability to manipulate the individual Components of language,
was utilized. More recently, however, integrative assessment, which allows
for examination of a student's global language abilities in a holistic manner,
has been employed (Oiler, 1975: Shuy, 1978: Oiler and Kyle, 1978). For the
ESLAB, a combined approach of discrete-point and integrative philosophies
was adopted.
Language proficiency can be measured through either norm-referenced
or criterion-referenced tests. Norm-referenced tests tend to provide a global

idea about student performance (Popham, James et. al., 1973), since the
intent of these tests is to establish normative reference groups. Scoring
criteria are not determined until all subjects have completed a given test
and a mean has been calculated (Glaser and Nitko. 1971: Popham and
Husek. 1971: Randall. 1972: Oakland, 1972: Smith. 1973; and Popham.
James. et al.. 1973).
On the contrary. criterion-referenced tests outline specific behavioral objectives and establish a priori scoring criteria in order to determine a student's, mastery or non-mastery of content. The concern is to isolate the
individual's strengths and weaknesses so that follow-up instructional objectives can be delineated (Jackson, 1970: Roudabush, 1971: Blatchford, 1971:
Davis, 1971; Ranc:all, 1972; Edmonston and Randall, 1972; Smithy 1973;
and Popham. James. et al., 1973).
Variability is the essential validity issue between norm and criterion-referenced tests (Popham and Husek, 1971). Because the purpose of a normreferenced test is to compare a group of individuals with an objective criteria, it is expected that subjects' performances would vary over a wide
range. However, in the case of a criterion-referenced test, individuals are
compared to a specific performance standard (Nitko, 1971; Popham and
Husek. 1971). Therefore, it may be the case that the scores of a group of
students taking a criterion-referenced test could fall within close range of
each other. This would not indicate lack of validity on the part of the test
but that most of the students had mastered given content and/or skills . For
the purpose of this study, a criterion-referenced battery of tests was developed based on specific behavioral- objectives.
The major consideration in the development of the ESLAB was to provide
for the possible varying levels of L, and L, abilities among bilingual students: the fact that some students may or may not have world knowledge
(Cummins, 1979): that others may or may not have aural/oral skills in L,

and:or L2: still others may or may not be literate in L, and/or L. To accommodate these levels. the administration of a native language test prior
to the ESLAB is recommended since research studies (Orata, 1953: Vasquez and Barrera. 1953: Castro de la Fuente.'1961; Arnold, 1968: Burns.
1) 1968: %Allan°. 1968: Pryor. 1968: Hillerich and Thorn. 1969: Taylor,
1969: Wise. 1969. Burns. N.. 1970: Ehrlich, 1971: Inclan, 1971: John. Hors
ner and Berney. 1971. Dube and Hebert. 1975: Rosier and Farella. 1976:
USAID. 1967) were in agieement that. in most cascs, students possessing
competence of literacy skill in L. were capable of transferring skills to L.
Then the ES1.AB is alministered to examine English (1,2) skills through
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aural/oral, reading, and writing tests. Once results are attained students are
grouped into five entry level categories (Beginner I and II; Intermediate I
and II; and Advanced) for instruction.

ANALYSES OF DATA
The validation procedure for t' ,-eceptive language area of the ESLAB
included item analysis. establisht. .:nt of reliability; and the confirmation of
test validity.
Item Analysis
Researchers (Thorndike, 1967; Thorndike and Hagen, 1969; Popham and
Husek, 1971; Litchman. 1973; mad Sax. 1974) questioned conventional item

analysis for cnterion-referenced tests. Yet they were not clear as to the
appropriate procedure for criterion-referenced items (Litchman. 1973). For
the ESLAB, item analysis was based upon the test developer's judgement
of item relevancy and empirical data results.
The data results for the receptive language area were as follows: Aural
Comprehension Test. p (percentile, difficulty index) values ranging from
27.17 to 89.9% and RPB (point-biserial correlation, discrimination index)
values of .08 to .67; the Structural Competency Test. p values of 1.7% to
64.4% and RPB values of .01 to .47; and the Informal Reading Inventory,
(1R1) p values between 0.07 and 69.57 and RPB scores of 0.0 to .70. The
trend indicated that items were either simplistic or extremely difficult as in
the case of the latter two tests. However, when students' overall performance was examined there was an indication of mastery of oral/aural skills
but not literacy skills.
Bela:Mit%

Reliability was attained statistically based on Hoyt and Cronbach (Nelson. 1976) alpha values of internal consistency. The calculated estimates of
reliability were: Aural Comprehension Test, Hoyt Estimate, .81; Structural
Competency Test. Hoyt value, .37; and IRI. Hoyt value-83. The values for
the Aural Comprehension Test and the IRI were acceptable. in each case
being over .70 (Thorndike and Hagen. 1969). but the estimate for the Structural Competency Test was extremely low. A possible reason for the low
value is that the majority of students did not attempt the test. Yet the ones
who did (in most cases the high achievers of the overall ESLAB) performed
badly. thus creating disharmony to the internal consistency of the test. The
low reliability of the Structural Competency Test. in turn. inflated the SEm
of 4.25 for the receptive area. Total test statistics were also calculated. For
the three tests the Hoyt value was .79. Cronbach's coefficient was .21 and

the IRI Hoyt estimates for the individual stories ranged from .31 to .71.
with an. overall Hoyt of .83 and Cronbach's coefficient of .74.
Validity

Validity was of four types The first, face validity. indicated that both
examiners and examinees viewed the tests positively. In terms of the second
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type. content validity, language and reading experts analyzed the test items

in terms of specified objectives. Based on their judgements, items were
altered accordingly. The third. predictive validity. used Kendall's tau INie,
et al.. 19751 (Table 11 to correlate each test component's level results (Be-

ginner I. Beginner (),Intermediate I. Intermediate II. and Advanced) with
the four Teacher Estimates (T.E.1 of how each student would perform on
the ESLAB, and the students' ESL report card grades. The resulting indices indicated a positive significant relationship among the three variables.
The fourth was concurrent validity used only for the IRI. A Pearson Coefficient indicated a high correlation between: the IRI and Cloze Test .7484
at p--.01: IRI and Stanfiall Diagnostic Reading Tect (1976 Edition). .6203

at V.01: Stanford and Cloze .6105 at p.05: T.E. and Stanford .4248 at
p- .05; T.E. and Cloze .3577. The three reading tests were related but the
IRI and T.E. had a negative ( -.4056) relation since teachers tended to
underestimate students' levels.
From these results. it was concluded that the receptive area tests are
valid measures of language proficiency.

TABLE I
PREDICTIVE VALIDITY CORRELATIONS BETWEEN LEVEL
PER'ORMANCE ON THE RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE AREA TESTS,
TEACHER ESTIMATES AND ESL GRADES
1urai
SIrtmural Informal Reading
Engli.h .1%
(a,mprchenmon ( unapetenc%
(mentor)
Sca.ond Language
Ic.1
( i
URN
I ESL, Grade

lot 1(

.37662
.25200

Aural Comprehension
Structural Competency
Informal Reading
Inventory

Teacher 1(AC)
13405*

25899
25104

.37600
.41100

reacher I (S C i
Teacher I (IRD
Teacher II (A C
reacher It IS C
reacher II (12I)
Teacher III (S C

15714
48651r'

3200"

.37693

5705(1::

34-568 n

.24301
29860*

reacher III IIRIi
reacher IV (A (; I

14197
65049

.563741-c

.35967
.21060

Ng, n
p
p

01

laterrelations of the Lanoiav .ireas
I he data also served to demonstrate interrelation% among the language
.areas (Oiler. 19751 or the contentions that (11 within the receptive language
area. listening and reading are related. (21 the language areas of listening.
speaking. reading. and writing are interrelated. with the components of the
receptive area hating the same relatumship as those of the expressive area.
and the tomponents of oral language having the same relationship as those

of written language. and that (1 oracy skills precede literacy skills. To
examine these it:lawns. raw scores and level minks (Beginner I. II. Inter-
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mediate I. II: Advanced) for the seven test, were plotted on Pearson Correlational Matrices.
Raw scores of the receptive area tests, indicated no relationship between
the Aural Comprehension Test. the- tructural Competency Test and 1121.
Flottever. each test had a high correlation. .6050..3730 and .8090 at p<.01.
respectively with the total test score. The explanation may be that these
tests were related to the receptive language area but may, in fad, have been
examining different skills.
Level results of the receptive area indicated a close relationship between
listening and reading abilities with values of .4147 at p<.01 for the Aural
Comprehension Test and the Structural Competency Test: .3534 at p<.01
for the Aural Comprehension Test and the MI: and .5137 at p<.01 for the
Structural Competency Test and the IRI Correlations for the raw score results of all the ESLAB tests were as
follow,: Oral Screening Test and Oral Competency Test .6337 at p<.01.
Oral Screening and IRI -.2775 at p<.01. Dictation Exercise and Writing
Sample .4157 at p<.01. and IRI and Writing Sample .4046 at p<.01. The
two oral tests were relafed and may. in fact. have examined similar skills.
The Oral Screening and IRI had a negative correlation since both examined
different skills with the first treating oral langutage and the latter written
language. The two writing tests aSpeared to be testing similar skills, and
the Writing Sample was related to the IRI m that they both evaluated literacy
skills.

The resulting relationships for the level results of the ESLAB were: Oral
Competency Test and Aural Comprehension Test .3740at p<.01: Oral Competency Test and Structural Competency lest .3350 at p<.05: Oral Competency Test and IRI .5057 at p--.01: Aural Comprehension and Structural
Corripetency .4147 at p--.01: Aural Comprehension and Test and IRI .3534

at p-

Dictation Exercise and IRI .3276 at p--.01: Dictation Exercise
and Writing Sample .2579 at p<.05: Structural Competency Test and IRI
5137 at p--.01: and IRI and Writing Sample .2340 at p--(.05.
The resulting interrelationship of the Oral Competency and the Aural
Comprehension Tests indicated that both measured listening skills. The
Aural Comprehension and the Structural Competency Tests both examined
similar grammatical structures. The Aural Comprehension Test and the IRI
demonstrated a relationship because they are both components of the receptive area of language. The Dictation Exercise similar to Oiler's 11975)
findings seemed to be the one component to correlate with most of the
other ESLAB components. The reason may be that the process of dictation
involved listening and then writing. which would incorporate oral and written as well as receptive and expressive language areas. The significant relationship between the Structural Competency Test and the IRI was logical.
in that both tests required reading skill% The relationship between the IRI
and the Writing Sample indicated that both examined literacy skills. Overall.
the components of the receptive and expressive language areas of the ES1.AB seemed to he related.

Generallyk results indicated a close relationship between listening and
reading within the receptive language area. There was also a relationship
between the oral language areas. listening and speaking. similar to Oiler's
1975) findings The reading and writing areas also seemed to be related.
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Conclusions and Imp lications

The significance of this study is trifold: ( I) information is Provided as to
the methodology for constructing and validating a criterion-referenced assessment battery: (2) the English-as-a-Second-Language .Assessment Battery (ESLAB) has been prepared and pilot tested with secondary bilingual
students, and (3) the data provided support the contentions of interrelations
among the language areas.

0

In addressing the first point, the construction of a language battery involves various major considerations. A theoretical framework must be developed. The skills or objectives to be tested have to be outlined. An approach
(integrative or discrete point) for assessing skills must be specified and test

types (norm or criterion referenced) must be decided. The tests then need
to be validated with the population for whom they are intended.
The second factor is that the ESLAB provides classroom teachers with
a language profile of bilingual students' listening, speaking, reading, and
writing skills. The battery identifies students' Independent. Instructional,
and Frustration reading levels, and it groups students into five entry level
categories (Beginner 1, 11: Intermediate I. 11: and Aavanced) for ESL and
reading Instruction. This type of Initial assessment is a uniform procedure
for providing continuity among bilingu.d classes and it facilitates organized
r, :Ord-keeping of student results.
The third factor is that information as to the mastery of language skills
and the interrelations of the language areas was also attained for secondary
bilinguals. The trend showed that students mastered aural/oral skills before
reading and writing skills.- It was noted that listening, speaking, reading,
and writing are related. but because they examine different skills, they need
to he tested discretely and integratively. The implication for teachers is that
these language areas need to be taught separately and integratively.
Recommendations for the follow-up of this study are: ( I) field testing the
ESLAB with other language groups and (2) the construction and validation
of batteries in other languages so that L,/L2 language profiles can be prepared for bilingual students. based on the, notion that students may have
varying degrees of proficiency in the native and second language.
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ARTICULATION SKILLS IN SPANISH-SPEAKING CHILDREN

Thomas A. Linares
New Mexico State University

INTRODUCTION
To date.-the instruments available to speech/language pathologists for the
assessment of articulation skills have been only for use with the monolingual

English-speaking child. Diagnostic tests for Spanish-speaking individuals
are few, particularly for articulation. A few Spanish articulation tests have
been published, but these instruments have been poorly standar sized or do
not include normative data, rendering them diagnostically inadequate. Consequently, a serious problem exists for the diagnostician whose clientele
includes Spanish-speakers and who must determine if a speech production
is normal (i.e.. developmentally expected to occur), deviant (i.e., not developmentally expected), or due to the interaction of two languages spoken
in the environment (i.e.. interference).
The purpose of the present research was to ( I ) develop an articulation
test for Spanish-speakers. and (2) to field test the instrument in both a
monolingual Spanish-speaking environment and in a bilingual English/Spanish environment.
Development of the Spanish Articulation Test

0.1

The Spanish Articulation Test consists of forty black and white drawings
testing twenty-three different consonant phonemes in respective word positions (Table I). The test includes specific phonemes of the Spanish language. such as B. d, n. X, single-tap r, and multi-tap (trilled) rr. The test
also makes provisions for phonemes that might occur in free variation, such
as j/d3/3. The test excludes little-used phonemes such as initial position
Thwt, medial position /v. and final position /d /. Vowels and diphtongs are
not tested. per se.

1"
Amine( t Se/cc non

To obtain normative data for speakers from a monolingual Spanish-speak-

mg environment, children from four schools in Chihuahau. Chihuahua.
Mexico were tested. The schools included two government day care centers,
a private day care center. and a public elementary school. Children ranged

in age from three years to six years and did not manifest any physical
impairments. hearing losses, or obvious speech defects. The children selected. therefore. were considered developmentally normal based on teachers' observations and clinical judgements made by the investigator. Employing
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TABLE I
Phonemes and stimuli items Iby position) employed in the
.Spanish Articulation Test.
Phoneme
b

Word
bandera

Arnim(

11-1,

caballo

ii

Word
chango
una

p

pato
lapiz

s

cinton

t

tambor

tf

bravo
zapatos

gato
dedo
Indio
tenedor

h-X

jarra
ojo

j -d3 -3

have

k

casa
Baca

tf

anillo
chile

g

gallo
borrego
foco
jicafa

I

d

d

f
m
n

r

flor

mesa

cama
niese
conejo
p in

plancha
luna
pals
sol
corazon

rr

raton

perro
v.

hueso
agua

this criterion, ninety-sevzn children were included in the study: 50 threeyear-olds. 21 four-ye:a-olds. 13 five-year-olds. and 13 six-year-olds. Responses were recorded by this investigator and three bilingual graduate
students in communicz live disorders.
Results of the Chihuahua Study

Data from this first year preliminary study of Spanish-speakers from a
monolingual environme.i revealed very interesting and unpredicted patterns. First, the correct. consistent use of sounds appeared to occur at an
earlier age for the Chihuahua children a5 compared to English-speaking
monolingual children !n the United State.. For example. the phonemes /t.
I. s. tf. j-d3-3. k. g. and 0/ were correctly articulated by 90 percent of the
children by the age of three. Thee sounds are not consistently used correctly by monolingual English-speaking children until four years of age for
.1(', for example. or until six years of age for /I/. Table 2 compares the data
of the Chihuahua children against published data from the Arizona Articuhuhu, Proficiency .Scale (AAPS) and the Fisher-Logemann Test of Arlin,Id:turn (ontpetency I FLTAC).
A second surprising pattern was the early development of the single-tap
r and trilled. rr, although. unlike the English central-palatal /r/. the Spanish
alveolar r's were expected to develop late due to their complex physiological
production. Yet, the single-tap r was appropriately articulated by age four
and the trilled rr by age six. English-speaking children produce the palatal
'r' no earlier than age six (see Table 2)
An overall review of Table 2 reveals that ten consonants developed earlier in the Chihuahua children than monolingual English-speaking children
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TABLE 2
Comparison of Age of Acquisition of Spanish phonemes by Monolingual
Spanish speakers on the _Spanish Artic ulaticm Tet: versus Age of Acquisition

of English phonemes by Monolingual English speakers on the Arizona Ar-

ticulation Prolicienc

.Sc ale

and I- isher-Logeincinn
Clunpetenc V.

fest of Articulation

Ph,,m-tru

191

.4APS

1-/.1.4(

P

;

3

h

6

4
4

iA

c

3

rn
t

;

;

3

4

4

4

,,

4

I

;

4

d

4

4

i

1

6

6

;

4

3

h

II

7

If

4

X

6

I

;

4

5

6

7

n

d;

i

-

h- X

;
;
;
;
;

r

4

IT
ii-%

h
h

17)
-

d

4

n

;

;

k
g
n

4
4

7
4
4

;

3

i

5

Olt

-

-

-

(previously listed). six phonemes developed approximately at the same age
level ( p. m. f. d. n. and h-X ); two phonemes ( 'h and wo developed later
in the Chihuahua children than in English-speaking children. This ., understandable for the '11, phoncmc. since this stop sound was often substituted
by the fricative 0 or v - Use of these three sounds for one another (as if
in free variation) is quite common even for adult speakers of Spanish. and
it is not until age six apparently that the child learns the phonological rules
for correct use of 4. stop h versus the fricative Ili or v/. In English. there
is no alternate use- 4. n with v (especially by adults) so consequently
one seldom Observes a v'11 substitution by an English-speaking child, thereby
resulting in the use of h as early as four years of age.
fhe lateness of the development of the /w/ phoneme (five years) by the
Chihuahua children is rprising whcn compared to English-speaking children in whom the phoneme is artrzulated correctly by age three. However.
this apparent difference may he due to a geographical dialect rather than a
developmental delay pattern Consistently. thc error produced by Chihua-

hua children on the w phoncmc was the addition of a /gi sound prior to
the w This may have been due to thc stimulus word (agua) in Ouch it is
acceptable to produce a soft audible ,'Li, sound prior to /w/. as opposed to

a vv.!, hard, loud g sound However. the addition of Ig' also occurred in
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filihm,va/ Ethic otron liq hui,k,c%

the initial position of "hueso.- If the gw 'production was counted correctly.
the age of correct usage wotdd decrease from age the to age three. being
consistent with the English norms. A change of stimuli words may be necessary for better elicitation of the ,w phoneme.
I lw Ness MeliC0 _Stud%
1

As a continuation of the Chihuahua study. a second study was undertaken
during the second yea, with Spanish-speaking children residing ,n southern

New Mexico. The same procedures and stimuli were utilized, with the
exception that the testers for this study were four trained speech/language
pathologists employed by the school district. Children participating in this
study attended six different public elementary schools. The data reported
are based on 148 children. ages five to eight. The children tested were classified as either monolingual Spanish-speakers or bilingual Spanish-dominant
speakers. The monolingual group was composed of 13 five-year-olds. 15
six-year-olds. 13 seven-year-olds. and 12 eight-year-olds. The bilingual groups

was composed of 20 five-year-olds. 15 six-year-olds. 28 seven-year-olds.
and 32 eight-year-olds.

Rrtilt% of thr Ness tferici, Studs
Results of the study with the U.S. Spanish-speaking children were similar
to those findoz% of the.Chihuahua study. Since the New Mexico study did
not include any child younger than five years of age. earlier ages of acquisition cannot be reported. However. analysis of the data revealed that regardless of classification (monolingual or bilingual). over 90 percent of the
children by age five correctly articulated the following phonemes: /p. t. d.

d. k. g. f. m. n. g. ti. h-X. j-d3-3. I. and wl. Likewise. the Chihuahua
children also had learned these sounds by five years of age. if not earlier.

The sounds not consistently used correctly by the age of five by either
group included h. ii. s. r. ff. and tp. Analysis revealed that neither the
ib or ii, phoneme ever reached a 70 percent level of correct usage. even by
age eight. Again. alternate use of one or the other phoneme prevented the
reaching of the 90 percent level. The !s/ phoneme by monolinguals reached
85 percent correct usage by age five but did not increase with age thereafter.
In the bilinguals. 90 percent correct usage for /s/ was not achieved until
seven years of age. resembling more the monolingual English data (Table 2)
rather than the Chihuahua data. The Spanish /ri phoneme reached the 90
percent level by age six ,n the monolinguals and by age five in the bilinguals.
These figures compare with the 4-year-old level oh ..,-ved in the Chihuahua
children. The rr phoneme was produced at the 10 percent level by both
groups by age six. which was the same age level found for the Chihuahua
children. The tfi phoneme did not stabilize at or over the 90 percent cri-

tenon in either New Mexico group. which contrasts with the 4-year-old
level found in the Chihuahua study. This is not too surprising since the New
Mexico children substituted if / for /tf/(shango/chaogo). The /f /. of course.
is a prevelant sound in English but does not exist as a phoneme. per se. ,n
Spanish. Apparently. the exposure and use of IP ,n these children while

learning to speak English tran,ferred onto their production of If/ while
taking the Ationnh Art1(111(1111111 7C %i (i .0 ..
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Mit ussion
There are many comments that should be made regarding the above results. First. because of the preliminary nature of the studies, the number
of children is small, and any interpretation of the data should b: made with
these figures in mind. This is not to say that the results do not reveal trends.
but certainly the age-levels of consistent usage are not,absolute. Secondly.

one must be careful in comparing English phonemes with Spanish phonemes. 'Some phonemes are alike in both language le.g.. 1. p, etc.), but
some phonemes are produced differently though the same symbol is used
to represent both sounds. For example, the Englist it/ is a lingua-tip alveolar sound. produced with aspiration in the initial position. In Spanish,
the al sound is a blade (not tip)-alveolar sound and is rarely aspirated. The
same difference exists between the languages for the id/ stop phoneme.
Despite obvious limitations of the studies and differences between the
languages, it appears overall that monolingual Spanish-speaking children
(at least from Chihuahua) do tend to master phonemes at an earlier age than
monolingual English-speaking children or Spanish-speaking children living
in the United States. Continuation of similar research in both Mexico and

the United States is needed to verify the trends found in this two-year
investigation. Of course. determining normative information for speakers
from Cuba. Puerto Rico. and other Spanish- speaking countries would also
be valuable data for speech/ language pathologists. For the present, the
preliminary data reported here can serve as a guide for diagnosticians who
must decide if a Spanish-speaking child's articulation skills in Spanish are
similar to those of the children reported in these studies (i.e.. normal) or
if a child's errors are deviant or tine to interference.
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LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT AT POST SECONDARY INSTITOONS

.tanley S. Seidner
1%*

National College of Education

INTRODUCTION

lJ

Since the inception of formalized bilingual teacher training programs in
institutions- of higher education, the area of language assessment of pr -spective candidates has remained a rich arena for research and model
velopment. Virtually no studies have been conducted on the establishment
of entry/exist level criteria for assessing languages in bilingual teacher training programs. In contrast, an overwhelming emphasis in educational research has been placed upon issues of establishing such criteria for limitedEnglish-proficient populations in grades pre-K through twelve (Cummins.
1979. 1980: Dulay and Burt. 1980: Matluck and Mace. 1973; Estes and
Estes. 1979: Maulden. 1979; Hardy. 1977; Cornejo. 1978; Curtis. Lignon.
and Weibly. 1980; and Balasubramonian. 1979. among others). We begin
this study with an overview of issues as they pertain to the topic. This will
be followed by an analysis and discussion of relevant data from a national
survey.

A number of earlier investigations implied the need for entry/exit level
criteria through the incorporation of particular language comrtencies by
teacher training programs (Sanchez. 1934; Blanco. 1975; Andersson and

in

%e

r.

0

Boyer. 1970: Cordasco. 1976: U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. 1973: Flores. 1973: Valencia. 1970; Viera. Squires. and de Guevara. 1975: State of
Illinois Board of Higher Education. 1974). The importance for considering
the implementat:In of entry/exit level criteria for language assessment was
underscored in Gaarder's less than veiled warning that the majority of bilingual teachers were inadequately prepared for classrooms (1970). Based
upon earlier analyses of existing bilingual programs, the federally sponsored
Maryland Conference on Bilingual Education offered a broad range of recommendations with implications for such criteria. Many of these recommendations were to remain unimplemented during following years (cited by
MacCaulay and Ramirez. 1917).
During 1975-76, a survey conducted by the National Center for Educa-

tional Statistics found 218 colleges or universities offering some form of
bilingual teacher training. Unfortunately, the second phase of this study as
a comprehensive report remains on magnetic tape. For a discussion, see
Waggoner (1978). Basic federal grants during this fiscal year amounted to
S53 million for 207 institutions of higher education.
Copyright

19111 by Stanley S. Seidner. All rights reserved.
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An analysis by the former Department of Health. Education and Welfare
of Title VII teacher training programs revealed needs in areas of second
language acquisition and bilingual subject methodologies. However, the
analysis failed to address areas of language assessment and development for

potential teacher candidates. especially in the establishment of entry/exit
level criteria. The impression left from the onset was that colleges and universities mobilized their effor.% to obtain coveted federal funds. rather than
formulating long-range training programs. including systematic criteria for
entry exit levels of target language(%) assessment. The importance of this
theme is revealed to the reader throughout this paper.
MacCaulay and Ramirez 09771. underscored the urgency to carefully
investigate the necessary requirements for teachers in bilingual education
programs (also Ramirez. Gonzalez. et al.. 1974; Rhode. 1974; Sutman 1979;
Arcinielp. 1977. Castillo. 1976; Carrillo. 1977: Gonzales. 1979: Rodriguez.
19g0.1 As college% and univer Ines developed bilingual degrees. two concern% relative to this exigency were identified: ( I ) higher education institutions simply relabeled exisiing courses as bilingual and regrouped them

into a slightly different pattern. The inference. then. is one of a short-term
economic .expediency. perhaps taking precedence over a 16g-range moral
commitment to the program. (2) Sei1om were new programs hiring new
faculty to teach courses that were approriate to bilingual teacher preparation. Furthermore. potential chasms existed between suggested remedies

offered by scholars. and the lack of implementation by colleges and
universities.

_

Formulations by other researchers regarding target competencies for
training programs articulated desirable linguistic skills. but also neglected
to investigate the nature of entry exit level criteria in language assessment
by institutions of higher education. For example. the guideline% promoted
by the Center for Applied Linguistics (1974) suggest a variety of competencies but neglect to suggest a manner of implementation by colleges and
universities in establishing points of entry and exit. Similarly. competencies
were offered in .1 specific or more general fashion from researchers and
organwat ions without benefit of an appropriate data base regarding on-going
practices by institutions (Palmer. 1975: Blanco. 1977: Martinez. 1975: Cas-.
lino. 1976. Brisk. 197$) Suggested competencies from Acosta and Blanco

I 197X strongly recommended an exit-level language proficiency test that
would include the evaluation of pedagogic competencies "in both Ianguages
Inherent in the recommendation was some assessment process
that would logically begin with students at the onset of study. hence the
need for entry level criteria.
.
In contrast then. with its definitions and applications to limited-Englishproficient students in public schools. the terminology of entry exit level
criteria for language assessment will he generally viewed for teacher training
institutions in terms of overall preparation pro
The two important
aspects for our purpose% include the actual acquisition and manipulation
of target language skills in subject area% (contextual basis). Both feature%
of remedial and contextual hash will he discussed in another subsection
relative to suggested model Lharacterislics. It is important to note that a
laLk of consensus among colleges and universities pertaining to the establishment of tsiteria and assessment practice% is evident with recent data
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from a study conducted by the RMC Corporation (Binkley. Johnson. et al.
1981).

Particular emphasis is warranted regarding the nature of entry/exit level
criteria and quality of assessment processes. given studies on the relationships of teacher language to academic achievement (Bolger. 1967). .t would
follow that the lack of substantial criteria levels and assessment processes
by training institutions would ultimately have some degree oFnegative bearing on the overall quality of teacher language. We find substantiation for
this statement in the National Assessment Survey of Title VII ESEA basic
programs that provided additional data through responses cr surveyed teachers and directors. The greatest incidence of need for teachers and directors
related to teaching content areas bilingually and bilingual teaching strategies Consistent with these responses. the National Center for Education
Statistics reported that a majority of teachers who were rated as Spanish/
English bilinguals in their national survey possessed language skills not
derived from professional training programs. Approximately one-third of
this number In -,- 14.000) were rated as having crucial academic preparation
to teach subject content area to limited-English-proficient students (Waggoner. 1979: 1978).

An earlier study by Frank Ramirez (1974). found that 20 percent of bilingual teacher applicants in the Los Angeles Unified School District failed
the language fluency test (also Resnick. 1976). A survey was conducted by
the bilingual teacher training unit of the New Mexico State Department of
Education the year before. It was founa that 10 percent of the 136 bilingual
teachers and aides sampled could function at a third grade level when administered a reading and writing test in Spanish. None were able to show
acceptable proficiency at the fourth grade level (Pascual. 1979).
This brief overview underscores the need to raise a number of questions.
especially in regard to entry/exit level cnteria in language as.sessment, which
remain largely unanswered. The recent study conducted by the RMC Corporation provides us with a valuable general overview of current practices.
Nonetheless. no comprehensive data base has been assembled in response
to some of the following concerns:
Who makes decroot
.1,;..ding the establishment of criteria for entry/
exit level language assessment in training programs and choic-es of
instrumentation '
2 Who conducts the actual assessment of target languages"'
3 Are there relationships between the experience of decision makers in
programs and choices?
4 To what extent are public school. community sector and faculty. other
I

than immediate program personnel, included in the decision-making
process"

5 To what extent are opportunities altered to upgrade target language
skills"'
6 What are the relationships between these opportunities and opportunities to use target languages in educational experiences? To answr

these and other concerns, we will continue with an examination of
data from a national survey of bilingual teacher training orograms in
the United States.
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DECISION MAKERS
Who makes the actual decisions in determining entry/exit level criteria
for assessment of target languages? The sole decision maker according to
twelve (20.3 percent) of the respondents, is the director of the program. (It
is appropriate to note that the RMC investigation found that 28 percent of
their sites reflected one or two keriiidiVidd4Is -w-NoigififiCaritly affected
the operation of the program). The largest incidence occurred with 40.7
percent of programs reporting decision-making by immediate faculty. The
next highest incidence (23.7 percent) was found in programs where decisions are made by bilingual faculty from sectors other than their immediate
program (e.g.. foreign languages, language testing centers). The remaining
5.1 percent (n=3) consisted of shared decision making by these others in
conjunction with program directors (one program that reported no assessment procedures responded with the director as decision maker in a hypothetical situation of near-future need).
Only 15.3 percent (n=9) of the respondents reported better than average
participation of public school personnel in their decision-making process.
At the same time. 16.9 percent (n=10) reported average participation. Finally:54.2 percent (n=32) reported no participation while another 10 percent
cited involvement of public school personnel as low. A similar pattern of
respon<es evolved for the processes of involvement in establishing English
language criteria.
Better than average community involvement (very high/highest ratings)
accounted for 22.1 percent (n=13) of the respondents, while 27.9 percent
(n=16) reported average participation. A remaining 18.6 percent (n=11)
claimed low participation while another 22 percent (n=13) reported no involvement. Six (10.6 percent) of the cases were incomplete for consideration.
The apparent higher percentage of community involvement may be explained in part by existing advisory boards from a number of institutions.
However, advisory hoards may also be token representatives in order to
meet funding requirements. Some writers in the field have suggested benefits
of community involvement in training programs (Brisk. 1978: Pascual. 1979).
It is interesting to note that 15.1 percent (n=9) of the target programs
reported a better than average student participation in establishing language
assessment criteria for entry/exit levels. While 23.7 percent (n=14) cited
average. Another 18.6 percent (n-- 11) were low: 40.7 percent (n=24) responded with no participation and 17 percent (n=1) of these cases failed
to respond Student participation was higher than anticipated and may be
due to opportunities for internship, scholarship and fellowship roles. This
brings u.t to the issue of who conducted the actual assessment of target
language4.

Less than 10 percent of pi ogram directors unilaterally conducted assessment of tio-get languagik. This type of assessment was found in programs
characterized by two target languages and less than the reported mean
number of Years of program existence Some association was found between
assessor(%) of languages and the decision maker(%) for entrylexit level criteria. Nonetheless. it was not high enough to make an absolute judgement.
The largest number of respondents reported that assessment was conducted
by all bilingual program faculty (see Table 1 I
Faculty frtim other sectors reflected involvement from foreign language
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TABLE I
CONDUCTORS OF LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT
CATEGORY

n =57*

I. Program Director
2. All Bilingual Program Faculty
3. Some Bilingual Program Faculty
4. Faculty from other sectors
5 Bilingual and other faculty

Percent

5

8.5

22

37.3

3

5.1

7
20

11.9

33.9

Two missing responses refer to two programs reporting no formal assessment

processes.

departments and English language centers. The domination of assessment
processes for students in bilingual programs by these sectors. may be a
considerable concern. ascertained from a number of comments volunteered
by respondents. We also find evidence that the poorest interdepartmental
relations arose between bilingual and foreign language sectors (Binkley.
Johnson. et al.. 1981). This was attributed to the incompatibility of philosophies regarding the importance and nature of student proficiency id target
languages and/or competition for student populations. As a consequence.
potential struggles between bilingual and foreign languages sectors may
transcend real issues of economic need. and surface as the symbolic control
of testing processes This control would portend eventual funneling of students into a series of courses by one sector as opposed to another.
Respondents for this study who indicated a large degree of institutional
control over target languages. mentioned such instruments as the M.L.A.
test and the TOEFI.. which are popularly utilized by foreign and English
language sectors. However, it was difficult to distinguish between individual. program. and institutional choice since a high degree of probable coincidence existed.
Given this pattern of involvement. what were selection choices of decision makers regarding assessment? In ascertaining entry/exit level criteria
for English and other languages. respondents chose the kinds of assessment
shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2
PROGRAM PREFERENCE FOR LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT
in

ASSESSMENT
I

Commercial
Instruments

I English
57)
Percent

II. Other Lang.
n=:56

Percent
10.7

8

14 0

6

4

70

1

54

5

88

3

5.4

2 NonCommercial
Field Tested
Instruments

Informal Interviews
Observations

.

S Other"

2

35

IN

66 7

'Includes comhinations of the above or other Instruments
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2

36

42
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Compared to the responses in Table 2. the RMC preliminary data indicated that the interview was most often utilized by their sample for target
languages other than English. The RMC study further found that their sample failed to establish specific criteria for assessing student language profiziency: accordingly. students were expected to be fluent in target languages.
although no definitions were established in regard to the nature of fluency.
Most programs saw no need for English requirements beyond those of the
university as a whole, since the majority of students were educated in the
United States and considered fluent in English. Assessment of students at

exit levels occurred more frequently before their graduation from institutions in states with certification requirements in bilingual education. The
reverse occurred in states without certification requirements. No general
pattern appeared among respondents of this study in states with certification
requirements.
Turning to concerns regarding availability of remediation courses in target
languages. we find that,only 3.4 percent (n=2) of respondents ranked avail-

able opportunities in English as low or none. as compared to 8.5 percent
(n =51 for other languages Another 66.1 percent of respondents (n=39)
reported better than average opportunities for English language remediation. in comparison to 62.7 percent for other languages. The highest opportunities for utilizing languages in academic settings went to English in
contrast to other target languages Opportunities for upgrading language
proficiency materialized to the following manner Remedial coursework was

provided in the target language to upgrade competencies. Subject area
coursework was presented in target languages. Field experiences were provided for students with the opportunity to utilize target langUages. Programs'
that exceeded two target languages appeared to rely less,upon utilization of
target ianguages in formal class surroundings. and more upon field experiences. The data substantiate the contention from the RMC study that the
utilization of languages in classrooms depended largely upon the instructor's
facility with the language. and with the number of target languages in the
program As the number of target linguages increased. across- the -hoard
opportunities for remediation in languages other than English, and actual
classroom indizatuan. seemed less than that provided by programs with only
two
It is appropriate to note that 34 percent of all programs in the RMC
sample required their students to take one or mo:e remedial language courses.
Another 26 percent of the programs recommended coursework but did not
require the student to take them As the academic level (i.e . masters. doctorate) of the progran. increased, the number of required courses was found
to decrease Given the nature of this study. this author's survey could offer
only general substantiation of this tendency in this instance. rather than a

definitive statistical comparison No pattern appeared in the preliminary
tdhul.itions to intkate correlations between opportunities for remediation
and types of assessment instruments.
1,1perlt rrc r

A«tilerliti Preparation and Institutional (

An analysis of data shows that du ectors of programs average d little over
seen sears of teacher training experience on college and
levels
Interestingly. the average number of these years in bilingual teacher ;raining
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for directors was less ihan ti.e and one-half years 1 hroughout. the standatI
deY lawn Indicates a rather large distribution spread regarding experience
and academic preparation 0Yerall teaching in public schools for directors
4tveraged less than fire and one-half years. of which less than tic were in
bilingual education isee Table 3) In comparison. faculty hi bilingual programs averaged less than tine and one-half years in teacher training Teaching in public schools ayeragt 1 about two years for f lenity. of which most
experience was in bilingual education
ABI E. 3

NC SDI Mk
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g
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.hop. sennn rt.. cu. I training in second languag

cLitrisition and language
four years experience \s lot

f acuity possessed a little (AL
admit language assessment expeti,:nLe in college and tiniYersity training
assessment

program. dheLlor. ai.eraged a little more than four and one-half years
Lompated to .1 little mote than a year-and-a-half for faculty Language a,
.e..ment experiinLe rn public schools aYeiaged a little les. than three years
for direLtors and a little more than a Yeai-and- halt for lat.ulty Data from
the RN1(- ..maple reword. Ih 90 percent of the program directors and ti
percent of the education t.. 't' haw or had at one time a teaching credenitself does not denote any large.scale experience on behalf of
tial I hi.
these indR 'duals s.nLe such credentials in ri,').1 instances can he obtained
upon graduation twin an accredited teacher training institution
lhe ramihiations of the aforementioned data sugge,t that Liu-rent facult%
may haw much le.. owrall teaching e, perience in public school. .1S well as
experience wash limited-I ngli.h-prolicient students. than actual
Doctoral degiees might not offer a substantial
teacher. to pr',11,.
.11b.tittitt since a. one of 10$. prominent colleagues so eloquently put it.
the ttainei. of the tc it.hei, and the prttle.sional. who write about limited-
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English-speaking student, and offer potential direction,. rtniy never have
seen a kid in their entire lives within a ciassroom setting." The situation is
iurther compounded by the above-cited evidence that shows possible reluctance and or inability of college, and universities to involve experienced
personnel from public school, in decision-making processes. The argument
ha, been advanced that the relative "newness" of the field ha,. in essence.
shaped the dilemma (Seidner and Seidner. 1981b). We via attempt to offer
some insight through our data based upon approaching me issue of institutionalization Henry Pascual 11979) remind, us of our enthusiasm to "apply severe criticism to public school programs. or pressure upon publisher,
for better material, Yet we somehow neglect to question colleges and
universnies. which remain sazrosanct and appear to "do no wrong.
Inherent in this state, nt is the ultimate concern of institutional cornaliment to program, and to the actual philosophical premises of bilingualism and bilingual education For purpose, of this paper. two particular
concern, have been identified. which relate directly to this stutly.,( I) crimmitmen' of resource, to the program. and 12) commitment to continue If he
prt.1, am beyond the span of time dictated by funding source, other than
from the University. Oboously. both concern, will ultimately influence the

etablishnient and Lontintitty of entranceiexit criteria for language
issessment

As shown earlier. a m niscule percentage of resrondents indicated the
iota support of program, by the respective insmutn,ns. On the surface.
some commitment
institutional resources aprears with the observation
of the R!,IC ,amp!, 'tat the proportion of program directors ar faculty
funded partially or entirely from institit.onal sources was quite high (Binkely.
Johnson. et al.. 19811 A secondary observation was the acknowledgement

of other bachelor, and master, level programs alongside Title VII funded
program, 1 at least ten institution,. It would he naive to assume that college, and universities are in the education business for sheer altruism. An
examination of a numl-air of training programs that claimed some or all
absorption of the director\ Ind fitt..ully s.tlary. show, various distribution,
of funding among student reimbursement, (tuition, materials. etc.). faculty
Lost, iircluding trips). institutional, overhead, and other operational cost,.
It rifle VII funding were to cease. would training institution, continue with
commitment to program,' Given the data above, how significant are institutional payment, tin part or whtle) of directors' vilaries? Will this apply
to otner program faculty The RMC study suggest, that interviewed directors believe that the institutions would continue funding program, beyond
l.scal expectation, How valid are tile,e kmds of remarks from respondent,
who seek funding. %), hen interviewed by quasi-representative, of the ultimate funding source' An important piece of the puMe was cited earlier.
namely the IS percent of respondents who took the time to 'indicate that
their progran s were no longer in existence. Ano'her study would he welcome to examine the extent of this phenomenon. in relation to particular
source . of funding and institutional commitment.
Another important characteristic of insmunoval commitment would apto .1 one of retraining If institution, rely upon personnel from dec
partmei.. other than hit
I. claim a shortage in trained praessionals
(ffinklt.... Johnson. et al . 1,81) or stress the relative incipiency of such
!mini; g programs %h. t i% the commitn.ent. then. !o provide adequate
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mg ' Part of the answer may he found through trisenice retraining. At least
one national task force recommended a locus of support for inset-% ice train-

ing in college, of education (Keith. 19781. No evidence has surfaced to
substantiate an independent initiator or commitment of this nature. In fact.
a recent study subsidized by the American Association of Colleges for
leacher Education examined the commitment of seventeen institutions to
inset-% ice education The potential position of the Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Language, Affair, in securing funds and credential,
was deemed a key factor in institutionalization (Carey and Marsh. 1980).
Additional light .nay he shed on the nature of commitment (or lack thereof)

by eYamining the actual profile of immediate faculty within bilingual
program,.
As shown above. an analysis of data collected from our sample revealed
that director, of program, are the most experienced personnel. A further
examination supported the premise that a large number of individual, were
ensconced in area, other than bilingual. at the motet of Title VII funding
However. the mean yea
program existence exceed, the mean years of
faculty teacher-training exp_rience 1 he large distance, between director,
and immediate program faculty suggests a lack of long-range commitment

by training institution, to maintain the latter. Additional information from
the RMC study show, that only 31 percent of all program director, had
tenure while another 34 percent were in tenure-track positions. The remainder were employed along non-tenure line, Over 60 percent of faculty
in bachelor, credential, programs were on tenure tracks, the percentage
increasing (for director, as well) as the academic level (i e. masters. doctoral' increased fhe highest overall e%idence of academic rank for director,
occurred t n assistant and associate professor levels. compared to instructor
and assistant professor for faculty.
In short. university hiring and retention policy may he a critical factor
affecting alternatiYe choice, for selecting processes and entry exit level criteria for language assessment of potential bilingual teacher, Perhaps any
reluctance y is-a-y is commitment, by institution, is due in some part to the
relatively short nature of existence of bilingual training progrtims. College,
and universities s' em to facor a philosophic framework. expressed by one
institution as the incorporation of faculty who are "academically respectable and appeal to the scholarly (Burke. 1972. "Broudy. 1%2: Arend,.
1973) Although the goal may he praiseworthy. the interpretation of terms
h, a select guardianship might at least prove troublesome This is especially
so for a relatively new program in its quest for academic credibility and that
seek, ty. withstand the test y time [he factor of continuity is obviously
critical and portentously moi 1 fOr the implementation of these processes.
and contingent upon institutional commitment of resources and maintaining
experienced personnel

D1SCt SSION AND SUMMARY:
A pattern of decision making emerged with a number of director, making
decision, for entry exit level criteria in language assessment As predicted.
involvement of public school personnel was minimal
One of the expected outcome, was the larger rate of participation (22
percent) of community personnel Also as articipated. the hugest incidence

/ip
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occurred with programs sharing decisions between director and bilingual
faculty (40.7 percent). followed by combinations with faculty from other
sectors than the immediate program.
An analysis of data revealed a tendency for director-made decisions to
modestly correlate with a preference for commercial instruments, particularly discrete-point tests in other languages (n=51, rs=.3634. p<.05). As
predicted, assessment conduced by faculty members from sectors other
than the immediate bilingual program. showed similiar selection of instruments for English and other target languages. Selections of other combinations of instruments. including observation measures and methods. were
favored by respondents with shared decision making that involved combinations of sectors.
It was hypothesized Ufa( bilingual faculty would have a low number of
years of experience in the public sector. Unexpectedly, an analysis of data
showed a significant difference between experience in public schools. colleges,universities and academic preparation between directors of programs
and bilingual faculty. The differences were large enough to add to-specu-

lation on the nature of institutional commitment to bilingual training
programs.
Significant data regarding the length of program existence and the number

of years of teacher training experience for bilingual faculty raise a rpber
of serious issues regarding the intentions by colleges and uniyersities to
maintain programs and retain faculty. Ultimately, decisions by institutions
to commitment of resouces and retention of experienced faculty will effect
t. e nature of entry/exit level criteria and assessment processes in target
languages. A secondary source of data in support of these issues emerged
from a 15 percent return that claimed discontinuation of programs, by colleges 'universities due to the cessition of Title VII fundit.g. It is quesiionable
whether programs will continue on institutional funds following termination

of Title VII fundint.
A strong correlatior was observed:between opportunities for remediation
and those for language utilization. However, a distinction in entry/exit level
criteria was obvious in language assessment for remediation purposes. and
for language in context of academic subject areas.
Director-made decisions supported a trend away from contextual assessment. emphasizing remediation. A unilateral emphasis upon remedial assessment. as hypothesized. was observed with decision and assessment
processes being made by faculty other than bilingual, for English and foreign languages.

Although not uniform enough to provide a general pattern, the data revealed some degree of influence by a number of states with certification
requirements in bilingual education upon the assessment practices of respondents In one of the most concerned and flexible of these states. representatives from bilingual training programs served on an ativ.isory board
to recommend assessment procedures and certification requirements.
111.-: hignest percentage of respondents cited assessment of target languages conducted by all bilingual faculty (38 6 percent) followed by bil.gual
and other faculty (35.0 percent) in support of the contention that sectors
other than the immediate bilingual progn..n within the university influenced
assessment pn cesses Less than 10 percent of program directors unilaterally conducted program assessment. Instruments selected by foreign Ian.
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guage departments and English language center, were mostly commercially

produced 1 he utiliiation of t mmercial instrument, suggested a pc'ential
subordination of program oby- 'nes and entry exit leel criteria to that originally established an the construLtion of the instruments. In a few instance,.
the a
0- for target language, was drawn from the community and 'or
public school.
As onginalh, hypothesised. a more heterogeneous approach to assessment occurred in programs with increasing number, of target language...
More combination, of obseration. inter% iew. and questionnaire techniques

were obsered tit he employed. This may he partly due to a comparable
lack of instruments in a number of target languages.
With this in mind. it is hoped that this quo!: is a beginning an a series of

others that will efficaciously increase our current knowledge regarding
teacher training pros
in col; ges and miner hiespromoting educationally sound decision, and impro% mg upon current practice,.
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ETHICS INVOLVED IN THE EVALUATION OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Juan C. Gonzalez
University of Illinois. Urbana-Champaign

Dace I. Baumanis
University of Illinois. Urbana-Champaign

As justice must be an important and egalitarian factor in many social
processes, so must it also be a profound and necessary standard by which
educational programs are judged. House depicts the process of evaluation
as a tool in deciding who gets what:

"Evaluation is by its nature a political activity. It serves decision-makers, results in reallocation of resources and legitimizes who gets what.
It is intimately implicated in the distribution of basic goods in society.
It is more than a statement of ideas: it is a social mechanism for distribution. one which aspires to institutional status." (House 1976. p. 76)

House further emphasizes that. "evaluation should not only be true, it
should also be just."
The position taken in this article stresses the need for bilingual educationa decidedly nontraditional type of education programto be evalu-

1

ated using equitable and pertinent standards of judgment. Only through the
application of such standards will a just and true evaluation be achieved.
Presented in the following discussion are two types of evaluation models

currently used in evaluating bilingual education. Each is examined with
respect. to the ethics underlying the evaluator's evaluation techniques and
findings. as well as its philosophical and practical appropriateness in the
evaluation of bilingual education programs.

Lae kground- Federal ban. and Programming
The Element y and Secondary Education Act of 1965 had a profound
impact on the American education system. Prior to 1965 this system had
consisted of traditional curricula oriented toward urban. middle-class, white
children The ESEA introduced a variety of specialized educational programs whose immediate objectives were to address the special educational
needs of a diverse minority population. but whose long term outcomes c.rried the promise of social change (Cohen. 1973).
In addition to effecting major curricular changes. this legislation (ESEA)
assumed a definitive role in shaping the direction and scope of present day
educational evaluation. Prior to tne enactment of the ESEA. programs and
their evaluations were geographically an.) politically constrained: they were
local enterprises without far-reaching national r' . cts. Specific state and/or
local monies supported educational programming and its corresponding

I
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evalaation acliv ifies On the other hand_ program, sponsored through the
LSI A were. in a sense. funded from a "common pot" (Weiss. 19721. Thp,
change in funding struoure led to the ev ()Imam of educational programming
tnd evaluat:on from their previous status as localized and politica;I) con/ined project% to their development .1' endeavors that now encompassed
national dimensions (Weiss. 1972. hederal regulations mandated accountability. evaluation% were required to produce empirical evidence of program
outcomes The evaluation data collected in response to such mandate% became the basis for far-reaching decision% regarding maintenance. institutionalization and expansion of successful program% a% well a% modification
or elimination of unsuccessful ones

V.nsuing programs such a% Project Head Start.'" "Project Follow
Fitle I of the 1965 ESEA. and the Title VII Amendment
(Bilingual Education Act, to the 196$ ESE.A were innovative and non%

traditional. In addition to their goal

fulfil. ng particular academic needs.
these programs appeared to have 4111 another goal: specifically. to raise the
%midi and eL mimic status of the target groups. Because of the newness of
this emphasis. these programs presented social scientists and evaluator%
with practical and theoretical consideration% previously unencountered. They
found they had to ask themselves:
I

Bow van a practical evaulation he °per.. °twilled on a nation-wide

2

How can we measule the su
of a specialized academic social
change program that may wolf be influenced by variable% hitherto un-

measuredor perhaps unidentified'

Dav id Cohen capture the urgency of the situation when he says:
Simply to recite these difference% (between traditional and innovaiive
etluvational plograms) is to suggest major new evaluation problems.
How does one no when a program that reaches more than eight

million children "works'

How does one in decide what working

means in the context of such large-scale action ventures' Difficulties
.duo arise from efforts to apply the inherited stock-In-trade evaluation
techniques to the new phenomena If the program% seek social change.
is it sens:ble to evaluate them mainly in terms of achievement" If they

are national action progams. should evaluation he decentralized"
(Cohen. 1971. p 971

Although the literature relating to evaluation theory and research is much
:iv her and more sophistivated toddy than n was a del:: de ago. actual results
of evaluation studies indicate that from an evaluation perspective. many of
the problem% posed by the structural a% well as the theoretical intricacies
of the innovative program% remain unsolved (itiba (19691. in %peaking about

the Imbue of traditional m .t hods of evaluation. states that "Innovations
have persisted in education not because :if the supporting evidence of evaluation. but despite it."" Evaluation finding% many times have contradicted
what praditioners have come to believe through first han(i .-xfierience--that
educator% and schooling can make a difference in a
I s achievement

legardlos of hi. social or cultural background. A major report circulated
by the Office of f thication (Coleman. 1%61 %tate% that there is a
refativch small amount of school-to-school variation that is not accounted
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for by differences in family background, indicating the small independent
effect of variations of school facilities. curriculum and staff on achievement."
The Role of Justice

Invariably, decision makers, educators. evaluators, parents. and the general public must rationalize the persistent use of evaluation techniques with
respect to the "justice" that evaluation delivers. Evaluation techniques and

methodologies critically impinge on the concept of justice. The s iew of
justice that one adopts will subsequently place limitations on the evaluation
approaches one takes, the activities one finds legitimate. and what arguments count as significant (House. 1980). Thus, the evaluator's perception
of justice will affect how he/she will go about determining program effectiveness. It is this same perception that will subsequently color eventual
findings and recommendations made. This variability in approach is a po-

litical element in evaluation. Recognition of its political nature inevitably
demands that an evaluation be true and just (House. 1976).

-

in this paper the issue of "justice" in terms of program evaluation is
examined with specific reference to the evaluation of one academic, and
social change program provided through the ESEABilingual Education
(The Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title VII).
Currently utilized evaluation approaches are examined and their appropriateness for use with this program is discussed. The models or approaches
are divided into two clasSifications as proposed by House 11978): the willtarian'ethics and the intuitionistipluralist ethics. Specifically. it is suggested
that the use of an innovative evaluation approach with an innovative program
such as bilingual education may well be an appropriate methodology. The
responsise model (Stake. 19751 is recommended as a viable alternative in
the evaluation of bilingual education programming

Eilmanon as a .Su col Ai non Proqram

Bilingual education programs rightly fit the description of what Cohen
(19801 has defined as a -social action" program under the ESE A. Bilingual
education meets his necessary criteria of social action" programs in that
It: (1) aims at improsmg the quality of education for the disadvantaged
populations. (2) is not :limed at improsing conditions at one specific school
site. but rather is directed at millions of children. and (3) has been created
and administered by the federal eosernment and not by any individual administrator or educator
As specified by law, the aim of a bilingual education program is three-

fold Speohcally. it should
I

2

provide the child with instruction in the English language.
preside the child with instruction in the core subject* - -in English or
in his her native language while he or she is still in the process of
becoming proficient in English.
facilitate his her adaptath n to the mainstream society (Gonzalez. 19781

the first two aims are directed .it fulfillment, of the child's immediate eduattonal needs and might almost he viewed as a compensatory or remedial
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strategy. The third relates to the child's long term social goal: the attainment of a higher socioeconomic status.
This type of dual. goal-setting just described. i.e.. academic and social.
is a characteristic that bilingual education shares with many of the social
action programs broqght in under ESEA (i.e.. rrojec: Head Start. and
Project Follow Through). The problems associated with the measurement

ti

of success of these IESEA) programs continue to confound evaluators (Guba.
1969). Bilingual education has been particularly troublesome (Burry. 1979).
It has most of the problems common to nonethnically oriented programs
specifically those relating to (1) diversity, obscurity, and conflict within the

goals of nation-wide programs. and (2) the lack of clarity regarding measurement framework. Unlike other programs. however. bilingual education
adds a complex dimension to the other difficulties by introducing still another realityteaching and evaluating in two languages. Cohen (1980) stresses
that the greatest debates among bilingual educators center around oral Ian-

page development in two languages and related testing. He lists several
relevant questions.

Is a child's oral language development as important asor more important than reading development')
2 Should oral language skills he used to identify a child's dominant
1

3

language '
Should an assessment of oral language he based on receptive language

abilities or productive language abilities')
4 Should reading skills development and oral language development be
related in a program')
S
Should a program emphasize oral language development in Spanish.
oral language development in English. or both?
6 C'an there he parallel oral language development in two languages?
(Cohen. 1980. p 36)
It has been suggested that one of the reasons that programs. particularly
those that are social action oriented. fail to show significant positive results
on national or state-wide evaluation studies is that inappropriate evaluation
designs have been utilized in the evaluation of ti programs (Cohen. 1973,
Weiss. 19721 Gonzalez (1978) states that a logical conclusion to explain

why bilingual education has not shown the expected results is that the
evaluation models being used are inappropriate or biased Limited existence

and availability of appropriate instruments for measurement of language
prokiency as well as achievement in core subject areas has resulted in wide
%ariabilay of evaluation methods and criteria adopted by schools across the
country. c g.. methods employed for gathering achievement data may vary

drastically. not only from state to state. but also from school to school
within the same district. Why tnen have evaluation models not been moddied to counteract these phenomena? Once again. some observations made
ny Cohen (1973) are timely(- He points out that partially out of habit. partially due to a lack of expertise or experience with more innovative evaluation models. and parially in response to the federal demand for quantitative
c% dilation data. evaluators continue to use the traditional behavioral objectives model in the caluation of ESEA's innovative programs Bilingual education is no meption
1 he following section discusses the appropriateness and inappropriate-
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ness of the utilitarian and the intuitionist/pluralist models in evaluating bilingual education programs.
The Utilitarian ,dodel

The first model discussed here is the utilitarian or as House calls it. the
"classical" approach (House. 1976). House defines the "classical" approach to evaluation in the following manner:

The student-gain-by-testing approach is based on utilitarian ethics.
Utilitarian ethics according to Rawls (1971). stipulates that a society is
just when its institutions are arranged so as to achieve the greatest net
balance of satisfaction as summed over all individuals. The principle of
utility is to maximize the net balance of satisfaction. Utilitarianism
requires that there be a commor measure or index of satisfaction in
order :hat quantitative calculations of utility can be made. In education.
this common measure is almost always construed to be standardized

test scores. It is the surrogate index of satisfaction (House. 1976.
p. 76-77).

Ostensibly, the utilitarian ethics represent the first of two concepts of justice
examined in the context of this paper.
According to utilitarian ethics, test scores are perceived as the index of
good. that being the maximizing of the good for all students. House indicates
that under these ethics the best educational programs are those that, of the
available alternatives.. produce the greatest gains in test scores. The means
by which evaluation can measure this gain in test scores is by experimental
design. instrumentation and statistics. These procedures can effecively determine the "best.' educational alternatives by use of logical and quantitative methodologies.
Of particular relevance to bilingual programs and other ESEA programs

aimed at the low-income, disadvantaged students is the dictum that education must maximize satisfaction. The utilitarian ethic is not interested in
satisfying each individual' s choice or need. Rather, it seeks to maximize the
satisfaction of all individuals. Distribution of basic goods or test scores
among individuals is not nearly so important as the total sum of satisfaction.
Since maximizing is what really counts, one person's low test scores may
be balanced by another person's high test score. The assumption is that it
may he perfectly just for achievement scores of upperclass students to be
maximized and for those same studenti to he advanced in their social positionseven though this arrangement puts lower-class children at a distinct
disadvantage (House. 1976). House facetiously states that "after all, every-

one must he free to advance his/her own good: and since what is right is
that which maximizes the good. upper-class actions are both right and good.
How could it be otherwise"
Indeed, there is a moral dilemma in that the utilitarian ethics clearly are
biased toward the upper-class students. while at the same time these ethics
influence how educational programs aimed at lower-class students are being
evaluated. Utilitarian-based evaluation models demonstrate a clear trade-off
of lower-class satisfactions for higher-class satisfactions. In an article wntten
by House (1978) entitled. "Assumptions Underlying Evaluation Models."

he states that the systems analysis (the evaluation procedure used by the
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federal government). the behavioral objective (the evaluation procedure proposed by Tyler. 1950. Bloom. 1971. Popham. 1969. and Provus, 1973). ue-

cision making (Stufflepeam. 19610 and the goal-free (Scriven. 1972)
approaches are all based on a utilitarian concept of justice. These approaches attempt to determine the greatest "social worth" by maximizing
a small number of variables. a goal set. a_ decision makers preference. or
%etching outcomes '1'hey try' to arrive at a judgment of overall social utility
that in turn leads to maxianim satisfaction in society. Each takes a slightly
different approach to'denonstrating the justice of maximizing social utility.
the Utilitarian %fluid and the Li ahwrion of Bthns uul Prokrntn%

An Issue closely related to the measurement of social utility of educational programs by. utilitarian ethics I.% that the common measures (stand-

ardized achievement tests) to:letermine the "good" of programs many
times favor Ingher-class students over lower-class students. !t has often
been stated (Olmedo. 1977. Oakland. 1973) that testing of minority children
has been linguistically. culturally. and ethnically biased To some extent.
these tests have been used historically for the -explicit purpose of. selecting'
some people into. and keeping others out of. social groups (Karier. 1973).
House (1980) states that these tests may be used to legitimize ineqt.alities
in the society The continued use of evaluation models based on utilitarian
ethics must he questioned by the evaluator if he is to use the standard of
iiistiLe to judge.them. Bilingual education. a program designed to assist
students to achieve academically and also to adapt to mainstrearh society.
has been evaluated using utilitarian ethics. The ethics are in contradiction
to the program goals The contradiction lies in the fact that bilingual educ Ron programs stress the special and individual needs of students while
`the evaluations using iitilqarian ethics stress the overall needs of all individuals in a society with a particular emphasis on the satisfaction of upperclass needs

Ilse Ittnentonig Plinalty ,t/odet
I he second concept of Justi;:e is based on intuitionist'pluralist ethics.
t ilike utilitarian ethics. the intuitionist, pluralist ethics do not have an established principle such as the principle of maximizing the greatest net
balance of satistaction as summed over all individuals- (House. 19g0. p. 122).

I bus. the intuitionist pluralist ethics have a multiplicity of principles by
wfm.h lodgments can be made with no explicit method or set of priority
rules tut %eighing these principle% against one another While the utilitarian
ethics might stress the gain in test scores because they will maximize the
net ti lame of satisfactlein as summed over all individuals. the intuitionist;
pluralist, ethics %mild ,dentify test scores .1% an important but not central
, issoc lest scores might he only one of many issues mentioned (i.e . atten`dance. classroom participation. student attitude and teacher attitude) that
effect school pet forman'e !louse (1976) describes this process in the following manner
Hv admitting the y ieW % and consequently the criteria of diverse groups.

the new evaluation h4s arlived at a position either of intuitionism or
perhaps of telativ isnt I he pci spectiyes and demands of various groups
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must be presented without any way of ordering or choosing among
them. This plurality of "first principles" Rawls calls Intuitionism . .
One strikes a balance of what's right primarily by intuition (House.
1976. 82-83).

The intuitionist/pluralist evaluation approaches employ subjective epistemology while the utilitarian ethics rely on the objective epistemology. The

subjectivists (i.e.. intuitionist/pluralist) are less interested in arriving at a
proposition that is "true" (in the experimental, generalizable sense) than
in relating the evaluation to the particular experience of the audience for
the evaluation. There is an attempt to obtain valid insights within the frame
of reference of the groups for whom they are working (House, 1976). House
goes on to state that:
It is assumed that there is a gap between language and experience.

Tacit rather than explicit knowledge is what the evaluator seeks. The
evaluation is intentionally context-bound and findings are interpreted
in context. Since the audience may well have a firmer grasp of the
context, based on greaser experience. the audience's interpretation of
an event may be superior to that of the evaluator (House. 1978. 8).

The intuitionist/pluralist will value the participation of persons directly
involved with the educational program. Their participation consists of sharing with the evaluator the viewpoints and opinionk of the program.
The evaluator will use these viewpoints and opinions (which are multiple
principles. criteria. and weights of the people involved in the program) to
judge the prograSn. By doing this. the evaluation is not looking for one single

judgment of worth as the utilitarian models do. but rather it attempts to
seek the worth ip terms of those most Involved a...1 affected by the program.
House (1978) lives that there are several evaluation models that attempt to

follow the intilftionist/pluralist concept of Justice. The art criticism (proposed by Elva*. 1979). professional review (proposed by professional associations. e g.. Carpenter. 1970). quasi-legal (proposed by Wolf. 1974). and
the case study approaches (proposed by Stake. 1975) are all approaches
based on an intuitionist/pluralist concept of Justice.
Justice is rationalized on the basis of diminished elitism as well as en the
enhancement of the understanding of a particular audience concerning the
programs. Education is seen as a craft that does make a difference in chil-

dren's achievement scores. rather than a set of explicit, externalized
techniques.

i tie

me Stud% ,%n IntutitontstIPlurahst Approach to Bilingual Education

An especially promising alternative in the evaluation of bilingual education programs is the case study approach. Bilingual education might best
be served if a lust evaluation model is utilized that will encourage freedom
of viewpoints and orations. and a multiplicity of criteria and standards by
which to Judge it The case study model would allow for the fact that
bilingual education has a -variety of purposes. In addition: presentation of
diverse perceptions of bilingual education is facilitated by this model.
The literature concerning the evaluation of bilingual programs (Bissell.
1979. Burry, 1979. Cohen. 1980, Carrillo. 1979: Danoff. 1978: Troike. 1978;
Shut'. 1978. Zirkel. 1978). reveal that the
evaluation,models have
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been most widely used. Perhaps the key influencing factors as to why evaluators have selected thes.: models has been federal and state policies concerning objective-based evaluations (Burry. 1979; Irizarry. 19781. These
policies have affected not only bilingual education but almost every educational program receiving federal and state monies. The traditional or behavioral objectives model of evaluation is based on the assumption that all
learning outcomes arc measureable. i.e . quantifiable. The traditional model
emphasizes student performance, mastery ability, and aptitudes, progress
is measured through utilization of prespecified behavioral objectives and the
use of standardized achievement tests The model may also rely i..?avily on
pre-post test designs. Stake Jescnbes a behavioral objective or "preordi-

nate evaluation as follows
Preordinate studies are more oriented to objectives, hypothesis and
prior experience. mediated by the abstractions of language Preordinate
evaluators know what they are looking for and design the study so as
to find it (Stake. 1975. 201
The application of the utilitarian behavioral objectives model might well
he appropriate for use with a program in which conflicting realities dv not
exist In bilingual education, however, as in many of the academic and
octal action programs initiated in the 1960s and 1970s. consensus regarding
program goals and fra..-zwork of measurement is nonexistent. In particular.

Spolsky. Green & Read (1974) state that certain factors render bilingual
education unfavorable as a candidate for evaluation by the behavioral objectives approach. the factors are psychological. sociological. economic.
political. relipocultural and linguistw. Other critical factors that can he
used to argue the inappropriateness of utilitarian type models are the
following
I. The lack of structural and ideological uniformity at the operational level
of the program. Although Title VII mandates an assimilationist policy.
not all program, functi.m under this ideology Studies reveal that there
exist among programs varying degrees of emphasis on aspects of native langiwp and cultural maintenance (Gonzalez. 1978. 1978a).

2. The lack of well-defined. culturally appropriate criterion-referenced
achievement tests available for use in English and the child's native
language Currently available norm-referenced standardized tests are
culturally-biased and inappropnate with nontypical populations (01medo. 1977. Oakland. 1973)
3. The pre-post test Ind control group design is frequently unrealistic and/
or impractical due to

A. unavailability of control groups
B lack of scientific knowledge regarding the time span considered
adequate for the visible impact of minipilll programming upon the
child's learning (Gray. 19781.
4

Bilingual education programs have three goalstwo short-term educational goals and one implicit long-term socioeconomic goal. The be-

havioral objectives approach could attempt to evaluate only the
educational goals The long-term social change aim of the program
would he ignored. Specifically. the emphasis of the behavioral approach is on quantitative. achievementonented data. social effects of
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a program are not considered, e.g.. the model lacks sensitivity to
political or social issues.

The AIR reportThe Esaluation ()I the Impact of the ESEA Title VII
Span IA/English Bilingual Edu«ition Programs (Danoff. 19781represents
a classic example of problems that may develop when a traditional behavioral objectives design is used to evaluate a social change program. The
evaluation was conducted by the American Institutes for Research (AIR).
a firm in Palo Alto, California. Initiated in 1975 and mandated for completion by November 30. 1977. the study was designed to include bilingual
education programs for Spanish-speaking, Native-American, Indo-European. Asian and Pacific language groups. Exemplary programs were identified. The study involved thirty-eight projects in eleven States and tested
a total of 7.700 students. all ranging from second to sixth grades.
Following a precedent set by previous federal evaluations, the AIR evaluation was based on a behavioral objectives evaluation design. 'In this case,
the behavioral objectives design dictated use of certain procedures and assumptions that were simply not appropriate for bilingual programs. Specific
difficulties encountered were:
I. I he design relloiA heavily on the control group approach. Problems

arose when no control group was availableas in Montana or Idaho.
for example. A close reading of the report reveals that control groups
are either missing or are made up of inappropriate subjects.
2. Achievement tests used were standardized tests in English and in
Spanish. Both presented problems of cultural irrelevancy and bias.
The English test was normed for use with Anglo-Saxon. white, middleclass children and the Spanish test was an unaltered version of a
Puerto Rican test that had been originally developed for use with Puerto
Rican children on the island of Puerto Rico.

3. Each subject (child) was tested twice within a five month period. It
was expected that a behavioral change would have occurred within
this short period of time. This notion of pre-post testing is built into
the design of the behavioral objectives ,evaluation model and has traditionally been used in educational gzhlivement testing. In cross-cultural educational research, however, there exists little information that

might valklate any expectation of change in this or any other time
period.

4 Throughout the rvaluation AIR wrongly assumed conwnsus of goals
and objectives of all nation-wide bilingual programs. This led to the
collection of what appeared to be a great deal of contradictory data
with respect to program alms, and ultimately contnbuted heavily to
AIR's inability to identify a good program versus a bad one (Gray.
1978).

Ultim.tely. the findings of the AIR report suggested that bilingual programs do not appear to have a significant impact on student achievement.
In reference to the report. Gray states:
One is unable to decide to what extent the inadequacies of hilingua'
education are an artifact of measurement error, evidence in inherent
limitations in production possibillues. a tesult of implementatitin problems, the result of slippage between treatment and goals. or the product
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of premature assessment In short. the study does not permit us to
generalize from the past experiencellAnth Title VII or even to specify
the nature of the problems in theoretically fruitful terms (Gray. 1978).

The AIR study avoids the reality that bilingual programs develop anJ
exist in districts that differ markedly in terms of variability of linguistic
needs. demographics. availability of well-trained teachers. adequate curricula. district commitment. and level of politicization of communities. As a
result of this, the report fails to distinguish the effects of good projects and
weak projects and treats bilingual programs as an undifferentiated uniform
v. hole.

One might speculate that some of the major problems that the evaluation
encountered. either in its operational stages or at the time of data interpretation. might have been avoided if a more flexible design had bees utilized.
In the history of evaluation the AIR study will remain an affirmation of an
observation on the state of the art made by Cohen in 1973. . v. hile new programs seek to bring about political and social change.
evaluators generally approach them as though they were standard efforts to produce change (Cohen. 1973).

If indeed. as Stuffleheam (1968) claims. the "aim of evaluation is truly to
pros idc information for better decision making at all levels of education.it would seem that one of the primary concerns would be that the evaluation
audience be given a valid picture of w hat goes on in the program. Sound
decisions cannot be made Jsmg inappropriate or distorted data. Evaluation
motlels hosed on the utilitarian concept of justice have not proven empirical:. apiropriate for use with social action programs such as bilingual edu
g.. AIR. The utilitarian tendency to ask. "Which bilingual edu-ram will hest serve all Spanish-speaking children in the U.S.''"
c
; the assumption that 9ciety can and should measure he maxi:
.action or the "one by .t" bilingual education ptogram ,s proven
v through test scores. in view of the limitations of the behavioral
en
obi ...o... model in evaluating bilingual education programs. one might specul ate w hether the federal or state novernments. i.e.. the evaluation audience.

have cier received a realistic or valid portrayal of such programs. The vast

majority of evaluations conducted of bilingual education programs are
"worthies,- according to Troikc (1978). Indeed. according to Zappert and
Cruz ( 1;77). 97 percent of the evaluation and research studies they surveyed

were of little help in better understanding this type of program. Apple's
(1979) comment on current evaluation shortcomings may well have been
directed at bilingual education He styes that.
I. A great many of our evaluation efforts arc often misguided because
they sec schools as discrete institutions isolated from social and economic forces. ideologies. and values

2. Given the input output methodologies v.e: usUally employ :end the
aforementioned lack of socioeconomic sophistication. we shall continue having a good deal of difficulty understanding how and why
students actually respond to these efforts (Apple. 1979. p. I).
It is difficult to reconcile the fact that most evaluations of bilingual edu.
Lawn programs have been based on utilitarian ethics It would appear that
these evaluations have been neither true nor just. At this time it is difficult
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to determine if bilingual education has benefited in any respect from this
type of evaluation.
House (1976) has observed that the persistent use of traditional evaluation

models stems from the fact that utilitarianism most closely reflects official
government philosophy. However, political legitimization and sanction of a
philosophy does not, in the case of bilingual education, preclude a just
evaluation. Justice for most people does not necessarily represent any singular principle. but rather is comprised of a heterogeneity of principles
applied intuitively from situation to situation. Judgment and interpretations
regarding justice are thus based on a combination of intuition and past
experience.
This type of intuitive judgment about programs is what Stake (1975) views

as an appropriate tool in evaluating programs. The authors of this paper
would like to suggest that utilizing the Stake (1975) responsive approach
may be helpful in evaluating bilingual education programs. The aim of this
approach is to facilitate and improve audience understanding of the program. This is achieved by communicating to the audience as complete a
portrayal as possible of the program as it is perceived by those persons
most invelvel and most affected. Stake (1973, p. 5) states that. "if we are
to help them (the evaluation audience) understand social problems and social programs, we must perceive and communicate in a way that accommodates their present understanding."
The flexibility and the versatility of the philosophies and procedures of
this model contrast markedly with the strict utilitarian model. The intuinonistipluralist model attempts to arrive at understanding rather than at
providing explanation or validation of prespecified theories. Stake describes
his model as follows:

I. It orients more directly to program activities than program interest,
2. it responds to audience requirements for information. and

3. the different value-perspectives are referred to in reporting the success
and failure of the program (Stake. 1975, p.

According to Stake (1975), case studies stress the complex, holistic, and
multiple variables that affect the programs. A case study for example, would
be sensitive to the socioeconomic goals of the bilingual education programs

as well as the academic goals. Methods of data collection utilized in this
approach differ emphatically from those employed in the behavioral objectives model. In the traditional approach data are collected through the use
of standardized test measures: the responsive model, however, gathers data
chiefly through interviewing. observations, questionnaires and surveys. The
exact purpose of the responsive evaluation is negotiated with the evaluation
audience. Stake describes the evaluation of a program as follows:

To do a responsive evaluation, the evaluator conceives of a plan of
observatrins and negotiations. He arranges for various persons to observe the program. and with their help prepares brief narratives. poi trayals. product displays. graphs. etc. He finds out what is of value to
his audience. and gathers expressions of worth from various individuals

whose points of view differ. Of course he checks the quality of his
records. he gets program personnel to react to the accuracy of his
portrayals: and audience members to the relevance of his findings (Stake.
1975a, p. 14)
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While the traditional approach dictates presentation of quantified data in
formal written reports, the presentltion of the responsive evaluation might
assume a variety of forms. e.g.. written reports, simulated program interactions. films, t, ped activities. etc. The aim of the presentation is to increase
audience understanding of what is really going on in the program. It should
be made clear that Stake (1975) expands the definition of "audience" to
include all persons who have an interest in the program being evaluated.
In the responsive evaluation. the evaluator is most interested in observing
the program. gathering judgments. and learning the critical issues and concerns about the program from those most involved. The evaluator gathers
information through more naturalistic processes, and generally attempts to
learn about a program through his/her close association with it. The intent
is to describe one relatively discrete situation rather than to numerically
analyze the aggregate of "tuations. The emphasis, is on the devel.pment of
a rich. meaningful description that will give the reader a vicarious understanding of the prop-am. In the following table Stake illustrates the difference in time devoted to evaluative activities by traditional and responsive
evaluators:

EVALUATOR ACTIVITIES*
Identifying issues, goals
Preparing instruments
Observing the program
Administering tests. etc.
Gathering judgments
Learning client needs. etc
Processing formal data
Preparing informal reports
Preparing formal reports

Preordinitte

Responsise

10e;

10';.

30r?
5e;
10e;

15';
30(

-

15'4
15,-;

5r:

j

10r:
20e;.
10':
(Stake. 1975. p. 13)

`Stake. R.E. "Program Evaluation Particularly Responsive Evaluation(A, asionul Paper #5 Kalamazoo. MI: Western Michigan University.
November. 1975.

The breakdown of the time devoted to the various activities demonstrates
that the responsive evaluator places an emphasis on getting to know the
program and then relating his perception in a mcanmgful manner to the
audience. It is hoped that by engaging in these types of activities. the responsive evaluator will learn both the favorable as well as the unfavorable
aspects of the program.
Because of his close association with the program. the evaluator has the
advantage of being able to inspect the fit between his /her description of the

program and the actual program itself. In addition. he is able to obtain
feedback from the vaned audiences as they compare the evaluation findings
with their own experience with the program (House. 1977. House perceives
the audience's role in evaluation as that of validating the evaluation data.
and of assuming an active role in interpretation of findings. Thus. the evaluator does not produce a single judgment of a program: rather the audience
variably interprets the evaluation from his/her own values and perceptions.
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Since all significant viewpoints have the opportunity to he expressed in the
evaluation. the evaluation is not inherently biased toward any one group.
As it was pointed out earlier in this paper. the utilitarian approach. e.g..
the traditional Approach. does not permit portrayal of-opinion by different
groups. However. the intuitionist/pluralist approach (such as the Stake model)
gives voice to the opinions of different groups concerning the worth of the
program. In using Stake's model. evaluation findings will not be worthless.
Rather the evaluative findings will have an effect because they will have
been collected and validated for a particular audience. Since an evaluator
collects data that are cntical for higher particular audience. the data will
he useful in making decisions about the program. With the inclusion of

responsive descriptions within the iniuitionist,pluralist framework. decisions concerning bilingual education programs will be more likely to con-

tribute to program effectiveness. Decision making will not rely cn a monolithic
data base produced by utilitarian traditional evaluations, but rather will rely
on data that reflect the perceptions of those persons most affected by bilingual euucation.
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CONTEXT-SENSITIVE EVALUATION TECHNOLOGY

IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION*

Dennis C. Sims
Alto SS1 Enterprises. Palo Alto

EVALUATION IN NON-STANDARDIZED CONTEXTS
In the late 1970s and early 19805 there was a proliferation of innovations
in organization structures and processes. These changes rolled across corporations, nonprofit organizations, and educational institutions. They reverberated in patterns of music, dress and social interaction, across class.
sex and ethnic boundaries.
These broad and powerful changes constituted a tidal wave against which
we attempt to evaluate innovations in educational practice. When people at
every level of our social life are experimenting with new sex roles; new
ethnic and class communication patterns, it is useful to inquire if bilingual.
education is part of a broader sociocultural change process that has brunght
Japanese-implemented quality control circles into General Motors and U.

S. Steel, has inspired workshops on sexual harassment in thousands of
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educational and corporate enterprises, and enormously increased employee
expectations. student and parent participation. along with a host of administrative changes and a variety of factors operating in the evaluation setting.
Whether or not one considers bilingual education as another instance of
this proliferating variety, the assumption of this paper is that the bilingual
programs themselves are operating in institutional settings with great variation in philosophy, resources. organization and constituents. For example.
in constituency alone these programs must respond to students, parents,
political groups. teachers and aides with different goals derived from sometimes complementary and often contradictory class and cultural perspectives.
This variety is especially significant for the paradigm underlying the evaluation process. A standardized questionnaire administered under controlled
conditions to carefully -elected samples makes fewer assumptions about the
essential equivalence of the setting context than. for example, an SAT or an
I.Q. test. But all make the assumption that the standardized stimuli will

assess participants who will pefceive the stimuli similarly, relate the evaluator's categories to common objectives being attained through agreed upon
means with similar implications for the respondents.
What are the implications fqr evaluation of enormous contextual variety?
One implication is that instruments that ignore disagreements in programs
about goals and means (objectives. curricula and instructional techniques)
'Copyright I) 1981 Dennis Sims All rights reserved.
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will force responses in categories that respoddents do not rfecessanly regard

as significant. That is. respondents may dutifully rate on a scale from one
to ten the efficiency or effectiveness of a program on some evaluator-chosen
dimension. while cursing "these idiotic questionnaires" under their breath.
Instruments that work well in settings where conflict is a technical disagreement over efficiency in reaching agreed-upon goals. means, and measurement of success. may not be appropriate for settings where conflict
rages over questions of the ,rogram's existence. goals. means and measurement of success. Indeed. many of us can probably recount programs
in which the proclaimed goals of the organization were merely pro forma
compromises for the sake of funding. gaining temporary assent of a powerful political group or idealistic aspirations Educators can recall funded
proposals with gOals and activities perceivtl to be irrelevant to the day -today practice and problems of the staff implementing that program.
Thus. another i.nplication for evaluation is that programs that are ostensibly interchangeable implementations of a common legislative intent. district strategy. or statewide effort. are in practice entirely different creatures
with different environments. problems and resouce*;. Most importantly, they
are-radically different 'in their self-perception of what works and does not
work in theif iipplementatjon. Under these circumstances, a major advantage and disadsantage of formative evaluation is to clarify which perceptions
of goal-. and means the staff have in common and which they do not Greater
clarity. of course. may not lead to greater cooperation. sometimes more
understanding may make the conflict worse. (This possibility is wisely considered with one's client in advance of the evaluation )

"The Way is not the true way."
The Tao

THE SIMS IMAGE-BASED ORGANIZATIONAL. MODEL
(SIBOM)
A context-sensitive approach cannot be rigidly tied to an instrument repeated as carefully as possible in setting after setting with minimum varia-"
lion. Context-sensitive evaluation must include both standardization for the
sake of comparability. and many oppor unities for the variance of the setting
to register Such an approach must provide a specific type of qualitative
data. information that answers the question. What is the significance of the
experience these par.t.tiviinls have in their program" Our objective is to
provide feedback on their perceptions. their interactive process and their
organization with respect to their environment so that they can assess their
problems and resources.
Thi
evaluation results can become a new step in organ zational developmeriTThnd problem-solving The need for standardization for comparability and the need to he open to the influence of the setting and participant
perception requires multiple approaches to the data in combination with a
systematic protective measure
I his paper focuses on a particular tech iique for eliciting participant perceptions. a technique that is lust one element in the mode for evaluating a

program With this technique we seek to understand the ecology of the
program. the system of the participant-in-organization The data obtained
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with this technique yields an evaluation that spesses different aspects of a
program depending on what themes are reinforced in the setting. While
provocative questions,,may :stimulate interesting projective responses and
discussants may volunteer analyses of their metaphors that reveal unsuspected variables in their setting. we are primarily concerned with how the
system as a whole fits together. The content producfd by /participants. the
process by which they interact with each, other and the context in whigh
these events otcur together determine thesignifieance of a particular theme
in the organization
Ito
A

Qualitante Data

(IS

an Ain rapt at "LfearunOrl" ELI:ha:non

One of the difficultie, of standardized. "objectively administered" instruments is the puzzlement of the participants when `:he data is fed back.
"What:" they ask. "does this lower. achievement of tape fourth graders in

lot

section B really mean about our program'" The problem of determining
real meaning from information such as "A majority responded with selection X In evaluating this program." A a problem of translating from X back
to the everyday categories in which the program operates in the minds of
its participants To them. anything else is unreal The reason a problem
exists' at all is traceable to the attempt in:gathering quantitative data to
reduce the ahosyncracies of the moment in favor of standardized scales or
dimensions Beyond the problem of forcing responses into an inappropriate
mold (See Patton: 198.0. 66-671. this creates the problem of how the standardized comparative results become translated back into the idiosyncratic
perceptions of those who have been statistically lumped together.
In confronting the problem of generating useful results.to the practitioner.

the manager of a firm, an administrator of a program or a teacher in an
educational setting. we confront the problem of how to collect idiosyncratic.
data in a useful way that takes less time than a standard ethnography and
can he used in a form readily understandable to the participants. What we
want is a method of collecting the perceptions re.ealing the system of relationships among the participants and between the participants as an organized collectivity and their (its) environment. It is the systematic nature
of the evaluation that allows for comparability,among participants and al
lows for the intrusion of environmental factors. We want not only idiosyncratic perceptions. but also a means of organizing these perceptions that
describe the system of problems and resources that th_ iarticipants perceive
in their environment On the way to this structured discovery. observations
provide data on their style and their manner of interacting with each other
through their discussion of-their responses. When they finish the evaluation
they should be able to describe not only th,;ir perceptions but also areas of
agreement and disagreement nrohlem and resource areas and.-sometimes.

how their own process strengthens or weakens achievement of their
objectives.
A ssurnpitints (rfeSIBOVI
I

Participants do not necessarily share a common understanding of their
experience Furthermore. an evaluator will only in the rarest of cases
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select dimensions that participants themselves would use to describe
their experience.
Participants havt. a great deal of useful information that is not consciously org
ed. Much of the potential usefulness of this informa-

tion is likely Me underplayed by the participants who have neither
the time nor inclination to pursue the connections among different
relationships in their organization, their behavior, their problems and
'their resources. The utility of this information is further reduced by
its right-brained, holistic nature. It is very difficult to retrieve intuitive

3

insights in response to direct, problem-focused questions, even if they
are of an open-ended construction. Participants are much more likely
to have an "Ali, Hal" experience in a play-oriented setting than in a
serious. "answer-this-question- format. While we cannot provide each
participant a hot tub and a relaxed away-flan-it-all setting, we can
improve upon the format "tell me what yOq like/don't like about X in
,
the four by five space that follow's."
Finally, some of the participants' potentially useful information is organized under categories that either do not fit standard evaluation di-

mensions. are deemed irrelevon( by either their culture or by the

evaluator's culture or are simply not defined as problems. Thus, when
asked to freely comment upon their program. participant, may not
supply significant data about their setting for, to them,some very good
reasons. The best reason of all, of course, is :fiat some obviousleinure
of the environment is so familiar to them that they think it is known
to everyone. Thus a program that perceived itself as a dumping ground
foi everyone else's pi oblems might simply neglect all the perceptions
they have of this situation under the assumption that this is one of the
t organizational "givens." They might als'o neglect to consider the many
ways,these perceptions are transmitted to then clients or students

INITIAL VISIT AND DATA GATHERING
This visit to the site to arrange the metaphor-generating session lb, much
more than a courtesy call The first face-to-face contact
the staff and
the first introduction to the setting is an invaluable opportunity to gather

information that may he of enormous value in later analyses of the
metaphoi s.`

*Contextual evaluation entails an inevitable tension between subjective- and "libJectiye' elements lit order to understand the necessity for this tension and the necessity for choice m reconciling alternatives. it is helpful to understand contextual
evaluation and qualitative evaluation as a pattern recognition process IBongard, 1970)
Ail pattern recognition proces,cs myolve matching between some perceived stimuli
and iNiihjectively generated law. rule or an ordered set Evaluators using the pro-

cesses discussed in this paper will De seeking to-generate a rule that "explains"
regularities in the field they seek to weave a tapestry that is similar to that which
would he woven by others using threads perceived to he different in hue and shade
but similar enough in pattern to he recogni/ed as coordinated with each other
I hcrc is an undeniable element of choice in the organiiation and presentation of
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There are as many different was of gathering data in the in..sal visit as
there are evaluators. This enterprise can vary from the exhaustively conscious and cognitively-directed survey to the I eightened awareness. notconsciously-directed observation. For the beginner it is useful to experiment
with different approaches. For data on the setting. an ethnographic check
list can be helpfdl. for data on interaction. any of the sources on nonverbal
interaction. language and scripts or interview data are useful. There are
risks at either end of the continuum One can become so bogged down in
the details of mechanically filling in items on a checklist that one loses all
perspective on the systemic nature of the setting Opposite dangers arise
from becoming so impressed by certain features of the setting. e.g.. a powerful or charming director. that one overlooks details that point in a contrary
direction to the public relations campaign *"
Whatever one's personal style. there are certain areas worth cons Bering
in any visit such as the density of the setting. the abundance or lack of
resources. presence or. especially. absence of identifying symbols of the
program or group one is evaluating In this effort we are attempting to assess
the significance of the organizational context. the setting. style of interac-

tion, residue from previous events (history I. self-perception. and npectalions of the future Sometimes there are one or two events that hive had
such an overwhelming effect upon the participants that they volu steer their
on metaphors For example. a funding cutback in one program striving to
achieve legitimacy in its institutional setting. had participants' nodding
agreement while one ,slthem described their program as an orphan awaiting
execution in a year I hese spontaneous. self-descriptive metaphors will
As the Gestalt psychologists have shown, hgure and ground at
4)jectnely
organized even with visual perceptions. not to mention the less verthat,te units and
other culturally influenced mode- of reactit,g to social tnformation. Likewise. there
ire independently verihahle events. statements of participants. shared beliefs. economic factors. physical sett -gs cote . which participants take into account. magnify
or ignore The evaluator must confront the tension between w hat she selects to he
important what participants indicate to he important and the explanatory value of
these constructs for understanding ai organization
An additional difficulty is that this contextual information. especially information
from participants on organizational functioning. is nut an Aristotelian category in
hich A mutualls excludes 11 (Gunther. 1962) Fven as participants are assessing
their organization. their assessments will he changingan outcome acceler
by
feedback from others on their metaphors. judgments of efficacy and efficiency and
movement towards consen al% or divergence in dissensus The evaluation is similar
to the Heisenberg effect in that the more information and energy used to link formerly
isolated participant cognitions. the more the system will likely change from the initial
state I hus not only must the evaluation confront the choice of which set of occurrences deserve emphasis as constituting the main patterns but it must also recognize
the extent to which msolvement in the evaluation process becomes organizational
data

development

ty

As part of impression management we assume all ;Itograms will attempt to manufacture certain perceptions in the mind of the evaluator and to a greater or lesser
extent attempt to ,ffiience the final outcome I hese procedures can range from
generous hospitality to attempts to stack the sample of respondents
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often be produced as participants relate crucial events in their program's
history
1978) They die valuable hints on the nature of the script.
an underlying perception together with an organized behavior repeating
similar problems throughout the program's functioning. Sometimes these
scripts and decision-making styles will be revealed through experiential descriptions such as "we are always fighting fires." or "we just keep right on
growing anu growing" (Berne: 1972. Steiner: 1976)
These initial conversations should be used not just to gather content information but also to sensitize the evaluator to the participants' quality of
life and their experience in their program. In a more technical sense, what
we are seeking is the method by which the participants structure their soc;t11

order and maintain it (Psathas. 1980. Berger & Luckman: 1960. Holzner:
1968). The metaphor-generating process will be an additional tool for allowing members to describe resources and problems they perceive in their
environment: however. the evaluator's understanding of these metaphors
will be greatly enhanced to the extent that the evaluator sensitizes her
awareness of the operating environment and the self- descriptors of the
program
The Janus nature of the initial visit lies in its looking to the present process

(including participant selected perceptions of their history) in order to peer
into the organizational future. Our theoretical position is that social reality
is an arbitrary construction: the present process will determine the kinds of
social communication and the perceived problems and resources the organization has in the future Our initial visit looks for clues informing us of
the process these participants use to organize and make sense of their social
environment. We assume some continuity between the kind of post-hoc
explanations that a group offered in the past. is offering in the present and
will offer in the future. A program that describes itself as a "dumping ground
for others' problems' has different processes for scheduling demands on
its resources, making decisions about priorities and reacting to :vents as
compared to a program that describes itself as the equivalent of a "selfmade m' I." These organizational myths are often after-the-fact explanations of events rather than guiding ideology for events in process: nonetheless, the types of stories participants tell about their organization will help
the sensitive evaluator to guide discussion of the metaphors they will generate in the next stage of inquiry.'

THE USE OF METAPHORWHAT IS A YELLOW RIBBON
ANYWAY?

Is a yellow ribbon a sign of cowardice' A symbol of ren. Nal and revitalization"' A secular symbol'' A religious sym'ooll If thousands of them are
placed in a few days around trees and poles throughout a nation. what does
this mean"'

Metaphor has been used as part of iral culture for centuries. It can
function as a teaching tool and. as Day d McClelland (1961) illustrated.
.,tones can teach a great deal more than their surface content might oth'For a good discussion of the post-hoc nature of social explanation see Garfinkle
(1967) For a very good illustration of how to use organizational stories to investigate
organizational climate and management behavior see Wilkins 11978)
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el wise imply letaphor , n also he a way of legitimizing particular roles.

explaining by analogy. the contradictions and confusions of recent events
Thus metaphor can selectively emphasize continuity I etween the past and
the present and maintain the social order As a right- ,rained activity. synthesizing. sometimes with "hidden meanings. ambipious roles. and disparate events. the same metaphor can be used to appeal it) different social

groupsteaching them their propel place. appropriate beha. ior in what
might otherwise he an ambiguous oi stressful situation. But if a metaphor
can he used to maintain and control perceptions of events. it also could he
used to change perceptions and. thereby. social roles and behaviors.
As more experience is gained in the use of metaphor, we learn not only
of its diagnostic or evaluative potential. but also of its potential for accelerating change As resolution tries have demonstrated. displacement of the
old myth with one legitinuzing new self-concepts can release powerful social
forces (Vva Mace I9560

/he tfetiiphoz m SHIM/
SIBOM's use of metaphor takes advantage of II i the metaphor\ projective properties. (2) its synthesizing function (3) its generality. i.e.. its
remoteness from specific problems. Each of these properties enables par-

ticipants to discuss then context with greater freedom than they would
under direct questioning To these properties of metaphor we add the auvanioue of directed questions to guide participants to areas of interest such
as relao,nships between organization and environment. between self and
environment. decision processes. communication process. problems and
resources

As a protective technique. asking participants to think of an animal for
other symbol) that resembles their project is a sufficiently ambiguous request to require a search of their experience for a significant analog. Given
the thousands of species to select from. participants seek to structure their
search around their experience in their termswithin the context of their
program as they know it this certainly avoids the problem of eliciting
responses to evaluator categories that are incongruent with the respondent's
world view It does not necessarily avoid attempts to supply responses that

participants think the evaluator wants to or should want to hear Crossparticipant discussion of responses can help with this problem at a later
stage

As a synthesizing function a metaphor may have its most powerful effect
in pulling together information for respondents. w hich they recall as isolated
units not normally linked in their thinking A metaphor's ability to compress
a great deal of peripheral, intuitive and emotional content into one symbol
can enable a participant to display concerns in a symbolic form that can he
discussed and analyzed afterwards A respondent might not he able to work
.ins process in reverse. (At least some respondents report that it is much
easier to generate a symbol that transmits a great deal of information. than
to take bits and pieces and build up a collage into a unified symbol Speculation about this difficulty is probably worth purstunt; although of unknown

value as of this writing I
I he iwnerality of a metaphor reinforces the value of the synthesizing
function Py allowing participants to communicate in areas where they oth-
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erwise might feel inhibited. As a by-product. problem-solving by analogy
is a safe context for identify mg general concerns that would (otherwise require either acknowledgement of one personal contribution to maintaining
a problem or questioning the behavior of high status individuals in the group.

! or exaniple. live independent programs that were formally identical but
located in different institutions. were %hard on different dates with no
communication among groups hemeen the visits. These groups produced
metaphors by three project direc'ors as a chameleon and two as a rhinoceros rhe three were reported h third parties lc-, be quite successful in
reaching their objectives. two wei. reported to have achieved their objec-

tives with an involved minority of the target population while being the
center old great de il of conflict and controversy The strategies for achieving program objectives described by the metaphor generators were appropriate to popular images of the two animals On the face of it. a program
director might he much more inclined to identify the program as a rhinocdecided upon m-, objectives and determined that I had
eros than to state.
sufficient resources to simply overrun any obstacles in my path
The generality of a metaphor also facilitates consideration of highly emotional issues The tendency in organizational meetings is to avoid difficult
and ill-defined concerns especially if they are "emotional' rather than "rational issues. Part of this avoidance comes paradoxically from efforts to
produce more efficient meetings. There is an implicit trend in the left-brain
oriented meeting to emphasize output P.cticipants arrive with their minds
cluttered with short-term problems they worked on in the office around
the corner filled with day-to-day or hour-by-hour problems they confront
a preset agenda for a defined time period. If several "sensitive" issues have
been unsuccessfully raised in past meetings. the organizational culture stigmatizes certain topics as a -waste of time Under these conditions who
wants to risk thrashing around ambiguous concerns which are not thoroughly
thought through and are not on the formal agenda? Over time. certain long
run problems will he ignored by the organization. Partice' rly sosceptible
are those issues which affect the internal balance of power. are a danger to

the current budget of an agency having the concern. or that contradict
organizational assumptions about its environment which. on the surface.
seem to he working By combining the power of metaphor. analogical thinking and organization-environment exploration. SPE3011 enables the confrontation of issues which would normally be suppressed.
One result of redundant communication with a general analogy is that the
participant may discover meanings or associations that were previously unsuspected I he fact that organizations and their environments are systematically related can he turned to an advantage in the evaluation by deliberately

designing probes of different relationships in the participant metaphors.
flow this is done depends on the focus of the evaluation. the clues provided
in initial entry. the manner in which participants are responding to questions
ents. For examduring the metaphor generation process and other a
ple. if the oniectne of the evaluation is to : ,secs the extent to which par-

tic:pants are achieving their personal goals in the program. a series of
questions can he directed at qualities of the program metaphor as compared
with qualities of a self-metaphor I hus. given a program fantasized as one

pe of animal and the self as another. the participant can he asked to
generate characteristics of each animal. to describe problems and oppor-
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tunnies each sees in their relationship and to have a di dog between the two
metaphorical animals discussing changes desired in their relationship and
discussing w hat each woiAl give up in order to achieve these Change,
If the objective of the evaluation IN to assess the organizational level. i.e..
relationship between this program and the larger organization or the local

environment. specific question, can explore metaphors of environmental
features. qualities of the ecology. e.g supportive-hostile rich-lean. denseisolated or other dimension, that participants generate. (Generally we avoid
suggesting dimensions to the participant, but ask them to describe qualities
of the environment in uhich their program animal survives and grows.
problems and resources available in this process.
It is possible to explore several different level% of interaction in the same
evaluation. The more levels are added. the more cognitively Complex is the
metaphor and the longer the process takes How this trade-off between the
benefits of a wider range versus the cost in complexity anti time is resolved
depends on the skills of the participants. their stake and interest in the
outcome. the group leadership skills of the evaluator and the environmental
press Where the evaluation is part of an organizational development and
problem -solv ing workshop. portions of the metaphor can be utilized as introductions to different sessions such as team-building. problem-solving and
design of action plans With students evaluating their school program. a tune
and a half to two hour session focusing on one level seems to work best
SeI

tun; flu Eialuath.n Group

Although the metaphor-generating group can be of any sae. intensive discussion of the metaphors should be conducted with a group of about

five or six personsdepending on the verbal skills of the participants and
the amount of time available The selection process should avoid any known
biases in the population. e.g . selecting all new personnel or nes students

or omitting certain ethnic groups Ideally a stratified random sample is
desirable. however. as a practical matter. for an evaluator operating in an
unfamiliar setting for a short time period. it is not %cry difficult for some of
the randomly selech,d participants :o be selected out by personnel who
inform the evaluator that the selectee% are absent or otherwise unavailable.

result of a stacking attempt is often paradoxically perverse. If the
program succeed, in seeding the group with one or two distinctly deviant
adv °cat:- their positive responses in the group will fail to he supported by
other% while general agreement on negative factor% in the program may
leccive even the advocates" support The result is that genuine positive
trends in the program may he discounted or may not he mentioned in the
disLussion at .II Responding to this situation by eking for behaviors or
recent examples of positive features of the program 14 ill often disclose perceptions that were muted in a general negative trend (the reverse is also
true)
From the sv stems perspective we are not surprised that the same process
can be the source of both positive and negative evaluations of :he program
I he adage. A chain 11 as strong as its weakest link.- might he stated as
A system is likely to have its greatest influence and most pernicious effect
in the same subsystem
I-or example. a program criticized for being un-

support'. e of studcnis. lacking direction and ignoring student viewpoints
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was also praised for being open-ended in achieve.. ent. encouraging independence and preparing students well for their occupational environments.
The same staff behay 'ors contributed 6- both assessments. The staff would
assign complex tasks without detailed explanations and expect students to
accomplish them New students would find this practice very disconcerting.
experienced students found ways of getting answers to problems in the task.
(her time. students v. ho survived learn..d both how to deal with frustration
and how to solyc problems on their own. Obviously. stacking the evaluation
w i.h a preponderance of either new or experienced students would mute
the counter-theme An evaluator who consisfently asks w hat arc the defects
of this alleged virtue or. contrarily. w hat are, the Yirtures of the process
producing these alleged complaints. not only can compensate for imbalance
in the selection process but also can considerably improve the power of the
feedback

I lie Sli raplidir Generianw Proi ess

The intention in SIHO%1 is to 'mite the participants to generate an anal

ogy to their program and its functioning By combining the ambiguity of
one stimulus with a set of questions sampling general system properties of
their analogy. participants can develop a framework for dissancring and solving their problems (See Gordon. 1961. Prince: 19701.
Die first task in de% using questions for the guided fantasy is to decide the
level at which one wishes to set the primary focus. This is usually a choice
between the participant organization interaction system and thc organization env ironment system Setting a clear boundary to the system is very
important in the initial introduction. Initial interviews will have clarified the
areas for evaluation and the appropriate systems prior to the metaphorgenerating process One can then structure the next stage by asking participants questions about the boundary of the system at interest. for example:
Who is ir,:luded in the Cosmological Education Program' How are Cosmological initiates selected' What is special about the Heavenly Ideals Cos-

mology Program' At this porn! ()fie can either focus on the program
institution relationship or on the participant program relationship. One can
introduce the metaphor generating process by We will he asking you to
think about this program ..nd how it relates to
(The
niversity of Profound Understanding. the Department of Righteous Criti,:ism. the Community of Concerned Scholars. The Universal Funding Source
etc 1 Alternately. the process can he introduced by We will he asking you

to think about sour relationship to your program: how you thought you
might benefit from it and what your experience has been since entry.
appendix I lists different questions that might he used to build an analogy
from student metaphors These questions .ire a mixture from which one can
sample either level of interest and generate questions better suited to one's
,hens II is Possible to sample more than one !eye' of analogy. however. for
the maionty of participants. strict segregation of levels in the process. asking
all the personal program questions in one section and all the program en' ironmenf questions in another section will present enormous confusion.
As we note below. these questions would he repeated in different sense
modalities for maximum response.
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Data Recording
Participants are asked to jot down their key associations during the guided
fantasy portion. By retrieving these sheets the evaluator can obtain a useful

check on the discussion process. Insofai as participants modify their associations in the general discussion. these departures will contrast with their
key associations. Also. while the evaluator waits for some participants to
respond. she can look over the associations generated and of tali clues to
how difficult the process is for the participants and whether he/she is being
clearly understood.
The metaphor- generating process usually can be completed within an

hour. If participaros are having difficulty with particular instructions. it is
sometimes helpful to provide alternative sense modalities for construction
of the analogy. utilizing aural. kinesethic and visual modes For example:
How your progr...n animal moves through its environment is kinesthetic:
while. how other animals in this environment see this program. is visual.
and how do they speak about it. is aural. Since it is terribly time-consuming
to ask all questions in different sense modalities. we usually provide one
neutral question format and then repeat the question with one of the sense
modalities. varying the sense base over the questions asked ISee Bandler
and Grinder. 1979 and Grinder and Sandler; 1976. for discussion of their
experience in different formats).
Diu asSifni and Rci 1Prihrilz

Upon completion of the metaphor-generating process. participants as a
group are invited to fill in a matrix headed by Type of Animal. Characteristics. Environment. Dialog and Changes. Sometimes each member of the
group will he asked to write in their analogy in the appropriate category.
sometimes this will be recorded u!ale the participants discuss their choice.
The alternatives depend on the skills of the group and the amount of time
available. the discussion portion of the process has both a data-generating
and a data-analysis function. By exploring behavioral referents to the metaphor. e.g.. "How is this program environment dangerous?" and probing
common group perceptions. data is being generated about specific aspects
of program functioning. By way of a handy household hint. evaluators will
generally obtain more response by asking. how. what and when questions
while avoiding why questions. The latter arc more likely to arouse defensiveness in participants who think that the evaluator is questioning the legitimacy of their analogy rather than inquiring about their reasons for their
metaphor.

ANALYSIS
There are two major levels of analysis content and process. The content
analysis actually begins with the discussion of the metaphors by the participants. The participants are in the hest position to explain what aspect of
their experience is recalled by their analogy and the process of clarifying
the meaning is likely to stimulate associations and discussion of other related system feature, by listeners. This discussion can itself he a valuable
problem-solving and formative evaluation tool
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The feedback aspects of the metaphor-discussion can be enhanced by
asking comparison and contrast question, of the participant,. If there are
a number of similar animal, or animals with similar characteristics selected
by the parhcipants. the evaluator can ask about this apparent consensus.
or she or he can ask about areas in which participant, 1-equently disagree.

Ciirifri Atudl %is
Content analysis determines the degree of o_inguence in perception, of
the respondent, regarding matters such a, age. time in program. sex. ethnic
group. type of change desired in the program or objective in program.
Consensus. If participants' independent selection, cluster around a few

animal, or animal, of the same family this may he indicative of similar
perception, or congruent experiences in the program. A better support for
this inference is if the characteristics ascribed to their selection are also
similar. t g . agreement that this 1, a fast-moving. jerky animal living in a
dangerous environment This consensus can he analyzed for perceptions
of environmental characteristic,. types of problems. resource, and desired
change, Some of this m aerial should he explond in the discussion group
by asking how many agree with certain perception, or asking for additional
examples from those who claim that the program shares certain characteristic,. For example.
I his is a loose program
I n what w ay

"Well. we toke around a lot
"Yeah. we don't have to he serious all the tune We can

(Student I)
(Evaluator)
(Student I)

he spastic

(Student 2
What does that mean'
(Evaluator)
I Ike. as long as we get our IA irk done. vve can goof off while we're
doing it
(Student 3)
Flow far
pursue, examples and types of "goofing off.- "getting the
lob done' and whit detail of utiestions are asked. will determine the richness of the portrayal of the group', tower once in this setting. This approach
can become the equivalent of frame analysis if pressed far enough. but
usually lime constraint, will allow sampling of one or two domains in some
depth while treating other, more briefly For one approach to the intensive
interview process or frame analysis see Cancan (19751 and Metzger and
Williams 11956;
Minions/up%

In addition to degree of consensus or dissension among
respondent,. the evaluator can pursue the quality of relationships either
hetyvei:n self and program or between program and -trivironment. Some
Lharacteristics of the metaphor, themselves are very useful clues to the
quality of communication in the relationship For example. if respondents
select an animal for themselves that does not even exist in the same environment as the animal seleded for the program land likewise for program
and analogs of its enYironment). then the respond-in is also likely to have
diflivillty generating .1 dialogue even in fantasy het% een the two analogs.
One respondent selected an octopus to represent the program and a wild
none for himself only to report that he spent ten minutes trying to imagine
how the two you'd yommiinicate --producing an admittedly ineffectne rc-
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suit. The group of which he was a member also reported a sense eif isolation
Blom their "host" institution and experienced grace difficulties keeping their
program "on track When other participants in this program contributed
their analogic,. nearly all of them had difficulties fantasizing communication
in their metaphors.

This process of identiking partiewant's difficulty in communication can
bring out resources that have not been explored. perceptions that some
members thought they alone had. and reinforcer, the group has been using
to stabilize their relationships
An additional relationship antvlysi, can he conducted on the nature of the
metaphorical animals to each other. prey and predator. host and parasite.
leader and follower. etc. These dimensions can he explored for factors contributing to greater or lesser communication. competition. cooperation. isolation. integration or other relationship qualities
C lanl:C% ot the lima rant Participants can be stimulated to generate very
useful analogs to their situation and desired changes by structuring a dialogue between their metaphor for the program and their metaphor for themseises. Although sometimes their perception of the program is so different
horn themseltes or they create such radically different environment, th4t
communication is difficult for them to imagine. as v.e discussed previously.
Usually with animal analogies this is less of a problem than with analogs
flout other domain. The domain js not itself a problem but merely a tool

for allowing the underlying perception to he communicated. By way or
illustration. (iestalt psychotherapists and psychodrama specialists have a
great deal of success in stimulating dia!ogues between confluaing "parts"
of their clients by having them -bzcome- object, in the room. take the role
of parts in their dream. alternate between different chairs and project themseises into a wide Yaricty of situations. While we in this part of thc paper
are primarily Loncerned with content analysis it should he borne in mind
that the partiLular question or IeLhnique that generates the content is merely
a comeniemc I ikewise the result ha, a meaning only within the system

of whiLh it is a part The Way is not the true way.
the dialogue can contain much useful information about content. But it
is equally useful to attend to the process that the participants manifest in
their dialogue By attending to how the analogs approach each other. how
consersation is initiated. change,s in perception of self and others. many clues
Lan be gained about the nat uric of communication and social interaction in

this program Properly these concerns belong to a discussion of proces,-.
however. it is easy to he misled into an overemphasis upon the content of
the change, proposed by the partiLipants The difficulty with accepting
these changes at face value. is that any well-established practice has a sysHs way of pcuitaiion this ,ontent-oriented bias may adhere to the fundamental
sir (Knife of the world as depmed in Indo-I uropean languages English. in particular.
is so c.onc.retc in its mum emphasis of persqn. place or thing. that a content ha.,
would not he a surprising Lorheci lienc Whatever the extent of linguistic. Lontrihution
to inLrlooking the nisan,e of proLess and style. thc merging of process into repetitiou%
outuuties stiLh as orgamiational si.ripts muli.h of current evaluation technology is
oirwcrned with Lonteni iiiikomes as quantifiable achievements Style. process anti
onicxtwal %ambles are oLa.asionally the sishicka of tnyestigation but Sy and large arc
slipp4,sed to he ontrolled by random assignment and various sampling techniques
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tem of supports and a number of functions not all of which are equally
apparent to the participants. Likewise. participants are much more likely
to understand those behav tors that others could change than they are to
perceive how they contribute to maintaining the behavior to which they
object

/he Vo (haw Reyonw One content response is of particular interest
to analysis of program change. that of "no change.- Some respondents may
report that they are completely satisfied with the program and no changes
are desired. In the unlikely event that the millineum has arrived. the evaluator Will he able to find enormous congruence among responses and the
context to support the participant satisfaction hypothesis. Some actual findings from probes of these responses were that partic;pants felt so isolated
that heir request for "no changes" was a means to avoid the accentuated
helplessness from attempting change and failing. Likewise. respondents may
think that communicating what they want is impossible or irrelevant to the

staff. A useful procedure is to refer to other aspects of the analog. for
example. if the animal portraying the self is isoldie,d in its environment. ask

how its social reeds. and needs for support ale met. The extent of this
probing is largely a function of the objective contracted for with the client
agency In a brief evaluation one may only he able to note some of the
potential contrad.ctions in responses while in a team-development or problem-solving workshop. one may he able to use the contradictions to explore
the Ovens 1+9 which some participants maintain isolation and avoid making
constructive :ontribut ions
Anah vv or /ink rvv
I he process analysis is the area in which context variables are likely to
have their greatest impact Usually it is helpful' to have more than one
evaluator working with the metaphor-generating group so that one can lead
the content while the other assesses the process. In general the process
variables that participants display in the evaluation will replicate in important ways the major program processes. Although the hypothesis that the
micro-script of behavior in the evaluation process will resemble the macroscript of program environment behavior is a largely untested hypothesis
reminiscent of ontogeny recapitulating phlyogeny--enough occurrences have
been observed to suggest that it deserves serious exploration.
Close attention to the process of the participants in the evaluation will
yield a number of areas for questioning in the discussion phase. For example. a group that attested great importance to the staff's ability to tolerate
their "spastic behavior, tolerated continual asides and joking behavior
from one pair who were from time-to-time hushed" by other members.
As another example. a group that reported a great deal of difficulty obtaining
follow -through on their meetings. and complained of lack of leadership and
time-pressure. was the same group that heard an announcement from their
coordinator fifteen minutes into the evaluation process that he would he
leaving early because of a conflict in schedulesthis after he arrived
minutes after the session started'
It is difficult to generative about the process variables that might he important in .t new setting. A few areas frequently are suggested 1 I I How are
the evaluator, received' Arc they working partners. collaborators in an-
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swering questions' Sources of suspicion') Objects for manipulation" (21
How are questions received' Is every question a difficult problem" A matterof-fact inquiry' A stimulation to further information or a guarded response? (3) How do setting and process interact? Be tne participants work
in a cramped. cluttered quarter with numerous techniques to avoid getting
in each other's w..-? In an expansive setting with sometimes loud voices
and sweeping gestures?
When the task is to evaluate a novel process. a mixture of cultures. a
distinctive change in setting or management. the outcomes of the program
may depend equally or more-than-equally upon the program's processes
that influence relationships and communication efficiency and effectiveness.
than upon the content of the program. It is not useful to teach an obsolete
content or produce an iniwanted product by any process. no matter how
desirable. The extremes are not in question. The problem for the contextsensitive evaluator is to assess the relative contribution among processes.
participant expectations. quality of program relationships. communication.
and problem-lolving procedures to program performaice. It would be par-

ticularly helpful to have a baseline of initial expectations of participants
along with their changes in expectations over time as well as the initial goals
tIf the program. Although this information may often be unavailable. except
through selective recall and unknown post facto distortion. a context-sen:
save measure can gather data for such a baseline in the present upon which
to assess future program development.
As more experience is gained in using SIBOM. pattefris of analogies and
program variables wit: be found. Some areas that are suitable for this investigation are management. leadership style. group interaction and com-

munication pattern,. cultural differences and similarities. and time
orientation. Data on these processes are available at several different points
in the evaluation.
First of all. the initial interview provides opportunities for observing how

staff structure their interaction,. how they attempt to influence the evaluatm. their degree of confidence in the outcomes of the evaluation and their
intentions for using the results. If more informant), s necessary at this
stage. a i eful tactic is to ask the staff to predict chetit or student outcomes:
How does the staff think they will be port yed? The staff's accuracy or
inaccuracy and aim rationale for their choicer..can become quite useful as
a source of further inference
/ %second source of process information is from the behaviors of the
participants dining the evaluation. What questions do they ask? How kindly.
suspick)usly. openly etc. do they receive the evaluators? How do they handle ambiguities in the presentation? Fake it? Ask questions of evaluators.
ask peers. leave section blank'? What is the degree of participation in the
discussion? What is the intensity of discussion? How are disagreement, or
divergent perceptions presented. tolerated, rejected?
A third source of process information is from the metaphors themselves.
What processes do the participants describe. act out in fantasy' What dtfticulties do they report in their analogies? Sometimes it is also useful to ask
what difficulties are the analogs avoiding in the reported dialogue. The ways
of investigating the dialogue. the analogical problems and resources, are

limited only by the creativity of the evaluator and the time available to
explore the material. Where reinforcing processes are observed in staff re-
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ception of the evaldators. in student peer interaction and in metaphor process as described by the participants, we are inclined to accept the process
as representativelpf the program context without further questioning. Where
there arowdiscrepancies. it is often most revealing to think about what aspects of this total system would support the observed discrepancy and what
further information would be needed to support the hypothesis. Even if
circumstances or funding will not permit an evaluator follow up on the hypothesis. the question can often be pursued by the participants themselves
as part of the formative equation follow-up.
`e,

EPILOGUF,-2001A METAPHOR
looking back. we can trace the rise and decline of the SIBOM evaluation
fad to- those factors contributing to its initial acceptance and the need to
institutionalize the procedures that led to its decay. Beginning. like a number
of other social innovations. with ob4cure applications on the West Coast
United States. its initial appeal was to California fringe groups who by the
late 1970s had become universally satiated with standardized questionnaires. scales and achievement tests.
By the.time of SIBOM's first formal publication at the Eames n-Michigan
University Ethnoperspectives Forum. education evaluations hail become so

stereotyped and ritualized that some administrators simply mailed in last
years questionnaire responses to the current survey. One enterprising Marin

County administrator reputedly started a betting pool with his staff. the
winner to be the most accurate predictor of the questions that would appear

on the newly appointed evaluation team's survey. In case of a tie on the
questions. the tie would be broken by the best predictor of the average
means on the scale.

SIBOM's appeal was based upon its ability to facilitate the staff's and
others' self-evaluation. Its major drawback is that it lowered the visibility
and demonstrated the need for professional evaluators. The decline of SIBOM can be traced to several attempts to remedy the latter defect. In mid $2 Wadislaw Boguslaw published BOBOM (Boguslaw Ordinal Wised Organizational Model). Decrying the lack of standardized stimuli in SIBOM
evaluations. he produced a set of stimulus pictures with scalable attributes

that could be reliably applied to any programdoing away with "soft"
group process data. He later supported this advance by a study of forty
graduate student group leaders w hose group metaphor outcomes were shown

to be a mere accentuation of their biases after their initial field visit. This
was succeeded by a demonstration by one of his doctoral students from the
Guilliford school that there are 150 cells along four independent factor analytic axis into which the BOBOM outcomes can be situated. (Cf. Journal
ail Irreprodm thle Results, forthcoming.)
Contrary to Boguslaw's approach was the criticism of Silvia Hightower
who demonstrated that the spurious "Instant ethnography" of SIBOM was
greatly improved by use of HOBOM (Hightower Organismic Based Mea-

sureIrreverently known as High Org ). HOBOM combined the data from
multiple participant observers administering a projective test and other measures over a six month period to produce a thorough examination of a school
culture's themes. administrative style. teacher selection and socialization
process and student attitudes.
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In late 1985 Frank Obvious reconciled the warring schools by proposing
a simple ten question format that summarized respondent_ orientations on
a scale of one to five for each question. The refreshing simplicity of this
approach was welcomed by teachers and administrators, dreading the ex- ,
haustive projective test sessions. bewildered by discussions or orthogonal
rotations and irntated by the presence of all these blasted observers. Obvious, who was teaching at a branch of the State University at Big Gap.
Montana prior to the publication of his paper. had beenadministenng his
scales for the decade previous and was quite surprised at' their reception in
Carmel. CA There. being marooned while Big Gap was snowed in. he first
learned how well his scales solved the BOBOM/HOBOM controversies. At
that time he first heard of SIBOM as well. (Personal communication. Satellite phone interview from Bug Gap 1
As for Sims. he diversifed into real estate and now sp nds his winters
and summers in New Zealand and Switzerland. respective
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APPENDIX I
SAMPLE QUESTIONS FOR SIBOM METAPHORS
SIMS IMAGE-BASED ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL (SIBOM)
1: Student perceptions of the program and its characteristics.
I.I. If this program were an animal, what kind ofanima: would it be?
Think about this animal. What qualities does it have that specifically
make it like this program? Write down these qualities if it will help
you remember them later.
1.2. Now imagine beaming this animal. What kind of world do you live
in? What is your environment like to you?
1.3. What qualities, what chatacteristics do you need to survive in this
environment if you are this animal? What qualities does this animal
need to succeed''
1.4. What are the best qualities of this animal'? What are the worst?
2. Student self-perceptions
2.1. If you were an animal, what kind of animal would ydu be?
2.2. What is your animal like? What are its characteristics?
What do you need to do to survive, what does this animal -nee to
do to succeed?
.
2.3. What is this animal's world like? What does it need from its environment? What problems dges it have? What resources?
Does this animal live in monk than one environment? What..are the
differences? Has the environment changed for the animal in the last
year? In what ways?
2.4. What are the best qualities of this animal? The worst?
3. Student Program Relationships
3.1. Think of the first program animal again and imagine that this animal
and your animal meet somewhere. What would they think about
each other? What would they say to eac'other?
3.2.. What problems are they likely to have in getting along? What resources do they have for solving these problems?
3.3. Are there other kinds of animals in their environment? What kinds
are they? What do these others think about the program animal and
about your animal?
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Student e Dectations, wishes

4 I If you nad the power to change anything you wanted about either
your animal or the program animal, what would you change''
.1 .. .LJ nw could you get the anirr
to make this change"
4 3 Imawe that the change that .nt wanted wa, made. what else would
be different'' How would you act differently''
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Past efforts in the evaluation of bilingual education programs have largely
relied on the use of pre-post evaluation designs employing standardized tests
administered to treatment and comparison groups at the beginning and the
end of a school year Although this approach has been used frequently. the
pre-post design by itself provides no basis for reliably assessing the quali-

tative aspects of the treatment and comparison conditions such as staff
education and teaching skills. the arpropriateness of the curriculum approaches. the extent to which bilingual teaching and curricula are actually
implemented. and administrative and community receptivity and support.

1

As Cummins (1977) has pointed out. education evaluations that ignore class-

room interactions and instead aggregate data from different types of programs having different objectives. operating under different sociocultural
conditions. and serving children with varying levels of first and second
language. abilities. are not likely to be interpretable. Unless empirical and
reliable measures of the independent variable are taken into account. it is
difficult to achieve an understanding of how bilingual education affects children or to identify interventions that would promote specific outcomes for
bilingual children (Cohen and Laosa. 1976: CeLter for Applied Linguistics.
4:1

(.1

,-

1977. Intercultural Development Research Associates. 1977. Paulston. 1977).

The selection of standardized tests for use as dependent variables. also
has introduced limitations in the interpretation of bilingual education 4valuation data. These limitations are largely inherent in the statistical properties of the instruments. i e.. in their reliability and validity. This situation
is further compounded when the tests are administered to populations that
are culturally or linguistically different from those populations for which
the tests were normed The continued evaluation of bilingual programs requires evaluation approaches that reliably assess qualitative aspects of both
she independent and dependent variables A guiding concein is the improve.
ment of precision in defining the properties of the independent and dependent variables. This paper sets forth an evaluation model developed for a
national evaluation of Spanish-English pre-school curriculum models that
attempts to meet these concerns.
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BACKGROUND
In 1975. ACYF initiated an effort intended to address the specific needs
of Spanish-speaking Head Start children. This program. known as the Head
Start Strategy for Spanish-speaking Children. sought .to foster preschool
bilingual/bicultural education programs through bilingual/multicultural cur-

riculum 'development, competency-based bilingual/bicultural training for
Head Start classroom staff, the development of a National Bilingual/Multicultural Resource Network for Head Start programs. and research focus-

ing on Spanish-speaking children. In conjunction with the curriculum
development effort, the Research. Demonstration and Evaluation Division
of ACYF funded Juarez ai d Associates. an independent management consulting firm. to carry out an evaluation of their implementation.
The Head Start bilingual/multicultural curriculum development effort is
based on the assumptions that one curriculum model would not satisfy the
diverse needs of Head Start centers serving Spanish-speaking communities
throughout the country and that expericr:,:es provided for children whose
primary language is other than English must be in the language they know
best (Arenas 19781. Between 1976 and 1979, Head Start funded four institutionsThe University of California Santa Cruz: Columbia Teachers Col-

lege. High Scope Educational Research Foundation, and Intercultural
Development Reseaich Associatesin an experimental effort involving the
development of four distinct bilingual/bicultural preschool curriculum models
for use with Spanish-speaking preschool children. Although the curriculum
models were based on different theoretical approaches, all of them were

intended for application in settings wnere instruction occurs in two languages. Each provides individualized experiences according to a child's

language and developmental needs. In addition. all incorporate multicultural
references that facilitate cognitive and social growth.
The curriculum development and implementation effort occurred over a
three year period. During the first year each curriculum model was designed
in consultation with parents and staff of a cooperating Head Start program.
In the second year. a pilot implementation of each curriculum model took
place within a Head Start center. During the third year. each model was
fully implemented in two additional Head Start centers that had no previous
experience with the curriculum models. The data collected for the evalua

Iron are based on this third and final year of the curriculum development
and implementation activities. The evaluatior, activities were carried out
concurrently with the development. piloting, and implementation activities
of the curriculum model developers.
During the first year. the evaluators selected instruments in two languages

that were appropriate for use with young children, developed interviews
and questionnaires, assessed the suitability of recommended sites and revised the initial design. During the second year. all instruments and their
adminttration proCedures were piloted and revised and an extensive naturalistic observation component was developed and piloted. The third year.
which corresponded to the third year of the curriculum development project. encompassed pre- and posttesting of children. classroom observations
at the demonstratKm sites, and analyses of the data collected. The evaluation was designed to provide information c.n the following:
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goals of the evaluation. Specific criteria for screening the instruments included: (1) measurement validity: (2) reliability. (3) appropriateness for target population. (4) appropriateness of test format and (5) feasibility of
administration. The criteria employed in assessing each of these items are
listed in Table I. The reader is referred to the Review and Recommendation
for the Test Battery for an extensive discussion of the procedures for selection (Moll. L.. et al.. Juarez and Associates. 1978).

TABLE 1*
TEST ANALYSIS CRITERIA
The following test analysis criteria evolvokfrom the specific needs of the
Bilingual:Bicultural Held Start Evaluation and were influenced in format
by criteria previously developed through The Center for Studies in Evaluation. University of California. Los Angeles.
I. Measurement Validity
I. Item Selectionrefers to how effectively the test items are described and justified
2. Face Validityrefers to how well the test measures specific goal
behaviors as determined by a panel of experts
3. Construct Validityrefers to the relationship of test items to an
underlying construct. In other :cords. does the
test measure what it purport! to measure?
4. Concurrent Validityrefers to how well a particular test correlates
with another well-reputed test
S. Predictive Validityrefers to how predictive a particular test is in
reference to another subsequent behavioral
criterion.
(I Content Validityrefers to how closely a test correlates to a specific
curriculum
H. Rehabshiv
I

Test-retest Reliabilityrefers to how well a test relates to individual
repeated trials over time
2. Internal Consistencyrefers to how coherently or consistently the
test measures a given behavioral dimension

III. Is Tet Decomed ficr Tanta Population'
I Utilization by Hispanicswhat particular ethnic groups have preciously utilized this test?
2. Utilization by Other Programs/Evaluationswhat other programs
or evaluation projects have used this
test?

3. Geographical Locationwhat parts of the country have utilized this
test?

4. On What Age Group i, Test Normed?
5. Translation based on which ethnic group?
6 Pilot Testedon what groups has test been piloted'

IV lest Format
1

Visual/Auditory Attractivenesswould preschoolers he attracted to
this test instrument?
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2. Timing/Pacingis- it appropriate for preschoolers?
3 Level of Comprehensionhow appropriate is the test's content for
preschoolers? (This includes concepts.
syntax. and vocabulary of instructions I
V. FeaAltnlit I f Admuustratum
I. Size of test group

2. Administrationrefers to the quantity of prerequisite training required in order to administer the test
3. Administration Time
4. Ease of Scoringhow simple is the scoring procedure?
S. Score Interpretationhow are scores reported/interpreted (frequencies. norms. percentiles. etc.)?
6. Cost

Exhaustive search and development efforts led to the following
recommendations:

I. Language Preference El Circo/Circus--Language Check
I. Language Prod:a-nonEl CircolCircusDimelo 74/You Say It Bilingual Syntax Measure (English & Spanish)
3. Language ComprehensionEl Circo/CircusEscuchen Este Cuento/
Listen to the Story
4. Concept Development Preschool Inventory (Spanish & English)
5. Soceoemotional DevelopmentA rating form of specified behaviors
Upon selection of the child impact instrument battery. extensive prepiloting. piloting and revision procedures were conducted. The results of khese
procedures are discussed in the phase II Report of the Pilot Study Regults.
(Chesterfield. R.. et al.. Juarez and Associates. Inc.. 1979).
In addition to the child impact testing. parents and Head Start classroom
staff were interviewed at the beginning and end of the Head Start year for
purposes of assessing impact. Parent interviews were intended to assess:

(I) attitudes and knowledge about education in general and bilingual education in particular; (2) expectations and aspirations regarding their child's
educational and vocaticnal achievement: and (3) involvement in the child's
learning experiences in both the preschool setting and at home.
Data were also obtained on a number of parental background characteristics. Head Start classroom staff completed a questionnaire designed to
provide information on: ( I) their understanding of what is meant by the

terms "bilingual" and "bicultural" in the context of an early childhood
program: (2) their attitudes toward Spioish-dominant and bilingual Head
Start children and their parents; (3) their willingness to include parents as
well as information collected from them in the instructional program: and
(4) their se:isitivity to the special ethnic and linguistic characteristics of
Spanish-dominant and bilingual Head Start children and their abilit, to
incorporate these characteristics in a positive fashion in the teaching and
learning process.

From Moll. 1978
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Observational Criteria

In addition to the testing and interview component of the evaluation, an
extensive observational component was added tothe evaluation design. This
component was intended to provide data that would allow both the nature

of within-classroom interaction and the process of implementation to be
characterized. Specifically, the information gained through naturalistic observations was intended to: ( I) complement the resuhs of the psychometric
impact measures, thereby adding to the interpretive power of the original
factorial design of the study; (2) provide criteria for assessing the extent to
which the treatment was implemented: (3) furnish descriptive data on individuals participating as subjects in the study; and (4) provide in-depth
analyses related to the feasibility of implementing the models in other settings.

At one of the two sites implementing each curriculum model a full-time
participant researcher (PR) was present for the entire year. These sites are
referred to as the re..earch-intensive sites. In addition to the four participant
researchers, four implementation researchers (IRs) were hired and trained
to collect information on the degree of implementation in the classrooms of
the second site where each model was being used. Each researcher, who
was bilingual and had experience in early child::Lod education, gathered
data by means of implementation forms and ethnographic notes. Participant
researchers also conducted focused observations of individual children by
means of time and event samples.
Tim' and Event Samples
These data-gathering procedures were organized to provide systematic
classroom observations of behaviors related to language, concept and socioemotional development exhibited by a subset of fifteen children per curriculum model at three preselected time periods over the course of the
evaluation year. Individual children were observed for equal amounts of
time in three types of events: (1) structured interactions between the children and the teacher or other adults; (2) those events that emphasized adultchild interactions but were relatively unstructured; and (3) situations organized to emphasize child-child interactions.

Implementation Forms

These instruments consisted of model specific checklists, frequency
counts, rating scales and informal interview schedules. The data collected
focused on the degree to which each curriculum model was implemented in
each of the experimental classrooms over the course of the Head Start year.
Data were collected for three, two-week periods at each of the eight sites
and this information was organized into categories related to classroom
setting, schedule and organizaticn, materials, individual behavior and instructional strategies.
Ethnographic Notes

These data were gathered in the form of narrative accounts, logs and
inventories that were maintained over the course of the Head Start year.
These procedure were used to gather information on the aspects of the
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general context of the study, such as the language use of the community
and specific events external to the classroom (e.g.. inclement weather) that
might be related to the implementatio9 of the curriculum models. as well
as to examine in-classroom behaviors from the perspective of the actors
themselves.

Thus two principal types of observational data were collected: child. parent. and teacher behavior data. and data on the characteristics of and implementation procedures followed at each site. Child competency on a
number of the constructs was assessed through observations of behavior
within the classroom. Written protocols of the observations were made on
a selected group of experimental children at each of the research ,ntensive
sites. These observations were coded for behaviors identified as objectives
of the curriculum models. The areas sampled were those of Ill language
development. In language comprehension and recall. 131 concept development. and (4) socioemotional development. In terns of language development. behaviors related both to linguistic competence and functional language
competence. two areas who tapped by items on the psychometric measures
of language acquisition and language production. were examined.
Observed behaviors related to language comprehension focused on the

ability to recall events or tell a story, as did certain items of the comprehension test. Behaviors in the area of concept development included events
related to visual discrimination. serration. sequencing. matching/classification. spatial and time relationships, symbolic representation and utilization
of objects. Socioemotional development focused on school readiness, self
esteem. and motivation.
Data on the nature and extent of implementation over time were recorded
on a series of implementation forms. These data were based on teachers
activities in the classrooms. physical organization of the rooms, organization of individuals within the classroom. materials available. and other topics of interest. The selection of this set of observational criteria was based

on the objectives for each curriculum model. This procedure provided a
basis for assessing the congruence between classroom activities as intended

by the curriculum models and those activities that were actually implemented within a classroom or site. It is apparent that the manner in which
a treatment is implemented in a classroom affects the behavior of participants in the program. Program participants. in turn, respond to classroom
practices in ways that will influence the way in which a curriculum is implemented. Accordingly. the behaviors of subsample children as recorded
through ethnographic notes and focused observations were also used in
assessing implementation. Further, the observational data on individual children were used to assess :hange o'er time across various developmental
domains. as they furnished a series of observations on the behaviors of
students in specific contexts designed to encourage certain behaviors. Finally. ethnographic notes taken outside the classroom permitted the identification of constraints and obstacles to implementation of a given model
at a particular Head Start Center or is :ertain locales.

Analytic. Utility
The following examples illustrate how observational data gathering can
be used to increase the utility and reliability of test and interview finc!'..igs.
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Let us presume that an analysis of Covariance (ANCOVAI is performed
comparing Spanish-speaking experimental group children to their Spanishspeaking preschool control group counterparts on measures of I II English
acquisition: (2) English comprehension: and (31 use of concepts in Engles!).
Let us now presume that significant differences favoring the experimental
children are found on each of the criterion measures.
Data obtained on siniations outside of the classroom allow an analysis of
the predominant language of the home and community settings. Implementation data allow a comparison of preschool English instruction for control
group and experimental group children on criteria such as regularity and
systematic aspects of English language preschool instruction. Child impact

observations allow an examination of the relative frequency of different
types of utterances and of the instructional discourse that the children engaged in over the course of the preschool year. These child impact data can
be characterized both in terms of developmental trends for the children and
classroom situations providing practice in the language of interest.
Figure I provides a hypothetical situation in which there is a consistent
trend over the course of the preschool year toward the use of more English.
The following steps can be employed to analyze the meaning of this trend
toward English acquisition, and to assess English comprehension. A first

step might involve a comparison of the ratio of complete to incomplete
sentences over the course of the preschool year and an analysis of the
number of English words used over the course of the preschool year. Next.
the quality of English language reproduction can be assessect in terms of
structure. i.e.. the use of past. present and future ten?es and noun plural-

FIGURE I
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izations. This data analyzing technique can also he applied to Spanish language use for these same children.
An observational focal point for preschool concept development might
include activities related to prereading and premath. Prereading activities
might include group songs and recitations that require frequent imitations
of actions and sounds that are associated with symbolic representations and
other forms of construct development. Similarly. activities that emphasize

shapes. color and sizeattributes of objectscan be employed to assess
visual discrimination aspects of concept development.
The experiences of a child whom we shall call Bonda illustrate the level
of data that can be obtained on classroom practices over the preschool year.
Minna . one of the younger children in her classroom. was an attractive
girl with stunning large dark eyes. Considered by her teachers to be one of
bie brighter children. she was attentive in all classroom activities and often
spontaneously answered questions out of turn in her eagerness to participate. Although she was Spanish-preferring. her mother and older siblings
spoke to her in English at times. and by the end of the year she was able
to effectively communicate in both languages After two months in the
program. Bonita's developing competence in Spanish as well as limited re.ceptive abilities in English were evident. The speech sample below is taken

from a curriculum lesson on the meaning of "alto" and -bajo-.
Teacher: , "Our du r aqui '
Bonita
stilt, lo se
Teacher
(Held up flannel hoard signs depicting the concept of "hap.- )
Bonita 4 ham
leacher
iXeld up sign depicting -alto )

Bonita: Arnim.
Teacher Alit, Verb good. You know .
I fumed her attention to Bonitifs restless classmates):
(Medal! Olefin.
. lc' est(' roriando mini
(imitating the teacher's attention to her classmates behavior).

B01111.1: Susie..

Although she frequently used complete utterances in Spanish and could
correctly employ the present tense. her use of the reflexive was still imperfect. as was her masters' of lexical items for concepts in Spanish. While the
teacher encouraged the use of her first language by supplying her with the
correct answer. -alto." she also exposed her to English by reinforcing her
second language At the same time. Bonita was responding correctly to the
teachers directives in English:

feachpr.Bonna. Bonita. come here.
Bonita
(Leaving her place at the table where she was working on
a puzzle to go to the art area and saying in a wafting tone
to her classmate seated nearby):

Na(4 tri a citlarrar ('Ste
(Returned to the puzzle )

/a lino
While exhibiting once again her still immature linguistic system in Spanish.
as evident from her incorrect use of the irregular past tense. she was able
to respond to directives in English. and used isolated English vocabulary

.
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wArds in code-switching. She was observed around the same time periodically correcting her peers' mispronunciation of her young "boyfriend's"
name in English.
Near the end of the school year. Bonita's use of English had increased
to the point where she could successfully carry on a conversation. During
meal time, for example. spurred by the motivation of communicating with
her English-preferring male friend, she was observed .using complete sentences in English and repeatedly employing yes-no questions, with variable
use of the do-AUX. one of the most difficult morphemes for Spanish speakers to acquire:

Bonita: You like crispy, Tommy?
(referring to the chicken lunch for the day).
Do you like that? Tommy. you like this?
Although she omitted a noun referent for "crispy.'" her meaning was clear.
Late in the year. Bonita's periodic code-switching continued, although
she was now using Spanish to substitute for unknown English words, in
contrast with her strategy in the early part of the year. During a curriculum
lesson involving the identification of vocabulary for colors and animals.
Bonita exhibited this tendency. as well as a mastery of a surprising number
and variety of English lexical items:
Teacher: What color is the ttata.

Bonita: Black . . vampirms . . . and gray . . . acti
(pointing to her neck).
Teacher:
(Continued the exercise by holding up colored animal cards
and asking "What color . . . 1")
Bonita:
(Continued with her rapid identification):
Baby cow. Brown and white .
Penguin, black and white.
Baby horse.
Donkey.
Dog. Pink and Plack. Los ()jos black.
Red bird.
The corn es yellow.
Boat. alligator, seal, shark. rooster . .
Teacher.

.

(Finally, the teacher tired of Bonita*. zd(husiasm. which
tended to intimidate the other children. and she complained):

No mils. Bonita. Dixon Uvs. tambien.

.

Although Bonita.% use of the article was variable (e.g.. "red bird" versus

"the corn"). she used correct word order, preceding the noun with the

adjective. Hence the analysis of the child's interactions as recorded in fieldnotes allows a characterisation of the children's speech within the classroom
context not possible through test results alone. It is therefore possible to
show that by the end of the year the child was able to respond to the varied
and more complex English forms being directed to her by the teachers, as
well as meet her communicative needs with her English-speaking classmates.
A second hypothetical example points out the importance of characteriting the implementation process when evaluating bilingual programs. Implementation scores can be calculated for each of the dassrooms at the site

for each point in time and for each of five implementation areasi.e..
IOW
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schedule and organization, physical setting, instructionarmaterials, individual behaviors and instructional strategies
For purposes of exploratory analysis. classrooms can be classified in
terms of degree of implementation. A composite score can be derived by
adding the total scores for each time frame and obtaining the mean score.
Classrooms can then be ranked HI terms of high degree of implementation
and low ,mplementation. Figures 2 and 3 compare children from high implementation classrooms with those from low implementation ones. as well
as to their control group cohorts. on the various language and behavior

r

measures.

FIGURE 2
Adjusted Mean Scores on English Concept Development Measures foi
Implementation. Low implementation and Control Group Pre-sc'trol Classrooms.
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f or illustrative purposes let us say that results on the measures sustain
the trends found in the implementation analysis. As would be expected.
children in the high implementation classroom score higher in English concept desclopment than do children in the other two groups (Figure 2). These
children also outperform both their experimental and control group peers
on .Spanish acquisition measures (Figure 3). However the low implementation children score significantly higher than both high imple.nentation and

I

i

.

control children in English language acquisition (Figure 3). In examining
Figure 4. which represents the indivie _al behavior category of the implementation analysis. we find that these differences between the high and low
implementation classrooms can be explained by the fact that the children
in the low implementation classrooms were exposed to more English than
were the children in the high implementation classrooms. Thus. the observatilmal component can he used to explain results that may seem inconsistent with overall findings
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FIGURE 3

Adjusted mean scores on English L
age Acquisition and Spanish Language Acquisition measures for High Implementation. Low Implementation
and Pre-School Control Group Classrooms.
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FIGURE 4
Percent of English and Spanish usage by teacher aides in the high and low
implementation classrooms
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DISCUSSION
In summary, this paper has presented a methodological approach that
int'.grates quantitative and qualitative procedures in evaluating the effects
of bilingual/bicultural Head Start programs on young children. It is argued
that by linking observations and psychometric instruments to a particular
set of phenomena. increased reliability can be achieved by allowing an indepth examination of both process and outcome variables. Thus, although
the qualitative data collection should not be viewed as an ethnography per
se. the focused approach we have taken may be more useful than a "holistic" one in the context of an evaluation study.
A strength of the multimethod approach is that the participantesearchels' observations provide sufficient data to avoid emphasizing irrelevant
aspects of the curriculum and help the evaluators document accurately the
actual nature of the treatment. The qualitative analysis adds to the likelihood
of accurately assessing the skills of individual children and change inothose
skills over time. Additionally. the use of an interactional analytic process in
which inform i derived by quantitative methods is compared and eontraqed to rt, ail., gathered through qualitative means, enables a more spe-

cific and accurate interpretation of the consequences of the complex
interactions between the children. the teacher and the task environments

that aie intended to promote the curricular goals of the models being
evaluated

Finally. the approach suggested here allows for systematic study of many
issues of concern to teacher trainers. program staff. and policy planners
with attention to both program processes and outcomes. The various ways
of collecting data can enable interested parties to determine which factors
hinder or promote accurate ,:ogram implementation in different ettings.
which are the positive common aspects of several different curricula. and
what are the consequences or participating in such bilingual curriculum
programs ler students. parents and teachr--
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Microethnography represents a major effort by educational researchers
to ground their investigations of schooling in what actually occurs in the
classroom.' A basic premise of all microethnographic studies is that social
events such as formal lessons, counseling sessions and other learning acts
are interactional accomplishments (Mehan. 1978, 1979, 1980: McDermott,
1976). Hence, a primary goal of such studies is to characterize the social
organization of lessons or other educational events by describing in detail
the interactional work c: the participants that assemble these events. A
concomitant goal of microethnograpy is to specify the educational consequences that these processes have for the students.
The aim of this paper is to discuss several interrelated features of microethnography that are particularly relevant and useful for the study of
bilingual schooling. I will argue that this interactional approach provides us
with a powerful way to systematically study the organization of bilingual
learning environment, identify areas of difficulty and suggest concrete interventions for beneficial change. A recent study conducted in a bilingual
school (Moll, Estrada, Diaz and Lopes. 1980) will be used to illustrate the
following key aspects of microethnography: ( 1 1 the use of videotape as a
data collection tool. (2) the participation of teachers as co- researchers, (3)
the study of context as an interactional notion, (4) the use of communicative
activities as unit of analysis, and (5) a focus on the role of the adult in the
construction of learning environments.2 I will conclude with a discussion
of the implications of this approach for the study of learning in bilingual
programs.
Before undertaking a discussion of these issues. I will preface by briefly
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mentioning microethnography's close, but often overlooked connection to
the traditional ethnographic method of study. Trueba and Wright (19801. fer
example, have pointed out that microethnography developed as a coniem-

porary extension to the ethnographic method and, as such, shares with
traditional ethnography, as practiced, by cultural anthropologists, several
key principles of fieldwork and interpretation.
Ethnography is an attempt to describe and understand a culture, a way
of life, or a specific cultural event or practice, such as child rearing, from

the "native" point of view. It is the task of any ethnographer to study
people's actions and the concrete circumstances in which these actions take
place. Similarly, the unit of study in microethnography is always organismenvironment interaction. This emphasis leads to a view of a person as an

active, creative part of his or her environment. i.e.. the focus is on concerted activity (behaving) rather than on the individual as an agent of action
I
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apart from that environment. Further. such studies recognize people as the
most salient parts of each environment. Therefore. in microethnography.

"a person's behavior is best described in terms of the behavior of those
immediately about that person. those with whom the perscu is doing interactional work in the construction of recognizable social scenes or events"
(McDermott and Roth. 1978: p. 321). Out of such interactions come the
"structures" that some sociologists and anthropologists consider to exist
on a separate "macro" level. The position of microethnography is that the

"macro-micro" distinction is a false one: this dichotomy clouds the often
complex ways in which seemingly independent structures are constructed
from and emerge out of social scenes and events.

There are other important similarities between ethnography and microrthnography that deserve mention. For example. both arc highly struc-

tured and systematic enterprises that involve "rules of evidence and
inference" that must be applied to data before generalizations can be legitimately made. Central to our present discussion. however. is an essential
requirement shared by both approaches: that all research "studies take into
account the insiders (native) perspective in the analysis and interpretation
of behaviors. To fulfill this requirement. traditional ethnographers rely exh 'vely on the insights of native informants and on immersion into the

ma. .e culture to obtain the insider's point of view (Spradley. 1980). In a
similar fashion. classroom researchers rely on naturalistic observations, interviews. and. as will be discussed in a later section. on the use of teachers
as collaborators in the research enterprise.
These two traditions of study differ. in the nature and the scope of work.
as well as on Ito level of specificity of the descriptions and accounts generated (see, Trueba and Wright. 1980, for amore complete discussion of
these issues). For example. traditional ethnographies tend to be relatively
holistic and general. as when there is an attempt to describe the whole way
of life of a tribe. community or society. -Accordingly.-these -studies involve
extended fieldwork and the use of native informants and long term participant observations to provide general and full descriptions of events (see
Spradley, 1980). In contrast. microethnographies usually focus on the organization of particular and specif behavioral interactions in specific institutional- settings. Here. researchers also rely on long term observations.
but supplement these observations by the use of videotape recorders to
provkl: detailed descriptions of the behavioral interactions of individuals in
specific contexts and the relationshp among these contexts. The remainder
of tnis paper will focus on these aspects of microethnography and their
relevance to the study or bilingual schooling.

7/1c Uw of Audio-maid Re( only
In microethnography. as well as in all other approaches that include the
collection rf naturalistic observations. behaviors constitute the research evidence. But as Bloom (1978, has noted, any description of behavior will be
necessarily contrained by the process of observation:
-.,..soon as one
gins to record, describe. and interpret behavior A.
there 1, a loss of information. and successive reducticns of the data
continue to restrict and limit their informative power. For example.
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once an event is recordedwhether recorded by hand or by electronic
audio or video tape recordersomething is necessarily left out of the
record. The microphone and the camera. much less the eye. the ear.
and the hand. can never preserve the detail. nuance. and complex circumstances of events. The process of transcription reduces mechanically recorded data further and provides another constraint on the
available information: it is not possible to copy off the richness of tone
and detail that can be preserved on tape And as soon as one begins to
categorize events for the purpose of description. then other possible
categories are automatically ignored: "Description involves division
and classification which excludes other Possible divisi.ms and classifications and hence other possible descriptions.' (Beer. 1973. p.53). The
at- ginal behavior. being a temporal event. only leaves a residue of information in the record that is made of it and the ultimate interpretation
that is given to it. However. depending upon how act orate a record it
made of the es tvit in the hut plate and hem act ettthle the record it Jor
rah, mon and ret lat ctlit anon it ts possible to expbre and ei ablate tut t et cis e At heme% Jur categonzatuni. IBloom. 1978. p.2. emphasis added).

It is precisely because of these reasons that microethnographers supplement classroom observations by means of videotape or film. The speed of
action and simultaneous occurrence of classroom events make it difficult to

report on specific behaviors fully by means of field notes or other data
recording devices. There is an unavoidable loss of information that precludes reevaluation or interpretations of the original behaviors. Videotaped
events provide the microethnographer with retrievable behavioral data in
close to _original. form. As Mehan. 11979)_point. out. videotape-recordings
serve as an "external memory" that allows researchers and piactitioners
to examine interactions extensively and repeatedly. This allows the validity
of the interpretations to he open for inspection. Disconfirming evidence and
alternative interpretations of the data can be seriously entertained.
The use of videotaping. however. creates a legitimate concern over pos-

sible reactivity or observer effects due to the presence of outsiders and
strange equipment in the classroom. Although it is unlikely that reactivity
cdn be totally eliminated or controlled. it can be systematically reduced and
monitored. For example. several visits can be made to the classroom before

the collection of actual data in order to introduce the participants to the
equipment and to the taping procedures. During the initial visits. teachers
and students can be taped in an informal manner and given the opportunity
to view themselves on the monitor. In subsequent visits. all are asked to
ignore the equipment and engage in regular classroom activities as they are
being taped It has been my experience that by the third or fourth visit the
participants are 4irtually accustomed to the presence of outsiders and to
the equipment The tapes can be shown to the teachers who can help cosfirm if the events look "natural'. or representative of everyday classroom
behaviors. During the course of the study. records can be kept to monitor
or account for any unusual disruption of the regular classroom routine.'
the Ii se of retu her% as Co-reteart hers

As with any study that is ethnographic in nature. a goal is to "make
contact" or obtain the "insiders perspective or point of view about the
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events observed. One aim is to ensure that the deicriptions and interpretations of the classroom events accurately account for the factors or social
constraints that help organize teacher and student behaviors. Mehan (1979)
this obtaining convergence between researchers' and participants' perspectives. The goal here is to ensure that .he structure that the researcher
sees in events is the same one that orients the participants in those events.
Consequently. teacher participation in microethnography goes beyond
their consent to be videotaped and studied. and includes an expanded rok
as paid consultants or collaborators (cf.. Wallat. Green. Marx. Conlin and
Heramis. 1981). The primary goal is to ensure adequate teacher input during
the planning and implementationbf the project and
the analysis and
interpretation of the information collected (for the teacher perspective on
the collaborative rok. see Quinsaat..19110). In the study reported below
collaboration was accomplished in the, following manner:
First, planning meetings were scheduled regularly with the teachers. The
purpose of the initial meetings was to explain the study and discuss their
role as participants. In particular. we explained our interest in exploring the
role of communicative activities in determining how and what children learn
in a bilingual setting. We also discussed the comparative nature of the study

design and how we intended to organize data collection. Two separate classrooms offering separate instruction in Spanish and English were involved
in the study. Both of the teachers were asked to specify those classroom
activities they as practitioners regarded-as most relevant or important for
study. poen 01.IL evteetult 'a coos:144 .les.sons_or events across clas,sroonn s ,
_They suggested we °bum the reading lessons because they are pedagogically important events and represented an excellent opportunity to observe
the same children in both Spanish and English engaging in similar curricular
activities. After :his teacher-researcher discussion. it was decided that the
reading lessons would become the focus of study.
fhe teachers were also interviewed regarding the-placement of children'
into ability groups and how these placements were determined. In addition.
;nformation was also gathered on the details of the instructional model as
implemented. Also thscu%sed were real-life constraint,. such as the (eachcr..", schedules. any further demands or commitments they had. and the

time they could realistically devote to the project. Practjcal matters were
taken care of. such as the development and mgnipg ofteachcr consent ;um%
describing their roles as collaborators. the amount of remuneration they
were to receive and their right to request not to tape any particular event
or to erase any scene tney desired. No such request was ever made during
the study In addition. we solicited teacher suggestions about where to place
the videotape equipment in the classroom so as-to minimize disruption.
Secondly. after a series of lessons were videotaped, "viewing sessions"

were scheduled at one of the teacher's homes (for more information on

"viewing sessions-. sec Shuy and Griffin. 1978). The goal of these sessions
was to ascertain the representativeness of the lessons taped. discuss any
observable disruption in the class routine owing to the presence of outsiders
and videotape equipment. and generate teacher impressjons of the lessons
taped before any specific hypotheses were developed or issues raised. The
format of these initial viewing sessions was informal and the teachers were
simply invited to view the tape at their own pace and stop the tape at any
time to comment on any aspects of the interactions These comments were
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recorded on audiotapes and field notes. It should be emphasized that these

were not structured interviews but a chance for the teacher to express
their feelings and opinions on what they were observing.
Later viewing sessions followed a more structured research agenda. During these latter sessions teachers were shown preselected segments and
asked specific questions about the ongoing interactions. The questions had
been generated during the in-depth analysis of the videotapes. Issues explored included reasons for choosing a particular focus of instruction. teacher
perceptions of the children's competence. the coordination of lessons within

and across classrooms. the role of aides and the use of materials, and
teacher training.
Conte a

Another characteristic of the nucroethnographiS-ais significant for bilingual investigations is the emphasis on context as a major determinant of human behavior. An important analytic task is to "place" or
--integrate" the participant's interactional activities as part of the particular
context of occurrence. In this sense. context is not limited to the physical
location or the characteristics of the participants. although these are clearly
influential. Context is an interactional notion: it is constituted by what the
participants are doing. which is only partly conditioned by where and when
they are doing it (Erickson and Shultz. 19771.

A very similar idea is proposed by Fortes (1970) in his discussion of
traditional forms of education. For Fortes the interactional contest is
called "social space" and it's function is- alptcussed in connection with the
growing child's interactions with his or her environments. Fortes characterized the social space as "the part of the society and habitat that the child
is in effective contact with" and emphasized. as we will. the crucial role of
adults in controlling access to. and behavior in. toe important contexts of
adult life.
Thus. the microethnographic approach zmphasizes the study of schooling
and learning as i onieri-hound m iiviir. This interactional concept of context
is particularly important for the study of classrooms that may include stir dents and teachers from different ethnic groups who speak two languages
with various degrees of luency. In such dynamic settings interactional contexts may shift rapidly from one moment to the next: the research strategy
must try to account for these changes by studying the actual process of
interaction between an individual and his environment. not just a static
measure of the prtiducts of interactions.
( onununu alum

In most cases. particularly in classrooms. person-environment interactions consist of communications between and among people for the specific

purpose of problem solving. In addition. the activity wt call leaning or
problem solving always involves many partial goals. the achievement of
which requires joint. collaborative activity by teacher and students. Hence.
in the study of any learning activity. the unit of analysis becomes the system
of acts that comprise learning. Consequently. a critical task in the microethnographic analysis of classroom behaviors becomes a careful and detailed
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description of the learning activity (e.g., readi--flessons) in context, as
jointly produced or assembled by the teachers and students. Such sequences include the initiation of questioning by the teacher and the complementary answering of questions by students. the distribution and use of
educational materials: i.e., and all jointly- assembled communicative and
educative interactions between teacher and students that characterize the
learning contexts.
Probably more than any of the other instructional areas, a bilingual curriculum focuses attention on the development of language proficiency. The
entphasis, however, has been on a general or global language proficiency as
- usually assessed by standardized tests. Because it is treated as a self-containedoscorable abiliey. language proficieitcy is commonly analyzed independent of its role or function in specific academic or lesson domains (Cf..
Griffin and Shuy, 19781. Within the present approach. we want to be able
to describe the communicative activities that make up lesson environments
of which language is a part, rather than deal with language as an abstract
formal system.
For example. in his study of an ethnically-mixed classroom in San Diego.
Mehan (19791 presents a detailed and formalized analysis of nine different
lessons in which he clearly depicts the classroom as an integrated interactional system. His analysis reveals an orderly and hierarchically structured
organization of behaviors that control the interactions. tasks. and language
production of the students. He describes lessons as a series of initiationreply-evaluation sequences between teachers and students. That is, an act
initiated by one classroom participant, usually the teacher, is followed by
a reply. usually by the student, which in turn is most often followed by a

teacherevatuatiorrof the reply:This ordered-set-of-moves occurs with great
regularity and contains the primary mechanisms that constitute the formal
lesson or learning environments in which children are asked to develop
skills. To be competent respondents in classroom lessons. students must be
able to understand the instructional function implied in the teacher's speech
acts. and provide replies that are appropriate both in form and content (see
Mehan. 1979).

The type of interactional structures described by Mehan constitute most
formal classroom lessons. The role of the adult in implementing systematic
variations in the organization of the communicative acts that make up lessons is critics'. because these variations may produce differential learning
conditions for students. In that respect. the adult is ultimately responsible
for defining the nature of the intellectual experiences that children ercounter in school. This role of the adult will be examined more closely in the
following section.
The Role of The Adult
As mentioned earlier. classroom microethnographies are concerned with
how participants organic' events like formal lessons and with the implications that these processes have for the students. An early example is Philips'
(1972) study of the cultural organization of social relatior.ships in the Warm
Springs Indian reservation in central Oregon. She identified and described
the different ways that adults and children organize verbal interactions in
social situations that occur in the classrooms and in the community. She
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contrasted these two environments and found important differences in the
"participant structures- or ways of interacting found in each setting. The
key difference involved the role of the adult in the interactions. Briefly put.
at school. during the implementation of the curriculum. the adult usually
controlled all communicative activity by questioning. allocating (urns. deciding who should talk and when. and so on. In such situations. the Native
American students usually failed to answer. or were simply silent much
more often than their white classroom peers.
Outside the classroyn. however. in every day situations on the reservation. Philips noted several difference.- in how verbal participation was or-

ganized..Mosi notably she found that participation structures typical of
classroom lessons never occured in the student \ daily lives. Further. and
of importance. her comparisons showed that when participation structures
resembled (hose encountered by the children in every-day social situations.
the students used speech a great deal. Conversely. when such structures
were absent in classroom situations the children failed to participate verbally. This is an Important point because. as Philips notes. in classrooms
speaking or verbal interaction is the firs( and primary mode for acqui:ing
wit/ communicating competenc_ in all of the areas of skill and knowledge
(ha( schools purport to leach.
Building on the findings and inierprea(ions of Philips. Erickson arid his
associates teat.. Shultz. Florio and Erickson. 1980) have conducted a number of classroom studies. In one such effort. Er,:wson and Mohatt 09801
examined the cultural organization of social relationships in two classrooms
of Native American children who were taught by a Native American and
non-Native American teacher respectively. They report qualitative differences in the organwation of verbal participation betseen_classrooms and.
in particular. differences in the role of the adult in directing and controlling
how verbal Interaction is organized. For example. the non-Native American
teacher consistently and frequently directed questions to individual children
and praised or reprimanded the behavior of individual students putilicly. In
contrast. the Native American teacher almost always avoided directly quest
fioning individual students and almost never commented evaluatively on the
students' behavior in public.
These and other studies suggest that differences or variations in the
teacher's (adult's) organization of lessons may have important academic
consequences for the students. McDermott (1976. 1977) also addresse.% this
issue in his microeihnow-aphic study of the organization of reading lessons

in a firs( grade classroom. He argues that the children who enter school
lacking reading skills are quickly identified by the teacher as pedagogical
and organizational problems because they need more of the teacher's time
and effort to progress Given the constraints on (he teacher. such as pressures In sort children into different ability groups. the teacher makes adaptations in the focus of instruction (ha( result in these children receiving
only one-third as much time on reading activities as children who are better
readers. These children cod up receiving little practice on (hose very activities they need mos( (0 develop advanced reading skills.

A study by Au 0979) based on similar assumptions about the social
organinition of instruction presents the other side of the coin. so to speak
She examined how young Hawaiian students with a history of low achievement in reading arc successfully (aught (0 read. Briefly put. she documented
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how the teachers implemented contexts for teaching specific reading skills

in the classroom that resembled a "talk story," a form of collaborative
narrative that is a special speech event in the children's culture. This re-

organization of the ways children participated in the lessons not only made
the lessons more relevant for the children. but shifted the focus of instruction from phonics to reading comprehension: a shift in context and content
that seems to account for the improved reading performances.
In the following section. I will demonstrate the use of the characteristics
of microethnography reviewed above by presenting examples from an analysis of lessons in a bilingual program.
A Study of Bilingual Schooling: A Contrastive Analysis

-

The data reported here are taken from a study conducted lava combined
second and third grade classroom in a school south of San Diego. bordering
Mexico Ifor a complete account of this study. see Moll et al.. 1980b).4 This
school implements a "maintenance" bilingual program aimed at promoting
academic de-elopment in two languages. Two "sister" classrooms were
involved in the studyone with a Spanish curriculum and one in English.
During the course of the day the children received instruction in balic skill
areas ie.g.. math and reading) in their native language and went to the other
classroom for oral language and reading lessons in their second language.
All third graders that formed part of three different teacher-defined ability
groups were observed and videotaped as they took part in their Spanish
and English reading lessons. The Spanish teacher was a female. Mexican-

American and a fluent bilingual: the English teacher was a male. Anglo.
English monolingual.

In the examples presented below I will contrast a high ability group lesson
across the two different language and instructional settings. The same children form the high ability group in both classrooms and all of the children
are fluent bilinguals. This group will be highlighted because it provides the
most striking example of how differences in lesson organization can deter-

mine what students do or do not learn as part of a bilingual curriculum.
But. as it will becomes clear. it is not the language of instruction that is in
itself responsible for this critical difference. It is the general focus of instruction within eacli langualce setting and the organization of lessons that
this focus entails.

i

The Spanish Classroom:
0

.

ft

i

The child. en in the high group engage in the most advanced reading tasks

in the classroom. Although they perform tasks that children in the lower
groups are also asked to perform. such as reading passages aloud for the
teacher. their lessons are primarily devoted to reading comprehension activities. As part of thtas activities the teacher will ask questions about a
story the group has rcaff. often pursuing questions that arise from the exchange with the students and the topics developed by these exchanges. The
questions are text-free for the most part, although some are taken from the
book. The emphas.s in these exchanges is on the students' communication

of generalizations drawn from the readings, rather that from student answers to specific text-related questions. In the following example. the teacher
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starts a combined evaluation/instruction activity after the group has read a
poem, about a cobblers

T: Sandra. what is this poem about?
C: About a cobbler.
T: What is he doing?
C: Using his hammer.
T: Right. lipi Tapa. who is making that sound?
C: The hammer.
T: The hammer, right. Does the poem say that he is a good cobbler
or a bad cobbler?
8. GR: (Group) (mixed responses)
9.
T: Yes or no?
10. GR: He's a good cobbler.
II. T: He is? How do you know?
12. GR: (Several studems respond together)
13.
T: Where does tha poem say that he is a good coboier?
14. GR: (Several students respond together)
15,
T: Sandra. read the part that tells us.
16. "C: (Beads) **Ay tus suelas. zapa-zaps-zapaiero remendon. Ay_ fur
1.,

i

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

suelas. tipkapo. duran menos que el carton!
17. GR: Bad shoemaker.
18.
T: Why is he a bad shoemaker?

"Duran menos que el cc:mit!

(They (soles) last less then 1

19.

C:

20.

cardboard.)
T: How long should the soles last?

21.

C: A little less time than the nails. (The teacher laughs at his re-

,

sponse and then the lesson continues.)- - -

It is important to mention that the poem, itself has no direct reference to
whether the cobbler is a good or bad shoemaker. Such a conclusion must
be inferred from the information given in the poem. The teacher invites this
generalization in line 7. There are some differences of opinion among the
group about whether or not the cobbler is good (competent) (8. 10, 12). The
teacher selects a student who has answered that the cobbler is not too good..
to kpecify which lines of the poem she used to reach her conclusion (IS).
ctor then
She does (16). and the group confirms her opinion (17). The in
line (19)
requests more information (18). a child quotes the exact part o
that tells the reader that the shoes do not last long. In this .ample the
teacher relied solely on her exchange with the students to guide their actions. controlling =alternatives by her choice of questions and by directing
the children to find the relevant part of the text.
The children in the high group are also required to write book reports.
This activity typifies the most advanced reading-related activity found in
this classroom. The students have to select a book of interest to them, and
virtually without adult help. read it, analyze the content and write a report.
Through the process of writing reports the children display their mastery

of reading skills aid create a new product (i.e.. the book report) in the
process. In a sense. the children have come full circle: from the'struggle to
comprehend writing to creating it as a new product. They are literate.
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The English Classroom

Once the analysis on the Spanish reading lessons was completed, the
same procedures were applied to the examination of the English lessons
for the same children. As the review of the Spanish reading activities makes
clear. the children in the high group can read for comprehension. Nevertheless, the English lessons are primarily organized to provide time on de-

coding and oral language practice. such as word construction and the
identifiCatiod of sounds. To a small extent the lessons contain reading activities designed to assess comprehension. In the next example the teacher
is assessii'g whether the children have understood the passages he is reading

to'them.

Z.
3.

T: "Sue played on the playground after lunch."
When: did she play?
S: (The qudents bid to answer.)
T: Julio.

4.
5.

T: All right, on the playground. Whp was it?

1.

6.
7.

S: Playground.

Who was doing this?
S: Sue.
'

T: All right. When was it? When was it?
Eduardo.

8.
9.

S: After lunch.

T: All right, after lunch. "Joan had dinne- at night at her own
house."
When did she have dinner?

W.

5: At night.
(Lesson continues)
..

It is clear that when the children shift from one language setting to another. they do not encounter "similar environments." In the English classroom. complex infetences are not involved: the lessors merely require that
students recall information that is less distant in line and book reports are
not esen considered. There is little correspondence of environments for the
high group in English. which, after all. has demonstrated the ability to read
with comprehension beyond what they exhibit in the example above. The
organization of the reading environments in English is such that students
are made to focus primarily on the mechanical tasks of practicing decoding
skills, word sounds or lexical meaning. Practically absent are key activities
that promote reading (comprehension and help the students learn how to
communu-ate their knowledge of content. In short, we do not find the types
of functional communication activities related to reading that occur in the
_
Spanish setting for this group.
A possible explanation for the organization of "lower level" lessons in
English. in comparison to the Spanish lessons, is that the children are weak
in English and cannot engage in more advanced reading tasks. This "English deficiency" explanation may make sense for some children in some
spations. but in the present case the children are all fluent bilinguals and
were videotaped in various situations using English without difficulty.
Further. the analysis of the Spanish lessons clearly shows that the children know how to read. But if the children are sufficiently fluent in English
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and possess decoding skills. how is the difference in the level of performance across classrooms constructed'' If most of the children can already
decode in Spanish. why are the Eng NO lessons organized to place so much

importance on phonics or accurate pronunciation as if they did not have
decoding abilities? A likely source of the problem is that in the English
setting. pronunciation problems and decoding problems are being confounded. The teacher seems to be assuming that decoding is a prerequisite
to comprehension and that correct pronunciation is the best index of decoding. The implicit theory guiding instruction is that correct pronunciation
(decoding) must precede comprehension (cf.. Goodman. Goodman and Fiore?. 1979). Consequently. the teacher organizes the lessons to provide the
children with the necessary time on the task to help them practice pronun-

c

ciation. phonics. and other aspects of language learning such as lexical
meaning. In so doing. higher orderscomprehension) reading skills are structured out of the lesson's interactions.

The "viewing sessions" with the teachers provided more information
about the interactional sources of this mismatch between language settings:
specifically. that because of the teachers' demanding-schedules, they had
never observed their students perform in each others classrooms. Until the
English teacher viewed and discussed the Spanish videotaped lessons. he
had little idea that the children-% level of performance inSpanish was much
higher than what they exhibited in his classroom. This lead to a false representalion or what the students knew about reading. Similarly. since the
Spanish teacher was unaware that there existed such a discrepancy in lesson
levels across classrooms. there were no suggestions forthcoming that could
helpcmodify the organization of English lessons to complement what was
going iln in the more advanced Spanish classroom Although differeiices in
the organization of lessons across language greatly influences.wha&,and how
students
learn. teachers do not seem to focus on bow the structfires of the
.
conununication activities characteristic of lessons in both classrooms de-.ermine .the nature of the intellectual experiences for the children.
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Com luaus
The analysis of lessons across language and instructional setting indicates.
that the manifestation and complexity of reading behaviors in the two classrooms is heavily influenced by the way the teacher-organizes interactions
in the lessons found in each. This organization of lessons. in turn. LS strongly
influenced by accepted organizational constraints and presuppositions about
the children-% competence. Important communicative activities associated
with the more advanced Spanish 'classroom were generally absent from the

English setting.oiving the appearance that the children were competent
readers in Spanish but inadequate in English. These results suggest that the
extent to which transfer of learning in Spanish can be manifested in English
deperldsoh similarities in the organization of lessons found in the two classr
i

rooms This position is consistent with a large and growing body of literature showing that learning is primarily situation specific: generalizability to
other situations depends on whether the environment is organized to provide similar traturs that will facilitate its applicability !o a different setting
(Laboratory of Comparative Human Cognition. in press).
there arc important implications for bilingual schooling in such a con-
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elusion. For one. the study shows how easy it is to misassess a child's
language/reading competence because the two skills are so closely linked.
For example. a person observing the children only in their English lessons.
without the benefit of also cstudymg the children in their Spanish classroom.
may readily reach erroneous conclusions about the children's reading skills.
If one considers that the majority of the Latino children go to schools where
only English monolingual instruction is provided, this becomes a serious
concern. Although we are dealing with only two classrooms. these issues
remind us of the warnings in the cross-cultural literature regarding the evaluations of performance in situations that are divorced from the everyday
contexts in which people learn and regularly use their skills (see. Laboratory of Comparative Human Cognition. 1979). At the very least. we need
multiple assessments of bilingual children that seriously take into account
theinguence of the situations in which skills are evaluated (LaBelle. Moll
and Weisner. 1975. Moll. 19)8).
The results also emphasize the need to study carefully the situation to
which skills are supposed to transfer. An explicit purpose of most bilingual
schooling is to stimulate the cross lingual transfer of skills. It is expected

that the children will apply in English the skills they learn in their first
language (Spanish in this case). thus accelerating their academic competence in English. In the classrooms observed. the English lesson environments are not organized to facilitate transfer of reading skills fron. Spanish.
As discussed above. this occurred, in part. because the lessons in English
were organized and Implemented independent of informatidn about .vhat
occurred in the academically mote advanced Spanish lessons. As a result.
the English lessons restricted the children to behaviors that were beneath
their actual level of reading development.
The situation described in this paper is a strong reminder that all edu_ cations. ina realsense._ re-education; a.child's learning should nevcr_have
to start from scratch. That Is. all learning that occurs in the classroom has
a previous history outside the classroom (Vygotsky. 1978): in the case of
the examples provided, the content and interactional specifics of some of
that history could be found in the (Spanish) classroom next door. Failure
to take this history into account led to a focus of instruction that included
unnecessarily sirr:ple reading tasks and to an uncritical acceptance of the
children's low level of performance.
Effective instruction builds upon the many skills that children bring into
the classroom Bilingual schooling attempts to accomplish such instruction
hf .0 Ching children in the language they already know and by also including ciontent and activities that are culturally relevant to the children's background. It must also attempt to incorporate into existing lessons ways of
interacting that are congruent with the conditions under which the children
have learned and developed the skills the program is trying to teach.
Griffin (1977) has already documented the extent to which the teaching
and learning of reading may occur as part of other classroom events. In
these cases reading is used as a tool.by the children to accomplish other
ends. something that usually does not occur within formal lessons. This
additional practice an experience that the children receive inTeading may
have. or coup be organized to have. important implications about how and
what is taught in the formal reading/lessons. The same argument can be
made for exploring the functions of reading outside the classrooms. and
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w these reading activities are ;ulturally and socially organized in the
community where the children live. Au (1979) provides a good example of
how information from the children's activities in the community may be
ineorporated into reading lessons, critically affecting their educati nal im-

pact This paper makes a similar argument in terms of the relat onship
between reading lessors across languages.
This type of detailed analysis of reading behaviors is only possibl

if we

directly examine the contexts where learning takes place. Micro thnographic studies provide valuable insights into how learning is mediated by
the adults in the classroom and how concrete activities of communication
shape the way children cope cognitively with different teaming tasks. This
inforn4tion can he used to help teachers in bilingual programs coordinate
the organization of lessons in two languages so that the children can take
advantage of all their existing and developing skills as they participate in
formal lessons.

NOTES
l'he term micro in microethnography is sometimes erront Jusly
associated with either a brief period of observation or with the micro/
macro distinctions commonly used in the social sciences. As used in
this ari:c1v. it refers to the well-defined. selective focus of study of
such investiptions and to the specifiability sought in the analysis of
social interactions
2 The:e are. of course. oth aspects of microethnography that re
relevant to the study of bilingual settings but are not discussed in
present article These include'issues of validity and reliability (Erickson. 1978. McDermott. 1976). strategies of data collection, and analysis (Griffin and Shuy. 1978. Erickson and Shultz. 1977) nd data
1

reporting (Mohan. 1979) The reader is encouraged ti cot ult the
above mentioned reference.
For the most complete /1.scussion on the use of visual re.

..ings in

classrooms. see Gratin\and Shuy. 1978: for exe--Ary r thods of
data manarnient and r duction in a bilingual classroom microethnography. see Carrasc . et al.. 1981
4

T his research was sup orted by a grant from the National Institute

oI Education-67900 4.
5

1 his example was wit slated and edited for brevity by

author
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A TOPOLOGICAL MODEL OF
BILINGUAL INTERCALATION BEHAVIOR

John Attinasi
Indiana University Northwest
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TRADITIONAL VIEWS OF BILINGUAL INTERCALATION
The use of elements of more than one language in a single usterance or
code has been variously interpreted as the result of language interference
from a stronger system. the inability to master two language systems. a
random phenomenon. and even as a social skill. Additionally. several typologies and descriptions have been advanced that encompass individual
motives and linguistic structures, both permissible and prohibited.- as key
categories. This paper reviews issues and analyses in bilingual switching
for intercalation. as we call in. and proceeds to offer a topological model
to represent the activity of speaking first in one code then in another. some-

times under the same environmental conditions and with the same
interlocutors.
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Changing from one language to another has appeared
to some to have
pathological overtones. for they assume that such behavior is due either to
an inability or lack of concern with keeping the two language systems separate. Obviously. such views imply quite traditional and rigid ideological
perspectives of language and culture as monolithic complexes. Evidence
against the one - language -one- culture viewpoint emerges readily from a close
look at language in complex multinational societies. Such societies usually
exhibit a stratification of languages and language varieties. Moreover, both
monolingual and bilingual speakers have objected to the intercalation of
languages. Such opinions persist in -.pile of the fact that there has been no
simple and clear definition as to what constitutes an unmistakable case of
intercalated speech. nor a clear explanation of its causes. And so unless a
very inclusive definition of the phenomenon verates. many quite different
linguistic activities are being referred to by the same term. This state of
affairs tends to promote. even rationalize. a wide variety of nonempirical
views of mixed language phenomena.
The masters of definition and typology have been perennial concerns in
articles dealing with language contact situations. This literature ranges from
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scholarly research to journalistic essays in the popular press. Serious works
range widely from Weinreich-s seminal volume. Lanizaaves in Comm t (1953).
through listings and typologies. to the mathematical grammars of switching.
represented by Sankoff and Poplack 1190. and the present exploration in
topological modeling. Less senous works can be encountered in the popular
press and other mass media that cadet to folk linguistics and generally nonempirical views of language phenomena.
In the course of more than three decades. all sorts of statements have
been made regarding the nature. mechanisms. and worth of using two languages in a single conversation or utterance. Such statements are usually
based on a single preoccupation that is sometimes moral or prescriptive.
sometimes descriptive. Examples of such preoccupations include allegations
of "broken English. Spanglish. looseness of habit. linguistic insouciance or
rebellion. and entrapment between two languages and cultures.- However.
more serious issues of culture and education frequently enter into the discussions of journalists. laymen. and educators. From still another perspective. those who object to the encroachment of American "culture" in Puerto
Rico. for instance. seem to be resisting the inroads of American business
and military interests through the vehicle of language ( 'Jar°. 1971: Narvaez.
1976: Palma. 1979).

Some of the objections to bilingual usage by Hispanic youth in America.
namely Chicanos. Cuhanos and Puerto Ricans. are derived from an implied
Lonnection between bilingual usage and low level.: of language skills. It may
well he. however. that code- switching is an independent circumstance that
occurs along with. not because of. educational underachievement in many
Latino youth from working class backgrounds
There is also a wide range of serous scholarship regarding intercalation.
or language mixing. Mackey (1965) has been quoted as viewing the phenomenon of language mixing as "an extreme instance of language interference.- Perhaps related to this view. it also has been noted that many middle
11141 limy
class or educated speaKeis view mixing languages as .d.)4MJ.

deny it or are otherwise "reluctant to recognize its existence" (Gumperz
and Hernandez-(havez. i975. i551. Whether denied or deprecated. language

intercalation exists. often independently of language interference (which
itself involves a controversy we will treat briefly below).
Important studies of the phenomenon by Lance (1969. 1975) have now
become classic:. In those works. some of the main issues to emerge from
the literature were made explicit.
I. that intercalation is probably universal.
that it is situationally constrained. mostly to informal contexts:
that bilingual ability of both interlocutors is assumed:
'1
4 that switching out of need or lack of ability manes up only a small
portion of intercalated usage:
that accessibility. nonetheless is simnel-low involved (perhaps related
to situation. sty le. or topic).
6 that there are no syntactic restrictions as to when: switching occurs.
7 that there is no. tendency to go in one langthige direction or another
in the switch (lance. 1975 101-144)

2

I hus the intercalation of languages was recognized early as widespread.
nonaherrant. structurc..I. and interdependent with m111.11100. style and syn
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tax. An additional contribution by Lance was the clear delimitation of areas
for further investigation. Ironically. some of this very research in turn has
seriously questioned certain of his original assertions. especially item six
above regarding syntactic restrictions. In that regard. several investigators
have sought to prove that certain switches are "ungrammatical" as judged
by native interlocutors. But they have failed to make a convincing case.
largely due to the problems of artificially constructed data and respondents'
elicited judgements. both of which preclude the accurate appraisal of what
.light or might not occur naturally. In fact. many syntactically "prohibited"
sequences turned out to occur in naturally collected data (Pfaff. 1976: and
especially in Pedraza's data from Centro de Estudios Puertorriquetios.
CUNY. as analyzed by Poplack. 1979). And so. just as Lance erred in
posing no restrictions. so too. Gingras (1974). Timm (1975). and Gunrerz
11976) were mistaken in posing too many syntactic limits on linguistic
intercalation.
It was Poplack. elaborating a notion hihted b.: both Cornejo (1973:81)
and Lipski 11977). who formulated the "equivalence constraint-. an important notion regarding limits on the syntax of what may be switched. This
concept expresses the idea that grammatical similarity at the switch point
is the only restriction on intercalation for linguistic units at the word level
or larger units (Poplack. 1978. 1979). In spite of this conceptual advance.
there are controversies over what constitutes a "true switch" for units
smaller than the word (morphemes. phonological and suprasegmental
tures) and indeed. even for single word switches. This controversy itself is
healthy. for it strains the limits of analytic power Srany proposed model.
Gumperz and Hernandez-Chavez.(1975:156) excluded some single "loan"
words and brief isolated particles. suet. as sentence connectors and short
exclamations. considering them below the threshold oflegitmacy for swjtching. Yet by including such items. Poplack (1978. 1979) found that sole item
switches were more frequent in types of discourse that included out group
members and that brief tag-hke switches were the tyr e of switch utilized
by nonfluent bilinguals. Gumperz and Hernandez-Chavez (1970:157) assert
that "the greater part of instances of true switching consists of entire sentences... and that "examples of change within single sentences require special comment" (1975:157).
Yet. desregarding the dogmatism of "true switching." Poplack (1979)
determined that the most complex kinds of switching were undertaken only
by fluent bilinguals. and that these were in fact switches within. not between. sentences. Her findings also indicate that whole sentence switching
is not the most frequent. Thew observations helped to formulate Poplack's
11979:53 f11 initial typology of tag. intersentential and intrasentential switching. This linguistic typology. however. neglected clearly important functional factors that include "linguistic fo'm. interactional strategies and social
meaning" (Gumperz and Hernandez-Chavez. 1975:1550 that interpenetrate
with the abilities of the speaker.
Other systematic observations frequently emphasize the functional motivation of switching. or intercalation. of language elements. These have
been studied by various investigators (notably Gumperz. 1964: Gumperz
and Hernandez-Chavez. 1972: Timm. 1975: and Valdez. 1976). but with two
seemingly insoluble problems. First. the reliance on personal or metaphoric
ends as the motivating agent for intercalation places the researcher in the
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impossible position otdetermining the speaker's locutionary intent from the
speech stream alone. Whether a switch was due to emphasis. mitigation.
disavowal. focus on a topic. lexical need or other motivations becomes quite
conjectural and subject to opposing or multiple interpretations. Related to
this indeterminacy is the second problemactually a retreat from the problem of intent--:that of randomness. Some early researchers thought that
. the use of such curious phenomena . . . has no fixed limits and cannot
follow regular -laws" (Espinoza. 1917). Espinoza further concluded that
there is no great value for the philologist in collecting examples." George
C. Barker (1947. 1950;. the pioneer ethnographer of Chicano language. also

..

felt that bilingual alternation occurs "without apparent cause.- More recently others have repeated the randomness judgement. oblivious to the
theoretical issues of ( 1) the status of the switch (whether it is a loan word
in the language or an intrusion from another language. (2) the types involved. and (31 the linguistic mechanisms that are operative in such phenomena. But advances in systematic research have proved the randomness
assertion wrong. and contrary to earlier views. the linguistic value in studying bilin, gal intercalation has been clearly demonstrated.
It is now recognized that intercalation is regular. and many types and
formulations of possible rules governing the phenomenon have been proposed. This is perhaps the source of scientific excitement and interest in

bilingual intercalation. aside from its human implications regarding attitudes. cultural solidarity. and education. But before turning to some of the
rules and by potheses advanced about intercalation behavior. It. may he
worthwhile to review a few other traditional views of switching.
Once It is admitted that intercalation may occur without interference.
error. or randomness. further issues remain. For instance. Has the speaker
changed grammatical systems in mid-sentence. or has he merely inserted
a word from the other language'" (Penalosa. 1980:59). This question neatly
summarizes the crux of recent inquiry. for in it are compressed the problems
of typology. "true switch-, the linguistic preoccupation with structure. and
the mostly inscrutable question of psychological intent. Penalosa identifies
and ranks a number of related phenomena: interference. borrowing, code-

switching. and pin hismos. without formally offering a typology. (But he
acknowledges the need for such a typology indicating that it would necessarily he multidimensional. including speakers. contexts, time. as well as
the performance features of utterances by ;Ingle speakers.)
-Interference' is merely a term from second language learning. and 'refers to speech errors related to processing new features through the speaker's

established grammatical or phonological systems The notion bf interference as a miscue or mistake is perhaps the source of the connection between

language switching and language inability. The idealized and prescriptive
basis of such a noti.in becomes clear through a close reading of the texts
that demand -v igilance.- conscious -control.' of chol.:e. and avoidance of

abnormal- situations derived from "indiscriminate" use of both languages The thrust of many descriptive studies has been precisely that
'through, control and discriminate use of both languages some bilingual
speakers engage in profoundly complex switching. While it is true that
language learners may switch because they do not have mastery of every
feature in their second language. it is also true that speakers can switch
from their first language. and that others can switch between two languages
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that are equally well mastered. Hence. interference cannot account for all
intercalation.
Borrowing. on the other hand. is often related to single items that have
external cultural referents or that may involve units of speech such as formula,: or idioms. e.g.. "right on the money". or "memory bank." But this
notion of formulaic switching also seems to be a less then satisfying way to
account for usage such as "I like them chiquitots).
o grandels) I don't
wanna see them" (said of sharks caught in Sheepsh .d Bay. N.Y.). where
Spanish involving a contrast (small. but large) enters the sentence and
crosses a phrase boundary. On the other hand. borrowing. not code-switching. may be the best explanation for monolingual Anglo usage of words
such as burrito or crepe. Borrowed words regularly become incorporated
into habitual speech patterns and dictionaries. again presumably distinguishing them from Switches.
In the many attempts to typologize switching in the literature. authors
frequently emphasize either social circumstances (that is. variables of situation or participants). linguistic structure (various sizes and kinds of linguistic units). or psychological motivations (the emotional. intentional or

stylistic rationale for what a speaker chooses to do in bilingual perfor-

mance). Some of these approaches may be conveniently tabulated. with
functional factors of culture and society on the left. psychological motivation on the right. and with linguistic output itself in the empirical center.
Such a tabulation is given in Table I.

TABLE I
VARIOUS TYPOLOGIES OF INTERCALATION
CIRCUMSTANCE

STRUCTURE

Context Sentence phrase

PSYCHE

tag word

Earkin i976
Gumperz
situational
phrasal

and

single

inviolable VP .. ..
ethnicity
domain unequal
culture control

1977

Gumperz

style

Connotatiie mechanical
metaphorical

1964

Lance 1969 quotation
Timm 1975
Jacobson

need

speaker
setting

Hernandez pragma, .
Chavez
norm

emotions

-

1969

McClure
1977

Pop lack
1979

code
changing

code

inter
sent

intrasent

tag

ultra-

mixing

sent

Note that Table I does not exhaust the typologies of switching that have
been offered. and only cursorily indicates some of the arguments of the
writers cited.
Many attempts at !widowing have been eclectic. mixing circumstance.
structure. psychological motive and ci.en language used. For instance Pfaff
119751 submits that a switch type exists that is found mainly in Spanish
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discourse. characterized by loans and inlersenieniial switches. and is slighily
more formal than inirasenlenlial switching. Timm 1I975:475 indicates that

a topic related to the barrio is habitually uttered in Spanish. and that a
switch io English refers io detachment. conflict. ac. McMenamin 11973.
1978 limed antLkounled twiddles in California and found age of speaker
and language of the switch 10 correlate. Older persons only switched ow
of English. But these conclusions may be valid only for the data studied by
a particular researcher, and may well have less typological value.
Wald 119811 has hypothesized ihai the most fluent language of a speaker
may he indicated by the language that is easiest io switch out of. That is.
a person-who is more fluent in English will be able 10 switch out of English
inio Spanish wish less hesilalion Than he or she is able 10 gel inio English

from Spanish. Why should ii be harder io switch inio the language one
knows better'' The answer lo That question might give an important clue 10
the grammalical nature of switching.
In successive anempis 10 fathom code switching. Shana Pop lack. working
wilh colleagues al the Centro de Esiudios Pueriornquenos and the Centre
de Recherches Malhemaliques. has elucidated a grew deal about ihelin-

guislic aspects of code - switching. Mier refining the syntactic notions of
permissible and nonpermissible switch points wish the equivalence conswami mentioned earlier. Pop lack 119791 offered a typology Thal correlated
the grammatical complzIcay of the switch with the speaker's knowledge of
boat languages. These findings. coupled with Wald's hypothesis regarding
fluency. y field an interesting view. Briefly. it is claimed Thal a bilingual who

knows one langyage haler will more fluidly switch out of the language
known best because his her grammalical control will present more accessible points (or more Thoroughly known grammalical junclures) al which
the second language may he entered. On the other hand. when speaking the
lesser known language. hesilanon al switch points will occur because the
exii points where the Iwo languages inierface will not be so Thoroughly
known. This hypothesis may become useful in the topological model Thal
the present paper hope% 10 conirthwe.

A further breakthrough in the linguislic understanding of code-swaching
needs 10 he introduced as a conlext f o r the present paper. Although Poplack"s 11979) Typology I I I purposely ignored circumstantial and psychological factors. ID accounted only for certain switches deemed legitimate.
necessarily excluding oilier forms of iniercalanon. and furlhermote 131 did
not account for the processes of interpersonal inggermg of switching in
conversanon. nonetheless Thal work led 10 the ienlanve determination of
Inc malhemaiical prohatulales of several phrasal sublypes of mirasenieniial
%%aching i Sankoff and Poplack. 1980) In contrast lo Barkin and Rivas'
(191(01 transformational view alai %%aching necessilales a language-of-the-

consiimeni lo he inserted in the structural derivanon of the salience. Sankoff and Poplack made a clear ihai code-swaching has els basis in surface
structure This implies ihai even in complex %%aching behavior. Iwo grammars. not .1 single fused, grammar or a (hird.sysiem. are operating al the
inierface hoween Them.
I he maihemancs used in ihai model. however. is basically lineal. calcu.
dating rale% and radon how ecn %welch rale% An Adenomal conslara. one
that 'will change from sailanon 10 satiation. and from speaker 10 speaker"
.1 Sankoff and Poplack. 19811.18). is required 10 derive actual rates in des-
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course from the hypothetical ones, and remains as yet unspecified. To require such a constant indicates to the present writers 111 that the most
crucial factors in actual intercalation behavior are being covered, not explained, by the postulated constant, and 121 that a higher type of mathe- matical analogy is required in order to include the multidimensional concerns
of speaker competence. conversational interaction, context, topic, and per haps.even the mentalistic imponderables of psychological motivation and
intent. The unspecified constant seems to be not only complex. but also the
most theoretically interesting area for further specification of what actually
occurs.
We believe. then. that more than one variable ..?i s needed to describe the
processes of inarcalation. and that the topological notion of catastrophe
looks promising as a means to model the various factors that influence theinstantaneous use of language or. more precisely, language elements. Using
catastrophe theory. a case may he made that under some conditions the
yen, same external circumstances may yield an utterance or constituent
sw h from one language. and soon 'hereafter the
same kind of switch
occurs from the other language. This structurally broad. analysis of wide
ranging. sometimes rapid. and often emotionally charged intercalation of
linguistic featuresnot only words and phrases but also more microscopic
tin", (morphemes. phonemes. suprasegmentals) and macroscopic units
(gestures. exchanges. entire-speeches and concersational events)thus attempts to address the abstract complexity and the rich concrete process of
intercalation. It is hoped that eventually the topological model will procide
further evidence that the intercalation of languages is a complex. resourcef it
and normal process of bilingual Interaction. and also offer greater under-

e

standing of "the very center of the Chicano (and other Latino. at least;
sociolinguistic experience- (Pena losa. 19S0-6i.

A GENERAL TOPOLOGICAL MODEL
Own me issues discussed in the precious section. there is a clear need
to develop a general model that will attempt to integrate the carious fattors
that have been identified as operative in bilingual intercalation behavior.
Such a model is possible if fairly careful attention is given to the clarification
of relevant concepts. definitions. and assumptions. and if a nonlinear mathematical treatment is incoked This section attempts to show the general
outline of such a model.

.

Com eats. Ortmatans and Assuttaftbms

As already seen in the previous section. there arc many possible defini-

tions of bilingual intercalation Quite a few of those definitions. however.
seem arbitrary because they tend to he overly restrictive as to what is
considered -true- or "real- intercalation Unfortunately. this emphasis on
the -real- tends to discard language mixing that. on the face of it. appears
to he little different from the examples that .arc given the status of "realinstance.- of intercalation Moreover. there is a need to define bilingual intercalation in such a way that the definition will he ..pplicable to carious
units of linguistic analysis
Consistent with this clew point. we define bilingual intercalatiop as the
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miring of dements from one language with element.~ from a second language

within a _Pawls orA of intelligible communication. Symbolically. this definition can be depicted as follows:

L,

xL,

where

L, = specified element(s) of language 1
LZ = specified element(s) of language 2

x = point of transition
. .

.

= on-going discourse

There is also a need to specify what constitutes bilingual speech behavior.

We consider such language performance to be a real variable P that can

vary from -M to M with the following interpretation; If P is equal to or
very near -M. P will represent proficient speech performance in the second language (12): if P is nearly equal to M. P will represent proficient
speech performance in the first language (L,): while P near 0 will indicate
essentially the absence of verbal communication. Intermediate values of P
might indicate halting. stammering. circumlocuting. or merely slight pauses
in speech. etc. in either L, or L. Thus a particular language performance.
at a given linguistic unit of analysis. will be in either one language or the
other and at a spevaiable degree of proficiency. Figure I is a graphic representation of the variable P.
FIGURE 1
Range of Variable P. Bilingual Speech Behavior

-------- -- --

M

Proficient
Performance
in

()

-M
Proficient
Performance

in L,

As discussed in the first section of this paper. past research in bilingual
intercalation behavior has tended to exhibit confusion as to the specific
linguistic units of analysis under consideration. Moreover. conclusions
reached on the basis of a particular level of analysis (say phonology) have
not been related systematically to other conclusions drawn from different
levels of analysis (say syntax). Worse yet. sometimes conclusions drawn
from one level of analysis have been inappropriately generalized to other
levels. For example. the notion of "interferenre.- denved mainly from studies at the phonological level. has been overgeneralized to the lexical level
of analysis. and. in the extreme case. to the entire phenomenon of bilingual
intercalation.
The proposed topological model can he applied to various linguistic unit..,
of analysis However. a particular application of the model must specify a
unit of analysts The allowable units are fairly conventional and are shown
in Table 2

A Topological Model of Bilingual Intercalation Behavior
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TABLE 2

UNITS OF LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS
Type
1

Symbol

Description

F
M

S

phonemic
morphemic
lexenuc/semantic
syntactic
suprasegmental

D

pragmatic/discourse

L
G
2

The units of analysis have been divided into two categories,pypes one and
two). largely to preserve the idea that type one units have to do with lan-

guage as a medium while the type two unit might be equated with the
message or information that is conveyed through the medium of language.
Another source of confusion in the research literature has to do with a
lack of specification as to the locus of the intercalation behavior. There is
a clear and obvious site for the locus of intercala.ion: the speaker. In this
case, the context for linguistic analysis is idiolectal. However, investigators
often have tried to relate such behavior to the -phenomenon of language
change and variation. Such emphasis shifts the context of analysis from
idiolect to dialect. i.e. from individual to group use of language. In theory,
there appears to be no reason why one should not be able to relate intercalation behavior to macrotcvel language processes. However, one has to be
careful about the differences in the time scale. among other variables, that
the different contexts imply: Individual processes occur within the lifetime
of a single individual. while general language processes develop over longer
periods of time. usually several or more generations. These points can be
generalized by suggesting that bilingual intercalation behavior can be analyzed within a specifiable context (lochs) and either synchronically or diachronically. Table 3 summarizes these considerations.

TABLE 3

TIME AND CONTEXTS OF 3ILINGUAL
INTERCALATION BEHAVIOR
TIME
Ideolect (individual)

--

LOCUS
Dialect (group)

Synchronic

current performance

current usage

Diachronic

growth. dev. and

language
change,

change_.

The topological model proposed requires the specification of both input
and output variables. In a strict sense. only one output variable is required.
This variable has already been identified as behavioral variable P. a variable
that describes linguistic performance in either L, or L2. Note that this variable can be applied to any of the linguistic units of analysis shown in Table 2
land any of the contexts shown in Table 3). Consequently. in order to avoid
confusion as to the unit of analysis undet discussion, the variable P should
be subscripted to indentify a specific unit of analysis. Thus. P subscripted
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with F would he the output variable for application of the model at the
phonological level. Concretely. this would mean that the output of intercalation can be modeled differently for speakers with say. varying degrees
of accent from those with varying degrees of control of syntax.
The identification of input variables must consider the presumed driving
factors that account for bilingual intercalation behavior. As discussed in the
first part of this paper. past research has shown that the following factors
are thought to be associated with bilingual intercalation:

I. the ,speaker's proficiency in L, and L2,
2 the speaker's preference for using one language over the other.

inherent constraints in I. and L individually or in conjunction.
4. environmental restrictions on the use of L, or L.
3

In order to derive input variables from' these postulated faciors, it is
necessary to make further clarifications For example, it is assumed here
that observed language proficiency is related to several underlying variables.
One of these variables is the accessibility that a speaker has for a particular

linguistic element at a given moment. Such accessibility can range from
very low to very high, implying that at low levels of accessibility language
performance will he corresponaingly low, while a high level of accessibility
implies a high level'of performance. Note that by postulating this variable
language performance (and proficiency) is subject to wide variation from
moment to moment This view of performance'seems to be quite reasonable
since individuals do not appear to maintain identical levels of performance
from instant to instant.
The other factors listed above are fairly straight forward, since they deal
with phenomena amply documented in the literature It is clear that a bilingual speaker may choose one language (or linguistic unit; over another, that
not all possible combinations of words to a given language are permissible,
that tuo different languages are not entir ly translatable, and that the social
environment can restrict or even prohibit the use of a particular language
fable 4 summarizes the input and output variables that will be confidered
by the proposed topological model
Only five distinct input and output variable% are proposed in Table 4. The

term "endogenous" in the present context refers to variables that reflect
the speaker's abilities or inclination, while "exogeno0s refers to variables
that produce their effects through the !speaker's environment or by virtue
of the characteristics of the particular language(s) used. The topological
model proposed in this paper )A ill attempt to account for the behavii)r of
these variables

( aratroohu lichatior
Catastrophe theory consists of a branch of mathematics generated largely
by the I-rench topologist Rene Thom ( 1972). and applied with varying degrees of success by such individuals as British mathematician Christopher
Zeeman (1974. 1976) and American biophysicist Alexander Woodcock (197$)
At the risk of oversimplifying the results of catastrophe theory. a catastrophe
model is a means of mathematically explaining how discontinuities (sudden
lumps) can occur as the result of continuously changing causes (input variables) I xamples of models using catastrophe theory range from very con-

ti
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TABLE 4

INPUT AND OUTPUT VARIABLES FOR
BILINGUAL INTERCALATION BEHAVIOR
Category

Type

Input

Endogenous

Symbol

A

Description

Accessibility to the speaker of the
required language unit. Must be
subscripted- to define ;, spectfic

language unit of analysla

Exogenous

Output

p

Speaker's preference for using one
language over the other

8

Emi;onmental restrictions on the
use of L, or L2
Inherent constraints in the use of L,
..nd L2 indridually or in
conjunction

P

Language performance in L, or L,.
must be subscripted to define the
unit of analysis.

Crete physical models
it explain phenomena such as the collapse of a
bridge or the bucklme of a am to highly qualitative models describing the
collapse of the stock market of 'he eruption of a riot. The above mentioned

"discontinuities" seem to take oa the aspect of disasters. However. it is
important to point out that th( term "calash ophe- was coined by Rene
Thom. and the connotation of the word Latastrophe in French is closer to
"a sudden jump" than to a calamity. To think of the intercalation of languages as a pedagogical catastrophe or disaster in the sense common to
English is. of course. totally inappropriate. Clearly, the "catastrophe" observed might well he a switch from proficient speech behavior in one language to proficient speech behavior in a different language.
Thom's main theorem shows that there are only seven "essentially" different types of catastrophe models that can be developed if the number c'
"control" variables is less than or equal to four, and (with the exception of
the relatively trivial "fold" catastrophe) all consist of models'tnat embody
organizations of the basic "cusp" catastrophe.
Zeeman. in several models that he has developed using the cusp catastrophe. iepeatedly points to three characteristics of the behavior to be modeler' that are indicators of the appropriate application of the cusp catastrophe
moJci These chalacteristics are:
I. sudden reversals in behavior.
2

a do.ergence effect in which a change in the control variables will

produce resultant 5ehaviors that cannot be predicted by the
1

experimenter.
a Nmodal charact risuc, in which. under certain values of the control

variables. the distribution of expected behaviors follows a bimodid
distribution.
The to st characteristic refers to behavior that .% generally continuous and
changing but exhibiting sudden and radical variation A behavior is said to
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vary continuously . nen small changes in the variables that cause the behavior lead to small changes in the behavior variable. A behavior is said to
undergo sudden reversals when. under certain conditions. small changes in
the variable, that cause the behavior lead to radical changes in the behavior
variable For example. Zeeman's model of the, stock market indicates that
speculation and t nand are variables that affect the behavior cn the stockmarket Gradual decreases in demand will decrease. but only gradually, the
behavior of the stock market (Dow-Jones averages. for example). However.
if the demand continues to decrease and speculation remains at a high level.
then a sudden "crash" will occur resulting from a very small decrease in
demand. The model indicates that at a slightly higher demand level, the size
of decrease in demand would have little effect on the Dow-Jones average.
Similarly. in Zeeman, s model of the hgt.t -flight syndrome. if the animal is
in a highly excited slate thigh rage and high fea,). a slight increase of fear
will generally have little effect on the animal's a ack behavior. However, at
some point in the tight and flight variables. a slight increase in fear. or a
slight decrease in rage. will cause the animal suddenly to cease attacking
and flee. These examples thus illustrate what is meant by sudden reversals
of hehavii r.
The second characteristic. divergence. is best explained by considering
other aspects of the examples already given. In the case of the stock market.
if there is a gradual increase of "speculation" to a high level while demand
continues at a moderate level. the eventual result may well be a very high
or very low Dow-Jones average. but the :Actual result will he virtually unpredictable Similarly. if the emotional state 01 the animal in the second
example is excited h} increasing rage and fear nearly equally, the animal is
likely to exhibit either an attacking behavior or a fleeing behavior. but which
behavior actually will occur is virtually unpredictable. This characteristic

of unpredictability of outcome under certain conditions of the controlling
variables is what is meant by "divergence effect".
The third characteristic, that of a bimodal distribution of behavior. is
perhaps easier to understand than the other characteristics. In the stock
market example. high speculation and moderatel demand generally lead to
a stock marl, .t that may be very high (bull) or vrery low (bear). but it is not
likely to result in an intermediate average. In thfr fight-flight example. if the
animal is in a state of high rage and high fear. khe behaviors of attack and
flight are most likely. but the intermediate (neutital. passive) behavior is least
likely Figure'_ shows an examnle of a bimodal distribution based on fightflight behavior A postulated bimodal distribution of briingual speech performance is discussed in a separate section below
I figure .2,,

Bimodal

distributam of behavior with
high rage and high tear

11tevk

\cutral

Flight

Figure 2h, Distribution of
behavior with low rage and
Itm fear

Attack

'Neutral

1 light
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The cusp catastrophe consists of a mathematical model in which the value

of a behavioral variable r is determined at any time by the value of the
variables a and b. callee ontrol variables. and by the -history" of the
preceding values of x. Mathematically. the value of x is determined to be
a locally minimum value of the potential function:
V = x4 + ux2 4- vx

where u and v are functions of control variables a.and b. Figure 3 represents

a sketch that indicates the values of ithat result from this procedure. The
graph consists of a surface that sits above the (a.b) plane (the a.b plane is
projected in Figure 3). with the height of the surface above the point a.b
representing the value of the behavioral variable x corresponding to the
point a.b. A careful analysis of Figure 3 shows that for some values of a
and b there is only one value of x corresponding to that combination of
values. However. there is a cusp-shaped curve in the (a.b)plane (called the
catastrophe set) where the are exactly two possible values for x. Moreover. there is a third region in the (a.b) plane. inside the cusp. for which
there are three possible values for x. Actually. in this region the **middle
sheet" of values for x represent values that maximize rather than minimize
V. Consequently. these values represent -least likely". rather than **most
likely" behavior. When there is only one value of x corresponding to a
particular value of a and b. x will represent the value of the behavioral value
determined by a and b. If there are two possible values of x. we will assume
that the value' of the control variables were reached by means of a continuous path in the (a.b) plane. Correspondingly. a unique path on the surface

exists that "covers" (or sits above) the path in the (a.b) plane. This path
ends at the point whose x-value represents the behavior predicted by the
model.
Whe i it comes to creating a model that will actually generate numerical

output. however, the particular catastrophe surface must first be determined. One procedure that might be used. when both the 7ontrol and output
variables are easily measured. would be to conduct a la: ge number of experiments and analyze the data by finding the best fitting catastrophe surface. A second option. however. is to treat the parameter for the model as
variables. and to identify how these variables may reflect iarying conditions
surrouneing the phenomenon that we are modeling.
The parameters that need to be specified include at least the width of the
cusp. the orientation of the centerline of the cusp. and the location of the
vertex of the cusp. Table 5 summarizes these variables.

The next section
show how these cusp catastrophe parameters can be
interpreted as the input and output variables affecting intercalation behavior
(see Table 4).

A Catastrophe Model of Intercalation

h the case of a model for bilingual intercalation. we designate verbal
behavior by the variable P (performance). The characteristic of sudden
reversal of behavior can be seen as the very pnenomenon that we are at-
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FIGURE 3
Graph of the Typical Cusp Catastrophe.
Con froi

INACCESSIBLE
REGION

Graph of
behavior (X)

Catastrophe Set

tempting to model. Cases of intercalation by a fluent bilingual will generally
involve a switch from values of P very near M to values very near M.
although switches at intermediate values will also occur.
The characteristic of divergence can be seen by observing the. a bilingual
speaker who is highly proficient in both languages and who is in an envi-
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TABLE 5
PARAMETERS OF THE CUSP CATASTROPHE
Variable

Geometrical Interpretation in
the Cusp Catastrophe

a.b

control variables

the "width" of the cusp
s

cal

the slope of the centerline
the a.b coordinates of the

"vertex- of the cusp

ronment that is equally accepting of either language is nearly equally likely
to begin speaking in either language. There does not seem to be a reasonable

way to develop a mechanism for predicting which language would be used
in this situation. Hence. the divergence effect appears to be demonstrated.
The third characteristic c:.n be seen in that a highly proficient bilingual
will exhibit language behavior with modes near -M and M. with behavior
near zero occurring rarely. It is reasonable to postulate that when a language
element is highly accessible in both languages for any speaker the most
likely distribution of behaviors will be bimodal with modes near M and M.
On the other hand. If an element is not very accessible to the speaker in
either language. a unimodal distribution of behavior clustered near zero is
most reasonable to expect.
To model exactly what is happening in i itercalation behavior, we would
need to monitor how all of the control variables influence the ingoing elec-

trical input signals and the exact ewations that indicate how the brain
converts these input signals into output signals. Such a sophisticated model
seems unattainable at the present time. However. Thom's theorem shows
that 'he existence of such underlying ec uations guarantees that some castastrophe model is appropriate. Furthemore. the higher order catastrophes

all involve the cusp catastrophe. Thu.. we have concluded that a model
involving the cusp catastrophe is the appropriate place to begin. Consequently. we set forth the following catash:The model.
The bet. nor sariabie. as indicated above. is the variable P (performance).

that varies from M to M. An instance of intercalation, therefore, will be
indicated by a change in the sign of the variable P. The control variables for
the model will consist of a combination of the variables corresponding to
accessibility and the speaker's language preference. if any.
Accessibility is assumed to In a two dimensional variable a, and a2 where
a refers to the accessibility of a language element in language i. For purposes of modeling, we assume that a1accessibility of a specified element

in language i is a random variable, changing according to some convenient distribution whose mean or median is approximately determined by
the proficiency of the speaker in language i. In the case of a bilingual person.
we will assume that the accessibility of elements in each language varies
from 0 (completely inaccessible) to I (perfectly accessible). We also assume
that a, and a2 are independent of each other. We can incorporate speaker
preferenr_ by -allowing p to be a real variable that goes from
I to I. where
I represents determination by the speaker to speak language 2. 0 represents Indifference. and + I represents determination by the speaker to speak
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Language I

We then derive two multipliers: p, which is equal to I -p if p

is negative. and to I if p is greater than or equal to 0: and p, which is equal
to I if p is les, than or equal to 0. and to I p if p is greater than 0. The

control variable, then become a,p, the product of a, and p, and a2p2
(see Figure 41. In the absence of environmental bias favoring one of the
language,. the model will be a cusp catastrophe with splitting factor a,p, -a,p2

and with normal factor a,p,-a,p2. A two dimensional sketch of the control
space and its prediction, is shown in Figure 4. Values of a,p, and a,p, in
the lower right of the control space will result in performance only in language I. and in the upper left only in language 2. Such situation, indicate
expected behavior when the accessibility of an element in one language is
much greater than that of the corresponding element in the other language.
The area within the cusp is the bimodal area. and the prediction of the
model is that. in the indeterminate case. the behavior will not be intercalation i.e.. the behavior will be to maintain performance in the language in
which the speaker has been performing.
At this point. we see that the width of the cusp can be considered as a
variable in the model This variable 1, designated as t in Figure 5. If the
FIGURF. 4

Graphic Representation, of Multipliers p, mind p, as Function, of Speaker's
Language Preference. p
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value of t is large (close 10 I 0). the bimodal region is greatly diminished
and it becomes relatively easy for intercalation to occur. whereas if t is
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FIGURE 5
Diagrams of ((intro! Space for Cusp Catastrophe in the Bilingual
Intercalation Model.
a No en.tronment41 bias
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small the bimodal region becomes very large and intercalation becomes
highly unlikely. In consideration of some of the research of Poplack and
Sankoff. it may he that the variable I approaches 1.0 at points of discourse
where intercalation is permissible. and that it approaches zero at those
points where intercalation is not permissible. Moreover, the model may be
able to incorporate Wald's hypothesis of differential facility in switching
from one language to another if it is assumed that the value of t that determines the width of the "language 2 only" region is distinct from the t that
determines the height of the "language I only" region (see Figure 5a).
Finally. the axis of symmetry of the cusp (actually the selection of the
normal factor). can he seen as an indication of environmental bias or restriction in the use of one language or the other. A rotation of the axis in
a counter clockwise direction will lead to a model that predicts that an
overabundance of linguistic behavior will occur in language I. while a clockwise rotation would similarly favor language 2 (see Figure 5b).
In summary. Table 6 shows the input and output variables needed to
model intercalation behavior (see also Table 41. the variables allowable in
the cusp catastrophe model (see also Table 5). and the correspondence between these two sets of variables.

So far, we have only considered the vertex of the cusp to occur at 'he
origin, corresponding to a simultaneous value of zero for the two control
variables However. the cusp catastrophe model in- itself does not dictate
this restriction. It should also be pointed out that the model proposed does
not account for intercalation behavior that may be due to speech impairment
resulting from various pathologic conditions. such as disease or trauma.

CONCLUSION
Given the proposed topological model of bilingual intercalation. there
appear to he two principal directions in which to proceed. One promising
line of activity is to develop a computer simulation of bilingual intercalation
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TABLE 6

CORRESPONDENCE OF BILINGUAL INTERCALATION INPUT
AND OUTPUT VARIABLES TO CERTAIN VARIABLES OF THE
CUSP CATASTROPHE
MODEL.
Cusp
Catastrophe

MEANING
Bilingual
Intercalation

a.b

a:P:

Input
Variables

Accessibility to the speaker L.
elements in language I and 2.
tseight:d by the speaker's
language preference (p1. if any.
Constraints inherent to language

I and 2 and their joint use.
Environmental restriction on the
use of language I or 2.
Output

P

Variable

Intercalated bilingual speech

behavicr in a specific unit bf
analysis.

based on the input and output variables identified. We have begun some
preliminary work in this area and hope to deve:op it further in the future.
A second line of activity would be to engage in empirical work to see if the
input and output variables we ha..c identified arc in fact operative in the real
world. It would be quite useful to have empirical data as a guide for determining the actual shape and position of the catastrophe surface. Moreover.
we are quite aware of the fact that the cusp catastrophe allows for only two
control variables, whereas the phenomenon of intercalation may in fact
require more control variables. thus forcing the use of a higher order catastrophe model.
Finally. It is our hope that the further development of a theoretical model.
together with greater refinement in data collection and analysis, will lead to
a much fuller understanding of a language phenomenon that. for all the
attention and concern it has generated. so far has remained largely a mystery.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR THE ANALYSIS OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION

PUBLIC POLICY IN THE U.S.*

Raymond V. Padilla
Arizona State University

In resent years it has become increasingly clear that there is a need to
construct a framework for the analysis of bilingual education public policy
in the United States. Such a framework is necessary because the formula-

tion of bilingual education public policy in this country ought not to be

I

guideksolely by erratic quadrennial efforts to exchange meager and hard
won political tokens for congressional approval of Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. On the con'rary. the continuation of
bilingual programs ought to depend primarily upon the existence of a wellarticulated and firm national policy supporting bilingualism and bilingual
education. Today such a national policy is but a hope for those who support
bilingual education.
This state of affairs is particularly disturbing in view of the periodic reviews that Congress imposes on all legislation. Thus. it is plain that advocates of bilingual education must expend the intellectual and political efforts
needed to produce the kind of bilingual education public policy that is desired. This paper is concerned primarily with the conceptual part of the
intellectual task and aims to identify the gross parameters that are important
to bilingual education public policy analysis.

PRELIMINARY ASSUMPTIONS

so

N.

csi
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Some preliminary assumptions and definitionN.need to be made explicit.
Throughout this paper it will be assumed that policy refers to public policy
rather than policy in the private sector. Similarly. the interest in planning
will be limited to those planning activities that are intended to carry out
established public policy.
In a fundamental sense, public policy formulation can be viewed as a
social process that culminates in the exercise of choice by a duly constituted
political body. Typicilly a choice will be made from among competing alternatives relating to a specific social issue. The alternatives can vary both
in .their implicit and explicit outcomes. Moreover the alternative to take no
action or to do nothing is almost always implicit within the set of available
of tions. Reduced to its essence. public policy has to do with a process for
making choices about what ought to be done, or not done. in specified

'Copyright 'r, 1911l by Raymond V. Padilla
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situations Public policy thus contributes importantly to the designation and
legitimization of social goals and priorities. And it is precisely this legitimizing function of public policy that is important to bilingual education.
Planning is an activity that has a fundamental and logical connection to
the policy-making process. Once social goals and priorities are established
and legitimized through public policy. the planning- process-is invoked by
the relevant public institutions in order to develop a logical. feasible. and
satisfying action agenda. If carried out. this agenda will produce a variety
of changes and transformations in the social and physical environments.
and indeed in the very people who inhabit those environments.

ERECTING A METAFRAME
Given this understanding of public policy and planning, the required task

is to construct a framework that will facilitate understanding of the prole1SCS invrIved in formulating bilingual education public policy in the United

States. At the outset. it may be useful to erect a sort of conceptual scaffolding that will allow the construction of the desired framework in the
context of a larger edifice. Consider this scaffolding as a metaframe that
an he Lonceived as encompassing three interlocking components. These
components can he designated as theory. technology. and public policy.
Ilgure I shows schematically the three components. The metaframe proposed designates in a parsimonious way the elementary 'components that
define and propel the bilingual education eMerprise. Moreover. the basic
idea depicted in Figure I is that both the formulation and analysis of bilingual education public policy should take into account explicitly the elements
of bilingual education theory and technology. since these elements are important constituents of bilingual education as a whole.

FIGURE I
letatrame for Bilingual Education Public Polio
Public Policy

I hcory

Technology

Perhaps' a briel mention needs to be made as to the meaning of theory
and technology in bilingual education Bamcally, theory in bilingual editLawn has to do %sub the elaboration of conceptual and analytic frameworks
for the purpose of deseribing, interpreting itnd understanding the essential
underlying principles and elements of bilingual education. Applied theory
can be used, to analyze. explain. support. and change bilingual learning
activities in the classroom as well as in natural settings outside the class-
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room. Hence, the advancement of theory in bilingual education is a basic
necessity for the field as a whole. Unfortunately. one of several key problems currently facing bilingual education is a notable lack of attention to
the construction of theories applicable to the numerous phenomena and
events that occur in bilingual education. 1-. vertheless, the relevant point
here is that public policy in bilingual education must necessarily affect, and
is affected by. the relative level of theory development in the field.
The other component in the triad, bilingual education technology, implies
procedures, techniques. materials and instrumentation. In brief, bilingual
technology includes all of the skills and paraphernalia that are utilized in
the teaching enterprise. Much that is important to teaching and learning
has to do with technique because technique is a key element in the formation of skills and patterned behavior. To the extent that teachers need
and control skills, techniques, and technical products, they are technicians.
As technicians they must be able to understand. utilize, and evaluate the
growing technology that applies to bilingual learning and the management
of bilingual classrooms and other learning environments.
The connection between bilingual technology and public policy is apparent if one sees that public policy issues often involve choices between technological alternatives as well as between philosophical or value alternatives.
To thealegree that the basic goals and ideas of bilingual education are supported by a technological base, there is always the possibility that competing

technical systems will arise and that their effectiveness, usefulness, and
desirability will have to he evaluated as part of the policy-making process.
Moreover. technological products almost always give rise to questions of
specifications and standards. Although such questions may require purely
technical answers, when they arise in the public sector they almost always
involve policy decisions as well.

ELEMENTS OF THE FRAMEWORK
If the triad of components just described is accepted as a suitable metaframe, then some specific elements of the proposed bilingual education policy framework can he identified. In brief. these elements include the federal
courts, the U.S. Congress. state legislatures, the mass media. and bilingual
communities. Figure 2 depicts these elements in relation to the metaframe
already described.
Now it should go without saying. but it may he worthwhile to emphasize.

that the five elements selected form just one set of elements from an indefinite number of other possible sets that could he constructed. Yet. the
suggestion here is that the five elements depicted in Figure 2 are comprehensive enough to encompass the full range of phenomena that need to be
understood and manipulated in the area of concern. Such understanding.
of course, will require that the dimensions or factors that are constituents
of these elements he identified and gauged. it will he necessary also to
determine how these dimensions relate to each other. In short, the perimeter

of the framework and the manner in which it is held together must he
known.
Although in a field as broad as bilingual education public policy a count
of five elements is reasonably parsimonious. note that these elements arise
from only three- fundamental forces that are at play here. Thes are (I) the
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F1GURE2

Five Elements of Public Policy Framework Displayed in the Context of a
Bilingual Education Metaframe.
Public Policy
Elements

Bilingual Communities
Mass Media

State Legislatures
Congress

Federal Courts

Theoretical
Dimensions

Technological
Dimensions

political system that gives rise to a mechanism for makingsome of the
important social decisior .: (2) public attitudes, opinions, and perceptions
that influence the outcomes of political processes: and (3) the activities of
bilingual communities that ultimately are aimed at influencing both public
attitudes and the outcomes of the politi. al system.
Before going into more detail about the five elements that constitute the
proposed framework, a few general comments are in order. First, it is proposed that the five elements are fundamental, and that they need to be

understood in detail if an effective policy in bilingual education is to be
formulated Secondly. it is extremely important to recognize that there is
scarcely any systematic knowledge about any one of these elements, and
some elements have received hardly any attention at all. Thirdly, it is hoped
that the proposed framework will serve a heuristic function by assisting in
the design and implemention of a research agenda. Eventually the outcomes
of such research ought to inform the actions of advocates and policy makers
whose actions have the potential to affect the lives of thousands of school
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chdren. What follows is a brie; outline of each element that is intended to
signal its importance in public policy formulation and to assess. if only in
a cursory fashion. our present level of knowledge of that particular element.

THE JUDICIAL ELEMENT
There can be little question as to the iMportance of the legal system and

its influence on bilingual education activities. Indeed, the impact of the
federal courts on the implementation of bil gual education programs has
been pervasive, and in some cases the courts have been the decisive factor
in determining rather speeific public policy issues in bilingual education. So
far, no single court case has had as powerful an impact on bilingual education as the Lou v. Nit bah' decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in 1974.

The decision was particularly signifiLant in view of the "Lau Remedies"
disseminated by the Office for Civil Rights as a direct result of the Lau
ruling
Cunously enough. ...-e Lau decision did not specifically require a bilingual
education remedy to the issues in question. Yet this case. which was directly
concerned with issues of equity and nondiscrimination, has become a cor-

nerstone of the public policy that currently supports bilingual education.
This somewhat anomalous feature of the Lou decision ought to alert the
advocates of bilingual education to the need to understand more clearly
both the strengths and weaknesses of litigation as it affects the policy-makng process

Unfortunately. not a gnat :!eal of rezarch has been done that can gauge
with some precision and insight the many factors inhe!ent in the litip...tion
process or to place in proper perspective the influence of litigation in the

formulation of puh!ic policy in bilingual education. One can dentify. for
'example. at least two issue% that need to b,. raised and researched. First.
it is important for those involved in bilingual education to have a clear

understanding of the impact that the litigation strategy will have on bilingual
education outcomes. Court decisions tend to be directed at very specific
situations, yet their impact often is c- 1,1ed far beyond the specific cases
Land circumstances) originally ling:. d i case in point. again is the Lau
decision, which originally affecte.! 0. ', ..te San Francisco sche'1 district.
Yet Hs general impact was felt throughout the country by way , Stith the
tau Remedies and the influence that the decision had on 'ne federal Bilingual Education Act of 1974 and similar acts at the state level. Whether or
not one gains an advantage fiom a particular court decision is not the point

here. The important point is that the influence of court decisions can be
widespread and pervasive, and that it is necessary to understand more completely how this influence will affect the overall field of bilinguL! education.
It i only through such understanding that one can hope !o accurately assess

the effect of litigation on the larger put,.. policy arerit. To date, only a
smail number of researchers have done work in this important area. Particularly noteworthy is the work of Manuel del Valle and his ce,Peagues at the

Centro de Estudios Puertornouenos.: Yet much more work of this type
needs to he done
A second factor in this element that needs to be elaborated has to do with
what might he called "ethnonistice Fahnolustice refers to the particular

anti at times peculiar influ, nces that affect legal decisions because the
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litigation incolves ethnically identifiable issues or questions Fthnojustice
also has to do with other factors that influence judicial outcomes. For esample. the racial and ethnic background of judges. the climate of prevadmg
public opinion anu the legislatively enacted statutes within which issues
must he adjudicated are all factors that Intl 'ence specific court cases that
ultimately may impact on the public policy arena These factors, and others
that still need to he identified. are depicted in Figure 1
ERA_ RI
I

astors in the imidical I lenient Related to Bilingual l-ducat,on Public Policy
thnouistice

I itigation

Other
I actors

Stiategl,

"1111: (1)\GRESS11()N AI, EI,ENIENT
hinting now to the legislatice clement at the federal iecel. federal public
polic% in bilingual education can he stated esplicitly As far hack as MR,
the l ti ( (ingress declared it to he a policy of the !hilted States to
procide financial assistance to local educational agencies to decelop and
Lain, out new and imaginatice elcmeidaly and secondary s,:hool programs
designed to meet
tale) spe6.11 educational needs- of children of limited! nglish speaking abilif% ' Note that in this declaration of congressional pol-

io, no specific let,n-ence is made to bilingual education It was not until
I'14 that the ( oitgrcs leclareu the following millet. for the United States
in order to est.,Nish equal education,
tortunity for all children
11 to encoui age the est thlishment and operation. where apptopriate. of
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education programs using bilingual educational practic
echniques, and
methods. and (B) for that purpose. to provide financial assistance to local
educational agencies, and to state educational agencies
The public
policy enunciated by the Congress in 1974 was not substantially altered by
the EdUcation Amendments of 1978.
Yet, in spite of this fairly specific statement of congressional policy on
bilingual education, a rather small, though significant. amount of research
has been conducted to illuminate the myriad of factors that contributed to
the formulation of this particular policy. Relevant research works, such as
those by Gilbert Sanchez' and Susan Schneider' are helpful in identifying

important factors that led Congress to the formulation of this particular
policy. Some of these factors are shown in Figure 4. As indicated by Schneider in her study of the Bilingual Education Act of 1974. the elements depicted in Figure 4 interact with each other and the environment in complex
ways that have important ramifications for outcomes of the federal policy
process. These interactions have been elucidated to some extent. Figure 5
attempts to highlight some of the more
ificant influences.

I IGURE 4

Kes I actors in the

ongressional Element Related to Bilingual Education
and Public Policy
House of Representatives

Senate

President

%hilt. the multiples of interactional patterns suggested in Figure 5 can
not I : explored in detail here, it should he noted at least that the major
forces crystalize into a tripartite pattern in w'ich complex interactions occur Note also the environmental factors. c ecially the various lobbying
groups. the courts, and the media t:'at impinge directly on the federal policymaking process Unfortunately. we do not know nearly as mi. -h as we ought
to about how federal policy in bilingual education is forged at the national
level Epstein's naive contention that the Congress suffers from a 'Columbus complex" in bilingual policy making hardly sheds any light on the sublee! Works such as Schneiders and others are useful but the case study
approach used needs to be supplemented and augmented with longitudinal
studies Moreover. we desperately need to understand the influence of eth-

nopolitics on the entire federal policy-making apparatus. Without such
knowledge. there is little hope that bilingual commun:ties will he able to
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FIGURE

5

Underlying Factors in the Congressional Element Related to Bilingual
Education and Public Policy.

Minority

Majority

:arty

Party

4

\

President

House of Rep.

..13.\
1:4

;

House
Strategy

v-,

e

Majority Party
--,

ED

Environmental Factors: Lobbyists.
Courts. Media. etc

exert significant influence over important policy decisions affecting the future development of bilingual education

THE: LEGISLATIVE ELEMENT
The nevt clement in the proposed framework is state public policy on
bilingual education. Some key dimensions of this element are shown in
Figure u. Recent works have made an attempt to elucidate the nature of
bilingual policy making at the state level These studies range from the
rather extensive work of Development Associates. Inc." to more focused
studies of legislative processes or historical trends such as those of Jose
Vega in Texas' and Lawrence Estrada in California."' Other studies have
focused on specific issues that have arisen in the context of a particular
state Refer especially to the works of Schuhmann in fsl v Jersey" and
Quesada in Connecticut), In si ite of these important contributions. it is
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quite apparent that much more research needs to he done if substantial
insight is to he gained into the many factors that influence bilingual policy
making at the state lesel Some states. such . Michigan. have mandated
bilingual education for (nay the years." Yet. 4h rare exception. descripthe studies are not available that shed light on the various factors and
influences that led to the formulation of such state policies. Analytic reports
that lay hare the state lesel policy-making process in bilingual education are
noticeably Licking for most states. In view of the important role assigned
to the states in the educational arena. it should he plain that this element
needs much more attention from scholars and researchers if there is to he

any hope at all of fashioning a sturdy framework within which effective
bilingual education policy can he-analyied and formulated.

1161 RI 6
faa.tors Relating to the State Element in Bilingam Education Katlic
Malley

11 If/ ito/S/ III RI
I

Political Parties

2 SHE
1

I °NI% 1st,

RII llit 41 ( 011111 NWLS
History of
Ethnopopulation,

/.%1IROVIII.N. I
I ederai Court,
1

2
1

I edcral Legislation
National Trends

THE NIEDIA ELEMENT
I he fourth clement in the proposed frame:York has been des:ttnated the
mass media. It is particularly important to analyse and understand this

clement because it can haw a decisue impact on the other four clement,
Vet. it c..n he .said without exaggeration that this is one clement that has
rea.:Ived the (cast amount of research effort by those involved in promoting
bilingual education in the public arena. This fact was most emphatically
brought to light during 1979 when the author issued a national call for papers

n hilingual education public policy and only one out of the forty-seven
papers submitted related to the mass media. this was so in spite of the fact
that the call for papers specifically identified the mass media as one of the
areas in v, hit. h research papers would he accepted
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Moreover, the inflaence of the mass media has tended to he negative and
sometimes hostile to the adoption of progressive bilingual education public
policy While numerows illustrations could be given to support this point.

three prominent examples ought to suffice- The highly opinionated and
chauvinistic article by Philip Quigg in Vett sit eck." the presumed. almost
unwitting. expose by Mike Wallace on 6U _Minors." and the journalistic
volume by Noel Epstein" that easily qualifies as the world's longest running
editorial against bilingual et. Jeation.
Since the mass media have a significant and pervasive influence on public
attitudes and perceptions. the importance of this element in bilingual policy
formulation cannot he overstated. There is a need to carefully document

the posture that the various media have taken with respect to bilingual
education. The connection, between public attitudes, the mass media, and
formal policy-making bodiessuch as state legislatures. the Congress. and
the courtsmust he Iaid.out and understood before the mass media can be
utilized effectuely to support bilingral public pplicy. Figure 7 attempts to
highlight these and other ;'1portant factors underlying the mass media
clement

1-KILRE 7
Some I av tors Related to the Mass Media Element in Bilingual Education
Public Polley.
PI B1.1(

11 1111 1)1-.S
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Political Ssiterii
I ,ontinu Ssstern

Besides doing research on the various dimensions indicated in Figure 7.
it is also necessary to gain an understanding of how bilingual education
supporters tire utilizing the nonmass media Lommunication ch.innek available to them I he myriad newsletters. journals. textbooks. conference...
workshops. films. videotapes. etc. that have been produced by various Ilingual communities many of them with funding through Title VII of the
Hementary and Sezono -y Education Act need to tic analvzed and asses,ed for their usefulness in counteracting some of the negative influences
of the mass met,a toward progressive bill tgual public policy I hes, corn
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munication channels might he termed micromedia. and their effectiveness
could surely he enhanced if it were known with some precision and insight
lion they are currently being used and what other supportive uses they
might have.

THE commusrry ELEMENT
I he last of the he elements has to do v ith blimp! .1 communities themLike the mass media. this element has not been thoroughly reseal-died. although papers such as those by Lots Steinberg'- and John
Aim's!" are beginning to ask useful questions and to provide some data
rel..:ed to !inguagc phenomena in bilingual communities. Figure K is a representation of important dimensions in the bilingual communities element.
selves

Fl(it'R K
Some I doors Related to the Bilingual Communities Element in Bilingual
I-dtivation Puhlii. Policy
International Contest

/
( ommunity Building

Ethnopolnics

One of the most curious things about bilingual vommunines is that so
little is known about the attitudes of ordinary bilingual persons toward
bilingual education. especially at the national level. Yet. it is extremely
important to gauge rather carefully the grass roots support that bilingual
eduvalion emovs within bilingual communities themselves.'" Similarly. it is
necessary to know what apprehensions or concerns members of ohnocom-

=miles might have toward bilingual education and its attendant political
and philosophical postures v is a v is assimilation. acculturation, language
in untenance. ethnopolitics. and a host of other concerns.
f he community clement is critical because. among other things. it permits
the following question to he raised Who is to construct the various frameworks w ithin which bilingual education. and in this ease, bilingual education

public policy. is :o he comeptualued. planned. and carried out" All too
often. members of tulingid commumbe. have not enjoyed the opportunity
to do important research hi bilingual education policy this is an unfortunate
situation for bilingual education because research is an activity that is pro-
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roundly *life...tett by the social and cultural environment in which the research act takes place. Issues and questions of policy in bilingual eduction
can have very different meanings and answers depending upon the individual researcher and the context in which those questions or issues are raised.
In fact. questions jand answers) in general are never absolutely objective.

and those who ask a question may assume Very different premises from
those who must ultimately answer the question. It is said that Fritricisco
Quevedo. the famous Spanish writer. once bet a friend that Quevedo would
tell the queen of Spain to her face that she was as a gimp. Naturally. such an
audacious and irreverent act seemed an impossibility. so Quevedo's friend
accepted the bet. Quevedo. famous for his boundless wit and resourcefulness. was quick to find a solution It is said that he took two flowersone

in each handand presented them simultaneously to the queen. In his left
hand Quevedo held a clawl (carnation) while in his right hand he held a
rosy t rose) He then asked the queen to choose between the two flowers by
saying. 'Entre et /at el lu rt)sa Vuestra tferced
(Of course. escf/ju
means "choose- but is homophonous with the Spanish expression for fe-

male gimps / oia. Thus the sentence could be interpreted in two very
different ways. It could mein either 'Your Highness. choose between the
carnation and the rose." or "Your Highness is a gimp between a carnation
and a rose...)
QUeVed0 eventually languished in prison for this and other indiscretions.
but the lesson to he learned here is that the very act of asking a question.
and the nature of the question itself. already has potential policy implications. The decision maker may be led down a rosy path by a clever resoarcher who has a hidden agenda. Thus. it is quite legitimate to question
the motives and perspectives of researchers. because these factors ultimately

are conditioning influences on the research act. Such questioning of researchers. to he most effective. onfht to originate in the bilingual communities themselves

SEARCHING FOR INFORMED POLICIES
AND ELEGANT PRINCIPLES
It should he apparent tha the five cements of the framework just outlined
encompass quite a Lug: space Thus there is ample room for energetic and
motivated researchers who would like to contribute to bilingual public policy analysis and formulation through their research findings. On the other
hand. this broad expanse of relatively unexplored ground should signal the
need to redouble the research aft /. For it cannot he reasonably expected
that bilingualism and bilingual education will be successful if there is little
or no ,m.treness of the many factors that alone and in concert determine
the nature and outcomes of bilingual education
In conclusion. it may he worthwhile to enunciate some tentative principles tha: may govern. or at least influence. bilingual education. and more

spe.dically bilingual education public policy formulation. in the United
States for those with a more Lonsernative approach to inquiry. consider
these statements as hypotheses yet to he confirmed through systematic research In any event. they can he used as a heuristic tool to encourage more
comprehensive analysis of bilingual education policy [he statements are
not necessarily given in order of priority
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The Principle of Interrelatedness

Note that the public policy framework proposed heft is embedded within
a triad of componerts that might be called a metaframe. The reason for
paying particular at :tion to this metaframe is that public policy formulation is not merely political in character. It is a process that in today's hypertechnological society is markedly influenced by the technological and
educational systems that form its context. One might say that public policy
is determined not only by politics. but also by the politics of expertise.
Hence. in dealing with public policy formulation for bilingualism. it is important to recognize that the task is complicated by the need to understand
not only politics. but theory and technology as well. And to the extent that
either theory or technology in bilingual education remain unknowns. to that
extent will the difficulties increase in attempts to develop and implement
progressive bilingual public policies.
The Print iple of Community Groundednecs

It seems that an authentic approach toward language policy must be
grounded in the everyday needs and conditions "of the citizenry. It is all well
and good to discuss language planning and policy making as an academic
and scholarly activity, but an equally important need todayat least among
certain ethnocommunitiesis to clearly articulate possible choices among
language alternatives, and to determine what impact those choices might
have on the everyday conditions of those communities. Hence, a prominent

concern of such ethnocommunities is the formulation of bilingual policy
because bilingualism toot just language) is a feature that characterizes the
ethnocommunity and renders it distinctive. In short. the point of departure
for such communities is precisely their bilingual character. And their most
basic need is not to discover their bilingualismfor it has always been there
and they have been conscious of that factbut to fashion the future course
and development of that distinctive bilingualism.
The Principle of Ilivtoritul Oterdetertnination
It appears to he an inescapable conclusion that one fundamental aspect
of bilingualism in the U.S.. especially English-Spanish bilingualism. is its
incsitable connection to a legacy of rivalry. friction, and aggression that has
charact...rized the contacts between Iberian and Anglo Saxon peoples on
the one hand and various European and Native American nations on the
other. The contemporary debate over bilingual education in the U.S. appears
to he subtended by this legacy of hostility. As a result. much of the oppo-

sition that is expressed against bilingual education in the U.S. tends to
reflect the opposition's perception of some noxit.us, foreign or otherwise
threatening element in bilingual education.
Placed in the context of this primordial hostility, it is easier to assay the
endless editorials and featurettes that harangue against the very concept
and postulated results of bilingual land bicultural) education. Few if any of
these broadsides have voiced concern on genuine educational grounds. Th.!ir
gripes against bilingual education are linked to bipolar notions such as unity
and separatism, natives and foreigners. or quaint melting pot notions of
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nationhood and peoplehood The critics argue with solemn monophonic
voices that all Amencans must learn English while cynically ignoring the
ev idence that shows that certain American institutions (namely the schools
have seen to it that some Americans may not be able to learn English or to
learn it poorly
Ilk' Prim iple of 11 Plitrilm, I .11111l1

I

As one studies the critics of bilingualism and bilingual ethicatuln. one is
also struck by their profound ,ignorance and perversity with respect to a
fundamental national principle of the U.S E plitribii, union. It has been a
national tenet for over two hundred years that the U.S. Is necessarily a
composite of a multitude of peoples from all over the world. Many came to
the new land searching for opportunities to better their lives: others came
to preserve valued as of II% ing that they desperately wanted to maintain

and pans (,n to their children. In this context. the literal and authentic
meaning of I. plitribii, town is that a cohesive governance system shall he
welded together and rendered functional by the collective efforts of diverse
populations fhe Interpretation that renders this expression to mean that all
language% that touch upon American soil. save English. must be altered.
transitioned. or eradicated is a pernicious and revisionist interpretation that
at bottom is profoundly un-American. Such an interpretation makes a mockery out of the first European Americans who long ago envisioned the great
1merican nation as a reluge from tyrannical monotheists lid monarchs.
and a% a home for those who value the liberation of the human spirit.

Within this historical framework of unity through pluralism. it can he
seen that bilingual education is on:. of the few contemporary social trends
that makes the case for maintaining the plural character of the nation while
assuring national unity "(her( are at least two basic approaches to national
unity (ne is to attempt to destroy all elements that do not fit ir.4 a preestablished clown of what is the nation. The other is to expoad the meaning
of national identity to include all elements that form a functional part of the
nation s life I he first approach is exclusionary. oppressive. and. in its day to -dais manifestation,. racist The second approach is inclusive. symbiotic.
and respecting of manifest differences in human behavior and character.
I he first approach ultimately leads to political tyranny and the attendant
wars of liberation. the second approach. for which we must look to Nature
a% a gulch:. should lead to balance and harmony even w hue immense forces
and pressures ale al play

Ili Pi m( spit ,,f li, Nprt,itt Gown/meta
It is worthwhile !o rcernphasi/e that the essential function of government
is to prov ide print:own for the pimple that n serves Any government without the ,apabilitv to defend its people against external aggression is a con-

tradiction in teems A government that cannot protect its subjects from natural and social misfortunes is one good definition of a had government.
Hence: le% people vilify the government when it takes reasonable measures

to protect the lives and fortunes of its rumens if they have fallen upon
misfortunes or hard times misfortunes caused by natural disasters. manmade disasters. or even the v icissitii(le, of the national economy How In-
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dicrous then for self-appointed defenders of the national weal to enjoin the
use of government resources to carry out bilingual education activities. Bilingual populations in the U.S. have suffered nothing less than a disaster at
the hands of traditional educators, a misfortune of monumental proportions
that is no less real beckiuse it has been ignored by 'Limy of the monophonic
speakers. To say that bilingual education under these circumstances belongs
in the home and should be relegated to parents and church groups is to say
"Let them eat cake! Unfortunately, some Anglophonic Americans have
seen to it that language and ethnic differences have redounded to the detriment of certain ethnocommunities. Therefore it is reasonable and just that
those communities should demand assistance and protection from their government. Such assistance and protection should not be given grudgingly or
viewed with mock disbelief It is clearly within the purview of government
to assist and protect its citizens

CULTIVATING THE ETHNOGARDEN
Finally. it needs to be made clear that this paper is basically a report of
"thinking in progress- related to the important area of bilingual public policy formulation and analysis. If this kind of thinking has any merit at all
and it is at least worth consideringthen it is particularly important to
continue to broaden, refine and systematize the concepts and ideas presented. Moreover. there must he a collecttye will to carry out the systematic
research required to fashion the various frameworks that such thinking allows us to construct. Only then can one hope to determine whether the
thinking expressed here has opened new and fertile ground for cultivation.

or whether in fact one can get corralled within the arid confines of an
intellectual, political. and educational ethnodesert. Perhaps it is not too
much to expect that the former will prove to be the case.
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